Draft New Local Plan Residents' Comments
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DRAFT/RES/2

SS8 0QJ

As we all know, Canvey Island is a known flood plain. It makes no sense at all to build further houses on land that is already
at risk.
If any building goes ahead, it should be at the Council's own risk and they would therefore be held 100% liable for any
damage caused by flooding and for ALL extra costs should Insurance Companies raise home insurance rates due to
perceived increased risk or actual flooding.
This could run into millions of Pounds of debts for the Council and should therefore be extremely carefully considered.
Despite the whining of Thurrock/Basildon Council, there is only one sensible route for a third road of the Island. Dualling of
Canvey Way will not in any way relief any traffic problems as we will always have the bottleneck at Waterside roundabout.

DRAFT/RES/5

SS7 1RF

This is bonkers. Green Belt should be sacrosanct. Will we only be satisfied when the whole borough is concreted over? We
should give the finger to the government housing targets.

DRAFT/RES/8

SS7 5RY

The flood plain must be taken into account for our borough

SS8 7QJ

Canvey Island cannot cope with the congestion at the present moment so enabling the council to build further homes is just
plain silly. For commuters this would be the worst case scenario, bus links have been cut back as FirstGroup have
introduced a new timetable.
A new road off of the Island needs to be introduced too before any affordable housing is given the go ahead.
Affordable housing will also mean that the area will decline; the crime rate will increase too.
Canvey also needs more shops so residents will have no need to drive off to Lakeside, Basildon and Southend which
increases congestion. The council needs to review their rent policy for shops to be able to open rather than having a high
street full of charity shops, estate agents and banks!

DRAFT/RES/11

SS7 5RY

Fundamentally opposed to any development or loss of existing Green Belt under any circumstances. Especially for housing
development where spread is for detached or semi-detached properties which do not utilise the land for the fullest density of
occupation.
Brown sites are plentiful in Castle Point and must be utilised for high density occupation before any other land is
appropriated for building use of any kind.
More blocks of flats must be considered on the above sites - especially for "affordable housing".
Site that can be used for these developments are plainly obvious e.g. Above existing car parks, Benfleet station, behind
Hadleigh A13, above Canvey shopping centre, etc.

DRAFT/RES/13

SS8 8QF

Essex CC gave assurances that houses would not be considered for this site, I did not believe it then and if it is now built on
it would make it difficult to believe what council promise in the future.

DRAFT/RES/14

SS7 3UX

I strongly oppose any more building 'development' in Castle Point. It is far too urban and congested as it is and far too much

DRAFT/RES/10
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of our countryside has been destroyed. I also object to giving more road space and priority to buses. Car drivers mostly fund
road works and they should have priority.
Castle Point should go on the counter-attack and demand the Central Government keep their hands off Castle Point and all
other local authorities - that is true 'Localism' that they proclaim!

DRAFT/RES/15

SS7 2RG

Where is the commitment from Bus and Rail companies? The council only talks about cars, I thought the Government
wanted fewer cars on the roads and more people on public transport, but the Council proposals / drafts / suggestions do not
include any Bus or Rail improvements. Why is that?
Benfleet train station is currently the busiest on the C2C train line, how can an additional 4500+ homes improve the
situation? What precautions are in place for overcrowding, passenger safety, parking, toilets, first aid etc?
What discussion have the council had with C2C about this increase in traffic? There are already too many 8 carriage trains
during the rush hour and not enough 12 carriage trains to and from London Fenchurch, what is the point in having a station
that can handle 12 carriages when the train company does not fully utilise it? The local bus service uses other councils used
buses, where is the investment here? The buses just manage to get to the top of the hills within the borough and always
break down in the Winter. They may maintain they run on time, but that is only because they wait at bus stops to meet their
targets.

DRAFT/RES/16

SS8 9UU

With proposals for further housing on Canvey Island the problem is very simple at this time all roads lead to Waterside
Roundabout.

SS7 3TW

Way too much development in Thundersley around Rayleigh Road/ Dawes Heath. It is only a village with few amenities in
the way of retail and the Deanes school is shutting. All these extra houses will flood Rayleigh Road with traffic which is
already at capacity- as are the local train stations. Why doesn't the local plan map show areas of parks and open spaces that
must be incorporated in planned new housing areas? There is very little accessible open space in Thundersley and
Hadleigh. If H10 was over 60% park and new forest guaranteed for the future I might support it as a trade off. Need green
spaces to break up the housing spiral and retain the semi rural feel that has been almost lost.

DRAFT/RES/18

•

DRAFT/RES/21

SS7 5HG

•
•
•

DRAFT/RES/22

SS7 5BQ

Duel carriageways on and off Canvey + new road to Coryton.
Remove the 50MPH speed limit on the A127 West of Rayleigh Weir.
Remove roundabout on A130 (near A127).
Build cycle way from Benfleet Station to Leigh-on-sea. Improve cycleway around Canvey and put cycleway across
A130.
Improve car park North of Tarpots

Section 3
Additional objections - land to the west of Benfleet is too far away from the proposed areas of employment growth creating
more congestion than necessary as people travel across Benfleet to get to and from work
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Section 4
If there's such a desperate need for affordable housing why has the council continued to give consent to building luxury
developments across Benfleet, from Kiln Road (150 3/4/5 bedroom houses to Richmond Avenue (14 Luxury apartments) and
Benfleet Station (4 Luxury apartments) plus others. How do those figures equate to the figure of 120 new houses since
2011?
Section 9
New link from A130 into Benfleet will create unacceptable levels of congestion at Cemetery Corner and in Jotmans Lane,
neither of which appear to be mentioned in the plan
Section 10
Why should we have to rely on Basildon (over whom we have no control) to provide the Green Belt; my understanding is that
each local authority should be providing its own Green Belt and a 30m strip (not a lung!) is completely insufficient.
Final point - there's no mention of the underground watercourse running down the length of the fields at Jotmans Farm,
which are under the land each household has purchased from the farmer. The Sale and purchase contracts insist that the
Water Company be able to access the watercourse, and putting in a row of houses will without doubt restrict if not prohibit
access.

DRAFT/RES/23

SS7 4LA

Public transport for Castle Point is already under too much strain in rush hours and the service provider is looking to make
cuts they will not support more demand.

DRAFT/RES/24

SS7 1JB

My main reason for opposing this whole proposal is the overcrowding of humans and transportation. The area will be
gridlocked.

SS8 7LP

There is still a significant danger of flooding in the Castle point area, although the threat is no longer from the Thames but
from surface water due to prolonged rainfall. There are still a large number of un adopted roads on Canvey Island that
threaten to flood homes on ridiculously regular basis. I would like to hear the council’s plans to assist those who already
contribute to the pot through taxation.
Building more houses (less green spaces) will make the issue of water logging even worse. Although I accept the majority of
the council’s proposals I would find all of them difficult to support if I subsequently discovered the council is planning to do
nothing to help rectify this already serious issue.

SS8 9XE

I also believe they should look at the already occurring issues on the Island, namely the two schools in Hilton Road and the
problems faced by the residents due to the obnoxious parents parking inconsiderately, they need to double yellow line the
road including Sussex Way where they are encroaching & deal with parking issues i.e. idiots ( who have a designated space
but don't use) obstructing the road making it impossible for the bin men to drive round and reinstate the keep clear at the end
of the road & place bollards to prevent people parking, they could charge the parents to park making a huge revenue for the
council after all in this day & age it is all about health, & there are far too many obese children around putting a strain on the
health service.
I feel a third road is a long time coming however if the flood issues need to be addressed or we're all going to sink!

DRAFT/RES/26

DRAFT/RES/27
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SS8 9JW

The Environment Agency has already told Castle Point Borough Council that it cannot allow the building of any more houses
on Canvey Island as Canvey Island is a category 3 flood risk area,

SS7 5PL

Most respondents will understand Green Belt to be natural land, community land (such as parks, sports pitches), or
commercial land (such as for agriculture, golf courses).
The definition used by Castle Point Borough Council includes already built housing and commercial land.
Wherever a definition is used in a way different to that generally understood, it should be defined, to avoid misleading the
people of the Borough.
Better still, keep jargon use at the office, and communicate plainly and honestly with the people of the Borough.
Population in this Country is accelerating, and it is unreasonable not to provide housing for all the new people, unreasonable
to put more than an equal share in areas such as Castle Point, and unreasonable not to concentrate all future growth into
higher-density usage of current built areas.
Wiping out any area that wildlife could live in, or support their food needs from is arrogant and uncaring - it is only in the
minds of humans, that they have some priority over other animals.
This Country already has an agriculture deficit - we could not survive without food imports - it is important to maintain, and
increase the agricultural land we have, as our Country's economy no longer has tangible reasons to support the huge debt,
that makes up for the huge negative imbalance between money incoming from abroad, and money being paid to abroad.
Jobs and retail are hugely changed, due to global "free" trade policies, and online retail - the plan needs to update to a huge
shrinkage in those.

DRAFT/RES/30

SS8 9XY

Glad to see that finally after DECADES of GRIEF EVERY NIGHT, you have a proposal to join the two lanes at Waterside
with the 2 lanes just past the golf course towards Link Road. I remember thinking 20 years ago that by the time you finally do
something about the terrible traffic problems getting off and especially on at night, I will have retired. I have just retired - so I
was right!

DRAFT/RES/34

I have studied the full report. I am very upset that the Crown Hotel, Hadleigh and the Old Fire Station, Hadleigh have been
omitted from Appendix 7 (HE6).
These two buildings are iconic and worthy of saving: the Fire Station was the first build ever commissioned by the Benfleet
SS7 2RW
Urban District Council (1931) and the Crown dates back to 1769.
I suspect they have been removed for political advantage, and the intention of Regeneration is to knock them down and
develop the sites.

Rep ID
DRAFT/RES/28

DRAFT/RES/29

DRAFT/RES/35

SS7 5HG

Access in Benfleet is difficult at present; additional housing will make it worse. The building of a road of Canvey way will only
cause a rat run through a residential area.
Crossing Benfleet high road in the vicinity of Cemetery Corner is already difficult with added traffic from Jotmans road would
make this nearly impossible.

DRAFT/RES/36

SS7 3DB

Runnymede north paddock should not be considered for housing, it is widely used by many residents for recreational uses
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and dog walking for the last thirty years.
This council should also consult other local councils regarding housing targets that will use our already over loaded
infrastructure on Canvey, Benfleet and Hadleigh. Then seek to make improvements before any further developments are
done.

DRAFT/RES/37

SS7 5TP

Why do the Council not listen to what its constituents want, we have all the consultations and voice our opinions but they just
plough ahead and do what they want?

DRAFT/RES/38

SS8 9QP

Must admit I was not aware of the proposal to widen Somnes Ave between Waterside and Link Road, and I've put I object to
it because I can't see how you can widen given the proximity of houses and the petrol station.

SS7 5EP

Castle Point is not ready for what is being proposed. The roads are busy now, so adding extra housing will put extra strain
on the roads during peak times. The Schools and Doctors/Dentists are full, so new people in the area will struggle to find a
doctor or dentist. Benfleet High Road is a shambles, the shops are either are Estate Agents, Hairdressers or Takeaways,
this needs to be addressed. Green Belt land should not be built on, this is land set aside for the recreation of residents so
should not be part of any of your plans. Jotmans Farm development is not mentioned on the plans, but I am assuming the is
"land to the west of Benfleet", I strongly oppose any building on this land

SS7 2QB

Development H4 is unacceptable. This is existing 'green' area and the proposed total development will lead to significant
loss of amenity & wildlife. This is already plainly apparent from David Wilson development with noticeable fall in birds and
mammals activity.
H4 & H11 development. We have already seen serious flooding issues in West Wood residential area, which the Council and
Water Authority seem unwilling or unable to deal with. Increase of concrete etc will only exacerbate this problem.
A13 Kiln Road is already severely congested mornings / evenings. The proposed increase in people on H4 is impractical.
Given the increase in housing proposed in Kiln Road area (H4), the closure of Deanes School is totally illogical.
H18 Great Burches area seems to offer opportunity of less impact on local people and amenity with ready access to A130 /
A127 junction. Essex County Council resistance to a junction is inappropriate if they are pushing for increase in local
housing.

SS7 3TE

Obviously any comments that are negative against housing proposals will be seen as 'NIMBY' related. I do live close to the
Rayleigh road between the Woodman’s and the Weir. This road is a disaster now so cannot afford any more traffic.
A bigger problem is the whole area from Thurrock down to Southend. This area of Essex cannot support any more
expansion. With the A127 and rather A13 often crammed with traffic, the road infrastructure is at busting point.

DRAFT/RES/39

DRAFT/RES/41

DRAFT/RES/42
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DRAFT/RES/43

SS7 4LU

•
•

DRAFT/RES/44

SS7 4PE

I support in general most of the Councils plans.
I do not object to the building of additional housing even if it is on Green Belt as in proposals H13 & H14, although
access to and from these sites needs to be addressed. However if the plan goes ahead severe road improvements
should be made.
At the moment we have 'almost' motorway standards from London to Benfleet, and, now Chelmsford to Benfleet.
Traffic now travelling for long journeys at 70mph and is all brought to a standstill at Sadler’s Farm where the traffic
congestion crawls all the way to Southend.
If any or all of the plans are to be included roads and traffic flow need to be addressed between Sadler’s Farms
through Southend.

The plan to include 100 new homes on the land west of Glebelands is unbelievable given the amount of time and money that
has been spent fighting this development over the past few years culminating in the decision from the High Court to reject
FLP's appeal to develop this area.
For the council now to bypass the decision of the High Court and include the development of this area within the New Local
Plan is totally unacceptable and will raise great anger and opposition from the local residents.
This area of the Local Plan needs a serious re-think to keep this area of Greenbelt free from development.
Rayleigh Weir area is no go at weekends as it is. We avoid going out sometimes just because of this.
Any further housing will make most people’s life worse through increased traffic gridlock.
Greenbelt is what it is and should not be built on at any cost.

DRAFT/RES/45

SS7 2UD

DRAFT/RES/46

SS7 4PG

I find it difficult to provide an honest response to your ambiguous questions. Please make your questions more black or white
and no grey areas. Thank you.

SS7 5SR

1) Are all these houses being built to accommodate the overspill from London and people on housing lists who are prepared
to re-locate to Castle Point?
2) What do you mean by "affordable housing"?
3) The infrastructure cannot cope at the moment; traffic is always queued up on Bread and Cheese Hill and London Road in
the rush hour. The trains into London in the rush hour are always crowded. The car parks in Benfleet High Road are always
full. The roads in this area in general cannot cope; simply building roads off Canvey Island isn't going to help Benfleet and
Hadleigh. The sites you propose will just add more congestion and most roads leading to the proposed developments are
small roads not meant to cope with large volumes of traffic.
4) You are planning to destroy woodlands and build on green belt to accommodate these houses; Benfleet will become one
big housing estate with all the problems associated with "housing estates". You state that you have identified over 30 local
wildlife sites for nature conservation but how many are you destroying?

DRAFT/RES/48
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5) Why are you shutting Deanes School if you propose to build all these homes, surely you are going to need more school
places.
6) I understand the need to build new houses but in some areas H14; H4 and H18 it is just too many and will have a
devastating impact on the area and residents already living in these areas.
7) We feel really upset by this and are even thinking of moving out of the area. We chose to live in Benfleet because of its
green belt, woodlands and open spaces and now feel this will all change.

DRAFT/RES/49

DRAFT/RES/51

DRAFT/RES/53

DRAFT/RES/55

SS8 9UX

Since the draft plan includes measures relating to the increasing numbers of elderly residents.
More disabled parking bays could be placed in convenient places in town centre on Canvey Island e.g. only 2 bays put in
recently outside Barclays bank and 1 outside library compared to the large number of taxi ranks in the area suggest the taxi
rank outside New look in Lionel Road is surplus to requirements and be replace by disabled parking bays.

SS8 9SH

If these plans for Canvey go ahead, all that will happen is it will be a free for all. Canvey suffers enough as it is with
overpopulation, this will just make life even poorer on Canvey. And what fool seems to think it is a great plan to build 600
new homes on Thorney Bay, (Jeff King) needs to really look over the fence at the oil refinery, which is a stone’s throw from
the new builds. Most of what is going on here is just, Money talking, Will Thorney Bay still retain all the Caravans on the site?
I bet they do. Oh and just to add, what the hell is, Affordable Housing? There are houses for sale on Canvey for £140.000;
there are very few first time buyers that can afford the deposits to buy these houses. What they seem to mean with
affordable housing is affordable for the rich or for the landlords, or the people moving out of London, not for the people of
Canvey or most of Castle Point tenants.

SS7 1LN

I cannot imagine a more unsuitable plot to develop in South Benfleet for the following reasons:
1. It is an extremely steep Green Belt plot rising from north to south which would deny privacy and light to the rear of the
properties flanking Essex Way
2. There is already an increasing problem, with surface water running down the field and collecting in deep pools, before
draining through and causing problems to several properties in Essex Way. I can only imagine this situation would become
worse were the area to be surfaced with roads, driveways and houses.
3. The land is not stable and is slipping down at an alarming rate, forming steep ridges on what used to be a level area.
4. Any building would necessitate very expensive ground work and piling in order to prevent buildings moving and drains
cracking.
5. Since being segregated from the Farm and not used for grazing cattle this area has become overgrown and is a haven for
wildlife including Badgers, Foxes, Squirrels, Grass Snakes, Lizards etc.

SS8 7EX

You can't build more houses on Canvey Island it is full enough as it is.
Instead of building houses and filling up the small amount of precious space we have left, improve the island to make it
better for its loyal residents and popular to visitors from around the Globe.
Improve the drainage systems and stop the flooding when we have a heavy down pour, improve the roads, complete the
extension, widen Canvey way, build the 3rd road, fix the potholes and take away our misery and the large congestion
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problems we have, improve the town centre which is total rubbish, people don't bother with Canvey town because there is
nothing there worth visiting, people are just going straight to Basildon, Southend, lakeside where there are descent shops
and retail park.
Once all the above existing problems that Canvey Island and its residents currently have are rectified, then and only then
can you remotely consider building more homes on our island.

DRAFT/RES/57

DRAFT/RES/58

DRAFT/RES/59

DRAFT/RES/60

DRAFT/RES/61

SS7 2HB

I am totally against the tennis courts at John Burrows being turned into a pub- NOT a family friendly restaurant as said by
Pam Chalice at the council meeting. Who would want their child playing in a playground next to a pub? Smoking area
overlooking said pub. This is disgusting and will not happen!

SS8 0NJ

There should be no more building on Green Belt especially at Canvey - The drainage systems cannot cope with the houses
already and Canvey has already limited services such as a 24 hour police force and fire brigade, doctor’s surgeries, dentists
etc. There are only 2 secondary schools. Canvey has had more than its fair share of development and houses over the years
and lost many open spaces. The wildlife has suffered greatly constantly losing natural habitat. A third road would be a sell off
as then more and more development would be pushed onto what little open space there are left. The Roscommon extension
was a waste of money and caused untold misery to residents from boy racers (from off the island). Spending the money on
widening Canvey Way would have been a better way and more productive way of spending the money in the first place.
Enough is enough.

SS8 9QG

Canvey is already overcrowded. Flooding is occurring due to poor drainage which cannot cope with the houses already on
the Island. The Traffic is horrendous, the current roads are not maintained and in very poor state of repair, and we are losing
our Green Spaces rapidly. Doctors surgeries are overcrowded, we have hardly any policing and no fully active Fire Station?!
All building on Canvey should be suspended as it was a few years ago... what has changed since then???

SS8 7SN

Website address listed is incorrect if used no page comes up!
There are already too many houses on Canvey even if the infrastructure is improved, also find it a bit strange that majority of
land being looked at for building is/was owned be councillors and ex councillors including family.
The only good thing done recently is turning the street lights off - which I fully support, especially as the cost involved wasn't
that much as sensors on the lights are also used to check whether lights are working which hasn't been mentioned.

SS7 5AY

Having lived close to Jotmans Farm all my life I would like to point out the importance of retaining the farm as viable grazing.
As a child the farm (then known as Howards Farm) was a thriving dairy farm. On some of the fields beef cattle were also
raised. Although for many years it has been mainly used as a riding stable and grazing for horses, it still retains all that is
needed to raise animals for food and/or milk production, i.e. good quality grazing land. With the increase in population both in
the UK and overseas it will become more necessary to produce our own food. This also reduces the carbon footprint of
imported meat and milk.
Jotmans Farm is not just Green Belt and must be protected, it may well be vital farming land in the future which once built on
can never be returned to farming. Is this not more important to retain than some of our scrub and semi woodland, e.g. North
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West Thundersley.
Traffic congestion in Benfleet (NO PLACE CALLED BENFLEET SHOWN ON YOUR MAP) is already a nightmare; to bring
another 800 houses (approx 1000 cars) would cause gridlock.
As much as I would like to see Hadleigh and Canvey town centres regenerated, what about BENFLEET. I remember Canvey
having been regenerated not too many years ago. Benfleet has NEVER been REGENERATED; maybe it’s time to put that
into the Local Plan. We do exist in Benfleet and not just somewhere to put house we also deserve a descent environment to
live in.
I also believe that Manor Trading Estate should be moved from the existing site to the area adjacent to the A127/A130
junction, part of which is already in industrial use, providing easier access for heavy traffic (which currently has to travel
through private dwelling areas), and houses built on the Manor trading site.

DRAFT/RES/62

SS8 9RH

No more houses on Canvey. Very strong opinion against this.

DRAFT/RES/63

SS7 5BQ

6. Employment.
Charfleets and Manor are deplorable and need to be demolished and replaced with better business parks

DRAFT/RES/65

SS8 0NG

Roscommon Way Phase 2 should be constructed before work starts on H5, E4 AND E5 to facilitate construction traffic and
ultimately end users to avoid increased traffic and congestion on both Haven Road and Canvey Road, furthermore upon
completion of phase 2 Haven Road should be made a no through road with it being close just north of Roscommon Way to
again avoid increased traffic and congestion and it being used as a "rat run" which it already suffers from since the opening
of Roscommon Way phase 1.
I would also draw attention to the current plight of the Somerset Levels and warn against the dangers of additional
development on flood plains, for this reason there ideally should be no further housing constructed on Canvey Island.

DRAFT/RES/67

SS7 3HZ

Question 6:- I cannot see the point of extending manor trading estate, just to provide vacant warehouses/ workshops. When
so many are empty on this site already, to encourage more traffic into this area is ludicrous and impacts on GREEN BELT.

DRAFT/RES/68

SS7 7EB

As a long time resident of east Thurrock now seeing potentially massive increases in traffic in my area I object most strongly
to the proposal for a new road link from Canvey onto the Manorway in Thurrock. The existing developments in East Thurrock
together with projected increases in housing and business development in the Corringham area will place enormous loads
on the Manorway and adjacent residential roads so incurring congestion with significantly increased Health & Safety
implications. A recent scientific study has identified Thurrock as the fourth worst area in the UK (after London) for air
pollution with the increases in HGV traffic and consequent PM2.5 and PM10 levels likely to be outside WHO
recommendations. The Manorway is to become the most heavily used and polluted road through a residential district
anywhere in this region. We do not need Canvey traffic to worsen these situations. If Castle Point seeks to improve road
links then it should address the potential for a new Thames crossing as an extension of the A130 such as to also provide
adequate access and egress of local traffic.

DRAFT/RES/69

SS8 8HT

FLOOD RISK 3 Canvey is at threat as to save London Canvey would be flooded. Why should any more homes be built on
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such a high risk area? Why build 4000 homes yet only aim to create 2100 jobs. I disagree with anything that involves more
traffic, people on Canvey, if there was a flood there will be more people at risk. Canvey town centre already has a number of
empty shops, this needs to be addressed before more retail space is required (we really don't need any more empty shops).
I can't see a new road off Canvey helping as more people off of Canvey would come to Canvey to use it. As GREEN BELT
LAND 100% should not be built on.

DRAFT/RES/71

SS7 5HG

Too many houses already crammed in Benfleet/Canvey. Not enough schools as you’re shutting some down already. Roads
bad enough and not sewage pipes etc. and the existing roads need repairing first as too many cars getting damaged due to
pot holes etc where do I stop!!!!

DRAFT/RES/73

SS7 5JD

I feel that the Castle Point Draft New Local Plan meets the necessary legal requirements to ensure that planning and
development remains within the local council control.

SS7 3TU

What about opening and renovation on existing sites such as the old Do IT All store being the Co-op- it's an absolute
eyesore! And as for housing, KEEP OFF GREEN BELT. Too many houses close together cause too many social problems
i.e.: loud music, dogs barking etc because all crammed together in small spaces. People need SPACE. Lived here 30 years
and fed up with houses being built on every scrap of land.

SS7 1RL

I support the need for affordable housing. However, on applying for prices on the new Kiln Road Estate, we were informed
that the cheapest 3 bed semi was £300k! This is not affordable. Also, living close to King John School with all the extra
children we have a massive problem with parents- bad parking. This new estate and surrounding estates will make this
worse. I spoke to a parking enforcer who informed me there are only two of them for the whole area!

DRAFT/RES/82

SS7 4AB

With regards to H13, my understanding is that Eric Pickles and the Courts said no to building on this site. The Council
appears to be overriding this decision. Regarding the amount of houses to be built to the ratio of schools with Deanes
subject to closure we are concerned about senior placements in the future. Regarding Manor Trading Estate- the amount of
heavy traffic is already a problem in Church Road/Kent’s Hill Road North. When large vehicles pass we already feel the
house vibrate and this will only increase with the said prospects and feel house prices will decrease.

DRAFT/RES/83

SS7 4LS

Referring to Question 3, Glebelands is an estate with only one road out. If you add more houses (100) this will increase the
traffic by approx 150, all having to come out and in Glebelands.
Also most will have to pass Tarpots adding to the congestion already there. Especially from Sadler’s Farm to Tarpots.

DRAFT/RES/84

SS7 5BB

Question 3
Oppose the housing proposals as a certain proportion if new builds will have to be for council tenants which will be offered to
those living in the most crowded area of London leading to similar issues as seen in Basildon.

DRAFT/RES/85

SS7 3UG

Water pressure problems in Thundersley- they are already inadequate. Another 880 home draining from the Mains Tower!
Supply will dwindle to a trickle.

DRAFT/RES/75

DRAFT/RES/79
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DRAFT/RES/86

SS7 3TG

It is quite clear that the government are imposing targets on local councils to build more homes. Only Brownfield sites should
be developed. The south of the county is already over-populated and all the infrastructures from roads and schools to health
are creaking. The UK has simply too many people and the island is too small to support the population. The answers are
quite simple. If this continues the UK will be concreted over. It is already becoming an over-crowded, unpleasant place to
live. The borough simply cannot accommodate any more people.

DRAFT/RES/87

SS7 5DH

DON'T BUILD ON THE GREEN BELT

DRAFT/RES/91

SS7 4EU

We live around the Tarpots area and already getting in and out is problematic in the morning and in the evening. The number
of lorries around Church Road is disruptive- the weight of the lorries also causes impacts; we have cracks in our plaster
(hallway) which is caused by the heavy lorry loads- you can feel when they drive past, visibly shakes the house!!! Additional
units at Tarpots will only increase the level of traffic and increase the difficulties around Tarpots- ridiculous idea considering
the finances are not available to support correct infrastructure.

DRAFT/RES/92

SS7 3QG

I/We believe it should all be scrapped.

DRAFT/RES/93

SS7 3EW

Building of a new junior school in Benfleet, yet closing a senior school is very short-sighted. Manor Trading Estate should be
moved out of the residential area where it already exists. Also nobody has stated why we need so many new residences in
the area. Is this due to overseas personnel residing in this once great country or is that considered racist?

DRAFT/RES/94

SS7 4LT

I object to the proposal H13 because proposals for this site have been rejected over and over again. It's time to leave it
alone. The proposal to use Glebelands as the access to the site is flawed. There are two schools in Rushbottom Lane very
close to Glebelands and the road could not cope with additional traffic. Find a different access to the site and I would not
object to it. Glebelands is a quiet residential street and does not need another 100-150 cars up and down it each day.

DRAFT/RES/95

SS7 5JQ

Why not use some of the disused sites for housing instead of Green Belt Land as there are many?

SS8 9NQ

H16: The land East of Canvey Road is an essential flood plain. One only needs to survey it now, during this wet weather
(not in the summer when I have seen surveys conveniently conducted) to see how just much water this land has to soak in. If
this area is built over all that water will then have to go elsewhere: i.e. to the immediately built up neighbouring areas.
The recent terrible flooding in South West England should have clearly shown this council that no defence is a guarantee
against flooding, and the building on Flood Plains there has been openly criticised.
Building further on Canvey would be ignoring all evidence present that shows it is not a good idea at all. The Island is
already below sea level and getting lower every year, and it is hit with extensive surface flooding already when the weather is
bad. As such it is irresponsible at best to seek to build hundreds of more homes, all at risk from flooding, as well as
increasing the risks to neighbouring areas. At worst it is self serving negligence: That the Thorney Bay site, promised as an
alternative to the H16 site and more viable at is already over-run with Caravans, is now on the plan as well as, rather than
instead of the H16 site, is simply insulting. This new plan is actually worse for Canvey than the previous one that the
Government Inspector saw was politically motivated and would not approve. Does this Council learn nothing?

Rep ID

DRAFT/RES/96
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That many viable mainland areas have clearly only had a token consideration again is bemusing. That those proposed on
the mainland will not be approved is sadly to be expected. Over the last few decades the vast majority of new homes in
Castle Point have been built on Canvey, so it’s difficult to see this pattern changing. The flood risk assessment edited by the
council so its true findings were ignored at the last Consultation, concluded it is a case of when, not if. The flooding is on the
South West is proof of this. So when the Island is flooded, who in this council making these decisions now will take
responsibility for their actions? 'Affordable' homes are of little use if half of them are underwater.

DRAFT/RES/98

SS7 4PW

The Council should very seriously do something about the Manor Trading Estate as is a disgrace to our town.

DRAFT/RES/100

SS7 4LH

The questionnaire is quite loaded and leading with its answer choice which can/will then be interpreted as some sort of
mandate at some point.
What about no new houses, increase the Green Belt Size, bring back road sweepers, find a way to force owners to rent out
their shop, bring in a by-law so local people are employed first, force the Roads Commission to actually maintain the roads (it
is becoming third world with all the pot holes), make sure the buses run later so people can go out until late (theatre, cinema,
clubs are suffering), reduce car fees and remove unnecessary parking restrictions.

DRAFT/RES/101

SS7 2TD

As a school we are very supportive of the draft local plan and hope that we can work with the council to make it happen.

DRAFT/RES/102

SS7 4PF

How has the attitude of the Council changed regarding ' Glebelands' after fighting for the rejection of plans previously
entered? Does not seem consistent in view of recent arguments.

DRAFT/RES/103

SS7 5DA

I strongly oppose development H14- land West of Benfleet for 800 homes as already the roads are used as a cut through for
cars. Also Benfleet does not have the infrastructure for 800 homes.

DRAFT/RES/105

SS7 5AA

The Council should not have even considered losing any Green Belt. This is precious land for all the people especially in the
South East where we are overcrowded already. Farmland should stay farmland and offered for sale as such, not giving the
farmer money for commercial (factories or housing) gains. Affordable housing lowers the standard of property in our area
and drives down property prices.
You are always telling us to look at the big picture, we'll I am looking and do not like what I see. Hundred soon to be
thousands of new properties with someone making lots of money of this local plan.

DRAFT/RES/108

SS7 2SR

Surely instead and before proposing new roads, the Council should look into repairing existing roads that are presenting
hazards to both pedestrians and motorists.

DRAFT/RES/113

SS7 2HW

Do our views actually mean anything? We have witnessed the of local councillors and administration on many occasions (
e.g. 24 Bus Route via Woodfield Road)

DRAFT/RES/115

SS7 4NH

Manor Trading Estate is a carbuncle on Thundersley- is this due to poor planning control?
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I know it is difficult (impossible?) to move it closer to the A127 Arterial Road- release land currently occupied by Manor
Trading Estate to Housing/Retail etc.

DRAFT/RES/116

SS7 4DG

I agree with the New Local Plan in but will the funding go into the correct departments and in the correct ratios? At the
moment all the roads, both main and side roads are in a deplorable condition. Will all these new homes have lampposts or
not? Where is the funding for the maintenance of Castle Point, both now and in the future?

DRAFT/RES/117

SS7 4HA

Where is all the Sewage, Water, Electric coming from and going to?

DRAFT/RES/118

SS7 5NM

The area is excessively over populated and congested then to construct 200 homes a year will place a huge burden on
infrastructure, schools, health, fire etc. What provision is there for additional hospitals, police, fire, senior schools (especially
with the closure of Deanes)? Social workers- more people less space. What consideration into rail commuters? The fare to
Fenchurch Street is ridiculously expensive but also cramped. There does not appear to be much in the way of provisions for
elderly care either or facilities for disability. Another point, how will the water, electric, gas and sewage cope?

DRAFT/RES/119

SS7 3ER

We do not have children yet, but a big concern is secondary school capacity especially now Deanes School will be closed.
All for more primary schools, but if the need for these, due to more housing, surely there is a need for secondary schools too!
Why Deanes is school being closed and housing going up there and not shown on council plans?

DRAFT/RES/120

SS7 2JA

As senior citizens, my husband and I would appreciate more facilities e.g.: McCarthy and Stone type flats as in the corner of
the new road in Hadleigh. Ideally in the complex of building being considered in School Lane. This would be nice and near to
the shops etc.

DRAFT/RES/123

SS7 3LX

The loss of any rural of Greenbelt areas would be a great shame for the Castle Point area. Many people get great enjoyment
from these areas and choose to live in these areas for a reason. The impact on wildlife is also a big concern and also
infrastructure of roads and access. I understand future housing is essential and I believe that considerably throughout multistorey constructions in some areas could use much less land, although these structures should be built with a sympathetic
feel to the surrounding areas.

DRAFT/RES/124

SS7 1EJ

Come down hard on businesses flouting the rules on the Manor Trading Estate. We now have to trade looking at a cemetery.
Vehicles park on footpaths, roads falling apart. It is a disgrace to our town.

DRAFT/RES/126

SS7 2SF

No more pubs, houses or traffic- the Council is not able to control what we have. Poor road conditions, litter, dog mess,
traffic queues, no police, vandals and speeding drivers- the list is endless. Hadleigh is being spoilt!

DRAFT/RES/127

SS8 8HP

Canvey Island is a flood Risk 3 and should have no more major housing as stated by EA 2010. Canvey's population should
not increase.

DRAFT/RES/128

SS7 4DS

A big concern of mine would be when thinking of closing Deanes School it would put pressure on other schools in the local
areas when building all there extra houses. 800 houses in Jotmans Hall Farm will put the Appleton School under pressure
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and so surely it would make sense to keep Deanes School.

SS7 5EJ

I commute. My trains get crowded at Benfleet. New homes mean more commuters. Building in H14, H9 and H15 is within
walking distance of the station. By building elsewhere, people are forced to drive and park thus creating revenue in parking
charges - at least this has some benefit.
My family and I enjoy walking; we often walk to St Margaret’s and Hadleigh Farm/Castle. Building at H14, H15 would mean
more residential and less country walking.
H14 is a clear boundary to Pitsea. We do not want to bring Benfleet nearer to that town. H9 implies encroachment on
Thundersley Glen- another nice walking location- please don't impact these areas.
The desolate waste ground by wood side to A130 is in need of development.

DRAFT/RES/130

SS7 5JL

I see no plans with regards to police stations. Virtually all are closed now and serviced from Rayleigh. 4000 homes need
more of a local presence.
I see no plans to improve Fire Service cover. With the expansion in Castle Point and Rayleigh the already limited resource
cannot cope, putting us all at risk. 4000 new homes and yet no new senior schools. In face one school closing (Deanes),
need I say more? No expansion of Benfleet station. Where are all these people to stand?
One new Doctors Surgery for 4000 new homes is not enough.

DRAFT/RES/134

SS7 5EQ

I would strongly object to traffic access to Latem Road or Jotmans Lane area or local Benfleet routes for H14. 800 homes is
by far too many to construct for our local infrastructure and would cause traffic congestion as well as an environmental
impact on schools, service etc.

DRAFT/RES/141

SS7 1SP

Ref: Housing Sites. I feel Canvey Island is over populated already and therefore should have no further development.
Regarding the other proposed sites, I feel new homes should be provided in the area, especially the H4 area which is local to
my home. I see many privately owned patches of land in this sector which are not for public use and are often an unloved
eye sore. I feel it would be far more sensible to build on these plots, therefore keep the public fields/ woodland un-touched.
This would also bring improvement to the disgusting muddy un made roads around The Runnymede Chase area which
seem to get worse and worse with the increase in Seevic College traffic and people taking short cuts.

DRAFT/RES/143

SS7 1TB

We are deeply concerned about the strain on the local infrastructure, particularly the roads, taking into account that other
adjoining boroughs will be likely to be increasing their populations which will place additional strain on our already heavily
congested roads. Also, the rail network in our area is already, we are told, is running at full capacity.

SS7 1DF

H9: Object to building. I live in Clarence Road. We have trouble with Kent’s Hill School traffic in respect of vehicles travelling
just downhill and people who cannot wait and in result in driving on the pavements. Opening up Downer Road and Felstead
Road from the A13 into Clifton Avenue and Clarence Road would cause a rat run. As it is, many people park on pavements
and there is nobody issuing tickets. The drivers often get annoyed when I have to walk in the road. It is dangerous now at
school times and people in invalid vehicles make one very vulnerable. Building more properties will result in more
congestion, also where will all the surface water go? Thank You.

DRAFT/RES/129

DRAFT/RES/144
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DRAFT/RES/146

Traffic Congestion in the Sadler’s Farm/A13 and Rayleigh Weir areas are already at saturation. Despite the road
improvement, these junctions will still carry a majority of vehicles accessing either side of the A13. Priority must be given to
the using of the new road to Canvey Island from Corringham. To encourage this; the bridge at High Street Benfleet to
SS7 1HW
Canvey Island could be pedestrian only/ buses only with the ability to be used as an emergency route only. This will reduce
traffic enormously through South Benfleet and encourage use of the larger trunk routes that can be widened (A130- New
Corringham Road). Also access to H18 from the A130 must also include access to H13 and the North West area of Benfleet.

DRAFT/RES/147

SS7 3ET

Other reasons for objecting to the Housing Proposal- I am a commuter to London Docklands who uses Benfleet Rail Station
on a daily basis. I am paying a high amount of money to travel in cramped, uncomfortable conditions at the present time.
With these extra houses there will be increased demand for train travel, therefore making it unbearable to travel as our
conditions will get even worse. This with the congestion of the two main roads to Southend, A13 & A127 , it the prime reason
as the area's infrastructure won't be able to cope once these project get completed, Councillors are voted in to protect the
interests of the voters and to obtain their requirements, not to be pushed around by central government.
Other reasons for objecting to employment location- again congestion in the local infrastructure is paramount, but there will
be increased demand for heavy duty vehicles which will damage my lovely maintained road even more. I live near the
Trading Manor Estate, which is in the middle of numerous housing developments and there isn't great opportunity to widen
roads and facilitate the use of these vehicles, unlike Charfleets, which is on the edge of a housing development and has
plenty of unused land around it to develop a transport network. i.e.: roads, rail and even water via the Thames Estuary.

DRAFT/RES/148

SS7 4DJ

It is ridiculous planning on building all these new homes when firstly you are closing a local senior school leaving only two
which support the area. Already very busy in this area on the roads and trying to get into a doctors surgery is very difficult.
The way things are going, developer win every time and the poor public loose out leaving a grim future for our children

DRAFT/RES/149

SS7 2QA

1.) With future housing problems in mind, my belief is that if quality retirement homes were built, it would encourage older
people to move freeing up housing for the younger generation.
2.) It is totally dangerous to call the planned work at John Burtons a new Sports and Community Hub- it's a PUB! I cannot
understand why the old Crown site is not utilised.

DRAFT/RES/150

SS7 5LB

Not enough detail to fully answer all questions.

DRAFT/RES/151

SS7 5HG

One accident and our road come to a standstill. Too many houses crammed into Benfleet and Canvey- not enough schools
and doctors. Congestion on roads bad enough now. Too much money when out roads need repair and you want to put in
more. Let's repair what we already have and use empty shops and buildings for employment instead of wasting more
moneys.

DRAFT/RES/154

SS7 5DG

Look again at building on H13 & H14.
Look at Round Hill area.

DRAFT/RES/158

SS7 4DA

If this is anything like Sadler’s Farm- forget it.
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DRAFT/RES/164

SS7 1HR

I am totally against plans to build houses Catherine/ Felstead. I have lived here over 40 years and enjoy walking in the area.
HANDS OFF

DRAFT/RES/165

SS7 1RN

I strongly hope that no new houses are council houses as I moved from an area with a high percentage of council houses. I
moved here six years ago and have yet to be the victim or witness of any crime or anti social behaviour except tagging
(graffiti) of 'Boffs' and 'Noes' who I hope gets caught.
If any homes are council, I then disagree. Null & Void.
This area is great for hard working families- young or old.

DRAFT/RES/166

SS7 1JP

Questions 2,3,4,5 are irrelevant, intrusive and just plain wrong.

SS7 5JE

Before the council can ask for agreement to the proposed development H4, H5, H15 and H16, they should publish the
results of the traffic modelling. Such large developments will severely clog an already clogged road system. It is well known
that Thurrock Council will not approve another road from Canvey so this itself stops for the large development.
In my opinion, section 7 is not required; there is sufficient existing retail space that is empty or unused to fulfil this
requirement. If the council controlled what retail space issued for we would not end up with multiple shops selling same
services (Estate Agents, Hairdressers, Nails etc). Nothing has been done to improve Canvey Way or High Street Benfleet for
many years.

SS7 2HL

Don't believe need the amount of houses. We are outer London- not inner London. Houses are not for local people, most
people in Hadleigh own their houses, so must be for immigration.
Don't agree with questionnaires, because only ask closed questions.
Don't trust Councillors or MP's -only in it for own benefit.

SS7 5JE

There are insufficient dentists in the area as it is, so more housing (west of Benfleet) will accentuate this situation yet further.
Traffic along Benfleet High Road is terrible and a danger to my children, walking to / from the bus for school. Additional
housing west of Benfleet would congest the roads even further, especially at the Cemetery Corner junction into Jotmans
Lane, as this would be the feeder road to 800 new houses (approx. 1,600 new cars). The road is not suitable to cater for this
increase in traffic.
The Jotmans Farm and associated public footpaths would be lost under the scheme, reducing the amount of Green Belt land
and I strongly object to any building on this plot. Damage to this land will never be revoked and land will be lost to housing
for ever more - I urge you to reconsider building elsewhere.

SS7 2SS

1.) E.C.C wants to close Deanes School, no proposal in plan for a new school.
2.) Q.6- future employment, wages are too low in this area.
3.) Q.3- Doctors- already unable to get an appointment- same for dentists and hospitals
4.) Castle Point is already saturated with traffic. What is the point of dualling Canvey Way when waterside cannot handle
single lane traffic. Daws Heath Road cannot handle more traffic at peak times, neither can the A13.

DRAFT/RES/168

DRAFT/RES/169

DRAFT/RES/171

DRAFT/RES/176
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DRAFT/RES/177

SS7 4DL

I have lived in Benfleet for 47 years and seen it grow, but I think leave the land at H13 Glebelands and H14 & H9 as a green
open space.

SS7 4SB

Since the new layout of the traffic signals was introduced to access Tarpots, we have seen a steady build up of traffic. There
are now long delays in the rush hours 6-8am and evening which starts about 4pm. If there is an accident Benfleet High
Street comes to a stop. The accident may indeed be on Canvey, Benfleet Road or indeed Thundersley- all roads in
surrounding area become gridlocked- even with improved roads! There is no capacity in the immediate area for this amount
of housing especially in regard to H13 Glebelands 100 homes. Also H14 would include people trying to access Tarpots or
Canvey's 800 homes.
Have you looked at all Brownfield opportunities for housing?
We are unable to get appointments at the surgery in Rushbottom lane now. If you add an additional 100 homes at
Glebelands H13, there will be insufficient space at this surgery. They cannot provide appointments now unless it is an
emergency. I have tried 3 times and then given up. My daughter was asked why she didn't go sooner- because I couldn't get
an appointment!
I understand you hope to have additional health care centre but in the short term, the health and well being of those living
close by these proposals will be adversely affected. The area is already over-populated.

SS7 3PP

Thundersley Village has the most homeowners per sq mile in the whole country and is now at its maximum as regards
significant housing development, and if this proposal in its entirety goes ahead we would lose our VILLAGE status for sure
which is not acceptable, The council doesn't even maintain the streets and parks as they should at the moment, the parks
and natural wood areas should be left for children to enjoy, why don’t you omit some of the proposals and look elsewhere for
possible site.
For Example, land at Tarpots where Focus DIT was AND THERE ARE PLENTY OF OTHERS

DRAFT/RES/180

SS7 5AP

Unfortunately, my property is at the end of Wavertree Road which has a lovely view of Jotmans Farm and the Kent
Coastline. To the side of the property a reservoir and to the rear more fields which are used by dog walkers and children.
My objection is that the vast amount of building will take place on the land. I have just mentioned why would anyone in this
local area want all this building work taking place on their doorstep? The traffic is already horrendous in the rush hour will be
ridiculous. Benfleet isn't able to accommodate thousands of extra people.

DRAFT/RES/181

SS7 5HA

We need more homes.

DRAFT/RES/184

SS7 2BH

Where is the new retail space going to be in the town centre? This is not marked on the map.

SS7 5JQ

With the proposal of so many additional houses in Benfleet, the additional commuters on the C2C trains will significantly
increase. Currently the trains cannot cope with the number of commuters. How will the additional commuters be dealt with?
What are C2C's views on how to deal with this issue? The inability to travel to work with a seat on a train for 40 minutes may
be moving out of the Castle Point Borough Council.

DRAFT/RES/178

DRAFT/RES/179

DRAFT/RES/185
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DRAFT/RES/186

SS7 1RT

Major concerns in lack of infrastructure. Our roads are currently having gridlocks at peak times and weekends. Doctor
surgeries are not coping with demand and there are generally too many people in the Castle Point area already. The alleged
'road improvements' i.e.: bus lane on Bread and Cheese Hill are not working and are potentially dangerous.

DRAFT/RES/187

The plan for 800 new homes (H14) would destroy the area; roads would not cope in and around Benfleet. It takes me over
half an hour to get home form Pound Lane at 17.00 every day after millions was spent on so-call improving roads at Sadler’s
Farm and Benfleet Tarpots- this will just add more traffic causing congestion.
SS7 5DW
Also hard working families like us that have bought in the last few years and paid more because of a quiet location will lose
value on our homes so to make homes affordable for new buyers. People like my family will suffer and go into negative
equity.

DRAFT/RES/188

SS7 3DU

DRAFT/RES/189

SS7 3DU

The whole area is already over developed and congested. We need quality of life now.
1.) H13- This area is a storm drain. Development will increase flood risk in the area. Also will increase traffic at Tarpots.
2.) H14- Will cause increase traffic at Tarpots to High Road Benfleet.
3.) H18- Will cause increase traffic at Tarpots to Rush Bottom Lane / Church Road & Manor Road
4.) E3- Will cause increase traffic at Tarpots to Rush Bottom Lane / Church Road & Manor Road

DRAFT/RES/190

1.) Height and Weight restrictions on Kent Hill Road North- both ways
2.) More speed restrictions
3.) My wife and I live in Kent’s Hill Road North. Our road is being used for more heavy commercial traffic which is cracking
our road up. When they cannot turn left off the A13 down Kent Hill Road North without knocking down the pod for the lights.
We need a new road to the Manor Trading Estate from the A130 to take the traffic off the Tarpots Junction and Kent Hill
Road.
4.) What about new storm drains and sewage pipes?

DRAFT/RES/191

H13 I strongly object to this due to the increased level of the traffic/doctor/schools and road infrastructure in the surrounding
areas. I would guess an increase of at least 200 more cars a day flowing down the bottom of Rushbottom Lane, plus would
SS7 4DW increase bus levels and other delivery vans etc. I have already experienced subsidence in my property which I am sure
some of it was down to heavy duty traffic. My desk at the back of the property currently shakes now when buses or other
such large vehicles go past. If access and exit from the new proposal goes in and out then I would support it.

DRAFT/RES/192

SS7 5AP

Traffic congestion, a demand on local doctor surgeries and also building on Green Belt.

SS7 5NP

Even with a Local Plan, what guarantee do you have that government will not impose planning thresholds as defined in the
National Planning Policy Framework?
More detailed required concerning additional provision for residential care for the elderly. One general comment referenced
under 'Housing'.

DRAFT/RES/193
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The road improvement projects must be a prerequisite to the house building projects.

SS7 4HQ

Church Road and Tarpots Junction cannot cope with size of transport and increased numbers already. Your proposition will
bring gridlock.

SS7 5JE

Does anyone who worked on this Local Plan live in the CP area? I think not! The improvements around Saddlers are good
but then we have a bottleneck towards Tarpots and beyond. There is no 'free' land available to improve any of the roads
around Castle Point, which already suffers from the saturation especially at rush hours and total 'shutdown' if there's any sort
of problem, The roads aren't maintained now, with huge potholes, we don't need any more traffic making it worse.
Additional rates are needed off Canvey and both proposed rates would be good. The building of all there additional homes
could be disastrous. Just one new home could be potentially four more cars on out road, one block of just 8 flats could be an
additional 16 cars!!! Our roads, infrastructure, doctors, clinics, hospital and schools cannot cope- especially with the closure
of a lot of the above ad yet you still want to ass to CP's population- just ridiculous.

SS7 5ES

My biggest problem with most of the plan is congestion, I live on the Bird Estate near Cemetery Corner and this junction gets
incredibly busy especially in rush hour. I realise the intention is to put on a new link road but feel this is inadequate for 800
homes which equals to the very minimum of 800 cars (possibly double this). My concern for Canvey Island is that in an
emergency it would be difficult to get off the island now let alone with new residents arriving. Also where in Benfleet will the
new school be?

DRAFT/RES/209

SS7 1BQ

So concerned for the lack of schools- primary, junior and senior for all these extra families. Lack of GP's, dentists, police- all
health services.
Too many people in an area, roads will not cope, they are horrendous at rush hour now will be grid locks when all these
extra people are in this area.
There shouldn't be any affordable housing- we have had to save to buy out properties. Don't want extra families on benefits
in area. The area will be over populated and unsafe.

DRAFT/RES/210

SS7 4AG

Would like to see new access roads to the Manor Trading Estate from both A127 and or A130 with no access from Church
Road. This would mean no HGVs through present residential areas, Hazelmore Road included.

DRAFT/RES/211

SS7 4NL

Question 3- Enough upheaval has been endured with the Saddlers Farm and Tarpots improvements. These now flow nicely
but additional housing and the traffic that would bring, including construction traffic is not acceptable. We did not suffer three
years of chaos for you to take us two steps back again. I suspect none of these developments are in your back yards!!

DRAFT/RES/212

SS7 4NR

I am a courier in this area and the roads can't cope now by you putting more houses and businesses in the area is just going
to make it a joke. As for new retail in Hadleigh, Benfleet and Canvey. What a waste of money! If you look at the stakes, 50%
of people now shop online and most shops are going out of business.

DRAFT/RES/213

SS7 5DJ

If we keep using our green belt there will be nothing left for our children. Once we have built in these areas, we can never get

DRAFT/RES/197

DRAFT/RES/205

DRAFT/RES/208
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back. We have to be careful in what we are giving up. Do Not Build On The Green Belt!!

DRAFT/RES/214

DRAFT/RES/215

DRAFT/RES/216

DRAFT/RES/217

DRAFT/RES/219

SS7 4NU

Do you not think that we are overcrowded in the S/E as it is? Why not build up North? Both houses and factories in the vast
open that I have seen, or is it not near enough to the continent for the profit makers.

SS8 0BA

We do not support any further building on Canvey Island without improvements to the roads and especially another road
towards A13 London bound. In 25 years of living here we have seen the impact that further building has created- when there
is an emergency we cannot move on the Island. A 10 minute journey to the station now takes 20 minutes plus. Why build a
road to nowhere- Roscommon Way? It does not improve the traffic flow and everything comes to a halt at Waterside
roundabout. 600 homes alone at Thorney Bay will create 600 + cars, where will this chaos end?

SS7 2UJ

We came to Daws Heath in 1963 from the east of London. The area was rural and free from road traffic, a complete change
from the condense industrial area from whence we came. After six years we decided to move to a larger house in Hadleigh
before our move to settle in a bungalow in Fairmead Avenue Daws Heath. This location is an ideal retreat and is a village
located within the Green Belt.
During our first few years of living here, we often received visits from wildlife such as badgers, bats and sparrows and now
we no longer have visits off these species of wildlife.
We are extremely concerned on the proposed development of the Green Belt in the Daws Heath area, which would destroy
the rural aspect of the village of Daws Heath. This village is a show piece which Castle Point should be proud of and we
believe must be the envy of a lot of urban areas in Essex.
To retain English traditions, the green belt is undeveloped, wild and with agricultural land surrounding neighbouring urban
areas, a valuable resource in essence, a Green Belt is an invisible line designating a border around a certain area,
preventing development of the area and allowing wildlife to return and be established.

SS7 4BT

RE: H13- Land West of Glebelands
Having lived in Rush Close for many years, we already have major problems at peak times from exiting our close into
Church Road and then into Rushbottom Lane. The egress point only allows one vehicle at a time. If the first vehicle wants to
turn right, which is always a problem, and then the second vehicle had no option, should they wish, of exiting left. Very shortsighted proposal for development.

SS7 5BG

I believe that this questionnaire has been 'loaded' to favour planning development. The picture on the front cover represents
the outlook from my house now, which you plan to allow development. I don't agree there is a housing shortage for 'local'
people. This plan is to allow people in London into the borough in large numbers, who can't afford the London rents or
mortgages.
Much of the land retained as Green Belt is marshes, which could not have been built on anyway. The volume of additional
people into this borough would further jeopardise jobs for local residents and unemployment often means more crime, I
believe this plan could put too much stress on an area which is often prone to flooding. There is a mains water line that runs
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under Jotmans Farm that feeds much of Canvey. Development over this land would restrict access and a fault could cause
thousands of houses to flood.

SS8 7SB

I think that the only people who will benefit from the Council's proposed changes will only be the council and the government!
Canvey Island is already over populated and we have been promised new roads on numerous occasions!
It is in my opinion that after building and selling off the new homes and retail sites that we will still be left with no extra road
and the council will say they don't have enough funds to build!
Please Note: I have copied this to refer to when the council does exactly what I have written here and I will put it in the
papers and the new.

DRAFT/RES/222

SS7 5AX

There are so many abandoned properties already without the need to build more. Local amenities such as schools,
hospitals, police stations, fire brigade would all be stretched in their resources.
Our roads are already in a dreadful state without the need of additional traffic.
Try converting old office blocks- Fords Basildon etc which would instantly become affordable housing without the need for
taking further Green Belt ground.

DRAFT/RES/223

SS8 0LX

No more housing to be built until we have another road off the Island. The Island comes to a standstill when there is an
incident on Canvey Way.
Also drainage needs improvements- toilets back up on heavy rain.

DRAFT/RES/221

The Local Plan for this area would never work with approx: 4200 vehicles during rush hour exit through Sadler’s Farm
Junction or Rayleigh Weir/ A127.
These numbers are based on 2 vehicles to each new house.
Areas Exiting Through Sadler’s Farm Junction( Vehicles)
DRAFT/RES/224

SS7 4DR

H13/H14/H9 ( 100+800+200 houses) =2200 = 3000 + 1600
Areas Exiting Through Rayleigh Weir ( Vehicles)
H4/H10/H11 (450+430+180) = 2100

DRAFT/RES/225

SS7 4AN

The area has been subject to flooding and the building of housing will deplete natural drainage areas. Until the problem of
existing areas subject to flooding is addressed, it is ill advised to build more properties on existing Green Belt.
Also it would be vital that the infrastructure of roads, GPs and Schools should be dealt with first. If all these new homes are
to be built, creating the need for more school places, why the proposal the close Deanes School?

DRAFT/RES/226

SS7 3LP

Lorries far too large for local roads already cause problems accessing Manor Trading Estate. Any extension requires that
access to the site is dramatically improved.
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DRAFT/RES/230

SS7 1JS

Before building on Canvey Island, a must is another road off the Island.
If any of these housing developments take place, make sure infrastructure is in place to take additional traffic.
Scheme H4 under construction - what work is going to be done on the A13?

SS7 2PY

I believe there is and had been too much growth too quickly and that we are being forced to accommodate too many people
from outside the surrounding areas.
There are already far too many people for the infrastructures we have in place, local residents need to have more say in how
many more homes are needed ( not government) as it is their quality of life that is being affected by overcrowding.
Evolution is slow- not fast!

DRAFT/RES/234

SS8 0JA

It was my understanding that the 600 dwellings on Thorney Bay already had planning permission? If so why ask residents
after the event? If that is not the case I don’t believe the Council has the where with all to turn down the development given
the influence the owners have within the Council. These very people were instrumental in the demise of the Peter De Savory
Project some years ago when a new road to solve Canvey Island would have not cost the council a penny and we would
have an exit route that would not mean accessing Waterside Roundabout. A new road is required before any new
development!

DRAFT/RES/236

SS7 5SW

My objections to so many properties on Canvey Island are flooding, clearly visible now.
And not without a further road off Canvey- not near Waterside. At present, one accident near Waterside roundabout causes
massive holdups, not good enough for an emergency.

DRAFT/RES/237

SS7 5NU

It would be wonderful if there was more of a 'central' shopping area in South Benfleet. With exception in speaking of shops,
the High Road is very sparse! Have to travel to Leigh/ Lakeside for shopping. In such a populated area, why is there such a
lack of facilities? Surely this would bring jobs/prosperity to locals.

SS8 0LX

If there was an emergency on Canvey and residents were required to evacuate the Island- it would be a large scale tragedy.
At peak times the traffic queues are tail to tail- if the remainder of residents try to leave, the Island would be jammed up. No
more buildings until the roads off the island have been dealt with- Please stop wanting money- (a fountain) - the one we have
I have never seen working. More common sense please!!!

SS7 1HX

No more buildings in this area. Nothing you have said answers congestion problems and is all about making money for those
who the land- especially in view of you sidestepping land near council leaders houses ( field at top of Lime Tree near big
houses containing doubtless influential people). Build a new town somewhere else- on land between here and Chelmsford
for example. This plan is 'idiotic' beyond belief- just like turning the lights off at 12am- some of us have to work outside at
night you know!

DRAFT/RES/233

DRAFT/RES/239

DRAFT/RES/240

DRAFT/RES/243

SS7 1BJ

Comments

Main reason for objecting to the housing proposals is impact on traffic and congestion along the A13 and also Kent’s Hill
Road and Bowers Road and Felstead Road.
I also think as much Green Belt in Castle Point should be kept- impact on wildlife in the woods.
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If that amount of new homes is built we will need more GP surgeries and new schools in Benfleet.

DRAFT/RES/245

SS7 3XR

Put higher fines on people who don't pick up their dog's mess and fly tippers

DRAFT/RES/246

SS7 5DB

I live in Appleton Road and being one of the main roads in Jotmans area/ Benfleet I think the building of 800 homes on the
land west of Benfleet (Jotmans Farm) would make the traffic infrastructure an absolute nightmare.

DRAFT/RES/249

SS7 4BW

The road from Morrison’s on Canvey Island should be connected to the Dual Carriageway at Shell Haven, Corringham, to
provide another route off Canvey Island.

DRAFT/RES/252

SS7 4LH

This is a valiant effort BUT we have already seen the Glebelands idea defeated and this piece of greenbelt is a barrier
between the A130 and Rushbottom lane as is the area of green belt at Jotmans! We desperately need this green land. What
we also desperately need is a cottage hospital in Castle Point. Our health care in this area is DIRE. If you put the amount of
housing proposed it will be even worse. The Tarpots area is already in accessible at times as its traffic is often at standstill.
Rather than a nursing home on Canvey, it should be a fully fledged hospital and this would need the third road of Canvey.
The RVP road should be updated, improved and done as soon as possible. Maybe then the Sadler’s roundabout would not
have been needed.

DRAFT/RES/255

SS7 5PB

Please remove bus lane down Bread and Cheese Hill (A13). It confuses motorists, dangerous to pull out from side roads, not
sufficient time to pull in before Kent Hill Road lights. Also I have not seen a bus in the lane since it was installed.

DRAFT/RES/256

SS7 4JD

I do not think that the roads can cope with the vehicle traffic we have already in Benfleet, let alone a new industrial estate
and further housing.
It is very well to have new home etc but as a serving police office, Essex Police can't cope as it is in this area, let alone
further houses. Including allowing 35% to affordable housing which will attract further crime and disorder. No consideration
has been made for the police and crime prevention. At this time the burglary in the area is on the rise!! This needs to be
considered.

DRAFT/RES/257

SS7 5DD

Please make sure ALL infrastructures are put in place before each project is started. Hopefully this will ease congestion
while building in progress.

DRAFT/RES/258

SS7 5DW

New Link Road proposed land West of Benfleet. We have already and Essex County Council Review on this it cannot come
out on Hope Green Estate so where will it go. The roads on this estate cannot cope with more traffic and it will create a rat
run for people to get to Canvey or is this the Councils plan to save money and cause more misery to us?

DRAFT/RES/260

SS7 2HF

While I agree in principle with the proposal of the draft plan, I feel existing infrastructures (such as the roads around Scrub
Lane in Hadleigh which require resurfacing) need improving.

DRAFT/RES/262

SS7 2PB

1.) No proposal of plan of action for empty properties in the borough. This could reduce the number of new properties
needed.
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2.) New homes currently under construction do not appear to fall under the affordable bracket i.e.: new properties being built
on land off Kiln Road appear to start at £183,000 for 2 bed apartment, which I do not regard as affordable for single people
or those on lower incomes.
3.) Improvement to properties that the council are the freeholders of.

DRAFT/RES/263

SS7 1HZ

Local plan is need to stop becoming designated council. CPBC needs to retain the ability to plan new sites for development.

DRAFT/RES/266

SS7 4BU

I support the proposals to grow employment; however the current traffic of large lorries that use the small roads to access
Manor Road Trading Estate already creates problems of noise and congestion. I am therefore against further development of
manor Road trading Estate as it would make the situation worse- unless another route was introduced so traffic did not need
to use the roads along the A13 London Road to reach Manor Road Trading Estate.
Or the type of employment was for firms that do not use lorries or trucks.

DRAFT/RES/268

SS7 5ST

We need a bit more greenery- please don't take it away.
If anything you need to solve the amount of water that floods the pavement of Furtherwick Road, It is disgusting. You fixed
Tarpots up what about Canvey? Tarpots lack shops. I live here and I think it is the pits- nothing here!

DRAFT/RES/269

SS7 4BU

I think it's time some plans were put in place to reduce the amount of traffic, especially H.G.Vs that uses Rushbottom Lane.
Perhaps a weight limit! The traffic is at saturation point and with a new Aldi store due to open soon, things will only get worse
in this very congested area. The population level around here is now unbearable. What happened to the proposal for a new
road into Manor Trading Estate?

DRAFT/RES/270

SS7 3TF

Access to Rayleigh Road (A129) from adjacent turnings (i.e. Deerhurst & Sandown)
Infrastructure of roads must be put in place at Woodman’s Arms junction before any building takes place (H10).

DRAFT/RES/271

Before anymore major developments take place the infrastructure must be put in place first. No further development takes
place to Manor Trading unless large lorries have another access road off the A13/ A1245 roundabout as the side roads
cannot handle large commercial traffic.

DRAFT/RES/272

SS7 3QD

I can't believe intelligent people will support this level of extra housing. When we are altogether like 'sardines' I suppose you
will be happy because this is what is coming.
In the Midlands, Wiltshire, and in the North, there are acres of space; we don't have to live in everyone's pockets. I know a
lot of people would not like to live in the areas I have mentioned but if industry moves to these areas there could be space for
us all. The government need to project this idea to make our live much happier!

DRAFT/RES/273

SS7 2VQ

H12- 50-100 Homes- How will access to and from these homes be made? Surely not from Bramble Road? Traffic would be
horrendous if this were the case. Unless access was made via Pond Lane to Hadleigh.
H.11 and H.10 - A lot more traffic all in the same area on to Daws Heath Road- New Roads need to be made.
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DRAFT/RES/274

SS8 0EA

We need more council houses on the Island- were on top of the list for 8 years. Lived on Canvey for all my life. Still waiting
for a council house. The wildlife will survive. Thank you.

DRAFT/RES/276

SS7 4DJ

I understand you need more housing, but building on Greenbelt is not helping.
Refurbish houses/flats that are vacant. Buy properties back from people that want to move from the area- that would build
housing stock up more quickly for tenants. Stop accepting other council tenants and concentrate on our own housing lists.

DRAFT/RES/278

SS7 5HF

Ref: Question 3 H14- This area seems too close to the flood plain?

DRAFT/RES/280

SS7 5PJ

Building more homes in an area that is already full is not a good idea. Congestion is already a problem, only needs an
accident/ road works at Waterside, Sadler’s Farm for the area to be gridlocked- not enough GP surgeries to cover extra
need. Bad enough trying to get appointments as it is.

DRAFT/RES/286

SS8 8JE

It is imperative to build a third access road off Canvey before even considering the proposed developments on Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/287

SS7 3JP

We have major concerns regarding increased traffic on all routes.

SS7 3DF

Most of the small local green belt areas around The Chase Thundersley are now not viable. Although there may be strong
support for leaving these areas they are obviously private land & unfortunately people do not respect this. They break down
fences, attack animals & yet expect the land owners to keep the areas in good condition, even complaining about fallen trees
"not looking nice". I believe these areas should be used for affordable housing which is required in Thundersley. There is still
plenty of open space belonging to the council & area where people can walk etc.

DRAFT/RES/290

SS7 5RX

The amount of new housing, particularly the size of the proposed housing development west of Benfleet will completely
overload the already strained infrastructure in this area, particularly roads, schools and doctors surgeries. At morning and
evening rush hours and peak weekend time Castle Point is already gridlocked with traffic. The High Road junction to
Jotmans Lane is already treacherous and heavily congested. This area simply cannot support a development of this size.
The green belt area to the west of Benfleet provides an essential regional boundary with neighbouring boroughs as well as
essential undeveloped open space; it should not be replaced with concrete and additional pollution.

DRAFT/RES/291

SS8 8QX

We should build more housing on Castle Point.

DRAFT/RES/292

SS7 5AH

Consider reducing Richmond Park to 10% of its current area and approving development on the ex park area and extend
this area from Brook Road to Station. In addition compulsory purchase of Boyce Hill Golf Course for development. Our parks
in general are domestic animal places for using as a toilet and unusable for recreation.

SS8 7HN

Regarding Canvey Island
How anybody in their right mind can be putting proposals for more homes on Canvey Island is insane with the population at
this time the roads cannot cope! In an emergency, I hate to think what could happen!!
Drainage and Sewage - the pumps cannot cope now!

DRAFT/RES/289

DRAFT/RES/293
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Surface water can't get away- roads on Canvey after flood because of overbuilding.
The only good proposal is the new road off the Island.

SS8 0SG

We should be saying NO to all Canvey Island housing developments until ALL utilities, transport, schools, police and all
other services first.
Overcrowding will cause major problems.

SS8 9AJ

Road infrastructure is paramount when housing is being built, but nobody seems to want to improve the drainage, as we
have seen on Canvey only too often as building has taken place over the last 40 years and all we are left with in monstrous
floods- which nobody does anything about. So what's the point of houses that are going to get flooded?
A new road off Canvey to Southend would be of more benefit.

DRAFT/RES/297

SS7 2TJ

Castle Point is already over populated, more houses means more congestion and more crime.
Greenbelt should ALL be kept and not developed.
Not enough safe open spaces for our children and future generations.
No provision is made for bridle paths which forces horse riders onto the roads. We should encourage all residents to use our
outdoor facilities, encouraging walker, cyclist and horse riders alike.
NO MORE DEVELOPMENT IN CASTLE POINT.

DRAFT/RES/298

SS7 4NN

Castle Point is already a much built up area and traffic congestion is a major problem all around.
This area just can't cope with any more traffic.

DRAFT/RES/299

SS7 4BT

It's hard enough to get out of Rush Close also in to.
Please consider NOT to build on GLEBELANDS.
The noise from contractors also congestion in Rushbottom Lane would be horrendous. Why can you not access from A130
also Manor Trading already causes much noise and traffic as is.

DRAFT/RES/300

SS7 5HY

No new secondary school for all their new houses with families with kids!!!
Especially as you could develop or updates Deanes School! What a joke!

DRAFT/RES/302

SS7 4AA

I think the area is over populated.
We do not need any more houses in this area.
More houses mean more people- more people more cars- more traffic leads to more jams.

DRAFT/RES/303

SS8 7EP

Q9- Transport
Due to disability and lack of knowledge of road and transport. I am unable to comment fairly.

DRAFT/RES/305

SS7 1NH

Too many unaffordable houses, couples with children need houses not flats. Also facilities for those with special needs.

DRAFT/RES/294

DRAFT/RES/295
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Also if you think two schools are needed, why close Deanes Secondary School- the others already have too many pupils
forcing them to expand.
Expansion to Industrial Estates good of it does not interfere with nearby homes and with the right access/exit facilitates. A
new road is needed on and off Canvey. One that causes least disturbance.
But really, Castle Point is becoming too built up and loosing character. Also some parts have poor public transport facilitiesnot all of us can drive.
Many people believe that the council will go ahead no matter people's views so will not bother to answer this.

DRAFT/RES/306

SS7 3EE

It is becoming increasingly congested on local roads and will only get worse with so many new homes being built. Not
enough doctors. I currently have to get on a bus to my surgery as the ones near me are not taking patients.

DRAFT/RES/307

SS8 7NW

Further housing would put more pressure on drainage and sewage. Canvey cannot cope at current level. More housing
would make the system intolerable as we experience flooding of drains at this time!!

DRAFT/RES/308

SS8 7JT

NO BUILDING OF ANY KIND ON CANVEY ISLAND

DRAFT/RES/310

SS7 2AW

A new community Hall (not sports) is absolutely necessary at John Burroughs Rec. Ground. There is no provision for existing
clubs- all available time slots are for H.O.F.S, Church Halls, WIs, and VBA etc. Runnymede has no access for parking any
longer- it is always full. For example the UBAs cannot take in the large waiting lists and limits its numbers to 200 (the church
hall capacity). We need the Olympic legacy to be taken advantage of with a proper dedicated community hall which could
finance itself by renting out space to local organisations.

DRAFT/RES/311

SS8 9XL

There are no plans for extras schools or GPs on Canvey Island to support 1450 new homes
Roads plans must be completed before new housing especially on Canvey Island where traffic is already a problem
Any developments taking place in the Hadleigh/ Daws Heath Area will make a mockery of the proposed decision to close the
Deanes School.
Very few years after the development is completed, the council will be faced by school places in the area being inadequate.

DRAFT/RES/312

SS7 2SE
Furthermore, any development near Daws Heath Road (South end of) will have a direct impact on traffic towards and around
Hadleigh. I live on the Westwood Estate which is already a rat run and would become worse.
We need to keep our young people in Hadleigh with adequate housing and schooling without turning it into another Basildon!

DRAFT/RES/313

SS8 9FJ

I would support the plans for new housing on Canvey if the new roads off Canvey would be guaranteed before building
commenced. The traffic on and off Canvey is terrible anyway and needs to be improved regardless of the new housing. I
also support the involvement of local trade workers on these developments.

DRAFT/RES/316

SS7 1JT

We need new housing but must have transport/roads to allow movement to/from work places.
The regeneration of two town centre will enhance community and reduce the need for transport to shopping centre.
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I wish you well with developments.

DRAFT/RES/318

DRAFT/RES/319

SS7 5AR

Why is the area on the A127 at the Blinking Owl Cafe not on the Aerial?

SS7 5LF

I have two main issues:
1.) Traffic and Congestion- as long as proposed roads alleviate issue and are sufficient. With more retail space will public
parking also be improved? Parking in Benfleet is difficult enough already.
2.) Provision for schools- an additional primary school will help but there is already an issue for senior schools with the '
Deanes' closure. What provision will be made for senior school places?
Appleton and King John will not be able to take on the Deanes catchment let alone the proposed increase with the housing
development.
I do not wish to see more Greenbelt disappear.
It is more difficult to:

DRAFT/RES/320

SS7 1DE

•
•
•

Get in and out of Benfleet
Book Doctors appointments
Gain a seat on public transport

Please stop and think. Benfleet was a beautiful town surrounded by beautiful landscape, but gradually bit by bit it is getting
far too overcrowded.

DRAFT/RES/321

DRAFT/RES/322

DRAFT/RES/323

SS7 5ER

1.) Secondary School provision has not been mentioned or allocated for despite the impending closure of Deanes
School.
2.) 2.) How can the council reject 265 homes on Jotmans one year and then propose a plan for 800 the following year?

SS8 8LS

I think Canvey has no need for new homes. There will be more traffic on the Island, more potholes, more work on the drainsthey are always blocking up. With more homes they will not work plus extra noise on the Island.
I think that the planning policy should be left to Canvey Island residents.
Build an extra road first- on & off the Island.

SS7 5JA

Question 3- Housing Sites
I view any building in this area wish some concern. As I am of the opinion that the utilities (i.e. water, sewage, electricity)
cannot support the proposed 'proposals'. I would not like to see in the future after the builders have gone. Castle Point
reduced to “It’s done now and we have to put up with it!" When these systems breakdown, given the current climate of 'quick
buck and gone!' attitude of developers.
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Question 7- Retail
I hope this refers to shops- not take away and estate agents.

DRAFT/RES/324

SS8 7DY

I object to any development on Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/328

SS8 9NU

Until the road network is capable of sub staining the current road requirement, it will be too soon to start building more
houses.
It is important that a third road off Canvey (towards London) should be a priority- again before any more homes are being
built.
If you live and have to leave Canvey for work etc, you would understand. It you don't live on Canvey, you will never know!

DRAFT/RES/331

SS8 8EZ

We need alternating road routes. More buildings mean more traffic. It is madness to increase the traffic seeing we only have
one way off this Island. I know we have the route through Benfleet, but it's becoming very congested.
One of these days, this Island will sink with all of this building!

DRAFT/RES/332

SS8 8AY

It should be against the law to even think of putting people's lives at risk on Canvey Island when we have more people on
Canvey than any other area in Castle Point and may be more than any other area in Essex, or even England!

DRAFT/RES/334

SS8 7DS

We do not need any more houses on Canvey Island. The drainage problem is bad enough as it is. We already need another
road off the Island without extra people and houses.
NO MORE HOUSES!!!

DRAFT/RES/336

SS8 9UY

In view of recent flooding in parts of the country, would it not be better for any housing to be at elevations above sea level.
The plan to put access from Benfleet on to Canvey Way would be alright if a new road was built off of Canvey thus reducing
traffic on Canvey Way.
Creations of jobs, good if paying reasonable wages.
Please note: no return envelope was enclosed.

DRAFT/RES/338

SS7 2ND

Policy HC Section 15.68 is not a true reflection of the correct position. There are four tennis courts which have been
refurbished and new fencing installed. These courts are used on a regular basis and provision for additional courts should be
considered for the park.

DRAFT/RES/340

SS8 9DN

It is all very well producing new jobs and homes, but are these homes and jobs for local people? I feel that it has been
proven that jobs and homes have been created for immigrants coming to this country. Our infrastructure at the moment
cannot cope with the population we have so infrastructure needs to be developed before any housing is built.

DRAFT/RES/342

I specifically object to the development of land between Felstead road and Catherine Road. The roads already get gridlocked
without the cars from 200 more houses as well as the ones being built in Kiln Road.
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There are also already accidents at Kent’s Hill Road traffic lights and the Downer Road junction with the A13. Downer Road
is a rat run to avoid the congestion at Kent’s Hill traffic lights. This part of Benfleet is so packed with houses that it would be
very sad to see this Green Belt area built on.
Not sure if the sewers can take it either.

DRAFT/RES/343

SS7 4DP

3.) Too much development in Canvey on flood prone areas. Should be used for retail warehousing or holiday only
accommodation.
4.) Without more social housing AND 'affordable housing' the age of residents will rise disproportionately leading to a further
drain on resources due to care costs.
5/6) Council allocating warehouse space may give a few jobs but only minimal.
More housing is needed near to business area to keep cost and values lower.
Move businesses to outlying areas such as Farm Road/Blinking Owl Cafe area to make use of existing infrastructure. Put
shops in housing areas.
9.) Spending on public transport is not good value for money.

DRAFT/RES/344

SS8 0QJ

Every year you plan to build on land H16. It is marsh land; you have already gone behind residents back by testing and
drilling, and still you persist. I pity people around this area after all where do plan access, won’t be our un-adopted area you
are falling into a Tory trap. Money, money, money. You are never going to make Canvey a better place to live.

DRAFT/RES/345

SS7 3PR

I don't think more residential homes are the key to providing for aging population. What about sheltered and extra care
facilities?

DRAFT/RES/346

SS7 2NJ

The whole Hadleigh area is becoming over populated. The roads and rail infrastructure is too small to support more
congestion.
Why are we looking at closing Deanes School when you are also looking at building more houses? You are also looking to
build a pub on John Burrows when most pubs are struggling to trade- use Castle Pub instead! John Burrows is a fantastic
facility for families and children and you want to destroy it! Unbelievable!!

DRAFT/RES/347

SS7 2HD

The map was very poor. Minor roads should have been shown. Proposals on left of map difficult to identify if you did not
know area.
Absolutely devastated when I saw these new plans to build thousands of houses in such a small and lovely district. Already
there is no room on the trains at Benfleet station, so how on earth will the station cater for 7,688 plus more extra people by
203%. The crime rate will rise to extortionate rates plus the pollution. We will lose all of the precious Green Belt. Already with
the new motorway at Saddlers farm and A130 had create lots of noise. I understand we need to have a plan in place so that
the Government do not put the plans to destroy England. Hope these or any new houses are for our local people and not
foreigners.

DRAFT/RES/348

DRAFT/RES/349

SS7 2JA

I live next to the land of Scrub Lane H7. I would like to see the plans for this and how this would affect me. I don't feel I can
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fill this form in until I see the plans.

DRAFT/RES/352

SS7 1BQ

More cars will use Downer Road to exit A13 ( Already used to miss lights at Kent’s Hill A13)

DRAFT/RES/356

SS8 0LX

Canvey needs a road off the Island and drains sorted before any houses are built- that is the most important thing to be
done.

DRAFT/RES/358

SS8 8BG

You cannot build new houses without easing the congestion first!!

DRAFT/RES/359

SS8 9AD

Should we be building any new homes on Canvey? Are we not in a flood risk (plain) area according to DEFRA?

DRAFT/RES/360

SS7 5LB

All new roads and traffic easing should be in place before any major development. Even with this provision traffic problems
which are chronic at times can only get worse.

DRAFT/RES/363

SS8 9BU

A new road on/off of Canvey must NOT be a toll road. Why should he people of Canvey be penalised for living on Canvey?
All affordable housing should be for Castle Point people, not for immigrants or people from London.
Drainage and flood defences need to be improved.

DRAFT/RES/364

SS8 8NT

Please get a move on with regard to the regeneration of Canvey Town Centre. Thanks.

SS7 1TY

By inclination, I am a 'nimby', but realise that to have the CPBC's Plan approved will allow it to control house building
applications and thus, hopefully, deny uncontrolled development in the borough.
I am only sorry that out MP's in Westminster are not encouraging/incensing people / employers to move 'up North' as the
South East region of England is becoming very over crowded- not CPBC problem I know.

SS7 3HB

My objection to manor Trading Estate plans is that living in Church Road I already has great concerns about heavy lorries
(exceeding weigh restrictions and high speed traffic of various other vehicles). The volume of traffic already causes great
concern to residents (Kingston Primary School is along this stretch of road). Added traffic would be unacceptable. As I
mentioned no restrictions of weight or speed are ever abided by or policed.

SS7 3XR

Please encourage as much new housing and town centre as possible. Too many local (young) people looking for housing.
They will move away! Hadleigh town centre needs encouragement. 'Hungry Horse' development in John Burrows should go
ahead; no similar family venue locally- would improve an eyesore and should not disturb local residents in its laid back
location.

SS7 3QD

I have lived in Thundersley all my life (48 years) and over the past few years seen the traffic get progressively worse, it's not
just rush hours anymore its school times weekend etc. You just sit for ages in the traffic constantly, Every house has at least
one car, but generally more as teenagers get to driving age. If you have another 1000 homes in the area, you're looking at
least another 2000 cars coming through Thundersley- the roads cannot cope!

DRAFT/RES/371

DRAFT/RES/372

DRAFT/RES/373

DRAFT/RES/374
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DRAFT/RES/375

SS8 7LS

The Environment Agency has listed Canvey lsland as a flood plain so why is there plans for more development?
The roads are not able to cope already with the existing traffic, especially in times of emergency.

DRAFT/RES/380

SS7 3LA

Need specific information for infrastructure of schools (in vies of proposed Deanes School closure) and plans for more
primary and secondary school places.
Also further information of road improvements to Rayleigh Road and Kenneth Road.

DRAFT/RES/381

SS7 1EJ

We fear that far too many of our green spaces are disappearing for yet more housing. Also we are concerned that land and
trees are taken for housing, this will lead to yet more flooding.

DRAFT/RES/382

SS7 2LN

The Local Plan should go forward for the benefit and well being of residents and not for the benefit of private companies
whose sole objective is to make as much profit - e.g.: building a pub and parking in a recreational and sports park!
Main Concerns:

•
•
•

Health Provision
Education Provision
Traffic Congestion
Given that increased housing provision will increase population- especially families

DRAFT/RES/383

SS7 2UN

DRAFT/RES/385

SS7 3HF

Question 3/6 Whilst not objecting to a site, careful consideration should be made of the local infrastructure and the impact
development will have.

DRAFT/RES/386

SS7 4SB

I can only comment on Benfleet/Thundersley areas. The whole area is already far too busy on the roads and more houses
can only mean more cars! As for extending Manor Road Trading Estate- the huge lorries, often loaded with scrap cause real
problems as the road structure is just not built for huge lorries and obviously more factories will add to this problem. Church
Road particularly is not suitable for more than large vehicles.
I strongly object to using more of our green belt land for mote housing- surely as residents we deserve to have green space?
As for Glebelands, surely no-one will want to live that close to a huge busy road. We live fairly close and the noise of the
ever increasing traffic is not nice to hear in the summer with the windows open. Surely the whole area is saturated and
cannot continue to house more!

DRAFT/RES/387

SS8 9NP

Great care should be talked building on areas susceptible to flooding.
I.E Most of land on Canvey Island -the more building - the more risk of flooding when there is nowhere for the water to go.

DRAFT/RES/388

SS8 7EW

How is the infrastructure going to cope with 1085 new homes and residents of those in new homes? If there are two people
in every new house and they each drive then another 2170 cars potentially trying to get off of the Island at peak times. Have
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you tried to get off the island at peak times? GRIDLOCK! No more houses built until third road up and running.

DRAFT/RES/389

SS8 7NE

There is no more room on Canvey for more substantive housing without a complete upgrade of infrastructure.

DRAFT/RES/391

SS7 5AY

The land to the north of Manor Trading is ideal for commercial expansion and has easy access from A127 and Heavy
Vehicles would not need to come into Benfleet. Where are the food shops for all the new houses? Even more congestion will
be caused travelling to Pitsea, Canvey or Rayleigh for food, petrol, general shopping as there is very little provided in
Benfleet. You provide open space- what about sport facilities, entertainment- 2000 + people but no facilities? Again no
services for Benfleet!

DRAFT/RES/392

SS7 2AU

This is all far too much! Changing the face of Castle Point! Why build on every scrap of land! No more! Enough is enough;
Castle Point is fast becoming a large housing estate as it is. Every scrap of land now housing flats! As far as increasing retail
as long as no more beauticians, estate agents or Indians! Something else!

DRAFT/RES/396

SS7 2SR

Daws Heath cannot support any more traffic! Even worse with new road, there are over 80 horses kept in and round Daws
Heath-they already take their lives in their hands on the roads- a thousand more cars around here as a possibility? Good
grief it is ridiculous.
If these plans around this area go ahead it will ruin Hadleigh, Daws Heath there will be no point in open space because you
will be sitting in traffic all day! Have lived in Hadleigh all my life and Daws Heath for 20 years, we will leave the area as soon
as possible if you build here! I am disgusted you would consider more cars, Daws Heath Road is not the next A13!!!

DRAFT/RES/397

SS7 2RQ

With all the extra houses and people with children, these changes will bring, very stupid to get rid of Deanes. With the money
all these changes will cost, shame you don't use some of it to keep the lights on at night and mend the hundreds of pot holes
everywhere.

DRAFT/RES/401

SS8 0ED

No new houses to be built on Canvey Island until a new road linking Canvey Island to Corringham is constructed and used.

DRAFT/RES/402

SS7 2QB

I object to any further housing due to the list on Section 3 of this form 1 to 5.

DRAFT/RES/404

SS8 7LH

The new road for Canvey should be in place before any new housing is built.

DRAFT/RES/405

SS8 8HW

Traffic getting on and off Canvey Island at peak times of the day- we do need a new road.

DRAFT/RES/406

SS8 9BP

Why have the council done nothing about the drains in every road on Canvey being regularly cleared? Slight rainfall and the
drains are overflowing and are a health risk.

SS7 4HU

Benfleet is fine as it is- we do not need any more homes or businesses. It is nice to have open land where kids can play,
people can walk dogs and wildlife can live. Benfleet is a nice place to live without much trouble. Fill it with people and watch
what happens! Benfleet needs to keep the bungalows and elderly people. New estate means younger people, flats mean lots
of trouble!

DRAFT/RES/408
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Keep Benfleet as it is!

DRAFT/RES/410

SS8 0EN

Roads are not good enough.
Sewers will not take waste.

DRAFT/RES/411

SS7 2EE

My main concern is yet more housing being built in our area which has to impact what is already a diminishing Greenbelt
area and the impact on wildlife. This area seems over populated as it, and I feel it would be tragic for an area to become a
concrete jungle.

DRAFT/RES/412

SS8 8BD

All this provision for extra homes is fuelled by IMMIGRATION i.e.: EU and Non EU- it not time to stop ALL Immigration and
send back all illegal’s to country of origin?

DRAFT/RES/413

SS8 7EE

1450 new homes will mean at least another 3000 vehicles on roads which cannot cope with traffic flow at it is now. The road
structure on Canvey is a disgrace. The roads are crumbling leaving huge pot holes and nothing has been done to the
infrastructure since allowing wholesale building etc. Getting on and off Canvey is nothing short of a joke!

DRAFT/RES/415

SS7 2JE

Extra retail outlets means extra requirement for parking?
John Burrows Recreation Ground needs extended sports facilities (not a pub!)

SS8 9FD

As a resident of Canvey Island it is apparent to me that the crux of how to develop Canvey it the requirement for a third road
off of Canvey. The existing infrastructure is inadequate for the current population, without building more houses.
Until there is a route on and off the Island that avoids Saddlers Farm and Waterside Roundabout, no further development
should take place that increases the population. Going ahead with these schemes without first building the road from
Northwick Road to Corringham is not to the benefit of the residents of Canvey Island.

DRAFT/RES/417

SS7 5NY

Local parking charges are wrong -it will affect local shops and trades.
But if the charges have to stay because the need to raise revenue for the local council why should people taking and picking
up children for school ( Benfleet Junior) at Richmond Hall Car Park get free parking- the busiest time when the revenue
would be high and a lot of the parents come from outside Castle Point District. Also this is a direct bias against local
shoppers.

DRAFT/RES/418

SS7 5AS

Increase in crime and population.

DRAFT/RES/419

SS7 4NE

Very concerned that Castle Point will become too crowded and over populated being an overspill for London Council
problems. We do not have sufficient schools, GP surgeries, Hospitals and police to support such a large increase. People
live here in an urban locale. We do not want to become like a large overcrowded town.

DRAFT/RES/420

SS8 9JY

My views on this plan for Canvey Island. Being a resident on the Island, it is totally absurd that you feel the need to build
more houses on the Island. We cannot facilitate the amount of people that this will bring to the island. Our doctors, dentists,
schools and supermarkets are already overcrowded. Our roads on and off the Island are ridiculous and with an extra 1085

DRAFT/RES/416
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homes and 50 bed nursing home. You are putting a strain on all residents. 2-3 week doctor appointments and dentists and
up to 30-40 minutes waiting at supermarket checkouts and between 30-45 minutes getting onto the Island. This is already
without all these extra homes; schools will not be able to cope either. A crazy idea if you ask me. I am totally against this.

DRAFT/RES/421

SS8 9NT

We moved to Canvey for the close open spaces to our property for walks etc. Now the government want to build on it. It is
hard enough getting on and off this island without adding to the congestion by adding more homes- it is crazy.

DRAFT/RES/423

SS7 4NN

Benfleet is too small for more traffic.
Traffic at Saddlers has been greatly improved but more housing will only add more congestion at Tarpots.

DRAFT/RES/424

SS8 8NX

Question 2- Most people on Canvey object to too much additional housing because of traffic impact (& safety) on Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/426

SS8 9UY

Have already submitted this by post.

DRAFT/RES/429

SS7 3DN

Not only improving Woodman Arms junction is needed. But also A129 North- the right hand turn into Stadium Way- this
causes lots of traffic chaos.

SS7 2NW

Our biggest concern is traffic as most homes will have at least one car. Something needs to be done re: A129 irrespective of
whether new homes are built or not as almost always congested especially section from Woodman's roundabout to the Weir.
Also very concerned about traffic is Daws Heath Road as very busy during the daytime now which will only get worse with
extra housing in the area. Sometimes takes us 5 minutes to get off our driveway as you can rarely back cars in due to heavy
traffic behind you. We moved here 30 years ago because peaceful area with lots of open spaces- this will all change with
extra housing in the area.

SS7 1EL

The borough is already hugely congested and any further development or growth in population living in the area should be
avoided.
Too much Green Belt has already been lost to the detriment of the borough. Local amenities (sports centres, swimming
pools) will become even more congested. There is already only standing room the majority of the time for commute using
train service to London. One accident on road links results in huge problems. Secondary schools have become super
schools to the detriment to our children's education.
Why have further retail space when three are numerous empty shop outlets.
Hadleigh castle is one of the three historic natural landscapes. Why therefore are millions of pounds being spent on cycle
paths, building on Benfleet spoiling the natural environment? I have not come across one Borough resident who supports
this.

SS8 0NQ

Roads on and off Canvey cannot support further houses and the drainage system is overloaded.
Canvey is 20ft below sea level. Has nothing been learnt about building on marshland?~
Also dredging and large ditches need to be brought back to Canvey as they were when I first went to Canvey in 1928 using a
holiday home and from 1945 as a resident.

DRAFT/RES/433

DRAFT/RES/434

DRAFT/RES/435
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Also the 1952 floods were caused by water coming in at the back of Canvey where there is no wall.
Current residents think it is safe- it is not!

DRAFT/RES/436

SS7 5AH

This area (the whole of the South East) has the densest population in the country with lots of traffic congestion problems, not
enough council housing, narrow roads with no widening possibilities, no scope for bicycles and plenty of air pollution. We
need the few green spaces and wildlife around us. We cannot think of increasing the population, especially not on Canvey.
We have one bus taking us to Southend hospital every half an hour (on weekdays) serving the whole of Canvey, Benfleet,
Thundersley, Leigh and Chalkwell. If I miss it and it is not usually punctual, I have to take three buses to Southend Hospital.
How can we have such an increase in population?

DRAFT/RES/438

SS7 2UT

The road network in this area will NOT support more cars/houses.
The roads through the centre like Daws Heath and Bramble Road are narrow and not built for cars or heavy transport AND
they cannot be widened without ruining the landscape.

DRAFT/RES/441

SS7 7NE

Very Poor- state of pavements, roads, cleaning, grassed areas in our area.

DRAFT/RES/442

SS8 0ED

For too many years, building on Canvey has been approved without the thought for the number and amount of traffic this will
create. A further road or road improvements have to be created before any further housing is approved.

DRAFT/RES/443

SS7 4LN

Please stop building in and around Benfleet.
Leave Green Belt.

DRAFT/RES/444

I object to so many houses on Canvey Island.
It is often difficult to get off the Island. If there is an accident in the area without more people and more cars.
There has been talk of a new road off the Island for years and nothing has happened. Also I see no extra facilities on Canvey
i.e. Schools or GP Surgery. 14.50 homes mean at least 2000 people but NO extra facilities.

DRAFT/RES/445

SS8 8HS

I oppose the proposed of all street lighting being turned off between the hours of 12am to 5pm. I work permanent nights and
driving home at 1am I now find it very dangerous, especially in the winter months. The possibility of serious road accidents is
probably increased by 100%. Also the turning off of street lights in residential street along with the reduction in police officers
is an open advert for burglars and the increase in street crime. I feel that on main highway lighting should be on during hours
of darkness and in residential streets, every other light should be on for the security of residents.

DRAFT/RES/450

SS7 5EB

No more housing should be built because of infrastructure, sewage, ect.

DRAFT/RES/451

SS7 4LN

My specific objection to the proposed development of the Glebelands project is the adverse effect that the increased traffic
will have on the one existing exit road to the Tarpots. It is bad enough already with the congestion daily in the areas
surrounding the schools in Rushbottom Lane.

DRAFT/RES/452

SS7 2TW

I do not understand how you can be supporting the historic landscape of Daws heath whilst at the same time be planning to
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build over 600 new houses in the area. The area will be ruined for ever more. Enhancements to the A129 will not be enough
to help the already overcrowded roads and a new road onto Daws heath Road will eat up even more of thee green belt. It
seems that the council will not be happy until Castle Point is a sprawling London Suburb.

DRAFT/RES/454

SS7 4FE

I already get traffic queuing past my flat, when there are problems at Tarpots, how bad is it going to be with all these new
houses?
I think affordable housing should be 40% with more infrastructure as Castle Point is very poor on affordable housing.

DRAFT/RES/455

SS7 3LA

Restrict traffic flow through centre of Thundersley. i.e., do not develop Burches Road or Common.

DRAFT/RES/456

SS7 3TX

Too much road congestion already, it gets worse.

DRAFT/RES/458

SS8 7PL

Before more houses are built on Canvey Island a 3rd road needs to be built to release traffic at peak times.

SS7 3PR

a) There should be no further building of houses & businesses on flood plains e.g. Canvey
b) I support any building of infrastructure which will help people get off Canvey in emergency
c) Coombe Wood Village Greens - strong objection to any part of the village green as not being described a 'Public Open
Space' since this would undermine the legal process in achieving its legal status and in its registration at Essex County
Council

DRAFT/RES/460

SS7 2TL

Rural areas such as Daws Heath have an almost nonexistent bus service. To put more houses in this area, and to make the
open spaces more available to the general public means they will all have to come by car, and all the cars will need
somewhere to park. Existing traffic ignores the speed limits in the area. Additional speeding traffic and noise and pollution
caused are unacceptable. The roads are also heavily used by horses so nothing must be done to encourage more traffic
through Daws Heath.
Daws Heath is the only true village left in this area where all access is via belts of open land. By constant nibbling away at
the Green Belt around it means it will eventually become part of solid development from Southend to Basildon.

DRAFT/RES/461

SS7 2TY

No to building on H11 and H10
No to the link rods at stadium way Daws Heath
Yes to develop Blinking Owl site H18, this is the best solution!!!

DRAFT/RES/462

SS7 2TY

No to building on H11 and H10
No to the link roads at Stadium Way Daws Heath
Yes to develop blinking owl site H18, this is the best solution!!!

DRAFT/RES/463

SS7 5AX

I am shocked and dismayed at the new Draft Local Plan and the conduct of our local council.
The questionnaire as you would expect contains leading questions i.e. Q4 only permits a positive response to more
affordable housing or more infrastructure, no option to disagree?

DRAFT/RES/459
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In relation to the NPPF and the need for a local plan, the council has sought to justify the release of the green belt under
sustainable development, however on the definitions within the full document; it confirms that the NPPF cannot assume
sustainable development applies to areas of green belt. It also goes on to define the reason as to why green belt exists.
As we all know the reason for green belt is to prevent urban sprawl and prevent one town running into another, the proposals
to release H14, H13 and H18 goes directly against NPPF and the definition of green belt. To release any of this green belt
for development opens the doors for all of the green belt to the west of our borough to be developed. In developing or
permitting development on this land to the west (filling in the gaps and using the A130 as Castle Points strategic boundary I
believe was the term used by local councillors as recommended by the head of Castle Point planning) loses total control of
this concept and in fact does not offer any protection of green belt to prevent Basildon/Pitsea also being developed to
eventually merge with Benfleet.
I totally object to any development of the Western Green Belt areas, in particular H14 and the lane from Jotmans to Sadler’s
farm or what counsellors have referred to as the Hotel Site.
The suggestion of dualling and building a new junction on the A130/Canvey way south of the Sadler’s farm junction to enable
access to the new "proposed Jotmans Farm development", I absolutely and 100% object to this must be resisted and must
not be permitted to occur, as any new access from the A130 to the South West corner of Benfleet will create a rat run and
destroy the existing community that has enjoyed peaceful residence for decades.
This will no doubt turn Jotmans Lane etc into the main access and through roads from Canvey Way/A130 to the High road,
the road is a residential side road and not suitable for such intended use and certainly cannot cope with the construction of
even 200 homes let alone the proposed 800 !
I suspect that the plan will also include the destruction of the grass tree lined verge in Jotmans lane to widen the road for the
increased traffic flow that our councillors seem intent on subjecting their constituents to!
Also I suspect the plan will include the alteration of the access/exit from Jotmans Lane at Cemetery corner into the High
Road, perhaps a roundabout or traffic lights by taking away the horse trough and wide pavement at this location.
The suggestion of building a new primary school on the Jotmans development also is objected to, as we are currently
planning on closing Deans we clearly do not need further schools, although we all know that our primary schools are at
capacity as is the borough of Castle Point... The town is FULL i.e. developers need to look elsewhere.
It is shocking that the suggestions within this local plan take account of all of the objections raised against the proposed
planning application at Jotmans Farm when the council threw out its last plan, who is this plan created for? The residents or
the builders who wish to capitalise on the destruction of our town?
The Only acceptable and workable proposals for improving access to Canvey island is the construction of a third road to
access from the Manorway to the South West corner of Canvey Island around the Morrison’s supermarket where the road
network has already been prepared in anticipation of such an improvement. Any funds spent on widening Canvey way for
any distance south of Saddlers Roundabout junction would be money wasted as the problem is that all roads lead to the one
current access point "WATERSIDE”!
Affordable homes? - what does the council define as an Affordable home this question was posed at a recent residents
meeting at Richmond but the councillors in attendance conveniently failed to respond to this at all ?
Who would these affordable homes is constructed for? Existing local residents? New residents from out of town?
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What guarantee can the council provide that the new homes will not be purchased on block by London Borough councils and
used as social housing as a cheap and affordable housing option for the London borough councils, in effect removing these
from the local market?
This question was also raised at the Richmond meeting and the councillors claimed that no such activity has been
undertaken by London Boroughs, I am surprised that the council is unaware of the flats and blocks of housing purchased in
Wickford, Basildon etc over the years and I suspect even on Canvey.
The development of a Nursing home at Charfleets? What guarantee can be provided that this won’t become another mental
health establishment or prison such as that at Bowers Gifford, the current mental health secure unit (prison) built by a non
Essex Council as a Nursing Home was subject of a change to a secure mental health unit and could not be blocked or
stopped as it was not considered a change of use. Are we to expect the same here?
I have many concerns and many questions none of which have been answered on the local plan.
At present it seems clear, the council believe developing on the western green belt to the edge of Benfleet at the A130 is the
way to go, I DISAGREE and state that this should without doubt be preserved as GREEN BELT i.e. - No development !
The proposed new junction off the A130 to West Benfleet at or near Jotmans - I totally object and oppose any such
development or junction this will ruin our local environment and bring nothing but harm and disruption to your existing
community. Shame on you!

SS7 2UQ

It is fully understandable that additional properties are required to accommodate the growing population, however in this area
we would respectively ask the council to use areas of land that require development as an alternative to using greenbelt land
that attracts people to live & visit the area and its shops.
We would like the council to develop the Blinking Owl site (H18) and urge Essex Highways to reconsider the possibility of an
access road onto the A127 as this is the most sensible & best solution for everyone. Protecting greenbelt areas for
generations to come.

DRAFT/RES/467

SS8 7NL

We do not want any more houses built on the Island, as we have a job getting off and on the Island with the amount of
people with cars. Also the drains cannot cope with the houses already on the Island.
We would like a more direct bus service to Southend Hospital. We did have a 21 bus but now it does not come over to this
end of the Canvey now, nut that used to go all around Thundersley. This is why I said a more direct route for this side of
Canvey (Eastern Esplanade).

DRAFT/RES/471

SS7 2UD

Why not develop the Blinking Owl site.
Everyone knows this is the best option except for Essex Highways!

SS8 9YW

There are already enough people living on Canvey Island. We are at our maximum capacity with traffic at rush hour or if
there is any small accidents on Canvey Way or Benfleet there is no chance to get off!
I object to the widening of roads here as the time is takes makes too much of an impact and causes even more traffic and
hassle to get off. The upgrade of Saddlers Farm caused havoc for months! We should NOT build on the land at Jotmans as
it is beautiful landscape that cannot be replaced! There are enough homes in Benfleet and think the land there should be

DRAFT/RES/464

DRAFT/RES/473
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saved.

DRAFT/RES/474

SS8 7NJ

No Housing Development over 50 houses to be permitted until a third route off Canvey is constructed.
Extra lanes of Canvey Way will not help. The new route should avoid Waterside Farm Roundabout.
The housing construction H5 is not suitable for Canvey Sea Front. The number of houses is far TOO great.

DRAFT/RES/475

SS8 7EF

All developments on and around Canvey Island must be subject to a new road off of Canvey Island to the mainland and not
just a promise of one.

DRAFT/RES/478

SS7 3EW

My niece has a stable and horse on Jotmans and is very distressed at the prospect of losing her stable and support network
of friends with horses also at Jotmans as she is only 14. It is unfair that they will lose this open space which is used for their
horses.
As always with plans for development of this nature, infrastructure is paramount, particularly for doctor surgeries and traffic.

DRAFT/RES/482

SS7 4AJ

Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley are lovely places to live in- we do not want to make them so they are clogged up with
people and traffic.

DRAFT/RES/484

SS7 3QL

My view on affordable housing is what is meant by affordable- will it mean couples on local wages (e.g. - 20-25k) will be able
to get mortgages on them? Or will it just be for people or are on large salaries?
What does this term re: H18 ' The remainder safe guarded to meet housing needs after 2031?' This area is used by several
riding schools/ stables so such a large amount (400) houses would mean at least 800 more vehicles on the road- is that a
good idea in such a rural area. To me it will totally spoil that large area of fields/woodlands and make Thundersley village
area like a new town! As does the 450 homes of Kiln Road (H4) 150 is more than enough for the roads in that area.
Roads and Schools will not cope with this amount of housing especially since the Deanes school might be closing!

DRAFT/RES/485

SS7 4PE

Our wish is for no development in the Castle Point area n Green Belt Land

DRAFT/RES/486

SS7 5EJ

Benfleet is already overcrowded, 800 new homes will bring 1600 + people and their cars.

DRAFT/RES/489

SS7 5RA

Needs to benefit the residents that live in Benfleet NOW i.e.: footpaths, roads, shops, pavements.

DRAFT/RES/492

SS7 2AL

I object to any further new housing development. This area is already congested. Hadleigh and its countryside are being
ruined by blocks if flats and building works. Why does the council not try to preserve the small amount of beauty we have
here and this area more rural NOT urban?

SS7 1HT

With recent floods in all areas the proposals on pretty much all sites will cause local flooding. We need the open spaces left
as they are to allow natural drainage in all out areas.
Trading estates/ retail the areas have empty premises!! Why no re-vamp not pull down and move. Why not keep housing to
a few new houses 'here and there' not whole estates built. We need no more schools when we have a huge site for this at

DRAFT/RES/493
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Deanes.

DRAFT/RES/496

SS7 5SR

Is the council living on the same planet as the rest of us?
More houses mean more traffic on roads that are gridlocked.
Will the council be happy when the whole area is covered in concrete and no one can move on the roads, show some spirit
and reject applications for more building and do what local people want for a change?

DRAFT/RES/498

SS7 2HS

A new primary school and yet we have Councillors who have shown no support to stop the closure of the Deanes School.

SS7 4LD

The additional housing at Glebelands and Jotmans will increase traffic to and from the Tarpots. I drive to and from Benfleet
Station and the amount of traffic going towards Canvey has increased since the changes at Saddlers Farm. Also the traffic
lights going over Tarpots towards Church Road/Rushmore lane are not green long enough. The cars coming out of Tesco
Express block the road; it has taken me at times 4 attempts to cross those lights. The bus lane going towards Saddlers from
Pitsea is never used by buses- a complete waste as a lane- change is as a dedicated A130 turn off instead. The extra traffic
will go towards The Tarpots increasing congestion and pollution and increase journey times.

DRAFT/RES/501

SS7 5DE

Before you start building on Green Belt land I hope you have looked at Brown Site Land.
Also what about flooding when you build new houses- can you take into account where the water will go?
We still have holes in the road from last winter in Benfleet so can this be sorted before you think about building new houses.
Priority must be given to protecting all green belt sites- theses can never be replaces.

DRAFT/RES/503

SS7 3DZ

Empty flats and offices should be taken over. There are many along A13 and made habitable for affordable housing hence
less reliance on new build. One example- offices above shops opposite St James Church Hadleigh.

DRAFT/RES/504

SS7 5RE

I strongly object to the Jotmans Hall proposal. Without access from the A130, heavy lorries and plant will have to use the
High Road. Our house already shakes when heavy lorries pass. Equally the High Road is poorly maintained with many
potholes left to potentially damage vehicles and thereby a danger to the wellbeing of drivers/passengers. Why was Clifton
Road resurfaced when a major bus route is allowed to decay?
Any further development in the area will only add to congestion, damage to property and indeed health by the increased
level of carbon emissions from heavy vehicles and overall have a dire impact on the quality of life of the residents whom you
are there to serve!

DRAFT/RES/505

SS7 3YN

Road infrastructure already overloaded. My road (Rayleigh Road) is stationary most Sundays. Why not improve some of the
infrastructure first to make living in Castle Point better (give us a feel good factor).
And switch the street lights back on!!

DRAFT/RES/509

SS7 3QN

In my opinion, we are already overcrowded. Too many houses- too many people. Roads are jam packed. Leave our open
spaces alone!

DRAFT/RES/500
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DRAFT/RES/510

SS8 8AA

I have been writing to the Council since May 6th 2006. I still have all the letters from Councils and Mr Spinks since then, the
only change I’ve seen is repainting white lines and relining Eldertree Road which I am still getting vibrations affecting my wall
because of heavy traffic such as lorries and buses which as I was told the Council was altering also since I moved here 1996
the traffic must have trebled since then. We could do with less traffic down here as this road should be back as it used to be.

DRAFT/RES/512

SS8 7PP

No more building on Canvey- we have enough.

SS7 3DA

Green Belt for a reason - not until some developer gives someone a backhander to build on it.
More houses? Where are the cars going?
How will the schools cope?
Government/ Councils should force employers to make their employees car share and work closest locations to home to
help congestion- not let’s just build!!

DRAFT/RES/515

SS7 3BJ

I really object to the development currently being enacted off Kiln Road, Thundersley. It's destroying green belt and wildlife
habitat. The Government made a pre-election promise NOT to build on Green belt which they have currently reneged on. We
do not have the infrastructure to cope with extra traffic volume, doctors surgeries and schools which obviously be needed for
the increase in population. The Government needs to drastically review its immigration policy so that we don't lose our green
belt to immigrants requiring housing which London cannot cope with.

DRAFT/RES/517

SS7 2HH

The parking in Bitton Road and surrounding roads is appalling when the schools are going in and out. I have asked to have
this reviewed by the neighbourhood Watch police however nothing is done. Building more homes would cause even more
problems.

DRAFT/RES/520

SS8 8HN

Third road Canvey is a must!

DRAFT/RES/521

SS7 5HB

Question 7
Your local plan to increase retail floor space by 11000 Sam is good, but you will not attract new businesses to shopping area
while you keep in place charges on local car parks. The charge for parking in our area (Richmond Hall Car park) has already
had a downward affect on our trade- the footfall in lower and takings are down.

DRAFT/RES/522

SS8 8EN

I object to the large scale of housing proposed for Thorny Bay as this will be like a ghetto, with no plans for improved
infrastructure.

DRAFT/RES/524

SS7 3HB

Instead of new roads, how about spending the money on repairing the ones that we have.

DRAFT/RES/525

SS8 9HB

A new road of off Canvey has to be built before anymore houses are.

DRAFT/RES/529

SS8 0RG

I object to the extra houses on Canvey as I feel there are too many people on the Island already. There are not sufficient
doctors, schools and other amenities for the people who live here. You cannot get off and on the Island very easily. Also the
drains/sewers cannot take the strain.

DRAFT/RES/513
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DRAFT/RES/531

SS7 4SB

The roads around Tarpots- Saddlers farm Manor Road and surrounding areas will not tolerate any more traffic. The road
improvements for the A130 (Rayleigh Spur to Saddlers Farm) while in progress were a farce. We from Benfleet do not
benefit at all from this. Bottle neck from Saddlers farm to Tarpots still only goes to prove this. More transport will not be
feasible.

DRAFT/RES/533

SS7 3PX

Extremely Comprehensive- Well done Council

DRAFT/RES/534

SS8 0DL

NO more homes on the Island.
It cannot take anymore.
Roscommon Way- the road that goes to? Waste of time and money.

DRAFT/RES/535

SS8 0JG

The use of existing Brownfield areas for housing I support, however the continual erosion of Green Belt/Green spaces is
unacceptable.
RE: Q1- I do not agree with either option.

DRAFT/RES/536

SS8 0EN

Canvey roads cannot cope with anymore houses. It is already a nightmare to get on and off the Island at normal times and in
rush hour it can take an hour to get from Saddlers Farm tot the town centre. Roads need to be built/widened before any
development is considered and definitely no houses or industry should be built on Greenbelt land.

DRAFT/RES/538

SS7 4DB

Have you no idea what the impact on the area especially Glebelands will be?
It is served by two primary schools. It cannot take potentially 200 children.
You can't get a doctor’s appointment as it is!
The roads around St Georges Ward are hell in the mornings and it will make it even worse.
And flooding!! This has less to do with 'climate change' and more to do with building on fields.
You work for the people of Benfleet. Do what's right!

DRAFT/RES/541

SS7 5EE

Transport Bus Service- Some years ago we had a London Service to Victoria and Walthamstow. A service of 3 buses- now
there is only one early morning service. Is time we had a bus service to London- travel by rail is expensive.

DRAFT/RES/542

SS7 5NQ

There should be no new housing development on Canvey Island before the road networks are upgraded, in particular a new
road off the island and the existing road dualled.
I object to any housing being built on land below sea level.

DRAFT/RES/544

SS7 5JE

We object to houses etc being built on Greenbelt land- this should not be allowed.
Lots of plans have been rejected in the past so why can you do it now?

DRAFT/RES/545

SS7 2HT

I am amazed at the amount of housing being proposed in Hadleigh. Over 1000 houses being built yet Deanes School will
close. Where are the children going to be schooled? Where are your proposals for this? It is very short sighted of the council.
The London Road in Hadleigh is already congested, why add more traffic to Hadleigh? Very disappointed with this plan. I
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feel for families who move her and can't educate their children locally. King John and Appleton are full and will not be able to
accommodate more children.
I feel where I live there is enough people now, without building anymore houses anywhere. We should have more choice of
shops. All we have is a 'Co-op' and I have to get a bus to do any decent shop.

DRAFT/RES/546

SS8 8EY

I object to further development on Canvey Island until such things as a new road has been provided and drainage and sea
wall improvements have been made. This is on the grounds of public safety and inconveniences. It is virtually impossible to
evacuate the Island at present during peak times if a flooding emergency occurred.

SS8 8LY

I object strongly to any further building on Canvey Island, whether affordable or not, hence the reason I did not answer
Questions 4 or 5. I would agree only to further housing in current residential area i.e. by knocking down old
bungalows/chalets and putting new houses or flats in their place. However, NO further housing should be considered on the
plan proposed level unless and until the much needed infrastructure and services are put in place. These include a third road
off Canvey, dualling of Canvey Way; new drainage and affiliated services, more school places and teachers, GP surgeries
and clinic facilities and maintenance of the woefully inadequate infrastructure we currently enjoy. I would agree then to more
retail and employment for Canvey and then also to limited house building at a reduced level to that proposed.

SS7 4LD

I object to employment growth on Manor Trading Estate unless new access to the whole trading estate is improved.
Preferably via A130. There is far too much heavy traffic accessing estate via Church Road. Also existing site needs tidying
up and better roads and drainage installed. Road surfaces are diabolical and you risk tyre and suspension damage
whenever you go on site.
NB: Before starting new works, existing potholes etc need urgent attention.

SS7 2TW

H10 is far too big. It gives rise to access difficulties into Rayleigh Road and Daws heath Road. Both these roads can do
without more traffic!! H10 also seems to be very close to Little Haven and to encroach upon the nature reserve leased and
managed by Essex Wildlife Trust. There are footpaths from opposite Annis Mini Market down to stadium way- will these still
be available? And fancy closing Deane’s school with all this development proposed!

DRAFT/RES/551

SS7 3DP

I am concerned with the plan H4; I live in the Chase area. Most days it is difficult to exit into the Main Road due to congestion
in the mornings and afternoons. This main road is very bust normally and it can take up to five minutes to exit. With the
proposal for more housing in the Chase, this would cause further congestion, not only for people living in the new housing
but this would then be a rat run from Kenneth road cutting through the Chase into Rayleigh Road. Moreover, schools, doctor
and wildlife would suffer. The Council needs to reconsider this area parking for congestion, installing traffic lights would make
things worse.

DRAFT/RES/553

SS8

Sorry, I don't really understand this project. I am an 84 year old OAP that knows nothing about this topic. A waste of time.
Sorry.

DRAFT/RES/547

DRAFT/RES/548

DRAFT/RES/549

DRAFT/RES/550
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DRAFT/RES/556

SS7 5HN

Cycle lanes are a good idea as long as they are properly thought out and a balance between motorist and cyclists needs are
met without the minority crating in balance as previous plans have done. Bad road markings do not create harmony but
frustration which boils over.
Something not mentioned here but is part of local plan is not helping trade and that is car parking charges especially stepped
charges which means people do not want to spend time in local shops. , If car charges are necessary why not say 50p for 3
hours. That keeps people local and creates a good balance of paying for parking and time allowed to shop in comfort.

DRAFT/RES/558

SS7 2AT

One house= 2 or 3 cars!
We are at saturation point now.

DRAFT/RES/559

SS7 2SN

Please make flood prevention number one priority in all aspects of developments.

SS7 2UA

I am greatly concerned about the impact of these plans on my local area, Daws Heath, as well as the gradual erosion of the
green belt across Castle Point.
In all 630 homes are planned for Daws Heath. This will inevitably change the semi-rural character of the area, resulting in a
reduction of the quality of life for residents. The plans fudge over concerns, with reference to an 'Arcadian approach' or
'parkland environment' to make these developments appear acceptable and mollify objectors. Planners seem to assume that
shoving in a few 'greenways' and mature tree plantings can compensate for encroachment on the landscape, destroying a
once pleasant, natural location for ever. Though I am less familiar with some of the areas mentioned, consequently not
recording a specific objection on the form, I object to all encroachment on previously undeveloped green belt. What will our
region, indeed our country, become if we repeatedly eat into chunks of our green open spaces? Green places demonstrably
have a positive impact on our mental health. What will life be like for future generations trapped in the endless urban sprawl?
The Council have a duty to consider the larger picture here, not opt for easy solutions.
There is a distinct lack of detail in these plans, with bog standard, one-size-fits-all solutions proposed. No real thought has
been given to transport congestion; all references in the documents are woolly. However, this is obviously a major problem.
If a large number of additional vehicles will be heading onto our roads, what precisely could be done to improve congestion
between the Woodman's and the Weir? The H10 proposals suggest 'access arrangements which ease peak time congestion
at the nearby Woodman's Arms junction.' Shouldn't there be a definite strategy to achieve this before considering such a
development? The suggested link road from Stadium Way through to Daws Heath Road would obviously become a rat run
for traffic heading through to Hadleigh or the 127. The consequences for Daws Heath, Western Road and St Michael's Road
residents, if this were to happen, are truly horrendous. As a resident with property sandwiched between two of these roads, I
cannot bear to think of what the future entails in this eventuality. What will happen to the 'high quality living environment' the
Council is meant to be promoting, for those unfortunates subjected to continual high volumes of traffic?
Additionally, there seems to be a naive confidence that the provision of more and improved public transport would get people
out of their cars and onto the buses. Well I'm all for this; also anything which promotes safe cycling in our area.
Nevertheless, this is really not going to rectify the problems generated by additional traffic. We are told that local planning
authorities should 'give people a real choice' about how they travel. The fact is that the vast majority of those who own a car
prefer to use it, rather than rely on bus services. Efficient services are much appreciated, but a huge change in the culture,

DRAFT/RES/560
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perhaps taking many years, would be needed to make this an effective solution.
Another personal concern are the are the references in H11 to the site being identified as 'being in a critical drainage area'.
Where I live in close proximity to this site, August saw us fending off water backing up through the ground floor toilet and
shower into the kitchen, to be told by the water company that local pipe work could not cope with the heavy downpour. Can
we be confident that this problem would be addressed?
I fully appreciate the need for additional housing in Castle Point. In order to achieve this I urge the Council to pursue the
suggested option of developing the land behind the Blinking Owl Cafe/H18. This has capacity for around 2000 dwellings. A
forceful case should be put urging Essex Highways to reconsider their objections to an access road onto the 127. This is the
most sensible solution, which preserves greenbelt land, while helping achieve the required housing quota. As greenbelt land
should only be built on in exceptional circumstances, I believe that every alternative avenue must be vigorously pursued to
avoid the irrevocable destruction of our historic landscape.

DRAFT/RES/561

SS7 2RW

Hadleigh, Thundersley and Benfleet are full- no more houses- the roads can't cope with more traffic!

DRAFT/RES/563

SS8 0EP

Before any new housing is considered, priority should be made to vastly improve the road to transport, drainage, schools
and medical, facilities- this must all be done before any new housing is built.

DRAFT/RES/564

SS7 5RX

I found the affordable housing vs. infrastructure quite a difficult choice. 20% affordable housing must imply 80% less
affordable housing of which Benfleet has quite a considerable proportion anyway. If developers want to build projects with
80% less affordable housing get them to fund some infrastructure (and I don't mean just an electronic sign at the bus-stop!)

DRAFT/RES/565

SS8 8LN

More houses on Canvey! A 2 mile journey to the station at 7.15 in the morning takes 40 minutes! How much more can this
'ISLAND' take? If the aim is to improve employment this would also increase travel ling time and school for new children in
the area? Wasn't one just close? Another imminent ridiculous proposal.
Main Concerns
1. Traffic & Congestion- terrible now
2. Drainage
3. Loss of Green Belt
It is impossible at times to get out of this part of Castle Point- Accidents on either A127 or A13= jams and often impossible to
get around A129 Always Bad- especially at weekend since building on Stadium Way etc.

DRAFT/RES/566

DRAFT/RES/567

DRAFT/RES/568

SS7 5JS

I do agree with your proposal for more housing but I would suggest you make more affordable housing for the younger
generation. I hope you succeed with your plans. Yours Thankfully

SS7 3TU

Manor Trading Estate needs to be used for housing and move the Estate elsewhere locally. The estate is becoming rapidly
run down and getting too old to carry on taking the traffic from commercial use as it does. The traffic in turn outside the
estate in constantly putting the roads under extreme use and damage. This estate will accommodate most of housing
shortage required.
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SS9 9JD

I believe that vehicles (i.e. commercial vehicles) must use the Roscommon Way, very little do. I would like to extend 1.
Roscommon Way 2. Make the RVSP Road at Northwick be made into the third road on/off the Island as once Waterside is
blocked either along Canvey Way or to Benfleet, creates a huge problem for anyone either it be police, fire, ambulance
services to get onto the Island or off!
I'd rather have a new exit road, then create businesses and then that will enable housing to be completed.

DRAFT/RES/575

SS7 3DZ

Housing Site H4
There are 150 homes being built now- the remaining site has been a long-term dog walking site and wildlife habitat. The
roads are congested every morning and night- no more houses here please.
Employment
With the amount of house proposed, there will not be enough jobs in Essex let alone Castle Point.
Retail
Try filling some of existing shops and offices before building more
Greenbelt
Where are new Green Belt sites in Benfleet- plans to take away existing without supplying new!!

DRAFT/RES/576

SS7 5DT

There is not really point- people think it's a done deal.

DRAFT/RES/578

SS7 5JN

We already have major problems with the infrastructure in place, so any more burden would be devastating on an already
over burdened system (i.e. roads, drainage, sewage).
Also look into more brown sites for development. Purchase houses already empty- for use in the plan.

DRAFT/RES/579

SS8 0BP

No more homes should be built on Canvey Island until a new road linking Northwick Road and Manor Way is built.

DRAFT/RES/580

SS7 3QZ

I think that the Local Plan needs to look seriously at the effects of traffic increase in the areas H10, H14, H4 with regard to
the amount of congestion at this time already. I also think with regard to H10 the Deanes School would be needed to serve
the children from this and others i.e.: H11 Daws heath Catchment area.

DRAFT/RES/569

Retail shopping? Where do we park?
There is no provision for parking and none previewed!!!
Try shopping in Benfleet.

DRAFT/RES/581
DRAFT/RES/582

SS8 8BH

You need to clean drains- flood with rain- roads

DRAFT/RES/583

SS7 2UH

As a retired District Nurse (35 years in this area) I am particularly worried about the increasing traffic and traffic jams on the
roads. At the present time, it is extremely difficult for District nurses, GP's and the emergency services to get around,
goodness knows what it will be like when there is more housing in the area, the roads at the moment are saturated!

DRAFT/RES/584

SS7 1BD

It is irrelevant whether new homes are affordable or not, any new homes will further stretch the infrastructure which is
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already overstretched, especially roads and schools. For the quality of life, we do not wish to live in a concrete jungle. It is
vital not to erode existing greenbelt and open spaces. As regards to transport, there is no mention of the angering problem of
the congestion through the centre of Hadleigh. Problems which must be solved.
As regards retail plans, there is no mention of where the additional retail outlets will be sited. We already have enough shops
and even more than enough cafes and restaurants, none of which appear to be very busy in Hadleigh. There is no room in
the High Street for more shops. To put more retails outlets 'out of town' would defeat your object.
As regards to Schools, it does not make much sense to build new schools on the one hand and close a perfectly good
school, Deanes, on the other hand. Our grandson goes to King Johns and is worried about the impact on his school if
Deanes is closed.
We have lived in Hadleigh for 45 years and preferred it as it was- there is no need for this so called re-generation.

DRAFT/RES/585

SS7 5QG

Whilst we realise that some extra housing is needed no further development should be started in the Castle Point area until
work to improve the roads has been completed. In Europe it is common practice to develop roads and include drainage,
lighting etc. before work starts on the dwellings.
Canvey Island is already congested. A new road off the island is essential before any further housing development.
Similarly, traffic flow along the A13 particularly from Tarpots to Hadleigh is already slow, so improvements, if they are
possible, must be made before any construction work starts. If improvements are not possible then any development should
not take place.
Benfleet High Road is much improved since the work on Sadler’s Farm/Tarpots was completed. Construction traffic for the
proposed Jotmans Farm development would negate these benefits. A new road out to the A130 must be put in place first.
New schools and Doctors surgeries must be constructed and finished before new residents move in.
Maintenance and improvements to drainage and sewage is essential to avoid flood risk and must be completed before
implementation of any new development.
This plan, as usual, is half baked and ill thought through. There should be no additional housing on Canvey Island until:

DRAFT/RES/586

SS8 0DN

•
•
•
•

Eastern route of Canvey built
Additional sewage, water, drainage, electricity, gas, roads BUILT
Capacity of GP surgeries to meet additional residents
Capacity of schools to meet new pupils.

In general, these must be done first.
DRAFT/RES/587

SS7 2PP

Glebelands- Make additional access roads in Ivy Road and Albert Road.
North West Thundersley- To be encouraged and include access via A130
Jotmans- Dual the A130 to Canvey link, Link A130 for additional access.
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DRAFT/RES/588

SS8 9YD

Before any proposal of new builds on Canvey, a new road is a must.

DRAFT/RES/589

SS8 8JH

Well done, hope I live long enough to see new road off the island. Good luck. Housing needed. This Council and the
proposal have my full support.

DRAFT/RES/590

SS7 5DF

The traffic on the roads is unbearable now, more housing would create too many problems.
South Benfleet Village car parks are full and overcrowded, our Doctor Surgeries are full and so are the schools, the
infrastructure just couldn't take more housing. Our green fields, i.e. Jotmans Farm are the lungs of Benfleet.

DRAFT/RES/591

SS8 0NF

I strongly object to the Roscommon Way extension phase two due to the face that it is of no use to the people of Canvey and
has become a motorbike racetrack. I also object the building on Thorney Bay and West Canvey Marshes because it is close
to a SSSI site.

DRAFT/RES/593

SS7 5BL

As I am a home owner who will be affected by these developments as I live in the H14 proposed site, I have no objections
and would totally support this scheme.

DRAFT/RES/596

SS8 9HL

Where on earth would the 'watershed' from 1450 homes go when the Island floods after heavy rain conditions? It is already
'GRIDLOCK' on and off the Island at Peak times. How would it cope with another 2000 cars???? How can the council plan
for employment when the floodgates are open from Europe and Africa? WE ARE FULL UP!!!!! WAKE UP!!!!

DRAFT/RES/597

SS8 0QG

No housing without a plan for new roads put in place.

DRAFT/RES/598

SS7 2HN

The infilling of brown field sites need to be exhaustive used before encroachment on Green Belt or Open Spaces.
The building of social housing should not be clustered but integrated within any new development.
The need to upgrade existing Retail business and ensure that existing properties are used before new developments that the
proposed figures on 200 properties per year are achieved to- not without serious consideration of transform- road facilities.

DRAFT/RES/600

SS8 0DA

Before new housing developments are agreed, a new road for Canvey should be a priority! And agreed and started!

DRAFT/RES/602

SS7 2AT

Talk to residents- listen to their views and act on them. Reach a proper democratic decision based on MAJORITY of
electorate not the noisy MINORITY!

DRAFT/RES/603

SS8 0ED

It's hard enough getting on and off Canvey so another 1450 homes and 15 HA of employment growth would make it worse. If
all of the road improvements were done first then it would be feasible to do the prepossessed housing and employment
proposals but only in that order.

SS8 9QR

Infrastructure before anything.
Drainage is a disgrace. Do any councillors ever try the traffic from 6.30 to 9.30 getting off the Island, and again in the
evening rush hour?
God help us in an emergency of perhaps that's what is needed.

DRAFT/RES/604
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SS8 9TG

I think that all housing proposals are fair, provided the improvements to the transport/roads are made at the same time.
Canvey Island cannot cope with more congestion without new road links

DRAFT/RES/607

SS7 1BG

I would just like to comment on the proposed 'affordable' housing. I would imagine the cost would be unaffordable for a lot of
local people who cannot get on the housing ladder. Also a sizable amount of woodland would have to be cleared,
devastating wildlife which increasingly has fewer places to go. I personally do not want to live in a concrete jungle! And the
traffic situation on London Road is ridiculous already (especially since it was changed to accommodate a 'part time' bus lane)
so more traffic can only make it worse. It is already an accident waiting to happen! Who thinks up these things?

DRAFT/RES/608

SS8 8BT

Road and traffic improvement needs to be the priority. Inevitable Houses will be built on Canvey Island and we need the
roads to cope with commuting traffic.
Also we need a Nando's in the town centre.

DRAFT/RES/609

SS8 8AX

We need more pumps or drainage to take the surface water off the Island. If we use more land for housing we need better
drainage and of course roads, as Canvey is already congested. Try getting on and off during rush hour! It's a nightmare! So
more housing means more cars.

SS8 8BQ

Although in the environment area, you propose to retain the 19m wide buffer to allow future flood defence works- there is
nothing mentioned about the prevention of street flooding of increase of better drainage, every time it rains, streets flood, if
you build more houses on Canvey, improve what is here before adding the strain of more waste and less flood plain.
The traffic and surface water is bad enough now, without adding to it.

DRAFT/RES/612

SS7 5AX

1. Where will all the extra sewage go?
2. Our drains can't take runoff water now, what it will be like with all the extra houses, no fields for the water to soak in.
3. Jotmans lane is like a race track at the moment and more cars will only make it worse.
4. Our estate roads were not built for heavy traffic such as lorries and our houses can't take the vibration of all the building
lorries and trucks that will be going up and down while the houses etc are being built.

DRAFT/RES/615

SS8 0HQ

A new road for Canvey Island needs to be built before building anymore houses.

SS8 0EX

By and large, the plan is very good and a decent balance given conflicting demands.
Issues:
1. Affordable housing- The current Thorney Bay Park houses many people are on low incomes, new arrivals, people on
benefits etc. These people deserve to live somewhere- developing Thorney Bay will probably lessen considerably the
housing needs being met of the current residents.
2. The issue of local roads, parking restrictions, dangerous, illegal parking etc on Canvey needs a drastic rethink. Currently
most Canvey Roads are very narrow, but verges etc are destroyed by inconsiderate parking- particularly near schools,
surgeries, churches etc. South Essex Parking ' Partnership' is Chelmsford based; completely no knowledge of Canvey and
useless road users should all be the remit of a parking authority based in Castle Point.

DRAFT/RES/606

DRAFT/RES/610

DRAFT/RES/616
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DRAFT/RES/618

SS8 7BP

There are 4 areas to Castle Point, but it seems Canvey Island is taking the highest percentages of the housing. I strongly
object to this. There appears to be no provision for extra school places or GP surgeries, dental practices or any other
infrastructure, although I welcome the proposed third road from Northwick. I do believe Canvey Way should be dualled all
the way and not just part as proposed. Your proposal seems to favour more of the mainland rather than Canvey as per
usual.
If you want to build 4000 homes in Castle Point then put 1000 in Benfleet, 1000 in Hadleigh, 1000 in Thundersley and 1000
in Canvey. Go to the North of Tarpots and put a route through Benfleet and Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/619

SS8 0LH

No to all houses until we get third road off Canvey actually built and in use.

SS7 2GB

The Thorney Bay Caravan Park will cause more traffic to and from the Island at this time.
The widening of Somnes Ave: this will cause a hold up at this small roundabout at Link road area when traffic is going East.
H7 Scrub Lane- If you have 64 homes and junior school here- at this time no shops in Scrub Lane or Bus Service therefore
more traffic around that area.

DRAFT/RES/622

SS7 2EJ

The Draft New Local Plan shows only shows areas for development. As a Hadleigh resident of 40 years, I would have liked
to have seen any new proposals for the regeneration of Hadleigh especially, but also Canvey, as having attended past
Council meetings, I rather it is still unclear as to what is going to be adopted.
This should have been sent out alongside this plan, as Church Road Hadleigh, is of a particular concern of mine seen past
proposals of re- routing the road layout through Hadleigh.

DRAFT/RES/623

SS8 9QP

Any additional housing on Canvey Island must be preceded by at least one new road off the Island ( Northwick Road- Manor
Way)

DRAFT/RES/624

SS7 4DJ

Glebelands H13 should not be developed unless access is from A130. Local roads cannot contain extra traffic if this site was
developed. I.e. Rushbottom lane and Tarpots corner.
The Blinking Owl site on A127 should be developed with access road from the A127 or A130 to the site. Manor Trading site
should be moved and site developed with housing, GP and schools. This would also keep heavy traffic off local roads.

DRAFT/RES/626

SS8 8BZ

In regards to the Thorney Bay Housing development many of them I feel will be let out to people all on benefits and there is
already a lot of trouble at Thorney bay. Schools and Doctor surgeries will struggle to cope with all the new residents.
The town centre has many shops empty at the moment- will new retail development help to solve this? I do not think so.

SS8 9JL

Question 2- After third road off island established plus plot adjacent West of Lobster Smack to the old disused jetty now
Roscommon Road is established, additional to those listed, a nice avenue lined with trees each side? Considering the
viability of the information Top page 3 capacity features taken with strategy of essentials in place on thrash out procedures or
industrial provision for employment for the expanding g population as with 5.
8 Flooded marshes. Passionate Essential.
Road infrastructure an absolute necessity ahead of proposals in view of accidents, predicted high sea level as of late and

DRAFT/RES/620

DRAFT/RES/630
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future safety of population

DRAFT/RES/632

SS8 7PE

Sir, I have just received my annual road tax reminder (gone up again by £10). Bottom line- where is this cash going? Our
roads in Canvey are full of very dangerous 'POTHOLES'.

DRAFT/RES/634

SS8 8EZ

The space allowed on Canvey Island in any direction is getting less and less with the traffic getting more!
Don't the council think that for a small Island we are crowded enough.

DRAFT/RES/635

SS7 1DE

2000 homes- 2100 jobs???

DRAFT/RES/636

SS7 5UY

Stop large house building sites in this area it is overcrowded now, the roads are over loaded too, and give us rubbish bins
like other areas.

DRAFT/RES/637

SS7 5EN

Who's decision was it to close Deanes School when you are going to build all these new houses, what a crazy decision,
where are all the children going to go, surely it would be better to spend money doing the school up rather than having to
build a new one in ten years?

DRAFT/RES/638

SS8 9JB

Canvey Island has been over built and as a small Island I don't want to see anymore residential development on our existing
Green Spaces. The roads on/off the Island cannot cope with the traffic as it is at present without the increased level of traffic
the proposed development would cause. The sewage cannot cope as it is and when it rains we get flooded.

DRAFT/RES/639

SS8 7SJ

As a resident of Canvey Island, it is impossible to support any additional housing until the overall infrastructure is improved.
Roads, drainage, access, safety from flooding from the sea, schools, health facilities, shopping opportunities, years of
development without addressing the above issues.
Retail provision- Canvey town centre re-development has now been planned for several years. No progress. Now according
to local newspapers in danger of cancellation due to inability to address individual interests, an issue that has plagued so
many good plans. How will the council address this?

DRAFT/RES/640

SS8 7LL

If you ever get this plan working, I think the roads must be first. We have been waiting 30+ years for the road to Corringham
from Canvey Island so I don't think it will be in my lifetime or yours!

DRAFT/RES/641

SS7 5QT

I would like any new homes built to be either rent or affordable for our young people.

DRAFT/RES/642

SS8 9BN

Access to and from the Island is diabolical during rush hours and emergencies. The island can't cope with the traffic nowwithout putting more properties on with 1 or 2 cars. Roscommon Way is a waste of money the extension is only to help ' The
Kings' if they build on Thorney Bay. The town centre needs to bring down rents on shops. It is no good building more if
shopkeepers can't afford to run them! Widening Canvey Way will not cure any problem it will just make it further down the
road.

DRAFT/RES/644

SS8 7EA

My views are:
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Another road off Canvey
No more houses to be built on Canvey
Town Centre to be improved- new shops i.e. Primark, Bodyshop, ELC, Mothercare
Larger shops near Morrison’s- Argos, Smyth’s toy shop
These shops- jobs are given to the residents on Canvey!

DRAFT/RES/649

SS7 1LX

Lack of short parking spaces and free parking spaces, limited residents parking, no permits for Westminster Lodge.

DRAFT/RES/650

SS7 3BJ

Q3- Too close to traffic pollution.

DRAFT/RES/652

SS8 8AE

Getting on and off Canvey during rush hours and at weekends is becoming a nightmare. Unless a new road is built across to
Corringham first, the problem will get worse and worse.

DRAFT/RES/653

SS7 1QF

We need more leisure facilitates, better equipment in parks for children and young adults to improve outdoor fitness. Also
need better public transport, we have more bus lanes than ever with fewer buses using them and they should run later at
night. Also need halls for hire to be hired at different rates for OAPs etc and different sized halls.

DRAFT/RES/655

SS7 3HL

Take a look at the New Local Plan consultation 2012, now nearly two years old, and you will see how it identifies significant
concerns with the highways infrastructure, congestion and particularly in my area, the heavy commercial traffic from the
Manor Trading Estate.
It is hard to approve any of the current proposals when building thousands of new homes and bringing thousands more cars
to the area can only make the current problems worse.
In regard to the Manor Trading Estate, increasing the size will increase all the long term issues with HGV traffic and noise. It
will begin to envelop the Robert Drake School, providing a less than healthy learning environment for hundreds of children.
Building homes around an industrial estate is poor judgement with the current road infrastructure.
A new north access road to the Estate should be built to join the A130 and close the other entrances. This will help keep
HGVs and commercial traffic out of residential areas and direct them onto the type of roads they should be using.
I think this is critical to the healthy future of Benfleet.
Also, as construction of new houses continues over several years, Benfleet's already creaking road network will become rat
runs for yet more construction vehicles for long periods of time. The environmental effects need to be mitigated to keep the
area a nice place to live. The council needs to be confident it can achieve this.

DRAFT/RES/657

SS8 8EL

Before anymore housing is built, a new road off Canvey is a must.
Proposals very well presented.

DRAFT/RES/658

When planning Woodman Arms Junctions can we NOT have roundabouts as traffic from Rayleigh Road constantly HOG the
whole junction and drivers from Hart Road and Daws Heath Road find it increasingly difficult to access right and left turns
onto Rayleigh Road.
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DRAFT/RES/659

SS8 7HY

Get new road off Canvey Island before you talk about building more homes on Canvey.
Road first not new homes first.

DRAFT/RES/660

SS8 7SS

We would support a new road for Canvey Island provided it was at the west end of the Island, linking up with the Manor Way
to Corringham and Stanford-Le- Hope.
•
•
•
•

Too many houses already
Overpopulated
No hospitals
No more senior schools- one already closing

DRAFT/RES/662

SS7 1HT

DRAFT/RES/663

SS7 3EB

A good Local Plan

DRAFT/RES/664

SS8 7DA

The draft proposals are excellent- Canvey Island will benefit from improved infrastructure, an increase in employment and
housing. I look forward to seeing these improvements.

DRAFT/RES/665

SS7 2QQ

Getting overcrowded
Traffic congested

DRAFT/RES/666

SS7 1JH

The infrastructure in Benfleet and Canvey is non- existent, if there is an incident everything comes to a standstill. What would
happen if there was a major incident?

DRAFT/RES/667

SS7 1NQ

My concerns are H15 Land of the Glyders 35 Homes. If this project does go ahead, I would like to suggest a new road
access straight into Essex Way. This would allow traffic to go straight to site and not along the existing roads/ streets. I also
think that two choices of exit would help our emergency services.

DRAFT/RES/668

SS8 8QW

Link to Manorway- providing another exit.

DRAFT/RES/672

SS7 4AB

With any new properties, a minimum of 'off road' parking should be compulsory. At present most roads are being blocked by
cars, which in my case is a permanent problem!!

DRAFT/RES/673

SS7 3DN

Insufficient information to comment.

DRAFT/RES/674

SS8 8NE

Should allow infill sites in built up areas saving Green Belt to be built on for housing needs.

DRAFT/RES/676

SS7 3LA

It's all very well building many new houses as long as the infrastructure is updated accordingly. If this does not happen, the
whole area will come to a complete stand still!

DRAFT/RES/680

SS8 9AZ

In my view there are far too many houses already built on Canvey Island and the road structure isn't sufficient for the amount
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of cars on the Island. If an emergency was to occur not many would be able to leave the Island because of the congestion.

DRAFT/RES/683

SS8 9TL

Housing and jobs are very much needed, however Canvey Island is general is becoming more and more run down, and if we
cannot afford to maintain what we already have it would be a very costly exercise to just add more, more and more!
We do need housing but is has to be to the benefit us all.
Also CPBC need to allow more infilling of houses in small spaces where residents have a single plot that can be built on to
aid the affordable housing shortage.

DRAFT/RES/684

SS8 7NF

We oppose any new housing on Canvey Island, if there is to be any it should only be council housing- we are already over
populated and in need of better access and should not be held to ransom of a new road if we support new housing.
And we did receive a pre-paid envelope!

DRAFT/RES/686

SS7 2EH

Like the rest of the South East, you have been directed to try and fit a quart in pint pot! The plan, as presented, seems to us
to be a sensible compromise.

DRAFT/RES/688

SS8 7NN

A third road is needed to cope with traffic to and from the Island.

DRAFT/RES/689

SS8 9DJ

Due to recent flooding, it has highlighted the extreme dangers to this area, as we are on a flood plain. Insufficient
infrastructure to carry existing storm and drainage.
There appears to be considerable use of the gas storage facility for the enforcement of a cordon sanitary to be put into place
in accordance with European legal safety requirements.

DRAFT/RES/690

SS8 8BL

My reason for less housing on Canvey is a flood risk area. We have enough traffic coming onto and leaving the Island. More
would be a total disaster, it takes long enough to get home now without more traffic.
Spend more money on flood defences.

DRAFT/RES/691

SS8 8BT

Before ABSOLUTELY anything takes place- a third road (Northwick Road to Corringham) is a MUST have! At present any
hiccup on the Island is a major problem and everything in the way of traffic HAS to use Waterside Farm Roundabout.
Also, re-instate a MANNED fire and police station on the Island with eventually 1500 more homes, it's MUST!

DRAFT/RES/692

SS8 0LE

I'm writing in reference to Canvey Island where I live and work. Canvey cannot sustain more homes and residents. Whilst I
agree to building on land already having property in place, as lots of old Canvey homes need rebuilding, Canvey cannot
have more homes. I drive around Canvey all ay visiting house-bound patients. I feel I am constantly in a traffic jam.
Also resources like GP, Nurses and Schools would require more input as these services are stretched already.

DRAFT/RES/693

SS8 9PU

The Main Comment
Please, please improves out road network first, before you start new build. As I am from a building background, I can always
see the benefits to the roads completed first for all vehicles to get around- BUT don't start them all at the same time!

DRAFT/RES/694

SS8 9NN

The building of more houses on Canvey island lead to more congestion at rush hour. Overcrowding at Schools and doctors,
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more crime which we cannot afford as we have no emergency services at night to deal with these incidents.
All the money proposed to do this would be better spent on repairing pot holes, opening the police and ambulance stations at
night, turning the lights back on at night and giving a better service to all the community- young and old.

DRAFT/RES/695

SS7 3PW

Please note- Castle Point is a very small area with beautiful countryside and wet land. It is already over occupied due to
people extending properties from 2 beds to 3-4 beds. Schools have deteriorated; hospitals are some of the worst and
doctor/dentist surgeries over back sourced.
Roads are like death traps and impossible to negotiate now.
Wake up and get real.

DRAFT/RES/700

SS8 7PE

There must be a new road off of Canvey before any new homes are built.

DRAFT/RES/701

SS8 9BN

With the slightest rainfall the roads and pavements are flooded, with more building and concrete the drains will not take
anymore, the homes will flood like they did in August. Most of the turnings now are single lane because of all the vehicles
parked in the road e.g. Vans and Lorries; we do not need any more congestion.

DRAFT/RES/704

SS8 9PQ

A road is needed at the other end of the Island from Leigh back towards Leigh/Southend way. This would reduce traffic going
to Waterside Roundabout and Benfleet.

SS8 9AR

Canvey appears to be attracting some rather unsavoury characters and families of late. I have seen a decline in community
spirit and overcrowding. Canvey should be offered housing above non- Canvey (longstanding) residents. More policing/ re
open fire station, Retail units should be utilised and encouraged by offering affordable rents/leases. I now send my children
off the Island to school.

DRAFT/RES/707

SS7 1NT

It's alright proposing new roads, but can you deliver them? The extra road off of Canvey has been discussed for about 30
years. Without the infrastructure we don't want the buildings.
Trying to save the High Street is probably a waste of time. Why extra space, do we need more nail bars, takeaways and
estate agents? I also object to the positive spin on some of the questions e.g. 92% of Green Space saved, not 8% of Green
Space lost.

DRAFT/RES/708

SS7 2PG

Question 3- Feel there are too many houses proposed for the size and area of those development sites.
Doubt there will be adequate parking and garden spaces allocated within all these housing sites.

DRAFT/RES/709

SS7 5NU

Where in the plan is there provision for improvement to South Benfleet Shopping Area and Car parking facilities.
This is the neglected area of Castle Point and a disgrace.

DRAFT/RES/710

SS7 5DE

Build on open ground without having to disrupt the homes and lives of others which have been here since 1936 approx. Build
on the open ground along the side of the railway (Canvey Side) No other properties to disrupt, then yes, build a school, GP
and even a few shops- new development self contained and leave the people already here without disruption. Nature always

DRAFT/RES/705
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wins- just look at what is going on now, we need green land to adapt to the climate- man has already taken too much and
now we are paying the cost.

DRAFT/RES/711

SS8 7DJ

Do not build anymore houses on Canvey Island until the new road has been built (is this ever going to happen?)
As the roads in this area cannot handle the amount of traffic as it is!

DRAFT/RES/712

SS7 2TL

The amount of houses on some plots is excessive e.g.: 64 homes H7 and 430 H10. Extra cars! The infrastructure will just not
cope. I hate to see tiny new houses all cramped into a small space.

SS7 2QG

Something stinks regards regeneration of Hadleigh Town Centre. Everything is in limbo here; nothing has been done for
years and appears nothing will be. In the mean time this area's pavements, infrastructure and general appearance continues
to deteriorate.
All this is in stark contrast to other parts of Castle Point such as the Tarpots area where the area has had money spent on it
at least twice since Hadleigh was last given any improvements.

DRAFT/RES/714

SS7 5BQ

Manor Trading Estate should be re-developed for housing. Brownfield sites should be exhausted in order to protect as much
green belt as possible. The development proposed for Jotmans Farm is ill conceived- the roads and infrastructure,
particularly around Cemetery Corner, both towards Tarpots and to the station, will not cope with the additional traffic that 800
houses would generate. It is obvious that the whole area would become grid locked, given the congestion that already exists.

DRAFT/RES/715

SS7 4BE

Could something be done at Manor Road from Church Road to A13? We have big lorries come down this road to go to
Manor Trading Estate all through the night. The grass verges are churned up- they are like a mud bath. Why not have one
way only this will cut down traffic by half. Also the road wants repairing.

SS8 9QP

There are too many houses now on Canvey, the greenbelt we had has been built on. And extra road will not solve any
problems if more houses are built. As for our town, it doesn't matter what you do to it there is nothing worth going down there
for. As for jobs there aren't any and I can't see how this will generate employment I have lived on Canvey all my life- 47
years- and I have seen many, many changes and none of them for the better.

DRAFT/RES/717

SS8 0EY

1450 new homes and 1000 plus more cars, roads on Canvey already bad maintained problems on and off Island. More
roads needed plus drainage needs sorting out.
Building all these homes on flood plains is a BAD idea. Water problems on Canvey need to be sorted with more homes,
more sewage and waste water, Canvey has problems now- do you think it can handle more?
Get the roads and water problems sorted before building more homes. The place where Thorney Bay wants to build homes
is no better than a swamp at the moment.

DRAFT/RES/721

SS7 1PH

H4- Land off Kiln Road
Any building work on this site would create problems- the main one being the constitution of the foundations being a
complete bog and stinking annually- too dangerous to all!

DRAFT/RES/713

DRAFT/RES/716
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SS8 0BP

Let's face facts and live in the real world?
The Castle Point Council will go ahead with all proposals. No matter what local people say but nothing should go ahead i.e.
house building and retail parks until major road improvements are put in place on and off Canvey Island.

DRAFT/RES/723

SS8 9BT

We cannot have new homes without looking at the drainage system. Every time is rains the drains overflow.
There are no lorries now that come round and clear drains like they used to. The Island is like a concrete jungle. You cannot
move now for all the traffic. Instead of more housing you should consider building a cottage hospital like the one proposed in
the sixties but it never happened. You cannot get a doctor’s appointments. How they and the schools going to cope with
another 3000 people on the island. I would hope that filling this form in is not a waste of time but I suspect this is another
done deal. Our voices fall on deaf ears.

DRAFT/RES/724

SS7 1DE

More traffic, overcrowding, more people getting the train at Benfleet.
Why don't you make a free car park at the station?

DRAFT/RES/725

SS7 5AR

Q7- Retail- The plan states keeping Benfleet attractive to traders & shoppers, but puts in place parking charges in main car
park in Benfleet- Contradiction!
Q3- Housing Sites- The plan for 800 homes at Jotmans Farm is too large. It is accepted that new homes need to be built but
so many in one area is ridiculous. The amount should be halved and alternate sites should be sought for remainder target.
The infrastructure needs to be in place before any homes are built here (a road joining Canvey Way) there is no way
Jotmans Lane and Tarpots can cope with more traffic coming through.

DRAFT/RES/726

SS9 3TU

It is vital that priority be given to improve roads. This area is already fully congested- a nightmare at certain times of the dayunless improvements are made I would object to any additional housing being - the Weir is heavily congested when an
accident occurs in that area we get gridlock!

SS8 0EY

This plan shows total disregard for the fact that Canvey is built on flood plains. Never mind what the Government wants, you
are our representatives and should tell them enough is enough and not another brick should be laid on this Island.
And while I am at it, don't you think it is about time the creek was dredged before it becomes a field?
Ps: Will the people who buy these properties be told they will be living on a flood plain?

SS7 5OT

The present infrastructure in Benfleet and Canvey cannot cope with the extra population and traffic. And under no
circumstances should any building be allowed on Green Belt Sites.
We have lived in our present home for fourteen years which we bought basically for the view over Jotmans Farm- you cannot
change that for any money and the damage valuation wise that will do to our property.

SS7 5AW

Castle Point is already overpopulated and congested. The road infrastructure is unsuitable. An accident at Saddlers
Roundabout or Waterside means traffic comes to a standstill. Emergency vehicles unable to access or leave area. Local
resident’s ability to leave or access is also impossible. More houses built locally will just exasperate the situation.
Green Belt is green belt and should not be built on. It is there for the benefit of the local residents. A buffer between homes

DRAFT/RES/722

DRAFT/RES/727

DRAFT/RES/728

DRAFT/RES/729
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and noisy main roads. We do not want houses etc built on this land. Could increase risk of flooding!!!

DRAFT/RES/730

SS7 5XA

This consultation is a waste of time. I know Castle \point Council will agree to this plan, you might change bits of it but overall
it will go through and a few people will make a lot of money out of it and that's what this all about- it's not about improving my
life in Castle Point- just about profit.

DRAFT/RES/731

SS8 9HW

As we already have too many problems involving Thorney Bay I find it difficult to support the minority gains they will receive.
This Island needs to be given back to Islanders for the people not developers bank balance housing is a priority. I also
support families in three beds when they only need one bedroom- it would help with council lists enormously.

DRAFT/RES/732

SS7 1BQ

H9- See my letter dated 12th Dec 2013 - no reply has been sent!

SS7 5SG

With regard to Jotmans Farm housing proposal. The High Road between Tarpots and the Station is already used to capacity,
making driving anywhere very slow at peak times, early morning to 10am and from 1430 to 1900 hours. The extra 800
houses would potentially increase the traffic flow along this road by approx 1000 vehicles. The extra burden the extra traffic
would present on this road and on the main road at Benfleet would be a nightmare.
Also, this is the only green space between the High Road and the A130, and we would lose all of the local wildlife and open
space.
Why would anyone want to buy a house so close to a major roadway? Anyone standing by Woodham Ley School in
Rushbottom Lane will appreciate the high level of roadway noise from the a130, which has increased because of the through
traffic from Chelmsford to Pitsea, not having to slow down and stop at traffic lights any more. Although this is a benefit to
those driving, I am sure the householders do not appreciate it.

DRAFT/RES/737

SS8 9RU

I have filled this questionnaire out for two reasons, the first is that if I don't this might be taken as my consent to the
proposals which I feel is very undemocratic and illogical, and 2, because how can anyone comment sensibly on something
they don't really understand. For example where has this plan come from? Do people in the borough know that this plan is a
United Nations Local Agenda 21 plan by another name? Do people really understand the Communities Act? Do people really
understand what the Big Society is really all about?
Until a person is educated with this information how can they truly give an informed opinion on any of the questions in this
questionnaire?
Some of the questions here set limiting parameters as though the choices given are the only variables possible. Within the
parameters set in some questions only one answer can be reached and that would be your desired one.
Central government has supposedly devolved power down to local communities. We are supposed to 'participate' in the
decision making process. I did not ask for participatory democracy, I was quite OK with our representative democracy. Why
bring about this change to the democratic process if you are not going to inform and then listen to the wishes of the people
that elected you?

DRAFT/RES/739

SS7 3AH

Go to Stratford or surrounding areas (Channel Tunnel).

DRAFT/RES/736
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SS8 0AX

I cannot support any developments whilst the issue of drainage and traffic on the Island remains untackled.
The council's assurance/ promise are needed before any developments take place. Every time you allow more housing to be
built, everyone is concerned at your short-sightedness in acknowledging the problems you are creating.

DRAFT/RES/745

SS8 0LE

The only reason I did not object to H5 Thorney Bay is that it is a 'fait accompli' by the council that the plans are going ahead
anyway. As the plans are already decided for this development it will, at least, get rid of the hundreds of caravan dwellers on
Thorney Bay who have been responsible for the enormous increase in crime on the Island since they were imported onto the
Island by Terry Holding and the King Family.

DRAFT/RES/747

SS7 2NS

There are enough Industrial and Urban sites available within Castle Point without having to resort to building on precious
Green Belt Land and existing Green spaces.

DRAFT/RES/750

SS8 9SB

No homes should be built on Canvey Island until the new roads have been built and being used. As more traffic going to one
roundabout will end in traffic jams!

SS8 0HB

The present infrastructure cannot cope with any more pressure put on it. Roads flood due to inefficient drainage and non
maintenance.
Slow moving traffic- roads cannot cope with volume now. Anymore traffic will grind Canvey to a halt. Roads not maintainedpotholes everywhere.

DRAFT/RES/752

SS8 7JR

No more building on Canvey Island.
We are a flood risk area.
The new road is also going to be in the wrong place, it should be from Canvey Point across to Leigh.
The Island can't cope with anymore building.

DRAFT/RES/753

SS7 4HU

There is too much traffic around Manor Trading Estate already. As there are schools in the same area and this will add to
traffic congestion.

DRAFT/RES/754

SS8 7SE

I cannot comment on places outside Canvey as I have no experience of them. I strongly object to building new houses. We
do not have the infrastructure- nor will we get it. Most of the build will be on flood plains. Surely the present climate is
showing how ridiculous this is. We get heave rain and Canvey is a wash. The Council should do something about it now- the
drainage system is completely inadequate.

DRAFT/RES/755

SS8 9NP

Under present circumstances it would be foolish to give planning permission for more housing on Canvey Island because of
flooding, drainage services. Possible insurance hikes and industrial dangers to residents i.e. - oil, gas storage. Propose
planning committee- names are made public so any future disasters they can be held responsible!

DRAFT/RES/757

SS8 8BS

No building anywhere on Canvey Island- we are overpopulated- infrastructure is abysmal- it needs updating and renewing.

DRAFT/RES/760

SS8 9SX

Before any new development happens we have to put in place the service first i.e. water, sewage, electricity, gas and roads.

DRAFT/RES/740

DRAFT/RES/751
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I noticed particularly that no mention was made concerning the above issues. We need access to roads to the Island NOW,
not after anymore development.

DRAFT/RES/762

SS8 7EA

There will too much traffic, the roads are in a bad state now, and it will just get worse. Drainage will not cope- doesn't cope
now.
More traffic will make matters worse.
The traffic on Canvey is at gridlock in morning and evening times.

DRAFT/RES/766

SS8

The infrastructure on Canvey is inadequate to cope with the traffic flow now so a new road on and off the Island is essential,
which in turn will help the development of retail businesses because of access and help the coping with increased residents
on the Island.

SS8 7LE

Housing is definitely needed but to do this a new road is urgently needed. People cannot get on or off the Island without
difficulty morning and evening rush hour- you know about this already as it's been the subject for many years already.
Schools will need extra staff so as not to make classes too big of people. GP's already so busy- unable to get appointments
for 1-2 weeks. Extra shops needed as town is full of Estate Agents/ Banks.

SS8 8LD

The recent rains have shown that the present drainage system cannot cope with the amount of properties we have already.
Some of the proposed building sites are at present waterlogged. The only two road of the Island meet at the one roundabout,
the traffic builds up on A130 , roads cannot handle the traffic during rush hour- with more people moving onto the Island
would put more pressure on the transport system.
I don't think a new road off the Island will happen. The proposed building on 160 homes on Point Road will have to go past
Leigh Beck Primary and shops were Seaview Road, or cut down side roads which due to past bad planning are narrow and
not suitable for increased traffic.
Without a great deal of money and effort to improve the infrastructure, the council should not approve the building of further
houses.

SS8 9NZ

It has never really mad any impact on questions asked by the local people, I have filled ones like this in before and the
comments are NEVER considered. Please try getting off the Island at 8.00 am- try getting the kids to school! With more
homes and less schools the Island just doesn't work. The only people who will benefit are the likes of the current land owners
and Councillors.

DRAFT/RES/773

SS7 1HT

The proposed developments in Benfleet are too large; there are not enough infrastructures to support this. The roads around
Kent Hill Schools are gridlock every day, how can this work with 200 extra homes? The sewer system is already struggling,
look at Richmond Park- it is flooded and stagnant. Also how can there be a development of 800 homes west of Jotmans
Lane. Even with a new Link Road it will again be grid locked.

DRAFT/RES/774

SS8 9JP

Employment Plans- If viable, why isn't something done NOW?
Infrastructure needs improving (on Canvey) now and before any housing, especially drainage.

DRAFT/RES/768

DRAFT/RES/769

DRAFT/RES/771
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DRAFT/RES/775

SS8 9EE

I object wholeheartedly to the proposal to build at Thorney Bay Campsite.
I know this will not make difference as you have already re-routed buses for no discernible reason than to serve this change
and the road behind Charfleets will undoubtedly be lengthened to serve this development.
Nether the less, I felt I must at least point out how you have gone about this is shameful.
I only hope that Canvey Island will be a Council in its own right soon after, given the number of people living here will rise
considerably.

DRAFT/RES/777

SS7 4PG

Why has "100 homes off Glebelands" been proposed when Eric Pickles has already said that it is in appropriate? No
provision has been made for a road off A130 to Access these homes. More congestion then for Tarpots, Rushbottom Lane
and Glebelands.

DRAFT/RES/780

SS7 2ET

Can some decent cycle/ footpaths be in corporate into these plans as Castle Point is way behind in safe cycling routes? It
would be nice to leave the car at home and ride safely.
All central Government cares about is growth and profit NOT the quality of life.

SS8 0JH

Until we improve the infrastructure on Canvey Island, nothing should be built.
Dual Carriage way the A130.
Replace dykes etc which previous councils have let builders fill in and no land drains installed (even summer rainfall). If the
CPC has got any common sense, they will veto Essex CC on any building ideas ECC get until the Island can cope
adequately.

DRAFT/RES/782

SS7 1TL

We object to the excessive building in this area which in my view is to clear areas in Stratford East London and surrounding
areas and move them into Essex. Traffic will increase, schools are overcrowded, and GP’s and hospitals are already over
numbers they can cope with. The loss of open spaces especially green belt is devastating to wildlife. These points have
been raised and objected to many times, local people voicing their opinions and being ignored. These proposals are not
wanted!

DRAFT/RES/784

SS7 5QX

This area is extremely over populated already, and building more housing will only increase the strain on the already
incapable road network we currently have.

DRAFT/RES/785

SS7 1TY

What happens to all the water when all this building is done? I live of Kiln Road were Barkley is building 150 homes. The
people who long that who lived there they had very long gardens. Now all the trees have been taken out. The trees drank the
water so where is all the water going to go?

DRAFT/RES/786

SS7 5PP

I have objected to bus service enhancements because the 'enhancements' are not quantified. The plan does not allow
sufficient provision of local work. The expansion of retail spaces is a white elephant without free parking. Without the
provision of local employment, the infrastructure is incapable of sustaining the expansion of population.

DRAFT/RES/790

SS7 3AD

Do not build on Rayleigh Road or Daws Heath. This is Thundersley- we do not want a concrete jungle! It is all very well

DRAFT/RES/781
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building more Junior schools in Thundersley- we already have three- and if The Deanes School goes- where are these
children to go? King John is already full and so is Appleton. Get your act together Castle Point Council- let's keep
Thundersley rural.

DRAFT/RES/791

SS7 4EE

Too much traffic.
No senior schools- closing one down!
No new hospitals in the surrounding area. Over looking Basildon and Southend Hospital.
Before these proposals the obvious needs for the Island should come first.

DRAFT/RES/792

SS8 0DH

Some roads are in a disgusting state (pot holes and flooding).
The drainage system is inadequate- definitely needs updating.
Employment growth is fine but again access noise etc should be accounted for.
Shopping centre needs growth (pound shops, charity shops and cafes have their place but good retail needs to have a place
too.)

SS7 LH

I think that Castle Point has been made too big anyway, also if Council housing had not been sold off and that Castle Point
been kept smaller we would not need all this development and I do not think that there is the infrastructure for most of these
developments.
I do not think that any of the questions will be taken notice of by the council.

DRAFT/RES/794

SS7 5NY

After previously rejecting proposals to build 265 homes on Jotmans Farm, how can the Council now have a draft plan for 800
homes to be built on the same land?
After the restructuring of Sadler’s Farm roundabout and Tarpots junction, which I believe has been a great success, can the
Council now propose the increase in traffic that 4000 new homes would bring to this area and even more beyond 2031.
Whilst employment, town centre regeneration and new roads are very much needed now without more homes. My wife and I
very much object to this draft plan because of the impact it will have on the existing residents (we have been here for 40
years), wildlife and local environment.

DRAFT/RES/795

SS8 9EN

No more houses on Canvey Island until a third road is built off of the Island or the infrastructure is greatly improved!

DRAFT/RES/796

SS7 2LR

The Council are totally out of touch with the feelings of local residents. You pretend to consult with things like this
questionnaire and then proceed with what you fancy. Do you NOT understand? Stop building houses full stop. Leave our
green belt alone. We are already congested in Castle Point. You arrogantly operate from your offices in Kiln Road. Try and
get from Rayleigh in the morning or afternoon to Canvey. It can take in the excess of an hour. And you want to add to the
problem by building more properties. It's time for you to listen to the people who keep you in power! (Stop building houses)!!!!

DRAFT/RES/797

SS7 3TT

Why is only one questionnaire sent to each household? My wife may have a different opinion to myself but has not had the
opportunity to put her views on the questionnaire of if she had completed these questions I would have not had the

DRAFT/RES/793
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opportunity. This makes the questionnaire not a true reflection of total residents in Castle Point. Typical of the Council giving
an untrue reflection of voters points of view.

DRAFT/RES/798

SS7 1NL

There must be no development on land included in flood plain or in the case of Canvey Below Sea Level. It is hard to believe
proposals are still being made for building on Canvey. This is reckless at best. Has the Council noticed inflammable liquid
being stored next to the sea wall? If there was to be a breach in this wall, it would be a disaster. I shall be noting all
councillors who agree to this proposal as I believe they should be held accountable for their actions.

DRAFT/RES/800

SS8 9AB

My major concern is the threat to compulsory purchase my neighbours house and the shops on the corner of Warden Road
to but a river from the lake and a fountain which will lead to more drugs and drunks around the area. The area needs
improving - the shop keepers have applied to do this but were refused.

DRAFT/RES/801

SS8 8NU

The proposal for a new road from Canvey Island to Manor Way, Corringham is one of the best plans, but will it ever happen?

DRAFT/RES/802

SS8 8BG

Before houses are built on Canvey, a new road off Canvey must be built first otherwise congestion onto or off the Island
would be catastrophic.

DRAFT/RES/803

SS8 9NG

The proposed building in Thorney Bay is all wrong. I have always understood to be a flood plain and in review of the
country's recent flood catastrophes. I think building here would present very big catastrophes for the Island. A very big NO to
building on Thorney Bay.

DRAFT/RES/804

SS7 2ST

More attention required to infrastructure, particularly with reference to drainage/flooding. Already enough problems and the
desire to “concrete over" new areas will no doubt lead to new problems. We need more trees and green areas- not less.
More houses- more vehicles - more congestion- more pollution- more problems.

DRAFT/RES/805

SS9 9SA

I support the need for a new affordable housing and further employment opportunities within Canvey. As a parent of
teenagers, affordable housing and employment as well as improved road is needed for the area.

DRAFT/RES/806

SS8 8JS

As a resident of Canvey Island, I have suffered severe congestion whilst commuting. No more houses to be built until new
roads off the Island are in place- the arteries are already at breaking point.
Certainly NO access to Benfleet from Canvey Way- this would cause unacceptable problems to residents already suffering.
It is very apparent from the ' Benfleet Lanes' on Sadler’s function just what WILL happen if proposal goes ahead.

DRAFT/RES/807

SS8 8LG

No further large housing development until improved infrastructure is in place. I.e. sewage road improvements and improved
access off Canvey Island.

DRAFT/RES/808

SS8

No more houses on Canvey until another access road is built. Getting off the Island in an emergency will be impossible.

DRAFT/RES/809

SS7 4BS

In this present economic climate where are all these proposed business (new) coming from? How many empty units/shops
are there at the moment- or will we have more charity shops?
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Proposed affordable housing- this will be governed by the price within the current climate. It doesn't matter how cheap you
try and make it, it will only happen when the banks/building societies make it easier for people to get affordable mortgages.
You propose to improve the roads; I fail to see where you will find the space to increase the width of the roads to
accommodate the extra traffic. This can only mean more roundabouts and staggered traffic lighting systems which just
create more 'rat runs' and will this just create another fiasco like Sadler’s Farm with proposed new homes in the
Hadleigh/Thundersley area. The proposed closure of Deanes School makes little sense; we need to keep what Green Space
we have.
Why only one form per household? It should be one per adult.

DRAFT/RES/810

SS7 5RB

The amount of housing suggested at Jotmans Farm is far too high. Even with the prevision of new access roads, Benfleet
will become even more congested, especially along the High Road and station. Which will come first- the roads or the
housing? It is more likely that the houses will be built and the money will suddenly run out before the roads are built.
Very concerned about further 'enhancements' to bus services along the A13. The last improvements, i.e. the bus lanes are
absolutely ridiculous and simply do not work. The majority of drivers do not drive in the correct lane or at the speed set,
especially coming down Bread and Cheese Hill. I shudder to think what other 'enhancements' could mean!

DRAFT/RES/811

SS7 2RR

The proposed increase to housing of approx 2200 homes will add up to 10000 extra cars which the local roads in particular
Rayleigh Road and Church Road will not be able to cope with. The proposed increase in job and retail space will be
pointless if local traffic is gridlocked or if having managed to get there it is not possible or is too expensive to park.

DRAFT/RES/812

SS8 8NT

I object to having more houses built on Canvey as out road structure cannot take much more traffic i.e. bad road structurepot holes which never seem to be repaired. Drainage system cannot take anymore sewage every time it rains- roads are
flooded.
Object to building on Marsh land as you only have to look round the country to see what is happening elsewhere. Keep your
hands off out green belt (What’s left of it!).

DRAFT/RES/813

SS8 8PE

With all the recent flooding on Canvey, perhaps plans should be reviewed. I have lived on Canvey all my life and my mother
before me and at no time I remember the water being so high on land next to Canvey Road. If I we are to expect more of this
unusual weather pattern, this needs to be taken into account after all where will water settle if land is all built on?

DRAFT/RES/814

SS8 7LJ

On question of the housing, unfortunately developers will consider profit first i.e. build houses first let someone else worry
about infrastructure. More houses= more people= more cars. More stress on community. Get the infrastructure right before
building. Why dual A130 Canvey Way when congestion prevails at Saddlers Farm? Cars have nowhere to go when they get
there. Road will be dual lane car park- may relieve the congestion at waterside, that's all.
Don't need more shops till national economy get better. Most new shops are charity shops with lots of empty shops in
Canvey. Until people have money to spend- why?

DRAFT/RES/815

SS7

I hope future development plans take into consideration and will include improved drainage with the introduction of storm
drains.
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Development should be undertaken with consideration to and the well-being of the area and to retain Castle Point's natural
beauty.

SS8 0QB

Please, please do not build anymore on Canvey. We have hardly any landscape left and the infrastructure cannot possibly
cope with. The roads are already congested.
Where will the money come from for this- Government- Us (council tax)

DRAFT/RES/817

SS7 2ST

Having had my property in Broomfield flooded twice (May 2000 and August 2012) both times resulting in extensive
refurbishment works and having to move out for 6 months each time, I object to H11 and H10. The drainage in the Daws
Heath area cannot cope with the demand at present and additional building and resultant loss of land providing natural
drainage would only exacerbate the situation. Likewise, H4 would also impact on this the drainage from the new properties
already being built in this area putting more pressure on the drainage towards the Rayleigh Road - a road which constantly
has large amounts of water sitting on it in times of rain, said water then running off into the Westwood and ending up around
the Westwood Estate. Also, the impact on wildlife, the area off the Kiln Road has already seen a downturn in the amount of
wildlife following the current development and the Westwood is a wildlife haven, building on Solby Wood Farm would
definitely impact not only on the local drainage but also the wildlife of the Westwood. Apart from the reasons above, you only
have to try and drive around this area, including Kiln Road and Daws Heath road to know that there are already far too many
cars and traffic jams. More housing equals more cars and more congestion and ultimately more pollution. I cannot
understand why more development cannot be accommodated on H18 causing none of the impact above and with obvious
access onto the A130 at the existing roundabout. It is by far the best area to accommodate development but still the Council
insists on infilling already over populated areas pouring yet more concrete on the small amount of natural drainage left.
Flooding is a huge problem nationwide and locally and we need to ensure that we are not making the problem worse with
further developments. Hadleigh and Thundersley are very heavily populated areas already and any additional housing needs
to come from pushing the boundaries of Benfleet and utilising otherwise useless land with direct access onto the road
infrastructure.

DRAFT/RES/818

SS7 1TB

I strongly object to ANY part of the village green not being described as "Public Open Space"

DRAFT/RES/819

SS7 1HT

I do not believe the infrastructure of Castle Point can cope with an increase of homes suggested in this plan. Health,
education, transports etc all needs to be in place to cope with the increase in population.

DRAFT/RES/824

SS7 1PE

Protecting all Greenbelt land should be main priority.

DRAFT/RES/827

SS7 1RS

The biggest problem I see is traffic hold ups- The A129 Hadleigh to Rayleigh is terrible at weekends- you could be queuing
up to 45 minutes.

DRAFT/RES/828

SS8 9PD

Canvey need better routes on and off before building more houses.

DRAFT/RES/816

DRAFT/RES/831

Canvey is too small for housing- more people-more cars-more building. The infrastructure on the Island is poor. The drains
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don't cope with the rainfall that we have. The sewers can't cope so what will we do when more pressure is put on the
system?

DRAFT/RES/832

SS8 8EX

The thought of building more houses on Canvey is absolutely ridiculous. Canvey cannot cope with more houses- roads
industry.
With gas and oil plants on the island or flooding with our road structure- half the population would die.
We are a small Island full to the brim.
I dread to think of the future of men, women and children if a disaster occurs.

DRAFT/RES/833

SS7 4JH

How the Council can even consider any proposal to increase traffic in Castle Point is beyond me. The state of a lot of roads
is a disgrace i.e. the cross roads at the Manor Road, Church Road junction.

DRAFT/RES/834

SS7 3SG

This area is already over-crowded, roads are often at a standstill especially at rush hours morning and evening or when
there are accidents. With more houses being built this will increase and also every house has a washing machine, a
dishwasher and the family showers and baths everyday so the drains will struggle to cope.
I understand the town needs to grow but it would be better to improve what we already have to enhance the area.

DRAFT/RES/836

SS7 3XB

Planners BEWARE what maybe completed - if wrong may not be able to be undone?
Planners to have residential interest- not to live outside the proposals.
Who do we need the new houses for?

DRAFT/RES/837

SS8 9AQ

If you build more houses on Canvey, you must always think of the infrastructure after all the flooding etc. Nothing is done to
drains etc so more building create more problems.
Canvey Island drainage and sewer systems cannot cope with the current level of housing and its population. One heavy rain
shower and the roads and surrounding areas are flooded, we have had a puddle outside out house for around three weeks
now, and it is so deep you could keep fish in it!
Maybe this drainage problem should be at the forefront of the local plans before more houses are added as this would only
cause the sewers to fail, Canvey is a flood plain after all.

DRAFT/RES/838

SS7 3QT

You are closing down Deane's school, what goes through your minds of you planners. Schools are full. Roads are full. And
how many of sewage schemes have been upgraded in the Benfleet area of the past 50 years?

DRAFT/RES/842

SS8 7LE

Canvey Island does not have the infrastructure to support all these new homes. Have the people who drew this draft plan
ever experienced trying to get on or off the Island during rush hours, or been unable to get off the Island due to an accident
on any of the other roads used to get off the Island? Most new homes now have 2-3 cars so please let us know how Canvey
can cope.

DRAFT/RES/843

SS7 1NL

There should be no more development on Canvey. It is below sea level which should be enough to say no more. The

DRAFT/RES/841
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planning office stopped someone building years ago because of the flood plain.
This is double standards and is not good enough.

DRAFT/RES/845

SS8 0JH

The proposed housing development is on Marsh Land and not suitable.
There is insufficient provision of infrastructure services on Canvey H7 present - more housing will require a lot more
services.
The recent 'improvements' at Sadler’s Farm have made the traffic congestion worse- this needs to be re-planned rather than
put in extra junctions.

DRAFT/RES/847

SS8 9PJ

Sort the road improvements before you build the extra housing. Canvey does not need more traffic congestion.

DRAFT/RES/849

SS7 2JD

I gave up filling this out. You frame the questions in a way that you can already prepare your answers; They are leading and
point people into a certain direction. How about improve the infrastructure first; these plans would see approx 2,500 at best
of 4000 at worst, new homes. That's another 5-8 k vehicles in an area that is saturated already. Weekends- we are
gridlocked. Getting from Hadleigh to Rayleigh Weir for instance takes 30 minutes on Saturday morning. You are just
unrealistic to expect people to cope with additional traffic and environmental degradation in an already choked area. I for one
will be moving away and encouraging my children to do the same if you continue down this path. I note that all the dates and
times for the advice outlets are cosy mid-weeks when most of us are at work- don't put yourself out will you? You're welcome
to come visit me at home any evening.

DRAFT/RES/850

SS8 0QG

H16- Children play over here- they need a park as nothing for them to do.
Are the council adoption Haarlem Road and Limberg Road as they have no draining system and roads are horrendous?

DRAFT/RES/851

SS7 2QH

Think of climate change and drains, floods etc. Also wildlife- they have already lost trees. Our grandchildren will lose out on
so much even to wild flowers.
Are houses for English people or will we have people from abroad that leave our younger people homeless?

DRAFT/RES/852

SS8 8AZ

Many houses on Canvey already.
Too much road congestion getting on/off Canvey Island.

DRAFT/RES/853

SS7 1ER

The Greenbelt escheated for a reason!
It must be protected at all costs- not sold to the highest bidder!
If Castle Point persists with these proposals of building 4000 houses I shall move out of the area.

SS7 3AR

As a resident in Thundersley, I am very concerned about the impact on the traffic that any housing or employment growth
may have on our already congested roads. At weekends and rush hour especially in bad weather, it is already heavily
congested with cars and vans and I frequently have to queue in hart Road and Rayleigh Road in order to access major
routes or supermarkets. The proposed development H10 would especially have a detrimental effect of the travel situation.

DRAFT/RES/854
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SS7 1EH

With regard to the Felstead Road Development- we thought that the Holy Family School was to have a parking scheme
included in the development. Also from the very confusing outline plans, entry and exit roads appear to be very limited with
Bowers Road, Downer Road, Felstead Road and ultimately Kent’s Hill Road are all ill equipped to handle whatever traffic
projection you might have. The properties all look to have very little space and limited road works facilities.
Does the Emergency Services have any input on the proposed plans? As there seems to be limited access and exit points.
Although the developer had indicated that Kale Road would be an EMERGENCY point. This in reality looks to be an
alternative exit point readymade which would impact immensely on Clarence Road North. The impact on both schools will be
immense as will all the future traffic on the very narrow and limited surrounding roads. It would be an absolute nightmare for
already existing traffic at peak times. Over the years since the early 1960s, there have been continued developments. East
of Kent Hill Road with s continual increase in local traffic through Clarence Road North ending in at times total blockages at
Kent Hill Road via Clifton Avenue. Help!

SS7 1ST

Where do I start? It's difficult to pull out onto Kiln Road (A13) at busy and semi busy times of the day- proving that it's already
too busy and you're building a huge new road with 450 houses? And on Supposedly protected green belt? It's so built up
around here we can hardly breathe!
Build further out in Essex because we can't take any more houses, traffic congestion....why don't renovate all these
hundreds of empty buildings we see around instead? It's all very well saying about fulfilling government quotas, but it's
simple; this area CANNOT take any more housing.

DRAFT/RES/863

SS7 3QX

The reason we moved to Thundersley was because of the environment and all you want to do is wreck. Leave the land
alone. If you build more houses you are gaining excessive council taxes and you will still be putting ours up instead of
reducing them.
We need more drains, how about in your plans. The roads are crumbling because of the water.

DRAFT/RES/864

SS8 7LF

Yes, we need housing.
Yes, we need open space. But we also need more schools and health facilities to cope and everyone says a new road.

DRAFT/RES/865

SS8 8DA

Before making plans to build more houses, try maintaining the houses we have. Build a second road off of Canvey Island to
support the new houses you wish to build. Also this moment in time we cannot afford to light the streets, repair the highways
or pavements. Supply electric to private houses during the day without power cuts. Do we need another nursing home?

DRAFT/RES/866

SS8 7HX

Any housing development must be accompanied by a thorough investigation into the present drainage and sewage systems
on Canvey Island. It would appear to a layman that both systems are beyond capacity as was shown by the recent flooding
and more seriously that of late August 2013.

DRAFT/RES/867

SS8 0AL

I feel whatever views are put forward the people who matter will have already made up their minds. But may I put the case
that with the climate changes at this time, any plans should be shelved until we are sure regarding any further building and
the taking of open land.

DRAFT/RES/855

DRAFT/RES/857
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SS7 2TF

As a resident of Daws Heath I totally object to the proposed plan to build on the land east of Rayleigh Road. Should more
housing need to be built in Castle Point, which in my opinion is debatable, I could not think of a worse location. The area in
question is greenbelt that directly neighbours the Little Havens Nature reserve. By building on this land, not only will it have a
direct impact on the environment and wildlife in the area but would also be unsustainable by the current infrastructure. I
appreciate you have suggested road improvements to the area but cannot see how this could happen without demolishing
current dwellings and businesses in the area. How will these people be compensated? In my opinion the most logical area
for development, if needs be on greenbelt, would be the land directly behind the Blinking Owl Cafe on the A127. The
infrastructure here would be easier to create with direct road links to the new A130 and A127.

DRAFT/RES/871

SS8 9TB

At this moment in time Canvey Island has problems with flooding due to surface water. Any reduction in soil area will mean
that the situation will be made worse as rain will have less area to soak away. Drainage systems need a complete overhaul
as is commonly known we have ' The Canvey Canal' when trying to get off and on the Island at key times. More housing will
aggravate this. NO more houses on Canvey until all issues are seen to be resolved, we are overloaded.

DRAFT/RES/872

SS7 2LG

The people who draw these plans up being they don't live around here what do they know of the area? Just leave Hadleigh
Town as it is - it's congested enough with traffic. We don't want any more otherwise we will all come to a standstill. No more
flats in Hadleigh! Leave John Boroughs alone!

DRAFT/RES/873

SS8 0JB

All proposed and future developments of Canvey Island should be put on hold until such time that failing sewage and surface
water drainage has been upgrades to cope with the existing housing and any future development. The existing sewage pipes
are of a bitumen construction and are deteriorating and collapsing. Average rain fall is a problem for drains throughout
Canvey Island. I was a survivor of the 1953 flood and ditches helped to drain Canvey. They have all been filled in with pipes
but not maintained. To develop Canvey with existing sewage and drainage will cause disaster and misery for all on Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/874

SS8 7DH

Before you build anymore houses, please think of doctors ect. We have to wait two weeks for an appointment now.
Also another road off Canvey is a MUST for if there was an emergency on the Island there is no way we all would get off.

DRAFT/RES/875

SS8 9EW

I have lived on Canvey since 1934 on eighty years on November 7th. I have seen Canvey go from a wonderful place to it's
now state of despair!

DRAFT/RES/876

SS8 0QG

Too many houses being built in the South East, we need to stand up to the Government and say no more. The infrastructure
cannot cope. All traffic off Canvey has got to one roundabout (Waterside).

DRAFT/RES/877

SS8 9DS

Please, please, please give us another road off Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/879

SS7 4LQ

Castle View School Site could be used to provide more recreational facilities for youngsters (skate park, tennis courts etc
with hall for music, dancing & table tennis). Young people should be evaluated to ask for their ideas and preferences.

DRAFT/RES/880

SS8 0AU

We moved on to the Island in the 1970s and the infrastructure was able to cope with the population. 40 years on the

DRAFT/RES/870
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infrastructure is still the same but the population has doubled. Now you intend to put another 20,000 people on to this
overcrowded island. The good people of this Island will move away and you will be left with a slum- Good Luck.

DRAFT/RES/881

DRAFT/RES/882

SS8 8DY

When they closed Castle View School, the newest one on Canvey, with all modern facilities, including various work shop, I
said it was because of its location (backing onto golf course- prime building land- not cheap housing of course), now we have
the biggest eyesore in Castle Point as a skills college and low and behold the original school (which blend into the area) is to
be demolished to make way for more housing, just what Canvey needs! Of course the council will ensure it is the sort people
trying to get onto the housing ladder or even the homeless on Canvey in temporary shelter can use. No, I didn't think so. As
for Thorney Bay, as an old islander, born here, it was well known Col. Fielder left a covenant on his land, of course with the
current owner this meant nothing. That is the politest thing I can say on that issue.
I am sure people will flock in their droves to the new bit of Green Belt land to be made available. I mean look at Canvey
Heights and the newest wildlife marsh/lake, you can hardly find a space to sit on a good day!! They are so interesting- yes, I
am being sarcastic, I hate that the local council takes us for fools and insult out intelligence.

SS8 7NW

Canvey Island's roads cannot cope now and will only get worse if new homes are built. Trying to get a bus up Long Road is
now difficult for people. Leave our Island alone. Thorney Bay caravan park seems to be open to anyone on Benefits hence
crime is up especially affecting our shops.
This is probably a waste of time and money.
Object strongly against building more housing on following points:

DRAFT/RES/883

SS7 4LT

•
•
•
•
•

No suitable infrastructure to cope with increase in traffic
Extra noise if housing is approved
Environmental impact on the whole area
Possibility of more crime in these areas
Impact on flooding - drainage struggles to cope at present

As stated above if housing is to be approved, it is essential that traffic issues, schooling, doctors, services to be upgraded
and that considerable effort be put into this issue. It will get worse, so trying to change roads etc after building will get worse,
so trying to change roads etc after building would be a nightmare.
DRAFT/RES/884

SS7 3RZ

The A129 is constantly congested; any further building in this area would be catastrophic. Already traffic trigs to avoid the
congestion by using side roads such as Triton Way and Sandown Road, speeding along roads used by children coming
home from school or going to the playing field in Common Lane.

DRAFT/RES/886

SS7 0HA

No further housing on Canvey Island, until a third road is in place. Island is over populated.
Infrastructure cannot cope with present day levels of population.
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DRAFT/RES/888

SS8 7JA

Roads off the Island before it come to a standstill.

DRAFT/RES/889

SS8 7EB

No more building on Canvey until we get a new road (toll free).

DRAFT/RES/890

SS7 3DN

I would like to see more green areas protected. I didn't realise how many houses had to be built- it will change the area
completely.

DRAFT/RES/893

SS8 8DQ

It's no good going ahead with these housing proposals until Canvey gets a new third road on and off.
No to a toll.
Been waiting since 1974 for a new third road.

SS8 9PS

The people of Canvey are fed up with the empty promise of a 3rd road; this seems to pop up as a carrot everytime more
homes are proposed.
There isn't much point in widening Somnes Avenue, it won't speed up traffic just give us more space to sit in our cars, this is
mainly because the roundabout to Papenburg and Link road is too small and already dangerous when you attempt to join it
from Papenburg you can't see what's coming.
Adding a junction to Canvey way will make an already busy road even busier.
Until we get a 3rd exit off the Island No More Houses Should be built!

SS7 1HT

The survey is biased towards seeking answers that support its proposals (there is no room for alternate opinions).
The land between Catherine Road, Bowers Road and the path joining Rhoda Road is home to a beautiful bluebell wood but
it is not acknowledged as space worth keeping.
This land and the land on the other side of Bread and Cheese Hill form a natural boundary between Benfleet and
Thundersley, successfully preventing urban sprawl for years. If the development goes ahead we will become like our
neighbours in Chalkwell, Westcliff, Southend and Leigh with no discernible boundaries.
I have lived in this district most of my life, I know the area between Felstead and Catherine Road very well, and much of it
has not changed in years. The following needs to be undertaken: A full and comprehensive wild life study (we know of at
least 2 properties bordering this land which have been undermined by badgers, and it is therefore reasonable to believe
there are setts in this area). Care needs to be taken in establishing ownership of this land - for many years it was left alone
but now private property signs have appeared: these may opportunistic and not legitimate.
No significant infrastructure improvements planned for the Felstead Road - Catherine Road development - it will need them
desperately if the development goes ahead. Why are there not plans for opening up the top of Thundersley Park road to
Mount Road?
No upgrading of the existing drains and sewers is proposed. The new development will have to interface to these but the
current facilities are already dangerously over stretched.
I would very much like to see a definition of affordable housing - it is difficult to imagine what this would be in Benfleet, where
house prices are typically very high. Affordable to 1st time buyers or landlords who would then rent it out?
Why is the balance between affordable homes and infrastructure improvements?

DRAFT/RES/895

DRAFT/RES/896
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SS7 3SZ

To Allow any developer to build Any Homes anywhere near Daws heath would be a huge mistake. It is a Beautiful area
which should be looked after not ruined by money.

SS7 5UA

I live in Bouldrewood Road and am deeply concerned by this draft plan and the rumours that our road will become a link road
into the new H14 site. We purchased our property in this road as it is a quiet location and ideal place to raise our young
family. It is a safe environment without considerable levels of traffic. This will change if such a link road is built and will mean
that my children will no longer be able to play outside as there will be a constant stream of traffic. Furthermore, it is a well
known issue that Homefields Avenue junction onto the A13 is perilous at the best of times (by the way the new traffic
modelling has not improved this point, particularly if one wishes to turn right towards Tarpots), therefore, how even more
vehicles could be pushed into this junction is simply beyond belief.
I am deeply disappointed and surprised the council are even considering the redevelopment of Jotmans farm again after the
last proposal met with such recent and public local rejection. Surely, this is an indication that the people of the surrounding
area (i.e. those who vote for the council and pay council tax) are deeply opposed to this development for a number of
reasons. First and foremost, the road infrastructure cannot simply take another 2,500+ cars (based on VERY modest
assessment that one house= one car). The road network in Benfleet is already deeply congested and this will simply bring
the entire area to a standstill and make it absolutely impossible to travel anywhere.
Secondly, even though there will be a primary school built on the new H14 site, this will still mean that the existing secondary
schools (predominantly Appleton) will have to absorb the extra influx of pupils making our (your constituents) children's
education resources become even further stretched.
It has been noticed that the local Police Station in Benfleet closed a while ago and it is very concerning that an extra 2,500
homes are planned without any thought of the drain of such resources. There have been publically highlighted issues with
anti-social behaviour at Tarpots, Richmond park and other sites within Benfleet and by adding a comparatively large number
of people (potentially circa 10,000) to such a small area without any local police presence will undoubtedly increase the
crime rate and further plight the lives of existing residents.
I note that from your proposal that 92% of greenbelt will remain, although, I find that very difficult to reconcile as Jotmans
farm is a considerable piece of land. The local residents of Benfleet enjoy the surrounding green open spaces and is what
makes this town an idyllic place to raise young families, yet, it seems the Council are determined to ruin this natural
environment and deem its local residents views irrelevant as it wishes to completely overcome a town that is already
stretched from an infrastructure and local amenities perspective.

SS7 5RX

I am concerned at the loss of green belt anywhere in the borough, but particularly in H14 - Land west of Benfleet where we
will be solely dependent on Basildon to provide the buffer zone.
I am concerned that many of the road changes are not deliverable. Examples. A new junction on the A130 Canvey Way to
provide access to the west of Benfleet. Who will pay for this? It is beyond what the developer and CPBC can afford so would
involve Essex CC and/or Government funding. The people of Canvey have been waiting years for a new road off the island
so why should we believe that because it is in this plan it will happen. Likewise Route improvements along the A129
Rayleigh Road between the Rayleigh Weir and Victoria House Corner junctions. What does this mean? Buying houses along
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the road to knock down with a view to widening the carriageway.
The most annoying point about this plan is that it rejects the opportunity of more development in H18 - Land at North West
Thundersley. This would dramatically reduce the need to deface the rest of the borough. This is particularly so, as access to
this site both during its construction and once developed will not impact on existing traffic black spots. Notably Tarpots,
Woodman’s, Sadler’s. How many of the 4000 homes in the plan could this area support. I would think a large proportion,
thus eliminating, the destructive impact that the other planned sites would cause. In addition the Manor Trading estate could
be linked to the road network of H18, further reducing the commercial traffic using Sadler’s and Tarpots. I would urge CPBC
to reconsider this site.
Concluding I would just say regardless of what is in the final plan, and before a brick is laid that all the mentioned traffic
improvements in the plan should be a condition of granting planning permission. Traffic in our area is already at
unacceptable levels as a result of mistakes in the past, let’s not repeat those mistakes and end up with complete gridlock.

DRAFT/RES/901

SS7

Traffic is a concern. Access to new developments, vehicles should be able to entre/leave via more than one access point or
congestion will be caused to all residents especially at rush hour.

DRAFT/RES/902

SS8 9AE

Ensure that parking for cars in shopping areas is provided and bus routes are increased.

DRAFT/RES/904

SS7 4LS

As to the regeneration of Hadleigh Town Centre- leave the roads that go through Hadleigh as they are with improvements,
and not pavement over for a pedestrian area.

DRAFT/RES/905

SS8 9PH

Canvey doesn't need any more building.

DRAFT/RES/907

SS8 7RF

Having lived on Canvey Island for the last 40 years and enjoyed most of them, I feel now is the time to say enough is enough
on building 'more' houses and flats without upgrading sewage systems and major road infrastructure. In my opinion, what
has been proposed is not enough- from conversations I have had with friends and relatives, everyone thinks the same as I
do (apart from builders and Councillors that do not live on the Island).

DRAFT/RES/908

SS7 1EG

What concerns me most is that there are not enough infrastructures (roads, schools, GPs etc) to support the proposals. In
fact the more you build the greater will be the demand for more housing as families develop.

DRAFT/RES/909

SS7 2UJ

I object to you using our green belt areas and there by doing away with the 'green lung' open spaces and the loss of
separation between the feelings of the village environment. I feel we have serious issues with our roads at the moment and I
can't see your ideas will have any improvement in the long run without serious disruptions to homes and shops we already
have! I think it would be much better to do the houses on the A127 and leave us in peace and would probably cost a lot less
and someone with half a brain could provide a solution for road access.

DRAFT/RES/910

SS7 2QJ

Question 3: I haven't visited Canvey Island for years. Some of these sites for housing maybe ok, but need safe and easy
access in and out. People who live near to these sites opinions are more important than mine. If houses are going to be built
year after year, Hadleigh will need another senior school and Infants and Juniors and Nurseries. Hopefully Deanes School
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will not be closed (due to been rebuilt in 1995, but for some reason this never happened.)
Question 9: A list for improvements for some roads and new ones there is a lot of dead end turnings- motorists need
somewhere to turn off when there are traffic jams.
When did Hadleigh change from being a village to a town? Perhaps with all this building going on we may get our street
lights back on at night.

SS7 1BJ

I live in Felstead and already our roads are congested, so creating more homes in this area will be a nightmare. We have
had problems recently with rats, so again sewage. Our doctors are already at bursting point. Schools are full. We have
enough traffic coming through our road. What about the poor wildlife that has been in this area for a number of years? It's
becoming a concrete jungle. I moved here 11 years ago to get away from Basildon because of this. Leave our bit of Green
Belt alone.

SS8 8LO

STRONGLY OBJECT to any new development on Canvey until a new road off the Island is accessible. The dualling of the
A130 Canvey Road and access via A130 to Benfleet will cause horrendous disruptions and delays to all residents of
Canvey- this was evident when Sadler's Farm was under new construction, this work should only be considered when a new
road access has been opened. The dangers of a junction on A130 to access Benfleet would be serious in the past this road
had many accidents but since the introduction of single lane/speed camera, there has been very few accidents and hold ups
to the residents of Canvey Island.

SS8 9NN

Canvey Island is already over populated the road infrastructure on the Island cannot take any more traffic- the entrance from
Sadler's Farm to Canvey Way definitely needs sorting as you have two lanes going into one and it blacks of all the
roundabout. The dualling of Canvey Way would only push the congestion to Waterside quicker.
The drainage system on the Island is already inadequate now so major work on this would need to be done, as so many
roads on Canvey flood now with rain.
THE SIMPLE ANSWER TO THE TRAFFIC CONGESTION ON THE ISLAND WOULD BE TO LINK ROSCOMMON WAY TO
NORTHWICK ROAD AND ONTO HANNERS WAY.

SS8 9EE

Canvey is a flood plain. More housing on Canvey will add to the risk of more flooding.
The drainage system cannot cope as it is because none of the ditches and dykes that were filled in decades ago joins up
with each other, or to the existing drainage system. Also what happened to the 2 km exclusion zone that is supposed to be
around at the storage depot?

DRAFT/RES/919

SS7 5BQ

Question 6: What type of 'new employment' is planned? Office work? Retail? Or more scrap metal??!!
More affordable housing and lower paid jobs does not create a community that have worked hard to be put off. We don't
want a compressed industrial town.
Question 10: Is all relative to whether or not you're affected- we are all affected H14!

DRAFT/RES/920

SS8 7TN

The proposals which are akin to Canvey, I feel have been pushed to the limits, roads, schools, retail and other proposals are
not for the benefit of locals, empty units congestion to roads which you cannot maintain at present, flooding, impact on

DRAFT/RES/911

DRAFT/RES/913

DRAFT/RES/917

DRAFT/RES/918
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morale, transport services, schools- Canvey will become a concrete wilderness.
Do not like the ageist question!
Ethnicity had no bearing on these proposals!

SS7 4HA

This area of Essex is becoming far too crowded; you are spoiling our community with said expansions.
Too many lorries breaking up roads and footpaths in Tarpots to Manor Trading.

SS6 7GX

Ref: E3 Manor Trading Estate.
In my opinion, the Manor Trading Estate should be moved to a better location- i.e. a purpose made site suitable for industrial
units etc. Then the vacated 'site' could be used for additional housing.
Ref: Schools
I know of this time Deanes School is threatened with closure. If this entire plan goes ahead, then the Deanes School will be
needed: other local schools will not be able to cope!

DRAFT/RES/926

SS7 4NE

Benfleet is one of the most densely populated areas (town) in Essex.
The roads are already gridlocked and the current roads cannot handle additional traffic. It is all very well suggesting the
building of new roads when the current roads are not being maintained to acceptable standards. Quality of life is being
eroded by over population and reduction of the Green Belt- notwithstanding the additional pollution.

DRAFT/RES/927

SS7 3RY

I strongly object to any development that causes even more congestion to the A129 between Hadleigh and Rayleigh Weir.

DRAFT/RES/928

SS7 1BJ

Hopefully it will include a strong objection to any part of the village green as not being described as public open space.

DRAFT/RES/929

SS8 7LR

H16 development of 275 homes seems far too many for the amount of traffic is already daunting, bottle necking at Waterside
roundabout. Could the remaining Manor Trading companies not be accommodated at Charfleets, thereby making space for
more homes in Benfleet? There would now be nearer the A127 for access.

DRAFT/RES/932

SS7 5DN

To reiterate the impact on traffic around our local roads. Increased numbers in GP surgeries and schools. De-valuation of
property. Our roads are in a poor state of repair without any view to improvement and this will undoubtedly deteriorate with
heavy vehicles and increased traffic.

DRAFT/RES/933

SS7 1BJ

I would like to point out that C2C Rail are running to capacity and have no extra seats. This will not change because of stock
costs. So where are these extra people going to work?
When are you going to fix the roads?
People cannot afford these houses, a 4 bedroom detached at David Wilson homes in £469, 000 (2 rooms are box rooms)

DRAFT/RES/935

SS8 8AR

Continuous development on the Island had had a detrimental effect on drainage and congestion. Further access roads to the
Island are desperately needed but the suggestion for Somnes Avenue would merely move the problem to a different point on
that road. This money would be better used on the upkeep of existing roads, repairing potholes. The provision of 1450 new

DRAFT/RES/921

DRAFT/RES/925
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homes could potentially mean a further 2900 vehicles adding to congestion as most homes are now 2 car families.
With regard to retail development, unless there are confirmed commitments from retailers, this number would seem a
pointless exercise considering the number of empty units that have been taken over by charity shops.

SS8 7GE

Although not into nature as such, I do believe animals should have somewhere to live, breed etc.
Far too much Green Belt is being taken away all over the country.
Councils should look at ways to improve existing land, decilitre buildings should be used first and foremost.

SS8 8BU

There should be no new housing on Canvey Island. The whole area is a flood plain and current flooding issues nationwide
have highlighted problems with building on flood plains. The Island's local and access roads can't cope with traffic from the
existing population and there is no viable way to improve local roads links even if access roads are improved. Public
transport links are poor and there is no viable way to evacuate the Island should flooding occur. Charfleets and Point Road
Industrial Estates could be improved to offer better premises for businesses.
There is little point in more retail sites while landlords demand rents which are too expensive for anyone other than huge
retail chains. Affordable retail space for small businesses should be priority.

DRAFT/RES/938

SS8 8AA

I feel any new building on Canvey will lead to further problems with surface water and sewage drainage. We already have
severe problems with surface water especially around the town centre.
We already have enough residents living on the Island plus the people who come onto Canvey for business purposes. If any
new development must take place, then the roads should be built first and the drainage problems sorted out.

DRAFT/RES/940

SS7 2TJ

Develop site H18 instead of using Green Belt land.

DRAFT/RES/942

SS7 3BE

1. Green Belt- 100% should be retained. There's no point in designating 'Green Belt' if it is open for development at anytime
in the future. The recent court case re: proposed development at Glebelands has supported this.
2. Despite proposed for 4000 new homes- potentially 8,000 additional school age children- only one new Primary School is
proposed and no Secondary School. One secondary School is even scheduled to close very soon. Where are these children
to be educated?
3. Similarly with additional healthcare- Only one new medical facility shown in the plan for potentially 16,000 additional
residents.
4. Plan is specific about number of homes but very vague about 'open space'. What is the proportion of open space v
homes?

DRAFT/RES/943

SS7 5HJ

If the H14 Jotmans Hall Farm goes ahead, I shall be looking to move house as the roads around there cannot cope with the
amount of traffic as things are let alone with another 800 homes- it's a completely absurd idea!

DRAFT/RES/944

SS7 5JQ

No more development until infrastructure is improved re: Second road off Canvey to Corringham and Slip Road on & off
Canvey Way to serve Benfleet. With regards to proposes Jotmans Farm Development and as local flooding has shown, we
cannot keep building on out open spaces.

DRAFT/RES/936

DRAFT/RES/937
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Roads, Schools, Doctors will be under huge pressure.

SS6 7XT

It is our opinion that this council is doing a fine job in every quarter particularity under the present climate. Well Done! Please
keep it up.

DRAFT/RES/946

SS88DG

Incorporate a cycle path with dualling of A130 as it's far too dangerous now and Benfleet High Road is a lottery. Could this
also be extended to A127 as there is only half a cycle lane there (the second half!) which is only accessible via a stone and
gravel track under the A130 off Rushbottom lane- puncture heave! There are no signs and it's already overgrown with
weeds. What a waste!

DRAFT/RES/947

SS7 4JP

Increased traffic is a big problem for the whole area. Hadleigh must remain 2 lands each way or chaos will be the result. A
second road off Canvey is urgently needed.

SS7 5RE

The plan is not very specific where the new road from Jotmans into West Benfleet is proposed. This is already a congested
and populated area. Infrastructure is a huge issue and in particular our roads which are already congested. I am concerned
that houses will be built but subsequent infrastructure improvements (roads, schools, GP surgeries etc) will either be
severely delayed or not materialise at all. It is difficult to envision how this number of houses can be built without massive
disruption to our roads or community in general.
I am very concerned at the scale of this proposal although accept the need for new homes and control over planning, More
detail on infrastructure is needed.

SS7 5XT

It is about time t his Council built homes for the people of this Borough, who are unable to buy. Some families have had to
move away to get homes for themselves.
To build over 4000 more homes, we need much better roads. As we only have the A13 and A127. We have spent hours in
traffic when one of those roads are shut because of accidents.

DRAFT/RES/950

SS7 2SJ

Traffic is my main concern, even with the new road proposals I can't see how it will ease congestion as there are only really
two main roads in and out of our area. With most households having at least two cars these days, it's going to be a real
problem.
The other problem is secondary schools- where are all these children going to be educated? Why on earth is Deanes being
closed when you are proposing to build all these houses?

DRAFT/RES/951

SS8 9QL

The infrastructure in Castle Point is inadequate for existing housing commerce, if significantly improved might be able to
support what we have. A third road off Canvey has been promised for 25 years but never delivered.

DRAFT/RES/952

SS7 2SA

This is a complete waste of time and money filling out forms because no matter what residents say, the council go ahead
and do these proposals. People live in this area as it isn't so busy with traffic but over the last 15 years it has got so busy on
our roads more houses have built more traffic. People of this borough have no say only the council because of money.

DRAFT/RES/945

DRAFT/RES/948

DRAFT/RES/949
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DRAFT/RES/953

SS7 3YX

If you go ahead with all this building where will all the children be going to school when you close Deanes? Traffic on
Rayleigh Road is huge as it is; the extra traffic will suffocate us and make my road a rat run worse than it already is. All these
new jobs should go to residents from UK living in Essex!!!

DRAFT/RES/954

SS7 2UL

To develop the land behind Blinking Owl Cafe/Fame Road/H18

DRAFT/RES/957

SS7 3YG

You do not enclose enough information about the Nat. Planning Local framework.
Leave Greenbelt land alone- utilise the properties which are derelict including business premises.
Same applies to shops- so many empty or rubbish shops. Apply some logic as Rayleigh and continue free parking to
encourage shoppers back in into Benfleet, Hadleigh etc.
Have sympathies re: low budget high costs but stop re-investing and deal with improving what is already in place.
Do not put that cheap and nasty pub in John Burrows- why you are not encouraging youth and elderly by bringing in quality
and good food.
Why not a Waitrose in Hadleigh instead of Supersaver????

DRAFT/RES/958

SS7 1AX

Concerns regarding access to new developments. They need more than one access point by car or all the traffic is bottle
necked onto a single route causing congestion for new and current residents of the area.

DRAFT/RES/959

SS7 5DE

My main concern is the Jotmans development which will impact hugely on the roads in that area.
Also more decent shops are needed in Benfleet High Street which is full of Indian Restaurants, Estate Agents (yet another
one is about to open). Much is talked about the regeneration of Canvey and Hadleigh, but never anything for this area.

DRAFT/RES/960

SS7 1EL

Letter within the Blue Folder.

DRAFT/RES/961

SS8 8ET

I don't see the benefit in extending Roscommon Way to Western Esplanade.
More information relating to the town centre redevelopment would have been helpful.

DRAFT/RES/962

SS8 8BW

To put anymore houses on Canvey is crazy- have you seen the traffic getting off and on the island in rush hour and the
amount of commuters getting on the train at Benfleet and with a lack of bus services too.

DRAFT/RES/963

SS8 8AW

I would not be concerned if the entire infrastructure was put in place before any more houses are built etc- roads and
drainage.

DRAFT/RES/964

SS8 9TH

I feel as a resident of Canvey for over 40 years, too much is put on building more houses; the council appears to me that
they have trouble maintaining footpaths and roads in this area of Castle Point. the building of a new road would be needed I
would have though before anymore cars can be put on the roads as the alteration to Sadler's Farm has not been beneficial
to getting on and off the Island. What would be the point of dualling Canvey Way as it will still mean traffic will have to go
round Waterside Farm roundabout which is not fit for purpose?

DRAFT/RES/966

SS8 7AL

I generally have no objection to people having somewhere to live and work but it is essential that the infrastructure is put in
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place and is able to cope with the extra demand. Another road on/off Canvey Island is essential and need to be dealt with
better than the Sadler’s Farm project which was diabolical with roads being shut without warning and the length of time it
took and in my opinion and other people I have spoken to, the slip road on the A13 from Canvey Way is far too short and
dangerous.

DRAFT/RES/968

SS7 2TY

Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley, Road links are already experiencing major traffic congestion. More homes etc will have
a massive impact to the area. Ideal area for development is land around the Blinking Owl Cafe just off the A127

DRAFT/RES/970

SS8 9ES

Thorney Bay (H5) - 600 homes, if that is average of one car per household, there is no possible way that the Island can
cope. Already a complete nightmare to get on and off the Island. It would bring chaos, standstill traffic and danger to
residents. Until the islands ongoing transport and drainage issues are sorted there is no room to increase the population.

SS7 3TW

Congestion and traffic at present in the area of Rayleigh Weir, the slip road, Rayleigh Road, Hart Road and up to Victoria
House roundabout is awful. There are constant traffic jams throughout the day but especially during rush hour and
weekends. Before considering building new homes in this area, you need to think about putting new road infrastructures in
place as it can take 20 minutes to get from the slip road at Rayleigh Weir to Common lane and the same time from Victoria
House Roundabout to Hart Road which is disgraceful and should be looked into before considering new homes. In addition,
you may wish to keep a secondary school in the Thundersley area, if you are building these new homes unless of course
they are not designed for families.

DRAFT/RES/971

DRAFT/RES/976

I have concerns about doctors and schools which are not addressed. The current upkeep of roads, paths and public spaces
is not good enough- how can we spend money on new housing when our current stock is so badly kept.
Also why increase retail space when current town centre shops are not being used. How can you create jobs just by allotting
land? Need more details.

DRAFT/RES/977

SS8 0LD

Canvey Island is a DUMPING GROUND.
I disagree with this because there are too many people on the Island as it is; traffic is a massive problem too. We would need
more doctors etc. As it is, a doctor’s appointment is a wait of two weeks. Industrial brings more HGV vehicles too. These
roads are not made for these sorts of vehicles. The Island has grubby look and feel now - imagine the mess it will be if all
this goes ahead.

DRAFT/RES/978

SS8 9TH

We do not need any more new homes on Canvey Island. It is a small place with a large enough population as it is.
Concentrate on lowering rents on shops/commercial properties so local businesses can thrive and the town centre can be
full instead of a ghost town with lots of empty shops- very unappealing. This will create new jobs for the population already
here and more opportunities for those who have to travel off the Island for work. Think of people already here instead of
providing more housing!!!! Absolute joke!! Spend money on what is already here, better!

DRAFT/RES/979

SS8 9BA

Thorney Bay Caravan Park is a flood plain - worst idea on a plan. If you can take into account the current rainfall and how
flooded the streets are, green areas are like bogs, the draining can't cope- do you honestly think that building on more open
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spaces is going to improve the situation?
The traffic on Canvey is high as it is, with its roads in need of repair- constantly! Potholes everywhere! This extra building,
with all it entails, will not benefit the current population at all!
Lastly, I believe the council will do what it likes regardless of public opinion!

DRAFT/RES/980

SS7 5DN

I find your first question loaded. If I vote yes you will plan whatever you want. If no, the same thing. On the retail sector, there
are plenty of closed shops in our area- why build more?
It may be selfish but we are happy here with the open spaces around Benfleet. We have spoken about this and even at our
ages if the building begins, we will move as will a few people around us.

DRAFT/RES/981

SS7 3LB

There is too much traffic going through to villages of Thundersley already. And why shut down Deanes School when King
John school is already full. And what about the Green Belt. More houses, more families, less room - more noise and
disturbance.

DRAFT/RES/982

SS8 0DQ

I wonder if any of the people who sit down to discuss these housing projects all over Canvey Island ever have to contend
with the daily commute both on and off the Island. We have enough traffic already on the Island, without adding even more.
We have lived on Canvey for more than 30 years and have seen the level of congestion grow each year to the point where
you spend half your journey just trying to get up to Waterside Farm.
The problems don't end there, because you then have to contend getting around and across that huge traffic jam at the top
of Canvey Way, namely, Saddlers Farm, which, in my view was a complete waste of taxpayers’ money, and does not work
the way it was meant too.
However, getting back to the building plans for Canvey. The one plan that should defiantly be rejected straightaway is the
Thorney Bay development. This is a nightmare waiting to happen for a lot of the reason already mentioned, but also the fact
that when we have any large amount of rain, as over the last few months, you will see large areas of water (lakes) that will
lay there for weeks. In other words, it should be seen as a flood plain. The traffic and congestion would also be a complete
nightmare, if it ever got the go ahead, which your inspectors should see, if they were to actually come down and take a
closer look.
There was also talk of yet another supermarket chain wishing to come to Island, that again is something that is not really
need, as we have enough already to accommodate most people's needs. Otherwise, they can just go five miles up the road
to Basildon or Pitsea.
There is so much wrong with this plan for Canvey Island, and I hope that someone in their right mind will actually take a like
minded view of the situation, and say enough is enough, because we have certainly had enough of all that's going on around
the Island.
I trust that you will take into consideration all the points raised, along with all the other residents of Canvey, who I'm sure will
have the same view.

DRAFT/RES/989

SS7 3HF

II have already written separately to the planning dept re: Coombewood
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DRAFT/RES/992

SS7 1DY

The current road infrastructure does nothing to support tenants in Benfleet, Canvey or Hadleigh. The A130 improvements
merely speed up freight and local residents have seen no benefits, in fact they have worsened. 4000 new homes, 8000 +
new cars with little development. The current road and pavements get little attention. This will make it worse.

DRAFT/RES/993

SS7 2NJ

There is insufficient infrastructure and employment to support the additional housing proposed. Roads in this area are
currently to capacity and more homes equal at least 2 additional cars per home. Therefore the infrastructure will always be
playing catch up. We need the road improvements before the housing to be considered.

DRAFT/RES/995

SS7 2UJ

I strongly object to all developments on green belt sites in this area whilst there are brown site available.

DRAFT/RES/996

SS8 7LN

No more housing on Canvey until new road off and drainage sorted out. Also more doctors and schools.

DRAFT/RES/997

SS7 5JF

As it stands, there are not enough infrastructures in place to support the population. Impossible to get doctors or dentist
appointments. The roads are like car parks. All new houses built are like small boxes!

DRAFT/RES/998

SS7 4JW

Road improvements before any building.

SS8 9BD

The roads on Canvey cannot support any more traffic: it still remains a fact that at rush hours you have to either get on or off
the Island even following the improvements to Sadler’s Farm. Even at weekends you can queue along Somme’s Avenue to
leave the Island. To add 1000+ more homes would mean a minimum of another 1000+ cars this is not sustainable. As for
business relocating to the Island, why would you wish to do so as this would increase fuel costs and mean you are restricted
to what times you can get on or off.
With regard to retail, fortunately we now have the internet and the small shopping centres we have in the district will never
attract the foot full they once did. Perhaps some though might be given turning of the many empty shops into flats rather than
letting them stand empty as some have for many years, this would then make the centres safer at night and also give a
better appearance to the areas.

DRAFT/RES/999

DRAFT/RES/1000 SS7 5AW

The biggest worry about H14 is the huge increase in traffic. The roads in this area are fairly quiet at present. The increase in
noise will be a problem and from my point of view, Wavertree Road should not be used as an access to H14.

DRAFT/RES/1006 SS7 3SG

Re: Historic Natural Landscapes- there appears to be no reference to Thundersley Common being protected but H18
appears to encroach on this area.
Please give details of route improvements on A129 Rayleigh Road as I cannot see what is able to be done.

DRAFT/RES/1008 SS7 5NY

We need all the road improvements in place before any further houses are built. Sadler's farm development is an
improvement but does not solve the problem. Ok for A13 through to A130 (new container port traffic). There has been no
solution of the congestion at Tarpots. Replacing the pedestrian lights with foot bridges would help the traffic flow.
Why close Deanes School, surely if all this development goes ahead this secondary school will be needed. Too many estate
agents, hairdressers and Indian restaurants in Benfleet High Road- need regeneration of Benfleet.
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DRAFT/RES/1009 SS7 4DG

Too many homes proposed for H14 (land West of Benfleet), too much pollution, extra traffic and congestion.
Land West of Glebelands should remain completely as Greenbelt. Proposal of 100 Homes= possibility of 200 vehicles +
using Tarpots + Rushbottom Lane which are already congested.
Are there no more brown field sites available within the borough where smaller developments can be built?

DRAFT/RES/1015 SS7 1QQ

My husband and I think the new proposals look very good and will enhance the town and surrounding areas.

DRAFT/RES/1017 SS8 8QE

You will not stop 600 homes on Thorney Bay Camp. Owner has friends in high places.

DRAFT/RES/1018 SS7 5DH

I am vehemently opposed to any development of any sort. I want more green spaces, not less. The impact on quality of life
from increased population and traffic is unacceptable.

DRAFT/RES/1021 SS7 5AU

No new housing, Benfleet, Tarpots, A13 and A127 already congested. Too many houses already.
I do not want any new houses/flats.

DRAFT/RES/1024 SS8 8NG

There is insufficient infrastructure to cope with development at the point at Canvey. Any increase in traffic would have to
pass by the local Leigh Beck School unless an alternative road is installed to the back of the development linking it to the
Smallgains Avenue and onto the old tip access road. This could also become a one way system with Smallgains easing
school run congestion.

DRAFT/RES/1025 SS7 5NW

Whereas I appreciate the council is required to produce a plan and the potential pitfall if they do not, my view is that they are
too far reaching. Too many new homes are proposed in particular affordable homes. The proposed development at Jotmans
is in effect, a 'New Town', which will impact badly on property values across the area. The present infrastructure is barely
coping with the population as it stands. There is nothing in the proposed plan to suggest any improvement the reverse being
the likely outcome.

DRAFT/RES/1026 SS7 2UH

I think the best option is to develop the Blinking Owl Site (H18) and to urge Essex Highways to reconsider as this is the most
sensible and best solution for everyone.

DRAFT/RES/1027 SS8 7EJ

The plans proposed for housing expansion on Canvey of over 1000 homes are absolute madness. The island does not have
the infrastructure or road network to support this many new homes. Each new home would on average have at least two
cars per household; sometimes more and we can't possibly cope with this increase in traffic. Just a few weeks ago, an
accident on Somme’s Avenue meant a journey that normally takes 15 minutes in the evening rush hour, too well over an
hour and caused chaos for the whole island, and Benfleet, and the A130 and Sadler’s Farm. You simply cannot build these
homes without first finding a solution to our ever increasing traffic problems. It would be madness.

DRAFT/RES/1028 SS8 9AN

The traffic on Canvey commuting to and from work is already bad and further population of Canvey by means of new
businesses and new homes would make this even worse.
You will find less people attracted to Canvey because of the traffic situation.
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There is certainly too much traffic on and off the island, street lighting is turned off at night yet more homes are being built
with no essential services like 24 hour Police Station or Fire Station.
Not in favour at all of any more houses being built, compared to other areas Canvey has more affordable housing anyway
(no railway and traffic being a reason why affordable). Affordable housing is therefore not an issue!

DRAFT/RES/1029 SS7 2NT

With all your proposals regarding extra housing, why has there been interference from Essex to close Deanes School. Surely
if all goes ahead, which I hope it doesn't, the school would be needed. I disagree with more retail shops as all that seems to
be opened so far are charity shops and eating places. I disagree with a pub and eating place in John Burrows park, who
needs broken glass and bottles in a child's play area? Also people being sick in an area where children play and dog walkers
go. Why not use the pub that is closed down near the old fire station at Hadleigh for an eating place, that site can be
extended to where the library is. A new library- changing rooms- community hall and facilities for the WVS in John Burrows.
To put housing new to Daws Heath Road is madness- the road is busy enough now, object to chunks of land being taken for
new road.

DRAFT/RES/1030 SS8 7SN

I object strongly to more large scale building on Canvey Island before any new infrastructure is put in place. Roads and
Doctors surgeries are already over subscribed to the point of explosion!! Drains and surface water flooding issues need to be
addressed before anymore large scale developments are considered Canvey. We have enough empty shops in our High
Street. Lower the rents and attract more traders instead of spending money on knocking down what we already have. And
for goodness sake turn the lights back on. Repair the kerb stones and potholes before wasting money on new projects.

DRAFT/RES/1031 SS7 2NS

No to the pub in park. Keep it green. Replace the Crown pub in High Street.

DRAFT/RES/1032 SS8

We don't need more housing- just less people.
Stop building on Green areas- for the sake of Essex. I remember when Essex was a part of England. Make gardens big
enough for children to play, keep them off the roads.

DRAFT/RES/1034 SS7 3XN

I object to further building in my local area. The roots of large trees which previously soaked up rain in the woods ( where
you are building your new Kingston Road/ Ashcraft Place etc) have been pulled up to make way for housing. The result has
caused flooding in our cul-de-sac during heavy rain. There has been little thought in the consequences behind your
decisions. Why not build on the mainland of Canvey where nobody will be interfered with? After all, Basildon was built on
marshlands!

DRAFT/RES/1035 SS7 4DX

Green Belt should be left alone, make rundown houses and estates better and more 21st Century.
Schools have been closed so where are the children going to learn from all these new houses.

DRAFT/RES/1036 SS7 3BE

1. At weekends it can take up to 30 minutes to travel from SS7 3BE (Hydeway) to Stadium Way 1.5 miles. No more houses
in this area- the roads will take no more traffic! A new road to Stadium Way must be a joke?
2. I strongly object to any part of the village green (Coombewood) as not being described as 'Public Open Space' since this
would undermine the legal status and in its registration at Essex County Courts.
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DRAFT/RES/1037 SS7 5PB

I agree that we need 'some' additional housing in this area, but the supporting infrastructure (especially road systems) "must"
be put in place beforehand. Our existing infrastructure is already fully stretched, and on many occasions, totally broken.
I fully object to any plans to build on green belt land. It is designated as green belt for good reasons and should remain that
way.
Consideration should be given to develop on land 'outside' of the existing urban boundaries before any development on land
pockets within the urban boundaries. We don't need any further cramming.
I cannot pass a view on development of Canvey Island as I do not live or rarely visit there. However, again, better access to
the Island is a must before any further development. Dualling of the A130 Canvey Way road is not a workable solution due to
the bottleneck junctions either ends: it would serve no useful purpose.
We do not need any more shops or retail outlets, as there are too many redundant premises already. We do however need
more leisure facilities such as a cinema, ice rink, bowling alley etc.

DRAFT/RES/1038 SS8 7HX

We desperately need another road off of the Island when a problem or accident happens the whole Island and Benfleet are
gridlocked. On two occasions in past years it has taken 3.5 hours to drive home from Basildon. How can emergency vehicles
etc operate under these circumstances, with more people and vehicles there is no hope, quiet frightening!!

DRAFT/RES/1039 SS8 7EH

How can you even consider putting more housing on the Island? There is massive traffic congestion already. There are only
part-time fire and police services!!
How can only 20% of 4031 houses are affordable- how are we supposed to buy a home? Why do we need more care
homes? Shops in the town centre shut because of high rents. What sort of employment will be available?
How much is this project costing?
How will all the proposals be funded?

DRAFT/RES/1040 SS8 0AA

Increased population on Canvey would necessitate a vastly improved traffic flow to and from the Island. Minor incidents on
existing roads can cause major disruptions to traffic on A130, A13, A127 as well as gridlocks on wide roads in Benfleet,
Thundersley, Hadleigh as well as Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/1041 SS7 1NO

Think it is a shame that in this area we are losing so much natural green space and the wildlife with it. And that we are being
forced to live in such a close and cramped environment.
Think that people will be venting their feelings on this matter in forthcoming elections.

DRAFT/RES/1042 SS7 5AS

1. Quality of life must be considered and impact on current infrastructure.
2. South Benfleet (Hopes green area) is always neglected for improvement. We do not need any more Estate Agents or
takeaways- very poor retail provision.
3. Cemetery Corner cannot take more traffic and certainly not months of construction ( H14 proposal)
4. No capacity for doctor surgeries, schools, drainage of land to prevent future floods.
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DRAFT/RES/1043 SS7 4DJ

Traffic congestion around Tarpots and Rushbottom lane is already bad and should not be added to by allowing development
of Glebelands. Also the Rushbottom Lane Doctors Surgery is already congested and cannot handle more development
housing.
The Glebelands development should be stopped.
Also, a new link road from Stamford Le Hope to Canvey Island would ease congestion around Sadler’s Farm Roundabout.
Traffic congestion in Benfleet is too bad to allow further housing in the area.

DRAFT/RES/1044 SS7 5TD

We believe that no housing should be built at all due to the congestion of our roads. Being realistic we have approved 990
houses of which 210 are on Canvey Island (this is approximately 58 houses per years and 3000 cars added).
The area is totally congested during morning and evening rush hours and at school times, on Saturdays it is almost
gridlocked. Unless major road improvements are made, it will be gridlocked within a few years.
A few simple suggestions:
1. Pedestrian underpasses at Tarpots, Hadleigh Town Centre etc are a must.
2. Buses must have lay-bys at every stop and made to use them.
3. Review every main road and junctions to speed up traffic including widening roads, sequencing lights etc.

DRAFT/RES/1045 SS8 9PJ

I would only support new development on Canvey Island after road improvements have been delivered. We all know that the
extension to Roscommon Way was only built so the site could be earmarked for more housing!! It is of no benefit to people
living on the Island. We all know that you will green light the extra houses and then magically no road improvements will
follow.

DRAFT/RES/1046 SS8 9DF

Why, why, why do we need all of this?
Traffic is bad enough getting on and off Canvey. Drains are blocked and flooding roads, gardens etc. You are just adding
more issues. What a waste of money! Makes me so mad!
Don't get me started on getting on and off Canvey. Traffic is a nightmare- can take up to half hour to 45 minutes to just get to
off the Island but not adding 1200 homes 2 cars at least per home- more traffic on and off Canvey. Can't you see that?!

DRAFT/RES/1047 SS7 1NJ

With regard to ref: H15, Glyders 35 homes, on further investigation into this particular proposed development, it would
appear that a local councillor has a financial interest in this land.
Also on the subject of providing affordable housing. The development under construction off Kiln Road, offering 2 bed
roomed flats from £180,000- is this for local people?

DRAFT/RES/1048 SS8 9XY

Canvey Island by its very name informs anyone with a minimum of common sense that you cannot continue to build new
homes for ever. There comes a time when supply of more Gas, Electric, Water, Sewerage, Pumping Stations, Telephone
services etc. etc has to stop and this should have stopped years ago. One single house will on average bring another 2 cars
on the roads at least and most couples will have children who in turn will be driving and that are just the traffic without the
extra burden on health centres and surgeries etc. It’s a nightmare now trying to get on and off the Island without more cars,
vans and lorries clogging it up. I have lived here for over 20 years and can honestly say every year it gets worse, when is it
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going to stop, when the whole island is gridlocked? If you seriously want an answer to increased housing etc on Canvey
Island you do not have to spends 10's of thousands of pounds hiring consultants to get people’s views you only have to walk
down the high street and ask anyone and they will tell you ENOUGH, NO MORE HOUSING and DO SOMETHING NOW
ABOUT THE TERRIBLE TRAFFIC PROBLEMS ALREADY BEING EXPERIENCED BY RESIDENTS WITHOUT TRYING
TO INCREASE IT!

DRAFT/RES/1049 SS7 2HB

First Question. Why was this questionnaire sent out to the Occupier and not addressed to each individual house owner. Most
people I know think this was junk mail and threw it away the same thing happened when we were asked about black bin bag
collections.
Green belt should not be built on at all; we need all the 100% of green belt to be preserved in Castle Point. Where does it
stop? 8% now how long before someone needs a bit more and we will all be living in concrete jungles. We need to say no
now. Over the last months we have seen nothing but rain and flooding because we are building on land that once took this
water away. Our sewage/drainage system did not cope too well with this deluge. I do not think that building more houses in
Castle Point is going to help anyone until other services are made better. Everywhere you go along the A13 from Sadler's
Farm to Leigh the roads are congested, especially through Hadleigh, building more houses will only make this worse, most
families have two cars, some more, so with only 200 houses a year being built this will put 400+ cars on the road a year.
Classes, doctors' surgeries will be over crowded, and why would we need new Junior Schools when there is talk of closing
Deanes, where are our children going at 11. King Johns and Appleton only have limited capacity, does this mean
overcrowded classrooms or will they have to travel out of the area?

DRAFT/RES/1052 SS8 9AZ

I do not agree to any more building on Canvey until the third road is built as Northwick. Also improvements to drainage. It is
also my understanding that the Government are against anymore building on marshland.

DRAFT/RES/1053 SS7 4AX

The sites proposed do not require being as extensive as this is seen as pure profit for the developer.
Smaller Sites= more Green Belt = less congestion
Less congestion= happier residents

DRAFT/RES/1054 SS7 2UA

If these proposals got through, we need to have all road drainage and domestic services in place before building starts.
Also a reliable bus route along Daws Heath. There are a lot of elderly people who would use it if you could rely on it coming,
but when you stand in the cold for over half an hour and the bus does not come, you give up and go home. I think that the
number 1 bus could come round that way every half an hour as when you wait at Hadleigh, often two number 1s come
together.

DRAFT/RES/1055 SS7 5EQ

I have lived in this area for around 40 years and have seen both population and traffic increase considerably. I feel we are
now at the point where any further development especially large numbers of houses being built would have a totally negative
impact on the area and the environment. We need to stop mass house building in the area and improve infrastructure for
current residents, More housing will only bring more problems. We have already seen flooding problems in the recent bad
weather so adding more housing will only put more pressure on an already struggling drainage system. Any housing built in
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this area should be strictly limited and for first time buyers so should be affordable for them and not those luxury
developments so often proposed by developers. I would suggest it's about time the Local Council stood up to government
proposals and said 'No' to their housing demands. They should be looking after local people not pandering to Government
demands.

DRAFT/RES/1056 SS7 1AF

Traffic already too heavy for these areas, especially near schools and local doctors.
What happens to all the future children in these new homes - you propose to close Deanes School.
Please do not make it an area overcrowded and spoil our green areas.

DRAFT/RES/1057 SS8 9YU

Ensure flood defences are updated along with growth prospects. Escape routes off Island to be greatly improved. Don't
understand why Canvey Way is not dual carriage way anyway. NHS Services i.e.: GP not adequate now. Police Station
should be manned 24/7. Ensure that there are more than enough school places to cope with housing growth.

DRAFT/RES/1060 SS8 9HA

Third road off of Canvey before any more houses being built.

DRAFT/RES/1062 SS7 2TY

This is turning Daws heath into a town and not a village and will bring much more traffic. As things are, you as a council are
unable to maintain the roads etc as they are at the moment in and proper and servable need as things are i.e.- they need
looking at.

DRAFT/RES/1072 SS7 2SJ

As we live in the most densely populated area of Britain I feel it is unnecessary to build more housing in Castle Point.
Infrastructure and facilities need improvement.

DRAFT/RES/1074 SS8 0EX

I think building all these properties on the island is only making things worse. It is crowded too much now. You said when
you shut my grandson's school down you would not build on the ground- now you say you are going to build houses on itwho do we trust?

DRAFT/RES/1076 SS8 9PX

I wish to know if more people will be on the Island, could we open our police station to 24 hour patrol on the Island as crime
is on the up and more people/housing will surely attract more crime.

DRAFT/RES/1077 SS8 9HB

Any development needs to include better road structure at the same time.

DRAFT/RES/1078 SS8 7LT

I object to any more housing on Canvey Island.
We have enough trouble getting on and off the Island without more residents.

DRAFT/RES/1079 SS7 2XA

As you have proposed land that my house id built on, can you explain if you propose compulsory purchase of my property or
will it remain on site?
Alternatively, will I be able to apply for permission to build new houses in place of my property?

DRAFT/RES/1080 SS8 8JU

Canvey Island's drainage system, roads, town centre have all been neglected for far too long.
I strongly object to all the extra houses being built, whilst all the above are in the state of decline that they are in.
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None of the promises from the CPCB are ever fulfilled, especially the roads/ road off the Island.
In fact, the way that CPCB treat Canvey Island as a whole is farcical, that is apart from when they are collecting the Council
Tax.
And of course, this consultation document is also a waste of time, as all the plans are already signed and sealed.

DRAFT/RES/1081 SS8 0DY

Canvey Island is too full of houses, we can't get doctor’s appointments before 14 days now, if any more houses are built the
schools, doctors and the one road off the island will definitely be overloaded. What pray are you thinking of? Not a new road
off Canvey surely, if anymore building goes ahead!!!

DRAFT/RES/1082 SS7 1TA

I know that the Government has targeted the Thames Gateway. But I live in Thundersley and there seems to an awful lot of
my town will disappear under bricks and mortar. Also, where do the children go for schools if Deanes goes? It's ludicrous.
I know for a fact water pressure on Kiln Road is bad so with more homes will the showers work- mine just works so watch
this space.
Please watch what you are doing and 'Do not be lead by outside influences' such as the government and Essex County
Council.

DRAFT/RES/1083 SS7 5TZ

Question 3- Other- Noise pollution due to the evidence we have had recently with the A13/Saddlers Farm redesign. Not only
very noisy, also over ran with 24 hour work which was not agreed.

DRAFT/RES/1087 SS8 7ST

Most of the planned housing is being built on flood plains!!The sea wall is in dire repair and I don't know if the powers that be
at Kiln Road have ever looked at our map! But Canvey is at least 12 foot under sea level.

DRAFT/RES/1088 SS8 7NY

With view to proposals, yes we do need another road off Canvey; the best idea is to make the new road off Northwick Road
to Five Bells or Corringham.

DRAFT/RES/1089 SS7 4DW

In general, we support the plan bearing in mind we hope it will encourage our grandchildren to stay in the area.
Question 5- The jobs growth should be a higher target.

DRAFT/RES/1090 SS8 8EW

I am very concerned over all the houses to be put on Canvey as we are a very small Island and already we cannot maintain
our roads and drains. Also parking is very much a problem all over the Island. Is impossible at certain times as with all the
extra homes. I think we would be sitting on a time bomb in a concrete jungle where we were all pleased will the Island till all
the new housing was being built of which most of the builders have moved off of Canvey?

DRAFT/RES/1091 SS8 8LE

Question 31. Thorney Bay- Building homes over years, not all at once.
Drainage and sewage in the area to be done as no flooding and sewage again.
Roscommon Way to be built first before houses and noise to be kept to a minimum.
2. Point Road- Over 4000 petition in to Council because they do not want 160 houses in small area, also parking in roads
nearby have to park on FRONT OF HOUSES as roads are so narrow.
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One parking space for houses and flats is not enough; keep room in area outside new estate.

DRAFT/RES/1092 SS8 7SP

Infrastructure needs greater provision e.g.: police/fire/ambulance. The need for permanent stations for these on Island.
Canvey is low lying - what consideration is being given to increased risks of flooding and improving defences in light of some
weakened areas already in the sea wall.

DRAFT/RES/1093 SS8 7EA

I understand the need for development but sincerely hope that roads and transport links are upgraded/ built before the new
homes are built. Most mornings it can take me 20-25 minutes r reach Waterside Farm.
Also if Thorney Bay no longer houses the homeless, is there any provision for them in the new plans?
I know this is currently a problem as I work at a charity dealing with homelessness.

DRAFT/RES/1094 SS8 8BL

Any increase in traffic volume on Canvey would make it almost impossible to plan and escape from the Island if it were
needed. It is already a frustrating journey to leave and return to Canvey during peak times. It is very hard to justify any larger
building site on Canvey, not until the infrastructure and amenities are fit for purpose with current population needs being
paramount - not even people to cater for.

DRAFT/RES/1095 SS8 0DU

No further homes to be built on flood plains were a sensible idea. To build another 1000 plus home on Canvey also is a good
idea; providently one does not have to live in one. This Island is already too heavily populated but the powers that be seem
hell bent in making it worse. It matters not at all that us living on the island are being herded into less and less space just so
as long as developers can keep earning their millions. If the people of Canvey have their way, there would be no more
homes built. Improvements to retailing, roads, employment etc would be welcome but is not likely to become a reality. We
have to suffer this. We are repeatedly told or ease the powers that will be in force an extra 3000 homes to be built on our
doorsteps. If this is democracy it stinks to high heaven. Worst of all is the prospect of 600 homes built on Thorney Bay
Caravan Park. I hope it floods on completion1

DRAFT/RES/1096 SS7 3DN

Please don't just remove all the green area from our town and cram in large housing estates into small areas. Build
properties where there aren't so many houses- this way you won't disrupt everyone's way of life. It is good for our well being
to have wildlife and green spaces around us. Fully appreciate the need for more homes, but there are plenty of undeveloped
green areas where homes can be built with little impact on the lives of others. Please!!

DRAFT/RES/1097 SS8 0ET

Canvey Island is a flood plain. To concrete over more of it is high risk for current residents. 1,450 new homes mean an
increase of 3000 more people and same amount of cars.
The local infrastructure cannot cope now. Developer must put this in place before building (Doctors, Schools, Roads,
Sewage etc) No-one believes developers will do this. Local council will not enforce this.
Employment growth as indicated will not be enough for the increase of population. There are not enough jobs for Islanders
now. Premises are empty on Charfleets now. I do not see industry wanting to open up on Canvey Island with the two roads
we have (once you have got past Waterside roundabout).
Improving a few hundred yards of Somme’s Avenue will still result in bottleneck at Link Road. A waste of money building at
the Point Road site will cause massive traffic problems for Canvey's existing roads. Extending Roscommon Way will only
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please the boy racers.
Who are the extra houses for? Is it for the outer-flow from London and elsewhere? We are crowded now. No mention of the
Gas and Oil installation I see. Health and Safety is important and we are overcrowded.

DRAFT/RES/1098 SS7 5UA

This area is already too overcrowded; the roads are in a very poor state and will only become worse if more people move
into the area.

DRAFT/RES/1099 SS7 1JP

1. Why cannot the Manor Trading Estate be used for housing (brown field) instead of green field sites? It seems to me that
many industrial/ retail sites there have more land than they need!
2. Please keep West Canvey as a lovely open space (East Canvey is a concrete jungle and needs access to all the open
space it can get!).
3. Would it not be better to smarten up the existing retail space in Benfleet and Hadleigh than to increase such space?
Hopes Green shops are ugly, a blot on the landscape.
Objection Housing Proposal- There are not enough provisions on the Island regarding both Infant/Junior and Senior schools.
More homes mean more cars. Canvey is already congested as it is.
After recent weather events, several areas indicated for homes have standing water still on them before any more houses
are built, drainage issues and the dredging of the Creek would need to be sorted.
Canvey does not need more homes unless you can sort out:

DRAFT/RES/1100 SS8 9NE
1. Roads
2. Schools and GPs
3. Drainage problems
Also the area indicated for development are also used regularly by dog walkers, yet again these proposals cut down
on areas we can take out pets.

DRAFT/RES/1101 SS7 5TR

Benfleet was and still is a village.
The new proposals is making it into a town, spoiling what open space it has.

DRAFT/RES/1102 SS8 7QJ

Don't want foreigners and job seekers (council tenants) or new homes built at The Point on Canvey as it is overcrowded
already and we can't take more people moving to the Island.
All Councillors are interested in is more money to line their fat pockets with instead of doing their jobs.

DRAFT/RES/1105 SS7 3EB

No development- either housing or commercial should be made before the major road junctions; Tarpots, Woodman’s,
Sainsbury Junction, Vic House Corner, Krunsty Road A13, Blind Spot at end of Thundersley Ground and A13, are all
improved as they cannot cope with existing traffic loads. Also nothing is mentioned about improving railway links e.g.: more
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available seating from Benfleet (more 12 coach trains)

DRAFT/RES/1106 SS8 0AP

Further housing increases should be held until all infrastructure (roads, drainage etc) works have been completed. A
reduction in traffic queues is essential first. The ratio of increases population to employment opportunities does not stack up.
Too few jobs for increase in population. This will create more traffic with people travelling to their work places.
Proposal plans do not show proposed road changes (does not even show current existing Roscommon Way extension).

DRAFT/RES/1107 SS8 0AU

We recently experienced flooding on Thorney Bay Road. We have no idea why after living on the Island since 1969 that this
should suddenly occur. We can only conclude that original dykes that have become pipes are not being maintained properly.
we need all the green that there is in Canvey to soak up rainfall- see Somerset flats, what happened when you build on
them, Will we get a grantee additional roads/widening will be completes before one single house is built?

DRAFT/RES/1108 SS73EB

Many thanks for the opportunity to attend the 'Q and A' open session on Tuesday 25th at the CPBC offices. I raised 2
questions and would now like my input to be registered as a formal response to the New Local Plan.
1. I raised the point that the St. Peter's Church cemetery would appear to be colour coded as a Play Area. I was assured that
this was not the case, and the colour code of the said cemetery was that of Open Space. I can only assume the similarity of
the two colour codes caused me to raise this matter.
2. Part of the northern area of Coombe Wood in Thundersley has been colour coded differently to that of the majority of the
woods. I raised the point that Coombe Wood is now a registered Village Green (No’s 147 and 155 with the Registration
Authority Essex County Council). The Village Green area stretches from the south of the wood (bounded by the London
Road A13), to the north of the wood at the point adjacent to St. Peter's Church Field, You confirmed your understanding and
appreciation of the Village Green area in Coombe Wood. You suggested that the difference in colour coding to the northern
area of the Village Green from the remaining area of Village Green was simply a technicality and down to the map markings
used on the Ordnance Survey map of the area, which had been carried over to the New Local Plan map.
Whilst not fully understanding this explanation, I was advised to comment through the formal Consultation Process. I would
very much appreciate your formal amendment at the earliest opportunity to the New Local Plan map as regards Coombe
Wood in Thundersley in order to avoid any misunderstandings, concerns and discussions on this matter.
Your confirmation of your actions would be very much appreciated

DRAFT/RES/1109 SS7 2PG

We think the overall concern of all this development will mean so much more congestion on all our local roads, especially
with regard to extra traffic (mainly private cars) which will be using the existing roads in this area.

DRAFT/RES/1110 SS8 9BP

Canvey Island needs to regenerate town centre. We do not need any more houses or schools on the Island, as it regularly
becomes grid locked. As it stands, Canvey should remain an Island with the community feel it has. Expansion would erode
this. Services are already under too much strain. Flooding issues must be considered.

DRAFT/RES/1111 SS7 1HT

GP Surgeries- capacity
1. Hospital capacities then as people get ill??!!
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2. Deanes School closing- but you're building a new Junior school!! Capacity??

DRAFT/RES/1112 SS7 3AJ

I object to any building on or taking over any PUBLIC OPEN SPACE, which is in this new local plan.
My objection to Manor Trading Estate is that how are new roads going to be built, as it is now you get lorries going up and
down CHURCH HILL that fill the narrow road, which will cause an accident in the future.

DRAFT/RES/1113 SS8 9NU

Firstly all the proposed housing developments for Canvey would greatly all to the traffic/congestion problems on the Island.
Also whilst I am in agreement about retail improvement on Canvey is a good thing, I find it hard to believe that new shops is
the answer when there are empty shops in Canvey which cannot be filled.
The proposed widening of Soames Avenue, dualling of Canvey Way would only be a quick fix, what is needed and long
overdue is a third road off Canvey. Without this infrastructure in place and the proposed new homes and businesses,
Canvey will grind to a halt.
Lastly I would like to know why Canvey has to find approx 36% of the new build compared to the rest of Castle Point, this
seems to me to be very unfair yet again Canvey is the poor relation!

DRAFT/RES/1114 SS7 5QQ

I found this questionnaire very misleading. Most options lead me to agree (to a degree) with the proposals. The majority of
questions had no option for complete disagreement, which I would have selected had it been there.
I strongly object to new homes being built in Benfleet, Thundersley and Hadleigh. Twelve years ago I relocated to Benfleet
from a built up urban area to improve the quality of life for myself and my family. One of the main reasons we chose to move
here was the balance of town and open space, which will be diminished if the building proposals go ahead.
The infrastructure cannot support these proposals either; in particular there is a lack of secondary school spaces- especially
with the councils proposed closure of the Deanes.
In my opinion, if the Government require new homes to be built, why not construct a whole new town or towns away from
existing towns i.e. like the Basildon and Milton Keynes projects of the fifties and sixties.

DRAFT/RES/1115 SS7 3TU

I grew up on the Appleton Estate all my life. When I was young it was a quiet, safe place to grow up. Now it is full of cars
parked on verges, heavy good vehicles going to the treatment plant and poorly cared for roads. Building on the land on
Jotmans Farm would further cause damage to Appleton Estate. It used to be a superb environment around this area now, I
feel incredibly upset for my parents who will live out their days surrounded by property developers and builders and traffic!!
DO NOT DO IT, THINK OF THE RESIDENTS!!

DRAFT/RES/1116 SS8 9JH

Island is too small for too much more development.
The town centre is looking very tired and run down with at least seven empty shops. Provisions should be made to establish
decent shops to encourage residents to shop on Canvey rather than having to keep making trips to Lakeside, Southend and
Basildon etc.
Bus Services on Canvey are deplorable- in the 1960's you could get home Southend or Basildon by bus at 11pm. Now
Route 22 ends evenings around 7pm weekday and 6pm Sunday- DARK AGES
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DRAFT/RES/1117 SS8 9JS

If you build on Canvey, you need to understand the third road off needs to be the other end of the Island, as all the cars will
be going the same way off, It will be like one road off.
We need all the open space in Castle Point, as flooding throughout the country is down to Councils selling of land that can
flood. All you are doing is giving the water less places to go.
As usual, you will do whatever you like!!

DRAFT/RES/1119 SS8 9NG

Not happy about the idea of a 'river' from Canvey Lake, which results in a 'fountain', seems a waste of money! Worried about
the vandalism/rubbish. Surely better use of the money can be used to promote shopping and regeneration of the shopping
centre.

DRAFT/RES/1121 SS8 7NN

You seem to be building all these houses on Canvey, so that means more children and more people but no new schools for
said children, no new drainage, no new water supply, what about a new bus route. The one we have at the moment is
rubbish, between Canvey Esplanade and the town. Also we are built on a flood plain, with the weather as it in at the moment;
we will all be sinking in a few years time.
I think you should give it some though, especially the people who don't like here.

DRAFT/RES/1123 SS8 9DJ

I appreciate these plans but as a resident of Canvey Island, which I have been all my life, Traffic congestion is a daily battle
to get on/off the Island.
There should be no more approvals for planning on houses or retail until the road infrastructure is in place. It is a fact that the
Saddler's Farm improvements have made the daily commute for Islanders worse. The only people who have benefited from
this are people from Southend, Chelmsford and further afield.
1450 new homes will mean approx 2900 more vehicles on the Island- the infrastructure cannot cope now,
1. New road/ infrastructure
2. New homes/retail/employment
3. Town Centre Regeneration

DRAFT/RES/1125 SS8 0QQ

No more houses on Canvey please. The roads can't cope with the congestion as it is. What about the flood defences and the
loss of greenbelt?
Where I live is nice and quiet- this is going to change with affordable housing being in my back yard. My house value will fall
and crime will increase. I do not want another 'avenues' type estate backing onto my garden. There is plenty of open space
elsewhere in Essex so please consider this.

DRAFT/RES/1128 SS8 8QW

Third Road urgently needed Canvey Island. Once built them Canvey could support more housing.

DRAFT/RES/1129 SS8 7LG

As a resident whose house was flooded due to bad drainage/lack of maintenance in August 2013, I can only see more
problems with a drainage system that clearly does not cope with heavy rainfall. More housing would only add to the problem.
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DRAFT/RES/1132 SS8 8BT

What's the point adding more retail places while a lot of the present ones are empty? They need to be replaced with decent
popular named shops to attract residents to stay and shop on the Island.

DRAFT/RES/1136 SS7 2TL

We have to trust CPBC 'call' the local plan targets which fall way short of National Framework targets. We hope that the
large gap does not lead to rejection of the local plan and the force feeding of the larger National Framework.

DRAFT/RES/1141 SS7 2UT

The council must listen to the people and stop the green belt developers must not allow houses to be built on SOLBY WOOD
FARM or BROOK FARM or CLAYDONS [Blake’s] /COOKS FARM there must be no link road from stadium way to Daws
Heath Road.
The council must develop the H18, land behind the Blinking Owl cafe fane road sites Essex Highways must be made to
listen.
The pupils and parents of Deanes school won the battle, let CPBC win this battle for the people it serves

DRAFT/RES/1143 SS8 9PD

Canvey Island needs another road off the Island from Leigh Bell to the Mainland.
Objections from people on mainland- probably.
Expensive- yes but so is dualling Canvey Way.
Saving the Island's population incase of emergency- PRICELESS!!

DRAFT/RES/1146 SS8 7NN

I have an issue with how traffic will be controlled along the High Street, Hadleigh. First proposal was not in my opinion a No,
no as to turn the High Street over to two ways traffic will cause problems, especially on rubbish collection day and with buses
stopping to pick up passengers. This could cause accidents as patience is not a virtue amongst motorists and a head on
crash is more than likely as the traffic builds up at rush hour.

DRAFT/RES/1148 SS7 3RY

The land at Thorney Bay park Canvey Island with the adverse impact of the nearby oil storage depot is too dangerous a shot
for both caravans and houses. It should be cleared of habitation as soon as possible to prevent a catastrophe involving great
loss of life.

DRAFT/RES/1149 SS7 2JB

Totally opposed to restaurant/public house at John Burrows, Hadleigh.
Inadequate access, dangerous bend, adding to preventing traffic congestion, detracts from current; and-use- leisure. Plenty
of alternative pub/restaurant in easy reach- filling house values.
Totally opposed to change of use- Deanes School Land to residential.
Hadleigh/Daws heath natural environment should be conserved at all costs.

DRAFT/RES/1150 SS7 4LT

We cannot believe after all the support from the Council to save the small plot of green belt land at H13 Glebelands from
builders; you have now included it in the local plan to build 100 homes on it, not much less than Foxlands FLP which was
refused in the high courts.
With the only access through Glebelands, it will still be so detrimental to our health and safety, young and old and a strain on
all our services. Please rethink again on this site, and let as live in peace and not drive us out of homes.
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DRAFT/RES/1151 SS7 2AX

I think you should get the infrastructure in first.
Also who will go into these new homes?

DRAFT/RES/1154 SS7 1ST

We are concerned that there is a need for greater road infrastructure both in and out of the local areas. Traffic is now busy at
all times on the A13. This can only become a greater problem with extra houses and also with Southend Airport expanding
rapidly.

DRAFT/RES/1155 SS7 4DB

Many people are put off answering so many questions which end up somewhat confusing and perhaps never been asked
before. They end up throwing it away because they don't think it makes any difference because the Council do what they
want anyway.

DRAFT/RES/1156 SS8 8NS

It takes on a good day 20 minutes from Canvey to get to Benfleet Station in the morning and the same in the evening. How
on earth are we ever getting on and off the Island with 600+ new homes?
The new road links etc have to come first then housing. The people who work pay for this so help us get to work first!

DRAFT/RES/1159 SS7 1BQ

Better use could be made of existing 'brown field' sites and sites where housing has been left empty for years rather than
using 'green belt' sites.

DRAFT/RES/1161 SS7 2JR

Sad to see H10 developed but maybe best option for reasons of traffic flow.

DRAFT/RES/1162 SS7 3PP

Woodman’s Roundabout?

DRAFT/RES/1163 SS7 2SF

Object to the new Public House Proposal for John Burrows Recreation Ground.
Coffee shop/tea rooms- Yes
Public House- No

DRAFT/RES/1164 SS7 3YF

The area around Hadleigh, Thundersley and Benfleet is busy enough and populated enough without all these new houses
and also, with Deanes School closing where will all the children go to school?
Our green spaces are gradually disappearing. Perhaps if this country closed its borders to immigration, the amount of
houses popping up all over the country wouldn't have to be so high!

DRAFT/RES/1165 SS8 7HL

No provision is being made for existing infrastructure maintenance or improvements.
All current services only just accommodate current situations.
Existing road maintenance has totally ignored. This needs to happen before spending money on these plans.

DRAFT/RES/1167 SS8 9RX

Well, number one, there are too many people on the Island for a start. It's madness to propose more. The crime is and
already without adding to it and getting on and off this Island is a joke now. What you should be doing is keeping the lights
on and that will cut crime and put a new road in.

DRAFT/RES/1169 SS7 4EU

You have to have a plan for new developments but I have lived in Benfleet 30 years and the improvements to Saddler's
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Farm at peak times are only marginal, as I see it, with more people and cars coming to the area will impact of Saddlers
again. I feel the years of disruption, people of Benfleet put up with the new roundabout was disgusting, and all the time and
money has hardly improved the road network for Benfleet people. A much improved road network to serve Benfleet will be
needed again in coming years as road and services will not be able to support the influx of people.

DRAFT/RES/1170 SS7 3JP

The local plan would bring more traffic into the area which is already heavily congested. Also other services would be
affected by a rise in population, including doctors, hospitals and schools.

DRAFT/RES/1172 SS7 5JD

This area is going to be destroyed by adding so many new houses. The current infrastructure is already a disgrace- the
council clearly cannot cope with the existing number of residents so this is a recipe for total disaster. This proposal is
probably your solution- anyone in the area seeing such a calamity will be desperate to leave the area so job done- lots of
houses! Shopping in the area is a joke, jobs are nonexistent and schools oversubscribed (even worse to come with the
disgusting decision to close Deanes School). All in all the council should be ashamed!

DRAFT/RES/1173 SS8 7DX

Infrastructure must be a priority over more house on Canvey, the Sadler's Farm changes have made leaving Canvey better
in the mornings but the journey at evenings back onto the Island have not improved. The Northwick to Corringham Road is a
must before anymore housing is begun.

DRAFT/RES/1174 SS7 5DF

Imagine my distress to find that an 800 home estate is being proposed almost on my doorstep. I am already suffering from
problems with flooding and sewage drain blockages. I fear this can only get worse with less natural drainage and more
concrete boxes. Furthermore, how can the local area cope with the higher footfall to the already well used shops in the High
Road, and less than adequate local bus services?

DRAFT/RES/1175 SS8 7DA

Canvey Island is over populated and should not have further homes built unless a much improved road system is provided.
Dualling part of Canvey Way will not be suitable. Every time there is an accident on Canvey, the whole area comes to a
standstill. Sense must prevail over the needs of developers lining theirs (and the Councils) pockets.
No more green Belt land on Canvey should be used other than by wildlife.

DRAFT/RES/1176 SS7 3BD

This plan is (again) aimed only at 'easy' profit areas for the developers and Council. There is no indication of clinics needed
and improvements in community shops i.e. the High Road.
There is no indication of the proposed closure of Deanes School and subsequent developments that would attribute to this
decision - Housing development. 2000 new homes need schools. Prior plans have not addressed how affordable housing for
the younger generation. It has been passed on 4/5 bedroom properties for developer properties.

DRAFT/RES/1177 SS7 5DE

We on the Jotmans Estate already flood, be it Winter or Summer, taking weeks to subside. If 800 homes are built at H14, we
will be calling out the Fire Brigade to pump out. H14 area is much higher than Jotmans Estate so obviously water goes to the
lowest level. Not only do we flood in winter but also in the summer. So take not of logic and build somewhere else which is
flat.
Do not think of future development, but think of the future of the people already living here and how this will destroy their
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homes- we do not want scenes like we are seeing on the news i.e. Somerset, Dorset. Continue in this manner and you will
be creating the same problem. Build on open ground which does not have other properties adjacent to it. Then creating a
new area self contained.

DRAFT/RES/1178 SS7 1DY

Access and flooding cause concern for the land West of Glebelands.
Waste disposal issues (currently ongoing) are an issue with the Manor Trading Estate. Current site could do with the
investment rather than expand.

DRAFT/RES/1179 SS8 0EA

Canvey Island cannot take anymore properties. We have sewage floating into our homes and gardens every time we have
heavy rain and constant flooding on roads. The road and pavements are in terrible disrepair. We have no local services i.e.
police. Fire services. We cannot get doctor’s appointments now, what happens when others live here?
Thorney Bay was meant to be a holiday site; already it has been allowed to become a residential site for everyone who
needs a cheap place to live, causing many problems on Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/1180 SS8 9BX

We just don't need more houses on Canvey- it's too small now.
There are is too much traffic and cars on Canvey- sort the roads out before you build more houses and the drains need
sorting.
They have built too many houses on Canvey. They have built two houses on one small plot of land with small gardens in the
year gone by.
So let's not build more off the same, there is lots of land off the Island all along the A130 to Chelmsford?

DRAFT/RES/1181 SS8 9NZ

I object to more houses being built on Canvey as the infrastructure cannot take any more people or traffic. This will also
impact on local services. The quality of life will deteriorate for residents who live near the proposed sites for a new house.
The increase on traffic will have a huge impact on people already living on the Island.
There is plenty of green belt to build new houses without impacting on densely populated areas. Not to mention the noise
pollution and inconvenience which will have to be endured by current Islanders?

DRAFT/RES/1182 SS7 5NN

Building one additional school when 4000 extra people could be living in Benfleet seems inadequate. The roads are
congested enough and in Benfleet parking around the High Street is already a nightmare. The junction at the end of Kent’s
Hill is dangerous as to turn right into the High Street you have to wait a long time. I agree Canvey needs more roads into it,
as again the congestion there is terrible. The High Street in Benfleet is not varied enough to support all these extra peopledo we need so many estate agents?

DRAFT/RES/1183 SS7 5AQ

I live at Cemetery Corner, High Road Benfleet and the traffic is very busy especially at peak times. 800 houses West of
Benfleet would add greatly to the amount of traffic using the High Road.

DRAFT/RES/1184 SS7 5PN

Where is the new proposed junction from A130 Canvey Way to Benfleet i.e. Jotmans?
What are the junction improvements at Kenneth Road- i.e. traffic lights, mini roundabout?
Are our sewage works to be upgraded to cope with the pressure that will be put on it with the extra housing? The smell is
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bad enough now in the warm weather.
My major concern is congestion- it is bad enough now.

DRAFT/RES/1185 SS7 5XU

I am against the proposed site of H9 (Benfleet) as Gifford Road, which is in dire need of resurfacing, is already used as a rat
run to Kent Hill Road and for school parking, will deteriorate further due to more heavy traffic on roads and pavements.

DRAFT/RES/1186 SS8 9FD

Speaking from someone who lives on Canvey and has to queue to get on and off the Island every day. No houses should be
built unless there is another road off the Island! If ever there were a major flood, we would have no chance. We do not have
the infrastructure for new homes.
I particularly object to the Castle View Development. We were told this land was going to be used to extend the sixth form
college. When all along it was earmarked for housing. I personally feel that this reply is a waste of time; the people of
Canvey will be railroaded once again.

DRAFT/RES/1187 SS8 7BT

Our drains and sewers on Canvey cannot cope with anymore housing additions. I live in Grafton Road and have nothing but
trouble with the sewers in our street as soon as we get any heavy rain. My toilet system fills up because of the amount of
extra water entering the system. More homes built will only make things worse. More water and on an already overloaded
system.

DRAFT/RES/1188 SS8 9NR

Before any new homes are built on Canvey, the issue of traffic congestion must be looked at!! A new access road is surely a
priority!!
Getting on and off the Island is beyond a joke! Let alone with more traffic. Even if every new home has only one car it would
be a nightmare. Secondly, in addition to the above point, the drainage on the Island needs to be addressed! It is terrible! Add
more homes and this will only be accentuated!! Thank you!

DRAFT/RES/1189 SS7 1JB

I have no objection in trying to bring employment to the area, although as mentioned improvements to flow of traffic would
have to be out in place. However my main concern is living in Benfleet, the area is hugely populated and so the impact on
schools etc is a big concern. I have already got trouble trying to get my daughter into a pre-school of choice as it.

DRAFT/RES/1190 SS7 5DS

It is going to be crowded like London soon, I hate London.
Where are the girls going to keep their horses, currently on Jotmans Farm?
If we had less immigrants we would not need more houses. Our population is going down.

DRAFT/RES/1191 SS7 5EN

Those that want to live in concrete and tarmac hell holes can move to one. There are those in power that will not be satisfied
until the whole of South Essex has been turned into one.
We need our flood meadows. Build on Jotmans Farm and the estate where I live will flood.

DRAFT/RES/1192 SS8 0LJ

I have lived on Canvey 43 years, so many people, cars, houses but no work on flooding off roads and houses. Our sewage
pipes are so old it needs to be sorted out and new homes will only add to the problem.
This year, 2013-2014, my road and side of the house have taken twice as long to drain away.
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NO more houses, we are only a small Island.

DRAFT/RES/1193 SS87EJ

Would like to see a Doctors Surgery by High Street end to support new 'Point' houses and existing people this end of
Canvey.
The Paddocks has a stairs and lift, both I can't use (hate lifts). Need a bungalow level surgery please and no upper floors.
Others support my view and roads aren't being repaired now. Florence Road pothole was reported six weeks ago, they still
haven't filled this huge hole in, despite a repeated call by me. How will heavier traffic from new home impact roads not being
repaired now?

DRAFT/RES/1194 SS7 2UG

The Daws Heath Road has problems with flooding now and the water authorities have looked into it. Drainage problems
would have to be sorted out to cope with extra housing.
Congestion is a major problem at peak times, Woodman's, Sadler’s Farms, Rayleigh Weir/Hadleigh High Street, particularly
if an accident occurs. All the extra cars from new housing will have to access these areas to get to and from place of work.
Shorter Bus Routes this would enable people to get to work quicker, long route take people up to two hours to get from one
area to another. A circle route round Hadleigh, Daws Heath and Thundersley for example. Daws heath has no bus service to
C2C railway and it used to.
I do not understand why Essex County Council opposes slip roads to be built of A127 and A130; these would give access to
land for building houses. We do pay rates to Essex Council.

DRAFT/RES/1195 SS7 1BX

The UK has an average of 12% tree coverage as opposed to 35% tree coverage in the rest of Europe. We should not be
supporting any further loss of Greenbelt sites.
350 new homes per year would have a devastating effect on the quality of life for current residents and wildlife as well as
putting a great strain on local services e.g.: schools, doctors, traffic.
If I wanted to live in a concrete jungle I would not have moved here from London.

DRAFT/RES/1196 SS7 1QD

I am not in favour of using any green belt land for housing as we need to protect it for future generations. Once it's gone it's
gone forever.
The Benfleet/Thundersley/Hadleigh roads especially A13 are overcrowded now. At peak times there are always long
queues. They can't cope with anymore traffic which new housing developments would bring.
I know the birth rate in Castle Point is on the increase so I applaud the plans to build new primary schools. However, what
about secondary school provision and why plans to close Deanes School?

DRAFT/RES/1197 SS8 8EU

Whilst I have stated no objections to the new housing proposals, this is subject to transport improvements being made. The
dire road congestion on Canvey during morning and evenings requires the proposed transport improvements indicated in the
plan, principally a new road off Canvey to the motorway, be built prior to ANY new housing on Canvey.
The present peak period congestion proves that it would be impossible to evacuate Canvey in an emergency. The addition of
the additional proposed homes without improved transport improvements would make the situation intolerable and even
more dangerous.
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DRAFT/RES/1198 SS7 4NL

The area cannot withstand the impact of the build volume in South Benfleet. The area is heavily congested already. The
High Road is inadequately on size for the volume of traffic especially at peak periods due to the location of a number of
schools plus Benfleet Station.
In addition, you state you wish the 'town centres to remain attractive' - why then have you started charging for Richmond Hall
car park. The shops are feeling the impact, the car park is nearly empty and congestion has increased on the High Road
where cars are fighting to park in the lay by!!! All of which is predictable.

DRAFT/RES/1199 SS7 4NY

I object to the plan in respect of areas H13 and H14 as I believe that they are both on flood plains and serious consideration
will need to be given to drainage by way of balancing pump stations and surface water disposal. The H18 area appears to
indicate that after 2031 our green belt will be lost forever and new Thundersley will become a concrete jungle.
The E3 area at Manor Road should not be allowed until the roads and pavements on this estate are brought up to a good
standard and adequate road safety measures are taken to help pedestrians. At present, this site is a disgrace and the heavy
vehicles on it come along Church Road as if they are on the F1 track. Industrial sites such as these should not be in the
middle of an estate but on the outside.

DRAFT/RES/1200 SS7 4NE

Regarding the growth adjacent to Manor Trading Estate (E3) better access would need to be provided.
The junction of manor Road and Church Road, by Martin's Newsagents, is very busy and the road always needs repair
owning to the large, heavy lorries cutting through from Tarpots junction. This is also a dangerous area at school time when
young children are coming and going.

DRAFT/RES/1201 SS7 5AS

I don't think the proposal for H14 for 800 homes, schools, and shops should go ahead.
I enjoy dog walking and open spaces; this is Green Belt and should be left for the community to enjoy, including wildlife.
Impact on traffic and noise.

DRAFT/RES/1202 SS7 5SE

You have protected 92% of the greenbelt which is good, but it is not necessarily the right area- 200 houses at Catherine
Road are absurd!
All the doctors’ surgeries are busy, two schools close by. Traffic at Kent’s Hill/ A13 Junction is busy enough. This is before
the impact on Wildlife, places to walk horse riders and of course especially with recent weather, the amount of rain the
ground will absorb!!! Would building on this land cause flooding at the bottom of the hill??!!

DRAFT/RES/1203 SS8 9AL

I think before introducing even more housing, you need to look already on the impact of traffic, the fact you have already one
senior school less on Canvey and mainly congestion. Are we going to leave any green spaces on Canvey?

DRAFT/RES/1204 SS7 1RP

I have concern about access to Kiln Road once the new housing is occupied as it is already a nightmare exiting Shipwrights
Drive before the extra traffic from 450 new homes being built.

DRAFT/RES/1205 SS8 9FF

Local plans always seem to dictate that small parcels of land are to be built on rather than use ' Green Belt' land. This policy
reduces the amount of open spaces available to home owners near to where they live and creates congestion to the
infrastructure and a strain on services. This is what we have to put up with a daily basis.
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With this in mind, it is sometimes more beneficial to use up selected plots of 'Green Belt' land and provide new housing
schemes with their own infrastructure, It's more expensive but would have a lesser impact on our daily lives.

DRAFT/RES/1206 SS8 0JS

All this extra housing on Canvey- schools shut, police station shut, retained firemen, limited ambulance station.
Flooding of roads, water people can't seem to control this. Roads are inadequate. we need a road off the island in the Point
area of Leigh, thereby freeing up most of the hold-ups occur, why should Thorney Bay be built on, it's supposed to be a
holiday camp!!

DRAFT/RES/1207 SS7 2UJ

Not in my back garden, not only do I not want any houses built at the bottom of my garden, I only bought this house four
years ago only for the view, and also there is enough houses around here, and too many cars, so to add more will be
unwelcome- stop building on every bit of green land- we will have nothing left.

DRAFT/RES/1208 SS7 2TJ

Derelict proprieties should be utilised- this of course would not provide the amount of properties required by the Government,
but why build more when there are many properties that can be renovated. The amount of housing you are proposing puts
huge pressure on schools, doctors surgeries etc (in the Hadleigh/ Daws Heath Area.) where it is hard enough to get in, in the
first place. Please re-think your proposals.

DRAFT/RES/1209 SS8 0Al

As a Canvey Resident, I feel no more flats or houses should be considered before several other areas have been improvedroads drainage, transport links (Railway station), schools doctors.

DRAFT/RES/1210 SS7 4LT

If property is built West of Glebelands, the current Rushbottom Lane Surgery cannot cope with extra demand. Also
Glebelands experiences enough congestion from parents that have children attending both nearby schools parking there.

DRAFT/RES/1214 SS7 3AP

Re: Question 3
As the Council Housing target is set by central government then the Local Plan should fit inside of ECC plan for
infrastructure improvements so that a top down design plan is implemented rather than a plan to resolve problems created
bottom up. The ECC plan should be a prerequisite and part of the Local Plan in terms of necessary development for major
roads, schools, hospitals, water supply and drainage etc. etc.
General Matters.
Land with any sort of legal status should be protected and as such highlighted on the plan. E.g. as well as Listed Buildings
and SSI, also to include Ancient Woodlands, Commons, Village Greens and land donated to the Council for the Community
etc.
Certain Green Field and Wildlife Sites should be highlighted and excluded from areas denoted for housing or potential
housing since a developer may use their inclusion on an appeal for development even if the Council may consider them to
remain untouched for the surrounding development.
More detailed clarification is required for 'off site compensation' and the min. 20 year period and associated management
needed. Some Wildlife Sites can't be compensated if they have taken decades to be established e.g. woodland.
Life Span of the Plan.
Although intended to last until 2031 the fact that a min housing plan must be in place for 5 years and could potentially give
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the Council grounds to make minor modifications very soon after the Plan is implemented. The way the Key of the Plan is
used at the moment really sets a precedent which would allow nearly any land in the Borough being available for inclusion
into a Housing area or a Search for Housing at some time in the future. This Plan shows no long term security on any piece
of land within the Borough.

DRAFT/RES/1221 SS8 9PF

A new road of Canvey West to Leigh on Sea.
42,000 people can't all be wrong- new road needed NOW
Canvey's road's drainage can't take any more homes on this sort of scale.

DRAFT/RES/1222 SS7 1DD

Not enough information is provided on the effects on existing roads and schools.

DRAFT/RES/1224 SS8 9SE

New Infrastructure needed on roads and drainage before any building takes place.

DRAFT/RES/1225 SS7 2LG

No pub in John Burrows Park.
New drains needed for more housing.

DRAFT/RES/1229 SS8 7PP

Putting so many houses on the Island is asking for trouble. It is overcrowded already and too many houses are built on
unsuitable grounds i.e. flood plains.

DRAFT/RES/1230 SS7 2NP

As we have no regular/reliable bus service to Hadleigh High Street or Rayleigh, the impact on traffic will be excessive.
Already grid lock on many rush hour times, plus when there is bad weather, accidents or repair maintenance being carried
out.

DRAFT/RES/1232 SS7 4QN

I have a mobility scooter and before anything else we need new, wider pavements. Junction at Chamberlain Avenue kerb
broken- have to go into road to continue journey. Kerb between Post Office and edge on one way system too high- has to
bump scooter up.
It takes too long now to get on and off Canvey without putting more people on cars on the roads.

DRAFT/RES/1233 SS7 5EP

I feel very strongly about the loss of Green Belt.
The area is already congested and I cannot see how the developments will enhance quality of life for existing residents.

DRAFT/RES/1235 SS8 0BZ

Let's get the infrastructure built on Canvey first, i.e.: New Road Off/ Dualling of Canvey Way before any more homes, and
ensure provision for schools and healthcare is able to meet demand.

DRAFT/RES/1238 SS7 2SF

With all new proposed development, closing Deanes School- fool hardy and lacking foresight.
Some development ok for Jotmans Farm NOT 800 houses far too many for this already crowded area.
In all whilst some new houses are needed we do not need the amount proposed. This area has too many already with so
many roads clogged up. If the proposed mad scheme to alter roads in Hadleigh Town Centre goes ahead it will cause more
chaos. Hadleigh already ruined by Morrison’s development. Once a nice village- it has been ruined!
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DRAFT/RES/1239 SS8 8HD

Question 3- Canvey Island is already nearing its population capacity and so these housing proposals are seeking to place an
out of proportion demand. It appears that Canvey Island is being used as a dumping ground so that the rest of Castle Point
can have a brighter future.
The accent should be on keeping things (e.g. employment and retail) local. This will reduce the need for more roads.
Infrastructure must be modernised, but this does not mean building more.

DRAFT/RES/1240 SS7 2QB

I think that the proposals to build on Green Belt are unacceptable.
The Council keep asking for views and when they don't get the answer they want they re-visit the plan and ask again- not
sure why. Just accept the answer.

DRAFT/RES/1241 SS8 0AN

Let's be the same as adjoining areas and have plastic wheelie bins for our green waste instead of stupid thin plastic bags.
Your waste collectors use roller bins to collect the waste in Howard Place so your lorries are equipped to use wheelie bins!

DRAFT/RES/1242 SS8 OSB

Canvey Island is almost at the point it is to build up. Our drainage and roads systems and basic infrastructure cannot cope
now without extra building-either residential or commercial. Before any more development, basic structures need to be
completed.

DRAFT/RES/1244 SS7 3PB

•
•
•
•

By shutting Deanes School, where are local children to go to secondary school from all the new homes?
Kenneth Road improvements- A13 end is a good idea but leave Hart Road end alone.
Do not develop John Burrows site into a greasy tacky pub and reduce sports/ tennis provision. We should be
developing the Olympic legacy not destroy it with another pub-more tennis/recreation area at John Burrows please.
We should fight to keep 100% of green belt because once it's gone- it's gone forever.

DRAFT/RES/1245 SS7 2HT

We hope the figures stated here don't increase over coming years, Hadleigh is special to us, and we have only lived here
seven years (retired). Keep it special- don't spoil it!
Look after our own!!!

DRAFT/RES/1246 SS7 5DQ

Only Southend and Basildon hospitals have had to absorb the migrant population pushed into this area, already showing its
effect. Also the roads off Canvey are at maximum capacity with no third road. When the long road is closed, it pushes traffic
up through Benfleet, impacting on Tarpots- already a bottleneck due to Sadler’s Farm roundabout. Is there to be a new road
tor hospital. Appleton School, and King John are taking Deanes pupils- you are putting the new influx where? What is
happening with Thurrock when the new container port takes off? What's going on with King John Woods? More and more is
being fenced off.

DRAFT/RES/1247 SS8 7BP

Can we have more public toilets on Canvey Island e.g.: Canvey Height/ Point Area, marshes.
How can people/visitors enjoy the lovely sights if their comfort needs are being ignored?

DRAFT/RES/1248 SS7 2LP

The proposed build on H7 land off of Scrub Lane will increase dramatically the through traffic in Shepherds Walk where I
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live. Shepherds Walk is a small turning linking Poors Lane to Greenacres and Scrub Lane. We already experience heavy
through traffic because people use this as a cut through to avoid traffic lights at the junction of Rectory Road, Scrub LaneNew Road in Hadleigh. The new development will increase the through traffic in Shepherds Walk, making it unbearable. The
road is already in a bad state of repair. If this build goes ahead then Shepherds Walk must either be made a no through road
or a substantial traffic calming system put in place.

DRAFT/RES/1249 SS7 5XS

I still don't think there is enough provision of school places (primary and senior) or care homes.

DRAFT/RES/1250 SS7 5HF

When are the Council and the Government going to realise that cutting down trees etc to make way for housing is causing all
this flooding!!
We wouldn't need as many new houses if immigration was controlled.
The infrastructure in this area cannot cope as it is!!

DRAFT/RES/1251 SS7 4PY

Re-develop Manor Trading Estate- it is ideal for housing and school. The estate is going to decay and needs re-locating
asap. Why disrupt the area when everything can be put in one area.

DRAFT/RES/1252 SS7 1UE

I worry about infrastructure and impact on traffic, particularly joining the A13. Also drainage and the loss of green space.
There are not enough GP surgeries and local shops within walking distance.

DRAFT/RES/1253 SS8 9EG

A third road off Canvey Island is imperative if all the additional housing is built; along with all other road improvement
highlighted for Canvey in this document. Increased Housing-= increased traffic= road network improvements.

DRAFT/RES/1255 SS7 5AY

I hope that the comments I have made on this form (and previous comments) and protests will have some effect on the
outcome of this future development, hopefully in favour of the residents.

DRAFT/RES/1256 SS7 2QJ

I think this is quite sad, way too much concrete- this area has gone downhill in the last 20 years. It's not so nice to live her.
Talk about overkill. Greed is destroying this area. How long will it take to cover the whole area in concrete, everyone is on
top of each other. No wonder is so depressing, This area cannot sustain this sort of hell - you lot cannot cope now, god know
what happens later.
Beginning to wish I had lived somewhere else.

DRAFT/RES/1258 SS7 5QH

No, looks ok.

DRAFT/RES/1260 SS7 1HJ

I see a lot of development proposals for land currently used foe the equestrian sport. We have already lost many equestrian
facilities in the area and to lose more would be very sad. Outdoor activities should be encouraged and I am not opposed to
sharing these facilities with other outdoor sporting facilities, but please do not build on them and lose them completely. I also
love my train journey home from London looking out over that beautiful landscape across Jotmans Farm up to St Mary's
Church and the water tower. It's sad to take that beautiful view and refreshing thought of home with more houses.

DRAFT/RES/1262 SS8 9EL

Q3- H14- This site should be left alone as it houses more than 60 stables and grazing land.
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DRAFT/RES/1263 SS7 3SL

Our biggest concern is that Thundersley remains a village. There is a real community in this area, which it would be a crime
to destroy. Although we can appreciate that the Woodman's area is a real problem for traffic, the pub and shops are an asset
which we would hate to lose.
Please try to retain the 'small' village feel of the area- no huge roads or flyovers, or we could be left with a cold sprawling
suburb with no character or indeed 'character'.

DRAFT/RES/1264 SS7 3HE

Q3- The scale of the housing is too big in areas, H4, H14, H18, H9 and H11.
Too much 'affordable' properties may devalue the whole of Thundersley/ Hadleigh.
Q6- Should improve what is already there and expansion will put too many lorries on residential roads.
Too close to Junior School.

DRAFT/RES/1266 SS8 0EB

Canvey Island is well over populated- we don't need more building.

DRAFT/RES/1267 SS7 5DW

At the time of writing, the field on Jotmans Farm is underwater and the horses that graze there have had to be moved. The
water is flowing off the fields down into the surrounding streets on the Jotmans Estate.
Jotmans Estate is built on a flood plain. These fields are not the place to concrete over. 11/02/2014

DRAFT/RES/1268 SS8 9LD

Changes and new housing developments are inevitable. Please ensure that we do it right. i.e. let’s get the roads built and
improved before we start building houses.

DRAFT/RES/1269 SS7 5AF

I do not agree with any new proposals to build in Castle Point. The area does not have enough space to take more homes,
traffic or sewage!
I do not believe Green Belt should be built on.
I have enough trouble pulling off my drive with the amount of traffic in Benfleet now, without more homes and traffic coming
into the borough- Say No!!!

DRAFT/RES/1270 SS8 8QQ

So many houses it's difficult enough at times to get off the Island with so many more families, it will be even more difficult
plus we have no full time fire service. A limited ambulance service, especially if there's problems on the Canvey Way. One
accident could block all exits for hours!

DRAFT/RES/1271 SS8 8BH

The biggest problem on Canvey Island is the amount of traffic. During morning and evening rush hours it is so frustrating for
residents. There is not many areas in this part of Essex that have these long hold ups. The third road is a must but all we
seem to hear is a third road is needed but no action taken! I cannot see the point in keep asking people if nothing is going to
happen.

DRAFT/RES/1272 SS8 7HL

My husband and I strongly disagree with huge housing developments outlined for Canvey, this is a small Island, already
crammed with housing, with roads always crammed with traffic at peak times, flooding of roads when it rains, more people
than doctors to serve them (we could once get a doctor’s appointment in two days, but since all the people put on Thorney
Bay camp crammed into our surgery (200 odd) it takes about two weeks now). Also no thought has been given to the excess
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traffic this huge amount of housing will bring- at least two cars per household, this is without any children who can drive, add
these to the cars already on the roads.
If we could afford to get off the Island, we would go. Our shopping centre is non- existent, (we shop in Basildon or Southend,
and there are no shops of quality here) the 1960s served us better. I have lived in Canvey for 52 years and seen it gradually
degrade and look frowsy; overburdening this Island with more houses and cars is not the answer. I am aware houses are
needed but our little Island with more houses and cars is not the answer. I am aware houses are needed but our little Island
doesn't have the road structure or facilities to absorb the huge numbers earmarked to be put here. I know my opinions mean
nothing to our Council, Canvey people’s opinions have never been taken into account. Sorry.

DRAFT/RES/1273 SS7 2NQ

Re: The development of a pub at John Burrows Recreational Ground.
I do hope you will leave the trees and daffodil and green area in front of the tennis courts.
I am very concerned about noise levels that a pub will bring along with antisocial behaviour. I think that a 'Chalkwell Park'
style restaurant and function suite would have been better. There are so many pubs in this area.

DRAFT/RES/1274 SS8 8ET

I have lived on Canvey for nearly 40 years and have seen relentless pressure to build on Canvey that is not there in
Benfleet, Thundersley and Hadleigh. I drove a taxi in Castle Point for 15 years and can say that Canvey suffers from extreme
rush hour congestion that the rest of the Borough does not. As Canvey has only one entry/exit (Waterside Farm
Roundabout) it takes just one small incident to cause chaos on the Island. The ratio of building between Canvey and the
mainland is unbalanced, for the mainland considering the open spaces between the two.

DRAFT/RES/1275 SS7 3AS

1. As things are, there is inadequate room in both Southend and Basildon Hospitals. We do need another hospital especially
if more houses are to be built in the area.
2. There will be a shortage of school places particularly if the Deanes School is to close.
3. More housing in this area is just going to cause more traffic congestion. We feel we are unable to use the roads at the
weekend now.

DRAFT/RES/1276 SS7 2EN

The roads cannot cope with traffic now. All you are doing is encouraging people to come from London which is vastly
overcrowded, with all their problems. That's why I moved out from London. Hadleigh will turn into another London with all its
social and crime problems which we do not want.

DRAFT/RES/1277 SS8 0EY

Thorney Bay Caravan Park needs to remain as it is an opportunity for tourism which brings income into Canvey. No
objection to a road from Haven Road to Western Esplanade, but any additional residential building on Thorney Bay camp
area will impose greater demands on the infrastructure and add to traffic congestion at peak times. Holiday traffic would not
have the same impact.

DRAFT/RES/1278 SS8 7LF

The whole idea of more housing on Canvey Island is idiotic, the roads cannot cope with the existing levels of vehicles, and
the proposal of widening roads will only make getting to the first bottleneck a little quicker!!
These days people are forced to queue to get off Canvey and then to get back on it afterwards. I have lived on Canvey
Island for over 40 years and all the 'so called' improvements over the years have made it a worse place to be!!!
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DRAFT/RES/1279 SS8 0BY

Cannot build more homes on Canvey Island until the infrastructure has been improved- roads, drainage, sewage, schools,
doctors etc. Canvey can barely cope now with the population we have let alone adding more to it!! As for adding space to the
town centre- how about decreasing the rent so the vacant shops can re-open for business- this will make the 'town centre
more attractive'!!!

DRAFT/RES/1280 SS7 5DB

This will not affect my life personally as I am already old, but the affect on Jotmans and surrounding area it will be chaotic as
this area is already getting congested. Saddler's Farm Roundabout will be much worse than it is now and traffic off Canvey
will also cause much more trouble. My grandchildren and great grandchildren will suffer considerably over this.

DRAFT/RES/1281 SS7 4PL

Object to plans for Manor Trading Estate as this would personally have significant on my health and day to day life with
increased pollution, noise, traffic and stress.

DRAFT/RES/1282 SS7 1JH

Too many proposals, roads need to be greatly improved to ease congestion in this area first. Traffic is very bad in this area,
without new building. We need green spaces, look at the problems with the flooding now it will only get worse with more
building.

DRAFT/RES/1283 SS7 5NY

Build all new homes on Manor Trading Estate and move Manor Trading Estate onto Canvey Island.
We will then retain our Green Belt, grazing for horses and wildlife, walks etc, etc, etc!!
Too many homes now Canvey-remember 1953!! I do!!
We can't breathe on Benfleet -too busy now. What will it be like if all these new proposals go through??

DRAFT/RES/1284 SS7 1LH

I have lived in Castle Point for all my 45 years. I have slowly seen this peaceful community with green spaces change into
something more a kin to a London borough. The roads are a nightmare and quite honestly I feel we are already at saturation
point before adding all these intended houses. You can’t travel by road after 11am on a weekend unless you want to sit in
traffic, week days are now becoming just as busy. Quite honestly you feel trapped at times. The schools are already at
bursting point and I really don’t know how you are going to accommodate the extra teenager pupils in the oversubscribed
secondary schools. Apart from the 450 houses which are already being built on Kiln Road I strongly object to any new
development. Please don't change our already busy community into a London suburb, let us keep what little green spaces
we have left.

DRAFT/RES/1285 SS8 0DY

It would appear that this questionnaire was produced months ago. Recent climatic conditions have highlighted problems with
drainage caused in many cases by development. The water no longer has anywhere to go to. Flood plains must be exempt
from any development. Thorney Bay camp is one example. It is flooded now and any further development will exacerbate
this.

DRAFT/RES/1286 SS7 2JE

The idea of housing shortage is a myth promoted by the construction industry. Have a look in the Castle Point local
Publication- Evening Echo and the various free newspaper- Yellow Advertiser, Standard etc. You will find 80% of these
weekly publications are dedicated to house sales or house rentals. How many Estate Agents are there in Castle Point- an
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awful lot- more of these than there are banks or post offices. I know this is a pointless exercise as your mind is already made
up- but what about the quality of life in Castle Point?

DRAFT/RES/1287 SS7 3SZ

I do not support a new road being built linking Stadium Way to Daws Heath Road and I feel that the Blinking Owl/Fane Road
site should be developed before any other Green Belt land is considered.

DRAFT/RES/1289 SS7 3BD

The Council have not supported the residents of Kiln Road. The development (Wilson Homes) is a mess, there has been no
maintenance of the road surface by the developer, as this will impinge on their developer profits. There is no provision for
doctor surgeries in this development, as there is never any provision in any of the proposals by this Council.
There is a need for re-generation of Hadleigh Town Centre. Why is the (disused) pub in the High St not being developed by
the Harvester Organisation, rather than building on John Burroughs recreational fields, which will affect the residents and
impinge on parking for football teams etc. Re-generation of the Hadleigh High Street should be paramount not taking away
recreational facilities at John Burroughs.
What is required is a better use of the old Fire Station, there should be a small entertainment area - bowling alley/cinema,
which would not affect residents but would give imputes to the utilisation of what is a "ghost town", that is happening to
Hadleigh. Why not relocate the library and then you would have a major area to make a significant development from fire
station to pub/car dealership.

DRAFT/RES/1292 SS8 8LP

Too much traffic on roads. Drains won't take the load.

DRAFT/RES/1293 SS7 3HE

All roads and facilities should be improved before any more housing is built.

DRAFT/RES/1294 SS8 0NH

Canvey Island is too built up now, with drains and roads unable to cope already. Extra building of commercial or residential
would be detrimental to the area especially in view of the flooding etc.

DRAFT/RES/1297 SS8 7DA

What is the point of building all these houses and no more access roads?
I was always under the impression that no building was allowed on the Flood Risk 3 Ground.

DRAFT/RES/1300 SS8 0AX

Definitely no extension of Roscommon Way as this is pointless and going nowhere. Waste of money.
There should be no more building on Canvey at all as the roads and services can't cope (e.g. flooding of a lot of these roads
on the Island). Roads can't cope as it is, let alone another over 1000 homes planned which over ten years or so will create
another 4000 vehicles. As for Thorney bay Camp, we were told by Rebecca Harris that nothing would be allowed to be built
on that land because of health and Safety Issues because of the Gas storage.

DRAFT/RES/1301 SS8 9HB

I believe that due to the fact that children born on Canvey do not get a chance to obtain rented properties as they are all put
aside for immigrants. Also it is a fact that it also has an impact on schooling and doctors. I am in no way a racist and have
worked with all ethnicity groups within the NHS and believe if housing is built then our kids should come first.

DRAFT/RES/1302 SS7 2LN

The recent proposal to but a PUB on the John Burrows site is totally conflicting with this plan. There will be a significant loss
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of recreational activities if this development takes place. STOP IT NOW.

DRAFT/RES/1303 SS8 0BU

How can you even think of putting the amount of houses you propose on Canvey Flood Plains?
I accept new houses on Thorney Bay site provided a new road is built off the Island and Geoff Lane, the owner of Thorney
bay makes a large contribution. We need the open space we can get on Canvey to prevent flooding, housing on Thorney
Bay. Also need to be built on stilts to prevent them being flooded, the recent flooding should tell you something.

DRAFT/RES/1304 SS8 8AJ

As residents of Canvey Island, we are constantly aware of shortcomings relation to heavy traffic flows, very poor drainage
systems, overcrowding in schools and over subscribing to medical facilities. These problems are being made worse by
increasing the number of homes being built, and encouraging more people into this area from the |London areas that are
being redeveloped into unaffordable homes by foreign investors.
Please give attention to

DRAFT/RES/1305 SS8 9AX

•
•
•
•

Water supply
Sewage, drainage
School places
GP & NHS Service.

DRAFT/RES/1307 SS8 7GJ

I have lived on Canvey Island for 40 years and I don't think one year has gone by without the talk of a dualling of Canvey
Way or a new road off the Island.

DRAFT/RES/1312 SS7 3EU

Plan= a joke.
How on earth can you build more and more homes without massive improvements in facilities? Our sewers are Victorian, our
roads are breaking up, and footpaths are a disgrace. Hospitals cannot cope and to top all this chaos planning, you propose
to shut the Deanes School!

DRAFT/RES/1316 SS8 9YW

No further housing on Canvey until roads are improved, medical facilities improved and adequate schools, bearing in mind
Canvey has lost one senior school.

DRAFT/RES/1317 SS7 5SW

No building of housing should go ahead without more thought to drainage, sewage treatment, and road network.

DRAFT/RES/1318 SS7 4BB

Hopefully the council will develop these areas and not outside developers.

DRAFT/RES/1323 SS7 1JH

I think it is time to stop the Government from concreting over Essex. Soon there will be no green land between London and
Southend- this needs to stop.
I do not expect any of my considerations to be taken into account or anyone else's objections, the decision has already been
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made in the secret society called 'The Cabinet'. Stop putting party policies before the people of Castle Point.

DRAFT/RES/1325 SS8 8LW

With all these houses the traffic problem will be worse and the sewers and drains.
The existing ones were never meant to be used by so many houses.
1.
2.
3.
4.

DRAFT/RES/1326 SS8 0NQ

Our drains on the Island at this moment cannot handle the homes on here.
Road Network is not good on the Island, between 17.00 hours and 19.00 hours.
Castle Point is not delivering at the moment, so how will they cope with more roads and homes?
Town Centre is a ghost town, bring back the big shops, and turn it around. Stop using our cars to go to large stores

5. More homes mean more: Hospitals, Schools, Doctors- come on think!
6. Council Tax will go up, for what? Not getting a good service now.
7. As for jobs, these seem to go to people way out of area. I.e. - like DP World, lots of foreigners or people up Northlocal people do not stand a chance.

DRAFT/RES/1327 SS8 7NS

We have far too little open land, particularly on Canvey.
And the infrastructure cannot cope as it is. We need less building and therefore population- not more.
Manor Way Trading Estate is a complete eyesore. Knock it down use for housing and perhaps extend Charfleets for more
industrial use of the empty sections there.
As people get more obese we need more open land to be able to encourage walking and exercise.

DRAFT/RES/1328 SS8 8HG

To build more houses when Canvey Island has not got the roads, Doctors, Schools is madness.
When Planning Councils do not take into account the safety of the people already living on Canvey Island.

DRAFT/RES/1331 SS8 9NL

The objection I have given, are because the Island can't sustain any more houses and ruining the open spaces we have left
as for H15 Thorney Bay Caravan Park, this will cause untold congestion and is this for making personal gain?

DRAFT/RES/1332 SS8 0BS

Concern over what is considered 'affordable housing' (is this subsidised by the government or the local in any way?)
Concerned with the quality of jobs created in the employment locations. ( More retail jobs will not benefit the local economy
in the long term)

DRAFT/RES/1334

I do believe too many houses are planned to be built on Canvey. Canvey used to be a lovely friendly community but now
with the High Street shops closing and only Estate Agents, charity shops and cafes, not much to look forward to and why
many people shop elsewhere. Burglaries and muggings are up! Also Thorney Bay Park are housing 'tagged' people and
anyone not able to be houses anywhere else, the Island have become less desirable to live for us Islanders and our growing
families. Amazing just how ' The King' Family got permission.
Firstly though, the new road must be in place to allow for all the extra traffic. Has it been estimated how much more traffic
there will be? One broken down car and the island comes to a standstill!
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My daughter commutes to London via Benfleet and offer the journey from our home on the bus to the station takes longer
than Benfleet to Fenchurch Street. If cannot get better, surely just much work. Very frustrating. My husband drives to South
Woodford daily and gets home quicker London to Pitsea than Pitsea to Canvey- Saddler’s not helped!

DRAFT/RES/1336 SS8 9SS

The increase of housing on the Canvey Island area I feel is not needed. Current road and employment cannot support such
a plan plus I believe many of the housing would be used for persons outside the area including London and surrounding
areas with such poor employment in the Island. Transport and business should be in place before any thought is given to
housing.

DRAFT/RES/1337 SS8 9JW

Widening Somme’s Avenue and the A130 will create bottle necks increasing traffic congestion.
Canvey island is a category 3 Flood Risk Area and no new homes should be built on Canvey because of this. Also the
Environmental Agency have already stated that no new housing should be built on Canvey Island because of it's a category
3 Flood Rating and there are not enough green spaces with trees and hedge rows for both wildlife and residents already on
the Island.

DRAFT/RES/1338 SS8 9QH

Question 3
Building at Thorney Bay- we feel 600 homes is too many.

DRAFT/RES/1339 SS7 1HA

Castle Point Borough has more green open spaces than many other boroughs. We can well afford to lose some green belt
areas, there will be more than enough left for dog walkers, joggers etc.

DRAFT/RES/1340 SS8 8DF

I don't think these forms are a lot of use as the council will do what it wants not what is good for the locals. They changed the
bus routes, street lighting of a night without asking locals about what wanted. This is no longer a seaside as the caravan
parks are all being built on; soon there will be day or weekend visitors at all.

DRAFT/RES/1342 SS7 4LU

Too many houses- not enough space!
Roads too crowded- too much noise on A130- encroaching on residents enjoyment of their homes and drop of property
values!!

DRAFT/RES/1343 SS8 0LP

It's all very good about development. You need to sort out the roads first before anything else is built. Otherwise we are
going to sit in more traffic. Council, instead of sitting in your offices, why not come down to Waterside in heavy traffic. More
houses more traffic. But as always nothing gets down. All the money spent on Sadler’s Farm you still can't get through
Benfleet or down Canvey Way- Joke!

DRAFT/RES/1344 SS7 5JD

It is all very well building a new primary school in South Benfleet to support growth but where will these children go when
they are secondary school age? Deanes is already set to close and it is very narrowing minded to presume the other
secondary schools in the area will cope with the influx of new students in their catchment areas.
The roads in the area also heavily congested, not just at Tarpots!
The areas drainage systems are already at capacity and often struggle to cope when it is raining. I personally do not want to
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live in a cesspit of an area. You must admit you don't look after them well enough as it is.

DRAFT/RES/1345 SS7 5JD

I do not see why we need more housing in Castle Point. Take a walk down Benfleet Road and you will see about eight
different estate agents all with full windows selling all various properties- from flats to large houses.
With Deane's School closing, I ask which school all these new children will go to. Traffic on the High Road is a problem now,
what will happen with an excess of 2000 more cars? I have lived in Benfleet all my life but now find myself wanting to leave
so my young family will not have to live in an overcrowded area that cannot provide suitable school for them.

DRAFT/RES/1346 SS7 3AJ

If all the new housing takes places, why shut Deane's School?
Is Southend General Hospital able to cope with all the extra patients?
A cottage Hospital is required for Castle Point.
New alternative route to Southend required.

DRAFT/RES/1349 SS8 9AX

Object to anymore building on Canvey Island, we are an Island and cannot take anymore expansion; the roads are full to
capacity from the traffic using them now.

DRAFT/RES/1351 SS8 7TF

Canvey is a Flood Risk 3.
It is Government policy that there is no development in flood risk areas.
All houses should be built on non- flood risk areas.

DRAFT/RES/1353 SS7 1HT

It's all very well increasing capacity for housing and primary schools but with Deanes closing, where do all the children go as
they get older?
This does not seem to go hand in hand. Benfleet/ Hadleigh are already busy with traffic and building more housing just
compounds those issues.

DRAFT/RES/1354 SS8 0HG

There should be no further development on Canvey due to the fact it is on a flood plain, the infrastructure cannot cope with
more people/cars, new roads need to be built before any development to housing takes place. Schools are full- where will
additional children be taught? Surgeries are full- no plans for additional surgeries on Canvey. The oil storage depot makes
any planned building nearby highly dangerous. The town centre is a joke, full of pound shops and bookies. We have had
empty promises of regeneration for years and I feel this 'Draft New Local Plan' is another empty promise- how much this
waste of time has cost the tax payer whilst my car is ruined on the potholes in the road.

DRAFT/RES/1355 SS8 9XT

I realise we need more homes for people on Canvey, and jobs being created, but we desperately need a new road off
Canvey. Without the new road, none of this will work, because of all the extra vehicles will converge at Waterside
roundabout, it's bad enough now in the mornings and evenings with the traffic. A new road before anything else to be built.
This is vital for the people of Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/1356 SS8 8LJ

I do believe that if you build any more homes on Canvey Island that a.) The roads won't support is as we can't get off o the
mornings now b.) You are killing all the drainage that the Dutch took so long to keep the Island safely. Please try for yourself
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and try and get off the Island at 7.30am and see for yourself.

DRAFT/RES/1357 SS8 8CY

Need more council houses, not private housing.

DRAFT/RES/1360 SS8 9BL

A plan is all very well but means nothing without a timescale. Canvey struggles with traffic so needs an investment in
transport infrastructure before new homes are built.

DRAFT/RES/1361 SS8 9AZ

Thorney Bay Park- Canvey Island.
I think this land is very wet and marshy and we would be setting ourselves up for flooding in the future, because of the
amount of rain we are getting now.

DRAFT/RES/1362 SS8 9PD

Infrastructure, access roads- drainage cannot cope now! No new homes should be built until the above is provided!
Proposals for a fountain and boarded walkway on Canvey are a total waste of money and not needed. Suggest you use the
money to address flooding problems areas at Labworth Oak road car park and elsewhere.
Third access road built prior to any development.

DRAFT/RES/1364 SS7 1HJ

Please remove the insane bus lane that runs for about 200 yards going down Bread and Cheese Hill to Kent Hills. It causes
nothing but problems.
Please also explain when the extra cars from the proposed 200 houses around Felstead will go in an already congested
area. Donner Road in particular cannot handle extra traffic. Add that area at school start and finish is one big traffic mess.

DRAFT/RES/1365 SS8 0QQ

As a Canvey resident I know too well the problems of transport and roads on Canvey Island. The major routes on to Canvey
are already congested with queues the length of Canvey Way in the morning and evening. I do not think that any new homes
or significant business growth should be allowed until either a decent transport system or new roads are built to alleviate this
congestion. Simple things like bus lay-bys at bus stops along Long Road and through Benfleet would reduce some
congestion. I do not think it will be possible to build a new road off Canvey without upsetting the communities in Leigh or
Corringham and the associated protest would delay the possibility of this happening for years. If the council are serious
about alleviating congestion perhaps they should look into better bus services or even a light rail service that would benefit
all communities. The bus journey to Southend from Canvey on route 21 now takes three times what it used to take when the
3A service used to run. Essex Way has no bus service at all now. The 21 service stops operating at 19:40 towards Canvey,
that doesn't even cover people returning home to Benfleet station from work. How can this discourage people taking their
cars?

DRAFT/RES/1366 SS7 3RZ

It is such a shame that the council wants to over-populate such a small area when there are other spaces that can be built
on without causing any upset to local residents if any. Thundersley has grown so much over the years and should be left
alone.

DRAFT/RES/1367 SS8 9PP

I think that Canvey is already overpopulated. It can take anywhere from 30 mins to get to Waterside Roundabout in rush
hour which is a short journey at best.
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When there have been accidents on either of the two roads leading of Canvey it can take over two hours to get on or off.
I firmly believe that a third road is necessary before any more development happens.
Also we have just closed out third school as it was said we didn't have enough children for three schools. Those 1600 homes
will be approx 2000 more cars and more kids!!!

DRAFT/RES/1368 SS8 0XY

Let's forget about all this money making council schemes for more housing etc. Concentrate on a third road off Canvey,
Hospital and a town centre where there is decent shops ect. And nursing/old people homes are just for certain people to
invest in our Canvey.
Would like yellow lines in Hawkesbury Road and bollards on Grass verges to stop parking congestion, but the Council never
seem interested or lack funds.

DRAFT/RES/1370 SS8 8JS

Canvey Island is already over populated. No more houses or Nursing homes should be built. During 2-3 rush hour periods in
mornings and evenings the traffic is very, very, very slow. Traffic lights at Waterside case problems in the mornings and
Long Road is always gridlocked. If there is one small accident the traffic is gridlocked. If there is ever a disaster on Canvey,
no one would be able to leave the Island causing lots of fatalities. Canvey is running out of green space, so more building will
cause even less green space. There is a lack of Doctors on Canvey, so where do any new residents go? 3 to 4 day wait at
the moment to get an appointment. In summary, Canvey needs money spent on currant infrastructure, not building extra
houses on green land.

DRAFT/RES/1371 SS8 9TT

In my view, putting all these new homes on Canvey will put too much pressure on already busy roads and with Canvey only
having part time police and retained fire service we think it would be madness to continue with these schemes without
putting these services back to full time use when the street lighting is turned off from 12am- 5am.

DRAFT/RES/1372 SS7 4AA

H18- The area of Woodside Park, the fields, pitches and even the fishing pond are precious. The plan should be more
specific about what it will save. Access to these areas is important especially if there is development. There should be new
access from the West, e.g. Rushbottom Lane to Fane Road. Access from the East is by a track from the Windermere Road,
this should become a right of way, and it has been used for many years.
The green area which includes St Peters Church is accessed by the top of Chesterfield Avenue. The map does not show the
top of this road as it is not a right of way, it used to appear on road maps, I have used it for 40 years, and it should be
protected.

DRAFT/RES/1375 SS7 1TS

Congestion and more congestion = chaos
7am to 9am 16:00 - 18:00 - Basically we are full up.

DRAFT/RES/1377 SS8 0BU

I object to the 600 homes at Thorney Bay Camp. It is a flood plain. The drainage around Thorney Bay Road is non-existent.
The drains have dropped. There is water everywhere. When the houses opposite were built opposite the camp, our water
pressure dropped a lot. If the new houses were built, it would be a trickle coming out of the taps.
Also I object to the number of houses to be built, they would be very close together. Looking at the land on the plan, the area
at Thorney Bay (1000 houses, roads, etc) and compare it they are H16 on the plan, only 275 houses to be built on a site
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similar to H%. Also where will all the homeless go with their caravans when the site is cleared?
Also, where the new road is proposed at Western Esplanade it is always flooded when it rains at any time.

DRAFT/RES/1378 SS7 3DU

Development of the scale proposed is only necessary because of London's overcrowding. The argument that housing is
provided for local people does not hold water. The majority of housing will be taken up by people moving down the Thames
Corridor from London. This area is already overcrowded. You only have to look at the traffic congestion and how it has
deteriorated in the last ten years. This borough is fast becoming a horrible place to live in.
I chose to work in London but live in Essex to get away from London's congestion but now it is being brought to us.

DRAFT/RES/1379 SS8 9GL

No new houses on Canvey without the provision of new West and East access roads.
Do not waste money on Traffic camera which benefits limited people- Roscommon Way.

DRAFT/RES/1380 SS7 1HG

Benfleet cannot cope with traffic at the present time: especially when accidents occur- comes to a standstill.
Also roads full of potholes, street lighting turned off at midnight.
If you build 2000 homes on Canvey/ Benfleet that means around another 3000 cars on the road- its madness, absolute
madness. Also you cannot park anywhere for the shops- impossibility.
Councillors need to tell No: 10 (Prime Minister) not going by your instruction- stand up to these rulers.

DRAFT/RES/1381 SS8 0EU

The draft plans are needed for the future of the area.
But there is no point to the plans if the infrastructure for the area is not in place before these grand plans takes place
because in the past infrastructure has been forgotten after the developments have been built leaving council tax payers to
pick up the problems left. Please not that putting everything online does not reach all the ' people’.

DRAFT/RES/1382 SS8 0QF

I do not understand the necessity of building on flood plain/green belt land when there are still Brownfield sites available. Our
area already floods during heavy rain and I cannot see that improving, particularly as the proposed building plans call for the
proposed properties to be built considerably higher than our Dutch village properties, I see this as a recipe for disaster

DRAFT/RES/1383 SS8 8BD

There are too many houses already on Canvey- there is not the infrastructure to support any more growth.

DRAFT/RES/1385 SS8 7HV

As for affordable homes it will cost a fortune for foundations to raise homes from water levels.

DRAFT/RES/1386 SS7 4DT

I think the proposal for H13 100 homes West of Glebelands is ok in principal but access should be looked at. We live in
Rushbottom Lane and Overton Road and the amount of traffic at the moment is constant and noisy. If you average out 1.5
extra cars per household, this is another 150 vehicles extra minimum and I do not think this area could cope very well with
this Amount extra. I think another access route should be found.

DRAFT/RES/1387 SS8 7LW

Before building 1400 new houses on Canvey Island would it not be sensible to put in better road and drainage infrastructure
to cope with the volume of people and vehicles.

DRAFT/RES/1388 SS8 8NB

H6 Development too big.
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DRAFT/RES/1390 SS8 7PL

Canvey Island needs urgently a third road on/off the Island in particular to support any new additional housing. The current
infrastructure is already failing badly. Drainage and sewage facilities are currently unacceptable. Recent flooding has proved
that urgent improvement to drainage is required. Council Tax payers deserve better.

DRAFT/RES/1391 SS8 9PT

Major concern regarding flood defence owing to Greenbelt land.
Also a second road off the Island is a must. Congestion is a major issue and more homes will make the situation so bad it
will be a danger to all who reside here.

DRAFT/RES/1392 SS7 5ST

Q7- There is already unused retail units in and around Benfleet. Rather than build new, why not incentive business to use
existing sites, maybe be reduced retail refurbish assistance or marketing support for launch.

DRAFT/RES/1393 SS7 5RD

H14 will it take away the allotments behind Ramsey Way? I think they should stay and more can be made available for
growing veg and fruit.

DRAFT/RES/1394 PE29 1YF

The proposed Local Plan adopts a short-term approach that seeks to maintain the current status quo. The Local Plan lacks a
vision for the future prosperity of the area.

DRAFT/RES/1397 SS7 3YP

The sewage systems and drainage can't cope with the existing properties.

DRAFT/RES/1398 SS8 8AD

Please take this information seriously- Canvey Island is desperate for a new road off of it.

DRAFT/RES/1402 SS7 3QP

There is always going to be growth in the population so there must be a growth in housing both affordable and otherwise and
also our town centres must be looked after and not allowed to fall into decline, because they become the hub of
communities.

DRAFT/RES/1403 SS7 4HA

The road network alone will not withstand all these additional homes.

DRAFT/RES/1407 SS7 4PE

Prevention of urban sprawl from Basildon/ Pitsea and retention of green belt buffer zones is the key.

DRAFT/RES/1408 SS7 1BQ

Bowers Road is impassable at school times. This will be further aggravated with more housing wanting to use the same
schools as they all use their cars. The new London Road layout and Kent’s Hill Road traffic lights now make Downer Road a
permanent rat run. The bus lane serves no useful purpose- except to make this worse.
Sadler’s Roundabout to Tarpots is no better at peak times.

DRAFT/RES/1409 SS7 5HZ

How do network rail intend to support increase in capacity?
Benfleet Station is already overcrowded.

DRAFT/RES/1411 SS7 3HW

My family and I do not see how you can propose such developments of a vast scale when your regulations do not allow us to
have a small, simple side extension which has no effect on the landscape, people, or surrounding properties.
It seems to local members of this County that you are able o do exactly what benefits you, but have no regards as to what
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the people really want and donned!!!

DRAFT/RES/1413 SS7 4PE

H13 and H14- Land West of Glebelands should be left as Greenbelt. The local infrastructure will not support 100 new
homes. Local services cannot cope with current situation now, so extra homes will overload systems. Since trees were
removed from this area our garden has degenerated into a bog, so more concrete houses/driveways etc will make the
situation worse. The prime and only access (Glebelands) to this area is too narrow to take the extra traffic that would need
access to proposed development. Why has the council done a 'U turn' on planning permission after spending God knows
how much of the tax payers money on fighting Fox Land & Development in the High Court. And winning the case. I say no to
this scheme.

DRAFT/RES/1414 SS7 3RX

I object to the development of land at North West Thundersley for the following reasons:
1. There is a high number of equestrian businesses and livery stables in this location. CPBC is very keen to promote outdoor
activities and riding is a very popular one. People would lose their homes and businesses. The horses won't vanish into thin
air!
2. There are no facilities in this area. People would have to rely on car journeys to get to schools, shops etc.
3. This area provides a natural drainage for the water which runs down the hill, concreting this over will just create another
flood plain.

DRAFT/RES/1415 SS7 3TH

My specific concerns relate to the road infrastructure which will need to be support any further development and specifically
the Rayleigh Road.
The current road cannot support its current levels of traffic and I cannot see how any chances/ new-roads will accommodate
increased levels of road usage nor will it reduce the issues that exist today.

DRAFT/RES/1418 SS8 8LT

It sounds as though there hasn't been a plan in the past, I assume that's why so many flats have been given the go ahead
for development both at the front of the Island ( down by the amusements) and off the High Street ( behind the new health
centre) or is it the way of back handers with Councillors taking bribes? Do you really think we believe that any views and
opinions we have are taken into consideration. I don't think so.

DRAFT/RES/1419 SS72RG

Impact on C"C trains during rush hour(s).
Impact a local buses/transport.
Impact on surrounding roads due to increase traffic.
Free Parking.

DRAFT/RES/1420 SS8 7EE

I am not sure if any of the people proposing the building of the new homes on Canvey Island actual live on the Island. This
Island is now over populated and the roads are grid locked now. What it would be like with all these homes and cars, I
shudder to think! This area has been ruined by successive building plans in the past. It is time it was stopped. Enough is
enough.

DRAFT/RES/1421 SS7 3RD

In addition to these proposals can something be done to improve/widen the A127?
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DRAFT/RES/1423 SS8 7EA

I only support the extension of Roscommon Way because it is already there. I think it was a colossal waste of money and the
funds, including the extension funds, should have been used in the development of a road off of Canvey to the East (Leigh
Railway Station). This questionnaire calls to agree or not to agree, no latitude. E.g.: I think 600 homes on H5 is excessive.

DRAFT/RES/1424 SS8 0QF

There should be no more development on Canvey Island until substantial improvement is made to the infrastructure of the
Island. The recent surface water flooding has been well published. Any further development on the Island should be deferred
until after a new road is built and open and the drainage system vastly improved. Also job creation on the Island ought to be
the focus of the Council rather than more housing. Business rates need to be reduced to support small independent retailers.

DRAFT/RES/1425 SS7 1NH

H15- 'Land of Glyders'
Glyders is a quiet cul-de-sac on the edge of Green Belt Land which is also near to Hadleigh Downs Country Park.
The approach, Eastleigh Road is a narrow side road with no room for passing on congestion traffic.
The proposed development is on Green Belt Land.
The Country Park has had enough diminishing already due to the cycling track!
Your plan stated the Hadleigh Country Park is to be retained as an important landscape. The H15 land is also part of this
landscape. If this it to go ahead, building will 'creep up' Essex Way and Benfleet will be joined to Thundersley/ Hadleigh with
no Green Belt left in between!!!Use up all brown field sites first.

DRAFT/RES/1426 SS8 0AJ

As a long time Canvey resident (over 40 years) I have seen building and population grow with little consideration to road
infrastructure or local amenities such as parks, recreation, shopping facilities.
New facilities before more new houses not the other way around.

DRAFT/RES/1429 SS8 7QA

Too many people on Canvey already. More houses mean more traffic. You cannot look after the roads and footpaths. They
are disgusting; Building more does not solve the problem. Tell the Government to build these houses in their own back
yards.
Ps: You don't take any notice what people want.

DRAFT/RES/1430 SS7 3AA

More homes need to be built for local people, and I mean affordable.
Of course nobody wants it in their back yards, so could more Brownfield sites be identified?
I live in a road fully developed and more people must expect this to happen by 2031, and not get in an absolute panic that
their views will be interrupted?
There is safety in numbers regarding neighbourhood security

DRAFT/RES/1431 SS7 2AX

Empty shops and houses should be utilised before building new.
Maybe a temporary reduction in rates to encourage new traders in empty shops, which would give employment to local
unemployed.

DRAFT/RES/1432 SS8 9HB

The Island has been promised a new road for at least 40 years (all lies). Too many houses are being built. You cannot move
on or off the Island in rush hour. Shops closing in the town because of rents and now we have no lighting at night. I could go
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on but I haven't got the space.

DRAFT/RES/1434 SS8 9BB

Canvey has too many houses. It floods very quickly- drains cannot cope. More housing would cause more local flooding as it
cannot get rid of water as it is. You must be joking to put more houses on Canvey. Ps: only the landowners will benefit- are
they Councillors as well?

DRAFT/RES/1435 SS8 8ET

Do we really need more homes built on Canvey? It is the local infrastructure that will not cope and cannot be developed.
This was without doubt a 'done deal' in the early 2000's when it was decided to close FPS and to move CU to the FPS site;
we all knew then. The same for the Thorney Bay Caravan Park situation. Do you think we are all naive? But what can we do
as again- it is a done deal? Happy to discuss face to face too!
Ps: With 1450 new homes and approx 2000 'new children' how will the KS1-4 schooling provision cope? That is what I said
13 years ago!!

DRAFT/RES/1436 SS7 2HA

The whole Local Plan business seems to be driven by central government directives for numbers of new homes to be built in
each region without any regard for already excessive over development in the South East.
If the local councils here can produce a plan for 200 homes per year against a government specified target of 350 then the
local plan should aim for an even lower, practical realistic figure regardless of central government.

DRAFT/RES/1437 SS7 1RG

Cannot envisage any proposed roads etc. Infrastructure accommodating potentially hundreds of new vehicles.

DRAFT/RES/1440 SS8 9BU

Concerned about:
H16- 275 homes {Every household had a least 2 cars which will be
H8- 50 homes 2170 more in the Canvey Roads}
H6- 160 homes
H5-600 homes
New roads and drainage MUST be put in place first before these homes are built, or the Island will come to a standstill
during rush hours and at the weekend. Also when these homes are built we must stop LANDLORDS buying them up for rent!
Especially when the rent is now more than a mortgage. Any new road off of Canvey must be free. NO TOLL CHARGE.
Not sure about school places but the surgery's are at full capacity. The big new centre at the Paddocks has a waiting time of
at least 2-3 weeks!! Our lovely Island (and yes, I was born here) seems to have become a dumping ground as well now to
some very unscrupulous people.

DRAFT/RES/1441

Totally disagree with any new houses built on Canvey Island- enough is enough!

DRAFT/RES/1442

Canvey Island is over built and over populated. Vital services and infrastructure should drastically be improved before any
further housing developments take place.
Restore our former bus services!

DRAFT/RES/1445

Surely all these areas are full to capacity with people and traffic? The roads are congested most of the time now. The streets
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are full of potholes. The drains are not cleared regularly enough to cope with the increasingly wet conditions. I fail to see how
the infrastructure can cope with hundreds of extra homes when it is under so much pressure already, but no doubt this
Government will only be satisfied when we are all submerged under a sea of concrete water and traffic fumes.

DRAFT/RES/1446

Too many houses on areas.

DRAFT/RES/1447

We don't need any more nursing homes, seems to be all we got. Need affordable houses, not flats. But before any is built, I
strongly agree that more ways off and on to Canvey are needed.
More houses will make more problems such as getting children into a school and being able to see a doctor.

DRAFT/RES/1449

What is the point of this? You won't listen to the public. It's a done deal!

DRAFT/RES/1454

I have filled the form in but we all know this is a waste of time. The greedy builders have already got the go ahead to destroy
Canvey even more. I have lived here for 60 years and it's a tip to what it used to be.

DRAFT/RES/1455

Need to improve bus service. My child can wait up to an hour after a long day at Seevic College as buses are full and drive
passed. Also bus from Basildon at weekends full- need more buses!

DRAFT/RES/1457 SS7 1BS

H9 Land off Felstead Road, The Council Plans is for 20% affordable housing, But Redrow homes has plans for only 18
which is 10% how can this be?
Also in the Redrow homes original plans they had a car park for the Holy Family School, this could also serve the other
schools in Kent’s Hill Road, to help ease the traffic congestion issues on the local roads most especially Bowers Road,
Felstead Road, Downer Road and Kent’s Hill Road. At least twice a day for between 1 to 2 hours each time at least 150 cars
come to the Holy Family School alone without the parents from the other schools adding to the congestion. This already
makes the roads an unsafe place for the school children and the local residents. With the new homes to be built and at least
2 vehicles per home there could be at least another 400 vehicles using Bowers Road, Downer Road and Felstead Road, as
these will be the only ways out of the new development.

DRAFT/RES/1459 SS8 7PB

Please no to the 600 homes at Thorney Bay; it is too near the sea wall.

DRAFT/RES/1460 SS8 9HR

As a Canvey Resident, my objections are based on the ongoing traffic issues from 06.30- 09.00 and 16.00 to 19.00 getting
on and off Canvey. Development both residential and industrial is quite possible but not without the third road. I object to any
further building unless the third road link is built.

DRAFT/RES/1463 SS7 2NE

Local roads are already gridlocked in the Hadleigh/Benfleet areas- more houses will only make matters worse.
There is already difficulty in getting Doctor appointments- more houses will only make matters worse.
Hospitals in the local area are already struggling to cope and more houses will only make matters worse.
There are already shortages of ambulance and police responses in the area- more houses will only make matters worse.
Most years there are problems with water and electricity services and availability (probably not this year with all the rain)
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increased homes will stretch services further, improve doctors, hospitals, roads, police before new homes.

DRAFT/RES/1464 SS7 3DP

Would like to see more details about improved infrastructure proposed. Its fine saying these will take place but there seems
to be little space for the improvements, especially for the A129 which seems to have problems every day.

DRAFT/RES/1465 SS7 4BS

Does the dualling of Canvey Way mean we will have to suffer more years of chaos at Saddler’s?
All these proposed houses will mean hundreds more cars trying to leave Thundersley, Benfleet, and Canvey in the mornings
and trying to return later. Do you realise how bad it is already?

DRAFT/RES/1467 SS7 1RS

What about the cleaning of streets and pavements? Hadleigh are a disgrace- just look at crossing outside Santander. It now
looks like a grass verge and litter is also a problem.

DRAFT/RES/1468 SS7 2NW

We need our community hall back at John Burrows for the people of Hadleigh. We do not want a pub put in its place. Why
not let them take over the Crown Pub in Hadleigh that is looking in a very sorry state.
The traffic in Daws Heath Road is horrendous as people seem to use it as a short cut to Hadleigh rather than go to Vic
House Corner via Rayleigh Road.

DRAFT/RES/1471 SS8 7BT

The infrastructure is not good enough. We are at breaking point now without putting more housing on the Island. If you do
not get a new road off the Island all you are doing is causing major disruption for the slightest accident on Canvey roads. The
plan to build more housing at the Point, the roads flood every time it rains. 12 years ago the drains were collapsing, nothing
has been done. The same can be said about Thorney Bay and the seafront. Every time it rains the roads get flooded. All that
appears is you wish to do is line the pockets of the same old people. The same can be said about the nursing home. Do we
really need another one on the Island? I wonder who plans to build this one. Has the person got connections in the council?
It is about time you listen to the people of Canvey Island for which you were duly elected and so what they wish instead of
doing what the big boys want you to do. All you are doing is putting more money in the pockets of these people at the
expense of Canvey Island.

DRAFT/RES/1474 SS7 5EG

This proposal is simply too big- even with the proposed road improvements, there is potential for at least 1600 more cars
using small junctions. It will destroy the soul of Benfleet turning it into an impersonal mini-city. The open spaces that remain
are not enough for the amount of people. Is there some land of community centre? Nursery for the extra children? Will the
infrastructure be there before the houses are built?

DRAFT/RES/1475 SS8 7TJ

Infrastructure on Canvey cannot cope now. Build new access, new drains, new sewers before more houses etc.
Drain and return Canvey West Marsh to how it was before stupid scheme for birds and wildlife that no one wanted.

DRAFT/RES/1477 SS8 7JD

We have NO more room on Canvey. Look at what we go through now when it rains- everywhere floods- we really don't have
room for X amount of houses and extra people. Anymore and this Island won't only be in danger of flooding, it will be in
danger of sinking, because of the sheer weight.
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DRAFT/RES/1478 SS8 9YW

I have lived on Canvey for over 20 years. Just recently Castle View School was closed because there were not enough
children. My wife and I went to the council meetings and were told NO major building any more for Canvey. So closing the
school would not be a problem because there would not be any more children. Surely more houses means more kids, also
water and sewage can't cope with drainage now never mind 1450 more houses (not enough thought for people on Canvey).

DRAFT/RES/1479 SS8 7EA

160 homes on H6 land off Point Road are too many- 80 would be closer.

DRAFT/RES/1480 SS7 5AL

H14- This is a very large area that would change the landscape of the area which is currently highly sought after. The land is
currently used for grazing and horses and is used by a lot of local people walking dogs. I cannot understand why this pocket
of land is always being targeted for development. The road (High Road) is already a busy road with a lack of speed
restrictions or care to schools along the stretch! Please leave it be!

DRAFT/RES/1483 SS7 2SB

Cycling on the A13 is very dangerous.
Not many people walk along pavements most time of day- could part of one side of this roads pavement be set aside for
cyclists.

DRAFT/RES/1484 SS7 2EJ

Main concern is congestion on A13/A127 doctor’s surgery.
Also local roads currently used as short cuts when A13 blocked on queuing traffic i.e. Church Road where I live.

DRAFT/RES/1487 SS8 7NQ

No further houses or building should take place on Canvey until the drains are sorted on the Island and there should be
another road off the Island. The present two roads both come off the Waterside Roundabout causing tailbacks right through
the town down to this area at times. It has taken me over an hour to get from the Point to Waterside some days. The drains
don't ever appear to be cleaned or looked at. Flooding at Western/Eastern Esplanade and other roads occur frequently.

DRAFT/RES/1488 SS8 9ER

Canvey Island has a very poor town centre which is basically resembles a 'shanty' town. More emphasis should be placed
on improving this. Too many houses already on Canvey and not enough roads to adjusting areas in the county. People who
come from Benfleet/ Castle Point do not come onto Island.

DRAFT/RES/1489 SS7 2JE

The plan is rubbish.
1. The Plan proposes significant housing, but we are closing local schools? Population increase but less school places?
2. Population Growth: - new housing- assumes two working adults, who will be of a high/medium income to afford such
property, will not be employed in one of the minimum created local jobs. Minimum affordable housing. As such pressure will
increase on local roads, which are already congested.
3. Retail: - If as two 'individuals' work outside the area, why shop locally? Increased parking facilities- NO! Free parking- No!
Lidl has put restrictions in place, Morrison’s will soon follow. Let's put an art centre and use a vacant shop to display the
plan- now why is the shop empty? Not thought through!

DRAFT/RES/1490 SS8 9LT

Keep Canvey as it was but I know what you're going to do anyway. Nothing we say will change it.
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DRAFT/RES/1491 SS7 2ET

Together with other labour party members, my wife and I think that the council should adopt a positive plan i.e. closing our
existing industrial areas and using these areas for housing and social development. At the same time using existing Green
Belt land for instance junction of A130/A127 to custom build new industrial areas thus avoiding using farmland however keen
farmers are to sell.

DRAFT/RES/1492 SS8

Housing could be aimed high at affordable at least 50% for family members to live in Castle Point.
Also the traffic impact it will have on the roads, Canvey does need another road to be built so to free congestion.

DRAFT/RES/1495 SS7 3DU

Too much traffic on Rayleigh Road. Stop building on land (H4) off Kiln Road. Access from the Chase is a big problem now.
More traffic will make a bad problem worse.

DRAFT/RES/1496 SS8 7DB

Improve infrastructure before building houses.
Dualling of Canvey Way without destroying trees that the public paid for...

DRAFT/RES/1498 SS8 9JP

I would like to see traffic lights at the top of Maple Way or a pedestrian Crossing between Long Road, Maple Way. A lot of
traffic between Long Road, Maple Way.

DRAFT/RES/1500 SS8 9XH

No more houses on Canvey Island as it is a nightmare getting on and off at peak times. Island is overcrowded now.
Stupid- both exits lead on Waterside Roundabout.
Exit land from A130 Canvey to New A13 towards Basildon need to be lengthened or dedicated. Filter traffic lights due to
potential accidents for Canvey Residents joining new A13 towards Basildon from A130 Canvey Direction.

DRAFT/RES/1504 SS7 4JW

I find this questionnaire utter waste of time and people's money. We all know that the Council has made its mind up, so why
the questionnaire as you do not listen to the local peoples, so go ahead and ruin Benfleet. As for Glebelands just think of 300
more cars trying to get out of Rushbottom Lane?

DRAFT/RES/1505 SS7 1RN

I don't think the Council look enough to the long term view of traffic congestion and also the lack of local shops and facilities.
The extra housing will impact directly on these.

DRAFT/RES/1506 SS7 4DE

Baron's at Glebelands have been rejected nationally but are still on a local plan, why?
Benfleet is a densely populated area and any additional housing will result in a poorer quality of life.

DRAFT/RES/1508 SS7 1EL

With the state of the roads in the Borough it would have been better to have required the present infrastructure than to put
more traffic on them. Some of our roads are getting really bad now.
The fact that they were designed to handle a certain amount of traffic which has already been exceeded all the planning in
the world will not make them bitter.

DRAFT/RES/1510 SS7 1HX

1. How will you encourage manufacturing companies to this area?
I have one and I am moving it to the Midlands because of you plan.
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2. Get the infrastructure right first.
3. Too many family homes with no garden space for children.
4. Builders do not build enough, Affordable housing as profit is impaired.
5. Developers are too greedy and put too many properties too close together- creating a bad environment.
6. Mr Spink championed Green Belt until he wanted to make a profit!
7. What improvement will residents see for the improved Revenue that the council will see?

DRAFT/RES/1511 SS8 9PH

My personal view is there are too many cars on Canvey. I live on the main artery (C/W Road). This road has become so
busy 24/7. More houses mean more cars. We can't get off Canvey in the morning. There is a constant traffic jam every
morning. This road is so busy to live near now. The traffic noise now encroaches on out daily life since a third road or more
houses. But since when does anyone ever listen. This has been going on for years.

DRAFT/RES/1512 SS7 2ET

As a Labour Party Member I support our local party's proposals for new planned, industrial estates on Green belt Land at
junction of A130/ A127 (Among Others) and use of existing industrial areas for housing/social.

DRAFT/RES/1513 SS7 2TL

I object to nibbling away at the Green Belt especially the pure green field areas around Daws Heath. Daws Heath is the last
remaining village in Castle Point that is accessed via open space. Building on this open space will end up with Daws Heath
growing to join Hadleigh, Thundersley etc to create one large urban sprawl.
Traffic volumes and speed is already a problem in Daws Heath. The bus service is almost nonexistent so any new houses
will simply mean lots more traffic and noise.
The area near the Blinking Owl site, Fane Road and land west of Thundersley might technically be Green Belt but is
generally untidy scrub land with mixtures of industrial and housing plots. These are the areas to build on and improve and
not the open
Green fields and farmland.
ECC have objected to access for housing from Strategic routes such as the A130 and A127. An access road from the A130
to the proposed Manor Trading Estate expansion will take industrial traffic away from Thundersley Village and provide a link
road for housing near the Blinking Owl. CPBC should fight hard to get ECC to accept a road to this area due to the major
benefits it will bring.

DRAFT/RES/1514 SS8 0QF

Re: Question 4, without new housing the question regarding the balance would not apply.
Re: Question 9, a new road off Canvey is required but not from the west end, as traffic congestion would still be too much
across the island. It is needed off the other end of the Island or a bridge across to Kent.
Canvey Island cannot cope with any more housing; There is already insufficient primary schooling, with some schools having
to take above their required quota. The new proposals do not appear to take into account any flood or fire risks that are
already inherent. The danger of more housing and infrastructure is too high.
These plans are being produced, decided on and used to line pockets of people that do not live on Canvey and therefore do
not care about the risks or detrimental impact they will have, or those that will end up with the finances from this to move
away from the inherent dangers and congestion that this proposal will impose.
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Canvey Island and its community do not want these plans to be forced upon us.

DRAFT/RES/1515 SS7 2TL

The area near the Blinking Owl site, Fane Road and land west of Thundersley might technically be Greenbelt but is generally
untidy scrub land with mixtures of industrial and housing plots. These are the areas to build on and improve and not the open
green fields and farmland.
ECC have objected to access for housing from Strategic routes such as the A130 and A127. An access road from the A130
to the proposed Manor Trading Estate expansion will take industrial traffic away from Thundersley Village and provide a link
road for housing near the Blinking Owl. CPBC should fight hard to get ECC to accept a road to this area due to the major
benefits it will bring.

DRAFT/RES/1516 SS7 2TL

Whilst the A129 from Rayleigh weir to Victoria House needs improving, I object to any plan for a new link road across Green
Belt land from Stadium Way to Daws Heath Road. This will become a rat run and greatly increase traffic flow through Daws
Heath.

DRAFT/RES/1517 SS7 2TL

Whilst the A129 from Rayleigh weir to Victoria House needs improving, I object to any plan for a new link road across Green
Belt land from Stadium Way to Daws Heath Road. This will become a rat run and greatly increase traffic flow through Daws
Heath.

DRAFT/RES/1519 SS8 9HG

There must be new roads, more school placements, doctors, dentists, police, fire and ambulance open 24/7

DRAFT/RES/1521 SS8

Without a further road off/on Canvey, I feel that the additional housing must strongly be looked at. Not only does this put
additional strain on the now over crowded infrastructure, but will further restrict the services Ambulance, Fire, Police from
also attending health, crime and fire problems. We should look at developers and they should contribute to the infrastructure
both on Canvey and Benfleet area. Furthermore, what about the sewers and water supplies- do these get increased or do
we wait until those also are at full capacity?

DRAFT/RES/1524 SS7 5UA

I am concerned about traffic impacts of the proposed developments. Particularly H14. I am concerned about the impact to
my Road and the parking for local shops.

DRAFT/RES/1525 SS8 9XR

Although residents do not officially live n the site all year round, some do and for the majority, the site is their main residence.
Where are they going to go?

DRAFT/RES/1527

Canvey has suffered enough! We have a diabolical road structure, a new road is urgent if all this housing is to go ahead can't
get off the Island now at certain times! And with all the extra cars!! The drains can't cope, housing has been put on flood
plains in the past (Castle View). All the housing to be built over Thorney Bay is outrageous then where are you going to
house all the immigrants and no goobers in the new houses!! These should be given to genuine Canvey people on waiting
housing list. I have lived on Canvey for 51 years and it seems you just don't care!! Send all the riff raff here, close the police
station, crime is rife because of all the bad people on Thorney Bay- so your answer to the new housing on Canvey. We don't
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need any more people or cars!! NO -it's a joke!!

DRAFT/RES/1532 SS8 0AB

The existing drainage system is totally in adequate for the number of residential properties on the island as of now so I hate
to think what it will be like if the proposed developments go ahead particularly in relation to The Thorny Bay Caravan Park
which is situated in an area already prone to extensive flooding.
Similarly road congestion on and off the island has been a major cause for concern for quite some time and with most
households now owning more than one car the effects of any additional houses is only going to compound this problem
which brings in to question safety concerns for access by emergency services.

DRAFT/RES/1534 SS8 8AH

There is simply far too much development on Canvey. It is time to stop building now.

DRAFT/RES/1536

Q9: New Road should from Tewkes area to Leigh- other one will only cause more congestion on A13.
H6- Only for the above reason.

DRAFT/RES/1538 SS7 2RR

•
•
•
•

Regeneration of local areas needed- we need our younger generations to stay and work locally.
However, it does need considerate planning and there will always be NIMBY's!!
It would benefit the Council to consult students in the local sixth form colleges as well; this area is their future.
It is admirable that residents are being consulted but action needs to be implemented- e.g.: Hadleigh regeneration
never took off- why? Let's get moving.

DRAFT/RES/1541 SS8 9HN

I agree with the council’s proposals but I also think we do need better roads on to and off of Canvey Island.

DRAFT/RES/1543 SS8 9EB

Too many houses and no infrastructure must have all in place before development commences. Local housing for local
people; first time buyers’ etc.Traffic on/off Island at commuter times congested? Remedy new roads, drainage, servicesschools. All in place before which will employ many- flood plains- left alone. Green Belt Left alone.

DRAFT/RES/1544 SS8

I live on King Park which means that my age is 70. I feel you have to look to the future for the younger generation because
some older people are set in their ways, after all we won't be around that long to worry about the impact off the change so
please give work and housing to the young.

DRAFT/RES/1545 SS7 5QL

In my opinion, all infrastructures should be put in place before anything starts. All affordable homes should be built first then
the builders cannot say they have run out of money, so want be able to build as many affordable houses.
If this should happen, then you should be able to withdraw their planning permission.

DRAFT/RES/1546 SS7 5QL

I believe any planning permission given on the basis new medical facilities and schools and infrastructure should stipulate
should be in first before any houses are built, also more emphasis on affordable homes.

DRAFT/RES/1547 SS8 7DH

Redevelopment of existing sites, Brownfield sites required. Green Belt should be protected and remain undeveloped.
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DRAFT/RES/1548

Retail- Hadleigh Town Centre requires modernising e.g.: shops adjacent to Lidls supermarket and old fire station and
desolate public house.

DRAFT/RES/1549 SS8 7SZ

There are too many houses on Canvey already, also lots of congestion, just don't need more.

DRAFT/RES/1550

We are constantly told of the need for all this new housing especially 'affordable housing'. All the boroughs existing housing
is 'affordable' to someone. In reality 20% is only 20-30 houses per year over the next 15-20 years. Is there any social
housing included in this 20% for those who cannot buy?
If we had wanted to live In a sprawling mass of brick houses and concrete we would have moved to a city, the existing green
areas within the borough need to be retained and before consideration is given to reducing the Greenbelt we need evidence
is there that they are not enough Brownfield sites and empty properties within the borough to justify encroachment. The
Localism act was enabled to give residents a greater say in their communities and the council should be prepared to listen to
their residents, act and justify their decisions To central government, not the other way round.
The infrastructure to support this new town the local plan is proposing needs to be in place and working properly before any
new development is even considered.

DRAFT/RES/1551

Question 3- FLOOD RISK 3

DRAFT/RES/1555 SS8 9HB

There are far too many people on Canvey Island now. The road network cannot cope now without adding to it.

DRAFT/RES/1557 SS8 0HA

Q3: Drainage problems- already unable to cope with existing drains. This would create further problems.

DRAFT/RES/1559 SS8 0AB

I feel that the extension of Roscommon Way and a third exit road as the main priority which should be place before major
housing development.

DRAFT/RES/1560 SS7 4DJ

Develop site of A127/A130 - with access from these roads into new site.
No new site should be approved via A13 Tarpots Corner.

DRAFT/RES/1561 SS7 3HS

•

Tarpots signalling has been a Disaster

•

Do not add signalling without a local consultation

•

There is too much noise emanating from metal crusher in Manor Trading Estate.

DRAFT/RES/1563

Jotmans Farm is Green Belt- it's a crime to build on it!

DRAFT/RES/1564

I can't ever see us on Canvey ever getting a third road off Canvey, it will never happen linking to Corringham- have toy heard
what Corringham people think of us getting that road?
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DRAFT/RES/1565 SS7 3XS

Any proposed road enhancements MUST be put in place BEFORE and housing developments. This will also make the
housing developments more attractive to potential buyers and also to perspective employers.

DRAFT/RES/1566 SS7 3PE

I would like to know if any of these new homes are to be social housing. As a 59 year old living in retired housing (paying
£850 per month!) I dread to think what will happen to me when I reach retirement age with social housing to go to.

DRAFT/RES/1567 SS7 3JA

We seem to be at saturation point already. Thundersley has always been an area with many equestrian properties/ stables
yards. Where are provisions for these activities one bridleway which has to my knowledge never been maintained by the
council and is now virtually impassable!

DRAFT/RES/1568 SS8 9UZ

We need more houses urgently- schools etc.

DRAFT/RES/1569 SS8 9EP

I have heard from a reliable source that all of the proposed increase in the number of new houses has not been shown in the
consultation booklet. Why?

DRAFT/RES/1570 SS7 3SF

Forget the road from Canvey to Manor Way Corringham.
Improve the Stanford Bypass (3 lanes). Job Done!!

DRAFT/RES/1572 SS7 5AY

The plans for the Benfleet and Canvey area are no good. The roads and infrastructure are not big enough to cope with all
the extra vehicles and people all the local roads around the Jotmans project will become rat runs.

DRAFT/RES/1575 SS8 8ER

We need a hospital -plus easier access to Southend hospital. One hour and forty minutes by public transport is unacceptable
to all- especially people with children and older people. Easier access to see a doctor, often have to wait at least a week or
more for an appointment. Easier access to bus services is needed. Lots of people on Canvey have a long walk to get a bus.
More policing is needed on the Island.

DRAFT/RES/1576 SS7 3TF

All green belt should be left alone. We will be living in a concrete jungle. And what with the weather change and flooding,
where is all this rain going to go if building on nearly every green belt area?

DRAFT/RES/1578 SS8 9PT

The Government have ruled that no houses should be built on a flood plain. In view of this and recent flooding in the South
West and along the Thames, it is essential that no more homes are built on Canvey. There are plenty of areas on the main
land in Castle Point where houses can be built without being illegally built on the Island. Additionally, there are insufficient
roads, drains, infrastructure, and doctors, schools- the Island is already over saturated with properties, people and cars.
No more building on Canvey Please!

DRAFT/RES/1579 SS8 9RP

Canvey Island should have a minor/injuries unit to save people going to A&E dept for small injuries etc. This would save a lot
of money!

DRAFT/RES/1580 SS73EW

Hadleigh and Benfleet downs were perfect 50 years ago but is now spoiled by too many footpaths and destruction of natural
growth. Leave nature alone. Stop looking for ways to change things that do not need to be changed.
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Anything that increases the population Castle Point also increases the Council costs. Sort the road condition and road
systems out so we can use them without causing vehicle damage.

DRAFT/RES/1581 SS7 4DA

If you are proposing more cycle paths then we need assurances that cyclists will be made to use them, which is not the case
at the moment.
We want to keep our local shops but taking away or charging for parking is not helping.

DRAFT/RES/1582

The Scrubs Lane area needs to be addressed and the field used but the road conditions and widening due for extra traffic
definitely needs services attention and more public transport provided both Hadleigh Town and Leigh/Southend Shopping
areas.

DRAFT/RES/1583 SS8 8DY

A new road off Canvey Island is essential!
Do not consider building anymore properties until this has been addressed.

DRAFT/RES/1584 SS8 9HE

Canvey is already suffering as a result of it being too highly populated. Not only is it permanently congested with traffic, it is
clear that key services are also being strained.
Additionally, the Island is not drained properly as it is. With every rain storm, parts of the Island come to a standstill due to
entire roads being flooded. Surely you would agree that to build more houses would only lead to further flooding as water
would not have anywhere to drain away to? This is clearly dangerous to the current inhabitants of the island.

DRAFT/RES/1586 SS7 2NL

I would like West Woods specifically protected as well.
A further objection to the H10 housing development is the loss of visual amenity to those walking and driving along Daws
Heath Road.
Rather than a new road across this green belt area connecting Daws Heath Road to Stadium Way, I suggest that access to
Stadium Way Trading Estate is improved off the A127. Putting in the proposed new road will vastly increase traffic on the
semi rural Daws Heath Road.

DRAFT/RES/1587 SS73AW

The local infrastructure is already overloaded and at breaking point or in some cases has broken down.
1. TRAFFIC- It is impossible to get to Hadleigh, Benfleet or Rayleigh, distances of a mile, without being held up in a traffic
jam. On average each house has 2 cars; so that means another 5000 vehicles on our overcrowded roads if the planned
numbers of houses are built.
2. DRAINS- The area now regularly floods when we have heavy rain. My road floods with sewage spurting up out of the
manholes and the flood water comes down my drive and that of my neighbours. The drains in the road cannot contain all the
final water now let alone when more houses are built. The drains must be made bigger to take present capacity. Anglian
Water are not interested- they say it is our problem. It certainly is. Our garden has been a lake 4-5 times this year and wellies
are needed to wade through sewage to get in and out of my house. And I live on top of a hill!
This is not just a recent phenomenon (though getting worse) it has been going on for years!

DRAFT/RES/1590 SS7 3XD

Why is Deane’s school closing if all these houses are going to be built? More housing means more children needing school
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places.

DRAFT/RES/1591 SS8 0EE

If the housing and employment growth goes ahead as planned then it should be for local residents before outsiders.

DRAFT/RES/1595 SS9 3TW

In my view, the major problem with any increase in housing is that congestion on our roads must take preference before
anything else.
It is quite obvious that any major incident on Canvey would have a catastrophic consequence with its current access it must
take priority to improve the roads.
Traffic should be encouraged to use the major roads and 'rat runs' must be blocked.

DRAFT/RES/1596 SS8 0EW

There are already too many houses on Canvey, the whole island is chock-a-bloc with cars and people, and every new
inhabitant is pushing everything to the extreme. The existing infrastructure needs to be deeply considered, it is already
straining at the leash.

DRAFT/RES/1597 SS7 5JQ

I accept the general principal that new homes need to be made available in Castle Point. I also accept the principle of more
affordable housing. However, certain impact upon traffic flow, service provision (water drainage/ sewage etc) - not to mention
the problematic issue of continued building in flood plain areas. Traffic flow is a persistent problem in the area- and there's
the impact of closure of one road on traffic flow in the entire area. I cannot see anything in the plan which addresses this
contingency for sites where access is limited. I remain to be committed about general building near to marsh areas.

DRAFT/RES/1598 SS7 2AU

Having lived in this area for 45 years, the increase in traffic on the A13 has been phenomenal: local streets are clogged with
workers cars, many parking dangerously at junctions and on corners. Lots of people park on own green verges and with the
heavy rain this winter, many have been chewed up.
More housing locally will mean more traffic; more children needing more open spaces to play And what about facilities:
doctors, police, fire, hospitals- how will they all cope? Last August 2013 own road flooded because drains were blocked and
the heavy rain could not get away. Our sewers probably will not cope either- it's very worrying.

DRAFT/RES/1599 SS8 9TS

Canvey is an ISLAND with limited Space. Any house building should be on mainland!
We need new road off Island. Doctor Surgeries, sewage systems, drainage, flood defences improved. Better shopping.
We also need to be respected by Leader and Councillors for not being used as a dumping ground for planning officers to put
things on Island that they don't want in their back yard.
The council rail road schemes through their voting meetings and I am a voice of 99% of Canvey. 'No more houses here and
give us another road and respect.' We are the people who voted you in. And you will not always be a Councillor.

DRAFT/RES/1601 SS8 8JZ

What is meant by affordable housing? Does it mean affordable to Council Tenant or everyone?
Canvey One Way system from Sainsbury car park needs to end it is an accident waiting to happen.
Furtherwick School should have been a hospital, not a school.
We need a cottage hospital on Canvey or a major injury unit. There are too many schools on Canvey.
We need a chemist on Canvey open 24/7 365 days a year- or at least open until late.
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DRAFT/RES/1603 SS8 9EA

The traffic to get on and off Canvey is horrendous. Surely roads should be built before the houses.

DRAFT/RES/1606 SS8 0BU

Please stop housing development on Canvey Island before it is too late. The whole Island is below sea level at high tide.

DRAFT/RES/1607 SS8 9JX

Canvey Island has too many people as it is living here. We do not need more houses. We need a new road. We need better
shops, not charity shops. I hope the foreigners and ex-convicts at Thorney Bay are not going to get new houses/flats at
Thorney Bay, when the rest of us have to pay for our homes. Canvey is not big enough for all these extra people/homes.
They say it's sinking so why put more houses on here!!!!

DRAFT/RES/1609 SS7 3DA

You propose all this new housing yet you still want to close down schools. So in 10 years more green belt land will be used
for new schools.
Taking away all this green belt is adding to the flood risk tour taking away natural drainers.
As for Tarpots, you keep changing the Layout at a cost to the tax payer and is has not improved.

DRAFT/RES/1610 SS7 2HW

Even though I understand the need for new housing and know that your job cannot be easy trying to choose areas without
upsetting locals, I do worry about the impact on our roads. Most of the new housing will produce 2 or more cars, and yet our
roads are still in bad repair., pot holes are filled when the road needs to be resurfaced, so the damage opens up again, and
parking is all over the place, too close to the junctions or opposite junctions etc, making it very difficult to drive safely. It's not
anyone's fault really, it's just that we have too many cars in the area.
Another thing I do not understand is why Deane's School is being threatened with closure, when new housing will produce
more pupils.

DRAFT/RES/1611 SS7 2EW

Hadleigh has already lost the Deanes School and no attempt to build a new school has been made making choosing a
school for my children is limited and difficult!
Castle Point is a small Borough that I don't think will handle a larger population and it means destroying heritage and
landscape and wildlife lives even worse.

DRAFT/RES/1612 SS8 8QS

No housing should be built on Canvey without a new road to ease congestion in rush hours.

DRAFT/RES/1613 SS9 4TE

Congestion in these areas is ridiculous and the roads can't cope and are not maintained to satisfactory level. All you do is sit
in queues. Unable to get appointments, you are looking to close Deane's School; there are also not enough current spaces
for children in Primary and Junior schools.

DRAFT/RES/1614 SS8 9HS

Having received my copy of the above plan and being asked to fill in the questionnaire and tick all the boxes before making
my comments on the last page, I preferred to do the exact opposite.
The plan looks very similar to the last one rejected, i.e. build the 4000 homes= 8000 extra cars, and school places, which in
turn will then pay for all the road and access improvements, local amenities and jobs also shown in the plan?
Both the Island and mainland require the proposed new, improved and repaired roads now, plus a start on the town centres,
schools and amenities promised. Are we to believe that a County and Borough Council can't repair our roads and drains,
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light our streets and are closing schools and amenities can be trusted to provide all these after they have built all the houses
their masters require? I think we have been caught before. Let's have bread today not promises of jam tomorrow.

DRAFT/RES/1615 SS8 7EY

DRAFT/RES/1617 SS8 9UP

Flood protection needs to be increased.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not enough infrastructure
Poorly maintained Highways
Lack of facilities for young people
Doctors over crowded
Hospitals miles away
Very poor retail facilities on Canvey Island
One Council sports facility for whole of Castle Point (Runnymede Limited)
A new road off Canvey will increase development
Bus Service poor- especially late evening
No full time fire, police or ambulance services.
Turned lights off!!

DRAFT/RES/1618 SS7 5TA

1) The current transport routes are still inadequate to support traffic flows and numbers. The Sadler’s Farm improvements
have shown limited improvement to Castle Point residents, the Roscommon Road improvements and proposed extensions is
a complete waste of money and of low priority.
2.) All proposed Road improvements are required before any additional housing is approved.
3.) The Manor Trading Estate is sited in a low living area and is vulnerable to flooding. Extending this embarrassing facility
would create further congestion around Tarpots Junction and Church Road, The Blinking Owl site would be a more sensible
solution.
4.) Employment numbers on current plan suggest 1 job opportunity for every 2 houses built- totally in adequate.

DRAFT/RES/1619 SS8

I would rethink H5 and H14.
H5- this is too close to the gas works and I like to keep it as land, by all means use land that has already been developed,
i.e.: H6, H8 and H17.
H14- as an Islander I can see this becoming a problem with roads. Yet more traffic right on top of A13/ A130. Why not build
more homes closer to A127? Which is a better road to cope with it?

DRAFT/RES/1620 SS8 0NH

Canvey is a small Island with very limited facilities i.e. Roads and sewage systems. You will build houses before improving
infrastructure because greed rules, hence new homes approx. 1000 new cars to Canvey's roads and when it rains the
sewage system cannot cope. This has been proved by the weather of late when my toilet nearly over flowed because of
excess rain. More housing will only make the problem worse, so I am against any development on Canvey, Why do we need
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all these houses all of a sudden? They cannot be for our own people as we have never bothered before now.

DRAFT/RES/1621 SS8 0BD

I object to more houses being built on Canvey as the infrastructure cannot take any more people or traffic. The extra people
or traffic will severely impact on the local services. Our quality of life will deteriorate, especially for residents who like near the
proposed sites for new houses. The increase of traffic will have a detrimental effect of people already living on the Island.
There are plenty of homes for sale on the Island already.
I am particularly concerned about the new road proposed from Roscommon Way to Western Esplanade.

DRAFT/RES/1622 SS7 2UU

My concern is traffic at the Woodman’s and Rayleigh which is already a major problem at peak times. More importantly
Bramble Road to Daws Heath Road which is already subject to much traffic included many HGVs. It is dangerous now for
walkers and riders and will be more so if traffic increases substantially which may lead to fatality.

DRAFT/RES/1623 SS7 4NA

My concern is that unless a new road is built to allow traffic to access the A13 without going through the junction at Tarpots.
It is already congested exit from Rushbottom Lane and lower Church Road will cause even more of a bottleneck and will
make accessing the A13 for residents North of the A13 absolutely impossible, particularly at peak times.

DRAFT/RES/1624 SS7 4NA

My objection to any building in Castle Point is that until the third road off Canvey is built and all flooding is eliminated.
And the road at Tarpots is made easier to negotiate plus all road surfaces are repaired this should be a priority before any
building should take place.

DRAFT/RES/1625 SS7 2LF

Canvey- Due to climate change and refinery no more homes should be built on Canvey. Rising sea levels as demonstrated
now and storm surges combined with the Thames Barrier make any further development on Canvey illogical. I also doubt
whether the sites are viable.
Council Plan - Waste of time and money (ours) - let Government Inspector or Secretary of State decide.

DRAFT/RES/1626

Q4- There should be no compromise. Affordable housing is definitely needed, but we also need the infrastructure. If more
expensive housing is built we will still need the infrastructure- whatever type of properties is built.
Q7- There is already far too many empty shops. We don't need any more boarded up or empty properties.
Q8- The space is already open space.

DRAFT/RES/1627 SS87TS

DRAFT/RES/1628 SS8 0AP

•
•
•

Too much made of provisions for wildlife.
People before animals/wildlife.
Flooding of Canvey West for Wildlife is criminal given recent flooding problems- Drain it!

600 homes planned at Thorney Bay will impact on current residents on the Island and close by, based on 4 people to a
home (average), this is 2400 people in one area alone, at least 1200 more cars (2 per home) and no new school nor doctors.
All this traffic in one area, will lead to severe over population, road accidents, more pollution and noise.
The only ones who really benefit are the council and developers!
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The Island is a small place and it's becoming a horrid place with more problems!

DRAFT/RES/1629 SS7 3DA

I totally oppose any building on green belt land. After seeing the woodland demolished off Kiln road/ Wensley road to make
way for housing and the amount rain water the building plots are now holding all this adds the flood risk while on the corner
of Kiln road/ Kenneth road the old council building was demolished five years ago and just boarded up and left. If we need all
this housing why has a block of flats not been built there instead of being left, and 150 houses built 500 yards away not
enough profit for certain people I suspect. The traffic situation through Hadleigh and Thundersley is getting worst by the
minute it used to take less than ten minutes from Leigh to tar pots now at certain times it can take 35-40 minutes that's
before theses 150 new houses are occupied. The council yet again want to change tar pots at more cost to the tax payer
what are doing this time putting mini rounder bouts in, great idea.... Oh no they were there before the traffic lights last time.
The Deans school has just had a reprieve but they wanted to close it then in ten years time build more schools on green belt
land because there won't be enough for the population boom with all the new houses being built, they call this forward
planning... Any way I've had my rant but we all know if enough profit is to be made by the same certain people I mentioned
earlier it will fall on deaf ears but I do hope we can slow it down......

DRAFT/RES/1630 SS8 0LN

Canvey already suffers severe traffic congestion in peak times, but also at other times of the day just by something as small
as a lorry being parked on Long Road for 20 minutes.
Canvey needs a road going from Waterside up to Southend and another road going to A13 London Bound past the Basildon
Junction. Saddlers Farm promised traffic improvements but it still queues back a long way to Canvey and Canvey Way
moves so slowly. You have already closed a Senior School on Canvey and it is overcrowded!! Building on it will just make
things worse!!

DRAFT/RES/1631 SS8 8JP

Q6- Although we need employment growth, we seriously need to address the congestion. If any big catastrophe should
happen, I would not even try to get off Canvey. I don't think I would get past the library, let alone Waterside. What is needed
is an exit at the Point end of the Island.

DRAFT/RES/1632 SS8 8ET

New roads off Canvey.
Less Housing

DRAFT/RES/1634 SS8 0AQ

Improvements to Canvey's roads before more houses. It can take an hour to get off the Island in the morning-this will only
get worse.

DRAFT/RES/1636 SS7 5TP

With respect, I wish to table objections, to the proposed building of 800 homes on the Jotmans Farm Green Belt Land.
I honestly believe that building on this leisure area, will not only cause disruption to tenants who live in adjacent areas but will
grossly affect wildlife. Also every new household is likely to have cars and this would cause congestion on the roads and
carbon monoxide air pollution.

DRAFT/RES/1637 SS8 9AG

I don't think anyone filling this out really matters, because the council will do what it wants (too many brown envelopes).
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DRAFT/RES/1638

Keep Castle Point Green
Look at that which we have already in C/P. the lack of parking spaces to shop, the much worse traffic state from Sadler’s to
Tarpots since so called 'improvements' very bad pavements. Before all this, Castle Point should look at the bad state of our
existing roads. Pot Holes in every road you go on plus the pavements from Tarpots (Right hand side) to Sadler’s Farm. Also
the bad crossing point at Rushbottom Lane (Tarpots).

DRAFT/RES/1641 SS7 1LP

A major concern is that of flooding if the proposal to build on H15, Glyders is approved. My property has already been
flooded, my conservatory (I have photos). At present water runs off of the hill (H15) through the gardens of mine and the
neighbouring properties and down our drives into Essex Way. My conservatory was flooded because of the drains couldn't
cope and there wasn't anywhere else for the water to go. If the development goes ahead and the site is covered with
concrete and tarmac- will it make the situation worse? Will the drainage system cope? What happens to the excess surface
water? We have seen bad flooding in various parts of the country through over building. I also disagree with building on all
the green spaces within the borough. Castle Point will lose its identity and character, the reason why people want to live here
and just become a continuation of Basildon and Southend. No further employment is needed as the majority of residents ate
commuters to London. There are enough empty retail properties without the need to build more.

DRAFT/RES/1642 SS7 5NY

I have answered Yes to Question 10 but the damage is already done. There should have been more open green spaces left
in earlier years when Canvey was developed (Benfleet is fine).
I think the time has come to stop the selling of Council homes and only people earning below a certain amount of money to
be allowed to rent them. You only have to look at the amount in the areas to see the demand for housing will only grow.

DRAFT/RES/1644 SS7 5UA

Having considered your Draft Local Plan, I refer to the proposal with H14 to move Romsey Road allotments and open up
Bouldrewood Road, Malwood Road and double the traffic on Homefields Avenue.
These roads are inadequate in both structure and condition to take higher levels of traffic, the surface condition is extremely
poor with dangerous bends and blind corners and heavy development vehicles would cause chaos trying to move between
parked cars.
The historical allotments have good quality soil with an abundance of wild life with cost free parking already in place, so why
move them onto Scrub Land? If your access through the Jotmans farm Development and leave a green living in the middle
of it all for everyone's benefit.

DRAFT/RES/1645 SS8 7NE

I feel that affordable housing should go to people already living on Canvey who are connected but find it difficult to afford
housing.

DRAFT/RES/1646 SS7 3HD

Congestion into this area is very bad, and additions to housing, shops, industry will overload existing facilities. If more
building is allowed, then all roads, drainage, water supplies etc should be provided before any building permission is granted.
2550 houses divided by 17 years = 150 houses per year and these should be built on brown fields’ sites. There are empty
shops in Hadleigh, also empty offices and if regeneration means new, this will increase more empty places, and make the
area more run down.
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Any part of land and village green not being described as public open space.

DRAFT/RES/1647 SS7 5DH

The infrastructure around areas H13 and H14 is poor especially around Jotmans Hall Farm. Where would you put a new
road for all the new houses? Jotmans Lane is already is already a traffic nightmare and Cemetery Corner is an accident
waiting to happen.

DRAFT/RES/1648 SS7 2TN

National Planning Policy Framework seems to be governed by numbers. Driven by Government- not taken local views into
account!
Green belt must be excluded from any building programmes in this case land known as H10 and H11.
A proposal to construct a link road from the Stadium Way to Daws heath seems to be keeping with the race track mentality
of Essex Highways! No to any link road!
It seems Council- Essex- Government taking easy way out at the expense of local feelings. Far better to use the site known
as the Blinking Owl H18. Essex Highways have no rights to refuse over local feelings- it's our money.

DRAFT/RES/1650 SS7 2TN

No, No, NO too building on Green Belt land. H10 and H11.
No to link road Stadium Way Daws Heath Road. Too much traffic impacted to Daws Heath Area. The development at
Blinking Owl, H18, and North West Thundersley - is by far the right solution with far less impact on the historic sites, wildlife
and landscape of Daws Heath.
Green belt should stay green belt- no development.

DRAFT/RES/1652 SS7 5TJ

I was born in Benfleet and have lived all my life, my present address for the last 37 years.
We have an allotment, my husband has Parkinson's and it is a nice quiet place for him to go. If these plans go ahead, it will
be very noisy with all the traffic. Also hospitals- our son had emergency appendix operation a few months ago, what a
nightmare that was!! Waiting to see our doctor for 2.5 hours, then to the hospital for a further 4 hours- then to be told there
were no beds. All this extra housing is going to make it 10 times worse!!

DRAFT/RES/1654 SS7 3BZ

If brown sites exist then build some housing. Don't build on the green belt! The green belt is sacred and if you build on it
you'll never get it back! I don't think the infrastructure is adequate, you wait for doctor appointments, the schools are full, the
traffic is at certain times is chronic and losing more land to housing is crazy. I am totally against any more houses being built
to the detriment of the people who lived in the area.

DRAFT/RES/1656

We signed a petition for Ross Common Way when Safeway’s was around, took at least seven years before it was started on,
wonder how long this extension will take, '50 years' badly needed to take pressure off the very busy and overcrowded Long
Road, perhaps if it was to benefit ' Mr King' we would get it a lot faster. By the way, who gave him permission to concrete the
green land, Gehinck Hawkesbury Road used to have a pond with ducks on it, lots of newts and others- so much for the
environment- one rule one, not for everyone. Would be lovely to have a second road off of Canvey , as we did not benefit
from the Sadler’s farm improvement, only taken longer to get on the Island but then I suppose that is not on 'the agenda'. I
hope you saw the extra high tide -wonder if they forgot to shut the flood gates like last time?
Well, I have had my say, wonder if it will make any difference?
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DRAFT/RES/1658 SS8 7BT

1. No more building until a bridge and a road to the West is installed (Manor Way/ Northwick)
2. Also new pumping stations and drainage (not storage pipes)
3. With this many new homes, the infrastructure needs improving now (schools, doctors, dentists etc)
4. Keep the one way system in the town centre as two ways traffic. Didn't work before!! And junctions at Grouts, Barclays
and NatWest will be even more chaotic.
5. use brown field sites before taking out green belt ( retired building/ traffic engineer)

DRAFT/RES/1660 SS8 8HN

In my opinion Canvey Island needs a new road off the Island before any houses are built because it will cause a great deal
of problems for all people that have to go to work in other areas? This should have been dealt with years ago and what about
schools if all this is put through. Doctors, dentists and other NHS providers.

DRAFT/RES/1661 SS8 7BJ

Question 5-6- Although we do not object to employment growth we do object to the impact on traffic and congestion as the
new roads will not be built.
Question 9- Widening of Somme’s Avenue will still result in congestion at Waterside unless a new road off Canvey is built!
And where is the new junction on A130 to Benfleet shown on the plan!!! And then you still have the Waterside bottleneck!!

DRAFT/RES/1663 SS8 8QU

Where development of homes for the elderly or sick are concerned, I believe that more thought should be given to the
proximity of schools, playing fields or similar as we aged should be allowed to live in more peace and quiet than is
sometimes given.

DRAFT/RES/1664 SS7 3UT

1. I wish to protect all Green Belt land within the Borough from house building but if some has to be used I would rather the
land at H13/ Fane Road/ North West Thundersley is built on first in its entirety instead of saving some for after 2031.
2. The area of Daws heath Road in the last surviving area of a semi rural nature in the Borough consistently of un-detached
houses intermixed with Green Belt. If the seven hundred homes proposed on H10, H11 and H12 are built then semi-rural
enclave will become part of the urban sprawl and its unique nature lost forever.

DRAFT/RES/1665 SS7

Roads in the area need vast improvement before any further development in the area. Traffic at rush hour i.e. School time is
appalling.
Sadler’s Farm improvement has not greatly improved the situation for the cost certain time is actually worse.

DRAFT/RES/1666 SS8 8R

Canvey Island needs better road links a new road off the Island is essential. I think the infrastructure of the Island will not be
able to cope with more housing. If there was a major incident on the Island at present it would be either extremely difficult to
get off or impossible.

DRAFT/RES/1670 SS7 4JS

I do not agree with the premise that housing has to be provided locally for local people. I lived in Brentwood but could not
afford to live there so I moved to Benfleet 35 years ago. This will be the same for many. When I moved to Benfleet there was
much more open space which since has been filled with housing.
I am very concerned that proposals for housing to the West up to the A130 will eventually join Benfleet to Basildon in one
urban sprawl. I note that Basildon also have to their side of the A130 down Pound Lane.
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I do wonder where you plan to develop after 2031 when all Green space has been built on. Benfleet should not continue to
grow until it joins with other towns and loses its identity and offers a lower quality of life.

DRAFT/RES/1671 SS7 1NR

It is irresponsible to build 2000 new houses resulting in putting potential 4000 new cars on the roads of CP which is already
logged jammed with traffic. There is no room to providing new access routes e.g.: by by-pass Hadleigh. More people will also
place excessive demands on health Services, Schools, Police etc. Get wise CP Council- you can't keep cramming more
people into the area. Pretending that residents are demanding these increases in houses and then overload the facilities is
just not right. More facilities yes; not more people!
Council has to listen and react to resident's wishes, not the contrary as demonstrated previously on mountain bike tracks on
Benfleet Downs with its waste of money. Also Council's desire to close Deane's School. Where would children from H4 and
H10 go? It makes no sense- residents strongly said no to both these projects. Get wise CP you represent tour residents.

DRAFT/RES/1672 SS7 3PX

1. No mention of provision for nursing home in proposals for Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley.
2. No detail proposals in respect of proposed provisions for traveller’s sites.

DRAFT/RES/1675 SS7 5XE

Too much overcrowding in this area already.

DRAFT/RES/1677 SS7 3SZ

I believe the Council should develop H18- Blinking Owl/ Fane Road site before and other green belt is considered.

DRAFT/RES/1679 SS7 5JS

H9- Having lived in the area behind this development and assuming no exit is being planned on Bread and Cheese Hill
because of danger, traffic will find it even more difficult to get out onto main roads. Kent’s Hill Road was never designed s a
main road.
H10- Rayleigh Road has become a complete bottleneck and as extra 430 homes will be awful.
Although 200 homes a year seems reasonable I feel a lot more could be done to bring existing properties into use
particularly above shops.

DRAFT/RES/1680 SS7 3RT

This council is a disgrace. How long have they had to come up with a suitable plan- 12 years and they take the easy option
to ruin our borough and destroy our greenbelt, they do not care for our borough to stand up to their useless officers.
They must push to build on H18, Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ land NW Thundersley first- at least this may preserve the other
green belt in Castle Point.
Hopefully they will not be Councillors after the next elections.

DRAFT/RES/1681 SS7 3TE

Could the Council develop the site around the Blinking Owl/ Fane Road in preference to any other Greenbelt area?

DRAFT/RES/1682 SS7 5ND

With regard to H14if the plan for 800 homes goes ahead, it will be essential for a new link road to be built otherwise there will
be traffic chaos through Benfleet and in particular at Tarpots. A new school and GP surgery are considered equally essential.
My answer to Q3 is therefore qualified by the above.

DRAFT/RES/1683 SS7 5NP

Drains, roads, traffic flow already over stretched, these plans cannot prevent a worsening of current infrastructure.
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DRAFT/RES/1684 SS7 5ET

So councils have decided to review the Green Belt, and change the boundaries. Not for the population but for greed, cram in
as many people into a small area, put up rent on their new affordable houses, leave Castle Point in darkness after midnight
then don't pay compensation to motorists who can't adequately see the pot holes on unkempt roads, won't pay to refurbish
the great Deane's school.
Ask the people first then plan ahead.

DRAFT/RES/1685 SS7 1NU

We strongly object to the proposed housing on Glyders. This will transform a quiet and peaceful cul-de-sac to a rat-race for
numerous vehicles as well as destroying outlook. Wildlife (foxes, badgers, adders) habitat and devaluing our property purely
to satisfy the land owner’s greed.
It will certainly not make much difference to the so called housing deficiency! This site is green belt and the hill is continually
moving and totally unfit for housing.

DRAFT/RES/1687 SS7 2SH

To improve the bus service along the A13 we need more illuminated bus time displays (especially in Hadleigh Town Centre)
as they have in the Southend and Rochford Council areas.
I'm not a 'nimby' but too much development in one area will lose the character of the place and it will become just another
urban sprawl.

DRAFT/RES/1689 SS8 7DE

The housing proposal for Thorney bay Caravan Park -far too many houses to be built in that area. The caravan park was
always a holiday park, until you put residential caravans on it causing many problems in that area. It should still remain part
holiday at least depending on the type of houses to be built and who lives there affects the surrounding housing prices and
residents.

DRAFT/RES/1690 SS7 2TR

The council should develop the Blinking Owl site H18 to fulfil the house building quota and not put houses on H10 and H11.

DRAFT/RES/1691 SS73SZ

The area of Daws Heath is a beautiful haven for wildlife. People who visit us from out of the area always comment on how
luckily we are to live amongst it.
Please don't ruin it.
Also the traffic around here could not cope with anymore homes.

DRAFT/RES/1692 SS7 2UQ

I think the best solution for the borough is to develop the land behind Blinking Owl Cafe and Fane Road H18. I like where I
live as it is very peaceful and I do not want to change it.

DRAFT/RES/1694 SS7 5DS

Green belt should remain Green Belt. This should not be built on.
Sadler’s farm is already a nightmare and Tarpots with people not knowing how to use properly and more people using will
cause accidents.
More traffic will cause more harm to the environment, more accidents, less parking and harmful to wildlife. The homes are
not beneficial to the community. They are for the overflow from London.
Benfleet will become concrete to concrete if we build on all our green areas.
Crime rates will be higher and unemployment levels will be higher with more people.
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Dear Sirs

DRAFT/RES/1696 SS7 1NJ

Re: Proposed Planning Permission for 35 Homes off Glyders, S Benfleet - Ref: Policy H15
I am strongly opposed to the inclusion of this site in the 'Draft New Local Plan'. The land was formally used for grazing cattle.
A number of years ago hedging was planted down the field, no doubt with the intention of subsequently applying for planning
permission. This concern was raised with the council by residents at the time. Who stands to benefit the most here?!!
An application to build on this land was previously refused at the highest level. Nothing has changed since, other than the
value of the land that is now included in the plan! Again, who stands to benefit most here?!!
The proposed plot is adjacent to a SSSI. Since being deliberately allowed to become overgrown, the land has turned into a
'haven for wildlife' and is now home for a number of heavily protected species: badgers, bats, snakes, owls, butterflies and
bees. In addition, foxes, rabbits, squirrels, lizards, mice, a huge variety of birds and an abundance of plant life are now all to
be found here.
Any development of this site will have a huge negative visual impact. This is the 'Gateway to Benfleet' and should be
preserved for future generations. Take a look the next time you venture down Essex Way. It will change the look and feel of
this wonderful area forever, and not for the better.
The proposal talks in terms of 35 homes and yet an earlier council survey limited any possible development to a lesser
figure. Why the increase? Is this simply down to greed?
The proposed site is by its nature very steep and extremely unstable. Ridges have formed on previously level land. One
assumes that any construction will require piling to help stabilise the land. Surely this is very expensive?
In addition to the concerns that I raise above, I would also raise the issue of drainage. The existing drainage infrastructure
struggles to cope as it is. Only recently did I see several manhole covers having risen up in Essex Way. Any further burden
(the building of 35 houses) will put the drainage network at breaking point. As it is there are constant streams of water
running down the neighbouring roads, sometimes weeks after any rainfall. I pity the residents living in Essex Way. Will the
council promise them that any development will not result in their properties being flooded out somewhere down the line?
The intention seems to be to direct all the construction traffic and then the subsequent increase in residential traffic to and
from Essex Way via Highcliff Road. This is madness. Has anyone from the council tried to exit Highcliff Road during rush
hour? Traffic is often backed-up Essex Way as it is. Adding another 35 houses will greatly add to this congestion. It is the
equivalent of over three times the number of houses in Mill Hill! Essex Way is a prime route for the emergency services.
Have they been consulted about this proposal? As it is, Essex Way is a very busy road and an accident blackspot.
On a personal note I moved to this part of Benfleet because of the quiet location. A few years ago I asked the council
whether there were any plans to build on this site. I was informed by your officer then that there 'was very little chance of an
application ever succeeding given its close proximity to a SSSI'. So what has changed since then? The location is still the
same. Who is promoting the inclusion of the land in the plan? Is it the council, the landowner or a developer?
I cannot think of a less suitable area to develop in Benfleet. I pray that the council will reconsider its inclusion in the plan.
Regarding the plan as a whole, I am dismayed by the number of residents who have not received their copies. To blame the
Royal Mail is simply unacceptable. The plan is poorly worded and very restrictive in places. You refer to 'The Glyders'. I
would have thought that you would have got the name right at the very least. It is 'Glyders'. The whole exercise seems to be
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being rushed through and residents don't seem to be listened to. This is not my understanding of what a true 'consultation' is
supposed to mean.
Dear Sirs

DRAFT/RES/1697 SS7 1NJ

Re: Proposed Planning Permission for 35 Homes off Glyders, S Benfleet - Ref: Policy H15
I am strongly opposed to the inclusion of this site in the 'Draft New Local Plan'. The land was formally used for grazing
cattle. A number of years ago hedging was planted down the field, no doubt with the intention of subsequently applying for
planning permission. This concern was raised with the council by residents at the time. Who stands to benefit the most
here?!!
An application to build on this land was previously refused at the highest level. Nothing has changed since, other than the
value of the land that is now included in the plan! Again, who stands to benefit most here?!!
The proposed plot is adjacent to a SSSI. Since being deliberately allowed to become overgrown, the land has turned into a
'haven for wildlife' and is now home for a number of heavily protected species: badgers, bats, snakes, owls, butterflies and
bees. In addition, foxes, rabbits, squirrels, lizards, mice, a huge variety of birds and an abundance of plant life are now all to
be found here.
Any development of this site will have a huge negative visual impact. This is the 'Gateway to Benfleet' and should be
preserved for future generations. Take a look the next time you venture down Essex Way. It will change the look and feel of
this wonderful area forever, and not for the better.
The proposal talks in terms of 35 homes and yet an earlier council survey limited any possible development to a lesser
figure. Why the increase? Is this simply down to greed?
The proposed site is by its nature very steep and extremely unstable. Ridges have formed on previously level land. One
assumes that any construction will require piling to help stabilise the land. Surely this is very expensive?
In addition to the concerns that I raise above, I would also raise the issue of drainage. The existing drainage infrastructure
struggles to cope as it is. Only recently did I see several manhole covers having risen up in Essex Way. Any further burden
(the building of 35 houses) will put the drainage network at breaking point. As it is there are constant streams of water
running down the neighbouring roads, sometimes weeks after any rainfall. I pity the residents living in Essex Way. Will the
council promise them that any development will not result in their properties being flooded out somewhere down the line?
The intention seems to be to direct all the construction traffic and then the subsequent increase in residential traffic to
and from Essex Way via Highcliff Road. This is madness. Has anyone from the council tried to exit Highcliff Road during
rush hour? Traffic is often backed-up Essex Way as it is. Adding another 35 houses will greatly add to this congestion. It is
the equivalent of over three times the number of houses in Mill Hill! Essex Way is a prime route for the emergency services.
Have they been consulted about this proposal? As it is, Essex Way is a very busy road and an accident blackspot. On a
personal note I moved to this part of Benfleet because of the quiet location. A few years ago I asked the council whether
there were any plans to build on this site. I was informed by your officer then that there 'was very little chance of an
application ever succeeding given its close proximity to a SSSI'. So what has changed since then? The location is still the
same. Who is promoting the inclusion of the land in the plan? Is it the council, the landowner or a developer?
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I cannot think of a less suitable area to develop in Benfleet. I pray that the council will reconsider its inclusion in the plan.
Regarding the plan as a whole, I am dismayed by the number of residents who have not received their copies. To blame
the Royal Mail is simply unacceptable. The plan is poorly worded and very restrictive in places. You refer to 'The Glyders'. I
would have thought that you would have got the name right at the very least. It is 'Glyders'. The whole exercise seems to be
being rushed through and residents don't seem to be listened to. This is not my understanding of what a true 'consultation' is
supposed to mean.

DRAFT/RES/1698 SS7 1NL

The Glyders plan will completely change the area and overload all amenities - increasing the daily traffic jams back up Essex
Way. We must try and preserve the heritage of Benfleet, which is already becoming overcrowded with new flats- if we ring
fence half a mile around the Station from now it would at least halt the damage inflicted so far and preserve first impressions
of Benfleet.

DRAFT/RES/1699 SS7 2TN

Proposal H18 just seems a more logical site and needs serious consideration. The proposals H10 & H11 appear to me to
adding more congestion to an already congested Woodman’s and more traffic through Daws Heath Road.

DRAFT/RES/1700 SS7 2NN

Surveys are too black or white. Either by agreeing or disagreeing. What a place for "yes- but if" or "no - but if". Eg.the
proposal to ease traffic from Rayleigh weir <-> Vic house corner sounds like a good idea. But where is the science behind
traffic available for me to read? Most likely this will just create bottlenecks at rectory road / Rayleigh Weir.
The Point is, bringing in more houses to clog up infrastructure isn’t going to work. I support building homes along the A130
(e.g. H13, perhaps H16). These new residents have good access to roads, new local shops will be created and dare I say,
Tesco will tempt councils into yet more superstores. But at last, we, the established residents, will not see our place in the
borough worsen. A lot of people move into Hadleigh from Leigh because they've had enough of poor travel times and people
living on top of one another. Let's not let Hadleigh or Canvey worsen for its residents.
That’s why I say use more green belt on the fringes (Rawreth?) BUT NOT where it is placed in already established areas.

DRAFT/RES/1701 SS7 2UJ

H18 is the best option.

DRAFT/RES/1702 SS7 2UQ

There is no option on this survey to comment on - A new road between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Road which is
showing on the paper survey.
I object to any building on the green belt land known as H11 and H10.
I object to the Stadium Way Daws Heath link road. Council should develop the Blinking Owl site (H18) and urge Essex
highways to reconsider as this is the most sensible and best solution for everyone.
•

DRAFT/RES/1703 SS7 2TL

Question 3
1. Please use the alternative better site at H18 - Fane Road / Blinking Owl / North West Thundersley for housing
development
2. Regarding site H11, please re-consider the impact of hard-surfacing a huge area on the hill directly above the
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Prittle Brook. This development would increase the flood risk at a site already liable to flooding.

DRAFT/RES/1704 SS7 2TL

•

Question 9
Note that I strongly object to the proposal of a new road between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Rd (why is this
proposal in the questionnaire delivered through the post, and omitted in the online questionnaire?). Traffic is already
bad enough - I can tell because I live here!

•

Question 3
1. Please use the alternative better site at H18 - Fane Road / Blinking Owl / North West Thundersley for housing
development
2. Regarding site H11, please re-consider the impact of hard-surfacing a huge area on the hill directly above the
Prittle Brook. This development would increase the flood risk at a site already liable to flooding.

•

Question 9
Note that I strongly object to the proposal of a new road between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Rd (why is this
proposal in the questionnaire delivered through the post, and omitted in the online questionnaire?). Traffic is already
bad enough - I can tell because I live here!

•

More houses means more people more people means more pressure on already inadequate infrastructure e.g. 3
weeks wait for a doctor’s appointment
More cars, please NO, without a third road how would the present population evacuate the island and with an
additional 1000 + homes and increased traffic from expansion of the Charfleets industrial area the likely chaos would
be horrific
More homes. Does not more concrete mean less area for drainage? In the light of recent floods we are in danger of
a worse flood situation
Please let us not here the old chestnut WE NEED HOMES SO FAMILIES CAN LIVE LOCALLY. these homes will be
for people outside of the area probably decanting from the capital due to over population high rent and house prices

•
DRAFT/RES/1705 SS8 7BL

•
•

DRAFT/RES/1706 ss7 2th

I feel that Daws heath area has to be protected from any further building projects.
It is and unusual and historic area, as is well known for its ancient woodlands and unique landscape and should be protected
for future generations to appreciate. Also the roads i.e. Daws Heath could not support the influx of traffic that would occur
from extra future housing, if each new house would have at least two cars per household the roads would certainly become
gridlocked at the key times of travel, morning and evening. The resulting chaos would impinge on the traffic movements to
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Rayleigh weir and the A127 also the A13.
Also any extra traffic in the Daws Heath area could be quite hazardous for the pupils of Deane’s school, who would be
exiting onto this road during the busy periods of commuter traffic.
A better site to build would be the proposed H18 Fane road /blinking owl/ north west Thundersley where any additional traffic
would be able to flow onto the connecting roads such as the A127 without as much congestion.

DRAFT/RES/1707 SS89NY

DRAFT/RES/1708 SS7 2UJ

DRAFT/RES/1709 SS7 2UL

Residents of Canvey Island have for many years endured severe congestion at weekends and during peak times, with
repeated requests for another access road refused - the report acknowledges the detrimental effects of congestion and
vehicle emissions on the environment and health of local residents. The South Essex Strategic Flood Risk Assessment 2010
notes the future risk of Canvey Island's flood defences being breached and a requirement for future improvements and the
report acknowledges the effects of climate change and extreme weather events - what are the cost implications of these
improvements to the flood defences and the likelihood of the funds being granted during a period of government budget
reductions and cuts within the Environment Agency? With Canvey Island being within Flood Zone 3a and containing vast
numbers of single storey dwellings, it is grossly irresponsible to consider any additional housing until another access road is
guaranteed. Analysis is required to provide estimates for an evacuation of Canvey's 40,000+ residents should flooding occur
or risks from the fuel storage facility arise. Following incidents on either exit roads (refer to accident on 27/01/14) from
Canvey whereby Canvey's roads become gridlocked for hours, it is apparent that during an emergency it would be
impossible to evacuate Canvey via the main routes due to the sheer volume of traffic involved. The science community has
stated that the recent severe weather events resulting in the significant flooding of the South West and along the Thames is
expected to become more frequent. It is clear that Canvey Island's drainage network is unable to cope during periods of
heavy rainfall as many roads become flooded for weeks. Any further housing on Canvey will place added strain on the
drainage network and reduce surface area for natural drainage. Before any further housing development takes place,
Canvey needs another exit road in use and its effects on congestion monitored. Widening of the A130 and Somnes avenue
is not a solution due to the resulting bottlenecks that will occur. Canvey Island is in need of improvements to its road
networks, town centre, leisure facilities and employment - Canvey Island does not need increased housing to the detriment
of its current residents.
•
•
•

Already over crowded
Already too many houses
Already too many cars

I OBJECT TO ANY BUILDING ON GREENBELT LAND KNOWN AS H10 AND H11.
I DO NOT WANT THE STADIUM WAY/ DAWS HEATH LINK ROAD
PLEASE USE THE ALTERNATIVE SITE AT H18 - FANE ROAD/ BLINKING OWL/ NORTHWEST THUNDERSLEY
I WOULD LIKE THE COUNCIL TO DEVELOP SITE H18 AND I URGE ESSEX HIGHWAYS TO RECONSIDER THEIR
DECISION, THE SITE IS THE MOST SENSIBLE AND BEST SOLUTION FOR THE COMMUNITY
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RE: QUESTION (6)
I ALSO OBJECT TO PROPOSALS DUE TO A SIGNIFICANT LACK OF PUBLIC SERVICES SUCH AS POLICE,
HOSPITALS/A&E, MEDICAL FACILITIES,FIRE/RESCUE SERVICES

DRAFT/RES/1710 SS7 2TN

Please use the alternative better site at H18 Fane road/Blinking owl North West Thundersley, the infrastructure and road
networks are already in place having little effect on the surrounding areas.

DRAFT/RES/1711 SS7 1NJ

Having resided in Mill Hill, Benfleet for some fifteen years we as a family were horrified to learn of the proposal for 35 new
homes off Glyders. We have worked tirelessly to earn the privilege to live in what is currently a quiet and peaceful semi rural
location surrounded by many forms of wildlife (some of which are protected),it is indeed more or less an extension of the
country park which is only a couple of hundred metres away as the crow flies. When travelling down Essex way and looking
left the focal aspect at present is one of rolling fields which flow gently into the urban landscape (the gateway to Benfleet),
this proposal would obliterate that view forever. Road infrastructure in this area cannot be improved and access to this site
via Glyders would be horrendous for current residents. We already have terrible flooding problems in wet weather; a
development here can only compound this. Lastly nearly all current residents would be extremely overlooked by these
houses so having a massive impact on their lives. Please preserve this wonderful area of land which is enjoyed by so many
people.

DRAFT/RES/1714 SS7 2AG

If the Council keeps to the plan, the balance appears to be good without loss of Green Belt area whilst acceding to the
Governments requirements.

DRAFT/RES/1716 SS7 3SX

Planning permission should be for affordable houses. Greedy developers should not be paid to.
Daws Heath Road and Rayleigh Road will not be able to take more traffic- virtually impossible to exit Asquith Avenue now.

DRAFT/RES/1718 SS8 8LX

Rush hour traffic causes long delays on and off Canvey, further development will add to the problem.

DRAFT/RES/1722 SS7 2UJ

Please leave Daws Heath to be what it is- a Heath. I would urge Essex Highways to reconsider and develop the Blinking Owl
site (H18) reckoned to be the most sensible and best solution for everyone.

DRAFT/RES/1724 SS8 8EZ

Traffic congestion is already a major problem without adding further housing.

DRAFT/RES/1726 SS7 2TH

Please use the alternative better site at H18-Fane Road/Blinking Owl/North West Thundersley

DRAFT/RES/1728 SS7 3QJ

Leave our green belt alone.

DRAFT/RES/1731 SS7 5NB

I feel that it is essential to have the new road in place before building starts on H5 and H14 so as not to cause congestion in
distress to residents.

DRAFT/RES/1733 SS7 5UA

My comments are:
1. Usual attacking of Green Belt land in this area
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2. A13 in this area is always congested and a further build will make it much worse.
3. Cannot see the point of moving the allotments.
4. Shopping at Tarpots is virtually impossible due to limited parking.

DRAFT/RES/1734 SS7 5RB

In my view Hadleigh Castle area has been spoilt by the Olympic mountain bike facilities and any further money spent now
would be wasted as it is no longer worth protecting/ enhancing as a 'natural landscape'.
The provision of bus lanes and bicycle lanes on A13 has in my view been a waste because I have been on buses and they
do not use them because the route they need does not allow them to i.e. the bus would be in the 'wrong' lane to turn right
etc.
It would seem there are ample bicycle paths in the area so no more are needed unless new housing estates.

DRAFT/RES/1735 SS7 1BJ

As you will notice, I live in Felstead which is already very busy as school times, Baurens Road becomes blocked with parked
cars so by building more houses what will be trying to use these roads to access the A13 will bring the area to a standstill.
The A13 is already slow moving at rush hour.- it seems that as soon as we get Sadler’s Farm right and a pleasure to use, the
Council thinks it is alright to build many more houses which will bring more cars etc and mess it all up again. Canvey is
already overcrowded so please think again!

DRAFT/RES/1736 SS8 7JL

Before any building projects are undertaken, it is vital to build another road off/on to Canvey Island. The proposed road from
Northwick to Corringham would not be enough to cope with the traffic today let alone in the future where there will be much
more congestion. A bridge from the Point on Canvey over to Leigh is what is needed and then you can start building. Make it
a toll road to recoup some of the money!

DRAFT/RES/1737 SS7 3AN

Land is a finite resource. We only have so much space. So it is ludicrous to propose continual building of hundreds of
houses year upon year. It is unsustainable, the council should not be accommodating it but fighting for the quality of life of
the communities they are supposed to protect.
Castle Point is overdeveloped- therefore I strongly believe the 'National Planning Policy Framework' is fundamentally flawed;
when it comes to South East Essex.
We are offered the 'Local' plan in the guise of it being the lesser of two evils; if we don't agree to an extra 200 homes per
years, we will get 350!! This is completely unacceptable. Anyone who lives in this area has watched its demise in recent
years and will be opposed to anymore development. We need to work on our infrastructure and stay with the housing we
already have. Councillor Ray Gooding wants to close the Deanes School, slash school bus passes, we have no lighting
between 12am- 5am- surely concreting anymore of our area is the wrong decision. Save what we have before it's lost. Go to
parliament, get South East Essex out of the 'Framework' and build in North Essex or elsewhere. We are full. It's obvious!
NB: I live in Kenneth Road and have no idea what junction improvements are being considered. Please Advise! There is
insufficient information to 'support' or object to this otherwise!

DRAFT/RES/1738 SS8 8HB

Canvey Island is deemed a flood risk zone by the environment agency and the sea water level is higher than most of the
land on Canvey. With the predicted rise in sea levels, this will make Canvey prone to future flooding and in view of this and
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that Canvey a flood risk zone, no building of the houses should be undertaken.
Also the current infrastructure on Canvey and in the Castle Point struggle to cope at the moment. With the plans of new
housing the infrastructure should be greatly improved and updates beyond what has be planned and outlined.
A further study on the new road linking Canvey to Corringham needs to be undertaken due to the new support and logistics
park being open which estimates annual capacity of 3.5 million TEU's. This will put London Gateway in the top 10 ports in
the world. Logistic Companies will have a big presence in the area and this road will act as a short cut to the A130, A12 and
the North of England.

DRAFT/RES/1739 SS8 7QA

I think Canvey has been over developed already and no building should be considered until there are big improvements in
Canvey's infrastructure.
I am sure this consultation will have no effect on the development of land in Castle Point but a positive note the consultation
does provides some employment.

DRAFT/RES/1740 SS7 2NF

Reduce number of properties on land off Scrub Lane. This road is a busy through road and traffic congestion will increase.
Safety of children from Hadleigh. Infants School and the new proposed Junior School should be taken into consideration.
Access from/to these schools is available from Scrub Lane.

DRAFT/RES/1741 SS8 7LU

The new roads need to be done before anymore houses are built. The drains need to be sorted on Western Esplanade to
stop if flooding. If you are going to build 1450 new homes there will be at least another 2000 cars going on and off Canvey.
Even by putting new roads off Canvey you will get bottle necks as the rest of the roads on Canvey will not be able to handle
that amount of traffic even now it can take 20-30 minutes to get from my house to Waterside Farm some mornings. The
traffic lights Waterside Farm Sports Centre seem to be one of the main causes. It would be better if the entrance to
Waterside Farm was on the A130 towards the Dutch Village.

DRAFT/RES/1742 SS8 9JB

Tackle the hundreds of empty properties first and the sad lack of affordable and council housing. While we understand the
need for housing after long periods of non- building in a growing population, infrastructure needs to be tackled first (not after)
roads, public transport, schools, drains, doctors, hospitals- all these cannot cope now. Developers must contribute to these
before building. Developers must contribute to these before building.
Canvey is unique in all these as it has a larger population already with poorer infrastructure, especially roads and drainage
which are essential to an Island with a Cat 3 Flood risk and a history of problems not least in the current climate change and
flood patterns. This is not a nimby response, just common sense and Government policy ' no building on Cat 3 flood plains.'

DRAFT/RES/1743 SS7 2SQ

I appreciate that as a council, you are under pressure from the Government to release more and more land for housing. I
strongly object, however, to any loss of green belt and land that has value as wildlife habitat. I don't want to see Castle Point
turned into some kind of concrete jungle which our children and grandchildren will regret. Build affordable housing, yes, but
only on suitable sites which do not detract from our environment and green places.

DRAFT/RES/1744 SS8 0FG

I think any sort of development should not be considered until road structure approval is agreed as the traffic situation is
awful at the best of times and more homes/jobs/retail is ok as long as the road situation is agreed especially a third road of
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Canvey.
Any other road development will lead to added misery for drivers as did Sadler’s Farm development which was nearly two
years of road misery for me and many other people.

DRAFT/RES/1745 SS7 3XE

Increases in housing should only proceed on any site in accordance with known demand and available infrastructure.
Greater use of available brown field sites.
Employment growth can be centred along A127/ A13 where appropriate access/ transport access is already in-situ. Route
amendments (they will not be improvements) on A129 will only increase the incidence of speeding, making the road more
dangerous in a residential area.

DRAFT/RES/1746 SS8 8NE

The main problem, in my opinion, is the overly great density of the proposed housing. This seems to me to be particularly
true for the plans near the end of Point Road. The people who come to live there are unlikely to have a good quality of life in
such crowded housing as is proposed to be built.
Also, it is important to do things in the right order: a new road from Northwick Road, Canvey to Manor Way in Stanford- leHope/ Corringham must precede any house building.

DRAFT/RES/1747 SS8 8DD

Incorporate within H8 the former Castle View School site a provision for youth involvement, I suggest a building that could
accommodate a group such as 5th Canvey Air Scout group who could access the green areas from it and is already
established and provides significant impact within an area locally but is restricted due to location This would help alleviate
the youth issues within the area. Previously it tried to resolve an issue in South Benfleet but could not get through lease
issues and has a business plan for its sustainment.

DRAFT/RES/1749 SS7 5DH

I do not believe with the current state of the roads, grass verges, excessive water (inadequate drainage), that a proposed
development for the Jotmans Farm area- should go ahead. Having been a resident for over 40 years in this area, I have
seen the standards of Castle Point Council falling: gutters, lights, grass verges, trees are not kept tidy or looked after. People
should be made to keep grass verges outside the homes clean, tidy and mud free. People should respect neighbours
parking needs.- the whole of Jotmans Estate is becoming more like an unkempt industrial estate, people do not take pride in
their homes- because the council does not care!!

DRAFT/RES/1750 SS8 0EB

There should be no further development on Canvey Island until major improvements to all aspects on infrastructure are
carried out. Third road definite requirement. Island is gridlocked on existing two roads off if there is any kind of accident.
Major life risk if any disaster residents would not escape the Island.

DRAFT/RES/1751 SS8 7QJ

Being born on Canvey Island, there have been great changes. Some good, some not so good at all but I accept that is
progress. Sadly, I'm very much against building on the Green Belt and do not agree with the plans for any more houses. We
are below sea level. I have been through one flood that was very difficult. The Island could not cope with another and with
climate change who can say it would not happen. I would say it is so important need. Something for the teenagers to do, If
the plans go ahead the schools, surgeries will not cope.
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DRAFT/RES/1752 SS7 1JJ

3. What about flooding, sea, rain and adverse weather?
7. What retail? Are we to have more estate agents, fast food outlets, hair dressers, or perhaps yet another Co-op in
Benfleet? Parking seems to be problem- not enough and now we have parking charges.
Commercial rates seem to be very high, this does not bode well for retailers should they wish to come to Castle Point.

DRAFT/RES/1753 SS7 1NJ

As a resident of Mill Hill for 14 years I chose to live here for a number of reasons- semi-rural locations, no through traffic,
close to wildlife and country park and extremely quiets location. Thirty five houses on the land off Glyders will change many
things and adversary affects many people not only residents. The area I refer to (H15) on your plan is rich in wildlife: e.g.
badger setts, snakes, butterflies, bees and is also a feeding area for bats which live in resident's roofs and eaves etc. Wild
flowers grow in abundance. Also a development here would change what at present is a pleasant view when coming down
'Essex Way’.
In my opinion to ruin these valuable assets we have is nothing short of tragic. Our roads ' Eastleigh and Glyders' are also
very narrow, there are very serious issues with natural water as it is, a development will only worsen the situation. If the land
is developed it is gone forever. Please don't!

DRAFT/RES/1754 SS8 0DW

A new and different road is long overdue because of the development has taken place over the last 25 years this is sorely
outdated and to propose more housing is ridiculous. The Island cannot sustain the sort of development proposed without
major improvements to the infrastructure- particularly a new road off the Island.
More population on the Island is a no go. We have more than the Island can cope with at present.

DRAFT/RES/1755 SS7 2UQ

Brown fill sites in area are better to build on affordable housing. No need to build on Green Belt or set up a whole
communally structure. We have looked after a small amount of green areas for years- not many left. Roads are too full
already. I understand this may be more expensive for builders but sometimes we have to make a stand instead by looking
after their profits which is what it comes down to.

DRAFT/RES/1756 SS8 0BP

As a Canvey resident I am not in a position to comment on proposals affecting the Mainland.
I have no objections to the proposed housing developments on the Island - subject to the following conditions.
1] None of the proposed developments are started until:a) A toll free road linking Northwick Road and the Manor Way is completed.
b) The Canvey sewage treatment facility is up-graded, as necessary, to cope with the demands of the additional housing.
2] The Thorney Bay Caravan Park development is not started until the extension of Roscommon Way to Western Esplanade
is completed.
3] No money should be wasted widening existing roads until the above mentioned new roads are funded and operational.

DRAFT/RES/1757 SS7 2TN

Having been born and raised in the area, I am extremely concerned we are going to lose much of locality to new builds and
all the problems that come with it. Daw Heath/ Western Road is used as a cut through via St Michael’s Road or the
Woodman, resulting in excess traffic added to an already congested road. I am regularly tail-gated/ chased/ insulted by
sticking to the speed limit. Especially approaching my drive. The road is also used as a car park for dropping off and
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collecting from Deanes School. I shudder at the prospect of even more traffic generated by C.P's building plans. Think of
another 2-3 cars per new house, you'll see my point. I wait 1-2 weeks for a doctor’s appointment in Hadleigh. How can you
justify even more patients, when they can't even cope with the existing ones? I am a regular walker in and around C.P so am
fully aware of the beauty of our inheritance. There has been lots of added housing over the years and now is the time to
stop. C.P should take a fresh look at proposals in the Blinking Owl cafe area, Manor Trading Estate and has any thought
been given to housing at John Burrows? Already an access road, drainage and sewage, with the children's play area kept as
it is. What better place for families? Far better than a PUB to spoil it for all the locals that use this site. Do you ever look
yourselves?
Enough is Enough- Please take another look elsewhere.

DRAFT/RES/1758 SS8 7AP

Dear Sirs,
As our elected Councillors, we expect you to fight tooth and nail opposing any further development on Canvey. However if
this is inevitable then the infrastructure must be in place before dwelling construction begins. For good or bad, people will
own and drive cars, has the council any idea how many cars there are already on the Island? Over 1000 new houses gives a
conservative estimate of 1500 extra cars. What type of homes is proposed?
The dreadful 'affordable' homes that is affordable to no except speculative property investors who will charge extortionate
housing benefit subsidised rent. Unpaved gardens are eco-friendly and people friendly. How many homes on the Thorney
Bay site will have gardens? All in all, the information provided for has been vague to the point of dissemblance.

DRAFT/RES/1759 SS7 3RE

Triton Way, Thundersley at peak times has become a rat run and some sort of traffic calming measure is badly needed as
some drivers really speed through. This will only get worse overtime- something needs to be done urgently.
I wrote to the Essex County Council about this some years ago to no avail. Also at one time the council put down on the road
some kind of measuring strips but there were put down just as the school summer holidays were starting!! Very sensibleobviously there would be less traffic!

DRAFT/RES/1760 SS8 9FD

Having lived on Canvey Island 57 years, I have witnessed many changes and development over the years, some good and
some bad but now Canvey is more stretched to its limits, with growth of housing it cannot cope with anymore people or cars.
What Canvey needs more than anything is a third road on and off the Island that is what its residents have been thinking for
many years.
Why does the council no listen to residents of Canvey? We do not want any new housing; Canvey's population has out
grown itself.
We also do not need millions spent on changes to our town centre, the council needs to consider on lowering their business
rates and rent on the town centre shops, so that the shop can stay open and earn a living also opening new job
opportunities, rather than most of the shops being shut due to the experience of the running of them. It makes sense and
more realistic to keep out shops open rather than the millions of money on the reconstruction of the town centre.
Spend the money on the third road on and off Canvey instead.

DRAFT/RES/1761 SS7 5HJ

•

H14- Far too much land being used,
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Drainage problems etc
800 homes could equate to over 2000 people and probably 1600 cars, how will this small area cope. Bad enough
now.

DRAFT/RES/1762 SS7 2TH

We are already built up enough. Traffic is already horrendous so more houses make it worse.
Trying to get appointments at the doctors is already difficult. More people will make it worse.
I thought that the green belt was sacrosanct and shouldn't be built on.

DRAFT/RES/1763 SS7 2UH

I live in Daws Heath because of the relatively low ratio of houses and the abundance of open spaces. The proposed plan will
destroy this area and cause immense pressure on roads, drainage etc. The plan proposes too many new properties in this
quite small area. I therefore object to any building on areas H10 and H11, both green belts. Green Belt land should remain
as such and not be developed. There are sufficient brown field sites where houses could be built. Green belt is simply the
cheapest option, not the most desirable or environmentally friendly. The best area for housing development is the land
behind the Blinking Owl cafe on the A127, H18 - Fane Road, North West Thundersley.
I also object to the proposed link road to the Daws Heath Road as this will encourage a rat run for people wishing to avoid
the Rayleigh Road. This is already a very busy road, especially in rush hours, and involves ploughing through even more
Green Belt land.

DRAFT/RES/1764 SS7 5NA

H9- Object impact on wildlife, woodland/bush- not just plain field!
H5- Safety too near oil storage depot. Should be open space around Thorney Bay. Remain as Caravan Park. Not suitable for
permanent homes in my opinion. Also access off Island limited i.e. no main road to area.

DRAFT/RES/1765 SS7 2AB

Main concern is for Hadleigh to retain all its current charm and open countryside feel, building on Green Belt is a disgrace.
Far too much traffic as it is. Try getting up Rayleigh Road to the A127 - it is a nightmare, also London Road A13 is always
slow. Only wants one accident and the whole road structure breaks down, One day someone will realize there are already
enough people and buildings.

DRAFT/RES/1766 SS8 7EU

We do not have the facilities to accommodate this amount:
1. Can't get appointments at the Doctors.
2. Schools are full- senior schools.
3. Traffic to get from places to town centre and around Canvey is congested.
4. On Saturdays, no parking in Sainsbury already and all these people are going to need to eat. The supermarkets are
packed at weekends.
5. All the people (working) will need to get to the station or off Island. There is only on e road to Benfleet Station which is
horrendous to collect from of a night but no plans to extend.
6. Where is the risk harassment for all this development?
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DRAFT/RES/1767 SS8 7EU

There are no facilities. Roads congested not just to get off Canvey but around Canvey. Senior Schools are full. No shops all
too expensive to rent. Doctors are full- takes weeks to get an appointment and if these people work they are going to have to
get to the station where Benfleet is small and there are no plans to increase this or the road to it. Expansion of Somme’s
Avenue won't help as they all go to same roundabout. So it will just be more space to queue and not increase the flow of
traffic. There are no facilities for children to play and Roscommon Way. Why spend more money on a road to nowhere? I
would rather have the lights on at weekends so my children are safe getting home.

DRAFT/RES/1768 SS7 4EZ

Traffic congestion is chronic in this area at all times of the day. Bus links at evenings, early mornings and weekends are very
packed - both serving Southend and Basildon especially via the hospital faculty.

DRAFT/RES/1769 SS7 5TY

New houses will not be for my children as costs will be too high, like all recent new builds.
Bought our house as a peaceful cul-de-sac- more houses and it won't be peaceful.
Access to London Road not suitable for more traffic from Homefields Avenue or Romsey Road.

DRAFT/RES/1772 SS7 5DS

Traffic flow and congestion are my main concerns with regard to new homes being built. New homes on Jotmans Farm Land
will mean a significant increase in traffic in that and the surrounding areas. If a new access road to the A130 is built to
support this most traffic will still be using local roads and cemetery corner to access local roads, shops, schools etc. It would
be a small minority of commuters that would use a new road.

DRAFT/RES/1773 SS8 7HN

No building should be started until a third road is built. Too much traffic now trying to get off the Island.
The land H16 and H17 is flooded at the moment who would want to live there!
What has happened since 'no building on Canvey as it is a flood plain' but now it isn't 1450 new houses can be built?
Also will the sewers and pumping stations be able to cope- they can't now.

DRAFT/RES/1774 SS8

We are just too crowded in this part of Essex. How can you agree 160 new homes in Point Road I find amazing. The roads
along there are very small and infrastructure can't cope We have dreadful flooding problems in Thorney Bay Area and also
by the Monaco. Admittedly, surface water but this concludes that the drainage is totally inefficient. Listen to the residents.

DRAFT/RES/1775 SS7 3UX

6. I object to the extension of the Manor Trading Estate. It should never have been allowed to have grown like it has but
should have re-located a long time on the boundaries of the Borough.
8. Open Space. I believe that we should not only keep but seek to increase the open spaces in the Borough along with
maintaining the Green Belt we already have. What I personally believe if we have to fore go any of our green Belt and build
these houses they should be built on the boundary of the Borough where there is good access to the A127 and A130.

DRAFT/RES/1776 SS7 3UT

The land proposed for building in Daws heath Road will create an urban sprawl between Rayleigh and Thundersley. The
land is special because it forms a buffer between Boroughs. greenbelt land is very precious and should be sacrosanct
preserved for future generations
I strongly feel that if all these houses are needed and I doubt they are, the area H18 Blinking Owl/Fane Road/North West
Thundersley should be first.
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It's time Councillors started listening to people who elected them and not unelected officers- this is a case of the tail wagging
the dog.

DRAFT/RES/1777 SS8 9BQ

I object to housing on H16. This area is a flood plain and to ensure we don't get more flooding and protect our green belt we
need to leave this piece of land alone.
Also before more houses are built, drains and roads need to be improved. I cannot make your adding up work out
275+50+50+160+600= 1135 where are the other 350 houses going?

DRAFT/RES/1778 SS7 1NQ

Q3- Land off Glyders- there are already three roads that converge on the lower end of Highcliff Road (onto Essex Way) and
those roads are narrow for modern day traffic.
Q4- You plan to build 4000 homes of which just 800 are affordable. Who do you expect to buy/occupy the 3200 homes that
are 'unaffordable'?
Q8- Your plan is to provide 32 of 'Additional ' open space. According to how I read your map those spaces are already
open!!!
Q5. - You intend to create more jobs- Great! In which area of service or industry will these opportunities materialise?

DRAFT/RES/1779 SS8 0EF

This whole proposal seems a non starter when the recent bad weather has shown how over building on a flood plain is not
just foolish but life threatening and criminal. And to expect people of Canvey Island to believe the pie in the sky promise i.e.
new roads and infrastructure after years and years of broken promises is laughable. No more building and urgent
infrastructure work is what we need/want!

DRAFT/RES/1780 SS7 2SJ

I believe that the site at H18-Fans road/Blinking owl/ NW Thunderbolt would be a better choice than H10.

DRAFT/RES/1781 SS7 2TY

To protect Daws Heath Green belt from 700 houses and the resulting traffic congestion to the area please use the alternative
better site at H18 Fane Road / blinking owl/ north West Thundersley. Thank you. The pressure on the infrastructure already
is misery for drivers.

DRAFT/RES/1782 SS7 2TR

Please use the alternative better site at H18 - Fane Road / Blinking Owl / North West Thundersley
Roads can’t cope with Weekend / Rush Hour traffic as it is between Vic House and Rayleigh Weir without adding extra!!!

DRAFT/RES/1783 SS7 2TR

Please use the alternative better site at H18 - Fane Road / Blinking Owl / North West Thundersley
Roads can’t cope with Weekend / Rush Hour traffic as it is between Vic House and Rayleigh Weir without adding extra!!!

DRAFT/RES/1784 SS72TR

Please use the alternative better site at H18 - Fane Road / Blinking Owl / North West Thundersley
Roads can’t cope with Weekend / Rush Hour traffic as it is between Vic House and Rayleigh Weir without adding extra!!!

DRAFT/RES/1786 SS8 0AP

If we cannot stop additional housing arriving on Canvey Island then we really need to consider a hospital as I believe that the
40/45k population warrants it.
Should there be a serious issue requiring an evacuation then the road network would not cope so I cannot stress enough the
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need for an additional road on/off of Canvey Island.
Canvey Island town centre needs discounted shop rates to attract new business. It does not money wasted on ornamental
fountains or other crazy ideas.

DRAFT/RES/1787 SS8 0HG

Please do not build anymore houses on Canvey Island. The drainage system cannot take it, hence all the flooding everytime
it rains heavy. It will create more traffic and more congestion. We will lose Green Belt land which is not acceptable. Do you
know that a lot of London Boroughs have more open spaces than we do?
There should be no more housing developments until there is a third road off the Island. God forbid something serious
happens here.
Although I would welcome more businesses setting up here, it would again create more traffic and more congestion until we
get a third road!!

DRAFT/RES/1788 SS8 8EY

Please protect our green belt. Once destroyed, it cannot be brought back

DRAFT/RES/1790 SS87BW

Only object to the Thorney Bay development due to there not being any addition of doctor’s surgery or school provision. Also
if an estate similar to Castle View is built then that would be acceptable, but not to fill it with affordable housing.

DRAFT/RES/1791 SS7 5BH

1. The 2001 census records show that 86608 people resided in Castle Point. The 2011 census records show that
87385 people reside in Castle Point that gives an increase of 768 people in total. A total of 9524 of the above
number are one person households and of these 5349 are over 65. Included in the 2011 figures are 22571
dependent children and 10449 non dependent children. The number of homes as at 2011 totals 36418 built
properties and 1275 caravan/mobile homes or temporary residential structures giving a total of 37683 residential
properties. This equates to 2.3 people per household. In 2001 the estimated growth in residents was given as being
89200 by 2007. In a 10 year period despite additional housing stock, and, existing properties being increased in size
to accommodate a growing population, the original estimated growth has failed to materialise. How does the council
justify the proposed building of additional properties in such a large numbers when they have failed to attract
residents in the past?
2. Since 2001 and 2012 according to the council 101 average new homes (excluding park homes, care homes and
special needs homes) have been built each year that gives an increase in the housing stock of 1,111. Therefore
based on the above the average household residential number has reduced since 2001.
3. Under the freedom of information act the council confirmed that 1375 people are on the councils housing list with an
average age of 45, of these 316 are single parents with an average age of 34. The council did not confirm whether
the 1375 people included couples (which would reduce the actual number of properties required) and also did not
confirm the number of children within those numbers. Where are these people residing at present and what gives
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them the right to accommodation within the borough via the council?
4. As at March 3, 2014 there are 286 residential properties which have been empty for a period of 6 months or more.
(these figures are derived from those properties that are exempt from council tax) there are many more empty
properties that the council is not aware of or have only been empty for a period shorter than 6 months. Why is the
council not using the powers available to them to pursue the viability of making these properties available to those
on the housing list?
5. As of March 3, 2014 there are 113 commercial properties that have been empty for a period of 6 months or more. If
these properties are not utilised within a reasonable period the council should seek for freeholders to convert
suitable buildings into housing, especially those needed within the affordable housing sector. This would ultimately
assist in fulfilling the councils housing needs and shorten the housing list. Has the council considered this option?
6. The council under the freedom of information act states that the average rent payable for the period 2013/2014 is
£85.28 per week x 52 = £4434.56 pa = £369.55 per month. This relates only to council owned housing stock and not
properties in the private/housing association sector. Enquiries made through estate agents etc reveal a private rent
averaging £195.69 per week x 52 = 10175.99 pa =£848.00 per month. In the private sector the average % of net
salary spent on rent is 52%.
The average house price in Castle Point is £212,097 (Jan - Mar 2014) a mortgage based on 85% borrowing = £136.60 per
week (HSBC @ 3.94%) which is lower than renting. Therefore how do the council justify the statement affordable housing,
when a mortgage is cheaper than rent. Added to this why would a young couple in employment purchase a property in
Castle Point when their jobs are in London. They could purchase similar property in Thurrock (average house prices
£182191) pay less than the £4000 each per annum for transport on a crowded train to London, have lower council tax (Band
D in Castle Point is £1536 and Thurrock £1332). Plus the added bonus of being close to the M25 and other motorway links,
and has Lakeside Regional Shopping Centre on their doorstep. Also local job opportunities are greater and attract higher
salaries. Why should young people aspire to reside in Castle Point?
7. The 2011 census shows the following information relating to housing: 547 council owned properties are rented to
persons aged 65 or over. 114 properties (social housing - associations) are rented to persons aged 65 or over. 459
privately owned properties are rented to persons aged 65 or over and 156 people live within the borough rent free.
Figures for people aged under 65 are not given. Does the council have figures for under 65's.
8. In the 2001 census it was noted that employment opportunities within the borough were below average. The main
employers being Castle Point Council and SEEVIC College. The highest level of employment in the borough is in the
retail sector this includes motor trade sales and repairs. The second highest employment (8.6%) is in manufacturing.
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Overall 25.3% of employed males between the ages 16 - 74 are employed within the manual labour sector with only
2.4% employed in the leisure industry. Female employment 27.4% in the same age group is employed within the
admin sector. Many of these jobs are on a part time basis. The number of people living in Castle Point employed in
higher management etc is 4340. Those employed within the skilled trades are 6165 most of which are self employed.
Why has the council failed to attract quality and increased employment, what have they done to attract employment
and quality jobs?
9. The % of children living in Castle Point leaving school without any qualifications is the highest in The South of Essex.
Those children leaving school with qualifications again are the lowest % in the South of Essex. Has the council
approached education providers to address this problem? Why are children within schools in the borough under
achieving?
10. The average wage for those working and employed within the borough is below average as the majority of available
job opportunities are historically within the lower paid sector. Has the council addressed this problem? Why does the
borough attract low paid employment?
11. The vast majority of working residents travel outside the borough for employment with a large % working in London.
The average % of net salary spent on commuting to place of employment is 28%. Again what has the council done
to improve local employment opportunities?
12. Historically new employment opportunities within the borough are poor. In the 2001 census and in the previously
adopted local plan mention was made for the council to encourage more and better employment opportunities within
the borough. However, 13 years on the situation remains unchanged. New businesses opening within the borough
are likely to survive for a relatively short period of time (office of national statistics). The council has not made any
inroads into attracting sustainable and quality employment. Objective 5 of the Councils Equality Impact Assessment
(EqIA) reads: - To create an environment that supports business growth, and creates local job opportunities.
According to the draft local plan the increase in employment would appear to be again in the manufacturing industry
which may create additional jobs again in the lower paid sector, this type of industry normally involves additional
large vehicles entering the area. The council recognises the income deprivation within the borough and whilst it has
allocated space for business growth it fails to address how quality employers paying reasonable salaries would be
attracted to the area. Policy E1 of the Eq1A seeks to enhance the economy of Castle Point to deliver jobs, improve
local wages and increase levels of productivity by establishing relationships between local business, local training
and education providers to improve skills levels. The failure here is that the council fails to see there is no lack of
local skills levels, but, there is lack of quality employment. Reference to Neighbourhood Statistics. Gov the latest
census supports this statement. Firstly the council should address the issue of quality employment before attracting
higher residential numbers. Why should quality companies come to the borough, do the council offer incentives,
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better transport links, accessible commercial properties etc. In fact perhaps the council should look at the
employment of its elected councillors both past and present and see how many actually were employed in quality
employment within the borough and how many travelled to employment outside the borough. How do the council
intend to "create 2100 new jobs by 2013? Considering 4000 new homes are to be built in that period we could
assume the average household to be as present which would equate to an extra 9200 people, where does the
council think the remainder of residents will obtain employment?
13. The council in the (EqIA) New Local Plan of November 3013 states in Table 2 Strategy and policy overview that the
council will address "the impact of development on others" “this will ensure that where new developments are
permitted they will not have a significant adverse impact on neighbours and contribute towards a high quality natural
and built environment". Further it states it will "retain the strategic Green Belt in order to ensure that settlements
retain their individual identities" Furthermore its objectives state " the plan will reflect the boroughs environmental
capacity, taking into account the need to protect the unique landscape of Castle Point" One of the largest
developments (H14) land west of Benfleet totally contradicts the above statement. The strategic greenbelt between
Castle Point and Basildon will be lost. The A130 Canvey way being the borough border. The development will have
a major adverse impact on existing properties and residents. Added to this the provision of a major road to the area
will add a significant increase in vehicular traffic, which in return will be detrimental to the safety of existing residents
and wildlife. Similarly the development (H13) land west of Glebelands will be affected in the same way. In which way
does the New Local Plan comply with the councils own strategy and policy?

14. How have the council come to the conclusions on the sites within the New Local Plan? Why have areas which would
be suitable for additional housing been excluded? Examples of sites that would be suitable are as follows: A) Area of
scrubland between Essex Way and Vicarage Hill (along the B1014). Houses are built either side of this piece of land
and the road infrastructure is in place. B) The old Focus site at Tarpots, this area could accommodate flats which
would fall in with similar properties along the A13; again the road infrastructure is in place. C) The land opposite the
council offices, again housing is in existence either side of this land and road infrastructure is again in place. Then
there are other options which for residents would make for a better community to reside in. Examples are Manor
Trading Estate, previously mention was made of moving the estate to the region of The Blinking Owl Café, given the
new improved A130 road this would with a few simple road adjustments make an excellent place for an industrial
estate, given that the access would be much better than at present there should be scope for improved employment
opportunities. This would leave a large section of land from the old trading estate which would accommodate the
vast majority of the required housing. In turn this will greatly improve the quality of local resident's lives by reducing
the number of large Lorries and juggernauts daily entering the estate via a basically residential area. The congestion
at Tarpots and Sadler’s Farm would be reduced as these large vehicles would no longer need to negotiate the
residential roads and sharp turn to reach the present estate. A further building that is empty is at the rear of the "old
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health centre" on Canvey Island. I believe this property was used by and is possibly owned by Castle Point Council.
In Hadleigh there is a parade of shops on the A13 London bound just before St James church, the offices over the
top of these shops have been empty for over 15 years. The owners should be encouraged to convert them into
residential accommodation; if necessary the council should assist in making this possible. These are just a few
examples that the council should consider before giving up our green belt. The council could then reduce the
number of new builds required on green sites and still comply with the governments requirements, at the same time
residents would feel the council were working in their favour and not dictating the easiest option. Why has the
council avoided these options?
15. Healthcare within Castle Point is poor; the "catchment hospital" is Southend which is failing in delivery of services.
The hospital by public transport is expensive and necessitates a trip to Benfleet Station, a train ride to Southend
station, and then two buses to the hospital. All in all a day trip. Parking at the hospital is expensive; the surrounding
roads all have meters and restrictions. The average journey time to the hospital by car is 40 minutes. Even if you are
there as a visitor the trip is very expensive. Elderly residents find the journey exhausting. Mental healthcare is very
poor and the care homes in the regional are dilapidated and below standard. Doctors in the area are oversubscribed
the normal wait for a non urgent appointment is two weeks. This allows only for one additional doctors surgery within
the borough. The (Eq1A) mentions the need to promote a healthy borough. How does the council expect to achieve
this?
16. Transport within the borough is not just poor it is at gridlock. One accident brings the place to a standstill. The roads
cannot sustain heavier traffic flow and in fact one of the junctions where proposals will increase vehicles by a couple
of thousand is an accident black spot. The council will then be responsible for endangering the lives of its residents.
The proposals on the new local plan simply intend to move the pressure from a major road (A13) through a
residential area which in its self will need additional infrastructure to cope with the additional 800 homes to be built
there, the Woodman's Arms junction improvements will not relieve pressure if additional houses are built in the close
vicinity. The council has totally failed in this area; they are not relieving pressure just using contributions from
benefitting landowners to assist in constructing these roads. The council is trying to convince us it has addressed
this problem. They have not; additional housing will cause further congestion. Why has the council not addressed
the real problem here?
17. The train line from Benfleet station to Fenchurch Street is already past capacity. The train company cannot increase
carriages anymore; there is no financial incentive for the train company to improve the facilities, trains or the line. If
at any time there is an incident on the line there is no alternative mode of transport. The number of people already
travelling on the line (not just from Benfleet) means a seat is impossible. Additional passengers will be lucky to even
get on a train. The council is now proposing to add to the situation and not only make travelling for commuter's even
more uncomfortable but will seriously propose health risks to residents. Other than cycle routes (which will only
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benefit a small portion of residents) the council has failed to recognise the poor commuter transport in the borough
I understood that the Local Plan was sent to every household within Castle Point, however, I personally know of two
households that have not received a copy. The occupiers assumed they were not consulted as plans were not "directly on
their doorstep". Is the council legally obliged to consult every household? If so it should require a reply from each resident. If
this is not the case how does the council select the households that will get a copy? The plan was sent out with very little
notice to attend one of the resident advice sessions. All sessions were on weekdays with 3 only open late. Are the council
aware that most commuting residents would not have sufficient time when returning from work to attend these sessions?
Why was not session available in Benfleet (only via the council offices)?

DRAFT/RES/1797 SS7 5HE

A small amount of extra traffic on Benfleet High Road is all it takes to cause congestion, worried more housing will make this
worse.

DRAFT/RES/1798 SS8 7QS

No more houses! Drainage on Canvey is only adequate for less than half the houses on Canvey!

DRAFT/RES/1799

I do not know how you can consider to allow to further housing be built on this Island as it is already severely over populated.
It is almost impossible to get on and off the Island at rush hour time and also should there be an emergency to evacuate the
Island there could be fatal consequences.

DRAFT/RES/1800 SS8 8JR

A new road to relieve pressure on existing roads. The new homes to be built for local people first.

DRAFT/RES/1801 SS8 8JT

I think it is outrageous that we have to lose all our green spaces to housing development, all the time Governments allow
millions of unwanted immigrants to live here.

DRAFT/RES/1802 SS7 3EG

Infrastructure is paramount. Congestion at the moment is horrendous.

DRAFT/RES/1805 SS8 9RH

While I think it is pointless to object to development which is going to happen regardless of the views of local residents- the
required infrastructure to support the additional housing should be in place before the houses are occupied. Additionally, any
improvements to the local road network should not be used at a later as an excuse for more (unwanted) development, on
Canvey or indeed anywhere in Castle Point.

DRAFT/RES/1806 SS7 5TP

What's wrong with the land at Sadler's Farm roundabout where the car boot sale is and land along A130 down to A1245 and
A127 easier to plan and build access off of major routes and less impact than ragging onto already built up areas.

DRAFT/RES/1807 SS8 7NS

I object to Thorney Bay Caravan Park. It was never meant to be a housing estate.
Roads and drains cannot cope with what is already built on Canvey.
Widening Somnes Avenue to Link Road won't solve traffic problems; only create a bigger bottle neck at the roundabout at
Link Road.
I have lived on Canvey 57 years and have seen more and more building and more and more surface water because the
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drains cannot cope. I experienced flooding last August due to the three drains in the road not taking surface water away.

DRAFT/RES/1808 SS7 3DW

Current infrastructure will not support further development. We are full. Too little green space. Why do we need further retail
space when many shops are empty?
Why do we not have a bus route from Rayleigh- Woodman’s- Benfleet Station- Canvey instead of having to go round the
houses?

DRAFT/RES/1809

Please, please, please let's have a new road off of Canvey Island.

DRAFT/RES/1810 SS8 7PR

I don't believe any further growth should be planned without additional roads and transport links being in place first.
The area suffers major delays on a daily basis without additional population.

DRAFT/RES/1811 SS7 2UD

I have strong objections to the proposed development H11. My areas of concern are:
The impact of additional traffic along Daws Heath Road, it is an old road and was never intended to carry as much traffic as it
has now, let alone the extra hundreds of vehicles, including HGVs' that would use this road should these proposals go
ahead. Also this plan would need to include junctions for vehicle entry into both Solby and Brook (Smiths) farms, which
cannot be viable given the width of Daws Heath Road
My house is at the edge of the Solby Wood site, I have lived here for 35 years and have enjoyed open aspects, both south
and west. If this development goes ahead, these views will be ruined and it would have a severe impact on our daily lives
and a considerable loss in the value of our property.
My house 414 Daws Heath Road was the original farm house for Solby Wood Farm, before planning was given to them, then
farmer. It was built, along with 412, around 1917 and therefore has very shallow foundations. My concern is that the
additional road works and subsequent increase in traffic, particularly HGVs' will have a detrimental effect on the structure of
my property. It already vibrates when an HGV passes!
There are many mature trees on the proposed site including ancient oaks, two of which are next to my property, one on the
land, just some 7m from my boundary and one on the pavement another 15m south. My concern is that these and the other
mature trees on this land could be destroyed if this plan goes ahead. They help provide equilibrium in the water table around
my property; again their removal could have a detrimental effect on my properties structure.
There is also an open culvert next to my southern boundary; it is part of a land drainage system that drains the land to the
west and north. This would also need to be addressed in any future planning.
I am concerned about the flood risk to my property this development may pose. My garden has become waterlogged in the
winter since; the owner of Solby Wood Farm was given planning permission to form a hard standing car park, where there
was once a grazing meadow. The excess soil was not removed as it should have been, as per your planning permission, but
dumped behind my fence on my western boundary. There is now nowhere else for the rain water to go now and additional
housing will only make the situation far worse.

DRAFT/RES/1813 SS7 2DN

As you are probably aware- our part of Essex is so heavily populated and we do not have much green space left around
here- towns and villages have been totally ruined- such as Thundersley- now just ugly retirement flats and a few odd shops-
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all its character has been lost- and of course the beautiful 'Wagon and Horse' pub that was ripped down and yet more ugly
retirement flats put in its place (cannot understand how they got planning permission!!!- very strange). Please don't concrete
over what little we have left.

DRAFT/RES/1814 SS7 5DH

This is nothing to do with providing homes and jobs for local people. It is entirely about this part of Essex being designated
as a dumping ground for all the people being forced out of London through mass immigration, large social housing estates
being replaced with expensive apartments aimed at wealthy foreign buyers. Social cleansing in other words, this plan is a
complete betrayal of the people of Castle Point and Councillors who would prefer to tow their party line rather than represent
the views of the people who elect them should reflect on decision or face the consequences at the ballot box.

DRAFT/RES/1815 SS7 5EL

H14- You proposes a new link road off A130 Canvey Way 'into' West Benfleet relieving pressure at Tarpots. Could you tell
how this relieves pressure? 800 homes, approx 1000 new cars in the area that is already under pressure. How do these cars
get out of Benfleet? Tarpots is already struggling, St Mary's Roundabout struggling.
Unless a relief road out of Benfleet is approved, Tarpots and associated roads will be heavily hit.

DRAFT/RES/1816 SS8 7HX

Canvey Island is recognised flood plain, although the risk of flooding is seen as low the impact of such a flood is seen as
high, partly due to the lack of roads in order to bring about a fast evacuation of the Island. Whatever improvements in the
road structure are just tinkering and will do little to improve this situation. Housing developments you have highlighted on the
Island will all increase traffic on the access roads on and off the Island; you have only got to try to leave the Island in the
morning rush hour to imagine what the effect will be of trying to vacate the whole Island.
I note that one of the road improvements proposed is the new road off the Island. This has been in the pipe line for many
years but never becomes reality due to the funding. No further development of the Island should occur until this new access
road is completed.

DRAFT/RES/1818 SS8 7HN

No more houses should be built on Canvey as it's a flood risk area and this Government policy, also the roads couldn't cope
with the extra especially during rush hour.

DRAFT/RES/1819

I have lived here for 47 years (1967). This is not the place I moved to and did enjoy for some years. We're a little Island of
workers or pensioners who knew what work is/was. We want a peaceful life not a congested Island packed with people who
just want low priced houses- I like many worked for what I have and life is not the dream anymore.

DRAFT/RES/1820 SS8 7LQ

Having lived on the Island for many years, I have seen many major housing developments taking place to the detriment of
people living on the Island. We are after all an Island which could be reclaimed by the sea at any time as we are below sea
level. There are already too many houses on this Island having an impact on travel/ sewage/ pavements/ roads/ health
service/ dentists etc. The infrastructure on this Island cannot take anymore houses we are over full already. Our
roads/pavements/ pipe work/ sewage facilities need attention and we need another road off the Island from the Point end.
NO MORE HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS PLEASE- especially as there will be more floods in the future we would all die if a
major catastrophe occurred.
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DRAFT/RES/1822 SS7 3TX

I have chosen to remain living and working in Castle Point for many years because it has not become too overcrowded. With
additional housing will increase the traffic delays, parking problems and additional pollution. Building closer to existing larger
or newer roads will reduce the burden on the smaller, older roads. Already the condition of local roads had deteriorated with
large pot holes etc, this no doubt will become worse with additional traffic. Our wildlife and birds also need protection. The
local woodland is very special and should be preserved.

DRAFT/RES/1823 SS7 5RP

There appears to be no provision for children/ young people.

DRAFT/RES/1824 SS7 5HS

Too many houses to be built!
1. Roads too small to accommodate extra traffic.
2. Considering the accidents at cemetery corner.
3. Benfleet High Road not wide enough to carry extra traffic i.e. lorries!! Transporters!!

DRAFT/RES/1826 SS8 7TQ

Will you take note of the majority of opinion?

DRAFT/RES/1827 SS8 7HL

We do not want a new road off Canvey if we get one to a tolled road, as no one will use it. They'll just keep to the old one.
Also too much new housing on Canvey is no good without another road as it would cause even more traffic, when accidents
happen on the original roads and we want Canvey to stay a peaceful place and friendly Island as it is now.

DRAFT/RES/1830 SS8 8QE

This is a small Island already overcrowded/ we need less people and more facilities so that we do not have to leave the
Island to shop (except food).
Too much money is spent on planning with no action.
I have lived here since 1980 and all we get is talk.

DRAFT/RES/1831 SS7 2SW

I am writing to strongly object to the draft new local plan.
You state the council needs to allow for more affordable housing in our borough. I feel you have been unclear and
misleading in your term ‘affordable housing'. This isn't housing to help young people get on the property ladder. Affordable
Houses means that these houses are made available for rent from a Registered Social Landlord. Unfortunately, there are
more than enough people on the Housing Register to take these up already. Am I correct in this statement?
The Government's plan to build new homes is not the right approach, and there are more cost effective and efficient ways to
utilize the properties that are currently lying empty.
A shocking 635,127 empty homes are currently empty in England according to the 2013 Empty Homes Stats. Why is this not
being looked in to as an alternative for providing ‘Affordable housing'?
There is also a clear link to housing requirements and how these are linked to the mass immigration we have experienced in
recent years. This is something the government should be resolving and rectifying as it was the government's gross lack of
control that caused the issue in the first place. The hardworking, honest people of this country should not be paying again!
We need to look at why people are being forced to move out of London and in to our boroughs. The houses in London are
getting bought up by the super-rich and super wealthy from abroad but they aren't even living in the properties but using
them as investments.
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Recently the council were trying to close Deans School and as part of your new proposal you mention a replacement school
building for Hadleigh Junior high school. Where is the logic behind this? I have also heard that one of the main reasons for
the council wanting to close the Deans school was so it would have enabled a road to be built through it. It may be just a
rumour however this highlights the lack of trust we have in the council.
As for your proposed regeneration of Hadleigh high street and Canvey - Instead of building more shops, the existing
empty/derelict shop spaces should be regenerated, utilise what we already have. Surely this would also create more jobs?
Surely we should be fixing what we have in the first place?
A horrendous amount of the tax payer's money has been spent on trying to improve the roads in around castle point and
every attempt has failed. The traffic if anything is worse, certainly not better. There are simply too many people and cars for
the roads to be able to cope at it are. Building more houses will obviously increase the traffic and you need to stop wasting
money on trying to fix something that simply can't be. You need to look at managing what we already have! Yet another
reason not to build more houses.
We need to be looking at the bigger picture when planning for the future for our people, towns, counties and country. We are
a small island and cannot sustain the immigration that has been allowed to take place in this country. We need to look at all
of the empty houses already in existence in this country, we need to look at why we have too many people on the benefits
system, we need to look at the amount of people not working yet continuing to have children they cannot afford and yet the
councils and the taxpayers are having to find affordable housing for them! We need to look at why WE are expected to pay
for and give up our land for people we shouldn't have allowed in the first place.
It appears we are being pushed to accept the council plans for fear the government will step in and take over. Well as a
community we will object to that also. We are not powerless against the government, they work for the people and we will be
listened to.
By continuing to ignore your local community's objections to the New Local Plan you will alienate and even larger section of
our community creating even less local support.
If Castle Point truly does not know what to do then perhaps the Leader of The Council should be making an urgent
appointment in Westminster to tell David Cameron and Eric Pickles that Conservative Government Policy is not for Castle
Point. Then you would have my full backing and support!
Without our consent you have no authority.
Your actions from this point onwards will strongly affect the local elections this May.

DRAFT/RES/1832

I think we have too many homes to build on the Island as it is and yet we still have trouble if anything happens on the Island
getting off. I think we should have another road off the Island before you start building more homes. One here as for years
there's been talk of another road off but it has never happened so I think you should consider and worry about the people
who live here. A new road off the Island before new homes as traffic is bad now and it would only get worse. Thank you.

DRAFT/RES/1833 SS7 5EG

Look-this now an appropriate and significantly serious time for Councils, to get real and put aside VESTED INTERESTS! No
more building should occur on the areas designated. These ' rabbit hutches' provided by cash- hungry developers do not
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provide 'true' homes and should not be constructed on or near swamp pond. Major risks associating with saturated clay
such-soils and the like.
Benfleet areas mostly are totally unsuitable for homes construction and the dire ensuing problems posed by climatic changes
which are happening now! No further construction should be expedited for whatever vested interests on low lying area in
areas outlined for South Benfleet and Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/1834 SS7 3LU

The new systems at Tarpots and Saddlers do not work at peak times- the one large roundabout and the traffic light
systems/timings do not work. Access from the old A13 does not work and blocks roundabout- congestion from Tarpots
makes it worse. Traffic lights and additional close pedestrian lights and timings cause massive issues- knock onto Sadler’scongestion open worse to get across than before and you can never predict times very variable.

DRAFT/RES/1835 SS7 5DS

Our comments on the (let's face it) Benfleet new Town Proposals.
This past winter has shown the results of building on flood plains e.g. the Jotmans Lane Farm site. People living up and
down the country are finding their homes un-insurable in the foreseeable future. All the common sense arguments against
having all the extra traffic congestion have been well documented, but on the point on congestion who is going to pay for the
giant sized sewage works that is so obviously going to be needed for the 20,000 or so extra residents in Castle Point.
Designated picture book snapshots of local nature described in Question 11 of the new local draft plan are rather hard to
swallow when like everyone else along here ( Watlington Road) we paid an extra premium to live with a countryside aspect.
Who is going to live in all these properties when the buyers can't pay their mortgages? Poor unfortunates who won't be
voting for anyone? Let's hope and pray that all the new Estate Agents have got it wrong!

DRAFT/RES/1836 SS8 7BX

In light of recent flooding across the UK. I do not think Canvey Island should have any more homes built until it is certain that
the island can be evacuated quickly and safely and that emergency services are able to access on and off the Island without
delay.

DRAFT/RES/1837 SS8 0DW

No more houses until roads and drains have been greatly improved.

DRAFT/RES/1838 SS8 7EA

Very worried about more new houses to be built on Canvey because of traffic congestion already is a nightmare. But if more
roads were built before or during would be alright with it.

DRAFT/RES/1839 SS8 0QG

DRAFT/RES/1842 SS8 7PB

•
•
•
•

Over population.
Congestion on all roads
Building on flood plains
Sewerage and water problems with more houses.

1000 new houses on Canvey Island must have an adverse effect on our roads and traffic therefore:
1. The planned extension of Roscommon Way to Western Esplanade will be of great help.
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2. A third road off Canvey is vital, especially in the event on an emergency.

DRAFT/RES/1844 SS7 1JL

Access to/from the two sites objected to by us is already very busy- further building in either area would make the existing
roads dangerously over crowded especially Essex Way.

DRAFT/RES/1845 SS8 0QQ

The regeneration of the northern part of the Borough requires addressing so as to support organisations such as the Deanes
School

DRAFT/RES/1846 SS7 3ND

I think it would benefit the Draft Plan if the Council included an estimate of how many new homes that could be provided
through infill building and redevelopment of existing sites. Also how many affordable homes that may become available by
people moving up within the area.
•
•

DRAFT/RES/1847 SS7 5BE

•

New road into Benfleet- presumably off Canvey Way- where and how will this happen? Jotmans Lane not feasible as
traffic will never get put onto the High Road- recipe for gridlock!!
Jotmans Farm (north of Jotmans Lane) the land lies at least 3 meters alone our house before any activities. Our
houses will be dwarfed and obviously our privacy, outlook and peace will be shattered.
Before anything happens, a clear plan must be available on the way forward for infrastructure development to avoid
the whole are grinding to a standstill.

DRAFT/RES/1848 SS8 8QQ

I lived and worked in and around London all of my working life. Because of the noise through bust roads and living next to a
5 rail line and houses and flats being built in every nook and cranny which meant me and my family never had any peace.
This was the reason I moved onto this park, Kings Park, where I experience peace and security. Also not enough
infrastructure was built taking into account theses extra families or things for leisure for young people to do when not at
school meant that crime went up and vandalism and graffiti. I am not blaming just youngsters as adults are just as much to
blame. I love Canvey Island. I feel that I have come back to where I spent my childhood in Canvey, where there were lots of
open spaces to play in. Children need open spaces for sports such as football, rugby and cricket.
Q7- I feel very strongly about giving new businesses a bit financial break for the first year of trading. I also realise that times
are tough for everyone, including the Council.

DRAFT/RES/1849 SS6 9PW

A new exit road off Canvey is essential. Currently both exits converge on one roundabout at Waterside.
If proposals go ahead re: housing than the exit road off the Island at Northwick Road has to be built. Other road
improvements to Somme’s Avenue and Canvey Way would not be needed.

DRAFT/RES/1850 SS8 0AR

We do not need any more cars etc! The Island cannot cope with more housing. Just leave us alone!

DRAFT/RES/1851 SS7 1DB

It's not just a case of building properties it's taking away what little parts of the countryside we have left.
And some areas are already overcrowded especially Canvey Island. I say STOP THE BUILDING and refurbish what needs
to be carried out. I think it is terrible were all little plots of land that are left for woodland are offered or taken for building. It
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must stop!

DRAFT/RES/1852 SS7 2UJ

More looking at Brown Field sites. I know these are smaller areas but this could improve the look of the area as part of the
infrastructure. Enhancing Canvey and Hadleigh.

DRAFT/RES/1853 SS7 5AX

1. The land now included on H13 and H14 Plan was always declared by Castle Point Council as a buffer open space corridor
between Basildon and Castle Point - why has this policy now been abandoned?
2. In the section headed 'What You Told Us' no mention is made of the petitions sent to the Council opposing many of the
proposed housing developments. Why was this?

DRAFT/RES/1854 SS7 3TE

Please try to retain as much of the Green Belt as possible and not change Thundersley out of all perpetration. Our roads
rarely take much more traffic. There are in an awful state as it is. Hadleigh and the Woodman's are really bad at certain
times, as you are more likely aware.

DRAFT/RES/1855 SS8 0JS

Too much traffic getting on and off of Canvey.
Shopping/retail is possibly non-existent on Canvey and needs sorting out. We need a third road- now!!
Flood defences and improvements must be an ongoing project.
Not one single property should be built on Canvey Island until:
Emergency Services are restored to the Island
I note that Canvey Way is to be dualled only as far as the new link at Jotmans Farm- it needs to go all the way to Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/1856 SS8 8EA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The new road at Northwick needs to be a duel carriageway.
In an emergency everybody who lives on Canvey is at risk as roads off will be gridlocked within minutes.
I see the same old pockets will be lined as usual particularly Thorney Bay Owners.
Canvey has finite resources yet a high percentage of properties will be built here- think again!!
We want our own Council back- fed up with Castle Point fairy tales re: Roads on/off Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/1857 SS7 4LJ

There are mainly elderly and disabled residences living in Glebelands, it is highly detrimental to the health and safety of the
residences and school children attending the three schools in Rushbottom Lane to build there and use Glebelands as an
access road, Why have the Council turned their back on the residence of Glebelands?

DRAFT/RES/1858 SS7 5ND

I am concerned for my children, grandchildren and great- grand children.
Regarding schools, doctors and infrastructure, Castle Point will be over populated and congested.

DRAFT/RES/1860 SS7 5HJ

West Benfleet- Even with the new link road to A130, a lot of traffic will need to access the High Road and Benfleet Station
.This will seriously affect the amount of traffic through Jotmans Lane and Benfleet Park Road. Schools are already crammed!
We need more work opportunities in local area- Benfleet is becoming a 'commuter' town!
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DRAFT/RES/1861 SS7 2JP

Suggested site for new health centre- Hadleigh Town Centre - old Crown Hotel Site to also include new library.
Re-introduction of bus service from North End of Woodford Road to Leigh and Southend. More frequent bus service to
Southend Hospital.

DRAFT/RES/1862 SS7 2QW

H6 and H5 are on the flood plain. Too close to flood defences. H5 is next door to a Top Tier Comah Site- all I can comment
is 'Buncefield' in December 2005.
H4, H10 and H9- The A13 is seriously congested between 7.30 am and 9.30 am and 4pm until 7pm with traffic on both sides
tailing back either to Pitsea or Leigh. Additional housing in these areas is daft. The road system cannot cope. Two lanes into
one lane, back to two lanes then back to one lane- it's completely ridiculous. It needs to be two lanes all the way. But there is
not enough pavements either side to let this happen. Get rid of the bus lanes in rush hour and it may help!

DRAFT/RES/1864 SS7 2JR

The east side of Hadleigh badly needs a new school playground, green space and parking on site. The whole Scrub Lane
site should be used for schooling. There is not enough room to squeeze in houses as well. This school could also benefit to
the Highlands area of Leigh on Sea.

DRAFT/RES/1865 SS7 5DQ

Benfleet and Canvey Island are both over developed as it stands.
The only building proposals I wouldn't object to are Brownfield sites. Why hasn't enough been done to utilise them first?

DRAFT/RES/1866 SS7 2TY

In my opinion the most sensible and practical would be to fully develop H15 site as a first option and to urge Essex Highways
to reconsider access as this seems to be the best solution for the area.

DRAFT/RES/1867 SS8 7BS

Need new road off Canvey Island first, before you build more housing. The congestion will be terrible.
More housing= more cars
And the loss of green belt land.

DRAFT/RES/1868 SS7 1NL

RE H15- I am concerned that the water pressure at the top of St Mary's Road will be affected. Already the pressure from my
shower is often reduced.

DRAFT/RES/1870 SS8 9PU

Am extremely concerned about further homes being built on Canvey Island; it can be dreadful getting off of Canvey at peak
times whether by Canvey Way / Benfleet Station. I am also concerned about the homes being planned for my local area,
Castle View as I do not want it becoming over populated and any impact on our view as this is one of the things we love
about living here.
Secondly, with the plan for additional retail space - this needs to be a reasonable price to rent out. I know that the
Knightswick centre is not doable for many businesses.

DRAFT/RES/1871

Although I agree, new housing is needed in Castle Point. This should be affordable firstly for local people. Worried about the
amount of local roads that are now no through roads being opened to allow traffic through from the new housing area.

DRAFT/RES/1873 SS7 3PE

Daws Heath is one of the last remaining countryside areas in our borough. It will spoil the peace and tranquillity of the Little
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Havens Hospice.

DRAFT/RES/1876 SS8 8NQ

Drainage roads are flooding now on Canvey as drains cannot cope with extra housing i.e. Thorney Bay and Labworth Cafe
car park area.
If present problems aren't dealt with- extra housing will make matters worse. Too many houses on Canvey now.

DRAFT/RES/1877 SS7 5RB

We do not need 3.500 more people with insufficient schools, no doctor surgeries and insufficient infrastructure.
No building on Green Belt or parks or recreation grounds.

DRAFT/RES/1878 SS7 5DB

You propose a new primary school for the area while you are closing a secondary school- how does that work? Also if you
build these new houses where are the older children going to go to school? Both secondary schools are to the south of the
A13. A lot of children will not be within walking distance of school so more traffic on roads at peak times. It is also difficult to
get a doctor’s appointment now.

DRAFT/RES/1882 SS7 3UU

I don't think green belt should be considered. Keep our beautiful countryside- it has gradually been disappearing since I
moved from London. The area has been becoming more like London with more and more housing and overloaded roads.
Being spoilt in fact. I think that it would make more sense to develop the Blinking Owl / Fane Road site H18 before
destroying more greenbelt in our once lovely, countryside.

DRAFT/RES/1883 SS7 2TY

Hi
I think that the impact of all this extra housing in our area will ruin the area and have a negative impact on the infrastructure.
When I moved into Daws Heath in 1986 I applied for planning permission and was declined as my proposed property did not
fit in with the "Daws Heath village scene". At the time I thought the council were mad - Daws Heath isn't a village. Since then
I have realised it actually is a village community here. We already have problems with the roads, having no footpaths, and
you have done nothing about that over the years. We have suggested that by just making St Michaels Road one way down
to the A127 it would alleviate a lot of the problems with people cutting through Daws Heath, but no reply. It would
inconvenience people, including me, but make the roads safer.
As far as the application is concerned it would make much more sense to use the H18 plan Fane Road/Blinking Owl/North
West Thundersley as the area desperately needs some remodelling and the access to the A127 would be far easier and less
disruptive.
We pay a vast premium to live in one of the best areas in this part of Essex and don't want you to ruin it when a much more
suitable site is available.

DRAFT/RES/1884

I would like to think the views of all the community will be considered, but I think we are all aware Thorney Bay Park is
already preparing to clear the site. So please someone on the council help to stop all these houses being built.

DRAFT/RES/1887 SS7 3AJ

I have lived in this area since 1962 and have seen many changes. Obviously we all realise things will change and areas get
more congested, but I do honestly think Castle Point is getting spoilt now. We do not want more and more houses with more
and more cars and more and more jobs. We should keep fighting to preserve what we have now and not turn it into a mini
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London. Anymore housing (on a large scale) should be outside this part of Essex entirely. Perhaps a new town (i.e. similar to
Harlow) elsewhere.
More and more cars mean more and more pollution, congestion and jams. There are always alternatives and to spread
outwards is much better than compacting. I have agreed to some of the plans, but I am against any major expansion in this
area in the years to come, and that includes an Estuary airport.

DRAFT/RES/1889 SS8 8BR

Canvey Island desperately needs a new road. To travel off of the Island and travel back the roads become gridlocked,
whether it's rush hour or other road problems caused by accidents or breakdowns.
I feel Canvey Island is unique with the problems it has for the population of people who live on Canvey. If there has to be an
increase in homes, top priority is new roads. I feel the Government need to be made aware of this.
New roads first- then new homes.

DRAFT/RES/1890 SS8 9DJ

When proposing new housing estates on Canvey island first and foremost should be the road infrastructure. Residents
already have to queue to 'get on' or 'get off' the island. Present roads and pavements are in a shocking state or repair.
Sometimes after heavy rain, sewers seem inadequate. Surely problems should be dealt with first?

DRAFT/RES/1891 SS8 9FQ

Before any new housing is allowed on Canvey Island, the road infrastructure should be addressed. I cannot see what
widening of Somnes Avenue from Waterside to Link Road would achieve apart from blocking the small roundabout at Link
Road/60 Acres.
No housing should be built on Green Belt or flood plains whatsoever...you are asking for trouble as we have seen with
flooding all over the country!!
Build a 'New Town' out of area for new housing etc; don't try to squeeze more housing into already cramped areas!

DRAFT/RES/1892 SS8 9HB

Why have we the residents on Canvey Island been asked to fill this questionnaire in when the advice of a Government
Inspection in 1982 has not been adhered to as there was not supposed to be any new premises built within 3KM of gas
terminal.
The last time you so called revamped our town centre for the better, all the Council done was rip the very heart out of our
shopping centre that resulted in the death centre of our town. We need infrastructure updating i.e. sewerage, roads and
pavements maintained. Above all we need a decent bus service.

DRAFT/RES/1894 SS7 5TZ

My comments in reference to the Draft New Local Plan ref: H14. Under the present proposals, traffic congestion, including
added pollution, will increase the severe problems that already exist at the Tarpots and Sadler’s Farm junctions. The
restructuring of these roads have not alleviated this problem. I am therefore opposed to further developments which will only
exacerbate the present unacceptable proposals.
Having lived in Malwood Road for many years and having suffered past flooding problems through inadequate drainage.
Underground storage tanks were installed with some success, but are they of sufficient size to cope with the extra volume of
water. An additional twenty properties are to be built on an extension of Malwood Road, but unless special measures are
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undertaken and assurance given to prevent a recurrence of the surface water causing flooding as before, I am strongly
objecting to the H14 proposal.
With reference to the allotments repositioning, I would need to be assured that the proposals do not reduce the overall size
and location remains as per plans.

DRAFT/RES/1896 SS8 9JA

Stop Building on Canvey Island! We need more business not houses- it's not a pleasure to live here anymore but can't afford
to move.
Parking in your own road is a nightmare!

DRAFT/RES/1899 SS7 1EJ

Whilst understanding CPBC's impossible position, it must be stressed to central Government that Castle Point is 'full up'.
Further large development will lead to deterioration in the quality of life and the reasons for people have moved here in the
past. I wish this to be retained.
The infrastructure cannot cope with the existing population; the road congestion has got worse. Roads deteriorate and
remain unrepaired; more housing will make matters worse.
Question 5- refers to more employment. This is a bit 'pie in the sky'- unless potential employers are given incentives by
CPBC they will stay away i.e. no council tax charges for 2 years.
Similarly Q.7- Retail- If you wish to increase this you must bring back free parking, otherwise no-one will shop in Castle Point
except the locals.

DRAFT/RES/1900 SS7 1HS

Our main concern is the proposal to build 200 homes between Felstead Road and Catherine Road. This would remove a
disproportionate amount of Green Belt land, far more than the 92% overall target. Successive councils have retained the
whole of this area as Green Belt and this proposal is huge 'overkill'. It is completely unfair to most of us who moved here
because of the proximity to woodland and wildlife and has seen very strong objections from us throughout.

DRAFT/RES/1902 SS7 1NH

We do not see how Castle Point can sustain additional homes within the borough. Looking at the state of the roads and
pavements, most are in a very poor state of repair. The traffic through Benfleet is already high, how will the roads cope with
potentially another 8000 cars? Who are these affordable homes intended for? Are we to become just an overflow from
London Boroughs? We do not need additional greenbelt land, we already have greenbelt land- just don't build on that.
If all these new homes are needed, why not just build a new town somewhere?

DRAFT/RES/1903 SS7 2JD

Resisting of Hadleigh Junior School
Traffic bad in Scrub Lane- when parents wait to pick up children from school (i.e. 3.00- 3.30pm). Can an area be given to
support additional parking for parents during pick up times?

DRAFT/RES/1904 SS7 4DT

Building more houses will cause air quality issues congestion and will affect our everyday life.

DRAFT/RES/1905 SS8 0AF

Far too many houses planned- for Canvey we have already had an abundance of flats built down the seafront- with too many
being set aside for housing benefits- bringing down property prices for people that are buying these flats- Canvey is a flood
plain and should not be built on - A new road off of Canvey has been promised for the last 30 years without additional
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houses being added. A secondary school has just been closed reducing capacity- the Island is too cramped as it is with
limited facilities- abominable High Street and terrible flooding as usual- say NO!!

DRAFT/RES/1906 SS8 7HD

I think it is totally irresponsible to build more homes on Canvey Island when it clear there are major drainage and surface
water problems. There will be a problem insuring our homes soon unless the Council find different location for the new
developments.

DRAFT/RES/1907 SS7 3DF

The plan states “you have told us that you want more affordable homes to be provided to meet the needs of future
generations". Please provide documentation to support this statement as the only residents in favour of future development
appear to be those who will gain financially.
Castle Point is already over-populated suffering from appalling traffic congestion and strains on the existent infrastructure.
How can it possibly handle the proposed increase in population?
We are not convinced that there is a significant housing shortage but if this indeed the case, surely the solution for Essex as
a whole to consider establishing a new town rather than over develop existing towns and villages. If it can be proved that
further local development of note is essential surely the only realistic option is to concentrate this in area H18.

DRAFT/RES/1908 SS8 0AY

The existing infrastructure on Canvey cannot support further expansion of housing, roads, drainage etc. Roads are at this
time congested down peak periods. Should the housing proposals go ahead I would like to see quality homes with open
spaces, otherwise Canvey will become one giant housing estate and will encourage all the social, environmental problems
that go with it!

DRAFT/RES/1909 SS8 9YR

I lived on Canvey for 42 years and far from seeing improvements since that time it has gone into decline. The new road has
been promised for nearly as long! My main objections about more houses are not to build on the flood plains and definitely
not allowing people to block pave/concrete the whole of their front gardens. We never have flooding down my road until this
was allowed- its common sense really- water will find its lowest level. So please new road first and no building on green belt.

DRAFT/RES/1910 SS8 9DP

I hope these homes will be for local people and their children. If you do not build too many homes in one go, you can check
out extra traffic road use, doctors, dentists, etc.
Approx 5 years ago, you started to improve the shopping centre and Furtherwick Road, nothing happened. Will these
property plans be the same?
It's a shame some of this money the council is spending you could not keep some of the lights on between 10.00- 5.00 am.
Last but not least getting off and on the Island is often horrendous!!!

DRAFT/RES/1911 SS7 2UJ

In view of the requirement for additional housing in both Castle Point and other areas in the South East, I wonder if the
creation of a 'new town' would be a better solution. Rather than filling in areas which are already suffering from overcrowding
and the associated problems with infrastructure a new town with its own schools, surgeries, transport etc would go a long
way to solving the problems. Building on Green Belt sites within urban areas leads to a reduction in the quality of life for the
residents. The Green Belt should be protected at all costs when brown field sites are available for development.
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DRAFT/RES/1912

1000 plus more homes on Canvey are you all nuts? The roads are already chocked, even at weekends. It is a nightmare
getting on and off Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/1913 SS7 3AR

Q4- The 35% target is more appropriate however I see no reason why the residents of Castle Point should be responsible for
commercial viability for a development on ensuring that a development is profitable for a developer.

DRAFT/RES/1914 SS8 7QA

It seems a worrying trend to require the building of houses etc on flood plains of which Canvey is one, also the water table
seems to be rising as can be seen this year when we had so much wet weather. Also there is a problem with congestion at
the moment and with the additional of more housing problem will become worse.

DRAFT/RES/1915 SS7 3UW

We do not understand why there is a need for more property to be built in Castle Point as there are plenty for sale in the
Estate Agents (also many to let). So called affordable houses will still have to be paid for so who are they for?
We have no more room for cars on our roads. Anymore concrete will cause more flooding. This country is already over
populated.

DRAFT/RES/1916 SS7 2JR

I'm against using green belt for housing development, more concrete could cause flooding etc. Loss of trees and green
spaces spoils what little beauty we have left in our environment. If houses have to be built there will be more traffic. Already
there are traffic jams as the Woodman's roundabout so a spur road would be helpful, maybe the H10 could be smaller. H11
should be a smaller development to allow for a decent playing field for the new school. As we already have affordable
housing in Scrub lane maybe some executive housing would be appropriate. Where will the parents park for the new schoolalready they block the road. There is a great need for more buses to Leigh Broadway and Southend Hospital.

DRAFT/RES/1917 SS7 2UQ

I've lived in Castle Point for 75 years and moved to Daws Heath in 1956. This has always been a beautiful area, what the
council plan is to change this with large number of developments. I realise some more housing will be built, but there should
be small units which blend into the area, not overwhelm it, Daws Heath does not have the necessary roads to cope with the
extra traffic etc- why can't the properties be built somewhere the countryside in not going to be damaged beyond repair. It's
not a case of not in my back yard- lets be sensible, not damage the lovely area of Daws Heath if there are other suitable
area.

DRAFT/RES/1918 SS7 2HH

No more house at top of Bilton Road.
Total Infrastructure replacement must be considered- roads too narrow for possible extra 200 vehicles.
For 50 years Hadleigh residents have suffered flood line due to water level rising after Tarpots Pond- Scrub Lane was filled
in. Subsequently frequent over-flow in sewage occurs. Any more building at top of road will be catastrophic. Better to enlarge
school and use grounds for development of football/hockey/ basketball/ bowling facilities with properly appointed club house/
changing facilities.

DRAFT/RES/1919 SS7 5DD

I object to the proposal particularly H14.
I understand the need for housing and I understand the Jotmans Farm is a good site to build homes.
However 800 compared to 265 is excessive. This will affect the area in a negative way due to noise pollution, excess traffic,
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and increased road accidents.
I also travel by train to London via Benfleet Station. The station is already overcrowded at peak times.
The trains are already filled and I rarely get a seat to work.
The retail offered in Benfleet is far too low already.
I believe a shopping (retail) area should be built on some of the land instead.

DRAFT/RES/1920 SS7 5BQ

We strongly object to the Draft New Local Plan concerning the building of 800 houses on land in close proximity to our
property and the building of properties. Thereof this new result in the increase of traffic and noise.
We have lived in this property for nearly 40 years and at this stage of our lives are not fine to relocate.

DRAFT/RES/1921 SS7 5DF

Over development of the area, will only create more problems in the future! Protecting Green Belt is vital. We should retain a
green (buffer) zone around the Borough Farmlands must be protected.
The huge (800) homes proposed for 'Jotmans Farm' is wrong. A link to Canvey Way (A130) via existing residential areas will
only provides a 'Rat Run' (24 hours a day).
Cemetery Corner (High Road) requires 'roundabout' to ease access for Jotmans residents now to local shops etc. The recent
bad weather (flood crisis) affecting parts of the country have highlighted the need to protect the environment above the need
of development.

DRAFT/RES/1922 SS7 2UT

I strongly object to the H10 and H11 proposal. This is not a case of being a 'nimby' ( at my age I doubt that in the time scale
it will affect me).
My main concern is that H10 and H11 will cause even far worse traffic congestion than exists at present in particular the
narrow section of Rayleigh Road north of the Woodman's Pub is 'grid locked' already on many occasions.
Any improvement to Rayleigh Road would only marginally improve the situation and would entail significant loss of already
small front gardens along Rayleigh Road.
If any development of further housing is required, it should take place in the 'Lake District' of Thundersley ( the area adjacent
and including H18) not good agricultural land.
Finally I dispute that 4000 houses are required for local families (the proposed closure of Deanes School through less pupils
is proof of this). A large proportion of Castle Point residents are elderly and in the envisaged period no doubt. The 'grim
reaper' will make many properties available for re-use.

DRAFT/RES/1923 SS7 3AZ

Whilst I appreciate the need for new housing, I feel it should not be at the cost of green belt land and our wildlife. Already a
large area of Kiln Road is under development and if land is taken from Daws Heath area and move from Kiln Road, our
wildlife will have nowhere to go. There has been an increase of dead animals on our roads as they are driven away from
their homes.
Also the traffic around Benfleet / Thundersley/ Canvey is already at bursting point for each new house there will 2 cars and
traffic will be intolerable. There are many empty shops in the area which should be utilised before new ones are built.

DRAFT/RES/1924 SS8 9FF

Canvey Island already suffers greatly from rainfall flooding roads. With the building of more properties there will be less
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permeable surfaces for the water to go and the pumping stations which already struggle could be overwhelmed with
excessive surface water.
Almost 500 extra homes will mean increased traffic, increased need transport, medical and education services. I appreciate
that the notion of extensions to Canvey way, Somnes Avenue & Roscommon way have been mentioned but I do not think
this will be sufficient to cope with the increased traffic volume.

DRAFT/RES/1925 SS8 8HS

Sort out our Canvey now very bad drains in area of years of floods then build the agreed new roads and infrastructurebefore building new houses.
Give Canvey a proper survival plan in the light of all this flooding in the country as elderly do not all have computers and
mobile phones- who will contact us in emergency?

DRAFT/RES/1926 SS8 0AF

It is about time the council tidy up the High Street which has old shops going back 50 years. Need to be brought into the 21st
Century.
With regards to doctors surgeries only last week in the Echo newspaper they want to close the doctor’s surgery down. With
all the these people moving onto Canvey Island and all the new proposed housing to be built we need this surgery as well as
Deanes School. I think it is about time you had a re think since I have lived in my road there has not even been a road
sweeper- we do it ourselves.

DRAFT/RES/1927 SS7 2NS

Very careful consideration must be given to drainage capability on site H11 and existing houses just South of the Brook as
this area has experienced flooding in the past and is a potential flood lying between two areas of elevation both north and
south of the brook.
In terms of the John Burrows development, it needs to be a sympathetic development which benefits the local residents.

DRAFT/RES/1928 SS9 3RG

There are already too many houses in Castle Point District. The boundaries between the old villages (Hadleigh, Thundersley,
Benfleet etc) have been eroded over the years and now have merged into one large town. A lot of the old green spaces have
gone. Multiple houses have been built on the site of one old house (Scrub Lane Mews.) The roads have become seriously
congested with Hadleigh Town centre gridlocked on most days. New roads should be a priority before new housing. Enough
is enough.

DRAFT/RES/1929 SS8 0DQ

Canvey Island is already over-populated:- the infrastructure cannot cope with the density of population as it is now. The
drainage system throughout the Island is inadequate- we have flooded roads and gardens where dykes have been filled in
indiscriminately. The existing roads cannot cope with the level of traffic we have now. Why is any consideration being given
to building more on this vulnerable area? Surely looking at the basic health and safety of the population under various
headings i.e.:- traffic, schools, flood management, fire, policing, exit from the island in emergency- the answer to 'Do we
need and more buildings?'
The answer is clearly NO!

DRAFT/RES/1930 SS7 5ED

Due to the recent bad weather, we feel with the drains in our area, on roads and property the amount of new builds will make
matters worse. Also we feel building on Green Belt will not help the risk of flooding and we value our landscape. When it's
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gone, it's gone. We feel 800 homes are far too many for the area.

DRAFT/RES/1932 SS8 8JS

If it is proposed for all this growth on Canvey there must be another road off, congestion is particularly bad especially
towards the roundabout at the leisure centre. It takes one accident to effectively shut Canvey down. Another proposal should
be the Canvey Way round should automatically have the right of way to the A13. Traffic is congested when having to give
way from traffic oncoming from Benfleet. This site is an accident waiting to happen. If Canvey is regenerated put a train
station on Canvey saving commuters having to battle their way through congested traffic on public transport and in vehicles.
Canvey cannot sustain these growths without appropriate measures being put in place. If I could move away from the area I
would. It is becoming too built up, the town centre is empty apart from cafes and charity shops as the rates are too high for
good businesses to afford them. To get to a decent shop you need to go to Basildon or Southend.

DRAFT/RES/1933 SS7 2TH

Please use the alternative better site at H18 - Fane Road / Blinking Owl / North West Thundersley

DRAFT/RES/1934 SS7 2HB

Regeneration of Hadleigh centre needs to be a priority and could partly assist with providing the required housing numbers
without losing further open space and green belt land.

DRAFT/RES/1935 SS7 5UY

So much land being lost, especially to people that own horses on pieces of land. Loss of grazing loss of stables and loss of
bridle paths very sad.
Legal advice in the Government's National Planning Policy Framework insists that sporting and recreational facilities - even
when in private ownership - cannot be removed to make way for houses. Section 73 and 74 of the document states: Existing
open space, sports and recreational building and land should not be built on unless:
An assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the open space, building or land to be surplus to requirement.
The loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or better provision in terms of quantity
and quality in a suitable location.
And as for more businesses let’s try and fill the empty shop properties that is already out there!

DRAFT/RES/1937 SS7 2HA

I note the proposal to enhance the bus service to Basildon/ Southend and along the A13. I am a little surprised by this as the
service would already seem to be more than adequate.

DRAFT/RES/1939 SS7 2SJ

We don't want building on green belt more traffic and spoiling the landscape.

DRAFT/RES/1942 SS8 8JN

I would consider any new development either residential or industrial anywhere near the oil storage depot to be extremely
dangerous.
A further road off Canvey Island will only bring further traffic, as did Canvey Way.

DRAFT/RES/1945

The area cannot cope now with the level of transport seen. All the developments will increase pressure with the building and
then usage of the roads.
Benfleet was a fairly rural area, attractive to others; This is no longer the case as it moves towards a more urban, London
feel.
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Town centres are poor, parking poor.
Traffic extremely poor and the proposal will make matters worse!

DRAFT/RES/1951 SS7 3PW

Totally against using green belt land for anything.
Green Belt was meant to be unavailable for building etc and should be kept so. Thundersley is a lovely little village and open
spaces should be kept for wildlife etc and for future generations to come.

DRAFT/RES/1952 SS7 4AJ

H9- Exit from this housing development would be on dangerous part of the Bread and Cheese Hill because of dedicated bus
lane morning and evening.

DRAFT/RES/1955 SS7 4DG

No more roads needed and disruption to our area!
Why keep building on our green land causing schools to be overrun, GP's to be over run and more traffic on our roads. I
strongly object to the new proposals for housing in Benfleet when traffic is always coming through already as its main way to
Leigh, Southend and Shoebury. We don't need any more traffic being added and building new roads will only cause more
stress for families and people in the areas affected. You need to start caring about people already here!

DRAFT/RES/1956 SS7 5TY

Q4- There is no such thing as ' Affordable Housing'. The market dictates the price.
Q5- Is not an industrial borough. Most people commute. Job growth secondary to housing. Green Belt has to stay.
This council is totally incompetent. This problem could have been halted on 2010, but for reasons unknown, you all fluffed
about and have laid Benfleet open to developers to now run riot.

DRAFT/RES/1957 SS7 1BX

We believe it would make sense to move the unsightly Industrial Estate in Armstrong Road area to land nearer the A127.
Then residential housing could be built on that land. Large lorries wouldn't have to pass through Tarpots on Church Road in
Benfleet. This would ease congestion and enhance the area.
•
•
•

DRAFT/RES/1959 SS7 2LN

•
•

No development must be permitted anywhere without properly considered and constructed infrastructure IN
ADVANCE.
Green space must be considered at all costs to prevent the development of urban sprawl.
South East Essex is recognised as being notoriously congested with traffic especially at peak times. The government
may set targets for developments but I do not believe our district is in a position to meet these.
I strongly object to any to any proposal to construct a pub in John Burrows Recreation Ground; however the
terminology used tries to disguise it. If a pub is necessary in the area, which I doubt, why not the 'Crown' that has
been boarded up in the Hadleigh Town Centre for many months?
I strongly object to any form of link road between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Road. This will increase traffic
(including HGV's) in Daws Heath Road to avoid Rayleigh Road and increase the 'rat running' that already exists
between Daws heath Road and Scrub Lane via Poors Lane, Shepherd Walk and Greenacres.
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DRAFT/RES/1960 SS8 0JL

Comments
1. Be interested to know how the additional housing is going to affect traffic congestion and also Benfleet train station.
Trains are already standing room only without additional commuters coming from Canvey.
2. We have no working police station (open to the public) and only a retained fire station, how will the emergency
services provided cover the additional inhabitants.
3. Canvey High Street could be mush improved and this should be considered with the potential of extra residents.

DRAFT/RES/1961 SS8 9AY

The drains and sewage cannot cope at the moment on Canvey. Yet we are going to build more properties adding more
flooding on the roads which the Island cannot cope with. We need another route off of the Island in case there is an
emergency and ease the current heavy traffic trying to get on and off the Island.

DRAFT/RES/1963 SS7 3UU

we would not like to see the development of H10/H11 because of the effect on out green belt and wildlife or a Link Road
between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Road as this would cause congestion and a rat run through Pot Lane past Argos
through to Daws Heath and Hadleigh.
For a better site for development, would be H18 Blinking Owl Site with access from new A130 Roundabout between
Saddlers Farm and A127.
Thank you

DRAFT/RES/1964 SS8 8QB

I have ticked various items which I agree with but I think you should maintain existing properties and pavements, drainage,
they are dangerous. It is better to be drunk than sober to walk safely along Furtherwick Road.

DRAFT/RES/1965 SS7 4DW

The Manor House Trading Estate
The amount of vehicles that use this facility is enormous, and the traffic flow along Church Road and at the Tarpots can be
chaotic.
The sizes of some of the lorries that come and go from it are far too large for the size of the local roads.

DRAFT/RES/1966 SS8 9TT

We shouldn't build any new housing until all empty homes are in use. Then all homes should be affordable- why would
anyone build unaffordable homes?
Any units that are not in use on the Charfleets should be put to better use before we use anymore land for industry.
With global warming now causing extra rainfall in the British Isles, we need more land left to soak up heavy rainfall not more
concrete.
We need more retail in our town centre, not coffee shops, bars and betting shops. More small in independent shops. We only
have one nice shop. People have to get off the Island who would shop locally. These need to be in Furtherwick Road and the
High street so people do not have to drive to them.

DRAFT/RES/1967 SS7 3AZ

Developers interest in many sites?
Set sights on local rate players and their long term interests. Less encouragement of population into the Borough- locals first
with quality of services and capacity.
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DRAFT/RES/1968 SS7 4NU

The condition of roads in the Benfleet/Thundersley area is deplorable. Additional residential and industrial traffic will only
compound the issues.
Manor Trading Estate is centrally located around various schools and residential areas and is not suitable for growth.

DRAFT/RES/1969

Facilities, GP, roads, train capacity- are all much overstretched and near breaking point now. Further development will be
seriously detrimental.
Tell us your plans to deal with this if you want support.

DRAFT/RES/1970 SS7 4LE

We already have too many houses in the area, there is already congestion on the roads in this area, building more houses
will only create more traffic jams (most households have approx 2 cars).
Sadler’s was made for improvements, but already we queue every evening in traffic. Getting out of Rushbottom Lane is a
nightmare, traffic already bad; to build more houses in Glebelands, Manor Trading estate, no room for anymore traffic in this
area. Castle Point is getting too big!

DRAFT/RES/1971 SS7 2LT

No increase in housing or employment growth should be considered on Canvey until such time as a new road is built
avoiding Waterside Roundabout. (Mr Barrett's comments)
It is just madness to build more homes on Canvey when you cannot get on or off the Island in rush hour. To get off/on both
roads end up at the same places. The infrastructure cannot cope now as we have seen flooded roads on many parts of
Canvey during the recent rain.
Where will at the kids go to school? You have closed down one school!
Do any of the people who drew up this plan live on Canvey? (Mrs Barrett's comments)

DRAFT/RES/1973 SS7 1RT

Unfortunately you have already cut down the trees and woodland in Kiln Road development and building the first phase of
the development of which 450 homes are too many. The 150 you are already building is enough. The infrastructure cannot
cope now in Kiln Road with the traffic congestion and the amount of traffic using the area will come to gridlock.
The senior schools are already over loaded, where are the new children to the area going to go? Glad to see new junior
schools being built but those children grow up and need higher education.

DRAFT/RES/1974 SS7 5SQ

More affordable housing, more council homes for low income families (please).

DRAFT/RES/1977 SS7 5BE

I particularly object to the proposal to cover Jotmans Farmland with 800 homes. This is a huge development on Green Belt
land and I believe constitutes urban sprawl? The question re: 'affordable' housing and its infrastructure is loaded. £300,000
for a new semi-detached house is not 'affordable' and developers not interested in building homes that sell less than this.
Developers may propose a number of 'affordable homes' but what sanction it there when they say it is uneconomic and even
the out of reach £300,000 homes become £400,000?

DRAFT/RES/1978 SS8 0QJ

I object most profusely to protect H16 ( land east of Canvey Road- CI)
As this is Green Belt land and the only piece of Green Belt land situated on Canvey Island and within a residential area. My
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firm belief is that this parcel of land should not be included in the list available for development for this very reason. Although
I am well aware the CPBC will do all they can to realise this development.
The infrastructure is insufficient (just look at the flooding on Canvey during the past few months) and this green space is
level 3 flood plain. The developer’s plans for this area show that the surface level would be raised by 1m therefore putting
existing properties as a great risk of flooding.
As for a toll road, as a third road at Northwick Road, I think this is insulting to the residents of Canvey Island who have
wanted a proper carriageway off the Island for years.
I received this consultation form through the post unlike hundreds of other residents who have not. This is exactly what
happened the last time CPBC held the consultation which was thrown out.

DRAFT/RES/1979 SS8 9AW

New retail space on C.I! We cannot even fill the empty shops now- so does this mean- more NEW empty shops etc?
No additional infrastructure appears to be in place. There are already problems with congestion, flood defences, population.
Both Canvey and Benfleet have terrible roads. Our road has not been touched since we moved in here 15 years ago. If the
drains on Canvey cannot tolerate the housing it already has, how can you expect another 1450 to cope? We know what we
want but we will never get it! As for as the people are concerned- the Council will go ahead as usual and do whatever
pleases and in benefit of them! Oh for the days when Councillors worked for the people who elected them!!

DRAFT/RES/1980 SS7 5EH

I strongly object to the proposal of development on the land west of Benfleet, marked H14, H13 and the development in the
land at Felstead Road H9. The traffic is getting worse by the day and adding more properties on the said sites would only
add to the problem. The work carried out at Saddlers Farm Roundabout has help solve some of the traffic problems but this
will soon be out of date and will probably need upgrading again in the near future.

DRAFT/RES/1981 SS8 7QJ

Drainage- if new homes are built, how is the overloaded drains to cope, as they cannot cope at present?
Employment- 1800-2000 new homes and 2100 employment opportunities. This is insufficient employment for existing
occupants, so one more jobs per household on top of present level of unemployment is very lacking.
•

The infrastructure will not cope with any further development on Canvey Island at all!

•

The drainage systems cannot cope after rainfall (requires addressing)

•

The roads cannot cope with the amount of road traffic during busy roads on Canvey Island and would not support
the additional vehicles from further development.

DRAFT/RES/1982 SS8 8BS

DRAFT/RES/1983 SS8 8AE

The infrastructure will not cope with any further development on Canvey Island as all. The drainage cannot cope after rain
fall. The roads cannot cope with the amount of traffic during busy periods on Canvey Island and would not support the
additional vehicles from further development.
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DRAFT/RES/1984 SS8 0AB

Canvey is over populated now and doesn't need more houses. We need open spaces for kids to play. We need the shops in
the town to have the rents at a reasonable rate so that they can have businesses in them. There are too many empty shops
in the town now we don't need new empty shops.

DRAFT/RES/1985 SS8 9BT

As regards Canvey Island, there is no provision for the more road improvements to facilitate traffic movement on and off the
Island during weekdays when the roads are gridlocked between 6.30am and 9am mornings and 4pm to 6.45pm afternoons.
1000+ more cars on the road would make traffic movement virtually impossible! Ignore this fact at your peril!!
The present lunatic proposals by Essex County Council to turn Benfleet Downs Country Park into an extension of the
Hadleigh Farm Mountain Bike Obstacle Course/ Sports fields should be abandoned in favour of making this area a historic
natural landscape alongside Hadleigh Castle and Marshes and Canvey Marshes as proposed in this plan.

DRAFT/RES/1986 SS8 0QJ

Canvey Island has too many houses as it is. The Island is getting harder to move around, shop around.
We were promised years ago 'no more building on Canvey Island' well that was a lie :(

DRAFT/RES/1987 SS8 0AY

•
•

Canvey Island is already overdeveloped and overpopulated.
I am unable to answer questions 4, 8, 9 as I don't agree there should be further development.

DRAFT/RES/1988 SS7 5NU

The A13 East of Sadler’s Farm right through to Southend cannot cope with the amount of traffic as it is today ( 4/3/2014) so it
would only increase congestion even more, particularly through Hadleigh, if the current proposals went ahead. The other
concern is to do with sewage disposal and drainage. Current main sewage drains I fear would find it hard to cope with all the
extra waste these new homes would produce, particularly the proposed 800 homes at Jotmans Hill Farm.
The A127 is also running at full capacity now become even more congested. The Arterial routes would have to be upgraded
before any expansion to housing; otherwise it seems we will just come to a standstill.

DRAFT/RES/1989 SS7 4DB

H13- Too built up already- where is our green and open space? Tarpots gets the brunt of housing- the roads are inadequate,
nothing nice to look at, in particular Tarpots to Sadler’s. Far too many cars on A13- not keeping to speed restrictions either
many going over 30 mph. The pedestrian crossing lights do not stay on for long.
TARPOTS DOES NOT NEED MORE HOMES, CARS, PEOPLE AND CONGESTION!

DRAFT/RES/1990 SS7 5EL

The reason I object to employment issues is that most jobs will be contracted in rather than the local community, yet it's us
who have to deal with the ridiculous congestion which we have had to cope with when Benfleet and Sadler’s Farm had work
done on it. All in all, I see the new plans for Benfleet, Hadleigh, Thundersley and Canvey a bad idea.

DRAFT/RES/1991 SS7 2UJ

I object to any building on the green belt land known as H11 and H10.
There should be NO Link Road from Stadium Way to Daws Heath.
The Council should develop the Blinking Owl site H18. Essex Highways should reconsider this solution. The increase volume
of traffic at the Woodman's and Rayleigh Weir would be horrendous.
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DRAFT/RES/1992 SS7 1QD

1.) Please pursue vigorously the project to close off the one way system in Hadleigh- making the East Road into a pedestrian
area will be the making of the town. And as the A13 is two ways at Victoria House roundabout and after Hadleigh should
mean that there would be very limited affect on the traffic flow.
2.) Please carry on with plans for a restaurant/ pub and new facilities in John Burrows as how else will its renovation be
funded?
In both these issues, these people objecting seem to reject positive change and happy to stay with a deteriorating situation.

DRAFT/RES/1993 SS7 1JN

I do not agree to the building of so many new homes in this area. Our roads are far too crowded as it is and other facilities
such as doctors and schools are full to capacity. You say this can be overcome by building more roads and other facilities
but this would destroy some of our remaining landscape. Plus the wildlife who live on the land. Please do not destroy our
green belt.

DRAFT/RES/1994 SS7 5AB

With regard to employment how can a council say it will create jobs when business rates are very high and industry services
are being sold or outsourced? How can a council control government policy? With regard to roads- how come we build a
road to make traffic flow better then promptly narrow it to fit cycle lanes (slows traffic) build Island, cuts all under traffic
calming and environment.

DRAFT/RES/1995 SS7 2JW

Benfleet, Hadleigh and Canvey Roads are already gridlocked certain time of the day.
To build so many houses with access onto these roads is only going to make matters worse.
Also, could consideration be given to the empty shops in the High Streets?
Could the commercial rates be lowered to allow new business to flourish?

DRAFT/RES/1996 SS7 5EY

H14= Flooding- Bird Estate
Their gardens have been under water when it rains. More houses will make it worse! If they put in a drainage pond in the
summer, it will stink!!
H15= road is too small to take lorries.
Land needs piling so not suitable for affordable housing.
Impact on wildlife i.e. rare butterflies, adders, grass snakes, newts and many more- not enough space.

DRAFT/RES/1997 SS7 2UA

I think the council should develop the Blinking Owl Site as it would appear to be the most sensible and best solution.

DRAFT/RES/1998 SS7 4LT

1. H13 and H18 - No adequate provision for access to these sites- need access from A130. Constant traffic chaos in
Rushbottom lane/Church Road and access to Church and doctors.
2. What has happened to proposal to move Manor Trading Estate to nearer A127 turning this Estate into housing creating
less heavy goods traffic.
3. New Road Stadium Way/ Dawes Heath not shown.
4. New building work which has started Downer Road not shown on plans.

DRAFT/RES/1999 SS7 5AS

In the 'Draft New Local Plan' I find that the road maps lack information, road names, schools, shop areas, GP's, road layouts.
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How is the Council proposing to deal with the extra traffic coming onto A13 in Benfleet area, causing additional issues at
Tarpots and Sadler’s Farm?

DRAFT/RES/2000 SS7 1EH

I do not believe the stated levels of demand for additional housing and we already suffer from traffic congestion. I would like
to see all green belt retained and more thought about this impact on flood plains and drainage if we cover over all this current
green areas including those in Benfleet where water is running down hill.

DRAFT/RES/2001 SS7 1HW

More retail space is good because it generates jobs but it must be accompanied by sufficient free parking to work.

DRAFT/RES/2002

We do not need any more housing as we have hardly any green space as it is. The drains can't cope with ordinary rain fall.
The traffic as peak times is a nightmare for people who have to go to work off the Island.

DRAFT/RES/2003 SS8 7QT

Area 6- Point Road I think there will be major problems with traffic if this goes ahead you will have a lot of cars coming past
the shops (where the parking is a problem) Point Road shops.
Then you have the school- a danger for children.
Also Bollards in the road will slow down everything to a standstill at peak times.
Lack of infrastructure " Drainage"
Main problem will be all of these people at the point some 400 + will be trying to get off the Island without sufficient roads
from the point to Benfleet.

DRAFT/RES/2004 SS8 7QJ

There should be no houses built on Canvey until there is another road off the Island. It is impossible to get off at certain
times. I'm sure the people making the decisions are not living with these problems. The Island has been ruined and is going
to get much worse, not to mention the flooding problems.

DRAFT/RES/2005 SS8 7JP

Canvey Island is an Island which has a high number of residents. If building further homes it should ensure before such
building there should be easy access on and off the Island first- second road should be in place. Doctors increased, Green
Spaces left green- we have to live here, and once houses are built our green land has gone for good.

DRAFT/RES/2007 SS7 4NP

I object to any increase in the size of Manor Trading Estate, E3 on the plan. The plan should be to move the trading estate
out of a heavy residential area not to increase its size. North West Thundersley, H18 on your plan, should be the proposed
new site for the trading estate leaving the current site in Church Road / Manor Road for new homes.
My reason for this view is based on the safety and environment of the residents of this area. This Draft Plan provides the
opportunity to make this happen.

DRAFT/RES/2008 SS7 4JB

We object to the proposed area for employment growth of adjacent to Manor Trading Estate. We currently live alongside
Manor Trading estate and feel the noise levels will increase beyond an acceptable limit for the neighbouring residential
areas. The junction of Manor trading estate onto Church Road is already a very busy and congested junction with numerous
large vehicles constantly using it. The employment growth here will only put more pressure on this already congested
junction and surrounding routes. In addition and more importantly this road is used by many school children and their
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families for getting to and from Robert Drake Primary School. Currently vehicles come round this junction too fast and it is
very safe for crossing, additional employment growth and increased vehicle usage will only make this already dangerous
junction even more perilous.

DRAFT/RES/2009 SS7 4LS

More houses mean more schools and in particular surgeries will be needed. Traffic congestion will be even worse than it is
already. Why not build houses in rural rather than already built-up areas? If immigration was curtailed we would not need
more houses at all.

DRAFT/RES/2012 SS8 8AY

Why is the Council charging at Hope Road Car Park when during the wet weather half the car park is on a lake?

DRAFT/RES/2013 SS7 5AA

Very disappointed to hear Jotmans Farm is planned to have 800 new homes and school.
We have just moved into this area from a London Borough with view to a peaceful retirement.
Did not expect this area to be redeveloped so extensively only 3 months after moving here- would not have purchased if had
known.

DRAFT/RES/2015 SS7 2TY

I want the council to develop the Blinking Owl sire H18 and to urge Essex Highways to reconsider as this is the most
sensible and best solution for everyone.

DRAFT/RES/2019 SS8 7TG

Current infrastructure, particularly on Canvey is insufficient to support any large developments. Traffic congestion is a major
problem and Canvey urgently needs a new road off the Island that does not involve Waterside Farm roundabout to cope with
the existing vehicle numbers.
Drainage as demonstrated this year is in adequate and has not been maintained which caused serious flooding to many
areas.
Improvements need to be made to existing roads and drains etc before anymore building is allowed.

DRAFT/RES/2020 SS8 8LY

We don't need more homes on Canvey. We need a new road of Canvey. You're taking too much Green Belt.
*Stop building on Canvey*
No homes at H^- no room for 160 homes and there's no room for 600 homes at Thorney Bay Caravan Park.
Keep it Green- no more homes. We want our Green Belt.

DRAFT/RES/2021 SS7 3XB

Congestion in this part of the borough (A129 Rayleigh Road) is already heavily congested even outside of the rush hour, and
is regularly tailing back from the Woodman’s Arms to the Virgin centre. Some residents on this road have already been
refused the dropping of curbs for front parking (although I agree to this for different reasons) because it is said to impact the
flow of traffic, yet you have already built 150 home nearby (H4) and now propose the building of over 900 other homes! The
impact of building these homes will have a horrendous impact on the A129 and the Saddlers Farm roundabout.
Given most residents commute to locations to the west of the borough (using A129, A127 and Saddlers farm), why is there
no proposal to create another road to access the A127 between the Weir and the underpass at the Blinking Owl. Either this
or expand St Michael’s Road into something more suitable for accessing the A127.
Without building another road to give residents more routes to take out the borough, you are simply going to make the
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current overloaded roads into a congested mess.
No doubt many people already avoid shopping in Rayleigh and Hadleigh during the weekends due to the amount of traffic
congesting the local roads. Again, this will get worse if more houses are built.

DRAFT/RES/2022 SS8 7QP

This small Island will sink if more houses are built on it and it will cause more flooding. The Council should concern itself with
the Canvey residents that are already here- improving the roads and pavements including the kerbs, for the use of mobility
scooter. These facilities are so ole and 9% are dangerous.
Please consider these improvements.
Thank you.

DRAFT/RES/2024 SS7 5TY

Object to H14 in particular.

DRAFT/RES/2025 SS7 5TX

Affordable housing and employment opportunities should be provided by towns like Basildon.
The land within Castle Point has already been developed as far as is reasonable, allowing for some Green Belt to provide
breathing space.

DRAFT/RES/2026 SS8 7DX

Canvey Island cannot support anymore developments of any size- improve the already crumbling and struggling
infrastructure to cope with what already exists.
It is gridlock now, never mind adding to the problem, solves the problem that already exists.

DRAFT/RES/2027 SS7 5TX

There are too many people here already. The increase in traffic will be horrendous. All services will not cope with influx of
people.
Why don't you just say NO for once?

DRAFT/RES/2028 SS8 9AG

If the local authority and the Government look at people's wishes, all roads and drainage should be implemented, before any
buildings or work progresses. As we all see what has happened this year re: the flooding and where houses should not be.
Canvey's new road off is a must- please don't just talk about it!

DRAFT/RES/2029 SS7 2SQ

Any new road from A13 to Canvey must avoid Roundabout A130/B1014 junction and should come from Morrison’s area to
Five Bells Junction.

DRAFT/RES/2032 SS8 9BN

At a breakfast meeting which Councillor Pam Challis attended, she assured those present that the ground which Castle View
School occupied would not be built on once the school had been demolished.
Why now is it on the local plan?

DRAFT/RES/2034 SS8 9NW

I feel you will not meet Public Transport requirements, as you're not meeting at the moment from Benfleet station, Canvey
Road you supply one bus 21 that turns off at Thorney Bay but lots of us live in this area work at Jones Corner. Benfleet
Station via Link Road has No’s 22, 27, 1 plus free bus to Asda. This is not good enough now- what about the future?

DRAFT/RES/2035 SS8 8AH

If house building proposals were to go ahead o Canvey, a new road must be built- no dual carriageway on A130.
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I believe services and schools on Canvey could not support the mass building of homes.
Transport on Canvey is terrible at night.
Access to Canvey needs to be resolved to handle growing population.
160 homes on Point Road mean 300 extra cars.

DRAFT/RES/2036 SS7 5JQ

1. Before you think about building more houses, you should build a new sewer works, as the present one is running at
full capacity. No way could it take any more housing and the problem has never really been addressed. And with the
recent events of flooding, which has to be taken very seriously where will all our surface water go? This should be
your main concern.
2. The rat run you are proposing to create on the A130 Canvey Way to avoid Tarpots to get into Benfleet, how do these
vehicles get out?
3. We think questions 8 &10 are contradictory on the one hand you are saying you are giving us 32ha of open space
and on the other hand you are taking Green Belt.

DRAFT/RES/2038 SS7 1NR

Daws Heath Road (SS7) is extremely busy, more houses will make it even more so, and a new road from Stadium Way onto
it will be really awful!
Too much emphasis on cycle paths and cyclists.
Essex is one of the most densely populated counties with horse owners and riders. Where are the provisions for ' safe offroad' riding?
Essex Way and the turn off to High Cliff- Grosvenor Road- Benfleet are very busy. Extra houses at the Glyders will make
things worse unless an extra access road is planned.

DRAFT/RES/2041 SS8 7ND

Due to the recent problems of building on land that can flood. If this happens, the people at Canvey would not be able to exit
the Island, so to increase the population would be a danger to residents of Canvey Island.

DRAFT/RES/2043 SS8 7JX

A new road off Canvey.
Too many houses proposed for Canvey

DRAFT/RES/2044 SS8 8AZ

The biggest problem for more people on Canvey is transport getting off of Canvey. More houses on Canvey mean a big
problem with more cars trying to get off.

DRAFT/RES/2045 SS7 3AZ

My only thought that is traffic in this area is a problem as it is, I feel the roads and traffic should be sorted before too much
building is started.

DRAFT/RES/2046 SS8 7EJ

We need a Hospital on Canvey. Major renovation on new shops and a better shopping centre. More Doctors, more Police
and more fire stations. A third road off Canvey. Street lights to be on all night. Roads and drains to be maintained properly.
What happened to the promises made two years for a new shopping centre. How do expect people to visit Canvey when
there's nothing for them except empty shops and broken promises. We pay our Council taxes and we expect more!
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DRAFT/RES/2047 SS7 4PG

Planned housing, no road infrastructure planned will ease traffic problems at Tarpots, Rushbottom Lane, and Lower Church
Road.
Need new sewage treatment work- none planned.
You have flooding problems already with sewage.
As for third road off Canvey and dualling of Canvey Way- pie in the sky yet again.

DRAFT/RES/2048 SS8 9YP

All road surfaces updates plus storm drains and main drains cleaned out fully.

DRAFT/RES/2049 SS8 8LF

An additional road off of and on to Canvey is needed, but it needs to be from the East of the Island.
Retail space should not be filled with banks, charity shops, estate agents and pond shops. We need a blend with cafes and
independent shops to keep Islanders shopping on Canvey. The town centre needs to be pedestrianised.
More explanation of questions on this booklet was needed.

DRAFT/RES/2050 SS8 9BX

Sooner the better more affordable/ social housing are built for next generation to have a home for themselves. Shopping
facilities in Canvey need major boost and encourage free parking as side streets become impossible for residents to park in
them due to shoppers looking for free of charge parking spaces. Very important also to retain natural landscapes to enhance
environment. Unfortunately you are not going to be able to please everyone!

DRAFT/RES/2051 SS7 5PA

As predicted; when wind farms were first mooted, the Jet stream as an easier route over them hence storms previously went
North East of the UK now come across us. The severity of such storms will increase above the current technology of flood
barriers. It should be expected that part of Hope green will be lost within two years. (Jotmans Hall Farm and Glebelands).
Plans should be in place for the complete loss of Canvey i.e. returns to marsh.

DRAFT/RES/2052 SS8 0DH

No new homes to be built until we have a new road off the Island.

DRAFT/RES/2053 SS8 0LZ

If you try and build more houses on Canvey, the Island will sink and then no one will be able to live here. Then where will all
the people live?
There is enough flooding going on in the pest of England without making Canvey Island part of the Thames. England is
flooding in places that has never flooded before- how long is it going to be before Canvey Floods again?

DRAFT/RES/2054

Area's overcrowded not enough schools, job and congestion on the roads.

DRAFT/RES/2055 SS7 1HA

Q3 and Q6- I object to any further developments on Canvey due to sea levels and extreme risks of flooding now and in the
future.
Q3 H19- This will impact greatly on already busy roads - Bread and Cheese Hill where accidents and traffic jams happen
regularly.
H13- This area already feels the strain on the narrow roads on this cramped estate. Exit onto A13 and Tarpots junction
already very difficult.
H14- The additional cars that will result from this many houses will be unsustainable due to the exit into off if wanting to leave
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Benfleet via Cemetery Corner. This junction is known for its accidents, the strong curve of the bend is often under estimated
by drivers and speeding is an issue too.

DRAFT/RES/2058 SS7 5JW

I'm concerned at the lack of infrastructure in Benfleet for all these new homes. I can't see where new road will go without
affecting dramatically the existing residents of Benfleet. In terms of drainage and water supply we are already of risk of
flooding. We have lots of drainage problems already. Where is all our waste going to go?

DRAFT/RES/2059 SS7 3BB

Having lived in this area since July 1963, in my opinion, Castle Point is a good pleasant area in which to live. However, I am
absolutely certain that the increase in property development will see an eventual increase in traffic of all description, without
the necessary road and junction improvements to support it. In addition to this, the increase in schools, surgeries, sports
facilities etc; will see this part of Essex become a concrete undesirable.

DRAFT/RES/2061 SS8 7QB

Please do not build anymore houses until the drains and roads have been sorted out.

DRAFT/RES/2062 SS8 0DU

I would like to know why we have a waiting list in Canvey. Why you bring people from London and other counties who have
never been on our waiting list and get the best places? An answer please.

DRAFT/RES/2063 SS8 0AW

Canvey is flooding at times after heavy rain. More housing means sewage problems, congestion on roads, more than we
have already. Safely is a real concern as we have no full policing and part time fire service. More housing means more
children and only two senior schools.

DRAFT/RES/2064 SS8 8BJ

Canvey is already overcrowded. Getting off the Island in rush hour is bad.

DRAFT/RES/2065 SS7 5TP

The area is now too congested with traffic and people.

DRAFT/RES/2067 SS7 2TW

I think the proposal to build on H11 especially to be absolutely ridiculous. It would devastate a beautiful part of Daws Heath
and would a major detrimental effect on all the houses already there.
Council should continue to pursue the development of houses at rear of Blinking Owl Cafe/ Fane Road. Having visited the
industrial units at rear of Blinking Owl Cafe it is nothing but an eyesore and a perfect place to utilise the land there for
everyone's benefit. Essex Highways must listen and at least compromise.

DRAFT/RES/2069 SS8 9DF

With new houses where will all the rain water go or a flood? Keep it flood plains.
Do not build on any flood plains.

DRAFT/RES/2070 SS8 9AD

Canvey Island, cannot take anymore new buildings, there are far too many cars, or the roads which are in a very poor state
already (potholes) and we need another route off of the Island, we do need a High Street that has decent shops other than
charity shops.

DRAFT/RES/2072 SS8 0QD

A very good local plan.
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DRAFT/RES/2073 SS7 2UQ

Please use the alternative site at H18- Fane Road/Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/2074 SS7 1ET

Infrastructure improvements must be delivered at same time or before the housing.

DRAFT/RES/2079 SS8 7BT

If you looked at all the empty houses that have been empty for the past (at least) 5 years, you would not have to build any
further homes.
I also say no more homes on Thorney Bay.

DRAFT/RES/2080 SS8 7EA

Currently the traffic off Canvey Island is extremely heavy. Whenever there is a minor incident the Island is gridlocked. The
current plans will add to the traffic and at present I believe it to be unsafe. It there is further development the risk to all who
live on the Island would be unacceptable. Without vast improvement and increased access to the Island this plan should not
go ahead.

DRAFT/RES/2081 SS7 3JP

Assuming major development will go ahead in this area, the main concerns should be:
1. That roads, hospitals, GP surgeries, schools and other facilities are developed before or concurrently with housing
development.
2. That new housing should not consist mainly of blocks of flats and should be well spaced with gardens and green areas.
3. That affordable housing, if provided by the Council, should be made available only to existing residents and their families.
4. That local residents views of the effect of new developments in their area should be given prime consideration.
5. That H18: N W Thundersley development will have access to either the A127 or the A130.

DRAFT/RES/2082 SS8 9RH

It is most important that Greenbelt area is not allowed to be built on. I think there is enough housing already on Canvey. But
if housing has to be built the infrastructure needs to be improved to cope with the extra traffic. I don't wish to end up living in
a concrete jungle. The most important item the council could do would be to create an emergency centre for health on the
Island.

DRAFT/RES/2083 SS8 9SL

We object to the building of 600 homes on Thorney Bay site, as we cannot see how planning permission for houses to be
built on his site was refused years ago, but is now deemed as suitable to build on. This seems to us that it is beneficial only
to the new owners of this site. Unless you can absolutely guarantee the new road off the Island. The roads cannot support
600 new houses.

DRAFT/RES/2085 SS7 2SE

The Council should have investigated in depth the Blinking Owl site over the many years the Local Plan has been worked
on. All the Housing / Employment growth areas could have been put at this site, Manor Trading and West Canvey leaving
the rest of the Borough free from development and not ruin it further.
Daws Heath, currently a semi rural area is going to be a mass of houses and ruined forever. Horse Riding which is a sport part of the Olympics is going to be mostly withdrawn from this borough as most of the proposed housing sites are on existing
horse riding establishments - where are they going to go and also where are riders going to be able to hack safely. Section
73/74 states this land sound not be built on! So don’t! You are penalising this group of people.
The proposed Daws Heath developments H10 H11 H12 is an over development of the area, which already does not have
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the infrastructure and is congested often.
The Council should be preserving the very few areas in the Borough that are still semi rural for the generations to come, not
concrete it over, as once lost it can never be got back.
Before any development is agreed, infrastructure needs to be in place, flooding issues resolved, Hadleigh and other town
centres regenerated and brown field sites used first and land that is not of such importance i.e. Blinking Owl / Manor Trading
used next.
Protect our Greenbelt and Green Space, you have an opportunity to make Castle Point a place to live that provides a quality
of life for the residents, don't throw away this chance, yes some houses do need to be built but not on sites as suggested in
the plan.

DRAFT/RES/2086 SS7 1LR

I'm concerned with who will benefit from the 8% of green belt that the council see as potential areas for development. A
current Castle Point councillor, a current county councillor, the son of a previous councillor and our previous MP!!! These are
just the land owners who are known to us at the moment.
If I wanted to live in a city with too many flats and not enough open spaces I would have bought property in London. As it is I
bought a house in Castle Point but the council seem determined to over develop this area and blend all the areas of the
borough to form a city and to blur where one area starts and another finishes. Creating affordable housing is unlikely to
benefit the young of the borough but profiteering buy to let landlords with the remaining new housing stock being bought by
those trying to escape the overcrowded cities.

DRAFT/RES/2087 SS7 2LF

Please use the alternative better site at H13---Fane Rd/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley

DRAFT/RES/2089 SS8 7PJ

Canvey Island is overcrowded already. The council has forced through planning applications for Thorney Bay and Point
Road. The development of Point Road will create a ghetto and Thorney Bay was forced through by this Council as outline
planning.
Canvey is overcrowded the infrastructure cannot cope now every time it rains it floods. The doctor surgeries are at breaking
point. I couldn't get an appointment for my wife for two weeks. The practice managers say they cannot hire more doctors.
I moved my business OFF of Canvey solely due to the traffic problems getting on and off the Island.
The new jobs target is a joke there are no site other than tiny units available on Charfleets and parking is impossible.
Re - Planning application Reference: CPT/122/13/OUT/ and new draft plan for proposed erection of 800 dwellings on land
to West of Benfleet (H14) Jotmans Lane Benfleet Essex
We write in connection with the above planning application and new draft new local plan consultation . I have examined the
plans and I know the site well. We wish to object strongly to the development of these houses in this location.

DRAFT/RES/2090 SS7 5DT
•

It is important to retain and sustain a sense of community for villages like South Benfleet. The creation of additional
housing on Green Belt land around South Benfleet would set an unwelcome precedent leading to an urban sprawl
merging Pitsea and South Benfleet, the destruction of the setting and special character of the area, and loss of
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•

•
•
•
•

I.

community cohesion. This would seriously diminish the quality of life for the wider community, as well as the
residents of South Benfleet.
Traffic congestion requires sustainable solutions, not simply creating or widening more roads that increase overall
road traffic with higher carbon and other polluting emissions whilst creating traffic problems elsewhere. No
sustainable solutions have been suggested and the increase in traffic in the surrounding side roads poses a
significant threat to the pedestrians notably the young and old who regularly cross Jotmans lane either to use the
only neighbourhood shop, only bus stop and children walking to Jotmans Primary and Appleton Secondary Schools.
The protection of our 'natural capital', the natural environment and the biodiversity of wildlife that it supports, is
essential for the health and well-being of present and future generations. It is important to retain and enhance
attractive landscapes near where people live.
The existing services and infrastructure struggle to cope with heavy rainfall; further development would make
matters worse.
Green Belt and agricultural land should be retained and protected for potential future food production purposes
should that become necessary against a background of extreme weather due to climate change creating food
shortages in the future.
Section 73 and 74 of the National Planning Policy Framework insists that sporting and recreational facilities - even
when in private ownership- cannot be removed to make way for houses re Jotmans Farm livery yard and adjoining
fields used for recreational sport. It states that existing open space, sports and recreational building and land should
not be built on unless:
An assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the open space, building or land to be surplus to
requirement.
II. The loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or better provision in
terms of quantity and quality in a suitable location.
• Central and Local Government have a duty of care to take a more long term and strategic approach by first
identifying the future 'carrying capacity' of the UK and local regions. This must be done against a
background of world population growth that is creating an ever growing demand for food whilst the
increasing episodes of extreme weather in the UK and worldwide due to climate change will reduce the UK's
ability to feed itself or rely on imported food. The loss of above average farmland should once more become
a prime consideration in planning decisions.

We hope or objections are given full and due consideration when dealing with this application. Please also find enclosed
details below following the original consultation further outlining the many unanswered concerns that this housing
development poses.
To Whom It May Concern,
Having returned from the consultation meeting today of which I had been misled(letter dated 07/11/12 from Persimmon to
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local residents) into believing that this was an opportunity to discuss with Persimmon Homes the proposals for circa(dubious
by its inclusion to say the least) 800 new private and affordable homes when in fact it turned out to be a 'pre-application
consultation tick box exercise' conducted by Political Developments Ltd ( available information at
http://www.politicaldevelopments.com/index.html) a media relations company, in order to comply with section 61W of the
Localism Act 2011(available at http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/20/section/122/enacted).
A number of questions were directed to Jeremy Handel a representative of Political Developments Ltd a sample of which
follows: Who conducted or will be undertaking the surveys for the development for example Ecology surveys? Are they independent
from Persimmon?
PDL Response - I'm not sure I think it's SES.(He made no distinction between SES - Site Engineering surveys Ltd or
Southern ecological solutions or in fact whether it was any of these companies)
What is the average sale value of the proposed houses? If indeed as suggested by your previous survey that young people
in the area are in favour of this development.
PDL Response - I don't know somewhere in the region of £140 K but they will be 2 bed roomed family homes.
( Upon further questioning and indicating to Jeremy that £140k will not buy a 2 bed roomed family home on the Jotmans
estate and in fact that a minimum of £200k may buy a 2 bed roomed bungalow he then said that the £140 k may buy a flat in
the area.)
What is the depth and area of the pond to overcome/cope with the additional flooding that will result from this propose
development taking into consideration the already notorious drainage/flooding problem in the area and the houses in the
vicinity of the pond are in actual fact below its level- will these homeowners have guarantees that they will not be at
additional risk of flooding from this pond because looking at the scale of the pond in relation to your housing development
this will not be large enough?
PDL Response - I don't actually know (at this point Jeremy invited one of the development engineers to respond who also
didn't know but did state that this will all be in the planning application.)
Have local schools, Doctors surgeries etc been consulted to establish places for the additional residents?
PDL Response - No that's not our responsibility and anyway these houses will be for young couples and therefore the need
for this provision will be at a graduated pace and date?
What provision will there be for children from Jotmans estate to be able to cross Jotmans lane due to the subsequent
increase in traffic?
PDL Response - I don't actually know (at this point the highways consultant was invited to respond) No provision has been
made at the moment as the increase in traffic from these house will be negligible therefore not warrant any provision being
made.
What provision will be made to treat the additional sewerage from these houses taking into consideration that the Benfleet
sewage treatment plant are unable to deal with the amount of sewerage from existing residents?
PDL Response - Money will be provided to extend facilities at the site.
Have they been consulted about this?
PDL Response - No
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Further numerous questions relating to the increase in traffic, the notoriously dangerous Jotmans lane junction to mention
just a few were met with the same level ambiguity. The questions contained in the feedback form at best were extraneous
and inconsequential and I feel did not reflect or even consider my response to this proposed development. This therefore
contravenes section 61X Duty to take account of responses to consultation of the Localism act 2011therefore enable under
subsection 2(2) The person must, when deciding whether the application that the person is actually to make should be in the same terms
as the proposed application, have regard to any responses to the consultation that the person has received.
At no point during this consultation did PDL make note of any of my responses to this proposed development or indeed of
anyone else attending this consultation and thus if the stated ' response to be regarded ' is in the form of the feedback forms
this is a total misrepresentation of the actual response to this consultation. Furthermore if this exercise was to adhere to
section 61w Requirement to carry out pre-application consultation of the same act and by its definition 1. To seek advice or
information from 2. To refer to for information 3.to have regard for (a person's interest, convenience, e, it can be determined
from PDL responses its failure to do so.
It can be concluded that this proposed development will not bring any benefit to the area and as supposedly highlighted by
the telephone interview conducted with fifty young people of this same area be of particular benefit to them whereby indeed
the majority will be private homes will at best expect a £40k deposit based on recent mortgage lending of a 20% d deposit.
Further misery will be bestowed upon the young people of this area with increased competition for jobs therefore higher
unemployment and yet more unaffordable housing coupled with and of paramount significance of irreversible elimination of
'Greenbelt' land - is this lifelong legacy we really want to bestow on young people in the area.

DRAFT/RES/2091 SS8 7PB

Question 3: Object to H6 due to the poor drainage in the area. There has already been persistent flooding in 2013 from the
drains. This needs to be addressed before any additional housing is allowed. Additional housing will also cause additional
delays for commuting, which is also a current problem.
H8: Object to the former school becoming housing as at the time it was indicated this would not happen. With increased
housing on the island there will be a need for more infrastructures such as schools and GP's.
Increasing housing on the island will need an overhaul of the existing infrastructure.
Canvey Island Summary States: 1450 new homes, adding up H8, H16, H17, and H6 & H5 comes up 1135. Where are the
rest proposed for Canvey Island?

DRAFT/RES/2092 SS7 2TH

Please use the alternative better site at H18/Fane Road/Blinking Owl/North West Thundersley

DRAFT/RES/2093 SS7 2UU

SO MUCH FOR THE CURRENT GOVERNMENTS MANTRA THAT GREEN BELT LAND IS SACROSANT.
THE CURRENT PROPOSALS TAKE NO ACCOUNT OF THE RESULTS OF DEVELOPMENT ON GREEN BELT LAND
ESPECIALLY WITH REGARD TO BUILDING ON LAND LIABLE TO FLOOD
I FEEL THAT DEVELOPMENT IN THE DAWS HEATH AREA WILL RESULT IN DESTRUCTION OF THE UNIQUE
NATURE OF THE AREA AND OVERDEVELOPMENT WITHOUT THE NECESSARY INFRASTRUCTURE IN PLACE
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DRAFT/RES/2094 SS7 2UU

I would encourage the Council to consider developing the land behind The Blinking Owl Cafe (A127) (Feign Wrights)

DRAFT/RES/2095 SS7 3AU

H4 - Proposed development will change the nature of the area for the worse, by removing open space and creating a
monolithic housing estate-type environment, thus destroying the reason local residents wanted to live here in the first place.
H4 and, especially, H10 - Traffic at Rayleigh Weir and on Rayleigh Road and, to a slightly lesser extent on Kiln Road, is
already unacceptably congested. The proposed development will make this even worse - whatever improvements are made
to junctions and to Rayleigh Road - they are already over their natural capacity.

DRAFT/RES/2096 SS7 2UU

THE LOSS OF GREEN BELT LAND IN THE DAWS HEATH AREA WILL LEAD TO THE UNIQUE NATURE OF DAW
HEATH BEING CHANGED. ALS IN VIEW OF THE RECENT FLOODING HAS ANY CONSIDERATION BEEN GIVEN TO
WHAT IS BEING BUILT AND WILL IT CAUSE FLOODING

DRAFT/RES/2097 SS7 3DA

I live nearest to H4 on the plan and I would be interested to know how you propose building on this area, when most of it is in
private hands. Are you going to compulsory purchase this and where is the Council going to find the money or are you
helping that developers will offer sufficient money to the landowners in order to get them to sell? This will no doubt decrease
the number of affordable homes that will be built. The David Wilson development is a typical example there are no affordable
houses for sale on this development. I also thought that badgers were a protected species, but it looks like all their habitat
will go under concrete in this plan.

DRAFT/RES/2100 SS8 9TJ

We need another road off the Island before a disaster happens.

DRAFT/RES/2101 SS7 3QD

The effect of these large developments in our area with is catastrophic. Our one highly sought after, beautiful semi-rural
enclave would be lost forever in a deluge of new populous and vehicles which would outnumber the existing inhabitants,
overload our roads and create chaos at rush hour periods. Although this document says ' Draft', I personally feel it should
probably read ' High Likely'.
However, there is an area of contaminated Greenbelt behind the Blinking Owl Cafe, Fane Road marked as H18 on the ma,
North West Thundersley, which in theory is capable of sustaining 2000 homes. I therefore urge the Council to push this
option before even considering the more favourable Greenbelt in our area.

DRAFT/RES/2102 SS8 8NU

Housing development on Canvey will cause extra flooding, drainage will not cope, approx 3 cars to every house built,
shortage of parking at Town Centre, all broadband will be slower, the Canvey crawl will be dead stop, more people - more
crime, more litter and dog mess, all this only benefits people not living on Canvey.
Ps: more queues at recycling centre. As you can guess I was born on Canvey! In 58 years I have watched Canvey from a
pleasant place to live to unpleasant, will be moving to Suffolk!

DRAFT/RES/2103 SS8 8NL

Why can't we have a new road off the Island at the East of the Island, all 3 going off the West of the Island?

DRAFT/RES/2104 SS8 0LU

Disagree will all of this plan. Too many people on Island, sewers not sufficient. Roads not coping with traffic, pavements in
poor condition need another road off Island, not more houses we can't cope now.
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DRAFT/RES/2107 SS7 5UA

You're taking all our Green Belt in Benfleet!
Living near the proposed new road link from A130 Canvey Way into West of Benfleet, I can't understand where this road will
go without causing major disruption and causing a lot of upset in our very close community. I can understand houses being
built in smaller run down plots of land but I strongly object to councils taking up Green Land to build hundreds of houses and
spoiling our landscapes only to put more pressure on our roads, Schools and GP'S. Building an odd Primary school and GP
here and there is not going to help when you close senior schools!

DRAFT/RES/2108 SS8 8QB

Canvey Island's High Street is in dire need of a 'makeover'.
Shop fronts that are rotten and falling down by Oxford Road and unfinished building site by the newly built community club
are eyesores.
Canvey Island's infrastructure cannot take any more cars, vans, lorries. For every new home built will mean at least one
more vehicle on the already overcrowded roads- i.e. at least an additional one thousand vehicles and when families in the
proposed homes grow up this number could double or treble in the next 20 years.
Canvey Island is a wonderful place and it needs all the TLC it can get from residents, businesses, councils and government.
"Listen to the people who live there."
We need a good access to and from the Island. A High Street to be proud of.
Neat, tidy and well kept paths and roads.

DRAFT/RES/2110 SS8 9FA

Has anyone considered the flood risks on Canvey Island? Reducing our green spaces increases the flood risk!

DRAFT/RES/2112 SS8 8ES

We desperately need another road off Canvey Island. By adding more housing as proposed there will be an absolute
minimum of 1000 cars adding to the already congested road off the Island.
Should there ever be a disaster nobody would be able to get off the Island.

DRAFT/RES/2113 SS8 8BH

NO more houses until we get more police, fire services and more doctors and a stop-in hospital.
More roads off Island and take more notes of the Island's and take more notes of the people of the Island and not take all out
services away.
You look after the people of Hadleigh and Benfleet more.
You think the Island's just a joke- we are very good people thank you.

DRAFT/RES/2114 SS7 2UJ

Please use the alternative better site at H18-Fane Road/Blinking Owl/North West Thundersley

DRAFT/RES/2116 SS7 4LP

it took twenty minutes to get out of Rushbottom Lane- volume of traffic, three school coaches, cars and a further 15 minutes
to get round Tarpots because a Co-op lorry trying to back in to deliver goods. Closure of Focus car park has made parking
and visiting Tarpots, shops and library very difficult. Council is saying it will help local business; no parking access is not
helping!!! More houses in Glebelands will make matters worse!!! The structure of Canvey Island will not support all the
houses to be built on Thorney Bay Park, it is like a basin on that part of the Island and it will go right under the sea!

DRAFT/RES/2117 SS7 5XS

Why is a secondary school being allowed to close if all these plans are proposed?
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DRAFT/RES/2118 SS7 5JS

Infrastructure i.e.: road improvements should be carried out before any housing development is started.

DRAFT/RES/2119 SS8 0BU

Having lived on Canvey for 55 years, it has become just a building haven for builders and Councillors alike. No matter how
much we object more and more houses will be built. How much more can it take, you talk about more houses are needed
drive around and see plenty of boarded up homes. As for Thorney bay, well the site is being cleared so obviously permission
has been granted. Well done Castle Point.

DRAFT/RES/2120 SS7 1JL

New roads, doctors, schools etc need to be in place before new housing. Infrastructure first.
No homes should be built on areas prone to flooding or low lying ground. A lot of the area is a flood plan anyway.

DRAFT/RES/2124 SS7 3SZ

I would like the Council to develop the Blinking Owl/ Fane Road Site H18: North West Thundersley before any other
Greenbelt is considered as I feel this would have less impact on the current infrastructure around the Daws Heath Road area
(H10 and H11).

DRAFT/RES/2125 SS7 3SZ

I suggest the Council develop the Blinking Owl/ Fane Road site H18- North West Thundersley before any other Green belt is
considered, as I feel this would have less impact on the current infrastructure and Green Belt especially around the Daws
Heath Road area (H10 and H11).
My main objection is for the H9 development because Green Belt is being used for housing without and consideration given
to the existing road infrastructure and residents.
Why is Catherine Road not being developed for access to and from the A13?
Why is Felstead Road not being extended to Clifton Road?

DRAFT/RES/2127 SS7 1BJ

•
•
•

Where are the traffic calming measures for the surrounding roads?
Why has the previously proposed Holy Family School car park been re-utilised for housing?
Where is the traffic management plan?

Existing residents have not been given any consideration regarding the major increase in traffic resulting from 170 houses
being built on the site.

DRAFT/RES/2128 SS8 8EB

3. Objections
a.) Existing drainage is poor and inadequate and in need of upgrading, before adding to it. Unpleasant odours (sewage)
permeate on the air on a daily basis across the Island, especially on Canvey Way. Household drains smell despite due
diligence.
b.) Little or no infrastructure on the Island especially those providing activities for the young.
c.) Getting on and off the Island for several hours a day is horrendous, more people with more cars will only exacerbate the
situation.
6. Concerned about pollution, as unclear whether some of the offensive and intrusive smells emanate purely from the
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Benfleet sewage works ( and their legal permission to discharge 2.5 tonnes of treated water daily) or the storage of gases (
recently increased) on the Island.

DRAFT/RES/2129 SS7 1AD

Further building which would let more traffic join the A13 on Bread and Cheese Hill would add to the congestion and
accidents??

DRAFT/RES/2132 SS7 3QN

We have lived in Thundersley for over 40 years and in that time we have seen the loss of much of our countryside due to
housing. While we realise new homes have to be built, we are now at a stage when our infrastructure will not be able to cope
with added development.
Thundersley and in particular, Rayleigh Weir is gridlocked, at most time and cannot cope with further traffic, due to an
increase in housing and yet more cars!

DRAFT/RES/2134 SS7 1LH

•
•

Loss of Green Belt should be kept to absolute minimum
Once lost it is gone for good

DRAFT/RES/2135 SS7 3DP

Particular emphasis is needed on Question 3 subsection 3. Housing proposals simply cannot carry on being granted if these
impacts are not dealt with and improved alongside the housing approvals and development of Green Belt land.

DRAFT/RES/2137 SS7 5ES

Traffic and road structure in Benfleet cannot cope with more housing and certainly traffic. Green Space is precious and
should be protected at all cost. Large areas of Sussex, Kent and Suffolk do not seem to have the same amount of building or
traffic problems that we have in Essex and certainly Castle Point.

DRAFT/RES/2139 SS7 5BQ

Question 1- Have answered yes but this Council has wasted so much money on local plans and still can't get it right. Since
the day dot this has been a done deal and all the consultation n the draft NEW local plan a total waste of money. The
Jotmans and Glebelands Sagas have been a farce and this latest draft has been on the drawing board for ages. There is no
way we would consider voting Conservative ever again.

DRAFT/RES/2140 SS7 1TD

Has anyone listened too or read about the danger of flooding by building on flood plains??
I think there are plenty of them in Castle Point. PLEASE CHECK THIS OUT.
There should be a map available.

DRAFT/RES/2141 SS7 3SU

H 10: 430 new homes are likely to have 600 plus cars to add to congestion on Daws Heath Road, Rayleigh Road and
Stadium Way in spite of a new road from Stadium Way to Daws Heath Road.
H 4: will generate similar problems on Kiln Road and Rayleigh Road.
Transport services to Southend Hospital from Castle Point are inadequate. The 21 bus is only half-hourly for much of the day
from Canvey, Benfleet and Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/2142 SS7 3SZ

I am strongly opposed to the proposal of building 450 homes in H10. I also do not support a new link road being built
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between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Road.

DRAFT/RES/2143 SS7 1LN

I strongly object to the proposed invasion of our greenbelt in the draft local plan, such an important change in policy cannot
be rushed through like this. From the comments on line that the builder has made it is clear he has no intention of abiding
with the local planning requirements.
This will effectively open the flood gates to any planning proposals originally declined due to Green Belt.
Our roads cannot cope with the volume of traffic now, the Local Plan should be to address this problem first, then we can
consider having an extra 10,000 people living and moving around castle point.

DRAFT/RES/2145 SS7 1JS

The area is far too congested now.
There are now no shops in Benfleet but takeaways and estate agents.

DRAFT/RES/2146 SS8 0HG

•
•
•
•
•
•

Creating new homes without the transport links is just adding to the current problem.
New transport links need to be in place first
New Sadler’s Farm junction 'No use to Canvey Island' still problems getting on Canvey
Creating new homes and jobs, think about the people that have jobs and cannot arrive to and from job with traffic
jams
Provision for bus/lanes needs to be thought of getting to and from station should be congestion free
Instead of dualling Canvey Way, make it one way depending on the time of day

DRAFT/RES/2147 SS7 1TE

New Builds- will there be sufficient drainage, sewage removal?
Will front/back gardens have sufficient soak away to prevent ground water run-off flooding?

DRAFT/RES/2149 SS8 9BL

There should be no more housing on Canvey without a new major road off that doesn't use the existing route Canvey Way/
Benfleet Station to leave the Island and that in itself was a ridiculous move leaving no exit at all from the Island if leaving at
the roundabout. There are oil storage and gas works on or near the industrial estate area- to put more factories here or
works nearer to them is a grave danger to employees. This is not well thought out at all.

DRAFT/RES/2150 SS7 3UT

We are already at saturation point with both traffic and people! I moved a year ago to Daws Heath Road and my house is up
for sale because I cannot tolerate the heavy traffic that thunders around the corner from the Woodman's pub, trying to cut off
the roundabout at Hadleigh and lights.
My home is now probably devalued and unsalable because of your proposals.
I did enquire about the land behind me and was told it had been turned down.
I have been told there is land by the Blinking Owl that would have less impact on Thundersley which is already at bursting
point.

DRAFT/RES/2151 SS8 8BS

No further expansion of housing of commercial properties should take place until a second access route on and off the Island
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is provided. The existing routes both converge on the same roundabout, therefore, there is currently only one way on and off
the Island. This should be the most important priority.

DRAFT/RES/2154 SS7 1HE

The new road layout at Saddlers has improved the congestion but if new developments go ahead on Canvey and a complete
new road off Canvey is not put in- it will make it congest us again and back to how it used to be.
Maybe if a road from Canvey to Pitsea was put into keeping traffic away from A130/Sadler’s/ Benfleet it would be acceptable.

DRAFT/RES/2155 SS7 5AN

H14- This is a floodplain and therefore should not be built on.

DRAFT/RES/2158 SS7 4DL

It seems to me that a great deal of the housing situation could be solved by building on the Scrub Land off Fane Road with
access from A130 Roundabout. An access to the rear of Manor Road trading Estate could be built the same time. This would
alleviate the problem of large lorries entering the estate from Church Road. A restricted width or weight limit could be put in
at the ole entrance.

DRAFT/RES/2159 SS8 0BU

Canvey Island is over populated and would not cope with more housing. Any minor. Major incident on the Island's roads
often causes disruptions to traffic etc.
There is not enough green land on Canvey, and I for one think that building on Thorney Bay Park would ruin the Island's
beauty. There is very little left!

DRAFT/RES/2161 SS8 7JU

Canvey does not need development which entails lots of green belt land. The only benefit of any development is Castle Point
Council via increase in revenue from the extra rent and rates.

DRAFT/RES/2162 SS7 2NH

Please use the alternative better site at H18- Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley.
Re: Objection to Housing Proposal H4 and H10 because:
•

There will be more traffic congestion (despite some proposed enhancements is road system) through weight of
numbers. Gridlock happens very quickly in poor weather or following any hold up due to accident in the area within a
2 mile radius of Victoria House Corner.

•

More concreted areas will adversely affect drainage/sewers, already under pressure as evidenced in recent heavy
rain.

DRAFT/RES/2165 SS7 3DZ

DRAFT/RES/2166 SS7 5QS

Use up all brown field sites before using green belt. Too many detachable, large, unaffordable homes tend to be built. Local
people cannot afford them. More starter homes needed for young local people to stay in the area- not flats!
Too much congestion along the A13 already in rush hours- roads need a lot of improvement.

DRAFT/RES/2168 SS8 7LT

I feel it is important to ensure that there infrastructure is sufficient to cope with the increased population, i.e. the roads and
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schools, GP's.
It is also vital that affordable housing is available to ensure that young people can access the housing market especially if
they have grown up here and have family living locally.

DRAFT/RES/2170 SS9 3TP

I fully support further housing development if preceded by considerable improvements to the main roads A13, A127 and
A129. This should be made a condition for more housing with the Government. Otherwise it is shear lunacy to build more
houses without these long overdue essential road improvements. These roads frequently experience considerable
congestion and the first sunny day on Sunday 9th March the roads were virtually gridlocked and were frequently mentioned
on the radio traffic reports.
In addition the drainage and sewers no doubt will have to be enlarged if we are not to have surcharging and the dangerous
dislodging of manhole covers.

DRAFT/RES/2172 SS7 3SU

The Government has resoled on its electoral promises of 'Local Control', probably because the Tory Party is in-hock to
Developers. This plan may be the best available compromise.
Response boxes should include a, 'Don't know', option for those lacking a basis for judgement.
H4 and H10 development will inevitably cause increased congestion of the A129 and also reduce wild-life habitat. At best,
modifying the Woodman’s Arms junction will only speed traffic to the jams at Sainsbury's junction, the Weir or Vic. House
Corner.
Congestion of the A129 is life-threatening because, of necessity, it is frequently used by the Fire, Ambulance and Police
services.
Housing development in these areas will seriously reduce the ground absorption of rainwater and will increase run-off. The
elimination of much tree and shrub growth will adversely affect air quality.
The Nation is far too disregarding of the importance of food production. If necessary, the production of horses can be
replaced by the growing of crops but you can't grow corn on concrete.
I regard the assurances on adequate drainage, improved traffic flows, etc. as aspirational at best and am relieved to be at
the top of a hill.
"Unaffordable houses" are not sold. Cheap housing quickly becomes a slum. When it is re-sold the Council must recover its
equity in subsidised housing.

DRAFT/RES/2174 SS7 3JZ

Any further development in Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley will overburden already congested areas. I choose to live in
Thundersley because of its unique village feel, it is an area here people still talk to each other, say ' Good morning' to
strangers as they pass in the street, and has a public house, that although it is part of a large chain, still manages to operate
as a 'local.' The open spaces, and some of these appear rough and unkempt, that exist at the moment add to the unique
feeling of the area. It feels semi-rural, there are gaps between housing developments, and it is not yet quite one vast housing
estate, connected to Basildon, Wickford and Rayleigh.
People talk about increasing housing for the future, for our children, but that cannot continue forever. One of our children has
already had to move out of this area. Every area must have a limit to the amount of people it can hold and I believe that limit
has already been reached. What about the people already living here? On Saturdays and Sundays the traffic is absolutely
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horrendous, queues at every junction. More housing means more traffic. The roads are in an appalling state. If the current
infrastructure cannot be adequately maintained future roads certainly cannot be. One traffic problem in the area during rush
hour and it is gridlocked. My 7 minute journey can then take in excess of 2 hours. Public transport is too expensive and
unreliable. Our quality of life is being continually eroded.
The emergency services cannot cope at the moment. My 78 year old mother recently suffered a fall at home in Thundersley.
She managed to call the paramedics but there was no ambulance or car available for her. My sister and a neighbour
managed, after 2 hours, to pick her up off the floor and then after another hour my sister and I drove her to hospital, hoping
that any injury she may have sustained had not been made worse. There was then a 6 hour ait for treatment. An already
upsetting ordeal, made more difficult by lack of services.

DRAFT/RES/2175 SS8 0EX

Canvey Island is a flood risk 3 area and should not have any new development on it. The drainage system cannot cope now
when it rains and roads and homes flood. Traffic is also a great concern with all the extra housing the proposed plans for the
infrastructure would only help now if no more houses were built if all the extra homes were built the problems will still be the
same because of the increased cars. I also believe that senior schools will be seriously over crowded as they are struggling
now with new intakes and I know this because I have just had to go through it with my daughter! Although I appreciate the
need for housing I don't think the island is the right place to develop. WE NEED SOME SERIOUS IMPROVEMENT TO THE
DRAINAGE ON THIS ISLAND BEFORE ANY THING ELSE!!

DRAFT/RES/2176 SS7 5NB

Increasing Castle Point’s population needs to be strongly resisted by Councillors to the point of resigning if necessary. Why
adhere to Central Government dictate, when Central Government does not deliver its promises to cut immigration and stem
population growth. Castle Point is already grossly congested and the quality of life in this district is and will continue to
decline by adding '000s more residents.
The plan is full of inconsistencies/conflicts given current council policy decisions and local conservative promises. Examples:
1. Council turned down planning application for Jotmans Farm yet includes it in this plan.
2. During the last Labour Government, a campaign to save the green space to the land 'East of Rayleigh Road' was told by
conservative councillors to agree to the plan because the next Conservative Government would reverse it. This Council
proposes to build on this land.
3. With 4,000 new homes, maybe 5,000-6,000 new residents looking for work, the proposal for 2,100 jobs is totally
inadequate adding residents who will need to travel by the already grossly congested trains and roads to work.
4. Regenerating retail and local communities whilst imposing parking charges on local shopping areas like South Benfleet
and Thundersley? Driving customers to shop elsewhere with free parking and causing visitors to park in adjacent roads
where parking for residents is already a problem. Local shops help the elderly and cut down travel on congested roads.
Support them!
5. No indication of how to ensure that affordable homes go to local people.
6. The plan should retain 100% of Green Belt land that is why it was designated to protect it from development. The next
nibble at Green Belt will take another 9-10% - NOT acceptable.
7. The road improvements are needed to ease congestion NOW, and should NOT be dependent on housing '000s more
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residents.

DRAFT/RES/2177 SS7 1NN

Question 1 - Of course there needs to be a plan in place to determine where development goes. This Draft Plan form does
not mention what is to happen after 2031. Housing cannot continue at this obscene building rate ad infinitum.
Question 2
1. Who authorised the "national projections" which suggest a need for 350 homes each year in Castle Point?
2. 2014 to 2031 is 17 years. 350 x 17 equals 5,950 - where does 7,000 come from?
3. Similarly the 200 homes per year proposed (200 x 17) equals 3,400 - where does 4,000 come from?
4. This question is not straightforward to answer as any target depends entirely on the designated location. Question 3 I am
opposed to all housing proposals that affect Green Belt land until it can be demonstrated that ALL.
Question 4 - Please provide a definition of precisely what constitutes "Affordable Housing". Explanation of this extremely
vague term has been avoided by councillors to date.
Question 5 - This question relies on the content of an unsupplied document (the New Local Plan Proposed Policies
Document). How can an answer be given without knowledge of the plan. Precisely where are these jobs going to come from
apart from the building industry and therefore probably largely the employment of migrant workers?
Question 6 - This is an appallingly loaded question - no one would object to employment growth and opportunity. The
question is headed EMPLOYMENT LOCATIONS and objection should be to the locations involved not whether there is
objection of any kind to employment growth. I again object to development of any kind on Green Belt land until all Brown
Field sites have been exhausted.
Question 8 - A stupid question. There must already be open space existent alongside where the new housing proposals are
intended. It is not something the Council can provide if it already exists.
Question 9 - Why does this differ on the manual form to the online one?
Question 10 - The purpose of Green Belt was for protection of this valuable natural asset. 100% should be retained.
Question 11 Another set of questions that do not adequately allow for an accurate answer to be given. Whilst support to
protection of these three sites can be ticked, enhancement of them is also invisibly agreed to. The so called "enhancements"
to Benfleet Downs has resulted in the demolition of hundreds of well-established trees and the laying of tons of gravel
through natural countryside.
Additional comments: The box is not big enough on the form and does not allow for additional comments to be addressed
on additional sheets. On the whole the form is abysmally worded with loaded questions and the actual consultation leaflet is
so vague, relying on residents to scour the internet for further information or just give up. A total waste of time and money,
but obviously a literal box-ticking exercise by the Council who will undoubtedly ignore the results and concerns of the
electorate and continue with the destruction of the Borough.

DRAFT/RES/2178 SS8 7TD

We do not have the infrastructure for the additional housing and business premises. Canvey Island is already overcrowded.
Drainage is a major concern, flooding everytime it rains. Lack of schools, GP surgeries, police and fire services to
accommodate the increase.

DRAFT/RES/2179 SS7 2UA

I think the Council should develop the Blinking Owl Site (H18) and to urge Essex Highways to reconsider the proposed
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access points and further access points into New Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/2181 SS7 4ND

200 or 350 homes per year- there must come a time when there is no more room for new homes in Castle Point without
making it less pleasant for those already living there. The demands on the transport and road network must be considered in
addition to service provision.

DRAFT/RES/2182 SS8 8ND

Some plans are accepted but the flats at the Point end of Canvey should be more of like Warden's control flats/or over 50
years which could be kept safe with gates and CCTV. Those people buying them are kept nice, but if they go to everybody it
will be full up with one patient family being paid by the Councils and left in a complete mess. Plus it makes another load cars
come on and off the island, we need a third road off for emergencies- everything is a standstill and there is NO shopping
centre on Canvey. The Jones Medical Centre should be used for more minor injuries instead of going to the hospital. Why
can't a third road going across to Leigh on Sea be made and a better bus service for the people who need to go to the
hospitals.

DRAFT/RES/2183 SS8 8QA

Over the past 13 years, the infrastructure on Canvey Island has disintegrated; it has become nothing more than a housing
estate. It needs large retail investment NOT more houses. Canvey Way is always busy because outside of provisions,
everything else has to go to Southend or Basildon. This adds to air pollution and excess road wear. 11000 sq foot of retail
area is one reasonable shop. Canvey Island has been made the poor relation of Castle Point. The need to build more
houses is nothing more like than to toe the party like we need stores, large ones NOT shoe box homes and shops.

DRAFT/RES/2188 SS7 4DL

It's a disaster for people and wildlife alike especially with the Western suburbs, where there will be no green belt left along
the A130.
The provision of Green Spaces is not an improvement at 80 houses (or 320 people and numerous dogs) per hectare AND
it's not new green space, it's a sop.
Traffic will increase and as you seem to be concentrating on Hadleigh Centre and Canvey Centre residents on the vast
estates in the West of the Borough will have to travel ( by car presumably) to shops and other facilities.
Green links for wildlife will totally be obliterated.
A blank cheque for developer; a nightmare for residents.

DRAFT/RES/2189 SS7 1TL

Q.3 This area is overcrowded and there are other areas in the County that could satisfy the need for new housing.

DRAFT/RES/2190 SS7 2TH

It is impossible to cross the Daws Heath Road now, thousands more cars will not help local residents. Many of us are elderly
and do not own a car. We take our lives in our hands if we want to post a letter!

DRAFT/RES/2191 SS8 0NG

There should be no more developing on Canvey Island until there is a third road off the Island. We need a better town
centre, more shops, less estate agents. We cannot support local shops if we do not have them; rents are far too high in High
Street and Knightswick Centre. We need a better bus service, there is very little service along Long Road for people who live
in the village area, and they cannot even get to church on Sunday morning!!
Canvey Island is in a worse position now than it was when I moved here in 1962!! Then we had more shops, industry, better
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facilities i.e. transport, than we have now!!!

DRAFT/RES/2193 SS7 2JE

TOO MANY houses are being built which are undersized on smaller than minimum plot sizes i.e.: Scrub Lane Mews! These
properties only have one car parking space each and most families have two vehicles. The overflow block Scrub lane,
especially at rush hour when the road is used as a cut through by local residents.

DRAFT/RES/2195 SS7 3QN

I understand that you need to make a plan and make provision for new build. I hope that most will be in the 'very affordable'
range. This is where need is greatest and more properties take less land. There are plenty of 'next step' properties. I do not
want to use my car to drive to find some green space.
I am concerned that the current plan will change the nature of Thundersley. I chose to live here because of the semi-urban
character. Housing inter spaced with paddocks/green fields etc. The 'in-filling' nature of H14 (and H11) in particular means
that we will just become a suburb of Southend. Rayleigh Road, The Weir, Woodman’s junction are already inadequate for
current housing levels. With the closing of Deanes, I suspect even more properties on Daws Heath Road feeding into the
gridlock.

DRAFT/RES/2197 SS7 5AB

800 Homes in one area is not acceptable.
Be very, very careful to avoid building on land that could cause flooding, especially on existing buildings. Limetree Avenue
already suffers from water running from the field, down the road. You will be held responsible. The infrastructure even with
new proposals is and will be unsuccessful.

DRAFT/RES/2198 SS8 0EY

Question 1- I have answered 'no' because I do not have the confidence in the council to carry out these plans for the benefit
of the Canvey People. I consider that 'all' homes should be 'affordable housing', for the local residents and not status
symbols for those who can afford it- we need to look after the less well off.
No building should take place until all the promised infrastructure is in place i.e.: roads, drainage, sewage, schools, doctors,
etc/ Objection to extension of Roscommon Way- will it be used as a racetrack?

DRAFT/RES/2200 SS7 1PP

Has the Council considered schooling? You are looking to close Deanes School, forcing kids to travel further for fewer
spaces?
How can you consider new homes when there is no room for the children already in the area?
Larger classes do not work!!! Do not force local education to standard where children cannot compete in employment in the
future?
New retail space?? Half of Southend is empty retail space- short sighted!

DRAFT/RES/2203 SS7 2TJ

1. I object strongly to any building on the Green Belt land known as H10 and H11
2. Due to the obvious risk of congestion, I object to the Stadium Way Daws Heath Link road proposal.
3. I want development of the Blinking Owl Site (H18) to be considered before H10 and H11 and the Council to persuade
Essex Highways to reconsider as this is the most sensible solution for everyone.

DRAFT/RES/2204

It is inevitable that some building will take place and the impact on residents must be the first consideration. I have long
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campaigned to rid the useless bus lanes through Benfleet and Hadleigh. They serve no purpose as there is no continuity and
is a potential traffic accident waiting to happen. Nobody seems to understand the restricted times, So get rid of these
imposed lanes and free up the traffic flow through the centre.

DRAFT/RES/2205 SS7 2UH

I would like to propose that the new houses that need to be built by castle point be located behind the Blinking owl cafe on
the A127/A130. The road structure is already in place and there would be no extra traffic congestion through Benfleet

DRAFT/RES/2206 SS7 5TU

Infrastructure should be addressed first - excessive traffic in this area is a major problem. Ridiculous at times, take it from
someone who lives 50 meters from Sadler’s Farm.

DRAFT/RES/2207 SS87EW

Why the bulk of new housing on Canvey Island? 1450 homes on Canvey but only 2250 homes split between Benfleet,
Thundersley and Hadleigh. Canvey is prone to flooding and the drainage system is overloaded now. The road access is
abysmal. After a freak storm in August, the Island was badly affected and many homes were flooded including ourselves. We
know that more housing is needed, but the Island is too small and a High Risk Flood Area!

DRAFT/RES/2208 SS7 3HG

Question 1- No to both as this area has got quite enough homes. Too many cars. Not enough schools.

DRAFT/RES/2209 SS7 3UT

I think the Council should develop the Blinking Owl Site (H18) and to urge Essex Highways to reconsider the proposed
access points and further access points into New Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/2210 SS7 2UJ

Particular attention needs to be paid to availability of education in area on any build and also GP and Hospital capacity.

DRAFT/RES/2213 SS8 8NR

In view of recent flooding on Canvey, drains need to be ungraded before adding more houses to current system. Instead of
concentrating on new road to west off to Corringham in case of emergency, how would residents nearer Point area have a
hope of getting away? I believe a road off of the Point area would be more beneficial instead of 2/3 off West and none of
East area of Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/2214 SS7 3EU

I moved to Castle Point approx 14 years ago from Dagenham. Any spare land in Dagenham was built on and the area
became overcrowded and the resources at bursting point. I do not wish Benfleet to go this way.

DRAFT/RES/2215 SS7 5Ay

A housing estate of 800 homes on H14 Jotmans Farm is a crazy proposal completely out of character of the area.

DRAFT/RES/2218 SS8 7LP

With all the extra housing plans, will the current pumping stations on Canvey Island be able to manage the extra volume of
waste products and surface water due to the roadways and hard standings created in these areas?
It is also imperative we have another road onto the Island because at the moment ALL traffic onto the Island must go to
Waterside Roundabout, which is causing massive queues and congestion.

DRAFT/RES/2219 SS7 2TN

Do not just view the problem of housing at a local level- look wider at Brownfield sites- across Essex- some areas should be
kept quieter than others.
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DRAFT/RES/2220 SS7 5BB

Strongly oppose the development on Land West of Glebelands (H13) and Land West of Benfleet (H14).

DRAFT/RES/2221 SS8 9PW

The main problem on Canvey Island is traffic in the rush hours (am-pm) - with too many new houses brings too many extra
cars travel ling at these times.
We either need less traffic or another road off the Island- we cannot function if we get more cars and nothing is done about
the traffic.
Manor Trading Estate could be moved to H18. For the following reasons:

DRAFT/RES/2222 SS7 4BS

•
•
•
•
•

Better access from the A130 and A127
No Heavy vehicles on Tarpots, Rushbottom Land and Church Road
The existing Estate is run down and an eyesore
New houses could be built on the old estate
Industrial units along Church Road could be moved to the new estate and be replaced by housing.

DRAFT/RES/2224 SS8 9DP

The comment I would like to make is that if you are going to put all these new homes on the Island that some of them need
to be for rent that people can afford and not to buy.

DRAFT/RES/2225 SS8 7LQ

You're building all these new properties on Canvey, so that means more people on Island, you have already closed police
and fire stations- how will that effect if there is a fire or robbery? Have you had any thought about that when fire and police
have to come from Rayleigh? So I do not agree to more building on Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/2226 SS8 8QU

I/ We think it so plain before any of the proposals that are being talked about the only road of Canvey Island should be the
only concern for all residents before any other proposals are dealt with, so concern yourselves with a new road and all other
subjects being proposed may fall into place.

DRAFT/RES/2227 SS8 0JB

In its current form, the infrastructure cannot support more homes of particular concern would be a junction on Canvey Way
providing access to Jotmans Farm. Congestion is already at unacceptable level and cannot be allowed to risk being
increased.

DRAFT/RES/2228 SS8

The infrastructure on Canvey cannot support more or excessive housing. Particularly worrying is the proposed junction on
Canvey Way A130 to access Benfleet= a recipe for congestion at Waterside and whole of Island.

DRAFT/RES/2230 SS8 7QR

In regards of the Point Road Development, it is too large for the area in question. We really need a bus terminus and a small
park of some description. Also the flooding at the end of Zelham Drive needs major work done to it to alleviate the problem

DRAFT/RES/2231 SS7 2UQ

Where I live the plan for houses in H11 will affect not only our view to wildlife etc but the traffic congestion in our quiet
surroundings will be greatly affected. I do not agree with the proposal and suggest an alternative site- i.e. - Land behind the
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Blinking Owl just off the A127 (H18).

DRAFT/RES/2232 SS7 5NQ

The traffic Benfleet is bad enough during rush hour. Increasing housing with only one extra road out of the area is crazy!
Routes to the A13 would be improved but where would the improvement be to Hadleigh? The congestion in Benfleet is Bad!
Let alone Bread and Cheese Hill up to Kenneth Road.

DRAFT/RES/2233 SS8 8NR

I have lived here for 41 years and that time the Island has become overpopulated for its size, the road network especially
access on and off the Island is totally insufficient with the Island being totally gridlocked and inaccessible even in the event of
just a minor incident on Canvey Way or at the Waterside roundabout. I would oppose any housing development until the
infrastructure is vastly improved.

DRAFT/RES/2234 SS7 1NQ

How do the Council Plan to stop drivers coming down Essex Way to Station cutting through Highcliff Road and other streets
at speed?!?!
Overall traffic congestion problems, down Essex Way to station?!?!

DRAFT/RES/2235 SS8 9DH

The third road is essential to Canvey. This should be a priority. I was born on Canvey- it has been talked about for about 64
years whether it was from the point or the other end of Canvey! There are too many houses and flats now on Canvey with
everyone with 1, 2 or 3 cars. There isn't enough room on roads.

DRAFT/RES/2236 SS8 8NJ

Canvey is overpopulated. Too many houses on too little land.
The upkeep of roads is dire. Our road is used as a rat run; we have two huge potholes which have been there for months.
The pavement is so badly maintained it is dangerous. Housing at the Point would increase the usage of the surrounding
roads making matters worse!

DRAFT/RES/2237 SS8 7SN

This New Local Plan is only a regurgitation of the 'Old Local Plan 1998' It was no good then and nothing’s changed! Did
Canvey Way - forget the new road to Thurrock, they'll only bring more traffic and anyway will never happen. Don't build on
flood plains, especially Zone 3. Leave the Green Belt alone. Turn Thorney Bay back into a holiday caravan park- not a
residential one as it seems to have become. Stop charging for parking in Oak Road pool

DRAFT/RES/2240 SS7 2UQ

I object to the developments H11 and H12 primarily because of the impact on wildlife and the loss of green belt. The impact
on the small community of Daws Heath will also be significant in terms of transport. As I understand it the majority of adults
in Castle Point work outside the borough and so adding housing in an area which does not have direct access to rail links will
significantly impact on the number of cars on the roads at peak times.
On the paper consultation there is another road proposed between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Road, this does not
appear on this version of the survey but I would like to object to this proposal for the same reasons as above.
I would suggest that a significant proportion of the new housing takes place in the area of the Blinking Owl Cafe - H18 as this
land offers potential for further development as well as a the opportunity to significantly improve the infrastructure to allow
access and amenities for the new housing. The major roads in this area would ensure quick access to local rail links at
Pitsea as well as Benfleet or even Rayleigh.
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DRAFT/RES/2244 SS7 5XS

I chose to move to Benfleet because of the woodland and green open areas in the over populated South East these should
be retained.
Council should concentrate on ensuring unused properties are occupied.

DRAFT/RES/2245 SS8 9SE

No more houses on Canvey and improve roads on Island.

DRAFT/RES/2246 SS7 2NN

H18 should be used for building new houses with the appropriate road infrastructure added. This would stop the inevitable
grid lock at Rayleigh Weir and the 129 Woodman’s etc. junctions if the other developments proceed. Green Belt and Stables
(recreational ground) should not be used in any circumstances for building of any kind. Most people have invested in homes
located in Hadleigh because they enjoy the green areas, woods and general rural feel to the area. Grid locking the traffic and
building on the green belt all ruin the area.

DRAFT/RES/2247 SS7 1AH

The proposed new housing areas I have objected to are due to the fact that at weekends and rush hours the surrounding
roads become very congested due to the level of traffic. The retail park at stadium way has traffic queuing for the majority of
the weekend; this goes back to Rayleigh High Street and Vic House Corner roundabout. The A13 and A127 not only have
local residents using the roads but day trippers and holiday makers heading to Southend on Sea, this has an impact on the
local road network and if further housing is to be built around these areas castle point will become gridlocked! This does
happen when one of the major roads is affected by an accident or a road closure; the other road cannot cope with the
current level of traffic.
With regards to the Green belt I feel the wildlife within these areas is such a learning curve for our youth to see in their own
back gardens, and to take this away is such a crime. We are so lucky to have little pockets of Green belt surrounding many
of our wards. I worry about the impact on the environment, with flooding a concern if the Green belt is built on. The recent
flooding that residents in castle point have been affected by will only be added to if too much building is allowed. My
preference for building would be areas where less impact is felt by current residents of castle point, i.e. H18, H14, and H13.

DRAFT/RES/2249 SS7 2LL

Hadleigh and Daws Heath are congested at this time building new homes in the area will only make the congestion worse.
New Developments nearer to Sadler’s Farm make since as the majority of the population travel west for work. The best site
would in my opinion is at H18 -Fane Road/Blinking Owl/North West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/2250 SS7 4NT

Our roads are some of the most crowded in the county. For this reason I think the provision of 200 houses per annum is too
many. With the deep water terminal at Coryton the A13, even with recent improvements is not going to cope.
The revamp of the traffic lights at Manor Road is a backwards step. The delays are causing people to jump the lights; this
never happened with this frequency prior to the change. Getting off the Manor Trading estate is now more dangerous
because of the queues of traffic at the lights. Extending the Manor Trading Estate will cause increasing traffic problems and
for this reason I oppose the proposed development. If I could be sure the access problems could be properly resolved I
wouldn't object to the development.
Why do you want to develop new houses along the A130- H14&H13? Noise is going to be a major problem. We live close to
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the A130, but not as close as the new developments, and noise is an increasing problem for us. Glebelands has been
rejected twice- why are you persisting so hard with this. I t suggests that options for building are limited, and that the housing
provision for the area is set too high.
Although you state that 92% of the green belt will be retained, most of the remainder is completely unsuitable for Building
houses. Unless you can improve the major roads which is going to be very difficult/expensive, much lower rates of house
building is the only realistic solution.
I also can't see the relevance of ethnicity on the plan. Age and gender do have some bearing on attitudes to the plan.
Ethnicity is political correctness taken to extremes.

DRAFT/RES/2251 SS7 5XG

Most sites will create local traffic congestion as their locations are in areas with narrow main roads.
The proposed plan covers 19 years with 200 houses per year. The time scale for the plan exceeds the maximum period
recommended by the planning guidelines of 15 years.
Therefore there is a significant risk of the plan being challenged by developers and/ or government inspectors dealing with
appeals

DRAFT/RES/2252 SS7 2UH

Please leave our greenbelt intact. As a resident of Castle Point all my life and a tax payer, I am seriously concerned for the
local area of Daws Heath in which I live. I would like to the H18 site to be considered and investigated as an alternative.

DRAFT/RES/2253 SS7 2TJ

Please use the alternative better site at H18- Fane Rd/ Blinking owl/ North West Thundersley

DRAFT/RES/2254 SS7 2UJ

I firstly and foremost strongly object to any development on Greenbelt land. In particular that within the Daws Heath area
(H10 & H11). This is a unique tranquil location which residents have chosen to live in for its natural beauty, wildlife, safety
and for being semi rural. It is a much sought after area and any development would change all this and reduce house prices
considerably. Furthermore, I object to any road link between Daws Heath and Stadium Way as this would be used as a
shortcut bringing unwanted additional traffic through the neighbourhood.
Greenbelt is the easy option for development but Brown belt sites are the most favourable and I therefore urge the Council to
use the alternative better site at Fanes Rd/Blinking Owl/NW Thundersley & encourage Essex Highways to reconsider this.
On a personal note, I moved to Daws Heath 12 years ago on confirmation that the surrounding Greenbelt land would not be
built on. It has been my dream to own and live where I currently do and any changes via development can only bring a
negative effect to, what is currently, a wonderful place to live.

DRAFT/RES/2256 SS8 0HB

No new development should be allowed on Canvey Island until a new road off of Canvey has been started. We do not want
any new development without this road being provided.

DRAFT/RES/2257 SS8 0EY

The council must stop paying lip service to the idea of a new road off of Canvey, as this fundamental to expansion on the
Island. They must really push for this before any of this building gets underway. Also of course more policing will be needed
as the population increases.
Canvey is a good place to live and must be given the consideration of all other parts of Castle Point and no longer treated as
the poor relations.
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DRAFT/RES/2260 SS7 5UA

DRAFT/RES/2262 SS7 5AP

Comments
Too much open space being lost. Local area becoming urban sprawl.
Heard of plans first from neighbours.
Council seems keen to keep local residents in the dark.
I have already written and you hold on file my objections to the proposals to large scale development in Castle Point. Our
borough is already overcrowded. Besides the impacts already mentioned in Question 3. We already have a sewage system
that cannot cope with current demand. Benfleet Station becomes dangerously overcrowded at peak times, local Hospitals
are overstretched, and Green Belt is the last redeeming features of our area and must not be built on.
The Council should represent their residents and resist unrealistic Government Policy.

DRAFT/RES/2263 SS8 8BE

H5 Housing too close to oil storage depot.

DRAFT/RES/2264 SS8 7TF

Too much development on Canvey. 160 homes off Point Road will mean 320 extra cars driving to the point.
Question 4- What is affordable housing? Loss of any green space in Castle Point is unacceptable. This includes Thorney
Bay Caravan Park.
Question 7- We cannot fill the shops we already have.

DRAFT/RES/2266 SS7 1DU

Castle Point comes to a standstill at the moment so any more houses will cause even more chaos. Not enough greenbelt
being kept.
Couldn't get to any Advice Sessions as I didn't receive this in the post- had to phone.

DRAFT/RES/2267 SS7 5DA

We object to any further development of Castle Point due to the areas already being at capacity and totally object to any
developments involving greenbelt land.

DRAFT/RES/2268

Hadleigh Town Centre Roads: as long as these remain two racetracks, retail will not flourish alone retail provision will be
useless.
"Additional Open Space" provision? Why not simply retain the present Green Belt/ Open space instead of destroying 8% of
it? Don't forget that this is an ancient woodland area which along with the plot lands is historically important- and makes area
attractive.
What is proposed for Church Road School site? Presumably housing development. Why no comment or proposal for this
'brown site'? (Now have been told proposal for site appeared on earlier plan hence not on this one" Unbelievable! Very
devious). Was told at Hadleigh 'shop' that Church Road site will be 64 houses, but this would appear to be for Scrub lane- so
What is proposed for Church Road?
Need for infrastructure- the same whether housing is affordable or not. What is proposed for orange outlined area North of
Great Burches?
H12: 50-100 new homes? Rabbit hutches or mansions?
H18: 'Safeguarded' means eventual destruction.
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DRAFT/RES/2270 SS8 7HS

I really don't know how this can be implemented when the Government keeps saying that no one can build on flood
plains...after all the recent problems with flooding. The drainage will not cope with all extra housing nor the roads, schools, or
any other infrastructure. This is an Island and it will most properly sink in time, as will England with the amount of people that
are here and keep coming.

DRAFT/RES/2271 SS7 1BX

Insufficient dentists, clinics, hospitals, schools already!!
Since moving to Benfleet, I have seen houses appear in people's gardens. I have put up with constant roads being done.
A13 and new A127 these cannot ever cope with current cars and transport at rush hour. With more houses this will be
worse. I pay Council tax and yet there are pot holes on all the roads and you are building houses- get the roads done and
pavements more level.

DRAFT/RES/2275 SS7 4BE

Before you start everything that is already planned, please think on. Castle Point is becoming a concrete jungle of houses
and trading estates. We have no family parks just some fields with a few swings and slides in them (have a look around
elsewhere of what is on offer), I understand that certain parcels of land which are currently known as Village Green land in
Thundersley are being excluded on the new Local Plan from being known as 'Public Open Space'. As a resident, I strongly
object to any part of the Village Green not being described as 'Public Open Space'. This land belongs to residents of Castle
Point.

DRAFT/RES/2276

Too few services/facilities for extra population and journey time on and off Canvey would be horrendous without an extra
road being built first.
Also I think Canvey's history/heritage should be preserved/ showcased more.

DRAFT/RES/2278 SS7 3QN

Areas H18, H13 and H14 are the most appropriate areas to build in because they can be easily accessed and have less
impact on the rest of Castle Point- to fill in open spaces within the area creates overcrowding, thus more social problems.
We are already overcrowded.
Already when major roads get busy/blocks through accidents. Hart Road and Rayleigh Road get gridlocked- most weekends
these roads are pretty much impassable and this is caused primarily through traffic long to Sainsbury’s at Rayleigh Weir!
When people buy their homes, open outlooks are a major consideration and a premium has to be paid for this factor. Surely
compensation must be considered for those effects.

DRAFT/RES/2279 SS7 5BQ

Local roads cannot cope now with volume of traffic; the proposed number of houses will bring Castle Point to gridlock at
peak times.
Green belt must be kept as green belt for the future enjoyment of our children and grand children. If you build at Jotmans
Farm where will the numerous horses be kept? Thought we should be encouraging sport and outside lifestyles for our
children?

DRAFT/RES/2280 SS7 5AX

The Deanes School is supposed to be closing, already causing strain on King Johns School and Appleton. Where are school
age children supposed to have opportunities?
Jotmans lane is not fit for purpose now let alone with in excess of 1000 extra vehicles coming down. You have to play
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dodgems to get in/out of your own driveway and swerve to avoid the many potholes.

DRAFT/RES/2281 SS7 1LN

I feel the wording of these questions is pretty ambiguous. Any answers are subject to interpretation and will be easy to
manipulate by Council to drive the outcome they are looking for.
I strongly object to elected representatives preparing their own Greenbelt Land for development. It seems considerable
preparation was under way before the plan was made public. The same representative has been actively campaigning
against development at John Burrows Site in Hadleigh.

DRAFT/RES/2282 SS7 2TP

Please use the alternative better site at H18 Fane Road /Blinking Owl- West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/2283 SS7 1HU

I am objecting to H8 because I believe that originally it was green belt and that building was allowed for non-residential
purposes. If that is so, it should be returned to its former state.

DRAFT/RES/2284 SS7 2JJ

Whilst I understand new properties have to be built- infrastructure, schools and GP surgeries etc should be available in those
areas. There are too many homes crammed into one area, even the larger homes are built very close.
Many new homes today, ( blocks of apartments and houses) are now being built in so close proximity, in narrow streetsgiving not enough parking spaces (causing those narrow streets and nearby streets to be crammed with vehicles). These
buildings have very small front and back gardens and small size rooms.
There are business sites in places very close to dwellings, which were built years ago. Why plans can’t be made for these to
be cleared for homes and the small businesses which are going concerns be moved onto more appropriate land away from
living areas.

DRAFT/RES/2285 SS7 2UA

I object to the proposal of employment growth adjacent to Manor Trading Estate as I believe it would be more sensible to
move the trading estate to the H18 site now and use the existing Manor Trading Estate for housing.
Also I strongly oppose the proposed link road between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Road which has not been included in
this questionnaire - this would be detrimental to wildlife, the landscape and have an impact on existing residents and cause
even more congestion on local roads.
The council need to either consider moving Manor Trading Estate to the Blinking Owl H18 site and utilise this land for
housing or developed the H18 site now for housing with an access road onto the new A130 and Saddlers Farm road
improvements which can cope far better with the amount of traffic that will result from these developments.
Building on greenbelt should be the LAST option not the first one just because landowners are willing to sell and it makes the
Councils job easier than utilising the brown field’s site which should be their FIRST priority.

DRAFT/RES/2286 SS7 2UA

I object to the proposal of employment growth adjacent to Manor Trading Estate as I believe it would be more sensible to
move the trading estate to the H18 site now and use the existing Manor Trading Estate for housing.
Also I strongly oppose the proposed link road between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Road which has not been included in
this questionnaire - this would be detrimental to wildlife, the landscape and have an impact on existing residents and cause
even more congestion on local roads.
The council need to either consider moving Manor Trading Estate to the Blinking Owl H18 site and utilise this land for
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housing or developed the H18 site now for housing with an access road onto the new A130 and Saddlers Farm road
improvements which can cope far better with the amount of traffic that will result from these developments.
Building on greenbelt should be the LAST option not the first one just because landowners are willing to sell and it makes the
Councils job easier than utilising the Brownfield site which should be their FIRST priority.

DRAFT/RES/2287 SS8 0BA

The current infrastructures on Canvey; e.g. roads, schools and medical services, are not sufficient to cope with existing
demands. Traffic congestion at various parts of the day are of particular concern to the emergency services.
Article 8 of the Human Rights Act provides that every person, (i.e. every resident of Canvey), has the substantive right to
respect for their private and family life and the case of Britton v SOS concluded that the protection of the environment falls
within the scope of Article 8.
In my submission therefore the development plan to construct 1450 new homes on Canvey cannot be justified until
considerable improvements are made to the present infrastructures, including a third access/exit road.

DRAFT/RES/2288 SS7 5DS

H14 is totally unsuitable for development. Where the figure of 800 homes has come from is ridiculous. Not only would the
roads be congested, with or without access from the A130, but it would not stop people using the existing estate as a rat run.
How can the treatment works cope with more waste? Are we going to have tankers using our roads to take waste away 24
hours a day? Also the bungalow estate would be totally engulfed by the new development. People of a mature age having
lived there for a long time finding their quiet area completely change. Also the area will lose an 'asset to community interest'
as the horses will have to go.

DRAFT/RES/2289 SS7 5EE

We have already lost too much green belt. We should retain 100% of what we have. The 'Enhancement' of the Benfleet
Downs is turning a wild haven into a manicured park, opening it up is detrimental to the wildlife. At what point do we decide
that Castle Point can provide no more housing?
Question 8- provide an additional 32 HA open space? Does this not currently exists and therefore does not need to be
provided.

DRAFT/RES/2290 SS7 2RG

Use H18 for housing - no pub in John Burrows - no more wasted money on cyclists who in any case illegally ride on
pavements, thru red lights and against the traffic on one way streets (and in pedestrian precincts) - no more bus lanes on the
A13 which is too crowded already and needs max flow - no cricket clubs facing housing and busy roads. Thank you.

DRAFT/RES/2292 SS7 3NG

Re H11: If these horse riding facilities are to be built on where are they going? Great Burches Road, this road is very
dangerous with speeding traffic and large lorries. Also horse on the unmade part of Great Burches Road because more
damage to the surface. Residents are trying to maintain this road to no avail as it is used as a cut through to the A127. Why
not put everything in H18 and leave some spaces in Benfleet/ Hadleigh/ Thundersley. The public cannot use the open space
of Great Burches Road and surrounding area. It is fast becoming a shanty town of unregulated businesses and rubbish
tipping.
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DRAFT/RES/2293 SS7 1HU

Question 1- The Council should not decided as most people are against development. The council was voted on by the
voters for once in this councils life listen to the voters! I am fed up with this councils attitude to us they overrule us on every
aspect of planning, we have to live with their decisions, most are not our choice, but as usual the electorate are ignored in
favour of money and the arrogance of our Councillors. I am totally against any further development of Green Belt. Do we
need another Basildon on what was once a lovely rural town to live in.

DRAFT/RES/2294 SS7 2TJ

I feel most strongly that you use the alternate site at H18- Fane Road/Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/2297 SS7 2NQ

The detail regarding the new sports and community hub at John H Burrows Recreation Ground was not publicised early
enough, has caused an outcry and I have not met one person yet that is in favour of the plan.
We do not want a pub in our park!

DRAFT/RES/2303 SS7 2UQ

1. The loss of privacy and green belt would devastate the area as it is known at the moment.
2. Major loss to wildlife and fauna.
3. The infrastructure in the area would be totally insufficient to cope with increases in the local palpation- i.e. doctors/schools
etc.
4. I also believe there is another area i.e. (behind Blinking Owl cafe) which would not cause so much devastation.
Views on H11

DRAFT/RES/2304 SS7 2UQ

•
•
•
•
•

•

DRAFT/RES/2305 SS7 3EW

•
•
•

Complete loss of open, peaceful environment.
Houses will generate noise pollution, disturbance including a significant de-valuement of my own property
Severe impact on wildlife- badger in particular
Very important issue will be the flooding risk to our properties which is situated at the lower end of Fairmead
Avenues. The ditches and culvert will be overcome during heavy rains which were recently demonstrated.
This proposed development of replacing natural drainage will concrete and tarmac- thus having an impact.
Please consider using the Fane Road area behind the Blinking Owl Cafe.

Public open space should remain as public space so as to create village greens in particular Coombewood Village
Green.
People are fencing off areas- have they the right to do this?
Castle Point cannot cope with the current traffic , infrastructural needs improving before more housing can be built
People who propose such plans appear to be 'blinkered' and cannot see the potential treat and damage that building
has on what is and should remain a good place to live.
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DRAFT/RES/2306 SS7 2HQ

Please do not build on H11 and takeaway my lovely view away and destroy a lovely piece of countryside. Daws Heath Green
Belt should be left for the next generation to enjoy.
Do think of the alternative site at H18. This land is away from a built up area and clogged up roads. Also it is near A127 and
A130 allowing people quick access to work in Southend, Basildon, Canvey Island and Chelmsford. Building in Daws Heath
and the resulting hundreds of cars will make it so difficult for all of us to get around.

DRAFT/RES/2307 SS7 5EN

Any building should be kept to an absolute minimum. In Castle Point (Benfleet), we have already seen a meteoric rise in new
build activity, particularly of flats. The whole character of the area is being undermined by such development. Where I used
to live in Benfleet, next door to me was allowed to demolish a bungalow and replace with three flats. Is this what Castle Point
want to do for its long standing residents? Natural and Green spaces should be preserved for future generations. Daws
Heath for example, lovely area, do not destroy it.
Roads/transport needs fixing first.

DRAFT/RES/2308 SS7 1JL

I feel that additional building on the scale proposed is unsuitable.
Roads and infrastructure are not adequate enough now so additional homes would stretch roads, GP services etc to
breaking point.
Building on Green Belt prohibits the drainage of water, possibly leading to local flooding. The area is getting too overcrowded
and the standard of life is dropping as a result.

DRAFT/RES/2309 SS8 9SP

Q3- Common sense would tell you that Canvey Island is already overpopulated- Canvey Island is already so many feet
below sea level. Affordable housing is a real need, so, as an alternative to bricks and mortar, I feel, flat pack (kit homes),
prefab whatever you wish to call it, eco-homes, should be the way forward.
Q.9- With regards to public transport, the bus service number 21 to Southend Hospital, no longer includes Link Road,
Canvey Island, on its route. Why? This causes a great deal of inconvenience to residents living on Link Road, I myself can
speak from personal experience, having needed to use two buses to arrive at Southend Hospital recently to have an
operation. (31st January 2014). Bring back Link Road, Canvey Island, to be included on the bus no: 21 routes!

DRAFT/RES/2310 SS8 7PT

Re: Question 3- The sewage/ drainage and dyke systems will not be capable of supporting over a 1000 new homes. Also the
roads cannot support the inevitable 500+ cars that would be using the current system.

DRAFT/RES/2311 SS8 7TQ

Flood assessments, poor drainage throughout Canvey.
Roscommon Way looks like it was built with a view to entering Thorney Bay, enabling access.
600 homes on Thorney Bay is an over development of the high risk land near methane/ Seawall, not long ago no building
was allowed in this location (nothing has changed) only Council Targets.

DRAFT/RES/2312 SS7 5SW

As someone who is new to the area. The reason we take the area in because it is quiet and green and not too many people
in one area. These proposals just change everything.

DRAFT/RES/2313 SS7 1JL

Benfleet's infrastructure especially roads are full now; this will worsen to unbearable with more people in the area.
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Why do we need more affordable housing? I would like to live in Mayfair, will the local Council build me a house I can afford
there? No, so if you can't afford Benfleet, don't live there!
Also Benfleet has a lot of empty properties- use them!
My parents live on Canvey Island and if I need to get to them in an emergency it's impossible because of the traffic so how
will more houses improve this? Also Greenbelt is Greenbelt so should never be built on!!

DRAFT/RES/2314 SS7 5NG

I do not support any of the new Local Plan. Benfleet will be totally ruined- it will become another concrete jungle like its
neighbour, Basildon.
I have lived here for over 50 years and have seen the decline of a once very pretty county area, so if even more houses and
roads are built it would completely destroy this once very pretty place. To live here then, for me, would be ' hell on earth'.
Leave Benfleet alone- I and thousands like me feel exactly the same!

DRAFT/RES/2315 SS8 0HE

Why have you sent these questions? All of this is already rubber stamped to go ahead. What a pity we did not have a flood
at the beginning of the year or just a slight amount of water over the wall then perhaps this so called Council and the people
of Canvey would have done something about a third road of the Island. And as regards to making the High Street a
pedestrian area only and putting traffic ( two way) round the present roads is a joke. These roads were built years ago, when
lorries weight was at top 4 tons not 40 tons as most supermarkets are.

DRAFT/RES/2316 SS8 7ND

At present, getting off and on Canvey at certain times you get lots of delays of traffic build up.
Even at 5.30am, with more homes and people will only add to problems. And most people travel out of the area to work.

DRAFT/RES/2317 SS7 1NR

Before any future development, an access road from Canvey must be built as has been promised for many years.

DRAFT/RES/2318 SS8 9JN

The recent flooding in other areas should indicate the foolishness of additional building flood plains. Canvey Island is built on
a flood plain; therefore there should be no additional buildings.
Prior to any of the proposed plans being implemented. Urgent attention is required to the infrastructure on Canvey, e.g.
drainage, maintenance of existing water drain etc, none of which is carried out adequately.
As there are many empty business premises on Canvey, the Council should be addressing filling these before considering
providing additional retail space- which will inevitably stand empty.

DRAFT/RES/2319 SS7 5TZ

The local area is over populated as it is.
I have to queue on the phone to get into my local doctors for an appointment the next week!!
Some days I spend half an hour trying to pull out on to the A13.
My children's school has 30 kids in a class and dropping off time is very busy.

DRAFT/RES/2321 SS8 9FD

I object to the percentage of housing identified on Canvey Island which is too high, while the mainland is too low. The
Inspector told CPBC that they needed to look at mainland housing proposals before thinking about Canvey. I read this to
mean that the mainland would be expected to take the lion's share of future housing proposals, yet CPBC appear to have
ignored, or misunderstood the Inspectors guidance and want to dump yet again a higher percentage of housing on Canvey. I
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then ask myself is this a political decision, based on the fact that the majority of Tory councillors are from the mainland, so
don't care what goes on Canvey as it will not impact Tory voters? Surely this isn't the case.
H5 Thorney Bay Park Canvey Island - Site is far too close to hazardous materials/chemicals, this is why the land there
wasn't developed in the past, and the same reason applies today. Also the additional pressure/stress put on to the existing
infrastructure by such a large development would compound already struggling roads, schools, GP's etc. The Roscommon
extension may alleviate some additional road pressures but not all, and this would only add to congestion at the Roscommon
Way and Canvey Road roundabout junction. Plus what would happen to all those who currently live in caravans/mobile
homes on the site at present, would CPBC be left with responsibility to rehome current residents, or is the idea that they
remain on the site too?
H8 Land at the former Castle View School Canvey Island - When this site was put forward to be a college we were told that
there would be no housing on the remainder of the site. So what has changed?
H16 Land East of Canvey Road Canvey Island - The proposed site is next to existing residential housing which use the site
for recreation, and if this was developed there would be no immediate access to open space for residents. The development
of this site would impact those to its boundaries and add to existing in fracture that is already at its limits. CPBC's site states
'It is important that the Council gets this plan right in order to ensure the best level of protection for those parts of the
environment that local people value such as wildlife, historic buildings and the Green Belt.' Well if that is the case and that is
what the council really believes, why are they so keen on developing this site, when clearly local residents are 100% against
it?
In relation to my comments above re H16, I would like to know why CPBC have not proposed Land West of Canvey Road,
South of Roscommon Way, North of Northwick Road Canvey Island, known as the 'Triangle', as an alternative to H16. On
sustainability scoring it scores just as highly as H16 if not higher, and all landowners have at some time in the past
expressed a desire for it to be developed. Landowners have been approached recently by retail and housing developers.
The 'Triangle' site gives the council and its residents an alternative to H16 being imposed. It should be made clear it is not a
green field site. The reasons why this area of land the ‘Triangle' is suitable for residential development are as follows:
There are currently several residential properties within the ‘Triangle', that border the area of land. There is already a Garden
Centre H17 built within the ‘Triangle', which you propose developing further. The Garden Centre had already been
considered as part of the initial local plan, and was approved as part of the local plan for development of a residential nursing
home before the consultation period was set up. There are several businesses operating from the Northwick Road that are
within the ‘Triangle'.
My family’s property that sits within the site has paid business rates on Buildings and Land since the late 1950's for multiple
usages, and we have been advised our site could not be stopped from being developed for retail or housing. The area of
land being proposed is trapped land. As by definition of being south of Roscommon Way this area is now encompassed
within the existing developments in that area. The site has excellent access via the roundabouts at Canvey
Road/Roscommon Way, Northwick Road (McDonald's and Morrison's Petrol Station) and Northwick Road/Roscommon Way,
This would allow easier access on and off of the Island.
My concern is that what is a prime area for development with new infrastructure will become a hotchpotch of bits and pieces,
instead of a complete development similar to the old Sixty Acres now Castle View development, which Canvey Island could
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be proud of. This area (Triangle) if developed would not infringe on any other already established areas of the community
and would be a blank canvas. Whereas some of the other proposed sites to date being considered would add to the burden
on the existing infrastructure e.g. roads and drainage. It has the potential to provide several hundred residential dwellings
that could be developed with little impact to the surrounding community. It would be contained within one site, as opposed to
numerous smaller developments in amongst the existing community. It would prevent the loss of numerous green spaces
amongst the existing residential areas and the associated development impact they would sustain while these areas were
developed.
Since the early 1960's there have been numerous proposals for development across this area. This opportunity to include
the ‘Triangle' within the local plan should not be wasted or potentially lost, and not be allowed to be developed in a
fragmented fashion which is all too common throughout certain areas of the borough, particularly on Canvey Island.
Looking back on previous correspondence I have dated 2009, CPBC have made little if any progress in 5 years. Wasted a
lot of time and money, and for this reason I still believe as I said some time back the decision will be taken out of CPBC's
hands by the Inspector who will be up to the job. Tory councillors can then say it wasn't them who chose the sites, and some
voters may even believe them.
CPBC needs to show residents they listen, give them a choice and don't impose upon them.

DRAFT/RES/2322 SS8 7DB

DRAFT/RES/2323 SS7 1ED

DRAFT/RES/2324 SS7 5DN

DRAFT/RES/2325

SS17
7PW

DRAFT/RES/2327 SS8 0AB

If all building proposals are passed the police and fire station should be fully manned.
1. I am concerned about level of new housing in an area already congested.
2. Jotmans Farm proposal is horrendous, way too extensive, and destructing.
Green belt should be sacrosanct- will destroy local character.
3. Jotmans and Thorney Park must impact on Water table and result in more localised flooding.
4. Influx of people from outside area and probably outside Britain will ruin locality.
These plans have been rushed through despite the fact that 600 local residents objected permissions application to build 265
new homes on Jot-mans Farm. We do not want our estate to be used as a through fare for construction lorries. This estate
was not designed for heavy traffic! This estate has an elderly population as well as families who object strongly to it being
turned into a construction site.
I object to the new Canvey island link road connecting to the Manor way A 1014 in Corringham. You are transferring the
environmental problem of air quality into another adjacent residential location. The dualling of the existing A130 is the
preferred route.
As a resident of Canvey Island, I do trust the council and the makeup of the cabinet to make honest decisions on my and the
residents of Canvey Island behalf, there is a built in leaning towards Benfleet, until there is a democratic make up of this
council cabinet, with all decisions made in open meetings there will always be doubt.
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DRAFT/RES/2328 SS6 7TU

I understand that a plan is needed; however I think major planning needs to be done to tackle the existing traffic problems,
which will only get worse with more residents coming to live in the area every year.
I have ticked several housing sites (H4, 10, 11, 18) I object to because I'm concerned that nothing will be done to improve
traffic. There must be improvements if we want these extra housing sites.
I have listed below three locations where traffic is particularly bad.
Joining the A127 (towards Southend) from the roundabout where the A127 and A1245 meet is a nightmare from 5pm
onwards every single day. Regarding "Route improvements along the A129 Rayleigh Road between the Rayleigh Weir and
Victoria House Corner junctions". The main thing would really be to get rid of that double roundabout in front of the
Woodman’s Arms because drivers do not understand how it works and it create major traffic jams all the time. (Including day
time!) One single larger roundabout would be so much better.
The A129 going to Rayleigh station from Swallow Aquatics is also very congested every morning and evening.
A lot seems to be planned Canvey way but not so much Thundersley way....

DRAFT/RES/2329 SS7 2TH

Please use the alternative better site at H18 - Fane Road/Blinking Owl/North West Thundersley. We live in Daws Heath and
the traffic chaos every day from the Rayleigh Weir clogs up and is almost a standstill at times and the added housing would
be disastrous on the resources and open space that we have which appears to be shrinking by the moment. Personally there
must be industrial areas - Brown sites that can be cleared and used for housing Instead of raping the ever decreasing green
belt of the South East. I feel that the south east is becoming the dumping ground for London. I was born in Corringham when
it was a village and have seen this area destroyed by building and industry, long gone is the village life that I grew up with,
South East Essex is just a dormitory for London now and is becoming over crowded busy and unpleasant to live.

DRAFT/RES/2330 SS7 2TH

Please use the alternative better site at H18. - Fane Road/Blinking Owl/North West Thundersley. I would like the decision
makers to spend some time on the roads around Woodman’s Arms Rayleigh Weir to see the congestion and chaos
mornings and evenings and sunny weekends when everyone in the county decide to shortcut from the A127 to the A13
towards Southend. The building of hundreds of houses in the Daws Heath Thundersley area is madness.

DRAFT/RES/2331 SS7 3SZ

I believe Castle Point Council already has a solution right in front of it, and that being to develop the land identified as H18 on
the NLP - Blinking Owl/Fane Road site. This area is considered contaminated Greenbelt which should be capable of taking
around 2000 dwellings. It is very well situated for excellent transport links to A130 and A127, will not interrupt existing
domestic developed areas, allow for retirement of the much needed existing Greenbelt in areas (H10 & H11) and to be
honest is the most appropriate and obvious place for CPBC to start their development plans/needs. I want the Council to
consider developing on the Blinking Owl/Fane Road site H18 BEFORE any other Greenbelt is considered for development.
I am not a NIMBY but a believer in common sense approach to a very emotive and serious matter. That common sense
approach is developing the obvious site H18 as a priority and then considers other suitable sites with much smaller and less
damaging impact to our beautiful place that we live in. Rayleigh Road and Woodman's junction are already struggling during
peak periods and developing on the land at H10 will have a serious impact on all traffic flow. Developing a majority of the
NLP quota at H18 will remove a bulk of traffic away from existing bottlenecks, provide excellent transport links for those who
choose to move there and leave most of this area as it is.
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DRAFT/RES/2332 SS7 2NF

Castle Point Planning Council. Should not be forced to house migrants and over populate this area. I moved into the area
from outer London 7 years ago, where we felt pressured by all the changes...No more open spaces. Overcrowded schools,
hospitals and Doctors surgeries unable to cope with the population.
Don't let it happen here!
H7.65 homes and a New School It’s much for the area the roads are already too congested. Can we view the plans for all
these buildings before it is too late?
Our properties value will be affected by all these changes.
Traffic at Tarpots and Saddlers Farm. A13 are still heavy congested. We have already had 2 years of roadwork; I don't think
it has made much difference to the traffic flow. Vehicles stationary polluting the area .The roads can't cope with all the extra
road users.
Aircraft from Southend Airport, Planes, Noise and Pollution affecting all local residence. All we hear is more expansion. It
does not seem to affect Southend. It is Castle Point affected.

DRAFT/RES/2333 SS7 2NF

Castle Point Planning Council. Should not be forced to house migrants and over populate this arrear. I moved into the arrear
from outer London 7 years ago, where we felt pressured by all the changes. No more open spaces. Overcrowded schools,
hospitals and Doctors surgeries unable to cope with the population.
Don’t let it happen here!
H7- 65 homes and a New School It’s much for the arrear the roads are already too congested. Can we view the plans for all
these buildings before it is too late?
Our properties value will be affected by all these changes.
Traffic at Tarpots and Saddlers Farm. A13 are still heavy congested. We have already had 2 years of road works; I don’t
think it has made much difference to the traffic flow. Vehicles stationary polluting the arrear .The roads can’t cope! With all
the extra road users.
Aircrafts from Southend Airport. Planes. Noise and Pollution affecting all local residence. All we hear is more expansion. It
does not seem to affect Southend. It is Castle Point affected.

DRAFT/RES/2334 SS7 2NF

Castle Point Planning Council. Should not be forced to house migrants and over populate this area. I moved into the area
from outer London 7 years ago, where we felt pressured by all the changes. No more open spaces. Overcrowded schools,
hospitals and Doctors surgeries unable to cope with the population.
Don't let it happen here!
H7.65 homes and a New School It’s much for the arrear the roads are already too congested. Can we view the plans for all
these buildings before it is too late?
Our properties value will be affected by all these changes.
Traffic at Tarpots and Saddlers Farm. A13 are still heavy congested. We have already had 2 years of road works; I don't
think it has made much difference to the traffic flow. Vehicles stationary polluting the area. The roads can't cope with all the
extra road users.
Aircraft from Southend Airport. Planes. Noise and Pollution affecting all local residence. All we hear is more expansion. It
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does not seem to affect Southend. It is Castle Point affected.

DRAFT/RES/2335 SS7 5TZ

I personally object to Building on this beautiful Essex area. My home town is becoming like London! Flats and cheap housing
bring nothing but congestion to my roads, hospitals, doctors, schools, waste tips!
I don't think building more homes for an over populated area is a good idea at all!

DRAFT/RES/2336 SS7 3QN

The council is taking soft and easy options regarding the proposed housing development sites as the officers will have to do
little by way of work due to the very small number of landowners and the readiness of willing developers. The council, yet
again, is taking very easy and short-term views. This is probably due to the fact that since the last Local Plan of 1998, the
council has done very little, if anything, in preparing itself for the new plan until it was way too late to be able to take difficult
decisions which would require time in order to overcome potential hurdles. Quite frankly, the council is now being reactive to
new central government directives whereas it should have been pro-active ever since the adoption of the last local plans
sixteen years ago. It is time for the council to stop its persistent dereliction of duty to the residents of this borough.

DRAFT/RES/2337 SS7 5ND

The Current State of Affairs
To me, the inability of the Council (Castle Point/Essex County Council) to plan is demonstrated at every Rush hour period,
where road traffic is not properly managed at present.
Canvey residents are routinely subjected to unacceptable traffic delays on a daily basis at rush hour periods.
Canvey Way is frequently subject to closure when a traffic incident occurs. This further exacerbates the situation for Canvey
and ‘grid-locks' South Benfleet in the process.
If Canvey traffic management is poor on a daily basis, what would happen if a disaster were to happen on Canvey?
The re-modelling of Sadler’s Farm is an only a partial success due to the A130 by-pass. The Sadler’s Farm Canvey access
is via traffic lights, which then blocks all other flow! This is not to mention the obvious poor/un-professional way the Sadler’s
Farm bypass project was procured and implemented. I have no objective evidence of this other than my observation that the
works went on for such an extended period, that someone must have been embarrassed. This incompetence will almost
certainly have cost the tax payer dearly.
Where we have Green Belt land, why do you feel the need to ‘improve' it with PC projects such as the ‘Youth Centre on
Richmond Park' and ‘cycling tracks' on the ‘currently' beautiful Hadleigh Downs?
The Proposal
I do not believe that the present infrastructure copes well with the load that the present population imposes on it. The
prospect of an additional 4000 homes fills me with horror. The present ‘professionals' cannot make the present systems work
properly, let alone add this number of homes. Where does the plan cater for ‘reasonable and safe' access and egress for
Canvey residents. Your plan identifies significant development (adding to existing problems) but does nothing to address
existing problems, let alone the problems to come.
H14 (800 homes - Jotmans) - the whole of Canvey Way should always have been a dual carriageway, yet it is being
proposed that a link is to be made to the existing Canvey way single carriageway, adding to its already excessive load!
Canvey Way doesn't work very well as it is, so, how will adding an additional load to this essential access road make it
better? What will this do for Canvey access and egress? The dualling of the road between Sadler’s Farm and the link road
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will have only marginal improvement and may only (if we are lucky) partially offset the delays caused by the integration of
this new link. In any case, the extra load will make itself known when the increased traffic load arrives at the presently
agricultural traffic light arrangement at Sadler’s Farm roundabout, resulting in even more delays. What will 800 homes do for
the Tarpots Junction? - do any of you experience the fruits of your planning endeavours and sit in traffic as I do? Further,
when incidents occur on the Canvey Way (as they regularly do), where will the residents of the 800 homes go in order to go
about their business? Could it be to ‘rat run' through Jotmans Lane and then clog up Cemetery Corner, South Benfleet and
Tarpots? How will you prevent this happening?
H9 (200 homes) what will this do for Kent’s Hill Road and the junction with the A13? There are also regular traffic build-ups
at this point.
Canvey Island - 1135 new homes - are you mad? Have you tried getting on to Canvey in rush hour in February 2014? What
would be the result of a disaster on Canvey at present even before this development? (Yes I know about the ‘wonderful' toll
road).
Do the present Sewage Works have capacity to cope? - will the increased load result in a bigger sewage works, resulting in
unpleasant smells? We know how ineffective Castle Point was in stopping the resulting stink which emanated from the putrid
small lakes within the Pitsea Waste site. Will the present Crematorium cope? - How will air pollution be affected (the
products of cremation combustion are driven towards Benfleet).
Have you ever tried to get seen in A&E at present and experienced the delay?
Conclusion.
It is good to have a Master Plan. However, you may guess that I am not impressed by your existing track record.
We already have infrastructure (and traffic) problems. The proposals will make this much worse (traffic, pollution, noise,
congestion, smells from sewage plants, crematorium plants and infrastructure in general).

DRAFT/RES/2342 SS8 0LH

Canvey is a flood plain. According to Environment Agency no further houses should be built.
Mr King and family have had their pound of flesh out of Canvey over the years along with other builders and it should be
stopped. Having lived on Canvey since before the 1953 flood, I have seen so many bad things being done to our Island, we
have becomes second class citizens under Castle Point. No full time police, no full time fire service. Every time it rains our
bathroom is out of use, due to sewage coming out of drain outside our property. INFRASTRUCTURE NOT FIT FOR
PURPOSE!

DRAFT/RES/2343 SS7 1HP

We have enough houses for the population of Benfleet and surrounds. The roads will not cope with on average another 2-3
cars per household. Crime will increase and schooling catchment areas will suffer. GP surgeries do not have enough space
for extra patients.
Bad enough now - why make it worse.

DRAFT/RES/2345 SS8 0PO

There are numerous empty units, factories and yards in the area without the addition of more.
To build more housing is an area that is already over-populated without a job market to support it is an exercise in futility.
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DRAFT/RES/2346 SS8 9BA

Canvey Town Centre attracts no retailers. We have too many empty units because of high rates. Also I have noticed certain
people in the town centre drinking alcohol. I wish a ban could be enforced before it gets out of hand.

DRAFT/RES/2349 SS7 2SF

The A129 at peak times and weekends is nose to tail from Vic House Corner to Rayleigh Weir. Any additional traffic from
housing East of the A129 will cause further issues.
1000 new homes= 2 car families= 2000 extra cars on to the A129.
Not good planning by Castle Point!

DRAFT/RES/2351 SS7 5DW

My biggest concern is the value of my property. The Council would make money from this development and I would want to
be reimbursed for my losses.

DRAFT/RES/2352 SS8 8QF

We need a new road off Canvey before any more housing is built. Builder should be made to pay toward a new road off the
Island before Planning permission is given.

DRAFT/RES/2354 SS8 8HG

Having both lived in CPBC Benfleet and Canvey all our lives, we have seen the loss of so much green belt/open space to
urban sprawl and Canvey especially is overdeveloped with poor infrastructure and access roads and loss of community
feeling- so many (non-locals) people being housed in rental properties just because it is cheaper for London/ other boroughs
to sent them here.
Benfleet is going the same way. Out of town landlords of our shopping centre on Canvey charging too high rentals for shops,
driving businesses out. We realise progress has to be made, but not at the cost of our green belt/ open spaces. Definitely not
before major infrastructure upgrades/ new infrastructure needs for existing properties, people, travellers/ car drivers i.e.
drainage/sewage/buses/doctors/schools. We cannot imagine more cars or people on Castle Point existing roads and in our
Borough.

DRAFT/RES/2356 SS8 8PE

1. Provision for a hospital, nearest is 15 miles either Basildon or Southend.
2. More policing facilities
3. H5 i.e. 600 new homes for Thorney Bay. Where are all the people from Thorney Bay Caravan Park going to go?!
4. More parking facilities.

DRAFT/RES/2357 SS8 0JS

No more house building until a 3rd road is built and in operation. This view is not for discussion. The Councils can't afford to
maintain the infrastructure they control now i.e. pot holes, street lights and blocked drains. Another Industrial Estate on flood
plains? Are you people blind- or not watch the news? Or as we suspect in developers pockets! Whatever we say, you will do
it anyway!!! No police station and No fire station!

DRAFT/RES/2358 SS8 7JP

Quite simply no more homes on Canvey Island.
Every time it rains we have had flooding.
Our road alone has no proper drain and floods up to our garage after just a few hours rain.

DRAFT/RES/2359 SS8 8BS

I object to any new development on Canvey Island as we have only one main way off the Island and the sewers are unable
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to cope now, let alone anymore strain on them. These questionnaires are a waste of time. Anyway as the Castle Point
Council have already made up their mind as to what will happen but I thought I would give my opinion anyway!

DRAFT/RES/2360 SS8 8AS

As a Canvey Islander, I do get worried about things that will affect us. Schools on the Island, places at prices we can afford.
Bowling Halls off the Island put school halls on the Island we cannot use. A small club just cannot afford £100 a night so the
halls stand empty.
New homes mean new cars- 5000 people. Their needs- sewage, electricity, gas. There is lots to look at- schools, doctors,
roads off the Island, if we have these houses we need the above facilities.
Police on the Island, more with that amount of people. Doctors are a must!

DRAFT/RES/2363 SS8 7JE

We object to 600 homes being built at Thorney Bay Caravan Park because of more traffic on already congested Canvey
Roads and worry of flooding risks. Also fears for overcrowding schools, doctors’ surgeries which are all at breaking point. We
also think it is highly irresponsible to build 600 homes right next to the Calor gas terminal in case of an accident in the plant!
We also oppose plans for 160 homes on land off Point Road with the affect it will have on congested roads, schools, doctor
surgeries etc.
We cannot cope with the drainage problems on Canvey Island, and fear for the future with more homes built and increase in
population here.

DRAFT/RES/2364 SS8 7NP

You are proposing new industrial and housing before the roads on the Island are dealt with- surely that is the most important
issue as it has been for the last 15-20 years. Get that right first then bring in business and housing- doesn't it seem correct
because people working and living should have access- so build roads first!!

DRAFT/RES/2365 SS8 0NH

There are too many homes, traffic on Canvey currently, the drainage system cannot cope with the situation when it rains so
more homes and factories will make the system break down completely. These plans were obviously drawn up by people
who do not live here or greedy land owners who care only for their pocket- not the inhabitants of the island.

DRAFT/RES/2367 SS8 9DY

There are not enough roads to go off the Island with the current residents- just a small accident can leave traffic at a
standstill. More houses would mean more traffic and the Island simply is over populated as it is. Also, the dykes etc have
been filled in, meaning drainage is already inadequacy, and more houses would be a bad idea. Also the Council closed one
senior school, leaving the others at capacity. I don't see any new plans for a new school which would be needed if more
families lived on Canvey. The Islands infrastructure, roads and facilities need to be drastically improved before any more
houses.
The new Castle View School is a farce- I generally believe that is was done purely because houses were already earmarked
for the old site. More development makes the Island ridiculously over populated- it's a bad idea!

DRAFT/RES/2368 SS9 3TP

To propose an additional 2550 plus homes in one of the most densely populated areas of S.E England where the
infrastructure is already overloaded and inadequate is madness. Sewers, roads, drainage, sea defences are already
inadequate for existing homes. This is ill considered- a better solution would be a totally new town built with adequate
infrastructure incorporated but Castle Point council would lose anticipated income!
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DRAFT/RES/2370 SS7 3DU

Irrespective of what 'Central Government' wants this area is almost completely full of housing. The proposals in this plan are
filling gaps but do not deal with the road issues/ school issues that are already a problem.
The two developments at H10 and H4 will ensure the junction at the Woodman's Arms is gridlocked permanently. The
Council should tell central Government that is not possible to build this number of homes.

DRAFT/RES/2371 SS8 9EE

Travel on the Island between 7.30am - 9.00am and 16.30am - 18.30am and most answers are found.
Put almost everything into infrastructure and then talk about more houses etc.

DRAFT/RES/2372

Canvey can no longer accept any more housing of any sort- there is insufficient drainage, roads, schools etc.
No way should Thorney Bay be allowed to build houses. It should be given back to the people of Canvey as recreational
land. Canvey is being turned into a social dumping ground for criminals and immigrants.

DRAFT/RES/2374 SS8 7DA

My only concerns are too much future housing as Canvey is quite overcrowded already. Roadways- GP surgeries- schools
(not applicable to me personally).

DRAFT/RES/2375 SS8 0DG

I think that it is already decided what you are going to do, regardless of what we say. So my filling in this form, to me, is a
complete waste of time. Sorry.

DRAFT/RES/2379 SS8 9DJ

Traffic on Canvey Way/ Sadler’s is terrible- increasing housing on Canvey will only make it more miserable than it already is.

DRAFT/RES/2380 SS8 9SN

New roads off of Canvey Island. There should be at least one road from Canvey Island towards Southend as there are many
cars that leave the Island and go to Southend and all routes in between. I think this would benefit Canvey.
Plus I think we should have more facilities on the Island regarding A&E also a cottage hospital as it would lead to congestion
of people getting off the Island going to Southend or Basildon hospitals.

DRAFT/RES/2381 SS8 9DJ

We have lived on the Island 34 Years and have seen the decrease of Police, Fire Service and schools deplete. Now you
want to increase the population, over stretching police, ambulance and fire service and the NHS. Doctor surgeries are over
worked and difficult to access at current levels. The roads have been promised for over 25 years and I do not believe this is
possible that the roads will be built. Having had to commute in rush hour for the past 34 years and seen no improvement,
adding more houses will only increase the problem.

DRAFT/RES/2382 SS7 1NJ

The Council should be more vigorously opposing the implementation of the National Planning Policy Framework in Castle
Point. The NPPF may be appropriate where towns can expand into countryside, but not in the enclosed geography of Castle
Point. Quite apart from the disheartening loss of open space, I have little confidence that the existing infrastructure can be
developed sufficiently to absorb the impact of around, let's say, 16,000 extra residents. The drains, trains and roads won't
take it. Not enough of it, anyway.
More specifically, I object to the housing project H15 - Land off the Glyders, Benfleet on the following grounds.
This land is part of a natural barrier between Benfleet and Hadleigh and therefore, according to the NPPF, included within
the green belt. Development is therefore inappropriate unless very special circumstances can be demonstrated to show that
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the benefits of the development will outweigh the harm caused to the green belt. No such benefits have been shown.
Road access to the new housing does not seem to have been considered. If access is to be from Essex way, this would
dangerously be at the very bottom of a 60mph steep hill. If access is to be via Glyders this would be even worse. Glyders is
a tiny residential side-street and entirely unsuitable to be the traffic bottle-neck for 35 new homes. Nor is it suitable for sitedevelopment machinery.
The drainage infrastructure in the area around Glyders is already at breaking point. Even in summertime there is often a
stream of water running off of the proposed site and down our gutters. During heavy rainfall the drains routinely overflow.
Replacing countless tons of earth with a concrete surface could have dire consequences for residents, particularly those at
the bottom of the hill. I note that page 13 of the 'Full Plan' (Policy H 15, paragraph 2e) states that the development must
manage surface water so there is no increased risk of flooding. Residents would need this increase to risk to be very closely
monitored by the Council if they are to be assured that drainage is being managed effectively. Such monitoring is likely to be
expensive, as will be any legal disputes arising from instances of flooding. While we're on that page, paragraph 2c states that
any development must 'make provision for open spaces and green infrastructure within the site'. Viewing the site and
visualising 35 homes on it, I find this somewhat unrealistic. There really won't be anywhere near enough green space within
the site to mitigate the increase in surface water flow, if that is what is intended here.
Insufficient attention seems to have been applied to the impact on the local wildlife. The site is within a Badger colony's
territory and will cause disruption to their environment. Several Bats are active the immediate vicinity. The site is also known
to support smaller species of rare fauna which may be, or become, subject to protection.
I understand the current owner of the land is County Councillor Jill Reeves, a close friend of Castle Point Councillor Wendy
Goodwin who voted in favour of the site being designated for development. In these circumstances I feel that a thorough
investigation should be conducted of their relationship and its influence on this site's designation. This should include
whether this relationship was declared in the Register of Interests, and the pecuniary benefits of the sale value of farmland
compared to that of housing-development land.
(5) - 2,100 new jobs look somewhat optimistic. And probably misplaced as most new residents are likely to be looking for
London jobs rather than local ones. If they can jam themselves onto the overcrowded trains
(7) - There are shops lying empty. Additional retail floor space would seem to be superfluous.
(8) - I'm confused. You are planning 4,000 new homes, 10,000m² of new employment space, 11,000m² of new retail floor
space, all within the existing boundaries of Castle Point. Where is these 32 hectares of open space coming from? Unless by
'provide' you mean 'make publicly accessible', which is not the same thing and the question is shamefully misleading.

DRAFT/RES/2383 SS8 8QB

Canvey Island is already vastly over populated and currently cannot cope with volume of traffic, sewage system and
drainage system! Anymore properties on this Island and you will be causing a danger to those of us already here!
I would like to ask one question please- how can the planning for all their extra homes are granted and yet a simple little
cafe/bar is refused on Kings Park? I look forward to your response.

DRAFT/RES/2384 SS7 5UX

I moved from London for wide open spaces, peace and quiet - but I should have stayed where I was.
Tell me if there is a law about building on Green Belt.
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DRAFT/RES/2385 SS7 3TF

The only comment is the A129.
What can you do to improve the flow of traffic not a lot I suspect?
That is why I am against the house building plans for the H4 and H10 it can only cause massive problems.

DRAFT/RES/2386 SS7 3PS

I do not think you should consider anymore homes on Canvey Island until a new Road off has been built- the slightest thing
now on Canvey Way and the whole of Canvey, Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley grinds to a halt.

DRAFT/RES/2388 SS8 0EX

Canvey Island is already overcrowded.
Roads are no good.
Too many cars on Island
No way should 600 homes be put on Thorney Bay Caravan Park
GP surgeries already have too many patients.

DRAFT/RES/2389 SS7 5TE

•
•
•
•
•

Too many people for existing infrastructure
Threat to existing open spaces with little or no gain for existing community
Traffic not improved by re-work of A13/ Sadler’s Farm- and these proposals would make the situation worse
Existing cycling facilities are laughable and shame the council versus similar councils in Netherlands and Germany
Preserve Green Belt Land, look to re-developing existing zoned environment.

DRAFT/RES/2390

The area is already too 'full' and busy. The traffic is more than enough and changes should be kept to a minimum.

DRAFT/RES/2393 SS7 1TS

I strongly object to further development adjacent to Kiln Road I have access the latter on a regular basis. The congestion is
bad enough now goodness knows what it will be like following this proposed development. Good luck to the buyers of these
properties. I hope they will be patients leaving their homes.

DRAFT/RES/2394 SS7 2UL

It is better to fully develop the labelled H18 Fane Road/Blinking Owl/North West Thundersley site and persuade Essex
Highways to reconsider their decision re an access on the A127, as this would be the most sensible and best solution for
everyone concerned. Otherwise it must be questioned what consideration the Benfleet council has given, if any, to the
existing population of Hadleigh, Daws Heath and Thundersley most of whom are House/Bungalow owners and their fears of
a substantial decrease in value of their properties, which would inevitably occur if this easy option proposal was passed. Or
are the Council only concerned for the land owners who would financially benefit tremendously from these proposals.
Additionally the already crowded roads and general infrastructure would not be able to cope with the additional strains of the
current proposals.
Finally, Why spoil areas of natural beauty and wildlife when with a little effort and forethought the council’s requirements
could be adequately met by the suggestions mooted above?

DRAFT/RES/2395 SS8 0HG

The new homes planned must be of good quality with proper adoptable infrastructure. Far too many developments focus on
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affordable homes that require considerable maintenance. While this makes it cheaper for the home buyer, it is bad for the
area and those living in these homes.

DRAFT/RES/2400 SS7 1NY

A127 needs to be upgraded to 3 lanes min.

DRAFT/RES/2401 SS7 2PJ

1. The general state of the roads on the Manor Trading Estate, and the general appearance, cleanliness of the roads makes
any increase in activity not desirable.
2. Regarding the H12 area. If the only access is back into Hadleigh and hence increasing traffic along Rayleigh Road then
building up this area is not viable.
3. Adding a road to Daws heath via Stadium Way will only increase the congestion at Rayleigh Road and if H10 goes ahead
then total gridlock.

DRAFT/RES/2402 SS7 2UL

On this survey there is no mention of the road link proposed between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Road in the transport
section, which if it is still part of the proposed plan then I object most strongly to this link on the grounds that this would cause
even more chaos and holdups especially at the Woodman’s cross roads in Thundersley.
Additionally, I feel that if the H18/ Fane Road/Blinking Owl site is fully developed then this will go a long way to satisfying the
councils requirements thus obviating the need to disturb what is precious greenfield land in the H10 and H11 sites, which
would also satisfy the residents’ fears of a serious devaluation of their properties which for many of us, who are of
pensionable age, is a definite worry and one that the council should be addressing in preference to the owners of the land on
the H10 and H11 sites who stand to make an obscene profit from the sale of the land mentioned.
I feel that the Council are taking an easy option with the current proposals and would urge them to readdress the problem
with Essex Highways and persuade them of the benefits to the existing local communities of the development of H18.

DRAFT/RES/2403 SS8 9EA

Haven't filled in questionnaire as I don't really think that our views would be seriously considered by Where is all the money
to come from?
The planned road to the Manor Way will not help Canvey Residents as to get to the A13 they'll have to go from Stanford/
Corringham Road to A13. There will be no advantage at all. BUT it will help the huge container lorries from Carrington to
access the road to Chelmsford, North. Is this why dualling Canvey Way is mooted? Will the Owners of the new port pay for
these schemes?

1. Regenerating Canvey Town Centre- plenty of shops empty already, bringing in places like Starbucks won't help.
2. Somme’s Avenue? What about Long Road?
3. Roscommon Road is already an underused road. Why spend more money on it?

DRAFT/RES/2405 SS8 9PT

Too much housing taking away flood plains.
More housing- more cars and only one road off.
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No extra schools or GP Services to cover extra people.

DRAFT/RES/2406 SS8 0BP

There should be no new homes built on Canvey unless a new road is approved off Canvey. Bus services need to be
improved. We seem to be fairly well served with doctors and dental services. The town centre needs improving if more
houses are to come to the area from the town centre towards the Point needs improving.600 on Thorney Bay Camp is totally
saturating. This part of which is near the main Long Road off the Island and amount of homes should be reduced in this area
because of traffic.

DRAFT/RES/2412 SS8 0NE

Unless you get the infrastructure right on Canvey, the new proposed housing build will be a disaster.
Incorporating houses on flood plains with the poor drainage systems has always been poor planning.

DRAFT/RES/2413 SS71RW

Existing bus lanes on A13 are pointless and likely to be a cause of an accident on Bread and Cheese Hill. The roads in this
area are already very busy; any further housing developments will increase traffic and make this situation worse. If one of the
major roads (A13/A127) is blocked for any reason, the area becomes gridlocked within minutes. The proposal to make
Hadleigh two way traffic again (not sure if this is still on the table) is complete madness. The one way system was introduced
years ago when traffic levels were far less than they are now. Support some improvements to Hadleigh Town Centre in
terms of retail outlets but not the pub development in John Burrows ground, the old Crown pub should be used for this
purpose.
My understanding was that all households were going to be sent this questionnaire in the post. I did not receive one so had
to phone the Council to request one. I am concerned that other households will have missed out and therefore not
everyone's views will be represented.

DRAFT/RES/2414 SS7 3DZ

Grounds for objection to policy H4 - New Housing Site - Land off Kiln Road, Thundersley
This Policy proposes development of land north of Kiln Road, to the north and south of The Chase.
Development of this land for housing will be contrary to Objectives and Policies set out elsewhere in this proposed Plan.
Part of the land, that east of Wensley Road and south of the Chase, is already allocated in the 1998 Adopted Local Plan as
land safeguarded for housing. Development of this has now commenced (with 150 homes) and the remainder of this land
east of Wensley Road is identified in the proposed New Local Plan as having capacity for a further 50 homes. – paragraph
13.51.
The remainder of the proposed new housing site is currently designated Green Belt. Some of this land comprises Public
Open Space, some is playing fields associated with schools and much of the remainder has a Local Wildlife Site (LoWS)
designation. It is noted that there is an abundance of mature trees, in consequence of which the plan proposes the exclusion
of 8 ha of the land from the current development area. – paragraphs 13.50, 3.53 and 13.54.
The proposed Plan calls for 250 homes plus a new health centre to be built on this remaining site. – paragraph 13.55 and
13.56
The areas of various designations on this land can be summarized as follows.
Total site area 47.0 ha
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Area previously allocated to long term housing 11.3 ha
Balance currently Green Belt 35.7 ha
Area excluded from current proposal 8.0 ha
Remaining balance proposed for development 27.7 ha
Comprising
Public Open Space 1.4 ha
Playing fields 6.7 ha
Local Wildlife Sites
Remaining Wensley Road 6.7 ha
Runnymede paddocks 5.2 ha
Total of area constrained by open space or LoWS designation 20.0 ha
Balance of unconstrained proposed development area for the construction of 250 homes plus a new healthcare centre. 7.7
ha
This equates to a density in excess of 32 homes per ha on the land unconstrained by open space or LoWS designation.
Policy H4 proposes to develop this land with an “arcadia” urban design approach (as defined in Appendix 2). None of the
constrained land should be developed since the proposed Plan contains statements and Policies specifically calling for such
land to be protected from development.
I contend that it will be impossible to provide an “arcadia” development at a density of 32 homes per ha on the remaining
unconstrained land.
1. Protection of Public Open Space and Playing Fields
The proposed development site contains 8.1 ha of Public Open Space or playing fields associated with educational use
(paragraph 13.50).
Paragraph 15.77 specifically states that “open spaces are not proposed for redevelopment within this plan”.
Policy HC12 – 2 states that development of playing field associated with educational use would only be supported if a space
of greater quantity and quality were to be provided in a location nearby.
There does not appear to be identification of any such suitable location nearby for the provision of a greater quantity of public
open space or playing field than already exists. The requirement calling for the protection of open space and playing fields is
recognised at Policy H4 2.e, albeit quoting incorrect figures for the area of land.
Therefore the area currently occupied by the existing open space and playing field must be excluded from the proposed
development.
2. Environmental constraints
Paragraph 5.5 states –
“The environment in Castle Point is fundamental to the quality of life of residents as an amenity, and is also intrinsically
important for its nature conservation and landscape value. As a consequence, the enhancement and protection of the
environment is a key driver for change in Castle Point.”
In paragraph 6.1, the proposed plan sets out its vision for the future, including:
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“ a vision for the future has been developed that focuses on Castle Point’s communities and high quality natural
environment”
“Castle Point will benefit from an enhanced network of formal open spaces, accessible natural green spaces and open land.
Where appropriate, having regard to nature conservation concerns, access to green and open spaces will have been
increased,”
The plan document identifies as Objective 7:
“To protect and enhance the quality of the natural and built environment within Castle Point, having particular regard to
features of ecological, landscape and historic importance”.
In paragraph 9.16 (in relation to the Local Wildlife Site to be affected by the extension to the Manor trading Estate) it is stated
that the NPPF expects a net gain in biodiversity.
Paragraph 13.53 recognises that there is a Local Wildlife Site designation across most of the proposed housing site H4.
Since building homes on Local Wildlife Sites will degrade their habitat value, to build on these Wildlife Sites would clearly be
contrary to the requirement of the NPPF.
Referring to paragraph 13.53, in view of the nature of the identified Wildlife sites (a mosaic of habitats that exist within this
area, which together are considered to be special and worthy of protection), it is difficult to see “how biodiversity could be
effectively integrated into the development, and how an overall net gain in biodiversity could be achieved” following the
degradation of these sites with the proposed building development.
Paragraph 13.54 states “In addition to the wildlife on this site, there is an abundance of mature trees”. Reference is then
made to the north east corner of the site and that “the Council is concerned that the removal of these trees will have a
negative impact on biodiversity and on the quality of the landscape in this area”
There is also an “abundance of mature trees” elsewhere on the site, for example a number of magnificent mature oaks to the
south west corner. The loss of these trees (within the boundaries of a Local Wildlife Site) would have an equally “negative
impact on biodiversity and on the quality of the landscape in this area”.
This part of the site is therefore equally restricted in its capacity to absorb development.
Paragraph 18.53 refers to the numerous badger setts in the borough. Environmental assessments carried out in this area in
recent years have identified a large population of badgers and associated setts on land now incorporated within the Policy
H4 area. This part of the proposed development site clearly cannot be sacrificed for building.
To develop land within the proposed area H4 for housing which is constrained by environmental and biodiversity issues will
thus be contrary to the statements and Policies in the plan document as set out above.
The development of 250 additional homes should therefore be deleted from the requirements of policy H4.
3. Highway matters
It is proposed to access the built development entirely from Kiln Road (A13) – paragraph 13.56.
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“ Land to the south of The Chase should be access via Kiln Road, with land to the north of The Chase accessed via
Runnymede Chase.”
No detail is given as to the access point from the land south of The Chase onto Kiln Road, and no discussion is shown with
regard to the consequences of forming yet another junction onto the A13.
The proposal to access the new development north of The Chase via Runnymede Chase appears to ignore the current use
of this road as an extension to the overcrowded SEEVIC college car park. The junction onto Kiln Road (A13) is already
gridlocked at peak hours of student movement, exacerbated by the proximity of the light controlled junction to the Council
Offices car park.
The highway network in this part of Thundersley is already congested, as recognised by the plan document –
Paragraph 4.13 –
“out-commuting rates are high, and as a result highway infrastructure capacity is also an issue in this part of the borough”
Paragraph 4.14 –
“there remain capacity issues around the A13 and A129 Rayleigh Road in particular. Furthermore, the highway network is
highly sensitive to incidents and adverse conditions which can result in severe congestion if occurring at peak times.”
Paragraph 5.4 –
“Many residents are frustrated by the levels of congestion experienced in the borough, particularly at peak times,”
Paragraph 11.6 –
“quite severe congestion at peak times. A number of routes within and nearby Castle Point operate at capacity, and it is
common for a single accident within the network to cause excessive journey times.”
Paragraph 11.6 –
“having regard to 17 key junctions across the borough … currently some junctions operate at or over capacity. By 2029, it is
expected that all but three of these junctions will exceed capacity, unless improvements are delivered to the highway
network, and more sustainable modes of travel are encouraged.”
Paragraph 11.7 - 1.
“Many of the main routes within the borough are single carriageway roads with little prospect for widening due to the
proximity of existing development”
Paragraph 11.7 - 2.
“ There are a limited number of routes into and out of the borough placing a considerable degree of pressure on a small
number of key junctions and roads. This means that congestion is concentrated at a few key points, increasing the risk that a
single traffic incident can create delays within the network.”
Paragraph 11.46 –
“The Essex Local Transport Plan Development Management Policies set out a clear approach to congestion at policy DM15.
This requires there to be no increase to congestion as a result of new development.”
Paragraph 11.47 –
“The New Local Plan Transport Evidence Report demonstrates that the road network in Castle Point has, or will have issues
associated with congestion on key routes and at key junctions. It is therefore appropriate that the Council should consider
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the likely impacts of development on highway capacity and congestion when assessing planning applications.”
Policy T 6 Congestion –
“ Where development proposals are likely to have a detrimental impact on congestion, applications will only be approved
where the developer can robustly demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Council that appropriate mitigation can be delivered,”
Experience and simple observation highlights that the statements made in the plan document concerning the congested
nature of highways in Castle Point generally, apply particularly to the A13 and A129 in Thundersley. The addition of traffic
from a further 250 new homes, all relying on access to the A13 will increase congestion. This increased loading at key
junctions in will be in direct opposition to the aims of The Essex Local Transport Plan Development Management Policies.
It is noted that Policy T 1 Transport Strategy proposes that –
1. During the period from 2014 to 2031, the transport network in Castle Point will be enhanced to deliver: a. Congestion
management on key routes, and at key junctions within and around the borough; and that –
2. This will be achieved by: a. Working with neighbouring authorities and transport delivery partners across the Thames
Gateway South Essex sub-area to implement the Thames Gateway Planning and Transport Strategy at
a local level to deliver improvements to transport networks;
b. Maximising opportunities to secure investment in the transport network; and
c. Identifying development locations which: I. Provide opportunities to secure additional improvements to the capacity and
permeability of the highway network within Castle Point;
With regard to the increased traffic congestion that will be generated from building a further 250 homes on the current Green
Belt portion of “housing site H4”, the key route that will be affected is the A13, with the key junctions most affected being the
Victoria House Roundabout and the Tarpots crossroads.
Victoria House roundabout is also a key junction on the A129 (Rayleigh Road) which currently experiences major congestion
at the Woodman’s crossroads double roundabout. This junction has been acknowledged in previous traffic impact
assessments as operating beyond capacity.
Over many years, different traffic management arrangements have been tried at each of these key junctions. None have
been able to deliver the capacity and permeability improvements sought in Policy T1. No amount of changes to these
junctions has increased the capacity of roads constrained as described in Paragraph 11.7 - 1.
“ Many of the main routes within the borough are single carriageway roads with little prospect for widening due to the
proximity of existing development ”
Since these key routes and junctions are constrained, as recognised in the plan document, adding traffic movements into the
A13/A129/Hart & Kenneth Road triangle from 250 more homes (over and above those anticipated in the 1998 Local Plan)
will only add to the current congestion, directly contrary to The Essex Local Transport Plan Development Management
Policies at policy DM15 .
This Policy specifically requires there to be no increase to congestion as a result of new development. - Paragraph 11.46
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Policy T 6 Congestion states
“Where development proposals are likely to have a detrimental impact on congestion, applications will only be approved
where the developer can robustly demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Council that appropriate mitigation can be delivered
…”
The plan to develop site H4 with a further 250 homes would therefore require any developer to “robustly demonstrate” that
detrimental congestion can be mitigated.
As set out above however it would appear that, in the light of previous failed attempts to mitigate the congestion caused by
current traffic levels, no such mitigation is likely to succeed. It is significant that no practical measures are suggested in the
Policy T1, only vague aspirations.
To require the traffic generated from 250 more homes to gain access to the highway network of Thundersley will add to the
known congestion already experienced at key junctions for which no positive mitigation measures are proposed.
The proposal to build 250 additional homes north of Kiln Road should therefore be deleted from Policy H4.
4. Protecting and Enhancing the Landscape and Landscape Features
The area west of Wesley Road and to the north of The Chase has a particular landscape character comprising meadows,
woodland, established trees with high visual amenity value and is an area within urban Thundersley of openness and
tranquillity. Such development that does already exist is sporadic in nature and is not detrimental to the landscape, being in
the main well screened by vegetation.
Policy NE 9 states –
1. All development proposals must contribute positively towards creating a visually attractive green environment by
protecting key natural and semi-natural features and the character of the landscape from inappropriate development, and
seeking development proposals that enhance the quality and visual amenity of the landscape and urban environment.
2. The Council will consider the impact of development, and the degree of integration the development achieves, with regard
to the following natural and semi-natural features:
a. Established field boundaries, hedgerows and tree lines;
b. Established trees with a high visual amenity value;
c. Established areas of woodland; and
d. Topographical features including ridge lines, watercourses, ditch systems and bunds. 3. The Council will consider the
impact of the development, and the degree of integration the development achieves, with regard to the following
characteristics of the landscape in which the development is located:
a. The degree of openness;
b. The degree of tranquillity ;
c. The scale and nature of existing development; and
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d. The amount and density of existing vegetative screening.
Development of this land with a further 250 homes (over and above those anticipated in the 1998 Local Plan) will require
building to be restricted to land that is not constrained by Policies which call for :
a) the retention of existing open spaces and playing fields and
b) for the protection and enhancement of the environment and biodiversity.
All as referred to above.
This will result, as demonstrated previously, in a high density development (in excess of 32 homes per ha) on the remaining
unconstrained land.
Such a high density development will conflict with the requirements of Policy NE9 in that it will not be possible to achieve any
meaningful –
2. … integration …, with regard to the following natural and semi-natural features:
a. Established field boundaries, hedgerows and tree lines;
b. Established trees with a high visual amenity value;
c Established areas of woodland; and
d. Topographical features including ridge lines, watercourses, ditch systems and bunds.
Nor will it be able to achieve –
3. … integration …, with regard to the following characteristics of the landscape in which the development is located:
a. The degree of openness;
b. The degree of tranquillity;
c. The scale and nature of existing development; and
d. The amount and density of existing vegetative screening.
Since building 250 more homes will effectively destroy the landscape and its features, contrary to policy NE9, this proposal
should be deleted from Policy H4.
5. Green Lung
Paragraph 18.32 states –
National Planning Policy is clear on the importance of preserving landscapes and biodiversity. Paragraph 114 of the NPPF
states that local planning authorities should set out a strategic approach in their Local Plans for the preservation of
landscapes and paragraph 118 states that when determining planning applications, local planning authorities should aim to
conserve and enhance biodiversity.
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Paragraph 18.34, referring specifically to a proposed “Green Lung” in the south of Canvey, highlights that this will act as a
landscape and ecological corridor linking two Local Wildlife Sites and acting as a link between two Living landscapes.
Reference is also made to the contribution it makes to the Green Grid Strategy.
Each of these considerations applies equally to the land currently allocated to the proposed housing site H4, specifically –
•
•
•
•
•

The area contains three areas of Local Wildlife Sites, CP23 containing Wesley Road and Chase Nurseries and CP16
Runnymede paddocks.
The allocated area not only encompasses these Sites, but links them.
The allocated site is high in landscape value.
The allocated site is a “stepping stone” between two Living landscapes (Hadleigh/Daws Heath and Hadleigh Downs
which extends naturally into Shipwrights Wood and Thundersley Glen)
With the existing unmade tracks of Wesley Road and The Chase, it has the potential to contribute to the Green Grid
Strategy.

The Chase therefore equally fulfils all the criteria to be designated a Green Lung.
It should be allocated as such within the policy NE5 and be removed from the allocation for new housing sites within policy
H4.
6. Requirement for additional open space to match the proposed increase in population.
Paragraph 15.30 states (with particular reference to natural green space in Thundersley) –
There is a particular requirement for the Borough Council to aim to increase the amount of open spaces within the borough
in order to address current deficiencies in the range and accessibility of open space provision in Castle Point. There should
be additional provision made for: · additional natural green space to be provided in Thundersley;
Paragraph 15.31 states
In order that new development does not increase recreational pressures on those areas of open space that have a nature
conservation value, Natural England requires the provision of 8ha of additional public open space per 1,000 population. The
level of development proposed by this plan will result in the borough's population increasing by around 4,000 people. This
means there is a requirement for at least 32ha of additional open space in Castle Point. This broadly equates to 2ha per 100
homes, or 200m 2 per home.
In order to meet these requirements, the 250 homes proposed in The Chase will require 5 ha additional open space. The
further 50 homes to be accommodated to the east of the current David Wilson Homes development site (the balance of the
450 total for the area) will require a further 1 ha. Thus a total of 6 ha of additional open space needs to be found in
consequence of Policy H4.
It is noted that Policy H4 2. e. calls for the retention of 1.5 ha of existing open space and 3.2 ha of playing fields. These
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areas do not match those quoted in paragraph 13.50, which state the existing areas as Public Open Space amounting to 1.4
ha and playing fields associated with schools amounting to 6.7 ha.
The proposed plan gives no indication of where this additional open space is to be found. The two areas identified in
paragraph 15.32 (Hadleigh Farm Olympic legacy and Canvey Wick nature reserve) are NOT additional open spaces,
virtually all of them (apart from the MTB track itself) already exist, either in the Country Park or in the existing nature reserve.
All these proposals provide for are new paths in existing open spaces, and a new MTB track, car park and building in the
Country Park.
No other proposed locations for new open space are suggested.
Whilst acknowledging that much of the undeveloped meadows and woodlands in the proposed H4 housing site are privately
owned with no direct public access, public enjoyment of the visual and tranquil amenity is possible along the unmade tracks
of Wensley Road and The Chase. Possibly, in the fullness of time and opportunity, more of this land might come into public
accessibility. Particularly, the playing field associated with the SEEVIC college could be brought into greater community use
and the areas of high nature conservation value might be brought into positive management by conservation bodies.
The proposed additional housing resulting from the implementation of Policy H4 will require 6 ha of NEW open space to be
located in accordance with policy HC3. Since no available land is identified, the objectives of Policy HC3 are unlikely to be
met.
7. Anticipated failure to meet Monitoring targets At Table 21.1 the proposed plan sets out a number of Objectives and
sets targets to measure compliance.
Related Sustainability Indicator
Target
Data Source
Objective
Local Plan Objective 1: To promote more sustainable travel patterns within Castle Point
through the location of development, and the provision of public transport and cycling
infrastructure to compliment the existing highway network.
17: Reduce traffic
Journey time reliability Free flow speeds
ECC – Highways
congestion
as measured by am and greater than 40% across Monitoring
pm peak free flow %
the entire strategic road
speeds.
network in Castle Point
during the am and pm
peaks.
Objective 1 calls for traffic congestion to be reduced. The plan document acknowledges that the highway network in Castle
Point generally (and the A13 and A129 in particular) is congested. The plan however gives no positive proposals as to how
any reduction to this will be achieved. Vague aspirations are stated, referring to, and apparently relying on, strategies of
Thames Gateway and the Essex Local Transport Plan.
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Since the development of Housing site H4 is to be serviced entirely by the A13, resulting inevitably in an increase in traffic
onto this road, the likelihood is that congestion at the key junctions of Victoria House roundabout and Tarpots crossroads will
increase. Furthermore, increased congestion at the Victoria House roundabout will lead to a knock on effect on the already
overloaded Woodman’s double roundabout on the A129.
It is likely therefore that development of housing site H4 will lead to the Local Plan Objective 1 not being met.
Related Sustainability Indicator
Target
Data Source
Objective
Local Plan Objective 2: To protect and enhance the network of high quality, accessible green
and open space throughout Castle Point.
7: Make provision for
Area of additional public At least 32ha of
Development monitoring
additional high quality open space provided.
additional open space.
public open space,
connected to the wider
network of accessible
green spaces.
Objective 2 seeks to make provision for additional high quality public open space, connected to the wider network of
accessible green spaces.
A target is set of providing “At least 32ha of additional open space.”
As described above, no new land is identified. The only proposals set out in paragraph 15.32 appear to be improvements to
EXISTING open spaces. There is therefore no indication that Objective 2 can be achieved.
Related Sustainability Indicator
Target
Data Source
Objective
Local Plan Objective 7: To protect and enhance the quality of the natural and built
environment within Castle Point, having particular regard to features of ecological,
landscape and historic importance.
1: Conserve, enhance Area of Local Wildlife
At least 872ha
Five yearly Local
and increase
Site coverage.
Wildlife Site Reviews,
biodiversity and natural
plus development
habitats in Castle Point.
monitoring
Objective 7 is to “Conserve, enhance and increase biodiversity and natural habitats in Castle Point.” The indicator and target
call for “at least” 872 ha of Local Wildlife Site coverage.
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Paragraph 18.38 states that Local Wildlife Sites totalling 872.1 ha were identified in the 2012 Castle Point Local Wildlife Site
Review. To meet the target therefore, no more than 0.1 ha of current Local Wildlife Site can be lost.
The proposed housing site H4 encompasses 11.9 ha of Local Wildlife Sites within the intended development area. A further
6.1 ha is included within the area safeguarded for future housing needs as proposed in Policy H4 – 6.
By developing (both currently and post 2031) the housing site H4, a total of 18 ha of Local Wildlife Site will be lost from the
total currently identified.
Objective 7 is therefore unachievable.
Conclusion
Development of land north of Kiln Road for 250 additional homes (over and above those anticipated in the 1998 Local Plan),
together with safeguarding a further 8 ha of land for future housing requirements (New Housing Site H4) will be contrary to
Objectives and Policies set out elsewhere in the proposed Plan. –

1. By excluding land constrained by the requirement to retain open space and to preserve environmental habitats, the
intention to develop the site H4 with an “arcadia” style of development will not be possible. The resulting
development, at a density in excess of 32 homes per ha on the remaining unconstrained land, will be a high density
intrusion into a semi rural landscape of open spaces, playing fields and wildlife habitats.

2. Any attempt to achieve an “arcadia” development will require intrusion onto areas of high quality wildlife habitat and
will result in harm to the environment. The degradation of 18 ha of designated Local Wildlife Sites and the loss of
mature landscape trees with associated biodiversity will be particularly harmful.
3. It will add to the congestion on the already overloaded highway network in Castle Point, particularly at the key
junctions of Victoria House roundabout, Tarpots crossroads and Woodman’s double roundabout; all of which have
failed to see improvement in capacity and flow despite many alternative traffic management regimes having been
tried in the past.
4. It will destroy the existing landscape character which comprises meadows, woodland and established trees with high
visual amenity value. This is an area within urban Thundersley of openness and tranquillity much appreciated by
residents. Once lost, it cannot be re-created artificially.
5. The land to the west of Wensley Road and north of The Chase fulfils all the criteria to be designated a Green Lung,
as applied in paragraphs 18.32 to 18.34 to land on Canvey. It should be allocated as such within Policy NE5 and be
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removed from the allocation for new housing sites.
6. There are no specific proposals, or identified available land, to fulfil the requirement within the plan to create
additional open space to match the proposed increase in population.
The proposed development of 250 homes on land west of Wensley Road and north of The Chase should be deleted from
Policy H4. Similarly the land at the north east corner of the proposed site H4 and safeguarded for future housing needs
beyond 2031 should also be deleted from Policy H4. Both of these areas of land should be re-designated a Green Lung
within the policy NE5.
Policy H4 should be restricted to the development of the balance of the land previously designated for long term housing as
described in paragraph 13.51 and which is identified as having capacity for 50 homes. This will bring the total of homes
provided in this part of Thundersley (including those currently under construction) to 200 rather than 450 as stated in Policy
H4 1, a reduction of 250.
Paragraph 13.140 states that –
The sites identified in policy H4 to H16 of this plan have a combined capacity of approximately 3,444 homes. When
combined with the capacity of the existing urban area the likely capacity of housing from identified sites and the urban area
totals around 4,400 homes.
This total exceeds the target of 4,000 homes in total for the period 2011 to 2031 as quoted in paragraph 13.22. It is
particularly noted that paragraph 13.22 identifies this as being the “capacity of the borough to accommodate growth”. This is
also stated within paragraphs 13.19 and 13.20.
Removing the requirement to provide 250 additional homes (over and above those anticipated in the 1998 Local Plan) within
the proposed new housing site H4, in line with the highlighted constraints on capacity, would reduce the overall availability of
identified housing sites within Castle Point to 4,150. This still exceeds, by an admittedly small margin, the target of 4,000
homes set out in paragraph 13.22.
Consideration should also be given to increasing the capacity of the remaining land east of Wensley Road, previously
reserved in the 1998 Local Plan for future housing, to a figure greater than the 50 homes currently stated in paragraph 13.51.
The previous draft Local Plan anticipated that this reserved land could provide a total of 250 homes. 150 are currently under
construction by David Wilson Homes and a further 100, rather than 50, would appear to be a target more in line with
previous expectations for the balance of this site.

DRAFT/RES/2415 SS7 3UU

I do not want a new road between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Road.
Why was this choice of proposal on the paper questionnaire and NOT on the online version???? (Question 9)

DRAFT/RES/2416 SS7 3UU

The paper questionnaire asked the following in question 9:
A new road between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Road.
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I DO NOT SUPPORT THIS. Why was this option not on the online question number 9?

DRAFT/RES/2417 SS7 1BH

I strongly object to development of land adjacent to Felstead road. The impact on the local area of the extra traffic and on
road parking will be huge. We already have congestion in bowers road at peak times because of school dropping off/picking
up times and I would hope that planners visit the site during these peak times before making their decision. In addition I am
concerned about potential flooding of existing properties due to the trees being removed. The area already suffers from
additional surface water due to natural springs in the vicinity and the loss of woodland will only add to the problem. The
current plans submitted by Redrow are very far removed from the original plans shown to the residents a while ago, showing
much more retention of the woodland than proposed now. There is also concern with regard to the loss of local wildlife, once
the habitat is removed.

DRAFT/RES/2418 SS7 5RX

If Green belt land has to be built on, why not use land that has different road access options. Instead of using over populated
roads, such as the A13 between Sadler’s farm and Victoria house roundabouts that can never be widened or have junctions
removed. Why not look at land between the blinking owl cafe and Woodside recreational ground. The traffic from this area
could be brought out onto the roundabout on the A130 which would give direct access to three major roads without the need
to burden the existing local network. Surely there has to be a limit to how much development can be placed on a residential
corridor before it becomes clogged and ineffective.

DRAFT/RES/2420 SS8 7DB

Question 5 - If the jobs to be created are as part of the provision of new housing then the jobs will be of a temporary nature
so will not be of constant benefit.
Question 7 - Current retail space is underutilised, many shops remain empty.
Question 8 - These spaces already exist, and this is just a reclassification of the land.

DRAFT/RES/2421 SS7 2QA

Historic Natural Landscapes should be enhanced for the benefit of wildlife and biodiversity. Any increased access should be
carefully managed and these areas should not be used for recreational activities where the welfare of wildlife and biodiversity
is compromised.
This part of the country is already highly developed and the ecology of the area is under constant pressure. Constant
development is neither desirable nor sustainable. Furthermore patches of green space are becoming increasingly isolated. I
would like to see a proposal that provides corridors that link these spaces allowing the movement of wildlife. As a resident of
Galleydene I have witnessed first-hand the impact that the removal of hedgerow and old trees has had on the local wildlife. It
is essential that we retain this valuable habitat and put in place plans to reverse the trend seen over recent years.

DRAFT/RES/2422 SS7 3BZ

This is too much development in an already densely populated area.
I most strongly object to proposals H4, H9 and H10. The local infrastructure (mainly the roads) simply cannot cope with
1,000 new homes in the middle of the borough. If green belt land must be used to meet housing needs it should be on the
outskirts of the borough where there are closer links to major road networks.
I am also not convinced that the plans to provide these new homes and additional open space are compatible. If the number
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of homes proposed is built (particularly at H4) there will be no open space left. Where is the open space that was promised
for the houses already being built off of Kiln Road?
In relation to proposal H4 I fear that we will lose a valued public open space in the heart of Thundersley (i.e. the paddocks
behind the council offices). This space is so valued due to the general lack of public open space in this part of the borough. It
is a popular with dog walkers and is one of only a handful of areas where children have the space to run free or kick a ball
around.
As I understand it new planning guidelines allow for a local plan to be accepted where proposals have been made to meet
housing demand for just 10 years instead of 15. This provides the opportunity to reduce the number of homes to be built by
at least one third. I would therefore urge the council to consider reducing the number of new homes being proposed,
particularly in the heart of the borough, while it considers alternative, more suitable arrangements.

DRAFT/RES/2423 SS7 3BS

Every day I hear or see police sirens and ambulances on my daily commute. The road infrastructure is 40 years out of date
to support current levels of traffic and to add new homes on the A13 is off the scale of untenable. A simple 10 mile journey to
work in Southend from home in Benfleet can take anywhere between 30 minutes and an hour depending on traffic issues
each day. Kenneth Road is a 'rat run' from the A13 to the Rayleigh Road and the development of the historic landscape of
Thundersley into further housing estates will compound the issue further. Will it take serious accidents to demonstrate that
this is simply the wrong site to build more housing?

DRAFT/RES/2424 SS7 2TY

I object to any building on the greenbelt land in the H11 and H10 area detailed on the plan as this area around Daws Heath
and Thundersley would be impacted by the increased volume of traffic that any further housing would create. The road traffic
speed, notice, pollution and congestion that the roads around Daws Heath already experience on a regular daily basis,
would just be made worse by the increased traffic trying to gain access to new developments .Any proposed link route from
Stadium to Daws Heath would just move the traffic that accumulates around the Rayleigh/ A127 exit would just be moved
from a busy retail area directly into a residential area. The council should look at developing the land behind the Blinking Owl
cafe H18 site on the map as a best solution to an area to develop for housing. The area could have a direct link into the new
A130 / A127 roads and would reduce the impact to an already busy residential area around Thundersley and Daws Heath

DRAFT/RES/2426 SS7 2TY

Having lived in Daws Heath for nearly 20 years it has managed to remain a peaceful and sought after area to live. However
with the proposed plan to build a new housing development on the green belt land around H11 and H10, it would change the
landscape of this lovely area. With the volume of cars that each house on a new housing development would generate we
would see the increased traffic through the area become intolerable in addition to the pollution and notice and if a proposed
link road was built it would just become a shortcut for cars to get to the main link roads out of Thundersley and would just
move the traffic problem around the Rayleigh Road and Weir directly into a residential area. I would therefore object and say
NO to any link road. Daws Heath Road can already at times be hazardous road to cross at some points for school children
and residents due to the ever increasing volume and speed and which cars travel. The council should look to and pursue in
getting an agreement to develop the area behind the Blinking Owl cafe on site H18 as this area has room for development
with minimal impact to an existing residential and greenbelt land. The site is adjacent to an area that would have access
linking into the main link roads of the A127 A13 A130 again reducing the impact to residential roads that are already under
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stress from the volume of local traffic.

DRAFT/RES/2428 SS7 3BJ

I chose to live in Thundersley due to the mix of urban and country environments. Turning this area into one urban sprawl will
meant more congestion, loss of wildlife, and general lower quality of life and wellbeing.

DRAFT/RES/2429 SS7 1BH

Section 83 of the NPPF states 'Local planning authorities with Green Belts in their area should establish Green Belt
boundaries in their Local Plans which set the framework for Green Belt and settlement policy. Once established, Green Belt
boundaries should only be altered in exceptional circumstances, through the preparation or review of the Local Plan. At that
time, authorities should consider the Green Belt boundaries having regard to their intended permanence in the long term, so
that they should be capable of enduring beyond the plan period.'
As the current Green Belt has already been included in local plans, what exceptional circumstance precludes it from not
being demolished.
With the recent severe flooding being attributed to Global Warming, we should not be destroying any tree or woodland at all.
The local infrastructure is at bursting point at the moment and I fail to see how it will improve with another 4000 dwellings
(which is based on nothing less than a guesstimate) which brings with them over twice that number in vehicles. Figures
released by the ONS show that the population of Castle Point increased by only 1.6% in the past ten years, with 86,614
living in Castle Point in 2001 rising to 88,011 in 2011. Also, I understand that there are about 1,500 homes already on the
market at the moment.
Taking H9 for example, which is where I live, the original plan included a car park for the school, which would have eased
some road pressure in the area but is now not included.
I have heard it said that is ok to build on Green Belt as there are existing dwellings already, I am unable to comprehend this
analogy, as even the ancient woodland has dwellings within. Development on Green Belt should stop now, there may be big
money involved and suspect statistics but once the precious Green Belt has gone, there will be no way to get it back. I am
therefore strongly against any erosion of any more Green Belt

DRAFT/RES/2430 SS7 1BH

Section 83 of the NPPF states 'Local planning authorities with Green Belts in their area should establish Green Belt
boundaries in their Local Plans which set the framework for Green Belt and settlement policy. Once established, Green Belt
boundaries should only be altered in exceptional circumstances, through the preparation or review of the Local Plan. At that
time, authorities should consider the Green Belt boundaries having regard to their intended permanence in the long term, so
that they should be capable of enduring beyond the plan period.'
As the current Green Belt has already been included in local plans, what exceptional circumstance precludes it from not
being demolished.
With the recent severe flooding being attributed to Global Warming, we should not be destroying any tree or woodland at all.
The local infrastructure is at bursting point at the moment and I fail to see how it will improve with another 4000 dwellings
(which is based on nothing less than a guesstimate) which brings with them over twice that number in vehicles. Figures
released by the ONS show that the population of Castle Point increased by only 1.6% in the past ten years, with 86,614
living in Castle Point in 2001 rising to 88,011 in 2011. Also, I understand that there are about 1,500 homes already on the
market at the moment.
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Taking H9 for example, which is where I live, the original plan included a car park for the school, which would have eased
some road pressure in the area but is now not included.
I have heard it said that is ok to build on Green Belt as there are existing dwellings already, I am unable to comprehend this
analogy, as even the ancient woodland has dwellings within. Development on Green Belt should stop now, there may be big
money involved and suspect statistics but once the precious Green Belt has gone, there will be no way to get it back. I am
therefore strongly against any erosion of any more Green Belt

DRAFT/RES/2431 SS8 7NU

No new homes or factories to be built on Canvey until a new road have been built to exit/enter Canvey Island.

DRAFT/RES/2435 SS7

Youth of Hadleigh need more provision. It is becoming an OAP enclave.
Why is the CROWN still undeveloped? A pub in John Burrows- when there is a derelict pub site in town centre- seems
ludicrous. It would be nice to have some sport development at John Burrows- rather than pouring money into Canvey and
Benfleet.

DRAFT/RES/2436 SS7 3HE

The traffic congestion from Rayleigh Weir to Thundersley is bad enough now without adding more houses.
The emergency services find it hard enough to get through, so this will be even worse.

DRAFT/RES/2438 SS7 2NP

We are over populated in South East. More effect is needed to encourage people to other points of the country.

DRAFT/RES/2439 SS8 8QB

I don't think this has been thought out properly. The Island has insufficient drainage now, also the traffic will be horrendous- it
is bad enough now so with all the homes you propose putting on the Island to can at least double that number for the amount
of traffic we will get. In my opinion too many houses- not enough drainage and too many cars - at the moment the roads are
in an awful state.

DRAFT/RES/2442 SS8 0HU

Do feel that the road infrastructure should be in place before any new houses are built, as getting on and off the Island is
hard at times, and if there is an accident on any of the roads on Canvey, it comes to a standstill.

DRAFT/RES/2443 SS8 0LJ

The impact on more cars on the roads of Canvey Island would make travelling even worse than it already is, especially at
peak times or even a minor accident. Also with all the rain we have had some of the roads around Canvey are impassable,
which puts further pressure on other routes. Even the car park at Oak Road is almost impossible to use every time it rains as
it is always flooded which does little to help out small businesses. Then there is the impact on Schools and doctor surgeries.

DRAFT/RES/2444 SS8 7TS

Stop building houses, if they want to live in that particular area they will have to wait until a property is available. Canvey is
becoming full of houses and not enough green. We are already over developed. Please stop! Also lower prices in the town
and fill the empty shops before making room for more.

DRAFT/RES/2448 SS7

As living in Rayleigh Road Thundersley and the advent of the Trading Estate in Stadium Way, the traffic and congestion
along Rayleigh Road can be horrendous, especially at weekend.

DRAFT/RES/2450 SS7 5UY

1. The Council appears to consider that an aging population is a negative and sets its policies, particularly housing,
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accordingly. My wife and I are retired and we pay council tax, shop locally. Buy fuel and pay for car maintenance and repair
locally and generally pay for and use local facilities. When we die our house will become available. We do not believe that
the council's policies should encourage mass immigration from outside the area and those new houses buildings should be
limited as much as possible so that the nature of the area be maintained.
2. Green Belt should not be built on ever!
Central Government policy requiring new house building should be resisted wherever possible.

DRAFT/RES/2451 SS8 0EB

Canvey Island residents have a lot of difficulty with getting on and off through the road structure as it is. Adding in an
additional 1085 houses with potentially 2 cars per household will bring the roads to a standstill. As it is, if there is an incident
on one of the exit from the island, there is gridlock and if there were a genuine need to get off the island quickly this would
not be possible.
Without the support of an extra road, making Canvey Way a dual carriageway, and increasing the width of Somme’s avenue
we should not be allowed to build this volume of housing.
I am worried about the value of my property and the vicinity of the housing proposition at Thorney Bay. I am not currently
happy with the profile of many of the existing residents from the caravan park and feel that the rise in crime is very much so
linked to this place. I worry that building "affordable Housing" will not only just mean that the council re-houses a lot of the
undesirables here, but that we will have an influx of people moving from the poorer areas in London and affecting the
character of the island.
My main objections are based on safety i.e.:

DRAFT/RES/2452 SS8 0HH

•

Gas Storage in Thames Road
AND
Ability to evacuate the Island due to gas terminal explosion and/or flooding. The roads are already clogged at
morning and evenings and cannot cope with even more traffic should there be a disaster situation.

DRAFT/RES/2454 SS7 4ES

Not enough thought to plan for cyclist roads in CP are dangerous. We need cycle lanes that are protected from use by
motorists- physical protection we need to be part of the Dean!

DRAFT/RES/2456 SS7 4PE

The congestion on GLEBELANDS is dreadful and dangerous when Schools close at 3pm. Cars parked in every space and
impossible to get past. An extra 100 houses and perhaps 200 more cars will aggravate the problem. Please reconsider
proposals for this area.

DRAFT/RES/2457 SS8 0EX

There should be no further expansion to housing of industry on Canvey Island until a new road has been completed. 1450
new homes and new industry can't be thought about as this has the possibility of adding another 2000+ cars to an already
congested traffic infrastructure.
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Dualling Canvey way/ Somme’s Avenue and a link from the Canvey A130 to Benfleet will in no way help as all the traffic still
has to converge to one roundabout. Proposals for Canvey are a no, no! Until new roads are built. This area is a flood danger
and should not be expanded.
As for the industry, no more expansion of gas/ petro chemical site so near to schools and residential area.

DRAFT/RES/2458 SS8 0QG

We are in desperate need of a hospital. Bus route from Canvey Island to Basildon Hospital at the moment is takes two
buses!

DRAFT/RES/2459 SS8 0BU

Canvey Island is overfull with too many houses now. We need more shops as it is and new drain and sewage and if you
build a hospital as one is needed.

DRAFT/RES/2462 SS8 7JZ

Losing more and more green area around Castle Point. Not that this bothers anyone especially if there is money involved.
Would be nice to know that children can grow up with green areas everywhere- not just at parks!

DRAFT/RES/2463 SS7 4RA

100 new homes Glebelands- why is this being considered after planning being rejected, on at least three times. I totally
object to homes being built on this narrow strip of land.

DRAFT/RES/2464 SS8 7BT

There are far too many houses and people on Canvey. Thorney bay Caravan Park is full of people. Do you count these in
your census? The Island is bursting at the seams, the roads are congested. If there is an accident the whole Island comes to
a full stop. The roads are continually flooded as are the pavements. Shops are closing because rates are too high- what a
shambles! And you want to make it worse by putting on yet more housing, who will benefit- the builders obviously but not us
Islanders. We voted you in for 'us' don't you think it is about time you listened to us??

DRAFT/RES/2465 SS7 1NT

Road networks and access roads onto Canvey Island are already at breaking point. If additional housing is to go ahead on
Canvey Island and in Benfleet, the issue of road access has to be addressed.

DRAFT/RES/2466 SS8 7HN

Too many houses are being built on Canvey; our roads cannot take the extra traffic with only two roads off the Island. I know
you are saying you want to build another road off Corringham, but every car on the Island still having to go the same
direction towards Waterside to get off, and with 1,450 new homes being built you have to at least double that the number of
cars per household. I also feel that if you were to take the traffic lights down at the village on Long Road, Canvey and put a
roundabout in would help, because when those lights have broken the traffic never build up. It would also help to add
another lane on Canvey Way making it 3 lanes- it could be like the flyover at Chelmsford in the morning making it 2 lanes off
then changing it for the evening traffic 2 lanes back to the Island.

DRAFT/RES/2467 SS7 5XS

Imperative new link road from Canvey to Corringham to relieve pressure on Sadler's Farm.
Imperative remove bus lanes between Tarpots and Bread and Cheese even the buses don't use them, they don't work.
Need right turn lane from Kent’s Hill Road into Bread and Cheese Hill Eastbound. To relieve queuing DO NOT remove the
two way system in Hadleigh Town Centre two roads keep traffic moving.
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My main concerns for Canvey are:

DRAFT/RES/2468 SS8 8PE

1. Emergency response times ( all 3 services)
2. Evacuation plans in even of floods
3. Over crowded doctors’ surgeries and increased waiting times.

DRAFT/RES/2469 SS8 8NA

No more building until traffic and congestion is improved. You can't build on Land until roads have been built. BASIC RULES.
It should not take 30 minutes to drive home down Canvey Way!

DRAFT/RES/2470 SS8 9YW

Traffic is already bad enough in the area; this proposal will only make it worse. If new homes have to be built they should be
50% starter homes for young locals to move in to.

DRAFT/RES/2472 SS8 9JY

Build the road first.

DRAFT/RES/2473 SS8 0DG

With changing weather patterns, no building at all on any flood plain or land below sea level. In fact, all of Canvey, any
reduction of drainage area of land, covering in concrete increases risk of flooding.
There are enough empty shops already, why want more?
As you will probably go ahead with building on Canvey no matter what residents say, I insist that all road
building/improvements be completed before any construction takes place. The traffic congestion on Canvey is terrible
already without adding anymore.
New roads proposed for over 20 years, where are they?

DRAFT/RES/2474

I do hope that Anglican water and other environmental agencies get their act in order as the infrastructure on Canvey is
disgusting.

DRAFT/RES/2475 SS7 5EL

I have completed the above questionnaire from my own point of view in the belief that in general the development will go
ahead, regardless. The following comments are in direct relation to where I have lived in South Benfleet for 35 years.
Over that time period I have experienced what was initially a nice, small town, grow into a sprawling mess with what seems
up to now, any available space being developed. The current infrastructure is straining at the amount of traffic the roads now
cater for and going anywhere at the weekends has become a frustrating mission. Yet, the plan for the area is to increase
further still, the number of homes with more people and more vehicles and inevitably more noise and air pollution.
The proposal to build another 800 homes at west Benfleet, either side of Jotmans Hall Farm is preposterous. Other than the
impact upon wildlife, landscape, the loss of green belt, the noise and pollution, what about the impact it will have on local
residents. Does that not count for anything?
Thousands of more people with thousands of more vehicles - how's it all going to work?
Sure the roadway infrastructure will be improved, amongst other things, to accommodate the additional requirement but I
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have very little faith in the so called powers that be, to get it right. Two hours after opening the M25 in 1986 the people
responsible for designing it, developing it and building it realised that it should have been, maybe, twice the size it was.
Hmmm.
And of course many of these new people will work in London and use Benfleet railway station for their daily commute.
Benfleet station already caters for Canvey and Hadleigh and the rush hour trains are full to bursting, I know, I use them every
day. The fact that that is an issue for C2C to address doesn't alter the fact that the stress of travelling back and forth to
London has a direct impact on the well being of travellers which in turn then gets taken home. Perhaps that is something
CPBC should consider more seriously.
Inevitably, times change and places evolve but one always hopes, it's for the better. The evidence over the last 35 years
sadly doesn't support this as far as Benfleet is concerned.
Benfleet used to be a nice place to live. In reality, it's not so nice now and with what is proposed for the future, building wise,
it is inevitable that Benfleet will ultimately become just another dreadful over developed conurbation.
Don't let that happen.

DRAFT/RES/2476 SS7 3PA

DRAFT/RES/2477 SS7 2UG

I am aware that I will be seen as objecting to most new housing development. I believe our community is already at housing
capacity for current residents. I strongly resist developments which will facilitate further population growth. IF our population
is to grow in a limited way, the priority should be to provide local employment and infrastructure for the already established
residents BEFORE any consideration of limited housing growth, which in turn, should go hand in hand with employment and
infrastructure development.
I believe successive governments' policies towards immigration is wrong. We have been seen as an attractive migration
destination precisely because conditions here are perceived as better than in the countries of origin, but the flood of relatively
uncontrolled immigration that continues to take place will be ultimately self-defeating and self-destructive for our already
over-populated nation. England already has the highest population density in the EU, and only the natural barrenness of
Scotland and Wales tip the UK into 2nd place to the Netherlands.
Local Authorities like CPBC need to stand firm on this issue, and force our Government to realise that we should be
encouraging less well developed countries to pursue self-development of and within their own rich and more spacious lands,
rather than opening the doors of the UK to millions of disaffected people who wish to escape from, rather than seek to
remedy, their own countries difficulties by crossing the channel to where the grass is perceived as "greener".
I strongly object to the proposal for a Link Road between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Road which isn't shown on this
form. This would not benefit local residents. No more building on Canvey before another road off the Island is provided.
The proposed developments in Daws Heath will destroy the unique character of this area which is much appreciated by local
residents.
My main objections to the proposed sites in general are:
•

Increased flood risk. 12 bungalows in Broomfield have flooded in the last year. Canvey Island/South Benfleet and
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•
•
•

Daws Heath are all flood risk areas.
Increased congestion on the roads. The roads are already at a standstill.
Increased overcrowding on commuter trains to London. The trains are already at capacity with commuters standing
from Benfleet and the car park at Benfleet is full.
loss of amenity

Once green belt land has been released for development it has gone forever. If land really needs releasing for development
the Blinking Owl Site (H18) is a more sensible solution and wouldn't impact so much on Canvey Island, Daws Heath and
South Benfleet.
With regard to affordable housing provision surely all housing should be "affordable". Presumably this has more to do with
profits rather than providing homes local people can afford to buy.
Provision of local jobs - I'm not sure how relevant this is as Castle Point is a commuter area with a high percentage of
residents travelling to London.
Retail - there are already too many empty shops.

DRAFT/RES/2479 SS8 7NB

No new building should be undertaken before new roads are built and new drainage system that is effective to prevent
flooding.
Sewage system investigated thoroughly and problems rectified.
Existing car park i.e. Labworth and Oak Road are adequately drained and properly re-surfaced until these things are sorted,
no further building should be taken in my opinion.

DRAFT/RES/2480 SS8 7QU

Canvey does not want any more houses we will SINK

DRAFT/RES/2481 SS7 5DE

Object to H14, we will not get out with cars. It will block up Tarpots and Benfleet. We would like to see more Green Belt land.
Take land Pitsea side of A130 and A13.

DRAFT/RES/2482 SS7 5QG

Not one brick should be laid before a third road is put in place because if something happens that every person had to get off
the Island, there would be a great loss of life. Until then all your plans should be put on hold= petrol, gas, flooding.
There are many old and disabled people here.

DRAFT/RES/2484 SS7 1NN

When is CPBC going to use some form of joined up thinking?
You're proposing some 1100 additional homes within the Hadleigh area but agreeing with the closure of Deanes School.
If a problem occurred which demanded the evacuation of Canvey, a road to the west (2 Tree Island) would be more
beneficial. Such a road would reduce the traffic leaving Canvey through Benfleet by 75%.
How can we trust CPBC to do the right thing when planning rejected to views of over 400 residents and agreed to the
desecration of Benfleet Downs by unwanted cycle paths?

DRAFT/RES/2485 SS8 8JY

I object to having more housing on the Island as the roads are congested as it is. The land as this tome
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December/January/February is completely waterlogged. How can it be right to build more housing which will create more
water on the land?
H5 will create more congestion and more flooding.
H6 will create more congestion
H16 will create a lot more flooding. The area at the present time is completely waterlogged. Where will all this runoff water go
to but flood this Dutch village area.

DRAFT/RES/2486 SS8 8QA

There cannot be further development without improved access. Canvey Island with traffic and 1450 new homes= possible
1450 cars or double!

DRAFT/RES/2489 SS8 8AP

At present, the accesses to the Island are very limited. It is not possible to build more houses it the infrastructures problem is
not addressed. The dualling of the A130 Canvey Way on its own it is again patching the problem, and not a solution. The
building of new accesses should be done first and then thinking about building more houses or industrial premises. This is a
situation that the political parties bring to the limelight when the elections are looking. After that, again it forgotten and
ignoring, which it is an insult for the residents of the Island?

DRAFT/RES/2490 SS8 8EB

Question 11- There should be NO development on any of these sites.
Question 4- There should be NO social housing. This just draws in more people from the lower economic strata and increase
social congest and increased unemployment and increased burden on social security benefits.

DRAFT/RES/2491 SS8 0NQ

We are being suffocated by buildings in S.E. Essex, particularly on Canvey Island. I am aware that more housing is needed
but I think more care must be taken in locating it. To take more green spaces when we already have so little does not make
sense and it cannot be good for our general health and well-being.
The traffic on and off Canvey Island has reached the ridiculous, taking, sometimes, 40 minutes to do a mere 2 miles.
I have filled in this questionnaire with a heavy heart knowing that my, along with other people's desires and ideas will be
ignored as they have so often been in the past.

DRAFT/RES/2493 SS8 9HL

How can this council plan to build more homes on Canvey when the roads are at Gridlock during rush hours?
How can this council propose to build more retail outlets on Canvey when the High Street and town centre are full of empty
shops?
The Thorney Bay proposal is just money making venture to line the coffers of Jeff King. Why this man is able to increase the
number of caravans on this site with impunity, the area already looks like a third world shanty town.

DRAFT/RES/2495 SS8 0BY

No more houses!!!
Mend our roads!!!

DRAFT/RES/2498 SS8 9BQ

We have lived on Canvey for 41 years and would like to see infrastructure improvements mainly access and egress before
any further building of homes or increase in industrial area size.
We have been at saturation point for many years with regard to roads and so this must be addressed first.
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Therefore some answers are given on the basis of the infrastructure improvements being completed before any building
works commence (e.g. question 1.)

DRAFT/RES/2499 SS7 5RY

I am against the idea of any building on green belt and currently undeveloped spaces in Benfleet. I moved to this location
because the town had a village like atmosphere. It is already awash with vehicles and the road congestion is diabolical.
Committing areas for the development of houses in places like Jotmans Farm will cause more traffic issues. I am also
concerned that this is building on areas that at the moment are acting as flood deterrents for the area - cover them in
concrete, and the existing areas may well be jeopardised. My back garden is like a swimming pool at the moment as it is.
If you build lots of additional housing in this area, it will not be for the benefit of the local community. London boroughs are
already setting aside huge sums of money to purchase properties in Benfleet, and then relocate their problem families,
effectively freeing up expensive London property for them to sell or rent out at far higher rates than it costs in Benfleet. This
is already happening, it happened with the house next to my cousin in Benfleet. In 6 months, the family had completely
trashed the house, and were then relocated again. I am also aware that it is happening in Southend, and has had a shortterm impact of raising the cost of property in Southend. But in the long term, it will do nobody any good.

DRAFT/RES/2502 SS8 9RS

Canvey is already at risk from rainfall flooding as previously experienced. The congestion trying to get off /get on the island
in the morning/evening rush hour is bad enough, without additional housing, and cars being provided on the island. The
junction at the top of the A130 slip road from Canvey to Basildon is not sufficient and causes bottlenecks and this will need to
be addressed on the widening of the Remembrance Way, Canvey.
There are limited employment opportunities now on Canvey without the additional people moving onto the island on housing
seeking employment, and the strain that this will cause on schools, doctors etc.... Having lived on Canvey for several years, I
am unable to get a dentist registered on the island!!!
Councillors should come out of Castle Point and come down to the island and see the congestion that is caused in the
mornings, normally this is of course, without any incidents that happen on the A13 which causes a build up of traffic which
then stops anyone entering the island.
The exit from the a13 two lanes for Canvey and the two lanes from Sadler's Farm roundabout - the merge into ONE lane,
causing congestion.
We are an island and it appears that we are constantly penalised for being so. Paying for car parking in a sunken swimming
pool, with no marked bays and no lighting all of which has a knock on effect for local businesses. So I fail to see how
businesses can be reinvented into Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/2505 SS8 9NG

More building on Canvey Island would increase a risk of being trapped in any evacuation plan due to flooding or any other
disaster.
Traffic is already a problem building more homes will only add to this in an evacuation situation.
There is already an estate on Canvey Island that the Council cannot look after ,any other estates built would only end up the
same way i.e. graffiti ,rubbish , broken footpaths etc

DRAFT/RES/2508 SS8 0BU

Infrastructure and new roads should be put into place before any building is considered along with sewage/treatment plant
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capacity.
Too much traffic and no traffic flow at the moment.

DRAFT/RES/2509 SS8 7QG

We on Canvey are already level 3 flood risk with the environmental agency, the proposed building of new properties will
bring in more people and more people bring more cars, more cars mean more traffic and the road systems cannot cope. All
surgeries are at stretching point as are the schools.
With regard to the proposals to widen Somnes avenue, it will still cause a bottleneck at peak times so cannot see how this
would be of benefit.
Also the proposed development at Canvey supply is out of character for the area and will cause traffic chaos at school times.
There is not road infrastructure to cope as the buses turn at the proposed entrance to the new development.
Please stop trying getting to squeeze so many houses into a small area. We feel on Canvey we always get the worst end of
the stick (the car park fiasco that is oak road for one) interesting seeing as Canvey population makes up half of the total
population of Castle Point as to what will happen if the proposals go ahead anyway.

DRAFT/RES/2511 SS7 3RP

I cannot see that any proposals to enhance Rayleigh Road will improve the already gridlocked roads, The people of
Thundersley are virtually trapped if any problems occur on the A13 or A127, putting more houses and roads in an already
overcrowded area will only exacerbate the situation, there are only a very few times during the day that you can drive
relatively freely between Rayleigh Weir and The Woodman’s, whatever "improvements" have been made in the past have
not helped the situation at all.
How do you propose to improve the A129? Dualling the road will only push the problems into another bottleneck somewhere
further along the road, apart from anything else, there is no room for real improvements,

DRAFT/RES/2514 SS7 1JA

Online consultation form does not have in Q9 "A new road between Stadium Way & Daws Heath Roads" which is on the
paper copy sent out to households. Also online form has additional point in Q9 "Highway improvements in Canvey and
Hadleigh Town Centres" which is not on paper copy sent out.
Q5 Employment target should give current number of jobs in Castle Point to allow people to make a value judgment, why
was this not given as well.
Q10 Should give number of hectares of Green Belt to be built on in the plan and not give a percentage on the form and a
numeric value on the Proposal summary document sent out.

DRAFT/RES/2515 SS8 7RE

Water supplies, gas and electricity supplies, and sewage disposal are already over stretched.

DRAFT/RES/2516 SS7 1JH

Castle Point is presently as pleasant area to live, 4 urban areas divided by open spaces. In my opinion the capacity point is
already reached in terms of infrastructure, i.e. roads, schools and doctors surgeries in particular. The plans will take away
the natural boundaries between Hadleigh, Thundersley and Benfleet in particular. At present it would appear Canvey is also
at capacity in terms of infrastructure mentioned above. I believe every effort should be made to preserve and enhance
existing green belt, woodland and open spaces. If housing must be built every effort should be made to develop brown field
sites as opposed to taking away greenbelt, woodland and open space forever.
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DRAFT/RES/2517 SS7 2TY

The terms and criteria within this questionnaire are contrived and inclined to produce no clarity with regards intelligent
development, implementation of work for the good of people. The proposal represents a bureaucratic document, an exercise
in false democracy - consultation as facade for development.
Within the borough, or on the boundaries of, two major road network redevelopments have taken place - The Saddler’s
Farm, and the A130 junction with the A127 and A1245 - within the timeframe for which the necessity to develop a local plan
has been active. If the development of a plan were genuine then these major road network alterations would be carried out in
unison and harmony with housing and infrastructure needs, for once these major road works are complete, then subsequent
alterations are argued to be prohibitively expensive, effectively the decisions with regards development within the borough
have already been taken and are being implemented, and bureaucratically all that remains is to undertake consultation so as
to fulfil an obligation so to do.

DRAFT/RES/2518 SS7 2TY

The terms and criteria within this questionnaire are contrived and inclined to produce no clarity with regards intelligent
development, implementation of work for the good of people. The proposal represents a bureaucratic document, an exercise
in false democracy - consultation as facade for development.
Within the borough, or on the boundaries of, two major road network redevelopments have taken place - The Saddlers Farm,
and the A130 junction with the A127 and A1245 - within the timeframe for which the necessity to develop a local plan has
been active. If the development of a plan were genuine then these major road network alterations would be carried out in
unison and harmony with housing and infrastructure needs, for once these major road works are complete, then subsequent
alterations are argued to be prohibitively expensive, effectively the decisions with regards development within the borough
have already been taken and are being implemented, and bureaucratically all that remains is to undertake consultation so as
to fulfil an obligation so to do.

DRAFT/RES/2519 SS7 1JB

I do not object to houses being built in Benfleet provided they are not built on green belt.
The council should resist pressure to build large housing developments in Castle Point by the Government. Castle point
residents deserve to have their quality of life maintained. Any councillors who support major building projects should not be
in office as it indicates they are not working for the best interests of the local residents and should be voted out at the next
election.
Note: If affordable housing needs have to be met, then these should be built on Canvey where property is cheaper. Building
on Canvey should only commence when extra relief roads have been put in to evacuate the Island.

DRAFT/RES/2520 SS8 8AH

Before building on Canvey - Need to sort out pot holes, drainage and another road on/off island. Also need to have back in
operation full time Police and Fire Stations.

DRAFT/RES/2521 SS8 9QP

I have no objections in principle to the additional housing and industrial facilities providing that 1) none of the proposed
developments start until
a). A new toll free road linking Northwick Road To Manor Way in Corringham is completed
b). The Canvey Sewage treatment facility is upgraded to cope with the increased capacity.
c). The Thorney Bay Development is not started until the Roscommon Way extension is completed
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d). The development at Jotmans Farm is not started until the Link Road and improvements to the A130Canvey way are
completed
In conclusion all of my objections are that all infrastructure and Road improvements MUST COME FIRST

DRAFT/RES/2522 SS75AS

I fail to see how the Council can spend many thousands of pounds defending the Metropolitan Green Belt between West of
Castle Point and Basildon only for the Council now to allow mass development in this area. These proposals weaken the
whole strip of land alongside the A130.
I believe that areas of the proposed development site in question (west of Benfleet) have been designated as Open Space in
the past, yet now appear to be allocated for housing development.
The area around Cemetery Corner including all the surrounding residential roads would inevitably become more congested
and therefore dangerous if this development is allowed. People will NOT bother to go down to Waterside Farm roundabout,
back through Benfleet, back up Benfleet High Road or up Essex Way, (depending on their destination) when they can simply
come off any new development through local roads. This will only create RAT RUNS.
I support the recent proposals to meet the housing needs of the Borough by developing the land behind the Blinking Owl
cafe.

DRAFT/RES/2524 SS7 2NP

Developing behind Blinking owl is the best option, it’s easier to provide new roads linking to A127, A130 & A13, and there
would be less impact on local residents.
Development in Hadleigh would make the road congestion worst to the A127 & A13 local roads would become gridlocked,
road improvements to Rayleigh Road would not provide enough capacity, A127 at Rayleigh Weir gets severely congested in
all directions now, and couldn't cope with a further increase in traffic volume.

DRAFT/RES/2525 SS7 1QB

However many properties that are built in Castle Point- we will always come back with the age old problem- ROADS. We
have two main roads in the area the A13 and A127. However many slip roads and link roads that are put in, we come back
to the very congested A13 and A127.
There is no way round this problem and quite obviously never will be.

DRAFT/RES/2526 SS7 4DJ

I don't feel more homes should be built in our borough due to the terrible condition of our roads. Instead of wasting money on
new homes, the funds should be spent on repairing the pot holes that seem to be getting worse and this is damaging cars.
More homes will result in more cars on our surrounding roads leading to the condition of them getting worse. I only agree
with any proposals for new schools in the areas as these are something we need. Also there aren't many green open spaces
to take dogs so I agree to any new proposals for more woodland areas and parks. Ideally one that is for dogs only would be
better that doesn't allow children in.

DRAFT/RES/2527 SS8 7SZ

No further housing should be placed on Canvey Island. Canvey is crowded enough and we have been fighting for a new
road on and off the Island for years. Congestion is a big problem- the slightest accident and the whole of Canvey comes to a
standstill. More houses would create more cars.

DRAFT/RES/2528 SS8 9YD

Major Factor is Traffic Congestion.
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More homes bring more vehicles to an already congested part of Essex and put more strain on existing hospitals and
schools.
Expansion of business and homes must be supported by improved infrastructure to cope with increase in population.

DRAFT/RES/2529 SS8 8NH

I find Canvey is getting over populated so to be honest I am against all the changes to Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/2530 SS8 7SZ

Before any development takes place, new or enhanced infrastructure ( particularly highway upgrades) be in situ, so as to
avoid severe congestion during both construction and especially completion when potentially hundreds more vehicles will
use a particular corridor.

DRAFT/RES/2531 SS7 2SH

Castle Point already has too high a population and enough facilities and infrastructure to cater for its existing residents. We
do not want to increase its population further, so should not create more jobs on housing within the borough.

DRAFT/RES/2532 SS8 9UJ

Canvey is too overcrowded now and has started to flood as too much building work is done on the green belt land. To keep
building is both dangerous for the environment. More homes mean more congestion on our roads.

DRAFT/RES/2533 SS8 0DX

I know the Council has targets for new houses, but Canvey's infrastructure (roads) is already full and at breaking point. I
object to all building proposals until a new separate third road is built of Canvey!
Once we have a new separate road when I am ok with new housing. Please do not dual carriageway Canvey Island! Also
the High Street is dying, why build more? There are too many empty shops already. Shouldn't we revitalise what we have?

DRAFT/RES/2534 SS7 1EG

I moved to Benfleet in 1967 from London. I thought what an attractive place it was with its individual character and rural
outlook. It is now clogged with traffic, cars parked everywhere and the future looks as if it will be more of the same. The next
generation will see Castle Point becoming a suburb of both Basildon and Southend- even part of a solid ribbon from London
with loss of identity and a massive traffic jam.

DRAFT/RES/2535 SS8 9JH

WE don't understand that if it is impossible for the younger generation to obtain a mortgage, why it is necessary to build so
many houses in an already very densely populated area? Who is going to purchase them? What about infrastructure, roads
sewers, drainage etc?
A total of 4000 homes with an average of £1000 per home community charge brings in £400000- what do you do with this
money? Builders put in roads and footpaths and connect all services; you just empty bins, turn street lights off and don't
maintain the existing roads and footpaths!!!
•

DRAFT/RES/2536 SS7 5QA

•
•

Building should be kept to a minimum in the central areas of the Benfleet. Hadleigh and Thundersley map. This is
due to already high levels of traffic and congestion.
H9 is an area containing lots of woodland and mature trees. Building here would destroy this and the wildlife habitat
it creates.
H4 contains sports fields and areas used by the local community not found nearby in that location.
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If H14 went ahead then a new link road to the A130 may be required.

DRAFT/RES/2538 SS8 0DQ

Canvey School has closed.
Doctors’ surgeries at capacity
Roads already congested on Canvey and if a disaster was to happen we all meet at Waterside Roundabout.
High Street full of Charity Shops.

DRAFT/RES/2541 SS7 3QN

Thundersley Village is already suffering from excessive traffic congestion, more houses mean more cars. The green area is
essential to maintain a healthy environment instead of being an urban sprawl.
Twice in the past year I had been subject to flash flooding, more concrete and the situation will get worse, I suggest more
attention should be given to maintaining drainage ditches etc. I pay high banding for my rates; will they be reduced as a
result of more houses? I doubt it!!
•
•

DRAFT/RES/2542 SS7 1RJ
•

Not just homes but whole new villages proposed which will completely change character and spoil some of the
attractive parts of Castle Point forever.
Improvements need to be made to the junction with Kiln Road/ Shipwrights Drive. Drivers currently have to rely on
pedestrians using the crossing to exit Shipwrights Drive (particularly if exiting eastwards) at bust times.
With the current homes under construction and further 300 proposed for the site on land off Kiln Road this junction
will only become more difficult to use. Shipwrights Drive will be busier due to the school and its access to Benfleet
Road, Essex Way and then onto Canvey Island (potentially to access the additional employment opportunities). The
junction of Benfleet Road/ Shipwrights Drive also needs improvement- perhaps traffic lights at peak times?
Also I don't believe we need more retail floor space in our town centres- just better and fuller use of that we already
have- i.e. too many empty shops and too many car showrooms.

DRAFT/RES/2543 SS7 1LH

I strongly object to the proposal H15- land of the Glyders development of 35 houses. Extra housing in this location would
have a significant effect on traffic with the extra cars this would bring. Essex Way/ Benfleet Road are already clogged up at
commuter times and there is now not a bus service serving the route to either Southend or Canvey Island. The loss of Green
Belt land is also a factor in my objection, and the subsequent impact on wildlife.
H9- Felstead Road- much of what I have written about H15 applies to this also, particularly the loss of green areas,
woodland and the effect on wildlife that such a development would have. Extra cars would clog up the area, especially
impacting traffic at school run times.

DRAFT/RES/2544 SS7 5TZ

I strongly oppose any development which would mean Malwood Road and nearby roads becoming through roads.

DRAFT/RES/2545 SS8 9DT

Put new road off Canvey and new infrastructure first before new homes as after new homes built run out of money to do new
infrastructure as usual.
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DRAFT/RES/2546 SS7 5AA

I believe the state of roads in Benfleet is too narrow to provide suitable and sufficient road links to a major road. Therefore
the proposal for Jotmans Farm Housing would require compulsory purchase of housing to widen roads. As this is not viable,
I believe any development will lead to traffic gridlock infrastructure will be over whelmed.
On the subject of retail provision, why provide more when your parking charge policy is driving people away to Trading
Estates.

DRAFT/RES/2547 SS7 5DL

In October, following 600 written objections to the building of 26g homes on Jotmans farm, CPBC rejected that planning
permission. How can it then justify proposing to build 800 homes on the same green belt land when it acknowledged the
reasons for the previous development were not viable.
At the time of writing (17th March) the land adjacent to Perry Road (Jotmans Farm) is still under water. How is this type of
flooding going to affect new build and existing homes going forward?

DRAFT/RES/2548 SS7 2DJ

It still would be nice to see the plans for Hadleigh Town Centre to be implemented, especially the 'Square' adjacent to the
Church and the shops also near to the church. Given the historic value a community use should be found for the current
Hadleigh Junior School.

DRAFT/RES/2549 SS8 9NE

If the numbers of houses etc on Canvey Island are to be increased, the Island's infrastructure must be improved. An
alternative route of the island is essential. As is increased public transport links via Canvey Village and Canvey Road to
Benfleet Station and beyond and to the town centre.
Drainage improvements for surface water are also a necessity; Canvey has suffered localised flooding throughout Winter
2013/14. Increased population for young people is required to reduce the risk of anti-social behaviour in and around new
housing developments.

DRAFT/RES/2550 SS7 5DT

I particularly object to the large number of housing proposed for land West of Benfleet.
I am really worried about flooding into the end of the Wallington Road. The drains are already inadequate and every time
there is moderates rain, we have flooding under the railway bridge. I feel that the residents have not been listened to and the
council will forge ahead despite just wasting our time!!
We can't afford to lose any of our Green Belt!!

DRAFT/RES/2552 SS7 2UN

Before any other greenbelt, the Blinking Owl/Fane Road site H18 should be developed.

DRAFT/RES/2553 SS8 0LD

We have what seems that has happened to Canvey as my wife and I have lived here all our lives. More housing will be a big
impact on our roads, traffic, schools, GP surgeries, sewers- you the Council know this. The Island shuts down when there is
an accident. No ambulance and fire can get on it. There is gridlock on every road when it happens. Roscommon Way no one
will use it if you extend it, it will be for the same people who live on the other end. We have no full time fire station- we live on
a flood plain.
I cannot get an appointment for my doctor's. It takes two weeks i.e. too many people.

DRAFT/RES/2554 SS7 5JG

Whilst we appreciate the need for more housing, out main objections reflect to the impact on the present Waste/ Sewage
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problems. The Council needs to get its priorities right on this issue first! The sewage system cannot cope now!
Every time we have heavy or prolonged rainfall, we experience Back Up and Overflow or raw sewage in our front and back
gardens in this area.
This is a serious risk to health and should not happen in this day and age- 2014! Despite the complaints over the years, this
matter always seems to be pushed to one side!
Further housing, as things stand, will only make this matter worse.

DRAFT/RES/2556 SS8

Very important- no housing should commence until the infrastructure (i.e. roads- maybe third access road will be needed,
sewage, schools, GP's etc) has been completed.
Should mention flood plain problems- will more dykes be needed?

DRAFT/RES/2557 SS7 1HU

Question 3- I would like the horse field to remain in Kale Road. A horse has occupied the field the past 40 years, to my
knowledge.

DRAFT/RES/2558 SS7 2TJ

Please use the alternative better site at H18- Fane Road/Blinking Owl/North West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/2559 SS7 2TJ

Please use the alternative better site at H18 Fane Road/Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/2561 SS7 2TJ

Please use the alternative better site at H18- Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley.
No buildings whatsoever on H11 too much open space lost.

DRAFT/RES/2562 SS7 3BU

A larger development on the outskirts of the borough would be better than losing the small pockets of open space inside the
area which cannot be replaces once lost.
If extending the Manor Trading Estate to the north, bring in new access road from the A130/ A127 to reduce the number of
HGV's through Tarpots/Church Road.
There should be no houses built in Benfleet or Canvey because:

DRAFT/RES/2563 SS7 5DG

1. The drains cannot take any more water every time it rains heavy the drain lids all lift up and flood Benfleet.
2. The roads cannot take any more cars- Saddlers Farm is a joke, it just doesn't work.
3. Water from Jotmans Farm runs into the road on the bungalow estate and the drains cannot take any more water.

DRAFT/RES/2565 SS7 4LY

General concern that the infrastructure is and will be inadequate- including drainage, sewers and roads.

DRAFT/RES/2567 SS7 1BQ

We feel the bus lanes down Bread and Cheese Hill and along the A13 by Kent’s Hill Road are dangerous to road users and
pedestrians alike due to the removal of crossing points on the hill and along the A13.
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DRAFT/RES/2568 SS7 4AW

I accept the need for more housing in the local area. My concern is that all land will be required by large national developers.
I think it would be good to allow/dedicate a certain amount of land to allow local developers and local self builders the
opportunity to help the local community.

DRAFT/RES/2569 SS7 3SD

Traffic congestion is already very bad. More housing in this area is only going to add to the problem. I understand the need
for some extra houses but not 200 per year.

DRAFT/RES/2571 SS7 4JJ

We need green belt to stay as it is. No more building houses on it. Our wildlife is slowly being destroyed bit by bit. Trees are
being cut down. We need trees to stop global warming.
We haven't enough open spaces in this part of Essex. Leave it alone. How can you say you manage wildlife when you
destroy their habitat by building houses on it? How can you also say you give open spaces when you take it away to build
on?

DRAFT/RES/2572 SS8 0LH

In my opinion, Canvey cannot deal with anymore people either visiting or living.
We cannot cope at the moment due to lack of infrastructure i.e. traffic, schools, emergency services.
Route off Island.
A resounding NO to this plan.

DRAFT/RES/2573 SS7 2UJ

In the questionnaire, reference is made to Daws Heath historic natural landscape. Virtually all the surrounding woodland
(historic natural landscape) only came about by the residents together with Essex Wildlife Trust purchasing out woods. Is this
why the claim to preserve green belt is 92%- has the woods not been purchased by us and E.F.T - they would be lost
forever.
Although Essex County Council does not want the area to the rear of The Blinking Owl Cafe development I feel that this
should be seriously contemplated.

DRAFT/RES/2574 SS7 2UT

Please use alternative better sites at H18 Fane Road (Blinking Owl) North West of Thundersley.
Too many cars and people already in this area NOW- what happens to all the horses stabled and ridden in Dawes Heath?

DRAFT/RES/2576 SS7 1HH

The plan to retain 92% of the current Green Belt means that 8% will be lost, which is too much as when it is gone it is lost
forever for us and future generations. More plans should be made to use areas already built upon such as derelict or brown
site areas. Small affordable homes should be given priority.

DRAFT/RES/2577 SS7 4NA

I am not prejudice against any race, but if I want to live in another country, no matter where, I would be classed second
against any of their own countrymen, no chance in hell of getting a council house or job. No medical treatment. No money
paid by the state, I think being such a small Island, we have enough, so how many of these proposed houses are for non
English people?

DRAFT/RES/2578 SS8 9TE

Housing: A good mix of housing is needed but it is essential that traffic flows, public transport, schools, medical provision and
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green space are not compromised. Existing traffic congestion will only worsen if too many homes are built without upgrades
to existing roads or new links to major routes.
Transport: The objections to most of the proposed development sites are based upon the feared result of even worse bottle
necks at Sadler’s Farm/Waterside Farm roundabouts.
Greenbelt: Access to open spaces is vital for the wellbeing of all residents. It is not acceptable to lose any green belt space,
however small.
The building of a new road from Northwick Road to Manor Road is absolutely essential to maintain traffic flows and ease
congestion but a toll road is totally unacceptable. Transport costs are too high already. This road has been under
consideration since I moved to Canvey Island 40 years ago and it is about time it was built.

DRAFT/RES/2579 SS7 1AE

I know it is not your remit to comment on world population but no document relocating to planning should quit reference to
the fact that present population and growth is not sustainable. We are destroying the world for future generations. Your point
is taken that absence of a local plan means that natural government will take planning decisions.

DRAFT/RES/2580 SS7 4AZ

We are concerned about the disruption which will be caused by the construction of the various improvements. We have
already experienced years of disruption and long delays i.e. traffic jams, due to the introduction and removal of the
roundabout at Sadler’s Farm and the widening of the A13 in Benfleet ( Tarpots to Bread and Cheese) to incorporate bus
lanes.

DRAFT/RES/2583 SS7 3QU

I am aware of the council's need for development also the need for new houses; however I feel that with the proposals. The
traffic congestion around the Thundersley will be made worse.

DRAFT/RES/2584 SS8 0HG

Some of questions do not provide enough detail such as question 7, if there is more retail provision does this mean more
empty shops and can the infrastructure cope with more retail provision. It must be evident that Canvey Island and its
approach roads is unable to cope with the volume of traffic and it is therefore imperative that the infrastructure is in place
before any development takes place, if Canvey Island is not to come to a complete standstill.

DRAFT/RES/2585 SS8 0GX

How can you build any new houses on Canvey? You must have a third road off Canvey before any buildings are
constructed.

DRAFT/RES/2586 SS8 0DN

There should be no more homes built on Canvey Island. If you lived on this Island you would realise the traffic congestion in
rush hour not only on the Island but surrounding areas is a disaster.
The development of Castle Point should be left as it is, people move to the country for a better way of life. I had to leave East
Ham in London in 2010, so have witnessed as firsthand the mess that Councils create with their building of new homes, one
way traffic systems, the noise pollution, then the influx of £1 shops then the general decline of the areas.
As a council, you should listen to the people who live here. The Council should be objecting to the central Government
proposals which are unnecessary redevelopment due to EU freedom of movement.
Why do you print all these surveys because the people who live here will be ignored as per usual and still have to pay for all
this expense on their council tax bills, of which we have no control over. The council tax on Castle Point is too high for the
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services that you provide compared to Newham in London- we are not even issued dustbins.
The perfect example of the Council not listening is the development of Thorney Bay Caravan Park site, which is a flood plain
after all the rain which we have received in the last three winter’s disaster waiting to happen.

DRAFT/RES/2587 SS7 3XY

Question 3- There is too much new building work throughout, Enough is enough- leave the Borough alone.

DRAFT/RES/2588 SS7 2UQ

Please use the alternative better site at hH18 Fane Road/Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/2589 SS7 2UQ

At H18 please use alternative site at Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley.
Would also appreciate public consultation before any further' enhancement' of natural historic landscapes, including
Hadleigh Country Park.

DRAFT/RES/2595 SS7 5UA

1.
2.
3.
4.

I object to the allotments being relocated and the proposed development to the allotment area.
The increase in traffic will cause further delays in accessing the A13.
Homefields Avenue and Bouldrewood Road are not suitable to take heavy traffic.
Neither Southend or Basildon hospitals are capable of accepting an increase in population; both hospitals are at
saturation point now.

DRAFT/RES/2597 SS7 1EP

We agree with more retail provision, however, the application or parking charge will not encourage people to shop locally.

DRAFT/RES/2599 SS7 5AS

I object to the land at Jotmans farm and Glebelands being filled with hundreds of houses. This area is used for recreation
with lots of families using the riding stables and walks for people with dogs and cycles to Bowers Marsh and Pitsea. Benfleet
needs these Green Spaces to keep local residents fit and healthy. To put a new link road off the A130 would be disastrous to
have traffic through Jotmans Lane to Cemetery Corner, already an accident hot spot, not only noise and pollution but
children will be at risk walking home from school. Please re-consider your plans for this part of Benfleet, before every green
area is built on and lost forever.

DRAFT/RES/2600 SS7 4ER

My main problem is the amount of traffic from Saddlers Farm, through Tarpots to Manor Trading Estate and was appalled at
what I saw.
All the roads are almost impossible to traverse and most of the premises remind me of war damage. I would suggest manor
Trading Estate is flattened and is transformed into a housing estate with associate infrastructure.
A new Trading Estate to be laid out near the relatively new roundabout on the new A130 with direct access from that
roundabout.
Major upheaval- Yes! But major continuous traffic problem solved!!

DRAFT/RES/2601 SS8 8DS

More houses, more congestion, roads and pavements falling to bits. Drains blocked. Doctors full and they still want to build
more. Most will go to London overspill. But Councillors will still do whatever Cameron says instead of standing up for locals,
which they were elected to do.
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Any Councillors with interest in any land for building or any connection with build company should be made public.

DRAFT/RES/2602 SS7 5AX

A large percentage of the current population use the C2C train line to commute into London. At the moment they provide an
excellent service albeit many Benfleet passengers are already forced to stand. Will there be any additional provision from
C2C to accommodate the new residents?
Also, the Jotmans lane/High Road junction is very bust and dangerous for pedestrians. The road surface is also breaking up.

DRAFT/RES/2603 SS8 8HX

Until there is another exit road for Canvey Island, I think there should not be further development here. This Island is already
overcrowded and if an emergency should arise, it would be impossible to safely evacuate all the people.

DRAFT/RES/2604 SS7 2UU

P1- Plan only for brown sites and demolish and rebuild. Green belt is green belt. One incident on the roads and the road is
gridlocked. The town cannot be expanded.
3- As P1 above.
5- If the town is not further developed the need for all these extra jobs would not be necessary.
8- If you don't have this massive expansion of the town, more open space will not be necessary- it will automatically be there.
10- As P1 above.
By answering many of the questions it could be construed that I agree to proposals. This could be 'crafty'.
My common sense and wisdom tells me they are area cannot be expanded without catastrophic consequences. If any areas
are to be considered the area around The Blinking Owl would be the only possibility. A new mini town would have to pass
through our town. Access should be to the A127 or A130. Our roads cannot take any more traffic and cannot be 'improved'
enough.
Once the thousand of thousands are built in the country and the construction jobs end and the population expands, the
whole cycle will begin again.
Why does our council have to do the dirty work of the Government? If they would approve the development anyway? The
Government should be confronted about their irresponsible proposals.

DRAFT/RES/2605 SS7 2UG

The sewerage system in this area is not good enough to support the current housing, never mind about the future plans.
When it rains hard the sewers fill and lift the manhole lids in my area tipping sewage into the garden. More concrete will
mean more flooding. The council first needs to get a grip on securing safe disposal of water runoff from the roads as we
have them at the moment before advancing any plans which will exacerbate the situation.
The development of housing in this area has already lead to horrendous traffic problems for roads which were not designed
to take this traffic volume.
Additionally - green belt land needs to be fully protected for all of the reasons already understood.
I object too many of the questions in this document. They do not allow a proper range of responses. The questionnaire
seems to have been designed to support a foregone conclusion. For example - question 4 - what does "less infrastructure
mean? You will put fewer drains in? Leave roads unmade?

DRAFT/RES/2606 SS7 1TY

In my view, Castle Point Area is already built out; there is only space for small infill projects left. The council should shop
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kidding themselves and the public that there is room for more building without spoiling the area. The roads are already grid
locked in busy periods and good improvements, nor it the space available to do it adequately. Tell the government what to
do with the policy framework (350 homes a year= rubbish).

DRAFT/RES/2607 SS7 5TZ

I totally object to H14. We have very little open space as it is, close to Tarpots. The three parks in Benfleet have to be
accessed across busy main roads!! Leave the open field behind Bouldrewood Road free. My children and grandchildren
have all played and still on there!!
If you open up Romsey, Malwood or Bouldrewood Roads to traffic, it would cause too much havoc for our little roads!!
If you have to build make access roads off the Canvey Way. Much safer for our children who can just, still play out!!

DRAFT/RES/2609 SS9 3RH

I have indicated my acceptance of the Local Plan as drafted. However, I think we need to either increase the amount of open
space or improve the provision of facilities for wildlife. This might be by converting 'brown field' areas back to open or
managed space for wildlife. I also see need to reduce the urban heat island effect in areas which have been more intensely
urbanised. Can I suggest this is discussed with the Essex Wildlife Trust?

DRAFT/RES/2610 SS7 5DB

In common with most of the other residents of the area, I object most strongly to the proposed developments at Jotmans
Hall Farm and Glebelands, We have lived in Appleton Road for over 40 years and the traffic problems have only got worse (
i.e. speeding cars). No help or a solution is proposed by the police or the council despite numerous approaches over the
years so the building of over 800 new houses can only make it worse, as Jotmans Lane and the surrounding roads will be
the main access routes.
Will let too many immigrants in which is the main reason these houses have to build in the first place.

DRAFT/RES/2611 SS7 1NJ

We object most strongly to the development H15. Infrastructure is inadequate now. Dustman and Heavy Goods Vehicles
have great trouble negotiating the area due to very narrow with sharp corners.
We understand that the Island is owned by as Essex County Council member. Is it appropriate that this Councillor should be
allowed to benefit from the state of this Green Belt land, to the obvious detriment of local residents? There will be a loss of
wildlife and a loss of privacy this development goes ahead. Heavy Good Vehicles which will be required to build these
houses will impair the footings of our houses and bungalows. There is already severe slippage on the downs so this situation
will certainly be made worse.

DRAFT/RES/2612 SS7 2AG

Who owns the land? (Who will benefit from the sale and development of the proposed sites?)

DRAFT/RES/2613 SS7 1LP

We didn't leave London to experience the urban jungle here in Benfleet. Do not ruin our semi rural area with housing
overload.

DRAFT/RES/2615 SS8 9AQ

Improve road/pavement surfaces

DRAFT/RES/2618 SS8 0DJ

Re Question 3- The Thorney Bay Site is the one that affects me the most as my road is a direct link from Thorney Bay to
Long Road and access to local shopping area. We already have a fair volume of traffic and I feel anymore must have an
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impact on the value of our properties to say nothing of the noise and dust this creates.

DRAFT/RES/2619 SS7 1RE

1. This area is already crowded and cannot take an increase in population.
2. There appears a gradual loss of open space and green belt. Once gone it does not return.

DRAFT/RES/2623 SS8 0EX

Money should be spent on a new road off the Island and not wasted on Roscommon Way phase 2.

DRAFT/RES/2625 SS7 3SZ

Q8: Open spaces should provide breaks to relieve density of buildings.
Q9: New Road Stadium Way/ Daws heath Road Should ease traffic movement on A129 Rayleigh Road.
Q9: Route improvements A129 Rayleigh Road. Please consider a pedestrian crossing to serve bus stops known as 'Copper
Beeches' Attempting to get across the road is increasingly dangerous.
Q10: 92% Retention of Green Belt. We have already lost considerable areas of this facility. Suggest area H18 be considered
as being the least environmentally damaging focus on development.

DRAFT/RES/2626 SS8 9HA

Further development in low cost housing will increase crime and overload even more the non existing police force.
And overload roads.

DRAFT/RES/2627 SS7 5NW

Benfleet is already overcrowded- the schools and GPs are full to capacity and roads generally blocked at all times of day, no
more room in Benfleet!!

DRAFT/RES/2629 SS8 9TD

I've lived on Canvey all my life and in my years it has rapidly grown and increased in population and housing developments.
To get to work in Basildon now takes me one hour!! We have 35,000 + residents with just two access roads, this is
unacceptable, dangerous, unrealistic and impractical and now you want to develop further. Our friendly island where
everyone knew everyone and felt safe has slowly been destroyed, don't make it worse!

DRAFT/RES/2630 SS7 5QY

The infrastructure will not be able to cope with further development in the area. Drainage problems occur on a regular basis.
We have just had Sadler’s road works completed and we will be back to square one with the extra traffic these developments
would incur.

DRAFT/RES/2631 CM2 7RP

Additional comments - General
In the Policy Context section in the Local Development Plan (the Plan), it states that the Plan has been prepared in
accordance with the principles and policies set out in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).
Essex Bridleways Association wishes to submit the following supporting information relating to its request for enhanced
bridleway access and more provision for the equestrian sector within the Plan.
The NPPF has four main policies that affect rights of way, and these are: Economic Policy - building a strong competitive
economy; Support - for the rural economy; Promotion of sustainable transport; Promotion of a healthy community.
The overall plan as it stands needs to make further provision for the equestrian sector. Although the District does have one
of the highest ratio of bridleways to overall rights of way in Essex, there is much to be done in certain parts of the district as
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many of these bridleways are located in disjointed ‘pockets' across the District. Much of the District is fairly urbanised and it
is appreciated that further bridleways in these areas would not be practicable. Further creation of bridleways or the
upgrading of footpaths is required in the areas that are lacking. At present, this is a missed opportunity, as those rural areas
do appeal to horse owners and riders, but without somewhere to ride in safety, the potential financial and other benefits this
asset could bring are lost to the community. The huge contribution that the equestrian sector makes to the local economy,
not only through horse ownership, but also through employment and businesses directly related to horse ownership, for
example vets, farriers, and feed merchants, should be carefully considered.
Bridleways should be promoted as opposed to just footpaths or cycle ways because bridleways are, in reality, multi user
tracks. They can be legally used by walkers, cyclists, riders and people with mobility problems i.e. the sections of society
who are recognised as vulnerable road users. From an economic point of view, it makes sense to provide the public with one
multi user track rather than constructing separate tracks.
When we ask for bridleways to be considered and created under the terms of the Plan we are, in reality, asking for multi user
tracks to be created for the benefit of the aforementioned users. They will also benefit all other road users - people in cars
and lorries do not want to have to encounter vulnerable road users. The community as a whole will also benefit from an
economic, safety and health point of view.
Mr Richard Benyon MP, former Minister for Natural Environment and Fisheries showed his support for multi user tracks in a
letter to Anne Main MP in 2011 when he stated: "Multi-user routes have been shown to be readily adopted and well
appreciated by local people. Where they are done well they bolster community cohesion and create a better understanding
between users." Mr Benyon stated further: "Horse riders are particularly vulnerable road users, and cycle routes can provide
appropriate and important opportunities to avoid busy roads. There is potential for conflict in any situation where people
share a public space, but the possibility of conflict is not reason enough to disregard ridden access; actual conflict could be
resolved and any misplaced concerns reduced over time"
The creation of cycle ways in isolation normally depends upon a considerable standard of surfacing, whereas the same level
of legality of access for cyclists, and removal of landowner liability, may be achieved without such standards being met by
adopting the policy of creation at bridleway status. Ultimately if the path created is useable by a cyclist, it is usually useable
for a horse rider so the differentiation between the two is unnecessary and divisive.
Horse riding is commonly perceived to be an elitist activity. This is a profound misconception. Horse riders are evenly
distributed across all social groups; [The State of the Countryside 2001, page 69 and also quoted in ‘Making ways for
Horses' by the Equestrian Access Forum] - you do not need to own a horse to enjoy equestrian sport. Many people do not
want the commitment of horse ownership and either share a horse or ride at a local riding school or riding group.
The equestrian industry makes one of the largest financial contributions towards the local economy of any sport. It makes no
demands for a built environment to be provided at taxpayers' expense, unlike swimmers, footballers, gymnasts etc. All horse
riders need are safe off road tracks that form part of a network of bridleways that they can enjoy with their horse, whilst
viewing the countryside and participating in invigorating exercise. One of the main benefits of bridleways is that they can be
used and enjoyed not only by horse riders but also by walkers, cyclists and the disabled. Horse riders can take on an
educational role too - many children (and adults), especially those brought up in urban areas, gain a great deal of pleasure
from seeing horses being ridden and will often stop to talk to the horse and rider. It would be a real shame for them to lose
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this benefit.
The British Horse Industry Confederation (BHIC) report in 2009 stated: The equestrian sector is the largest sporting
employer in the UK. Racing and riding together provide 70,000 full time jobs with indirect employment comprising an
additional 220,000 - 270,000 people; Horse owners, carers and riders in Britain spend more than seven billion pounds a year
in gross output terms; In 2008 the North Lancashire Bridleways Society undertook a survey to assess the economic input of
horse ownership into the economy of the Lancaster District and to establish the importance of horses to the economic health
of the area. A full copy of their report is available on line: http://www.nlbs.org.uk/NLBS_Survey_Report2009.pdf
The key findings of this report were: (i) The cost of horse ownership is £4,752 per year, the main cost of which is
accommodation; (ii) The geographical source of services and goods is mainly based within a twenty mile radius of the
horse's accommodation, the details of which are presented in the analysis of the report; (iii) The Economic input of horse
ownership into the local economy is £7,603,200 per year. A detailed breakdown of costs is presented in the conclusion of
the report. (It is reasonable to consider these costs as an under-estimate of current expenditure due to inflation and the
north/south regional cost difference).
This money is paid to livery yard owners, vets, farriers, feed merchants, grooms, saddlers, trainers, equestrian centres,
studs, therapists, horse box builders, fencing contractors, garages - the list is endless. What is important for the District is
that most of this money is spent in the local area - helping to create local jobs and boosting the local economy. Each horse
kept in the area is a financial asset.
Horses are predominantly kept in a rural environment and it is therefore the rural areas that will benefit from an increase in
the number of horses and equestrian facilities. The following statistics give an idea of the extent of the public interest and
potential demand generally for equestrian facilities [figures supplied by The British Trade Association (BETA) National
Equestrian Survey 2011]: I. 32% of the British population (19.7 million) have engaged in some activity connected to
equestrianism; ii 3.5 million people have ridden in the previous twelve months (5.69% of the population). The 1999 estimate
was 2.4 million, indicating a substantial growth; iii. 73% of horse riders are female; iv 25% of horse riders are aged under 16;
iv The majority of riders are women and children; v leisure riding is the main equestrian activity, showing an increase of 9%
in just over five years; via access to safe off road riding - bridleways - would increase riding opportunities for 46% of people
who ride once a week or less.
th
According to a report undertaken by the Women's Support and Fitness Foundation in March 2011, equestrian is the 6 most
popular activity for women and the top outdoor pursuits activity.
If the District had a good, safe, extensive bridleway network it would encourage equestrian activity and all the financial and
social benefits that are associated with it. What is also important is that country parks and areas with equestrian access cater
for visitors outside the District with places for the parking of horseboxes/trailers provided, thereby attracting riders from
outside the immediate area? Bridleways are essential facilities for the equestrian industry to flourish and to save riders from
having to risk their lives riding on the roads. The lack of a comprehensive bridleway network is inhibiting the equestrian
industry's growth.
HEALTH BENEFITS OF HORSE RIDING AND OWNERSHIP: In 2011 the British Horse Society commissioned the
University of Brighton in partnership with Plumpton College to research the physical health and the psychological and wellbeing benefits of recreational horse riding in the UK. A copy of the full report can be downloaded at
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www.bhs.org.uk/Riding/Health/_Benefits_of_Riding.aspx The Report confirmed that being involved with horses and
equestrian sport has immense physical and psychological benefits for all participants. It also encourages young people to
become self sufficient, early risers, capable, caring, active and healthy, to take an interest in the environment, and committed
to regular routines.
The physical and psychological benefits of horse riding for the disabled have also been well documented. Please see:
http://www.rda.org.uk/home/therapy/ where it is stated: Medical professionals recognise that there are significant therapeutic
benefits for the rider. The warmth and three dimensional movement of the horse is transmitted through the rider's body,
gradually making it more relaxed and supple, strengthening core stability, reducing spasms and improving balance, posture
and co-ordination. Riding offers an element of risk, often denied to many people, especially those who have been affected by
an accident or serious illness and offers them the chance to regain mobility and a sense of achievement. People with
congenital disabilities discover a new freedom in movement. Those with progressive diseases can retain mobility and remain
active for longer.
The creation of bridleways will therefore help to support and enhance the promotion of health and well being, for all sections
of society, as advocated in the Framework. The publication entitled ‘The Strategy for the Horse Industry in England and
Wales' (the Consultation) was published in 2005. It was prepared by the British Horse Industry Confederation in partnership
with the Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs, Department for Culture, Media and Sport and the Welsh
Assembly Government. The purpose of the strategy was to foster a robust and sustainable horse industry. One of the key
findings to emerge from the Consultation was that improvement to an off-road riding and driving network was urgently
needed, in order to encourage economic growth, increase tourism and provide a safe environment for learning opportunities.
The Equestrian Access Forum (the Forum) was formed as a result of the findings of the Consultation. The organisations
comprised in the Forum are the British Horse Society, the Byways and Bridleways Trust, the British Driving Society and the
National Federation of Bridleway Associations. The Forum published a comprehensive study entitled "Making Ways for
Horses - Off-road equestrian access In England". It identified: (i) Riding is a growth activity. Between 1999 and 2006 the
number of riders in Britain increased by 44% to 4.3 million, which works out to be 7% of the total population. The majority of
horses - 1.2 million - are kept for private use. The main reason given by people for keeping a horse is to go leisure riding i.e.
riding out on public rights of way. (ii) Despite the up-swell of activity in the 1980's riding out has only increased by 5% since
1999. This is in part due to: the increase in speed and volume of traffic; the disjointed nature of the equestrian rights of way
network; and the lack of safe places to ride.
In omitting the needs of such a large beneficial user group, we consider that the Plan is unsound as it is not consistent with
National Policy - detailed below are the main documents which should be taken into account: The National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) - The Rights of Way Circular 1.09 (the Circular) - The Essex
Public Rights of Way Improvement Plan (the ROWIP) - Highways Agency Assessing Sustainable Travel - Highways Agency
Strategic Plan for Accessibility (the HASPST) - Development and Public Rights of Way Advice Note for Developers and
Development Management Officers (the DPROWAN)
The National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) - The Framework confirms the Government's support for the
protection and enhancement of the public rights of way network. Paragraph 75 provides: Planning policies should protect
and enhance public rights of way and access. Local authorities should seek opportunities to provide better facilities for users,
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for example, by adding links to existing rights of way networks including National Trails. The Framework also states: Local
planning authorities should positively seek opportunities to meet the development needs of their area; Local Plans should
meet objectively assessed needs with sufficient flexibility to adapt to rapid change. The Framework places an obligation on
the planning authority to be proactive in enhancing and improving public rights of way, seeking opportunities and meeting
local rights of way needs.
The Rights of Way Circular 1/09 (the Circular) published by DEFRA gives advice to local authorities on recording,
managing and maintaining, protecting and changing public rights of way. It replaces previous advice and guidance in
circulars: 1/08, 2/93, 3/93, 17/90, 18/90, 32/81, which are now no longer valid. Paragraph 1.4 states: England's extensive
network of public rights of way is a unique and valuable resource, which provides the opportunity to experience the immense
variety of English landscape and the settlements within it. Rights of way are both a significant part of our heritage and a
major recreational and transport resource. They enable people to get away from roads used mainly by motor vehicles and
enjoy the beauty and tranquillity of large parts of the countryside to which they would not otherwise have access. Rights of
way provide for various forms of sustainable transport and can play a significant part in reducing traffic congestion and
harmful emissions. They are becoming more important as increases in the volume and speed of traffic are turning many
once-quiet country roads into unpleasant and sometimes dangerous places for cyclists, equestrians, walkers and carriage
drivers. Paragraph 1.5 states: In many areas, rights of way help to boost tourism and contribute to rural economies. They
can also provide a convenient means of travelling, particularly for short journeys, in both rural and urban areas. They are
important in the daily lives of many people who use them for fresh air and exercise on bicycle, on foot, on horseback or in a
horse-drawn vehicle, to walk the dog, to improve their fitness, or to visit local shops and other facilities. Local authorities
should regard public rights of way as an integral part of the complex of recreational and transport facilities within their area.
Paragraph 2.1 states: Local authorities should aim to provide the public with information on the full range of choices available
for enjoying the rights of way network itself and the many other publicly accessible routes, such as permissive paths, and
public open space such as commons, woodlands and parks. Information should be accessible, comprehensive and well
promoted and it should be a key element in rights of way improvement plans. Authorities will tailor their publicity planning to
local needs, opportunities and constraints but imaginative schemes already in place in the country include production
of walking, riding and cycling leaflets, offering guided walks and rides, organising or participating in festivals and
making information available on a website that shows the availability of public rights of way and their relationship
to other areas of publicly accessible land . Publicity also provides an opportunity to promote understanding of the
countryside and of environmental concerns. Paragraph 5.1 goes on to say that: Improved management, combined with
better information and the creation of new routes in carefully chosen locations would make a significant difference to
people who use, or who would like to use, footpaths, bridleways, restricted byways and BOATs. In areas where
rights of way are fragmented, new links between existing routes would provide a more extensive and useful local
network than exists at present. Local highway authorities also need to improve the management and maintenance of the
existing network. In order to meet the Government's aim of better provision for cyclists, equestrians, walkers and people with
mobility problems, highway authorities need to understand the use and demand for rights of way. They will, thereby, be
able to meet the spectrum of needs and expectations of people with all levels of interest and ability.
The Essex Rights of Way Improvement Plan (the PROWIP) is an important document as it evidences the specific needs and
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priorities of the people of Essex in relation to rights of way. It acknowledges that a good public rights of way network
promotes health and social benefits to local communities and states there needs to be a particular focus "on the provision of
bridleways". One of the main problems associated with providing rights of way is the cost, especially in these hard economic
times. The PROWIP identified that one method of obtaining suitable funds was via the planning route and, in particular, the
benefits of funding provided under the terms of s106 Agreements, soon to be replaced by the Community Infrastructure Levy
(CIL). The PROWIP states: "Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 enables a planning authority and an
applicant for planning permission to reach an agreement about various conditions as part of a development proposal.
Section 106 agreements provide an opportunity to improve access on or adjacent to development sites. A great advantage
of this funding is that it is considered to be ‘clean' money able to be used for matched funding with government monies and
together these can be match funded with European funds."
The PROWIP also identifies: "Section 106 agreements are a good potential source of funding that can be taken advantage of
in the relatively short term. In particular, funding for improvements and mitigating measures will be secured where new
developments affect existing PROWs. In conjunction with wider planning authorities Section 106 negotiations also present
an opportunity to make gains in the PROW network through the planning system and can be pursued on an ad-hoc basis
whilst being more systematically planned for the future."
In the light of the above, we submit that the Plan should place an obligation on the Council to actively seek s106 or CIL
funding from developers, whenever possible, to promote the improvement of the public rights of way network, especially
bridleways, in accordance with the terms of the PROWIP and the National Planning Policy Framework. We are surprised that
there is no mention of achieving S106 or CIL funding at all in the Plan and no strategies detailed as to how the Council
intends to fund any of the proposed infrastructure improvements.
Highways Agency Assessing Sustainable Travel - Highways Agency Strategic Plan for Accessibility (the HASPST) it must be remembered that many years ago today's roads had no vehicular traffic - the horse was the main form of
transport. As the use of the car increased the previously safe roads were stolen by the motor vehicle - without alternative
tracks being made available to the horse rider. This downward trend continued when many ancient routes failed to be
recorded during the Definitive Map process in the 1950's. Verges are allowed to overgrow; road and other signs are erected
that prevent horses seeking refuge from the road.
Approximately 3,000 reported road accidents a year involve horses, often with fatal consequences. Many riders are simply
too frightened to ride down a road to reach their nearest bridleway because it is too dangerous. If they are involved in a
collision with a car their chances of sustaining serious injury is very high - riders and horses are unprotected. A damaged car
can be repaired. A damaged horse or rider often cannot. They are totally vulnerable, yet many car drivers show them no
consideration at all.
A great deal of consideration is given in local policies to the provision of safe routes for children - but no one thinks of
providing safe riding routes for them - these are completely ignored.
The HASPST was published over twelve years ago and has not been superseded. It still represents the Highways Agencies
policies on sustainable transport and it is important as it confirms that horses are accepted as being a sustainable method of
transport. What is meant by "sustainable transport" is not specifically defined in the Local Plan or in the Framework but the
nearest definition is in paragraph 35 of the Framework where ‘Transport' is referred to as being "transport modes for the
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movement of goods or people". This definition therefore includes horses. People automatically think of walkers and cyclists
as forms of transport but horses are often overlooked or forgotten completely.
The HASPST states: " The Highways Agency now has a clear remit to operate, maintain and improve its network for all road
users, including pedestrians, cyclists and equestrian to increase accessibility and to promote integration “we are not simply
intending only to accommodate non-motorised users; where circumstances allow, we will actively seek to encourage their
safe people; 3. Cyclists; 4. Horse riders."
The objectives set out for horse riders are: Issue: Horse riding is an important part of daily recreational life, especially in rural
areas. However, the standard of facilities to accommodate equestrians, either crossing or riding along the trunk road, is of
variable standard. Heavy traffic and excessive speed can give rise to grave danger and discouragement for horses and their
riders. Objective: To provide improved facilities for horse riders, particularly in terms of crossing the trunk road network.
Actions will include: Establishing, in collaboration with other parties, the particular requirements of horse riders at both
ground-level crossings and flyovers. Developing advice for all Highways Agency staff on horse riders' facilities. Establishing
a strategy for verges which link up bridleways which terminate at the trunk road. Considering how provision for horse riding
‘along' the trunk road can be made outside the highway boundary.
The Framework provides: Plans should protect and exploit opportunities for the use of sustainable transport modes for the
movement of goods or people.
We therefore submit that reference in the Local Plan to ‘transport' and ‘sustainable transport' should, where appropriate,
include transport by horse and the needs of horse riders should be identified in the same way as those of other vulnerable
road users whenever transport needs are assessed. The Framework and the HASPS both emphasise the need for Councils
to be pro-active and exploit opportunities for the creation of sustainable transport, including bridleways. They should not
merely sit back and wait for them to happen. We therefore request that consideration is given to equestrian access across
and along trunk and other busy roads within the District, in accordance with the HASPST.
Development and Public Rights of Way Advice Note for Developers and Development Management Officers (the
DPROWAN) - This document confirms: "The Highways Act 1980 places a responsibility on all Councils to protect Public
Rights of Way. Public Rights of Way are also a material consideration in the determination of any planning application."
In summary, we would submit that these aims can only be achieved with forward pro active planning that would eventually
result in a comprehensive linked bridleway network that could benefit all residents in, and visitors to, the Castle Point district.
Bridleways need to be constructed, or footpaths/cycleway upgraded whenever possible, in order that the future requirements
of the district can be met. A single bridleway may not be linked to any others when it is first constructed but over a period of
time it could well develop into a strategic link in a circular route.
We are also concerned at the proposals for housing and the locations that have been put forward. Whilst we appreciate the
need to accommodate the housing levels set by Government over the Plan period, and that for a relatively small, fairly
urbanised District, some Green Belt land is inevitably going to have to be lost, we do feel that in the preparation of the Plan
the Council has targeted areas of land which are currently in equestrian use - for example H18 - currently a large livery yard;
H11 - also a livery yard as are H14, H10, and H12. If all these areas are developed, this will lead to a large proportion of the
equestrian sector being decimated within the District with the resulting loss of all the benefits - both economic and health
aspects - that horse riding can bring. We urge the Council to rethink their strategy as regards the loss of such a significant
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sector within the District. On attending the public exhibition for the Plan, we were advised to state possible missing links
where bridleway access could be enhanced or created to go some way towards addressing the areas lacking in access. We
therefore suggest the following for consideration:
Continuation of landscape buffer zone along the A130 to include bridge access across East Haven Creek, giving access to
the South Essex Marshes Nature Reserve, access to which has already been detailed in our response to the Plan Policies;
Increased access around Northwick, Roscommon Way and round the island sea wall, as far as possible (this has already
been mentioned in our response to the Plan Policies);
A safe crossing for equestrians around the Progress Road junction of the A127;
Increased access around Hadleigh Castle, specifically Chapel Lane to Castle Lane, Sayers to Mount Zion then to Park Farm
then to A13 via Fitzwilliam Road (private road);
Bridleway link through Great Wood, Hadleigh (Belfair’s Nature Reserve) to link in with the permissive trotting track already in
existence.
Comments on Policies
Policy Context The Environment 3.19: we note the intention to improve the quality of the natural environment and the
creation of Nature Improvement Areas including the Greater Thames Marshes. We request that in accordance with the
proposals to enhance public access to green spaces that equestrian access is included within these new areas.
Leisure and Recreation Strategy 3.42: we note that the Council intends to develop a Leisure and Recreation Strategy and in
the light of our other comments with regard to horse riding as a leisure activity we request that the equestrian sector is fully
considered within this emerging strategy.
Canvey Island 4.7: we note the intention to create a new nature reserve in West Canvey and this is welcomed, and request
that access for all users, including equestrian, is provided.
Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley 4.13: it is noted that there have been certain projects ongoing including enhanced open
space provision at the Olympic Legacy mountain biking course at Hadleigh Park. We also note that some increased
bridleway access has been provided under planning application CPT/310/12/EFU although this new bridleway provision
does not go far enough to accommodate horse riders. No provision has been made anywhere near the centre for visitors
outside of the District in that there is nowhere available to park horseboxes or trailers with direct access to the bridleway link.
This should be addressed as soon as possible.
Protecting the Environment 5.5/5.6: we support the opinion that one of the key drivers for change is the enhancement and
protection of the environment. As a consequence, we request that further consideration is given to the equestrian sector as
part of the enhancement of the area. The provision of further access within flood defences would be beneficial; for example
there are several areas around the coast there is a "behind the sea wall" track which is used by the Environment Agency for
access to the sea defences and the use of this by cyclists and equestrians would neither compromise the integrity of these
structures nor be detrimental to the land use by the adjoining farm occupiers. This route therefore, where possible, should be
upgraded to Bridleway status which could be realised at very little cost.
Vision for the Future 6.1: we note that Castle Point has a high quality natural environment and as part of that vision we
request that the equestrian sector is considered as this will benefit the area both from economic and quality of life aspects.
Objectives 7.1: 1: to promote sustainable travel within Castle Point - in accordance with the HASPST we request that the
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wording of this paragraph is amended to read ‘...and the provision of public transport, cycling and bridleway infrastructure to
complement(compliment) the existing highway and rights of way network.'
Policy E1: Economic Strategy: it is noted that the Council wishes to encourage new business opportunities within the area.
The equestrian sector contributes a considerable amount to the local economy via the high levels of horse ownership in the
area and the enhancement of the bridleway network can only help to increase the popularity, thereby encouraging the
creation and sustainability of new equestrian-related small businesses (see Additional Comments - General). It is also noted
that if the demise of the several livery yard businesses is allowed to happen through inappropriate development on this land,
this opportunity to support these small businesses will be lost, therefore contravening the NPPF. The Plan states that in point
9.2, paragraph 21 of the NPPF sets out specific requirements for local planning authorities in terms of planning for economic
growth. It specifies that ‘Local plans should set out a clear economic vision and strategy for their area, which supports
existing and emerging business sectors.' By re-allocating land currently used for small businesses for housing contravenes
the NPPF and the Council's own Policy E1 and Policy E7 Protecting Employment Land.
Policy E10 Port Related Activities: it is noted that some of the coastal paths are unsuitable for cycle or equestrian access but
we support point (d) where public access to the coastal path is retained and improved and request that where practical
equestrian/cycle access is provided.
Policy T1 Transport Strategy: we note the intention to address maintenance, signing and broken links within the cycle
network; we request that this is reworded to ‘addressing maintenance, signing and broken links in the cycle and bridleway
network.......for cyclists and horse riders and create a safer atmosphere for these vulnerable groups...' We also request that
the Policy T1 point 2c (iii) is reworded to ‘provide opportunities to enhance the walking, cycling and bridleway network within
Castle Point'.
Policy T2 Improvements and Alterations to Carriageway Infrastructure: Access to Canvey Island: it is noted that there are
proposals to dual the Canvey Way from Sadler’s Farm to Canvey and a new link road from Canvey to Benfleet, and we
request that measures applied by the Highways Authority in accordance with the HASPST should be adopted, with access
over/under the roads being built in at the construction stage, also that a ‘green corridor' within the landscape buffer zone
either side of these roads is allowed for to enable access by horse riders and cyclists away from the danger of the traffic.
Policy T3 Improvements to Footpaths and Cycling Infrastructure: As detailed in the preceding supporting evidence, horse
riding is an important leisure activity and, according to the HASPST, is a sustainable method of transport. It therefore follows
that, in accordance with the NPPF, the Plan accommodates all users within its Policies and not just the walking or cycling
sectors. We therefore request that the Policy is amended - from the title ‘Improvements to Footpaths, Cycling and Bridleway
Infrastructure' to the whole policy which should incorporate bridleways within the entire wording. In paragraph 11.29 it is
noted that the levels of physical activity amongst adults within the District is very low, and a recent report stated that the
levels of obesity amongst adults and children is one of the highest in the county. As stated in our supporting evidence, horse
riding is one of the most popular physical activities for both women and children and for this reason the equestrian sector
should be provided for. In point 11.32, the Olympic Legacy Park is mentioned and, as previously stated, whilst the further
bridleway access is welcomed, it is not enough and the park makes no provision for horse riders outside of the area as there
is no vehicle parking which links with the bridleway network. We therefore request that Policy T3 is reworded as follows:
‘Improvements to Footpaths, Cycle and Bridleway Infrastructure In order to enhance opportunities to access employment,
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education and services by foot or by cycle, or recreation and rights of way opportunities by foot, cycle or horseback, the
following improvements to footpaths, cycle and bridleway infrastructure will be delivered during the plan period to 2031: (a)
The Hadleigh Farm and country Park Olympic Legacy Project; (b) Improvements to the footpath, cycle and bridleway
networks across Castle Point in order to address any gaps in these networks, and (c) Provision and enhancement
...........within Castle Point.'
Policy H4 New Housing Site - Land off Kiln Road, Thundersley: it is noted that point 13.55 proposes that the new
development will include open spaces and greenways which ‘create links to be enjoyed by all'. It is reasonable to expect that
these open spaces and greenways will include use by horse riders.
Policy H5: New Housing Site - Land at Thorney Bay, Canvey Island: again it is noted that in point 13.61 it is proposed that
this will improve the relationship between the existing urban area and the coast. It is also noted that in point 2(f) of the Policy
it proposes that there will be open spaces and greenways throughout the site with links to existing and proposed green
infrastructure and the coast. We request that equestrian access is extended as far as practicable, within the constraints of
the current flood defences, through the new development and along the coast.
Policy H6: New Housing site - Land at Point Road, Canvey Island: our points made above also apply to this policy with
regard to links between green infrastructure and the coast.
Policy H10: New Housing Site - Land east of Rayleigh Road, Hadleigh - we note that this area currently has a livery yard in
situ and any development of land within this area will undoubtedly mean the loss of a small business enterprise, a point that
has already been covered within this document. If proposals to develop this land are agreed, as per point 2(d) of Policy H10,
it is reasonable to expect that the provision of greenways through the site linking to the existing network of green
infrastructure will include bridleway access.
Policy H11: New Housing Site - Land South of Daws Heath, Hadleigh - again, our comments on Policy H10 also apply to this
Policy both on the access side and the loss of a small business enterprise.
Policy H13: New Housing Site - Land West of Glebelands, Thundersley - we note in point 2(b) the Council intends to retain a
strategic landscape buffer along the whole of the western boundary of the site, and aims to provide a strategic greenway
running along this buffer linking to the existing network of public footpaths, cycleway and green infrastructure. We request
that the wording of this point is amended to read ‘The provision of a strategic greenway running along the whole of the sites
western boundary incorporating and linking to existing network of public footpaths, cycleway, bridleways, public open
space...'
Policy H14: New Housing Site - Land West of Benfleet - we note that this area currently has a livery yard in situ and any
development of land within this area will undoubtedly mean the loss of a small business enterprise, a point that has already
been covered within this document. If proposals to develop this land are agreed, as per point 2b(ii), we note that the Council
intends to retain a strategic landscape buffer along the whole of the western boundary of the site, and aims to provide a
strategic greenway running along this buffer linking to the existing network of public footpaths, cycleway and green
infrastructure. We request that the wording of this point is amended to read ‘The provision of a strategic greenway running
along the whole of the sites western boundary incorporating and linking to existing network of public footpaths, cycleway,
bridleways, public open space...'
Policy H19: Location of housing development - we object to the locations of development on locations H10, H11, H12 and
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H14 for the reasons already outlined in this document, i.e. the loss of small business enterprises wholly in the equestrian
sector.
Policy HC1: Active and Healthy Communities - as previously mentioned, Castle Point has the highest level of obesity of
adults across Essex and only 18% of adults take part in sufficient physical activity to benefit health. As horse riding is a very
popular pastime, especially with women and children, it follows that the equestrian sector should be promoted within the Plan
rather than decimated as per the current proposals to develop land currently occupied with equestrian enterprises. It is also
noted in point 15.14 that open spaces contribute towards better health assisting with mental and physical wellbeing. We
therefore request that point (c) of this Policy wording is amended to read ‘Identifying development locations which provide
opportunities to secure additional open space, green infrastructure including an enhanced rights of way network ...' and point
(d) to read ‘Maximising opportunities to secure investment in open space, green infrastructure including an enhanced rights
of way network, and community infrastructure provision.'
Policy HC3: Opportunities for Outdoor Recreation - point 15.26 states that the NPPF expects public rights of way to be
protected and improved. The policy wording goes on to state various projects and proposals to enhance walking and cycling
trails only within the District. The Plan does not make provision at all for the equestrian sector. We therefore request that this
Policy is amended to include additional provision for bridleway access, firstly within the current projects including Hadleigh
Farm (a point which has already been made in this submission) and the ‘round island' network of footpaths and cycle tracks
in Canvey, and for any subsequent new open spaces provided within the Plan lifetime.
Policy GB1: Green Belt Strategy - it is noted in point 16.4 that the NPPF ‘requires local planning authorities to plan positively
to enhance the beneficial use of the Green Belt, taking opportunities to (a) provide access, (b) provide for outdoor sport and
recreation and (c) retain and enhance landscape. As previously mentioned, this Plan does not make provision at all for the
equestrian sector and is positively seeking to decimate it, therefore we feel that the Plan does not conform to the
requirements of the NPPF and is therefore unsound. This point is also noted in Policy GB8 points 16.43-16.46 inclusive and
our comments above apply also to these points.
Policies CC2-CC5: Coastal Change management - in point 17.26 it is stated that the land adjacent to the sea defences along
Canvey Island should have a 19m buffer zone free from development as far as possible. One method of increasing multiuser access within the District would be to incorporate permissive paths open to all users - foot, cycle and horse - along this
free land as far as practicable. This could be realised at little cost and would enhance the rights of way network in this area.
Policy NE1: Green Infrastructure and the undeveloped Coast - we note that the Council proposes to work with other partners
to expand and manage the network of green infrastructure and undeveloped coast and this is welcomed; however the
Council does not specify how it intends to do this. In paragraph 3 of the policy, it states that it intends to work with partners
and the community including specific user groups, in order to minimise conflict between different types of human activity.
Essex Bridleways Association would be very keen to be involved in these discussions at an early stage so that the
invariably-forgotten equestrian users are catered for alongside all others and would welcome the Council considering how
our association could work alongside the Council for everyone's benefit.
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DRAFT/RES/2633 SS7 2UT

Please use the alternative better site at H18 Fane Road/Blinking Owl/North West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/2636 SS7 3AH

I object strongly to any part of the village green (abutting the church and graveyard giving access to Coombewood Village
Greens) not being described as Public Open Space. Access to Coombewood Village must be protected.

DRAFT/RES/2637

One of the reasons that I moved to Benfleet from Southend was because if feels green and open- far less congested? Why
must the Council fill in all of our open spaces? I totally object to this approach- someone has suggested building a new town,
as they are planning in Benfleet. This has to be better for the residents. Please do not ruin our pleasant borough.

DRAFT/RES/2639 SS7 5DG

I feel the housing policy should be used to build on brown sites before using green belt land- we will be attached to London.
If you continue to build on these green fields there's plenty of factories laying empty! Instead of building new factories, pull
these down and build on these sites instead.

DRAFT/RES/2640 SS7 5DW

Traffic levels are already excessive for the area. Jotmans Lane and surrounding roads are already congested, negotiating
through Cemetery Corner being particularly dangerous The Tarpots junction has been badly designed, accidents are
common and near misses are a regular daily occurrence. Access to and exit from the Tesco Metro store has not been
considered when the twin roundabouts were removed, traffic often carry out u-turns and drive the wrong way, signage and
traffic lights are very poor.
The sewage and water waste system is a times incapable of dealing extra loads, with provision to pump excess effluent and
water into the Richmond Road playing fields being quite often in the changing weather patterns.
Effective expansion of schools and GP surgery must be provided.
Planning includes affordable housing, and should include a number on 1 bedroom bungalows for the elderly.
Road markings and lighting at zebra crossings are poor, markings in some cases worn back to tarmac. Accidents have
occurred in Benfleet village because of this. Pot holes are not being repaired leading to bad driving and vehicle damage.
More house, more cars, more people.........problems exasperated.

DRAFT/RES/2642 SS7 3AN

The area within Coombewood that has been 'illegally' fenced has been indicated by Essex CC that 'enforcement action will
be taken' - is this a priority? This has as; I understand it, a village green status and should be accessible to all the residents
within the borough. I have reservations that action will be taken and intend to monitor the situation in the future.

DRAFT/RES/2643 SS8 0DW

Too much emphasis on knocking down and rebuilding Canvey Town Centre. Existing businesses will not be able to afford
rents on newly built retail units. Far better to facelift and refurbish existing premises. Unlikely to attract new tenants for new
premises- there are already too many empty shops in town and with internet shopping this will only become worse.

DRAFT/RES/2644 SS7 5AE

Obviously we are very much against H14 as this will affect where we live more than any other proposal. The roads around
Benfleet are already congested (we live in the High Road, close to Cemetery Corner). What do you propose to do- take a
strip from everyone's front garden to widen the access to H14?The proposal for 800 homes on this land is not feasible and
detrimental to everyone who owns property in the vicinity. Yes a local plan is needed but not on this scale.
As for allowing additional retail floor space (Question 7) do you really think this will be filled considering the number of 'To
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Let' boards in shopping areas?
We consider several questions on this form to be unanswerable and conflicting although we have ticked most.
LEAVE GREEN BELT AND BENFLEET ALONE!!

DRAFT/RES/2645 SS7 3QS

Rayleigh Weir is so bad at peak times and weekends. It's nice to have the shops at Stadium Way but the traffic is so, so bad.
Building more houses on the farm land will cause even more traffic. Every time there is an accident on the A13 or A127
everywhere is completely at a standstill. The roads have got to be sorted out first before any building is even thought about
and made. Deanes School should be saved if this amount of families is to be in the area. The Council should listen to the
people and protect our green belt - it is what makes Castle Point what it is. We don't want to become over crowded with
houses and cars to the point Castle Point become just another Basildon or Southend. Think of our wildlife and trees.

DRAFT/RES/2646 SS7 2TJ

I feel very strongly that you use the alternative site at H18- Fane Road/Blinking Owl/North West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/2647 SS7

Q8- Open spaces should provide breaks to relieve density of buildings.
Q9- New road Stadium Way/ Daws Heath Road. Should ease traffic movement on A129 Rayleigh Road
Q.9- Route improvements A129 Rayleigh Road. Please consider a pedestrian crossing to serve bus stops known as Copper
Beeches. Attempting to get across the road in increasingly dangerous.
Q10- 92% Retention of 'Green Belt'. We have already lost considerable areas of this facility. Suggest area H18 be
considered as being the least environmentally damaging to focus development.

DRAFT/RES/2648 SS7 1HT

Although I understand that there is a Housing Target to be met within Castle point, it is very worrying to think of the impact
these extra homes will have upon the local roads (Benfleet is already very busy), schools and Doctors. My house will in
particular be impacted by the development between Felstead Road/Catherine Road, Is seems such a shame to pull down
the trees/woods which have stood for a very long time to build houses. Also the impact that this will have on wildlife, as we
see firsthand the animals/birds that this will affect as our house backs onto the woods. I feel that, in the end, we will have no
choice in these developments taking place and having looked at the proposed plans, do at least feel reassured that the
houses will be built sympathetically towards the current premises.

DRAFT/RES/2649 SS7 3XD

In relation to where we live, traffic already queues from Hadleigh to the Weir due to the keep left sign at the Sainsbury’s turn
off, at busy times we have to wait for some kind person to let us out of the bottom of our road. More houses mean more cars,
more congestion, the infrastructure even if improved we think couldn't cope.

DRAFT/RES/2651 SS7 2UQ

I object to any building on the green belt land known as H11 and H10.
No to the Stadium Way Daws Heath Link Road. Council should develop Blinking owl Site (H18) and urge Essex Highways to
reconsider as this is the most sensible and best solution for everyone.

DRAFT/RES/2652 SS7 5PZ

We moved to Benfleet because of the 'more rural' aspect, but some planned proposals will remove the Green Belt status of
many parts of Benfleet. If plans continue Benfleet will no longer remain a rural town but will become just another congested
and concrete jungle.
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DRAFT/RES/2654

Flooding is a great concern. Canvey and parts of Benfleet are subject to flooding. If more building is taking place this will
increase flood likelihood. Where will all the surface water go? It has already been a problem this year- more housing will
make it worse.
Parking is an issue now in Benfleet with more housing generating many more cars this will be an intolerable problem. Also
with lack of parking the shops will suffer and the area's economy ultimately will deteriorate.

DRAFT/RES/2655 SS7 5EA

Parking and traffic in Benfleet and Canvey is already really bad and the new plan (even with new roads) will make the
situation much worse.
Also the extra housing will make the risk of flooding greater.

DRAFT/RES/2657 SS7 3PA

1. Employment Target- I do not really have enough information on employment needs to make a definite decision. Also,
what type of employment is required? The economy will reprieve any with industry and manufacturing. Jobs in retail
and service industries cannot sustain an economy. I would like to see incentives for new businesses in traditional
skills.
2. Housing- what a pity we have to fill this already congested area with yet more housing. When I moved here from
Hockley I felt very hemmed in- the caravan is our saving grace of living here. More housing inevitably means less
space per head of population. Your ideas make me want to move away. Why not do the best for the people and
preserve the little space we have. It is dreadful that the present development in Kiln Road was allowed- shame on
the Council for allowing it through. Please stand up for us. Halt house building and stop immigration then we won't
need more houses. Too often roads are gridlocked now! Anyway who will want to move here when it is full of
people? We are already the most densely populated nation in Europe.
Hadleigh Regeneration•

DRAFT/RES/2658 SS7 1RJ

object to making a one lane system

Object to pedestrianisation - both would have adverse effect on trade and congestion
Must provide ample FREE parking- encourages people into area.
•

Careful Consideration to type of shops - don't want too many of the same shops- i.e. chemists, food shops, cafes

Any changes/enhancements must be fully thought out and work plan made to minimise inconvenience to public whilst being
carried out. ( havoc and duration of Tarpots/Sadler’s Farm)
No double into single lanes- position of traffic lights to be better thought out.
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DRAFT/RES/2661 SS7 3JB

I object to the destruction of any green spaces/greenbelt land as we should preserve these for future generations. There is
too much concrete in Benfleet/ Thundersley already and too much traffic.

DRAFT/RES/2662 SS7 2UU

I would propose that the land at the Blinking Owl/Fane Road site (H18) be considered for development before other Green
belt areas are even thought about.

DRAFT/RES/2663 SS7 5DN

It is expected that all planning applications are approved unless adverse impacts would significantly and demonstrably
outweigh benefits. This makes it very difficult to refuse planning applications. - This statement is offensive and clearly
Developer Lead. Councillor Jeff Stanley at a meeting between the Council and Greenbelt Groups openly said "We only
looked at area's which Developers were interested in" slightly different to Cllr Norman Smiths view that "No Stone had been
left unturned"
The New Local Plan 1998 promised to protect the Greenbelt far beyond the life of the Plan. In 2009, CPBC own Planning
Officers proposed that the Greenbelt could be realigned with the A130 to create a "most robust boundary". This act opened
the door to numerous attacks on our Greenbelt from Developers looking to make a quick buck.
The New Local Plan, NLP claims to retain 92% of the current Greenbelt.
The Greenbelt being given up for Development on the mainland represents, 100% of the Greenbelt in St. Marys Ward, 100%
of the Greenbelt in Appleton Ward (This area is referred only as H14: Land West of Benfleet.) and a large portion of
Greenbelt in St Georges Ward, H13.
The NPPF quite clearly states
9. Protecting Green Belt land
79 - The Government attaches great importance to Green Belts. The fundamental aim of Green Belt policy is to prevent
urban sprawl by keeping land permanently open; the essential characteristics of Green Belts are their openness and their
permanence.
80- Green Belt serves five purposes:

•
•
•
•
•

to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas;
to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another;
to assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment;
to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and
To assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land.

81. Once Green Belts have been defined, local planning authorities should plan positively to enhance the beneficial use of
the Green Belt, such as looking for opportunities to provide access; to provide opportunities for outdoor sport and recreation;
to retain and enhance landscapes, visual amenity and biodiversity; or to improve damaged and derelict land.
The Area defined by the NLP as H14, already has recreational facilities - It is used as Grazing & Livery Stables and has
been used for this purpose for many years. There are existing Public footpaths which link up to the RSPB nature Reserve on
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Canvey Marshes. The Landscape and Visual Amenity would be destroyed by any Development here. Planning permission
for 265 houses on this site was denied in 2013 because the site is Virgin Green Belt. To remove it from the Greenbelt to
enable Development is underhanded and contrary to the NPPF.
*A Valuable and much loved area of open farmland, the loss of which would be devastating to the local community and the
Borough. It runs parallel with the A130 and is dissected by the A13 at Sadler’s Farm.
Castle Point is under the flight paths for Stinted, Heathrow, Gatwick and the ever expanding Southend Airport. The pollution
is choking the life out of the South East. This is our Green Lung which needs protecting at all costs.
The Secretary of State recently declared of Greenbelt in Castle Point “the Councils lack of a 5 year plan should not outweigh
the harm to Virgin Greenbelt."
H14 - Jotmans Farm is also categorised as "AT RISK OF FLOODING" The runoff from the fields flows in torrents down
Watlington and adjoining Roads, at times of heavy and sustained rainfall the residents here already experience flooding. Not
a single member of the Planning Dept. or the Development Committee has been down to Survey this area, instead taking the
word of developers and Consultants, who assume they have all the answers. A Balancing Pond placed at the Lower Field
will be woefully inadequate and lead to severe flooding to properties around this area.
the NPPF states - Inappropriate development in areas at risk of flooding should be avoided by directing development away
from areas at highest risk, but where development is necessary, making it safe without increasing flood risk elsewhere.
The Environment Agency predict that the UK will experience heavier and more prolonged periods of rainfall and Climate
change will inevitably lead to more flooding.
Why then are areas. Such as Dutch Village on Canvey and Jotmans Farm on the mainland, included in the NLP. The
inclusion of these areas is negligent as the Council has a Duty of Care to existing and new Home Owners.
The NPPF Section 11 - 11. Conserving and enhancing the natural environment
The planning system should contribute to and enhance the natural and local environment by:
•
•
•
•
•

protecting and * enhancing valued landscapes , geological conservation interests and soils;
recognising the wider benefits of ecosystem services;
minimising impacts on biodiversity and providing net gains in biodiversity where possible, contributing to the
Government’s commitment to halt the overall decline in biodiversity, including by establishing coherent ecological
networks that are more resilient to current and future pressures;
preventing both new and existing development from contributing to or being put at unacceptable risk from, or being
adversely affected by unacceptable levels of soil, air, water or noise pollution or land instability; and
Remediating and mitigating despoiled, degraded, derelict, contaminated and unstable land, where appropriate.

Distribution of 39,000 Consultation Forms to Residents of Castle Point. - The hard copy of this document failed to point out
that included within the plan were areas of designated Flood Plain and areas' classified as at risk of flooding.
It also omitted plans to create a link road from the A130 to Benfleet High Road. The exclusion of these facts means that
Residents were not able to make an informed choice when completing their Consultation Papers. This claims the Council
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was an oversight or was it a deliberate act to deceive?
A link road from the A130 into West Benfleet would bring huge amounts of traffic through a quiet Residential Area. It would
turn the roads around West Benfleet into rat runs. The High Road is narrow, only a single lane in each direction and already
impassable if a bus has pulled up at a stop. The NLP recognises that Tarpots and Sadler’s Farm Junctions are already
reaching capacity but where will this traffic ultimately end up? Sadler’s and Tarpots! To include this project in the NLP is
contrary to Planning Regulations Increased Traffic, Increased Noise, and Increased Pollution. It fails on all these points.
Local Need - There are currently 1200 people on the waiting list for housing. In Castle Point, official figures show there are
over 1350 long term empty properties in Castle Point. Enough to house everyone on the list. So why, when government
grants are available is more not being done to bring these back into use? To do so would cut our need to less than 133 per
year. This includes the adjustment for the Councils lack of provision of Affordable Housing as identified by the Inspector
during the Glebelands Appeal.
Therefore, I have identified that these housing quotas are not for Local Need but are the based upon predictions of
immigration over the next few years. Castle Point is full to bursting. We are the 2nd most densely populated Borough in
Essex, beaten only by Harlow new Town. To Develop this area any more would be to destroy the Character of the Area
forever.
Our Infrastructure cannot cope with more traffic. The surrounding Boroughs of Rayleigh, Southend, Rochford, Basildon &
Wickford all have huge developments which will impact on our roads and services.
Anglian Water, despite their protests to the contrary, cannot cope with the houses already here let alone a further 4000. The
Sewage treatment works at Watlington Road are over capacity and poorly maintained. The stench from the facility is
obnoxious at best. They boast that they are allowed by law to discharge, what they refer to as "Treated Water" into the
stream in Richmond Park, at a rate of 2461 tonnes per day but the most they have discharged this year is 1415 tonnes. In
reality this is foul water. The stream is an open sewer. There have been many occasions when the sewers have erupted and
raw sewage spewed out onto the grass. This occurs, I was told by a Crew working here, due to the fact that the system is
overloaded and at times the pressure is so great when reaching the Stream that it meets resistance. The consequence of
which is, it bursts through the manhole covers and spills out onto the park land. This is our Park. This is where we walk our
dogs, ride our bikes and where our children play. This is the 21st Century, not the middle ages!
Community levy - The provision of a GP Surgery - of course we will need a new GP Surgery if you bring over 20,000 new
people into the area. The provision of New Schools. - Where will the funds come from to run these new Schools? Essex
County Council? If a new school is built off Jotmans Farm, then The Likely hood is that ECC will close either Jotmans
Primary or South Benfleet Primary Schools or possibly both because ECC will not be able to keep all 3 open. Where this
New School would be sighted. Could it possibly be planned to include the area of land which is bound by Covenant "For the
Youth of the Borough" as its play ground? This is not what was intended when the Covenant was created!
The Council have made an astonishing claim that by expanding the Trading Estates at Manor in Benfleet and Charfleets on
Canvey, this will miraculously create jobs. The reality is that there is no demand for more units. We have plenty of empty
units available now, so where is this mysterious investor?
In conclusion - Our Council have got this very wrong. In their arrogance, they believe they have the right to bypass
democracy and make changes to our Borough by cleverly distorting the truth. I am not against providing new housing for
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True Local Need. I would like to see opportunities for the youth of our Borough and enhance the lives of the elderly in (Which
is particularly significant in St Marys Ward) however, doing so must not divide the Borough or take away or adversely affect
the lives of Residents. The proposals in the NLP disregard the well being of a huge proportion of Residents, especially to the
West of Benfleet where the allocation of Housing is disproportionate compared to other areas within Castle Point.

DRAFT/RES/2664 SS7 4EF

Area too crowded already and too much traffic.
Need fewer house/people.
Need to increase green belt.
Ensure 100% of existing housing stock is used.
Re- use Brownfield sites- such as old industrial/Council.

DRAFT/RES/2665 SS7 2UU

The Council to develop the Blinking Owl/ Fane Road site (H18) before any other Greenbelt sites are considered.

DRAFT/RES/2666 SS7 5XB

There is no way the local area can take the amount of proposed building- it's just getting far too crowded and will rapidly
become a concrete jungle. This year has seen an awful lot of flooding nationally- too many of the proposed sites are prone to
flood already.
Ask yourself this- would you want to spend tens of thousands of pounds on a new home in an area with a history of
flooding...no you wouldn't!
It's just not right!!

DRAFT/RES/2667 SS8 7TS

I have major concerns on the infrastructure on Canvey Island; we need a new road off the Island before any housing
development is started. Having lived here for over 40 years, I also am concerned about where all the sewage will go as our
drains are blocked very often.

DRAFT/RES/2668 SS7 3HE

I object to the 'Village Green' (Coombewood) to being described as a 'Public Open Space' in any shape or form.

DRAFT/RES/2669 SS7 5TD

In our area alone there has been considerable development in the last few years of blocks of flats and old properties have
been demolished and replaced by them.
There are still parcels of land within the built up area which are empty which can be developed as small blocks of flats.
Has all this been taken into consideration when calculating the additional figure of 4000 which we consider as being far too
high?

DRAFT/RES/2672 SS9 3QH

I cannot understand the thinking of your plans for the area H18 of local plan. Surely that is one of the Gateways for releasing
the traffic that is blocking Thundersley and surrounding areas- it is full of dead end roads, making traffic go round and round
in circles. The plan should be to open up, link-up, join up for traffic to move which should have happened years ago. Sorry to
say your ideas are back to front. Like a cat chasing its tail, getting nowhere like all us residents in the South East Essex.
Free the traffic. Take an Ariel view and open up A130, A127 and other area. Look on Ariel map and see all the dead-end
roads in this area South East Essex.
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DRAFT/RES/2673 SS7 5DP

Stop building on Green Belt.
If you build on Jotmans, you will have a problem. The new properties may not flood but replacing fields with concrete it will
create problems for other homes.
Loten Road and Watlington Road and Jotmans Lane become rivers when it rains and running from Jotmans Farm, concrete
over Jotmans will make the problem worse.

DRAFT/RES/2675 SS7 1LB

Want to retain Green Belt

DRAFT/RES/2676 SS7 2TA

Daws Heath Road is already a very busy road, anymore traffic would end up causing huge jams and also it's not safe to walk
along due to most of the road only having one pavement, not wide enough for pavement either side. Please let this area
remain a countryside environment- a small area separated from the busy town style areas.

DRAFT/RES/2678 SS7 4NA

Development of the land off Glebelands particularly concerns me. A look at the history of the road names- Rushbottom Lane
and Glebelands itself- would suggest the land is not a practical place to build. As a past Chair of Govs at Montgomery
Juniors, I know from discussion with present and past Councillors that they too have had concerns. The road infrastructure is
the major concern in all of this though.

DRAFT/RES/2679 SS8 9NQ

1. A waste of time filling this in as this Council does what it likes.
2. Why does Ray Howard's family get to take away the only garden centre on Canvey so they can build another care
home that we don't want?
3. Same old thing about new roads on Canvey that never happen.
4. H16- 276 houses or fields that always floods, most roads on Canvey flood- you can't take the water on Canvey as it
is.
5. How come out of all the houses to be built in Castle Point, Canvey has half the houses to be built? It has less land
and green areas that the rest of C.P.
6. Has Canvey got until 2031 to build these houses or is it only the rest of C.P. Are we being discriminated against
again?

DRAFT/RES/2680 SS8 0AD

Building on Thorney Bay will be luxury houses overlooking the estuary no doubt about it- how many affordable houses!
There should be no more building. We are sinking. Why not solve the housing shortage by creating a new town like Harlow
and Stevenage!!

DRAFT/RES/2682 SS8 7PE

The congestion with the traffic on the Island is already very bad. If there was an emergency we would not get off the Island. I
have trouble making an appointment now to see my doctor. So if more people live here the surgeries will be inundated and it
could be months before you see one.

DRAFT/RES/2683 SS7 2TJ

I strongly object to housing proposal H11 (and H10).
The area of Daws Heath is very much community minded, everyone in your road is on first name terms, the local shop Ann's
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also. The people that live in Daws heath live here because it is semi-rural, why should we leave our homes and re-locate to
refine Green Space? At the moment our property is not overlooked and feels 'safe' as we are not in the middle of a housing
estate. The area is very peaceful.
Route improvements are already needed on Rayleigh Road as there is an awful lot of traffic queuing because of those
wanting to go to Sainsbury’s and blocking the traffic flow to the Weir.
Please use the alternative better site at H18- Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/2684 SS7 1HT

You really need to consider the impact on the roads maintenance of roads in Benfleet is dreadful.
Also use of green belt land is not acceptable. It is green belt for a reason, so should not be used for housing.

DRAFT/RES/2687 SS7 5DR

Question 3 - I object to all building on Green Belt Land.
Question 8- How you are giving us more open space when you are building on all that Green Belt.
We were given the Green Belt for a reason- you want to take it away- it is not on!

DRAFT/RES/2689 SS7 3PP

Housing Need- What is your housing need based on? Should be based on two basic elements 1. Demography and 2.
Migration, the latter is difficult to assess and figures can be easily manipulated. Robust evidence of need is required- matter
for Inspector on review of plan to determine. Good to see, not looking at 350 homes per year but 200. Still seems high for
this area.
Green Belt These are a buffer between towns and town and countryside. They provide a breathing space for us bringing well
being, enjoyment and enhancement of an area. They also provide valuable places for our wildlife. They are national assets
that are irreplaceable and require the greatest protection. If need for housing is demonstrated then use the land at Blinking
Owl / Fane Road (H18) before any other is considered. This is contaminated Green Belt land and should be used first.
Please protect our green Belt!
Sustainability There is of course the loss of Green belt. Also very concerned about traffic congestion. It is bad now- the
answer should not be more roads!!

DRAFT/RES/2690 SS7 1ET

My main concern is the amount of additional cars that will be on our crowded roads and also lack of schools.

DRAFT/RES/2692

Please use alternative better site at H18- Fane Road/ Blinking Owl / North West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/2693 SS8 0ED

H17- Do you not think nursing home residents deserve better than fronting a bust road? Being old/ill doesn't mean you
should have to live in a poor quality environment.
Canvey Island already comes to a standstill (and more frequently/ earlier/later) due to over-development and lack of
infrastructure/ traffic, getting off Island for work/leisure takes too long at peak periods. Dualling roads etc won't help (e.g.
jams at Northwick/Long Road) - all bottlenecks once on Island.
Road improvements promised for decades never happen- third road is just a myth, expect houses will be built and we'll still
be left with same road system/ traffic problems as they'll be too costly to fix.
Jobs at Charfleets/ Northwick usually low paid and increasingly taken by non- islanders. Better to focus on regenerating town
centre and securing good quality retail jobs there which are sustainable. Don't agree with taking land currently used for
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stables etc (as reported in Y.A)

DRAFT/RES/2696

As always Canvey is being subjected to overbuilding. We live near H16, it is the only remaining piece of Green Land and it
will be swamped with houses. The proposals from Persimmon suggest raising the land to build which means the houses
already there will be at the bottom of a valley losing view, light and obvious natural beauty. To build here and just throw a
piece of green land elsewhere is not the answer. GB2 is not easily accessible and always flooded.
Canvey should not be built on until a third road and proper provisions for drains being improved are made. The infrastructure
of Canvey is fragile and needs serious improvements before and building can be done.
There are so many empty properties and brown field sites that can be used- why aren't these designated for building and
improvements? Building on H16 will be devastating for the people already living in that area, trying to get on and off Canvey
which is terrible now will be impossible. Keep H16 free from building.

DRAFT/RES/2698 SS7 4DQ

The local infrastructure is struggling today with transport services etc. Building more homes with no consideration to social
(sporting, entertainment...) impact where families have to travel by car to access such venues puts even more pressure on
the road infrastructure.
There is very little for people to do in Castle Point and there needs to be a balance otherwise we will be creating problems
for future generations.

DRAFT/RES/2701 SS7 2UH

Please use alternative better site at H18 Fane Road/ Blinking Own ' North West Thundersley'.

DRAFT/RES/2702 SS7 2SJ

Please use the alternative better site at H18 Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley.
If a lot of equestrian land is built on the problem of not enough stabling for the amount of horses in the area will cause
problems!

DRAFT/RES/2703 SS7 5NP

Benfleet will not be able to cope with more people and traffic. There only needs to be one cyclist along the High Road for the
traffic to build up behind it. School times cause traffic also so it would be disastrous to build new homes on the Jotmans site.
Glebelands would also be problematic as there would be many more vehicles passing through Tarpots each day.

DRAFT/RES/2704

The existing infrastructure is unable to cope with its current inhabitants. Until the roads on Canvey Island have been
improved or a new road developed no new houses or developments should be considered.
The volume of dwellings proposed in H6 is far too many and this end of the Island will not cope with the additional traffic
movement or school capacity.

DRAFT/RES/2705 SS8 9FD

Improvements to infrastructure i.e. drainage services and rods before any major developments.

DRAFT/RES/2706 SS8 7QJ

The new Road linking Canvey to Corringham is a must before you can even think about building more homes and from the
opposition from Corringham End.
Do not believe it will happen.
Also land off Point Road liable to flooding and also road to narrow to support heavy traffic. The whole infrastructure needs to
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be improved before extra housing added.

DRAFT/RES/2708

Green Belt should remain Green Belt.
Slowly ruining our local area, one phase at a time.

DRAFT/RES/2709 SS8 9BL

I found the plan somewhat vague with no mention of cost, how, when, and funding the plan might be implemented. It also
omitted improvements to existing facilities such as better maintenance and enhancement of open spaces and Canvey Town
Centre and the seafront.

DRAFT/RES/2710 SS8 9FD

Why are CPBC proposing such a large percentage of the housing on Canvey? Surely the mainland needs to be taking a
higher percentage, historically Canvey has taken a larger percentage, and it's about time this was addressed.
Why are CPBC proposing any housing at H5 - Land at Thorney Bay Park, Canvey? This site is at risk of flood and too close
to hazardous substances. To propose 600 homes on this site quite frankly is ludicrous, what are the councillors and officers
thinking of?
H8 - Land at the former Castle View School, Canvey - I believe we were told there would be no housing on this site when the
college was being proposed, what has changed?
H16 - Land East of Canvey Road, Canvey - This site is used by local residents and is the only access they have to such a
site. By developing this site you are taking away a much used and needed green area. Why haven't CPBC proposed land to
the west of Canvey Road known as the 'Triangle' for housing too? Actually give residents a choice, which is what CPBC
keeps harping on about wanting to do, so now you have the chance to back up your words. The 'Triangle' site already has
several residential properties to its boundaries, along with several businesses, with some having paid business rates since
the late 1950's. All owners have expressed a desire for their land to be developed in the past, and CPBC are happy for the
Garden Centre to be developed, so why not the rest? I know for a fact that land owners within the 'Triangle' have been
approached by both residential developers and food retailers wishing to purchase sites to develop.
The New Draft Local Plan does not differ too much from the previous attempt, why not? Have CPBC really took on residents
feedback from the previous consultation, as well as that of the Inspector too? My conclusion is that time has been wasted,
along with money and we are no closer to where we need to be, I don't think CPBC will get another chance.

DRAFT/RES/2711 SS8 9NZ

Papenburg Road being already very congested with traffic as it is the main exit to Soames Avenue. Additional housing may
require a change in traffic flow.

DRAFT/RES/2712 SS7 3TP

The issue with the plan as proposed is simply that you are attempting to pack housing and business development into far too
smaller a place. The Roads around manor Trading and the A13 are bursting at the seams. The Canvey roads are so narrow.
Why is the Council not considering moving manor Trading Estate out of residential areas to open land and in addition
consider building homes on land West of Sadler’s Farm?

DRAFT/RES/2713 SS8 7SJ

13 years ago I was told by the planning department would get planning permission as Canvey is a Flood Plain- so what's
changed?
A new road is wanted now, emergency services coming to Canvey Island are impounded by slow traffic and hold ups, plus
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Castle Point Council has shut police station as well as fire and ambulance stations.
All services to Canvey Island need updating. Plus sea defences on a regular basis. Need inspections and maintaining.
Canvey Island is a Flood Plain, just look at what has taken place all round the coast of England this winter, and learn from it?

DRAFT/RES/2714 SS8 7EA

Canvey Island is already densely over-populated thanks to previous greedy developers and planners.

DRAFT/RES/2715 SS7 5NU

I appreciate the Council have responsibilities. However the whole S.E area is saturated with people and cars. MP's and
Councillors must realise that overcrowding will create social problems. We all lose patience with traffic jams and personal
space invasion. The intended 600 homes West of Benfleet will not all be driving their cars down the proposed new roadsmany will want to cut through Jotmans and local roads- leading to an intolerable situation at Cemetery Corner area.
You tell of looking after town centre. Your car parking charges are and will drive people to large shops out of area and lead
to the closure of local shops.

DRAFT/RES/2716 SS7 3BH

On viewing the full draft plan at the Council Offices, no roads, streets are marked showing which will be affected by H4. The
Chase/ Kenneth Road junction is a narrow old road, solely used by local residents and the neighbouring residents in the
adjacent roads. These roads cannot take any increase in the volume of traffic. 450 houses, 2 cars per house, 900 cars. The
Chase, Rayleigh Road junction appears to be newer and wider but no doubt the residents will object. Whatever access is
used 'speed bumps' will be a must to reduce speed in roads affected by H4. I trust the Council will inform residents by post of
which roads will be affected.

DRAFT/RES/2717 SS8 9NG

I do not support any more building on Canvey Island until the roads, drains and infrastructure is made better. I wholly oppose
the H16 site being built on as the proposals made at the Persimmon presentation are completely objectionable to the
existing residents. We will be left with no view, no wildlife and no light! H16 is the only real piece of green belt land left on
Canvey and it needs to stay. By just providing a new piece of inaccessible marshland is not good enough.
I have lived on Canvey most of my life and have seen it being more and more built upon, more traffic and congestion and
becoming more flooded with each year. This has to stop. Canvey will be at a complete standstill with all this building. The
proposals of more retail places should not go ahead as the shops we have can't stay open because of the rent at the
moment.

DRAFT/RES/2718 SS8 7LJ

One school (namely Castle View- the former) has been closed on Canvey and now you propose to develop the site for
housing- surely with the increase in housing you propose a third secondary school will be needed.
It goes without saying that with this increase in housing, our present infrastructure will not be sufficient, we all know what
traffic is like during rush hour and what there are accidents along the access roads on and off the Island. I know part of the
local plan has provision for a new road to Corringham, but this needs to be in place well before any development takes
place.

DRAFT/RES/2719 SS8 9AB

Canvey is a flood risk 3 area and should not be built upon it is as simple as that.
We cannot take anymore building on our already overcrowded island.
Improvements to our roads, drainage and other infrastructure should be done now for us that already live here.
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DRAFT/RES/2720 SS7 1LR

We would very much like to have more variety of shops in Benfleet. Instead of more of the same i.e. nail studios,
hairdressers, cafes and offices.
Also would like to see a return of the bus service to Hadleigh via Essex Way.

DRAFT/RES/2723 SS7 1NJ

I am particularly concerned about the proposed planning extension to the land adjacent to the Glyders (H15).
My concerns (which ought to apply to Castle Point BC also) involve 3 major issues.
Firstly, road access to the proposed site and the impact it will have on the local area. I understand that the only
planned access to the site from Essex Way will be initially via Highcliffe Road and ultimately via Eastleigh Road.
Eastleigh Road was constructed back in the 1950's and is very narrow being approx. 3 feet narrower than Highcliffe
Road and it will not be able to tolerate use by either heavy construction vehicles or indeed an increase in day to day
traffic. If at any time there are other vehicles parked on this Road it does cause larger passing traffic to have to go up
on the grass verge consequently leaving deep muddy ruts. Any proposed widening of this Road by the Council would
also cause major problems as the grass verges on both sides of the Road are sloped quite considerably.
Secondly, the proposed site is in my opinion totally impracticable for development. The land itself is on a very steep
incline and whilst this alone is not a major development problem, other aspects must be taken into consideration.
A major issue would be that of drainage, particularly the impact on surrounding properties to the side and below the
proposed site. Any development to land on a steep incline can be a major structural issue and once piling commences
it becomes an unknown quantity as to how much the land itself will become unstable. I do have personal experience
of the impact on drainage when land is developed at a higher level. This happened to my property some 2-3 years ago
when piling took place on two new houses in St Mary's Road and during wet conditions causes a considerable amount
of underground water to be diverted and suddenly surface at the end of my drive in Mill Hill.
Finally, It is my understanding that the proposed site is also the natural habitat for a number of creatures/animals, such
as badgers, foxes, rabbits and many insects. It must surely be a priority of the Council to conserve areas such as this
for the sake of our current and future environment.

DRAFT/RES/2724

Monorail needed to Benfleet station from Canvey. Too much congestion on Canvey already. Complete standstill when
accident occurs.

DRAFT/RES/2725 SS7 3EL

I object to any loss of green belt land.
H9 development requires major road changed and impacts the local school- traffic movements and will give even more
gridlock at school times and the development at Manor Trading Estate will add to it.
H10 development and road changes at the area frame locally and puts pressure on local roads and will give' rat runs' locally
and impact junction at the weir- it is crazy!! GB2 re-designation of land as Green Belt is not the answer!
I suggest a rethink of key plan components!

DRAFT/RES/2726 SS7 2TL

My main concern is the area designated H11. If this goes ahead, what is the forecast regarding the value of my property if it
devalues because of the new development. Who will counteract my loss? Also the road can't handle the extra traffic. It is
used as a rat run as it is. Our garden and neighbours get flooding as it is so the extra housing cause further problems.
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My wife and I moved here 10 years ago from Canvey in the middle of an estate now you are proposing putting us back into
one.

DRAFT/RES/2727 SS7 3DN

Objection to H4 housing also on grounds that it is excessive, and destroys the recreational "fresh air" space for walking,
riding, cycling, etc. It is inconsistent of council to talk about creating new open spaces while destroying the mature spaces
that already exists. This is every-bit as important to the local people as any of the so called "Green Belt" land.
Value of plan is questionable when the planning team appear to have taken the easy route of just putting in the housing
ideas that the "developers" want, and not starting from looking at where the most appropriate and acceptable new housing
locations are.
The total area of protected "Green Belt" is far too high for a borough of our size. It is forcing the acceptance of dense
housing areas which would normally be unacceptable. If it can't be used as a reason for reducing our total new housing
requirement, then the council should be much more determined and inventive looking at the marginal Green Belt areas and
exploiting more difficult space like North West Thundersley. This is what forces planners to back Developers proposals
against the wishes of local people.
The planner’s response that the potential development areas in NW Thundersley are "too difficult" is unacceptable. If they
can't resolve it, then Consultants should be appointed to do it for them!

DRAFT/RES/2728 SS7 2UZ

I particularly object to H10, h11 and H12. Although you say you have retained 92% of green belt, you seem to have
particularly targeted Daws heath for development. I am sure that more than 8% has been targeted for development in this
area.
The traffic particularly during rush hour is already dreadful around the Woodman's, Rayleigh Weir and Hadleigh, so the
proposed development of all these new houses can only exacerbate the problem.

DRAFT/RES/2729 SS7 4BE

Manor Road between Church Road and the A13 has a lot of heavy goods day and night including continental tracks; I
assume their Sat Navs must indicate Manor Road leads to Manor Trading Estate.
The road is unsuitable for heavy traffic, I feel further development of Manor Trading Estate would make it worse.
Unless an extra outlet road onto the A130 is put in place as on plans submitted back in the 60's.

DRAFT/RES/2730 SS7 1JL

1. Given that CP has a high age profile and one of the more densely populated areas in Essex, ( Geog and
demographic- Sept 2010) I am not sure why we require so much more development.
2. Congestion (roads and rail) is substantial (especially during peak times such as rush hour and school times). I would
strongly support moving the Manor Trading Estate to a more accessible location. Possibly a new railway station
(where Canvey Way crosses the C2C line). This would alleviate the overcrowded Benfleet rail Station/ School lane
car park and Ferry Road. I support your plans for Canvey Way dual carriageway and new road off Canvey.
Congestion impacts on stress and also environment.
3. Do not support the use of Jotmans for housing development (environmental, congestion and other issues).
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DRAFT/RES/2731 SS7 4DW

Comments
1. Canvey Way dualling not supported unless the roundabout onto Long Road is modified to accommodate the dual
lane provision feeding it.
2. Existing Benfleet roads are congested already hence support for new housing not supported.

DRAFT/RES/2735 SS7 5NB

I moved to Benfleet for more open space, you as a council have already allowed building on plots with no space.
Most roads in the area are narrow with a lack of off street parking
All new builds with three beds should have at least two car spaces and four bed three minimum.
I will campaign to get any council that votes for this plan out of the council.

DRAFT/RES/2736 SS7 2LR

Existing open space should not be lost in the vicinity of the Daws Heath Historic Natural Landscape i.e. H10, H11, H12.
Open space should be expanded not reduced.
Corridor locations such as H13 and H14 are ideal for development because these are areas isolated from wider space by
existing residential / major road.
Sports fields should not be developed under any circumstances - we should be promoting sport not reducing opportunities
for participation.

DRAFT/RES/2737 SS7 4PQ

The evidence base leading to the decision to require 200 new homes per year is badly flawed. The experts reports relied
upon by the Council indicate a huge range of answers based on various criteria. The range is so vast that it indicates that no
real science has been applied - it is all guesswork. The only real evidence is the number of homes actually applied for and
built each year. This is considerably fewer than 200 per year and indicates the true requirement. CPBC should take heed of
what the residents want rather than kowtowing to central government and giving in to pressure from developers whose only
aim is profit (greed). The proposed target numbers would change the profile of Castle Point completely - thereby destroying
it.
Green Belt is required on the edges of the Borough to prevent urban sprawl and merging of neighbourhoods. No reliance
may be made on plans by other Boroughs which not only could change; but at the time the draft was written, the plans for
Basildon were not yet complete.
The Courts have confirmed that land West of Glebelands should not be developed and CPBC have spent many years, and
much money, in defending this principle. It is perverse that the land has now been allocated for building in the draft.
Limiting the number of units on any one site will be impossible to control. Any developer worth his salt will appeal this and be
allowed to develop at will once given the amber light of this draft Plan.
The "Transport Evidence for the New Local Plan" (13.108) specifically states that the strategic network is congested in this
area [Tarpots, Rushbottom lane, Glebelands] and congestion is expected to get worse over time. Development in this area
will exacerbate this.

DRAFT/RES/2738 SS8 7DA

Attention is needed in upgrading the Islands drainage /sewage systems, with regular maintenance scheduled to cope with
increased volumes and to help avoid events such as the recent flooding.
New access roads to the Island should be built with connection to Northwick Road, plus extension to Roscommon Way
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phase 2 before construction takes place to ease current congestion in Long Road and in preparation for the increased traffic
flow.
Dualling of the A130 Canvey Way may not speed the flow of traffic at peak times but possibly cause more congestion at
Sadler’s Farm in the morning, and then Waterside Farm roundabout and on into Somnes avenue in the evening. Although
inconvenient, this does have a natural control of the flow at both junctions.
Widening of Somnes Avenue from Waterside to Link Road will not ease traffic flow unless attention to the roundabout at link
road is taken to allow smother flow round this junction.
Employment targets can only be attained if businesses are attracted with good transport links and infrastructure.
Additional retail floor space within Canvey Island town centre would on the whole remain empty as there are already too
many empty units.

DRAFT/RES/2739 SS72UG

There is too much flooding in Daws Heath already due to the built-up development on the old service infrastructure. The
ancient tree-line of oak following the natural streams must be protected both for wildlife and the good of local residents. NO
MORE CONCRETE in H11 please!!!

DRAFT/RES/2740 SS7 2TN

Much of the land in many of the proposed sites is needed for water management and flood control. This will result in less
intensive development than proposed. For example, the proposed development in H10 will increase the risk and intensity of
flooding and pollution at and around Rayleigh Weir, the A127 and Brook Road. The lower lying parts of H10 will also be
liable to flooding. Rather than absorbing rain water, the development will result in surface water with nowhere to go. The
runoff from the proposed development will also increase the risk and intensity of flooding and pollution in parts of the
Rayleigh Road below the Woodman's.
There should be no need to build on green fields and woodlands. All existing land used for housing should be earmarked for
development where the housing per square acre is below the current standards of density. In Daws Heath and within a few
properties of where I live one chalet was recently demolished and two larger detached houses erected. This does affect the
view from my house but this is preferable to building in green fields and woodland.
Castle Point Council needs to be assertive and prevent the wasting of land in retail, commercial and industrial developments.
For example, the Rayleigh Weir development around Claydons Lane takes up three times the land that is necessary. Asda,
in Basildon is an example of a car park under the store and the store on two levels. Chester is an ancient example of a High
Street with shops on two levels. Further development should be on existing sites with two floors of parking and two or three
floors of retail and light industrial use above. Higher rise developments are not ideal but green fields and woodland are too
valuable to be squandered in a "Short Term Fix".
The land released through this more intensive use of retail, commercial and industrial land will provide land for both job
creation and housing.
A "Short Term Fix" is all this proposal is. There is not unlimited land in Castle Point and on the proposed rate of development
much open land will be used up within 150 years. Are we to give our children, grand-children and great grand-children the
problem as they don't have the vote today? With a few small areas of green fields and woodland they will not want to live
here and will want to move elsewhere. The buck should stop here and now. The proposal needs to return to the drawing
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board for a radical rethink.
The Transport Questions are different in this on-line form to the paper form. For instance, on the paper form, proposal 3 is a
new road between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Road. This question does not appear on the on-line form and could
therefore invalidate the result of the survey as I object to this but generally support Improvements to the A129. Again, section
11 is unsatisfactory as there is nowhere to say that the proposal is too wishy washy. Do you support the proposal as it is
better than nothing, or do you object to the proposal as it does not go far enough?

DRAFT/RES/2741 SS8 0BS

Canvey Island and Benfleet roads are already overwhelmed with its current traffic infrastructure and would be unable to cope
with any future growth.
Additional new roads are desperately needed to enter and exit Canvey Island for its current residential and industrial use.

DRAFT/RES/2742 SS8 9NN

In recent months Canvey has been flooded to the extent that roads have had to be closed. Therefore this needs to be
addressed before any additional houses are built on a flood plain.
The problem of transport on and off the Island also needs to be addressed before any additional building works.

DRAFT/RES/2743 SS8 9FD

Having grown up on Canvey and now commuting to and from the Island, I feel that while the existing road network just about
supports the residents during a normal commute, it does not take much to cause gridlock. Therefore I feel that any further
development should be on the basis that the road network is improved before any new large scale housing is introduced. I
also feel that the proportion of new housing proposed for each area within the borough is wrong, why so many new houses
for Canvey? Surely the mainland areas should shoulder a larger proportion than is currently being proposed? Who decides
how many new houses for each area?
I just can't see how anyone has come up with the idea to put 600 homes on the H5 - Land at Thorney Bay Park, Canvey site.
Even with the Roscommon extension that is being proposed, this extension is needed to alleviate existing stress on the road
network, by adding 600 homes and the additional traffic the benefits will be all but lost. Then there are the issues of its
location to hazardous materials and the current residents on the site. No this site should be left as it is, the only benefit this
would offer is to the owner/owners which is monetary, and they don't even live on our Island. While every resident would be
a loser, it just doesn't stack up. How was this decided to be acceptable?
H8 - Land at the former Castle View School, Canvey Island - I attended this school and since its closure a college has been
built. I don't believe housing should be added to the site, remove the single storey buildings and existing buildings would be
put to a better use as a health centre, something the area could do with. This could replace all the existing surgeries that
occupy what are in fact residential properties that have been converted, and which cause such parking/egress issues where
they are. This is what the council and its officers should be looking to do, not just plonk more houses on already highly
populated areas. Same comments apply to H6 - Land at Point Road, Canvey Island, give the residents that will benefit them
and what is needed, not just more housing in these areas please!
Why develop H16 - Land East of Canvey Road? It's the only green/open area that residents have walking access to, so why
take that away. Surely there are other sites are not accessible to residents that could developed, how about to the west of
Canvey road? Residents have no access to the land; it already has some houses on it, along with the Garden centre and
other businesses on Northwick Road. I thought that Governments were all for building new houses around existing
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supermarkets, so with Morrison's to the south the site would be ideal and make more sense than the current proposal. I bet if
you were to ask the residents which site if one had to be developed for housing it would not be H16. So why are the council
so keen to develop H17 - Land fronting Canvey Road, Canvey (nursing home only) but not the rest of the site? Parts of it
look an eyesore, so it would be an opportunity to tidy it all up, a win for all. Ask the residents what they would prefer CPBC.
I'd like to know how many of the councillors and officers who have come up with these proposals actually live on Canvey
Island and have to live with these decisions. Not many if any I reckon, and if that is the case then it shouldn't be allowed to
go forward. Listen to what people are telling and asking of you, don't impose on us, we want choices.

DRAFT/RES/2745 SS7 3NA

I strongly believe that Green Belt land should remain as such, and that NO housing should be built on it. Once we start
chipping away at it, it will be the beginning of a slippery slope. The wildlife is so important to our quality of life, not only
visually but helping to combat the effects of pollution, global warming etc. It is paramount to our whole ecosystem, and for
such a densely populated part of the country I don't think we can afford to lose any.
We chose to move to Thundersley because of the Green Belt land and, like so many other people, we enjoy our
surroundings and ability to walk in the 'countryside'. We will be desperately upset if any of this is destroyed and more traffic
and pollution is allowed into the area. There will be no going back - please let the Green Belt remains and let us be proud of
what we currently have.
My objection to the Manor Trading Estate proposal is partly because it is surrounding a primary school, which I believe will
be affected by traffic, noise and pollution, and also because new roads will be needed to access it, which looking at the
Proposals Map will go straight through Green Belt land, and will destroy bridleways and affect residents in this area. Can
Thundersley really cope with the extra traffic that 4ha of employment growth will bring, on a daily basis? I don't think so.
There are places with badly maintained roads/street lights not working etc in this area. We should not even be thinking about
increasing housing/employment if the Council cannot maintain what it's currently got.
I find it hard to comment on the transport plans because the details are not marked on the Proposals Map.

DRAFT/RES/2746 SS7 3NA

I am concerned that so many of these proposed developments are on Green Belt land and I am opposed to any Green Belt
being destroyed, however little.
The proposed development of employment growth at Manor Trading Estate is right next to a primary school which will
undoubtedly be affected by extra traffic and noise and I am opposed to the building of a proposed new road south from the
A127 to this area as it will destroy valuable Green Belt land.

DRAFT/RES/2747 SS7 1LL

The development of land off the Glyders does not seem to have sufficient benefit to justify the cost to the environment.
It will provide only 35 homes - quite a small number, yet will have significant effect on wildlife - this area has evidence of
quite varied and disproportionately populated wildlife e.g. lizards; butterflies; badgers; bats; birds.
The area is in a prominent and visible - e.g. From Essex Way. This development would have a disproportionate effect on the
appearance of the area - for a relatively small number of homes.
Why is this area included at all in the development plan when it is such a small number of homes?
I understand planning permission has been previously rejected - what has changed in that consideration?
For such a small number of homes what instigated the consideration of this relatively small area?
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There does appear to be a conflict of interest - I understand that a Councillor in Castle Point Council owns the land in
question and is set to make a considerable amount of money if this development goes ahead. This looks extremely suspect so again it prompts the question - where did this proposal come from?

DRAFT/RES/2748 SS7 1NN

I agree with Hadleigh Country Park being protected but leave them alone. If you say enhancement if it is like Hadleigh
Country Park and cycling trails. Keep your hands off. Stop interfering with our Green belt!!!

DRAFT/RES/2749 SS7 2UZ

I have already filled out & posted back my form, but I would like to add this. What is going to happen to all the stabling for the
horses that are already have livery in this area? You are targeting at least 4 livery yards which stable over 150 horses.
Where are all these horses going to be stabled? I understand that if you are taking away leisure facilities (which horse riding
is) you have to arrange for the same or better facilities to be available. I am interested to know what measures you have put
in place to accommodate this.

DRAFT/RES/2750 SS7 2TB

When will ECC improve the Stadium Way / Rayleigh Road traffic light sequencing at this junction

DRAFT/RES/2751 SS7 2TB

I think the council should improve drainage and highway access to existing properties before allowing new house
construction

DRAFT/RES/2752 SS7 1HY

I would like to object to the Felstead road site being removed from the Green Belt and included in the local Plan. When it was
proposed to remove this site Green Belt status in preparation for its inclusion into the local plan, there was a petition of over
1000 local signatures submitted opposing the move, which illustrates the feelings of the local residents. The network of open
lanes provide a green lung to the surrounding built up area and parts are currently used by many local residents to stable
horses and for other recreational purposes. Plans have already been passed for 48 flats and houses within this site which
are currently under construction. The surrounding roads are already congested and there is not the scope to widen or
improve them enough to warrant any further expansion.
I also believe that the road infrastructure on Canvey Island cannot possibly support any further development, any gridlock
occurring due to even the smallest of incidents on the island currently has a knock on effect on the traffic on the mainland
itself.
I would like to see the Council join with other local councils and approach the government to reduce the number of houses
we are expected to deliver, as this is disproportionate to our own local needs.

DRAFT/RES/2753 SS9 4SQ

Strongly object to H12 - land south of Eastwood Old Road. Not only due to reasons stated above but people who live at that
end of Eastwood Old Road live both in the Castle Point Borough and Southend Borough. NO-ONE living in Southend
Borough has been informed about what could happen on their doorstep!

DRAFT/RES/2754 SS7 5DS

The number of houses being put forward are roughly in line with the withdraw RSS. These figures are too high based on our
overcrowded borough. We are the second most densely populated borough in Essex after Harlow, which was a new town
with the correct infrastructure built in place for the new homes. We are overcrowded and building, infilling and expanding
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settlements at this rate will put irreversible strain on roads, schools etc.
More time is needed to look at H18 where a community can be built by planners with the correct infrastructure in place for
the benefit of the residents of that area, rather than destroying the communities throughout the borough that already are at
breaking point

DRAFT/RES/2755 SS7 2HF

DRAFT/RES/2756 SS8 0LA

If a new Hadleigh Junior school is built on the field near the Infants & Nursery School, the former site between Church Rd
and The Avenue becomes available for housing: why has this been ignored?
To build intensively on H7 will change that approach to Hadleigh, extending the urban sprawl: at the moment there's a lovely
view across the field to the church spire.
Building on H10 will increase congestion on Daws Heath Rd & Rayleigh Rd which is not built for it! There is often congestion
back to the A127 roundabout as it is.
Whilst I understand the council is forced by central government to plan for additional housing, in my opinion it
should make the strongest of representations to get exemption from this. This corner of Essex is already clogged
with people: when driving back from central England, it's only this side of Basildon where the hold-ups occur: let
other areas take some of the strain.
Although we have just has the wettest winter since records began, don't forget that a year ago we were facing a
severe drought. It is irresponsible not to plan with this in mind.
I have lived on Canvey for 76 years and the changes I have witnessed during my lifetime have been immense. While some
have been for the good, there are many that haven't and the bad all link back to one point, over development of housing in
hand with under development of infrastructure. I have seen the figures and it is of no surprise that when it comes to housing
basically Canvey Island has been well and truly dumped on. Surprise, surprise, the council wants to dump on our Island
again, and guess what those making the decisions to give Canvey vast amounts of additional housing most probably don't
even live here or represent us. This shouldn't be allowed, the mainland towns need to take on more of the housing burden.
I remember the outcry when all the additional caravans were placed on H5 Land at Thorney Bay Park, so why is it now all of
a sudden acceptable to build an additional 600 homes? The answer is its NOT, and CPBC and the relevant authorities need
to get together and refuse further development of this site for all the right reasons/grounds that still exist, as has been the
case in the past.
H6 - Land at Point Road, surely there is a better use this site could be put to that would benefit the local community? Just
dumping more housing in this area is not helping anyone, just adding to existing issues and making them worse. I know
people who live around this area of the Island, and it can take them 30-40 minutes to get off now.
H8 - Land at the former Castle View School, why start dumping housing on this site now? Again surely this could be put to
better use for the community, once such sites have been given up to housing they are lost forever. How about asking the
community what they need/want?
H16 - Land East of Canvey Road, why are you proposing giving up such a site that the community gets benefit from?
Being a landowner in Northwick Road since the late 1950's, I have recently been approached by residential and retail
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developers regarding my land. I'm told that as I have paid business rates all this time, redevelopment of my site wouldn't be
an issue. So why have the council and its officers decided that my land and that around it referred to as the 'Triangle' should
not be put forward in the Draft New Local Plan? Why has CPBC seen it fit to only recommend H17 - Land fronting Canvey
Road, (nursing home only) and not the rest of the 'Triangle'? CPBC say they want to involve the community/residents in the
process of deciding where to build housing, so go on then give them the choice of sites where housing should go, East or
West of Canvey Road. Is it that CPBC knows what the people would choose, but it's not what they want?
Personally I think CPBC (councillors and officers) have dragged their feet over this plan for way too long, it hasn't changed
much since the first effort and it is still not up to the job now. No more time or money should be spent with nothing being
achieved, let the Inspector sort out the mess you have dug us all in to.

DRAFT/RES/2757 SS6 8HT

BEFORE any additional housing is started, the infrastructure, viz. roads, schools, GP surgeries and number of GPs, MUST
be there to cater for the additional residents and to protect the existing ones, and not AFTER - it is too late then!!!

DRAFT/RES/2758 SS7 2TP

I am strongly in favour of a bigger development at the area behind the Blinking Owl Cafe. A larger development here with
suitable infrastructure would be preferable to many smaller developments across the Borough. This green belt has already
been degraded by industrial development. Fewer people would be affected adversely. I feel that Daws Heath, which is semirural in character, will be spoilt by the proposals in the plan. The numbers of extra homes planned are excessive when
compared to the current number of homes. High proportions of farm land will disappear as will riding stables which provide
recreational facilities. The area comprises a number of valuable woodland sites and is increasingly used by walkers, riders,
cyclists, families and dog walkers for recreation. Whilst none of the woods are threatened the rural nature of the whole area
will be compromised by this plan. Traffic passing through Daws Heath is already heavy due to the proximity of the A127 and
will grow excessively once the high number of extra homes has been built. A planned road link from Daws Heath Road to a
new estate east of Rayleigh Road will significantly add to traffic flow along Daws Heath Road spoiling life for residents and
reducing people's enjoyment of the woodlands and fields of the Little Haven Reserve and West Wood. A significant amount
of natural habitat will be lost as open spaces are hemmed in by housing.

DRAFT/RES/2759 SS7 5AY

A new link road into the west of Benfleet is a ridiculous idea. This is a residential area which is already congested with traffic
and bring in a link road will only worsen this congestion add a significant safety risk to residents. This is in additional to the
disruption and destruction its construction would cause.
H14: The addition of 800 homes to this already busy area of Benfleet should not be allowed as it will result in overcrowding
and congestion of the area which in turn compromises resident’s safety. Loss of this open land will result in one long
conurbation from Basildon through to Southend. In addition the destruction of sensitive habitat and green belt land to build
houses is wrong, this area of land is next to SSSI and as such supports protected species.

DRAFT/RES/2760 SS7 4JJ

In relation to employment proposals, I believe that the borough needs a purpose built business park along the lines of that at
Chelmsford, located at the North West Thundersley site, junction of the A127 and the A130. Objections re access could be
overcome, as with your proposals for a new roundabout on the A130 on Canvey Island. Access to Church Rd Thundersley
should not be available for other than foot traffic, cyclists and emergency vehicles. Manor Trading Estate could then be used
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for housing. This is much more appropriate, given its close proximity to housing and a school and disabled premises.
Contaminated land work would be required and more difficult negotiations with landowners but this would be worthwhile
effort. I'm not as sure about replacing the whole of Charfleets with housing as there may be an issue of local employment on
the Island, but I am of the view that both Manor & Charfleets are a disgrace and should be replaced modern business and
Trading Park facilities.
In relation to the Green Belt proposals, I support the use of land at the Blinking Owl site as proposed in a submission (on a
DVD) to the Council on a previous occasion. This would alleviate pressure on treasured land now proposed for housing.
Access to Church Rd should be limited as above to prevent commuter’s rat running.

DRAFT/RES/2762 SS7 1ET

Who am I to object to CPBC's Draft Proposals? At 55, Benfleet born and bred, now sadly long term unemployed but
thankfully without family/children responsibilities, I have no future...I only hope to be out of everyone's way very soon.
However, just for the record, and as someone just about old enough to remember Benfleet when it was a 'Village' I do have
three observations.
1. Impact of future population density in S.E England, traffic/ road congestion forcing adult cyclist to use footpaths
endangering pedestrians like myself! Also will there be sufficient water to go round in the event of potential severe summer
droughts? Will seasonal water rationing become standard practice?
2. Shopping in Benfleet needs to improve. (Not everyone shops online!). No variety/too many shops of the same kind. My
heart sinks each time a new estate agent or hairdresser opens. Also, how come the Co-op is allowed to enjoy a 4 branch
'monopoly'?
Hence I welcome the competition Aldi will bring to Tarpots.
3. Don't complain about the nuisance of urban foxes, badgers, crows etc. As we claim more and more of its natural habitat,
wildlife sadly has nowhere else to go.

DRAFT/RES/2763 SS7 5NA

I strongly object to the plans H14 and H9.
Having lived in my road for 46 years, I have seen the area being built up considerably, the traffic down my road and
surrounding area is horrendous, and it will get worse. To build on Jotmans Farm or the land on H9 which I understand goes
to Bread and Cheese Hill, would be a sin.

DRAFT/RES/2764 SS7 3EH

I found it difficult to fill in this form. We came here in 1979 and it was so pretty, so green, Lots of bungalows with large
gardens, so many green walks. I watched them all go with great sadness, the loss of front gardens, birds, flowers and trees,
Castle Point has been ruined.

DRAFT/RES/2765 SS7 2AL

It appears to be rather odd that Deanes School has to become part of a multi academy trust to avoid closure. With the plan
to build so many houses in the area it appears to be rather short sighted to close a school.
It is sad to lose the NatWest Bank in Hadleigh. I hope that the regeneration of Hadleigh will not make the road more
dangerous as it was years ago by the fire station before one way systems came in. More free parking in Hadleigh would also
support the shops. In actual fact Lidl have done other businesses a big favour.
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DRAFT/RES/2767 SS8 9HS

Lack of community buildings available. No mention of increasing or improving existing services, facilities or businesses i.e.
improving visual aspect of industrial areas- creating leisure activities to encourage visitors ( loss of Canvey seafront as
example) Lack of infrastructure including basic services fire, police etc but increased population needs rethinking, find out
why 'big' businesses don’t want to be located here.

DRAFT/RES/2768 SS8 7LU

No new properties on Canvey until a new exit are funded.

DRAFT/RES/2769 SS8 9QF

If one goes to other parts of the country the sheep have more room than people. When will they stop cramming everybody
into Essex? From the latest weather situation, it is mad to keep building on flood plains. If it is absolutely necessary, put
properties up on piers as they do in other parts of the worlds. You can then use underneath as garages etc and save on land
use. The Roscommon Way is mighty near hazardous areas in the event of an emergency there.

DRAFT/RES/2770 SS8 9DX

The build up of traffic at peak times on Canvey Island is becoming intolerable, especially for people needing to visit hospitals
at these times.
More homes will add to this, also to waiting times for doctor’s appointments etc. Hopefully the council will listen to the local
folk when putting a plan into place.

DRAFT/RES/2771 SS8 9HA

No houses should be built on a flood area.
No houses should be built due to drainage problems.
No houses should be built due to a senior school being closed.
No house should be built as (no fire services no police station) full time on Island.
A new road should be built due to health and safety issues and evacuation of Island.

DRAFT/RES/2772 SS8 8NU

My family are all Islanders. I cannot see why we keep building on a flood plain as the local Council cannot keep drains and
dikes clean. Everytime it rains we get flooding. The more concrete on the Island the more flooding. Also getting on and off
the Island will be made worse with approx 2800 cars. We do not have a police station full time or a fire station. Our roads
and paths are a disgrace with pot holes- this will be made worse with more traffic.
I suggest we have the new road before you think of building any new homes on this Island.

DRAFT/RES/2773 SS8

I don't think there should be anymore building on Canvey Island until the roads and services are put in first.

DRAFT/RES/2776 SS7 5PN

The plan has probably been signed, sealed and settled already.
I object to houses being built when most normal people cannot afford to buy them. They would most likely be bought by
landlords and rented out. If the area needs more housing, convert the empty office buildings in Basildon.

DRAFT/RES/2779 SS7 3AD

I object to the whole of Coombewood not being described as ' Public Open Space'. The whole of this area should be
protected as a village green.
Another 200 homes each year will equate to at least another 400 cars on the local roads every day. Given that the areas
transport system is already at saturation point, it's difficult to see how it will cope, even with a bit of tweaking at the current
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jam points.
Maybe empty shops, superstores or the area of land at the A13 end of Kenneth Road that are left unoccupied for years
should be considered first for potential sites for new homes instead of green field sites.
Without central government legislation any affordable housing will sooner or later fall into the hands of Buy to Let landlords.

DRAFT/RES/2780 SS7 5RB

I live nearer to the Jotmans Farm, the implications are immense in that there would be 3,200 plus people for the immediate
area 20/30000 addition people on an over populated congested Castle Point. At least 10,000 additional vehicles on already
totally congested roads.
Insufficient school places (the recent proposal to close Deanes School beggars’ belief).
Insufficient doctor surgeries. Insufficient infrastructure to accommodate all of the above.

DRAFT/RES/2781 SS7 5DN

The implication and introductions of the Plans!!!Not for the present residents benefit with hundreds of lorries and transporters
continuously using Benfleet High Road and roads into Jotmans for months on end or years!!!And cars parking in roads of
Jotmans? With lorries in line waiting to load on site day and night?

DRAFT/RES/2782 SS7 2TJ

My wife and I - Development in the H-18 Fane Road would be better for everyone and all our nature and traffic.

DRAFT/RES/2785 SS7 3JG

There is no provision made for a school to replace Deanes. Yet more housing is proposed even with expansion of current
schools. There will not be enough quality places- 20%- 80%. Affordable homes 20%. As probably 80% of the population
cannot find an affordable home, surely it should be 80% affordable, 20% unaffordable except for the wealthy.

DRAFT/RES/2787 SS8 7LX

I object to any further building on Canvey unless the infrastructure is put in place first. How can you even consider more
building is beyond me? I know we need housing but with the roads, schools and doctors etc, we cannot cope now. Houses at
the Point are absolutely stupid. Narrow road and small roundabout, school near, the thought of another possible 120 cars (at
least) using the road is mind boggling!!!
How is it that we are told Canvey is on a flood plain and yet more and more houses are allowed to be built? Seems the rules
can be bent to suit, why are our insurances high because we are at risk and yet you can ok all this work!

DRAFT/RES/2789 SS7 5AM

Despite strong objections by local populations to building on Green Belt land at recent Council meetings. Particularly
Jotmans Farm, it still appeared on the plan for development.
Both David Cameron and Eric pickles have stated on TV they are against development on Green Belt yet our local council
have chosen to ignore their consistitents and their ministers. I feel Councillors will regret their decision at future elections.

DRAFT/RES/2790 SS7 2TN

This council must pursue further use of the land behind the Blinking Owl cafe (adjacent to H18) with road links to Saddlers
Farm Roundabout. This would up the quota to around 2000 homes, plus shops etc.
Leave our local woodlands and Greenbelt land alone!! No need for additional open spaces.

DRAFT/RES/2792 SS7 5NV

Building in Jotmans Lane will cause havoc with more traffic.
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DRAFT/RES/2793 SS7 4HQ

The traffic that passes my residence on Church Road is so congested in the mornings with workers and mainly large heavy
lorries (all day) and mums who drive and park at the school that is a nightmare.
Manor Trading has vehicles so enormous that the weight on the road makes my house shudder. I wrote to the dept and the
said it loose drain lids but it is the heavy vehicles delivering also to shops and the trading estate. Too heavy for our small
roads. This is where we live and the road was fit for cars, not giant containers. Anymore and we are living on an industrial
site and property prices will reflect that. I would like to know who I sue if my house is damaged by the vibrations that are
making it shudder even when we are in our own beds.

DRAFT/RES/2795 SS8 8EU

No development on Canvey until new road built, which doesn't involve Waterside Roundabout.

DRAFT/RES/2796 SS8 7PS

Canvey Island has become overdeveloped since the 1970s; It sits on the environment agencies map as flood plains. The
plan to add over 1000 more homes would equate to around 4000 people 2000 vehicles with the resultant ' crush' on all
services and infrastructure.
I am not opposed to the development of industrial units at Charfleets just cannot see the sense in swamping Canvey which
has little open space etc with all these extra homes, people and vehicles.

DRAFT/RES/2799 SS8 7EA

H17 I feel that nursing homes sited next to 1. A roundabout 2. An industrial site will be noisy and too busy.

DRAFT/RES/2800 SS7 1QF

Plan for people who live here now rather than those who want to come here and change everything!

DRAFT/RES/2801 SS7 3QT

1. Improvement needed at junction of Stadium Way and Rayleigh Road (traffic lights and general Weir area) that gets
very congested at peak times and is often grid locked at weekends due to motorists trying to access
Sainsbury/Homebase etc. This would be worse with more housing.
2. Additional supermarket e.g. Asda, Tesco needed in Benfleet/Hadleigh area to accommodate growth in population.
3. Hart Road/ Sandown Road/ Cheltenham Drive/ Triton way is now a 'rat run' and needs restrictions to be
implemented. e.g. - speed humps width restrictions etc.
4. Please turn the street lights back on during the night!! It's very scary (if you live alone).

DRAFT/RES/2802 SS7 4NR

These local areas cannot take any more people or traffic. It is a nightmare trying to get out of any side roads as it is. Besides
having hundreds more people and cars. The services will not cope. Police station and Fire stations have been closed 'so no
more house'. No, no, no.

DRAFT/RES/2804 SS8 9TJ

My answers are based on a third road off of Canvey being built before any other proposals are put into practice.
Canvey is at present struggling with it's infrastructure and these proposals will make the problems even worse unless a third
road is built.

DRAFT/RES/2805

Where is all the extra water coming from to supply all these new homes, when we are constantly being told water is in short
supply!!
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Also by what energy means are these new homes going to use?

DRAFT/RES/2807 SS7 2SF

Infrastructure improvements to new building areas must include water supply and especially drainage. Some time ago at a
'local forum' a water board agent when answering a question stated that they knew nothing about new housing until the
residents requested the address with them.

DRAFT/RES/2809 SS7 1SJ

I have lived on Kiln Road for 40 years. The traffic over the years has increased and the build up of traffic in the mornings
along Kiln Road is stationary. To accept 450 houses with average 2 cars per household is totally unacceptable. This
combined with large development of King John's school will result in prolonged standstill of traffic.
I am also concerned about the effect of local wildlife the development will have. I have badger setts in garden and variety of
wildlife i.e. foxes/birds. Without their own habitat the wildlife will suffer and deteriorate in local area.

DRAFT/RES/2814 SS8 7LJ

24th August 2013 proved to the residents of Canvey that the drainage is not sufficient. I personally have reported several
blocked drains to Essex Highways over a month now and they are still blocked. The drains already can't cope, the drains are
not maintained and the Council and all the authorities are unable to organise themselves sufficiently.

DRAFT/RES/2816 SS8 7TU

The drainage on Canvey is bad enough now and it can only get worse with more homes. For however many new homes
there will be at least double the amount of occupants, not to mention the amount of extra cars on already over used roads
which are a problem in school times and peak hours. We do not need more supermarkets. It would be nice to have some
small shops instead of betting shops, estate agents and the empty shops we have now.

DRAFT/RES/2819

H16 There has always been a problem with sewage. Are you going to build a sewage plant for this area?
H5 The Infants and Junior Schools are now full where are the children going to be educated? Is the sewage sufficient for 600
houses?
H8 All traffic has to use Soames Avenue already a problem going on and off the Island.

DRAFT/RES/2821 SS8 0EZ

In view of the proposed new road from Canvey being objected to has this changed the plan?
Also there is mention of any other infrastructure i.e. sewage and drainage.

DRAFT/RES/2822 SS8 8NS

Need new shops. Town Centre needs looking at. Too many shops close down. Car parking needs to be free. Why should we
pay?
Do not need more flats too many already.
Need more for children to do.

DRAFT/RES/2823 SS8 7LT

Concerns about local drains coping with increase of houses. As local flooding happens when heavy rain happens. Can the
infrastructure cope with increase of need? No fully supported fire station and police station could these respond quickly if
roads are not improved, as more house means more traffic.

DRAFT/RES/2824 SS8 0AJ

I do not think any new large developments should be started before new roads are finished as the road works on A13 took 2
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years when only supposed to be a year.
Also if 2nd phase of Roscommon Way was not going to be carried out why do 1st phase?

DRAFT/RES/2831 SS7 2TH

I feel whatever we say or do if the powers that be want this to go ahead it will go ahead as has in the past.
The only power we have is at the next election.
What a waste of money that could be put to better use.

DRAFT/RES/2834 SS7 2UA

I support the development of the Blinking Owl site H18 and urge Essex Highways to reconsider as this is the most sensible
and best solution for everyone.

DRAFT/RES/2839 SS7 4NW

Unfortunately, there seems to be no provision for Council Housing in these proposals. Not everyone can afford or want to
buy their home, and as we have been on the housing application for 3.5 years it seems to me to be inappropriate to not be
building more council houses.

DRAFT/RES/2840 SS7 4ER

More money needs to be spent on all aspects covered in the 'Draft New Local Plan'. Also, monies need to be spent on
improving or retaining existing stock (Housing, Infrastructure. etc).

DRAFT/RES/2844 SS8 9HT

No more houses till third road are built as we can't get off the Island as it is.
Repair old houses and put people in them before new ones are built.

DRAFT/RES/2845 SS8 8JR

I object to new housing or a new road being built on Canvey Island and flood plains.
If Canvey Island ever flooded it will be worse than 1953. Canvey Island is overcrowded as it is.

DRAFT/RES/2847 SS8 7HL

Q4- Affordable housing at least 50%
Proposal for 200 homes per year in your plan is still too many.
Q7- There are plenty of empty premises already.
This local plan will be approved regardless of any objections (why only one form per household?)/

DRAFT/RES/2848 SS8 9YB

No more houses on Canvey Island.
We need a full time police and fire service, third road and a hospital first.

DRAFT/RES/2849 SS8 9YD

We believe if a third road is required that it would be better to go toward Southend- a separate direction to all current roads.
We also do not feel Canvey needs anymore houses/flats- it is already overcrowded.

DRAFT/RES/2851 SS8 9QP

I object to developments highlighted in this plan which requires building on designated Class 3 Risk Flood area of Canvey
Island.
This proposal is contrary to government guidelines which require low flood risk areas to be developed ahead of flood risk
areas.

DRAFT/RES/2853 SS8 9AL

You have not mentioned flood risk where you want to build homes on the flood plains on Canvey Island. Any building of
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houses on Canvey Island should be decided by the government inspector.

DRAFT/RES/2854 SS8 9DZ

The ability to move around the borough MUST be enhanced before any new homes are built. What consideration have the
projected rise in sea levels been given with regard to building on land reclaimed from the sea?

DRAFT/RES/2855

H10 Housing: 430 homes mean approx 860 cars.
H11: 180 Houses means approx 360 cars on these already overcrowded roads. Also if Park is being closed where do they
do the children 11-18 go to school?
I know we need housing but we must remember this area is already overcrowded. We also need at least 50% affordable
housing- we can't all live in 5 bedroom executive houses. For the elderly as well as the single and young families.
Also no mention of pub in our park.

DRAFT/RES/2856 SS7 3QY

General infrastructure does not cope now so how can it support these future plans?
Housing based on your figures either 1/2 of these house holders will be 'out of work' or working in other authority areas- Not
very green.
Jobs seem too based on 20 years and not as stated 2031.
This so called 20% affordable houses is that based on each project or based on 20% of total figure and built in one area?

DRAFT/RES/2858 SS7 2AB

The building of houses currently taking place off Kiln Road should never have been allowed and is a disgrace. To expand it
further shows the utter disregard that the council have for wildlife and the natural landscape.
The same applies to land east or Rayleigh Road and South of Daws Heath.

DRAFT/RES/2859 SS7 2NN

Daws heath is a beautiful Green oasis with beautiful scenery and extensive wildlife habitats. It would be unthinkable to build
down the small lands which would destroy so much natural habitat and the area would not cope with traffic.

DRAFT/RES/2860 SS7 2TY

I want the Council to develop the Blinking Owl Site (H18) and to urge Essex Highways to reconsider as this is the most
sensible for everyone.

DRAFT/RES/2861

I think this area is far too congested already; building more houses will only make matters worse. Apart from doctor
surgeries, hospitals and schools not being able to cope with an increase in population.
As for building on green belt and other open spaces, I think it is a great shame. It is lovely to have the woods and areas like
Hadleigh Castle to appreciate, also for the wildlife to enjoy freedom.
It is important to have a draft local plan, if it reduces the amount of new houses being built in the area but it would be nicer
still if there weren't any more at all.

DRAFT/RES/2863 SS7 2NH

Not mentioned on this but included on the plan is the regeneration of John Burrows. I am totally opposed to this. The middle
of Hadleigh needs regeneration especially the area around the Crown, but Greene King do not want this site- so offer it to
others then a pub in the park will not be necessary.
If it goes ahead, the parking will be a major problem. How about Thundersley Common as an alternative location?
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DRAFT/RES/2865 SS7 2TN

The solution for the Borough would be to develop the land behind the Blinking Owl Cafe on Fane Road (H18) this has the
capacity for approx 2000 houses with purpose- built new roads having access to the improved Saddlers Farm and the new
A130.
Using Green Belt will devastate the beautiful, peaceful neighbourhood we love and value.

DRAFT/RES/2867 SS8 9QP

My main concern is of over development on Canvey Island flood plains. I have lived on the Island for over 40 years and have
seen the population groom and grow which I can understand as to wanting to live here but building on Thorney Bay Caravan
Park is with our changing weather and more flooding countrywide a problem in the making.

DRAFT/RES/2868 SS8 8HB

Water table too high now. Will go up two foot if more. Canvey is a flood plain!

DRAFT/RES/2869 SS7 5AG

There is far too much traffic as it is. I believe that there will only be bad improvements if the houses are built as the traffic will
still be congested. There will be a large impact on wildlife.

DRAFT/RES/2871 SS8 0BT

Q4: This is a leased question. Only infill should be allowed on Canvey Island- no infrastructure is available.
Q3 and 6: Flood plain building is shown to be damaging but is not mentioned in local plan.
General- All the sites proposed on Canvey Island has severe draw backs to them see Q3 and Q4 above.
The only people to benefit are the site owners, some of whom do not live on Canvey Island and all of whom have strong links
to ruling party. Do not accept that the small group of Councillors who made these decisions are in anyway representative of
the people of Canvey or its interests.

DRAFT/RES/2872 SS7 1HB

I feel this whole area of Castle Point is already overcrowded and we do not have the infrastructure to take anymore i.e.
roads, schools, hospitals and surgeries.

DRAFT/RES/2874 SS7 2TL

Question 3 additional comments- I once lived in an area that had new houses, shortly after criminal damage started
happening to properties.

DRAFT/RES/2875 SS8 0JP

I was born on Canvey Island and my parents experienced the Flood. I have had my business for 30 years on Canvey; my
concern is Canvey being on a flood plain and also having had ongoing problems from Thorney Bay Caravan Park i.e. its
residents. I strongly object to 600 more homes being available to bring even more problems.

DRAFT/RES/2876

What's the point- you don't listen!!
No to 180 houses instead suggest changing sites with nursing home reasons being:

DRAFT/RES/2877 SS8 8DY

1. To join that site to 275 house sites you can use the same infrastructure they use (roads, sewers etc). Ours are
constantly blocking.
2. It will cause less inconvenience to occupiers on route, including Leigh Beck School from transportation of machinery
and materials.
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3. Unless you are building new road off Island to Hadleigh, all the extra traffic would be routed down Dovervelt Road. It
is already over used at peak times starting very early in the morning. There have been many fatalities. Ourselves, we
have been affected when a speeding car ended upside down in front garden 2.30am due to speeding. There is not
speeding signs on road. We are plagued by traffic noise and it affects house prices.
4. Extra traffic will be more dangerous due to our narrow paths on route to the station. Where children walk to the new
Furtherwick School and a children's nursery impair mass evacuation in a disaster.

DRAFT/RES/2878 SS8 8LG

Before any building should be considered on Canvey, a new road is a must!
We have enough traffic on and off now. Also what about drainage, sewage and schools, GP's etc when all this building work
is given the go ahead!

DRAFT/RES/2879 SS7 2UN

Cycling facilities are already under used. Provision of more is 100% wasteful of time, cost and Green Belt land.
Use the land H18 and solve all the problems at one full swipe.

DRAFT/RES/2880 SS8 9DZ

The roads should be built first. If the houses are built first then the money will mysteriously run out and the roads will never
be built.
If there is to be more people on the Island then there has to be more police.
Everything will be messed up after the election if Labour wins because they couldn't run a bath. If the Tories win the roads
won't get built.

DRAFT/RES/2881 SS8 0FG

The plans for additional houses on Canvey shouldn't go through until the access issues are resolved, traffic and queues are
crazy at present, and if you were to factor in 1450 homes it would be unbearable.

DRAFT/RES/2882 SS8 8AR

Over development.
We have enough houses on here already. Don't need any more. The road works at Tarpots is a waste of money.
Canvey needs another road off and this is required before anymore homes are built.

DRAFT/RES/2883 SS8 7JE

No mention of improving the drainage network. Which is in great need with the current housing, especially on Canvey?

DRAFT/RES/2884 SS8 9QP

Feel that this questionnaire blackmails anyone completing it, into seemingly being in favour of new housing when the vast
majority of Canvey Islanders ( and the rest of Castle Point for that matter) DO NOT WANT ANYMORE BUILDING
PROJECTS. The Island is full to capacity. We are more crowded here than most other places in the world.

DRAFT/RES/2885 SS7 1TT

I am concerned that any increased buildings on green belt land will lead to the destruction of areas of beauty and of wildlife
and that it will create an urban sprawl where one town blends into another. There is also the increased risk of flooding which
with the present situation must be taken into consideration when building new houses. Kiln Road and the A129 are busy
enough as it is without further traffic from new estates being added.
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DRAFT/RES/2886 SS8 7LB

You proposed additional retail floor space in town centres yet there are several empty retail units already. Shouldn't your
actions be to reduce rent in these areas to promote local businesses instead?

DRAFT/RES/2887 SS7 5UT

This area is already at saturation point with over development.

DRAFT/RES/2888

Too much traffic- too many cars parked in roads, Not a healthy place to cycle. Plenty of supermarkets in area.

DRAFT/RES/2889 SS8 7PS

Stop building on Canvey Island until our drains work properly and we have better roads, paths, shops, a third road off the
Island and places where children and youths can go to enjoy themselves.

DRAFT/RES/2890 SS7 1NR

I think a new road off of Canvey Island is a must, at the moment all traffic must come to Waterside roundabout and that is not
right and before anymore houses are built that should be done.

DRAFT/RES/2892 SS7 2UT

No building on H10- H11 Green Belt.
No Stadium Way, Daws Heath Road.
Yes to develop Blinking Owl (H18)
Urge Essex Highways to reconsider as this is the most sensible and best solution for everyone.
Listen to the people. No to Solby Wood, Brook Farm developments.

DRAFT/RES/2893 SS7 1LN

1. Loss of privacy
2. Construction issues relating to regular flooding of lowered H15 plus structural movement of the land i.e. land
slippage.
3. Established rights of way in regular use for over 40 years across H15 would be compromised.

DRAFT/RES/2894 SS8 7RT

The decisions made regarding Sadler’s Farm junction showed the ineptitude of certain issues of Penning. I have limited faith
or confidence that any of the proposals will be totally ' as penned'. Improve drainage, utilities, schools and doctors in
conjunction or before any additional homes being built. Your decisions will last for years- good or bad.

DRAFT/RES/2895 SS7 3HN

Too many houses being built and too much landscape being destroyed. What looks untidy to us is a haven for wildlife
(insects, butterflies etc). Church Road where the hill is someone is destroying the trees and fencing it off, he owns property
in Stanley Road- why do people move into wooded areas and destroy beautiful trees and the council does nothing to protect
the trees. We preach to others countries about them destroying their forests but we carry on destroying our own. Once they
are gone, they are gone for good.

DRAFT/RES/2897 SS8 5HE

Will the sewage problems be taken care of if many more homes and businesses are being built on Canvey?

DRAFT/RES/2898 SS7 2UA

Roads in disgusting state cannot support any additional traffic to homes in local areas. All new houses cannot be accessed
with existing infrastructure. Traffic is already too heavy carrying existing housing needs.
Lower Bramble Lane, in particular bad condition Daws Heath.
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H18 is a much better proposal in all respects connecting direct to A127 or A130 slip road at Blinking Owl.

DRAFT/RES/2899 SS8 0EY

My concern is with the difficulty with roads off the Island. I believe it will be far too busy.

DRAFT/RES/2900 SS7 3AE

Naturally, everyone only thinks of their own area when filling in this form but to put more properties on Canvey Island would
be madness, unless ways off the Island can be very greatly improved. Thought also must be made to traffic everywhere in
these plans. The parking of cars on pavements is becoming unacceptable. How much parking space is to be given to these
new houses all of which now own at least 2 cars. To walk a dog to these open spaces is a nightmare so not only must the
roads be widened the pavements must be too. I see Princess Ann had a good idea of just adding up to a dozen houses to
villages and such like- not build whole estates. Also we have the problem of sink holes and flood areas. Might be easiest to
get more people to emigrate or go back home.

DRAFT/RES/2901 SS7 5HS

It is an absolute waste of time filling this in, you don't listen. We need more houses because rich foreigners are buying in
London, especially the French- let them go home and pay their taxes. More houses are being brought by them than any
other nationality.

DRAFT/RES/2902

No more homes on Canvey!!!

DRAFT/RES/2903 SS7 5UH

I am very much against this road being opened as a through road. There are times when drivers think they are at Brands
Hatch.

DRAFT/RES/2904 SS7 4LT

The Council has just spent thousands of pounds in the courts trying to stop further development at Glebelands and local
residents campaigned against this particular development. Now the High Court has ruled against the development and the
Council then proposes to develop anyway in the Local Plan. Are they oblivious to the facts or just not listening?

DRAFT/RES/2905 SS8 7DX

With the flooding seen across the country from November 2013 to February 2014, how can you build more houses on an
Island that has flooded in the past?
The other side of this is, of course, is the congestion it will cause. At present the Island is gridlocked morning and evening,
building more houses will make this ten times worse.

DRAFT/RES/2907

The road networks in Castle Point need to be greatly improved before anymore development. They cannot cope now. If
there is an accident/roadwork in one part of Castle Point it has a knock on effect to the entire area already.
Don't see the point of retail development unless variety is available. Too many food retailers, coffee shops, restaurants etc.
Any new road off Canvey needs to be AWAY from Waterside and Sadler’s!

DRAFT/RES/2910 SS8 7BW

Before one more house is built on Canvey, we need a new road, on and off.

DRAFT/RES/2911 SS8 0RN

The plan contains no provision for a possible longer Thames Crossing- A130- Canvey West- Kent.
Until Plans for this are resolved either way, any local plan for Canvey can't be decided.
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DRAFT/RES/2912 SS7 5EH

Here in Benfleet we cannot accommodate anymore houses without increasing already crowded roads and creating too much
strain on our already over stretched drainage and sewage system.

DRAFT/RES/2914 SS7 1HU

I think the need for all the extra housing needs justifying.
What is the impact going to be to existing residents and wildlife?

DRAFT/RES/2915 SS7 4PD

Re: Canvey Island.
Any further development for residential use on an area that could be at risk of flooding, rearing in mind climate change,
terrorist acts etc- would be pure folly.

DRAFT/RES/2917 SS8 7BT

How can you possibly build so many houses on Canvey when congestion is so bad already? In an emergency all comes to a
standstill now so without a third road we will all become prisoners. I have missed hospital appointments due to not being able
to get off the Island, Also how can you build on a flood plain? Doctors’ surgeries are full to busting; it's hard enough to get an
appointment now. All the promises come to nothing. We have no police presence- no full time fire service and still no 3rd
road!! But we all know whatever we may think it will go ahead regardless.

DRAFT/RES/2918 SS8 0QN

Canvey is already overcrowded, with traffic congestion, poor public transport links, drainage problems etc. Any planning
permission for housing should be subject to conditions that the developer implements and pays for any necessary
infrastructure to accommodate the houses. A third road off the Island should be provided before any development takes
place.

DRAFT/RES/2919 SS7 1PQ

I realise we need housing, but only if proposed new infrastructure is in place first. Ambulances already wait several hours
outside A&E and traffic jams abound at peak periods in almost every direction. We are over burdened in the South East.

DRAFT/RES/2922 SS7 5AS

The Sadler’s Farm improvements have not really benefitted the local people of Benfleet, Canvey and Thundersley. It could
have been and should have been much better. The only people it has helped are those that travel to and from Chelmsford
via the A130. By adding these new houses and businesses you are just going to add to the problem at Sadler’s Farm. In
addition increase the risk of flooding in the borough.

DRAFT/RES/2923 SS7 5DG

Jotmans Lane will become so busy with the extra traffic; an accident will be bound to happen involving people crossing to
stop at the small shop. It's already fairly dangerous there because of people parking there.
Also I presume more commuter trains will be laid on in rush hour as you can't get a seat now, extra volume will make it
impossible.
This proposal again, should not go ahead. It will affect all people that live here trying to get off the estate. Roads are already
jammed and in poor condition, pot holes everywhere. What extra damage will all those lorries and the people's cars do?!

DRAFT/RES/2924 SS7 5DN

Development on Jotmans and Glebelands will only create more road congestion at Tarpots and Sadler’s Farm. We believe
that Jotmans and Glebelands development (900 homes) should be relocated to Great Burches area of Castle Point- this
area could be accessed and exited by new road off roundabout on A130.
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DRAFT/RES/2925 SS7 3UX

Council to consider development on Blinking Owl/ Fane Road site H18 before any Green Belt is considered.

DRAFT/RES/2926 SS7 5TE

Q3- Continued. - Increase in passengers at train station.
There is no room on Canvey Island to build more houses.
Don't make Benfleet another Canvey Island - a concrete jungle!!

DRAFT/RES/2927 SS7 2TJ

This plan takes far too much historic and valuable Greenbelt land out, particularly H10 and H11 on which we object to any
building. This would have a severe and devastating effect on wildlife and the community which already suffers from too much
traffic. A link road from Stadium Way to Daws Heath Road would only exacerbate the problem and nearly 900 new homes is
an outrageous idea.
H18 Blinking Owl site would, however, be a better more sensible option with less impact if building is needed.

DRAFT/RES/2928 SS8 8PE

I feel unless the transport infrastructure is in place and given priority the area will become a transport nightmare because of
the impact of the P&O Container base at Corrington. The two lanes of the A13 cannot cope with the influx of more freight
traffic as well. I think the three large areas planned for housing maybe too high as with the industrial sites which will cause
more traffic congestion in and out of the sites onto the main routes that are already congested. The key it seems is the road
links.

DRAFT/RES/2929 SS7 5BG

Having recently moved from an area in outer London which became grossly overpopulated/ meaning access to almost
everything became at times unbearable (hence our move). At this stage we absolutely love the area and the peace and quiet
so don't spoil it for us all by letting Benfleet be another London, because it has become horrendous. Surely 800 homes to the
back of us is too many. Let alone if the existing area will cope.

DRAFT/RES/2930 SS7 5PV

Jotmans Hall seems to me, having lived in the area for 50 years to be the most sensible plan, followed by Daws Heath.

DRAFT/RES/2931 SS7 4NW

If possible I would like the Council to be transparent upon reaching decisions relation to any of these proposals.
I would like an update via letter or online.

DRAFT/RES/2932 SS7 2UT

The volume of traffic from Rayleigh Weir to Daws Heath is already excessive. The road layouts cannot support additional
housing on H10 or H11 proposed sites.
Additionally wildlife would be greatly affected in this area.

DRAFT/RES/2934 SS8 0AP

Prior to consideration of any additional housing, it is essential that major improvements are provided in the road systems on
and to Canvey. The town struggles to cope with existing traffic let alone an increase due to further developments.
In addition, traffic calming measures must be introduced to control the traffic, particularly in residential areas.

DRAFT/RES/2936 SS7 1HT

Only affordable housing should be built in Benfleet and Canvey. There are already too many large houses. The government
should be petitioned by our councillors to build new houses in the north of England- not in the South East. Manor Trading
Estate is a disgrace, the whole place should be dug up and replaced by housing. The Blinking Owl area should be the
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Trading Estate area with access onto A127 and A130.

DRAFT/RES/2937

With the risk of flooding as it is now, more concrete is not going to help the natural drainage in this area.
Also the amount of houses proposed will greatly overstretch all services in this area and schools, hospitals, doctors etc,
which are already at breaking point. The roads in this area cannot be altered to accommodate more and more vehicles, as
there is nowhere now to put new roads, unless you take more of the Green Belt away which nobody wants.
We are already an over populated area and we cannot understand why the Government are forcing you, the Council, to
squeeze even more people into the area.

DRAFT/RES/2938 SS9 3TT

Adding to an already congested area, more building will increase the problems on our bottleneck roads, emergency services
already struggling to provide a service- also schools, doctors, surgeries, hospitals all suffering consequences of
overcrowding.

DRAFT/RES/2939 SS8 9JH

I think that we do not need more homes on Canvey especially the Thorney Bay site; we do not have the infrastructure or
parking to accommodate the increased number of cars that this development will generate. As most of these people will work
off of the Island, the roads and buses will be put under extra strain. The new road from Northwick to Corringham will
basically be a road to nowhere as those who work that way will use it.
NO MORE HOME HOMES ON CANVEY!!!

DRAFT/RES/2940 SS8 8LP

A very good friend of mine lives in Warden Road, Canvey Island and has been shocked and devastated to receive a copy of
plans to demolish her home to build what is in fact a car park/ apartment next to a stream, all without any earlier consultation
with the homeowners. Really concerned that the small businesses involved have had knowledge of these plans including the
proposed demolish of their house for 5 years! But the home owners have strangely been kept in the dark!! There is even no
mention of these plans in the Draft Local Plan- why all the secrecy?

DRAFT/RES/2942 SS7 4JT

This South- East Essex area is too congested, compared with the Northern area of Essex, and the council should be
advocating that North Essex should take the majority of the governments extra house building schedule, rather than this over
populated South East Essex area.
However, considering the new plan consultation proposals, the Manorway (A1014) utilisation, is under- used compared with
the A13 and A130 at all times. If the Northwick Road extension to meet the Manorway Road is completed, prior to the
additional 4000 house building start up proposals. This would go a long way to alleviating the predicted increased congestion
at the Tarpots/ Saddlers Farm area, which will occur, at these notorious bottlenecks, due to the increased traffic movements
brought about by the additional 4000 house building/ industrial development programme.
Completion of the Northwick Road extension to Manorway would greatly benefit the acceptance of this local plan proposal.
We cannot have another 2.5 years fiasco as experienced recently with the Saddlers Farm Junction Development.

DRAFT/RES/2943 SS8 0LE

You send out these consultations at some expense but it appears to be a pointless exercise as you don't appear to listen to
the public's comments, so why bother? Is it just an exercise in poor public relations?
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DRAFT/RES/2944 SS8 9RH

On Canvey Island- transport MUST improve BEFORE extra housing and industry as Island often gridlocked now. Third road
proposed for 40 plus years but still not built or even planned.
New Road from A130 to Benfleet would increase congestion on Canvey Way. Lower end gridlocked in rush hour - would tail
back. Widening Somme’s Avenue may help. Would drivers use new road? Can now travel via Canvey Way and Benfleet
Station.
Town centres- why build more retail space, when present shops are empty? Just add to problem.
Infrastructure needed, third school (secondary) recently closed. With 1135 new homes planned for Canvey, surely a site
would be needed to create a replacement third secondary school and possibly primary schools. GP surgeries seem over
capacity now.

DRAFT/RES/2945 SS8 0NJ

No mention has been made of the highly toxic and explosive substances stored on this tiny Island or the risk of flood, access
to the main land at rush hour is almost impossible with the present levels of population and traffic. To increase this further is
both fool hardy and stupid to add 1450 new homes with a possible impact of 2900 cars. Plus commercial movements and
possibly 4000 more people just defies logic.

DRAFT/RES/2946 SS8 9DP

Roads on and off Canvey must be provided before additional housing is built.

DRAFT/RES/2947 SS7 1EQ

Lack of provision for infrastructure on all development plans in the Benfleet, Thundersley and Hadleigh areas. Particularly
with no provision for a new secondary school and other services such as dentists, leisure and preschools. The congestion to
the local area will be increased with the amount of homes in an already densely populated area, provision for parking and
investment in improving existing roads with pot hole repairs would be helpful.
I object to the national planning policy framework of 350 homes per year- which is not needed in the congested and over
populated area in Castle Point with infrastructure already over stretched.

DRAFT/RES/2948 SS8 0DL

Question 3- Drains/sewers etc already struggles in our area when we have heavy rainfall- with extra 600 homes how will
Long Road Pumping Station cope?
Other concerns that the additional road infrastructure happens after the house which increases already congested road on
to/ off Canvey particularly during rush hour.

DRAFT/RES/2950 SS7 4IS

If land to North West Thundersley was brought forward it would negate the need to build in all other locations for the next 30
years.

DRAFT/RES/2953 SS7 4PS

All housing could go on H18 why wait, along with possibly more jobs.

DRAFT/RES/2954 SS7 1DH

As most would prefer H18 Land is brought forward not to provide all housing for next 30 years.
If this was used it would require less infrastructure needs, whilst it would retain the main character of the existing residential
locations presently within the urban areas of Castle Point.

DRAFT/RES/2955 SS7 2LF

Please use alternative better site at H18- Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley.
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DRAFT/RES/2958 SS8 8EY

Too many new houses are being built on Canvey without the improvements of public transport and adequate road
improvements to cope with more residents. Also the local flooding on Canvey due to heavy rainfall needs improvement.

DRAFT/RES/2960

What about the wildlife at Leigh Beck? What are you going to do about the roads (not a lot)?
New School.
More doctors we need now.
Are you going to make Benfleet Station bigger and more trains?

DRAFT/RES/2961 SS7 2DL

We should retain and enhance as much green unspoilt land as possible and not build on it. Only Brownfield type sites should
be used for building.

DRAFT/RES/2962 SS7 1NH

We strongly object to the proposal to build at the end of Glyders. Having lived in Eastleigh Road before even the Glyders
was built we are fully aware of the difficulty that extra traffic will bring to this quiet neighbourhood. Eastleigh Road is very
narrow and was never built to cope with the amount of traffic that 35 extra houses will bring. Applications to build on this land
have in the past been refused. On several occasions over the years I have phoned the council when concerns have arisen
re: this field and have always been told that it was green belt and would never be built on. Is it because an Essex Councillor
and her husband own the land that all disregard for green belt and the vast amount of wildlife there i.e. badgers setts, bats,
adders, grass snakes, that this can now be done??
Essex Way being one of the main routes to Canvey is at the best of times, busy and at a complete standstill when an
accident occurs. As our council you should be finding ways to ease congestion in the area NOT adding to the problem.

DRAFT/RES/2964

9. WOODMAN'S ARMS JUNCTION A129
The problem will always occur because:
a. Parents take and collect their children to Deanes during rush hour.
b. Commuter traffic.
c. Accident frequency on A127 and A13 cause’s route changes to avoid tailbacks
d. Friday refuse collection needs re-scheduling to after 9.00am hours on both Rayleigh Road and Hart Road.
Leave well alone. Installing traffic lights and/or widening the road will solve nothing. Extra housing has already impacted on
the problem.

DRAFT/RES/2967 SS8 0AX

No building on Canvey Flood Plain.
New Canvey road to be Toll Free.
Employment on Canvey should not involve Calor Gas.
No building should begin on Canvey before infrastructure is improved, roads, schools, health centre, drains and sewers etc.

DRAFT/RES/2968 SS8 8HQ

All this proposed developments on Canvey are on areas that are already developed and will overburden existing roads. If
you compare it with proposals for other areas the proposals are being put forward on less developed area. Why is it that
Canvey always bears the brunt of development with an already intolerable road situation off the Island at rush hour?
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DRAFT/RES/2969 SS8 0DQ

Comments
Canvey Island has reached housing saturation point and does not have the infrastructure to cope with further large scale
development. Many of our homes are cramped into very small plots thanks to the greed of the 70's and 80's developers and
we need the space we have left to breathe.
Apart from the second Roscommon Way extension, there is very little chance that anyone will provide the funding for a third
road off or the full dualling of Canvey Way. If H5, 14 and 16 are approved then Waterside Roundabout will be completely
gridlocked. At present Canvey Road does offer an alternative route for traffic away from the snarled up Somnes Avenue.
Our drainage and sewage systems struggle to cope with our present population, and we are not being offered any new
schools or GP facilities like Benfleet and Hadleigh, so once again, just houses, houses, and more houses and we know
where the building will begin.
We have been the council's dumping ground for far too long. It needs to stop and stop now!!
My main objection to most of these proposed sites for new homes is that there is inadequate infrastructure. If people could
have cast-iron assurance that this would be in place before development, maybe plans would be more acceptable.
Other objections are:

DRAFT/RES/2971 SS7 1PH

DRAFT/RES/2973 SS8 7BT

•
•
•

We need a buffer zone between Castle Point and Basildon- this is gradually disappearing.
It is also a point of great worry that services will not be able to cope- i.e. health facilities, education needs!
There is no assurance that the people of Castle Point are being listened to!

Before building houses with additional roads. Have a look at the traffic going off the Island and coming on at 6.30am in the
morning, not enough roads to support the people at the moment; one accident ant the Island comes to a standstill. 5am in
the morning my wife who is 68, has to walk to work in the dark, and does any of the councillors do this, in fear.
Canvey Island is overcrowded- we do not need so many houses, we are an Island!! The traffic getting on and off is
horrendous so we do not need more people and cars!!There is not the infrastructure to sustain more people or cars! As for a
new road we need one at East end of the Island to Leigh on Sea!
Further to the above, I believe that:

DRAFT/RES/2974 SS8 7NE
•
•

DRAFT/RES/2975 SS7 5NP

The proposed road at the west of Canvey to Corringham is unlikely to evolve.
The general infrastructure, doctor’s surgeries, and schools will be inadequate for the proposed increase in
population, unless all of these are increased in line for the whole of South East Essex and beyond.

If land at H18 were to be developed now, it would mean more existing locations need not be developed.
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DRAFT/RES/2976 SS8 9HA

H9 Land between Felstead Road and Catherine Road. The proposal for houses is the best idea I have ever seen in Castle
Point. 1/3 of the privately owned land will be given over for the public use to use.
Will J.King at Thorney Bay give the public 1/3 of his proposed site?

DRAFT/RES/2977 SS8 8LL

How can you build more houses when you cannot walk safely on pavements because cars use them as parking spaces?

DRAFT/RES/2978 SS8 9EP

Before any major development all of Canvey Island's infrastructure must be updated and upgrade. Roads, drainage, sewage
and all utilities.

DRAFT/RES/2979 SS7 2NL

H18- Fane Road/Blinking Owl/ Northwest Thundersley are a better site for the H7/H11 and H10 proposal.

DRAFT/RES/2981 SS7 2QG

Too much building in a small Hadleigh town would cause major disruption to all services already oversubscribed. It would be
nice to leave Hadleigh as the small town it is at present.

DRAFT/RES/2983 SS7 PS

Land North West Thundersley H18 should be used to facilitate all new housing for Castle Point in the coming 30 years.

DRAFT/RES/2987 SS8 9NY

Too much building and not enough infrastructures to support it...

DRAFT/RES/2988 SS8 8AH

We need more housing for poorer people.

DRAFT/RES/2990 SS8 0DE

Canvey is a flood risk 3 Area and we do not need any large scale developments of any sort. Also the infrastructure i.e.
drains, sewers cannot cope. So why do we need more housing. Part fire service, no police- most of the time.

DRAFT/RES/2991 SS8 8AS

Whilst there is a need for more housing, especially affordable, this area is already over populated and infrastructure does not
support present population and green belt is fast disappearing. Too much building will be disastrous.

DRAFT/RES/2992 SS8 9AL

Although I do want to support new housing and jobs development I cannot support them unless the infrastructure i.e.
schools, doctors and most importantly roads are in place before such developments are started.

DRAFT/RES/2993 SS7 1NN

The Council must act with integrity to preserve Green Belt. The smaller proposals- H9, H12, H7, H15 if included will have a
disproptionate effect on the Green Belt for the amount of houses provided and allow some individuals with unfair financial
payday.

DRAFT/RES/2994 SS8 0AR

I would hope before any housing development is carried out on Canvey Island, the road schemes you have proposed will be
carried out. We will not get the same tired old excuses that the Council has built the houses and has now run out of funds.

DRAFT/RES/2995 SS7 5DG

We don't understand why you would want to build homes on land that constantly floods i.e. Jotmans Farm. Have
Councils/Government leant anything from the flooding that has recently happened? We do understand that new homes have
to be built but please not in areas that already have pressure on schools, doctors and traffic congestion. Please leave us with
the little bit of green belt we have got and enjoy the wildlife while we can.
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DRAFT/RES/2996 SS8 0EB

Loss of full time fire brigade and police.
Kings over taken Canvey.
More and more rubbish being discarded round the Thorney Bay area, including the beach, abundance in dog poo.
Refurbish rundown shops in the town not just with charity shops, betting shops and pay day loans.
As the infrastructure stands, Canvey cannot cope with anymore houses/traffic.

DRAFT/RES/2997 SS7 5OQ

I understand the need for new housing and I am sure residence is objecting to anything on ' their door step. For me though,
Jotmans Farm is a really bad idea. Firstly the roads i.e. Jotmans lane are already congested with all this rain the farm has
flooding everywhere, especially the build area, it's always been a problem and always will be. Not to mention the railway
which houses many birds and animals in the area, which will be ruined? If I owned the farm, I would be tempted to sell; it is
however green belt and not an ideal position.

DRAFT/RES/2998 SS7 1JA

Q5- Employment target should give current number of jobs to allow people to make an informed decision.
Q10- Should gives number of hectares of Green Belt being lost and not just a percentage on this form but a numeric value
on the proposal summary document.

DRAFT/RES/2999 SS8 9HB

No new housing until roads are provided, this is simple logic. Why are the same few builders getting away with profiting from
the Island and giving nothing back? I'm happy to have more housing and retail on the Island AFTER new roads (no
exception).

DRAFT/RES/3000 SS7 1NN

This area is full to bursting point- it can't take development. The population density is HUGE compared to the rest of the S.E
or UK.
Much of this development is due to take place on land owned by councillors or those who know them. This is a disgrace.
Where is the backbone of those representing us, say NO- we are full and our Green Belt is our green lung. Hands Off!!

DRAFT/RES/3006

No more houses should be built on Canvey until another road off is built.

DRAFT/RES/3007 SS7 3UA

Having been informed that the Greenbelt land behind the Blinking Owl Cafe/ Fane Road (marked H18 on the map) is
contaminated. I believe this area of North West Thundersley should be developed on before any other Greenbelt land is
considered to be used.

DRAFT/RES/3008 SS7 5TS

Will the widening of roads and addition access be completed before any houses are built?
When new properties are being built is flood prevention being taken into consideration?
Will this affect residents within the areas, I think yes!

DRAFT/RES/3010 SS7 5DN

Re H14 Land West of Benfleet
800 Homes is far too many
The impact on the 'South Downs Estate', which Jotmans Lane is part of would be intolerable. Cemetery Corner will come to
a standstill.
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All the residents objected to 265 homes being built. Nobody in their right mind would say 'yes' to 800.

DRAFT/RES/3013 SS7 3LX

•
•
•

Please protect the green belt
Please do not increase road congestion through extra housing and businesses
Please protect local wildlife

DRAFT/RES/3014 SS7 3ET

This area is over populated already.
Traffic congestion is very bad now.
Doctor's surgeries are oversubscribed now.
Schools are full up now.
The roads in this area are absolutely disgusting and in dire need of repair.
As for the bus lanes on A13, even the buses do not use them- they need removing.

DRAFT/RES/3018 SS7 3JB

The area H18 is quite a unique area of Green Belt providing home and shelter for many forms of wildlife, it is a densely
populated area for horse riders and stabling alongside bridleways which would be lost forever and covered with concrete.
We need to protect our greenbelt area for future generations.

DRAFT/RES/3025 SS7 5TS

H14 A new primary school is mentioned- what about a senior school?!

DRAFT/RES/3028 SS8 7QJ

Instead of a 'Local Plan' like a lot of other 'Local Plans' maybe some money could be allocated to repairing the drain in
ZiderPass which have been pumped twice during the local bad weather to no avail.

DRAFT/RES/3033 SS7 2RR

What has happened to the Hadleigh Plan? Only Morrison’s so far. We need to pedestrianise the London Road and
rejuvenate The Crown. Burrows Park is not the place for a pub. Rejuvenate The Crown.
The Castle Point / Southend Area is already grossly overcrowded so no more housing.
Government should not dictate to local Authorities- this ignores the wishes of the people who live there and is not
democratic.
Save Green Belt Land.

DRAFT/RES/3035 SS7 1JH

I object to more vehicles causing more pollution.

DRAFT/RES/3038 SS8 9RU

It makes no sense to consider any of the above regarding new housing or commercial enterprises until we actually have a
new road in place, leading off the Island.
With gas and oil and a potential for flooding however small it would be totally irresponsible to add the vast number of
vehicles on the Island at the present time. We should not be able to evacuate the Island should a catastrophe occur.

DRAFT/RES/3040 SS7 2JR

H7- 64 Homes proposed is too many for such a small area. 64 homes could result in a minimum of 64 cars- or more likely
120. Cannot imagine where they will all be parked, if not on Scrub Lane and immediate side roads in the area. Also
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concerned about the reducing footprint of the school once the new junior school is built. Scrub Lane is presently difficult at
School Times, due to cars parking to pick/drop off children, thus 64 new houses will not help this situation.

DRAFT/RES/3041 SS7 2XG

If development goes ahead at several of the sites suggested which are farms- what are all the people who have horses at
these sites going to do? They have got to have somewhere for stabling and grazing. Also St Michael's Road which is already
a 'rat-run' will have to cope with more traffic on a road which is already not suitable for the volume of traffic it has to cope
with.

DRAFT/RES/3042 SS8 8NX

Having lived on Canvey for 51 years, when we moved here, there were more shops. Why is Canvey so lacking in shops?
There are more people here, what has happened to our town?

DRAFT/RES/3043 SS8 9JA

Canvey Island is a unique area, it is surrounded by sea wall and only has limited access, putting more houses etc will make
it intolerable with traffic etc.
Also it is a flood plain 3 area.
No more building on Canvey!!
There are not enough green spaces left on Canvey as it is.

DRAFT/RES/3044 SS7 2TH

Go for it!

DRAFT/RES/3045 SS8 9HL

No more housing should be built on Canvey Island as there are far too many buildings here already but if some have to be
built it should only be social housing and it should only be for Canvey people and not people that do not come from here. Our
families who have been here for generations and have children and grandchildren here but they have to pay high rent as
they get pushed so far back on the Council List as anyone under Castle Point Council can take housing from here and we do
need another road off Canvey but it needs to be at the same point of Canvey not another one in the same area as the other
two roads.

DRAFT/RES/3046 SS9 3RE

We have filled in your form reluctantly as we object to the destruction of our country to comply with wishes and dictates of a
foreign Government (E.V Brussels), forced upon us through a totally ' out of touch' Central Government. This is an island
which is already totally over crowded. We are heading for another 'BLAIR' housing bubble we should be building factories
not accommodating foreign immigrants.

DRAFT/RES/3047 SS7 3R4

Looking at the proposed new development concerns me to the effect of every new two bed house will attract two motor
vehicles and for every increased bedroom property will possibly attract an extra motor vehicle.
In the Thundersley, Daws heath Road and Hadleigh area, this proposal will possibly attract 3672 extra vehicles alone. The
existing residential roads are too narrow to attract this extra volume of traffic yet alone the pollution these vehicles will bring
on. These plan areas H4-H10, H12, H11 and H7 will attract 1224 new homes with the plan for one replacement infant school
and the loss of a senior school in the centre of the plan. The regeneration of Hadleigh Town Centre will not generate more
shoppers as the retail parks and supermarkets have already destroyed this town.
If we keep building new homes we will slowly come to a standstill- no one will go anywhere.
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DRAFT/RES/3048 SS8 0BS

We already have too much housing on Canvey, which affects getting on and off the Island. Traffic wise considerably, we are
getting too many new residents for the size of the Island, and what used to be a desirable place to live has become a dump
over the 39 years I have lived here, the place is in complete darkness since the stupid idea of turning off street lights was
taken, and why anybody would like to move here anyway. Baffles me all in all, what a load of rubbish. You expect us to
believe the houses will be built but not the roads.

DRAFT/RES/3049 SS8 7EY

Castle Point Council should be putting in the infrastructure before the housing. You cannot keep up with road repairs now.
The dualling of Canvey Way will have no effect, not with the roundabouts at each end. Affordable housing, you should be
building these not letting property developers do your job. Drainage needs to be sorted out, 6 million pumps that are not
doing their job. Council big wigs getting paid too higher amounts for doing less. Another road on and off the Island is the
priority before the housing; the roads cannot support 200 homes per year as this will undoubtedly lead to at least and 400
cars leaving/coming onto the island. Good for business, I agree, but what about if the road is closed the extra is a nightmare.

DRAFT/RES/3050 SS7 3SZ

Overpopulating Castle Point I would like the council to develop the Blinking owl/ Fane Road site (H18) before any other
Green Belt is considered.

DRAFT/RES/3051 SS7 2UD

I object to the proposal to develop H11. Daws Heath Road is a residential road that has already become a rat run between
the A13 and A127. It simply won't be able to cope with an additional 350 plus cars exiting the proposed development. My
house has been identified as being of historic interest. It frontages is very close to Daws Heath Road and built on shall
foundations- we already experience house shaking when heavy vehicles speed by. Having the existing junction between
Daws Heath Road and Western Road right outside my front door is bad enough but to add a further one or two junctions for
these estates would be disastrous! The council should pursue the development of H18, H13, H14 and H4- having exits onto
major roads and not takes the easy H11 option merely because these land owners want to sell for the building.

DRAFT/RES/3052 SS7 2PU

Jotmans Farm- What will happen to the beautiful horses, which have been looked after by their owners in the freezing cold
and hot days, early in the mornings and late evenings? Where do they find new stables for so many? There is also other
wildlife- foxes, badgers, rabbits etc. This is so unfair. Has this already been passed? As word of mouth says, gas pipes etc
have already been passed and put in three years ago. Is this true? As there are other areas also had pipes etc laid.

DRAFT/RES/3053 SS7 2YD

Having lived at 414 Daws Heath Road for nearly 30 years and farm and country views at rear of property I believe the
development H11 will negatively impact on this. In addition this development will greatly increase traffic noise and pollution
on an already overused 'rat run' between Rayleigh Road and Hadleigh. Our house was built early 1900 and is of historic
interest- shallow footings will suffer with increased traffic, green belt will be lost, and wildlife will be adversely affected. There
are suitable alternative sites available at H14 and H18 which have suitable access to established major road networksEssex Highways need to reconsider his proposal.

DRAFT/RES/3054 SS7 5SQ

My twin sister and I have suffered constant chest/lung infections since moving to London Road 2010. We believe it has been
made worse following the traffic being brought closer to our house! We found black soot on out front room shelves when
cleaning the book/glass shelves! This comes from vehicles using diesel petrol- which is inhaled and damages the lungs!!
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The A13 London Road cannot therefore take more traffic unless you want doctor surgeries and hospitals filled with serious
chest and lung conditions!
We must now consider moving again from this terrible area, costing a fortune in all moving fees. Perhaps you could pay us
compensation for health problems??!!

DRAFT/RES/3055 SS7 2UT

I cannot understand why the council don't push more for the development at the Blinking Owl. As I feel that the weir
roundabout also cannot cope with anymore traffic. It gets gridlocked everyday and the Rayleigh Road. If the new road goes
through to Daws Heath people will use that as a cut through and cause more dangerous situations.

DRAFT/RES/3056 SS7 5UA

The area I live in is swamped with traffic and I have terrible trouble getting out onto the A13 from Homefields Avenue, so any
further houses will make it much worse. I feel that this area should be left as it is and a 'New Town' built further afield.
We would strongly oppose to any suggestion that Bouldrewood Road is opened up to through traffic as it would be totally
unacceptable with the amount of traffic it would produce.

DRAFT/RES/3057 SS8 9QN

H17 issue- Why does this nursing home need to be located separately? Why not add this to the H16 plan? This would make
more sense and receive the busy roads right next to the existing Charfleets Estate and a busy route to reach Morrison’s
Supermarket.
H11 and H12- Please are aware this is one of the only areas (Daws Heath) that has a colony of white admirals which feed
mainly on honeysuckle. This is becoming a rare butterfly and care should be taken not to destroy this habitat.
H15 issue- This is another area similar to the above (H11 and H12 areas). As the habitat is the only place I know in Essex
that you can see white lettered hairstreak if lucky. It is a very rare butterfly and has a very small colony in this area.

DRAFT/RES/3058 SS8 8QS

I have no objections to the Draft and more housing etc as long as the roads on and off Canvey Island, especially early
morning and late afternoon and evening, am improved immensely. At present traffic congestion at those times is horrendous.
These roads cannot take any more traffic.

DRAFT/RES/3059 SS8 7HL

Before any more homes and industrial areas are built on Canvey Island, I think that something needs to be done to improve
road access on and off the Island. I consider this is a priority as it only takes one problem on either of the access roads on/off
Canvey to bring the traffic to a gridlock situation. More people living/ working on Canvey before the roads are sorted out will
only make the situation worse!

DRAFT/RES/3060 SS8 8EU

In one generation a country has gone from being known as ' a green and pleasant land' to an ' overcrowded rat race'. Growth
at any cost is seems to me where only one thing ever counts- money!
I am 48 years old and when I was a child I often would hear things such as ' a great country to live' etc I never hear that said
now only complaints about ' you just can't move' etc, 'what a rat race this place is now.' Does anyone know where this is
going to all ends, this small Island is full up, and people’s quality of life should matter more than just money all the time.

DRAFT/RES/3061 SS7 2JN

Why are local councils not getting together and fighting the Government regarding their Soviet style plans? When did we
become a communist state that Westminster decides how many houses are built in our area! Why are we cramming more
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houses into an already overcrowded South East! How many hospitals/doctors surgery/ reservoirs have the government built
to cater for the people in these houses. More houses means more cars and the roads are congested already. Why do we
bother to elect local council if all they do is rubber stamp what Westminster say! Don't just turn out a local call on all local
councils to stand up and fight.

DRAFT/RES/3062 SS7 2JL

The area does not need further housing. Affordable housing will bring in more people to an area that in the two years we
have lived here has already become more congested than would have likes. In two years we have found it virtually
impossible to drive without having to stop to let someone pass as cars and vans are parked along the street. This is because
they have nowhere else to park. With even more houses it will become as bad as where we moved from.

DRAFT/RES/3063 SS7 5DA

The first proposal of 260 new homes was turned down and was supposedly going to be fought against by the council.
Going by the man hole covers that were belching up water, toilet paper and god knows what else in the recent rain, seen
over recreation grounds; we obviously cannot cope with anymore houses.
The roads definitely cannot cope with anymore traffic; most houses have 2 or more cars, hence lots of parked cars. Lorries
going through all the time would cause chaos, grass verges have already been wrecked by them

DRAFT/RES/3064

No more houses in this already concrete jungle; we are already the most populated area in the Country. We just cannot
cope, a week for a doctor’s appointment, an excellent school closing (how stupid is that), more children coming in
Glebelands area. Houses already flood when it rains a lot. It can only get worse. You propose even more houses than the
summary states. Disappointed but not surprised councillors say no more building then vote for it.
In our area quite a few single buildings are replaced by 12 flats/houses. The drains will not be able to cope. Please no more.
(Not that any notice will be taken of residents opinions.)

DRAFT/RES/3065 SS7 5EL

We strongly object to any development using Jotmans Farm. The area is already used as a cut through by drivers speeding
and this has caused accidents, pet deaths, etc. A further increase in the population will only make this issue worse. Parking
is already an issue and we struggle to get on/off our own drive on a daily basis due to too many cars being for the parking
provided ( we have a double drive with a fully dropped kerb and a single car). Increase in population will again make parking
where people live a major concern.

DRAFT/RES/3066 SS8 0LZ

I object to the proposal to build anymore housing on Canvey Island if the road access on and off the Island is to remain as it
is now. The congestion is ridiculous at times and we need another road built. The proposal to widen Somnes Avenue is also
ridiculous and will only create a bottle neck for traffic at times at the roundabouts. We have been promised as additional road
off of the island for far too long!
I agree that jobs need to be created on the Island but think that these should be given to local people first!

DRAFT/RES/3067 SS7 4NB

Just because there are areas of green/natural land, doesn't mean you have to build on it!
Impact of wildlife is huge and often overlooked.

DRAFT/RES/3068 SS7 3RF

In view of the additional housing etc planned for this area, I am very concerned about the increase in traffic using side streets
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as cut through to avoid traffic jams. I am particularly concerned about Triton Way through to A129via Cheltenham and
Sandown Way. This is already something of a rat run and an increase in traffic will in my opinion just make a bad situation
worse. Traffic calming measures would help as would centre white lines on the bends in Cheltenham as at least the traffic
then would hopefully keep to the left.

DRAFT/RES/3069 SS7 5JE

Due to the joining of Castle Point with another Council, any road building will be scrapped. Not enough road space is
available at Jotmans Corner and surrounding roads.
Canvey Point: Roads totally unsuitable for planned increase.

DRAFT/RES/3071 SS7 3PW

I think the local plan should be what the electorate require and not what Government require. Our local council work for the
electorate, not for housing figures pulled from the air buy Government- think gain Castle Point and leave Green Belt alone.

DRAFT/RES/3072 SS8 0QQ

People on Canvey do not want this development as too much traffic. The developers who want this do not live on Canvey so
don't know the impact all the traffic will cause. I live in a very quiet area and don't want all the noise and traffic this will cause.
There is no room on Canvey- we don't want any more houses!

DRAFT/RES/3076 SS7 5TX

Road networks in and around Castle Point will not be able to cope with all the extra traffic- it's already a nightmare!

DRAFT/RES/3077 SS8 0EE

One of the biggest problems on Canvey Island is traffic. The concern is that more housing will bring more congestion. The
more road improvements the Council can introduce, the better.
Also, the additional revenue collected from more housing should be used to improve the look of Canvey Island. The Island
has become scruffy over the year. In particular the grass verges are continually driven over by motorists. Also the sea front
should be improved including finding a way to stop dog owners from allowing their pets to foul footpaths.

DRAFT/RES/3080 SS7 5BQ

Do not believe that the proposed new roads would be built; even repairs to current roads have not been actioned. Cannot
imagine the situation of London/Southend. Southend/London traffic filtering through Jotmans Lane area to avoid
Tarpots/Sadler’s Farm congestion- horrendous. New village between A127 and A13 accessing onto A130 would be much
more sensible.

DRAFT/RES/3083 SS7 5UA

I have objected to the amount of houses being proposed for the sites H5 and H14.
H14- 800 homes which equates to approx 1600cars, the roads will not cope with the additional traffic. The present roads will
need to be widened plus additional roads added. The roads should be controlled by traffic lights and speed cameras. At the
moment during rush hours it is quicker to walk.
The past winter has been the wettest on record and the water from the recreation ground and fields to the rear and adjacent
to Bouldrewood Road will need to be drained as there will be a lot of building, therefore the rain/water has nowhere to soak
to away.
My garden has been flooded since last October 2013 and is still very wet, as of Thursday 13th March.
H5 equally the same, 600 homes too many cars. It’s terrible to get on and off Canvey Island at times, what will it be like with
another 1200 cars.
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DRAFT/RES/3084 SS8 7HN

Canvey Island is a flood plain 3. Whilst caravans have green spaces and vegetation, around 600 houses would be concrete
surround, and block paved gardens. This meaning water could not freely drain away causing likelihood of more flooding.

DRAFT/RES/3086

As a Canvey Resident for 26 years, the Island has not changed for the better, only worse. Too heavily populated,
congestion, poor road infrastructure, shopping area left to go to 'rack and ruin'. Too many paths and roads needing repair
and the plan are to build more on Canvey. One extra house is too much and the drainage cannot cope. Let’s have some
common sense here; we are the 'butt end' and 'dumping ground' of Castle Point.

DRAFT/RES/3090 SS8 8BU

I am a trainee farrier and will lose my job, together with my bosses and apprentice as there will be no horses to show.
Q10- 92% of greenbelt to remain? Do you include Boyce Hill Golf Club which is PRIVATE? Green belt should be left as
Green belt. Leave livery yards and equestrian land alone. Build smaller, affordable houses on Brown Land.

DRAFT/RES/3091 SS7 3UU

Daws Heath and Rayleigh Road can't cope with the traffic now. With more houses come more cars which will only compound
the problem.

DRAFT/RES/3092 SS7 3UX

Surely we have old industrial sites that could be built on rather than using an area of greenbelt widely used by walkers, horse
riders, and dog walkers and admired by everyone in Hadleigh.

DRAFT/RES/3093 SS8 0EA

It's all very well building more houses but can the roads take more traffic? 600 houses on Thorney Bay Park could generate
at least 600 cars and there maybe some two car families! Also where are all these new residents going to shop- the small
Sainsbury’s will not be able to cope and Morrison’s will be under pressure. More and more people will go off the Island for
their shopping which means we need a THIRD road!
I am worried about:

DRAFT/RES/3094 SS8 8NQ

1.
2.
3.
4.

Getting on and off the Island
The town centre is full of empty units and pound shops
The Island has so little green space- so just don't build on it!
Where will all these children go to school- you have already closed one senior school and then want to build
hundreds of houses
5. GP services- you already have to wait 7 days to get an appointment- more people- longer waiting times.

DRAFT/RES/3097 SS7 3UX

Would like the council to develop the Blinking Owl/Fane Road site H18 before any other Green Belt is considered.

DRAFT/RES/3098 SS7 2ST

My overall comment is that we should only consider building new settlements where there is clear evidence they can be selfsufficient and have potential to develop a character of their own- not as some instant hit policy to solve housing crisis.
Not wholly convinced developers will deliver high quality mixed tenure properties to reflect needs of local residents and not
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convinced the existing infrastructure; shops, schools, traffic impact, environment could sustain such a rapid expansion.
These proposals will change the landscape from semi- rural to urban sprawl and wildlife will be trampled out of existence. It
is disappointing that there is a lack of ambition for job growth other than through low paid retail sector jobs.
I strongly object to the proposal of a new road from Stadium Way to Daws Heath. Broomfield already suffers daily from
increasing road use particularly HGV's and articulated lorries using the road as a rat run. The roads are badly in need of
repair and this proposed road will only exacerbate the problem. This proposal only seeks to serve as a quick fix for A127
problems.
In recent years, residents in Daws Heath/ Broomfield/ Central Avenue have experienced damage to properties from constant
flooding caused by (a) burst water mains (b) insufficient and poorly managed surface water drainage systems. It is unclear
how these issues are to be addressed but it seems likely that new houses ( H7, H10, H11) will simply be linked up to this
fragile and aging infrastructure leaving the same properties at real risk to regular flooding episodes. This is unacceptable.
Unless you live close to the A13, bus transport in the Daws Heath is woefully lacking. I suspect this is unlikely to change
even if the new housing developments are built given that only routes that are profit making are served by bus companies.
Therefore reliance on the car to get to and from work will increase traffic on highly congested roads.
Please consider alternative site at H18- Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley

DRAFT/RES/3099 SS7 3DN

I object to the housing proposals; H4, H9, H10 and H11.
This part of Castle Point is already vastly over crowded. The roads cannot cope, there are always queues, parking is a
problem in most areas and major hold ups are a daily occurrence. Housing should only be considered on the outskirts of the
area where much better access to the main roads is available.

DRAFT/RES/3100 SS7 2TN

Living in Western Road is already a nightmare increasing over the years especially since the Retail Park at Rayleigh Weir.
We look after an older couple across the road opposite, it sometimes take 3-4 minutes to cross then. There are no speed
limit controls here, it is often necessary to avoid cars travelling at 50-60 mph down the hill.
Another road up from the Weir carrying far more speeding traffic is out of the question.
Please use the alternative better site at H18 Fane Road N.W Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/3101 SS8 9RH

Canvey Island has a major problem of traffic already and this will only be exacerbated further if more housing is built on the
Island, it is time for the Island to be relieved of the traffic problem or build other road or roads of the Island to help the
situation. More housing will only increase the burden on the roads and other infrastructure, including drainage, sewage etc.
Problems already exist regarding flooding of parts of the Island, following heavy rain and the lack of efficient drainage will
make further problems with more housing.

DRAFT/RES/3102 SS7 5QY

Although I realise people need new housing, people also need open spaces. People move out of inner London mostly for
that reason, like me and many others. People do not want to go out for a walk and see every scrap of open space being built
on. I notice you mention road improvements, but what about the rail into London, at the moment it is hard to get a seat at
Benfleet in the rush hour, after all these new houses are built in the area it will be impossible! Don't forget Benfleet Station
also accommodates Canvey Island as well. Please think again about the vast number of houses planned for Jotmans Farm
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area.
None of the proposed development should commence until:

DRAFT/RES/3103 SS8 9PS

•
•
•
•

A toll road linking Northwick Road to Manor Way in Corringham is completed!
Canvey sewage treatment facility is upgraded to cope with any increased demand!
Thorney Bay Caravan development not started until the extension of Roscommon Way to the Western Esplanade is
completed!
We are all suffering on Canvey- Schools OVERCROWDED; my doctor's surgery waiting time's a joke, getting off
Island a nightmare etc (more concrete means more flooding).

This pretence and farce to consult public as it is common knowledge plans will be passed behind closed doors to certain
greedy developers. Anyway, this is a complete waste of time and funds.
I must thank the powers in Castle Point and Essex Councillors for turning, over the past years, Canvey into a dumping
ground and starving it with funds.

DRAFT/RES/3104 SS8 0AB

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drains not cleared.
Sewage not upgraded
Pothole Roads
Footpaths dangerous
Seafront and Bay full of rubbish
Not a road sweeper to be seen anywhere
Town centre is a disgrace
Turning lights out to help burglars and thieves

DRAFT/RES/3105 SS7 1NJ

I strongly object to the inclusion of land off Glyders, Benfleet (H15) because of this GREEN BELT land is part of the
conversation area and I feel, the gateway to Benfleet- building on it will totally destroy the first images of Benfleet that you
get as you approach from Essex Way. It is, in fact, farm land and protects much wildlife. Building on this land would destroy
the quietness of this area and totally change the 'feel' of this part of Benfleet. Added to that, local drainage can't cope as it isbuilding on this land will only add to the problems we already have. I feel you are being irresponsible to even consider it.

DRAFT/RES/3106 SS7 5JQ

My husband and I were brought up here then moved away for about 20 years, then returned to live here again. It is a good
place to live; I believe that will change too much with all these plans. We need our open spaces to remain as that, open,
space between built up areas. It is important for people's sense of well being. We also object most strongly to the plans, in
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particular for Jotmans Lane. The council refused this last year for good reason. We do not wish to live with the fear of more
flooding. Our garden was mostly underwater again this winter that will not improve with continued building, covering the land
with more concrete. Neither do we wish to be bombarded with lorries etc due to building.
I think that it is proposed to build too many houses in Castle Point. More housing will:

DRAFT/RES/3107 SS7 5ES

•
•
•
•
•

Increase the risk of flooding
Spoil the character of the area
Destroy open spaces
There is a serious drainage problem in Richmond Park- no new development should be allowed before this is
resolved
Everything possible should be done to support local retail i.e. not charging for car parking- Benfleet High Road is
suffering and has lost customers since car parking charges have been introduced.

DRAFT/RES/3108 SS8 0AD

I object to all building on Green Belt Land.
This questionnaire was loaded questions, more money should be spent on providing affordable housing.
Why create more retail space? If I walk down all High Streets there are always empty shops!
Have you ever tried driving off Canvey Island during rush hour or if there is an accident locally?

DRAFT/RES/3109 SS7 3LP

Housing proposed should be either smaller, started homes or social housing projects and not those built for ' mature' families
or 4-5 bed roomed properties.

DRAFT/RES/3110 SS7 2GB

Generally, I'm not in favour of any intrusion onto the existing Greenbelt. However, bearing in mind the National Planning
Policy Framework, I understand and agree with you that the Local Plan is imperative.
Fortunately I won't be alive when our beautiful country has been concreted over to make room for people from other
countries with vast open spaces because our economy lets them. I appreciate your efforts to retain Green Belt where
possible.

DRAFT/RES/3111 SS8 7QS

The density on Canvey is too great. There are already more and more apartment blocks being built with more on the draining
board. This is not in keeping with Canvey in general and where built dominating the area. I have no objection to ordinary
housing i.e. terraced, semi detached or detached.
However, I object to any additional housing on Canvey without substantial improvements to the road infrastructure. This
must be planned and implemented first then additional housing to follow. If housing comes first, there will be no road
improvements.
Also, I note that on mainland Castle Point only 2550 homes will be built but with completion not until 2031. Canvey Island will
have 1450 homes built but with no completion date. I assume this will be well before 2031 which again reflects how Canvey
Island is being dumped on my mainland counselling- same old, same old.
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DRAFT/RES/3112 SS8 8NL

There should be no more housing built on Canvey because recent surface water flooding shows the present drainage and
pumping system is unable to cope with heavy rain.
The disastrous floods now happening in other parts of the country due to changing climate shows it's unwise to build homes
below sea level.
No new homes should be built on Canvey until a new road system is complete, at present the slightest incident on Canvey
Way causes gridlock; it's not unusual to take 1 1/2 hours for my wife to drive the 3 miles from Leigh Beck to Charfleets at
7.20am.

DRAFT/RES/3113 SS8 8DH

Am concerned with the prospect of more houses etc being built on Canvey Island, we have and are still having problems
with drains (excessive water on the surface) I have a problem outside my bungalow, where the drain is blocked and I have
been not able to get out, so surely we cannot possibly build and take away the grass grown and put in concrete which
doesn't allow to clear, I am in full support of development, providing it doesn't cause disruption.

DRAFT/RES/3114 SS8 0BU

Q.3- At present, there is bad flooding in the area each time it rains heavily. Having more housing (concrete etc), the water
will run away even less - so more flooding!! The building of Lambourne etc behind me has caused mine and neighbours
properties to flood a number of times. This did not happen before it was built on!
As on previous plans, I can see what the plan is trying to achieve but find it very sad that so much building has to be 'pushed'
into such a small area. Green Belt should not be eroded at all- at this rate it will diminish even further in the future and
planners don't seem to realise that without places for birds, butterflies, bees etc to live and feed from, our lives will be very
badly affected.

DRAFT/RES/3115 SS8 9XW

Until the access roads on and off Canvey Island are improved or increased, no further housing should be built. A further
1000 + homes will mean around 1000+ more vehicles and even more traffic congestion during peak periods. It is bad
enough now joining traffic queues from 07.00 - 09.15 and 16.00- 18.30 every weekday without the prospect of even more
cars/ vehicles/lorries from the new home owners added to the congestion. In addition of a third access road for Canvey
Island needs to take priority before anything else and only then, when it is operational, the development of more homes and
businesses should commence, otherwise it will only add to the existing road chaos of only two roads.
A. Canvey Island is not suitable for residential development for two reasons:

DRAFT/RES/3116 SS7 4JH

1. H15 almost certain that at some time in the future it will be flooded again
2. If there is an explosion or fire at the fuel storage site, it could be a major catastrophy even with a third road off the
Island.
B. New houses should be built with adequate room to park 2 or 3 cars. The roads should be used for moving traffic only and
not as free car parks.

DRAFT/RES/3117 SS8 9UU

I fully support and encourage the growth of Canvey Island but we will need adequate transport options and facilities from
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immediate effect of the new works being started. After the Sadler’s Farm changes the island was left suffering with extreme
congestion and traffic for many months which was not acceptable, I feel this will repeat itself as soon as any works start on
the Island. We need more options to access and exit the Island as priority.

DRAFT/RES/3118 SS7 3AL

Traffic jams are a regular inconvenience and they alone should show that we are already above capacity in this district.
More homes- yeas, but as new villages with new roads and services that adequate for the population and we must sacrifice
some countryside.

DRAFT/RES/3119 SS8 0AD

Prior to any new building infrastructure- drains access road need to be looked at as a priority. Yes- we all need homes- but
there are many empty properties especially on Canvey Island and if Thorney Bay Camp becomes permanent housing as it
will do- that is a large church of the housing requirement- although drainage etc needs to be looked at. Perhaps looking at
the Lawrence Homes Developments of the 1970s would not go a miss, the Dykes and infrastructure that was put in places
that worked and still does.
•
•

DRAFT/RES/3120 SS8 9XH

•
•
•

Canvey is over developed as it is. This 'plan' gives Canvey almost as many new homes as the rest of the boroughthe current infrastructure should be improved before this is even considered.
Improve the existing Town centre and get more shops and stores into Canvey Town Centre and Knightsbridge
Centre.
The roads and pavements in Canvey are a disgrace- these should be improved and repaired before any new homes
are considered.
As a leisure facility, Waterside farm is vastly overpriced compared with neighbouring centres such as Rayleigh. I see
little improvement in the hall of South Courts- did we really get value for money.
I have no faith in this council to look after the interest of Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/3121

No mention has been made of any police station to be added, The only operational one I know about is in Benfleet is in
Rayleigh!! Surely with this new home influx an additional police station would be necessary. I think that castle Point is full to
capacity now; the addition of social housing will mean that unstable families from the East London Boroughs will fill these
new homes, not existing Castle Point residents and their children. Also by diluting the area with new homes will drive down
the priced in the area, which would ultimately erode the investment that many existing Castle Point residents have stuck their
life savings into. I fear the social fabric of Benfleet will diminish and I for one will be looking to move away from the away
from the area as soon as my children leave school. I am not happy with these proposals. Don't build the airport but build
homes on Rainham Marshes instead, better infrastructure etc... Has this been considered?

DRAFT/RES/3122 SS8 7DB

Obviously the draft proposal for the new local plan consultation was compiled prior to the recent series of storms and tidal
surges with no consideration taken into account in the advent of further and possibly more serious events occurring in the
future, particularly if we are to believe the 'Green Lobby’. It is a widely held perception that such 'draft proposals' are already
done deals with planners and developers regarded with deep suspicion.
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Canvey compared with people in the Thames Valley and Somerset levels fared lightly this time, although the damage was
done to two or three sections of the sea wall, with surface water flooding along the Eastern and Western Esplanades,
drainage being poor and slow to clear. To even think of any further building- particularly to the extent proposed, on Canvey
without the new road and widening of the A130 and Somnes Avenue completed with appropriate infrastructure in its place,
could be construdes as criminal negligence should major flooding or other such disaster ever occur. Would a brave council
planner have the guys to say 'yes- we got it wrong?' - I doubt it.

DRAFT/RES/3123 SS7 3BU

The plans to build more houses on H4 and H9 will also have the potential to further flooding risk due to huge loss of open
ground.
Open spaces: I strongly object to that part of Coombewood Village Green was not included in the correct boundary and
should describe as 'Public Open Space'. This undermines the legal process in achieving its legal status and it's registration
at Essex County Council. This Error should be corrected as soon as possible to engage residents to enjoy the natural history
of Coombewood and the ancient woodland there.
•

DRAFT/RES/3124 SS7 2UT

•
•

Important Local plan is approved with constisus of residents and put in place well before central government
attempts to ride over local planning authority.
Congestion is already beyond the pale- A129 particularly!
Object must be to preserve ALL green belt, not lower sights to 92%. Developers should not in fact must not be
allowed to lobby and bully their way to the easy alternative of building over green belt for easy profits. They must
work for their profits by regeneration of Brownfield sites and renovation of existing housing stock.

DRAFT/RES/3125 SS7 3HR

If you build more and more houses the roads will come to a standstill. Has anyone carried out a traffic report at
Sadler’s/Tarpots recently, new layout is now at a standstill as it used to be!
More roads before houses!

DRAFT/RES/3128 SS9 3TT

The state of our roads is deplorable: more money seems to be spent on requirements of cyclists than taxpaying road users.
Hadleigh Town Centre is tired and unwelcoming.
Scrub lane is plagued by traffic calming humps and you want to increase the flow in this rat run by building more houses!
What industry are you able to attract?
And finally, for whom are the new houses required?

DRAFT/RES/3129 SS8 9AJ

I have lived on Canvey for nearly 40 years and have seen the increase in traffic. It is ridiculous trying to get off/on the Island
at certain times.
More houses mean more traffic!

DRAFT/RES/3130 SS8 0QG

Please do not build houses on our lovely field I played on as a child and now children also play on (H16). No more houses
on our already Flood Risk 3 Grounds!
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Our children need safe green areas to play and be safe!

DRAFT/RES/3132

Housing has been exhausted on Canvey Island and can't accommodate anymore without adequate infrastructure in place.
Everyone on the Island has to go through the misery of traffic queues on the Canvey Way every day to get home from work.
A suggestion is perhaps an entrance to the sports facility could be re-located.

DRAFT/RES/3133 SS8 8QS

We object to housing being built on Canvey as it will involve more traffic on the Island. It is a nightmare at times getting on
and off by car and buses go all round the houses to get to Southend, the trains are expensive to use. We need train passes
please.

DRAFT/RES/3135 SS8 8QT

Old 26 Bus should be returned. Present route 21 far too long to go to Southend.
Old 21 should be reinstated and re-routed to take in present new routes without covering Kings Park Village and terminating
on seafront.

DRAFT/RES/3137 SS8 9XD

All proposals relate to new housing which should not be sanctioned. Policy was to build on flood plains.

DRAFT/RES/3138

The site at Canvey Village has roman remains- needs to be preserved.

DRAFT/RES/3140 SS8 9JY

I object to any and all development on Green Belt as once it's gone, there is no more and it cannot be replaced.
As for development in Canvey the road conditions are bad enough now at rush hour. Anymore traffic just makes it worse.
Also not enough shopping facilities.

DRAFT/RES/3141 SS8 9SZ

What is affordable housing??
All housing is affordable to some person or another!!
This is a nonsense statement.

DRAFT/RES/3142 SS8 8QG

We on Canvey already have too long a traffic wait to get off the Island. I don't think extra homes on Canvey are what are
needed. It does need more jobs so less leave each day for work.

DRAFT/RES/3143 SS8 7TG

Rather than continuing to develop new homes, the focus should be concentrated on the infrastructure.
New roads, schools and town centre developments are needed far more than new homes which will only add to existing
problems.
There is also a far greater need for new job opportunities and business growth.

DRAFT/RES/3144 SS7 3AR

The area I live in is already suffering from severe congestion at peak times. Plus I already have massive congestion and
illegal parking in my own road (including parent parking on my driveway!!). Where are all these new vehicles going to go?
Between you and the Borough Council who can't even keep the streetlights on all night and still have not fixed out road two
years on. And yet there are still plans for more homes with no road or infrastructure to support them. As a third generation
Brook living here in Benfleet, we don't want any more concrete and biscuit box houses here!
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DRAFT/RES/3145 SS7 1PD

In your summary you mention a new 'Sports and Community Hub' in John H Burrows Ground, but fail to mention the
proposed PUB. I believe the old Fire Station would be more suitable for this development, knocking down the library and
house and pub (Crown) for parking. The existing 'Hadleigh Hall Site' could then be re-developed for a new library, Arts and
Cultural Centre which would be more in keeping with the surrounding recreational facilities. Surely a national pub chain
would see more passing trade if the development was situated at the old fire station, thus making more sense. The
population surrounding John H Burrows is predominately retired and so is clearly not a development that is not needed in
that area.

DRAFT/RES/3147

ANSWERS
Question 2
No extra homes built on Canvey. Our drains flood a lot now, without extra use.
Question 4
We are already an overcrowded Island. We do not need extra housing. There are a lot of houses for sale.
Question 6
Charfleets Industrial Estate has empty places on it, so it does not need extra.
Question 7
We already have empty shops on Canvey
Question 8
No new housing needed, so no need for extra spaces.
Question 10
Keep our 100% Green Belt ( I only answered about Canvey because I live there)

DRAFT/RES/3149 SS8 9PT

No more houses should be built on Canvey Island until a third road has been completed. 1085 houses equal some two
thousand plus extra cars plus vehicles attending nursing home and employment growth. This will create further traffic
congestion where a third road is in place.

DRAFT/RES/3150 SS8 9SH

To improve housing and employment on Canvey there needs to be new road improvements, and more retail.
If Canvey had a retail park like most other places, then that would make the traffic a little better.

DRAFT/RES/3153 SS8 8HN

I have observed the colossal amount of cars exiting Canvey on Sat/Sun Mornings where people are leaving to shop
elsewhere. It is very important to attract some good quality shops to Canvey. Personally I hate going to Lakeside, Bluewater,
even Southend to shop in nice shops. I want the here! I am not alone in this. So you need to sell Canvey to these big
concerns. Also a restaurant such as Wetherspoons would be a big bonus.

DRAFT/RES/3154 SS8 9DX

The pressure on our roads is most people's main concern; get this underway before more housing is built!

DRAFT/RES/3155

Canvey Island is already over-populated; we need to maintain what we have. No needs for new shops as many are still
empty!
Services are very bad now 'i.e.' roads, litter, etc How can you cope if you can't do the services now?
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DRAFT/RES/3156 SS8 0DW

Before any housing the roads need to be sorted.

DRAFT/RES/3158 SS8 9RG

Although Central Government insist that more houses are necessary for Castle Point but surely the infrastructure has to be
done first, i.e. more access on and off Canvey, third road to Corringham and a relief road to Two Tree Island, Leigh on Sea.
Is also a possibility over the infrastructure is in place only then can the council think about more housing.

DRAFT/RES/3159 SS8 0QG

I cannot for the life of me see how you can think of building anymore on Canvey as the infrastructure cannot cope at the
present time. There is water lying everywhere, some roads impassable. Getting on and off the Island in rush hour is
unbearable as it is.

DRAFT/RES/3160 SS8 0RN

The road that is to be a third road isn't any good to the Islanders as an accident in Long Road or Soames Avenue and the
road comes to a standstill. We need a road from The Point or at least the end of the Island.
We also need the lights back on at night as we don't dare go out in case we get mugged or worse on our way home!

DRAFT/RES/3161 SS8 7DE

As a driver, I sit in traffic every day on my commute to Basildon, the roads on Canvey can't take any more traffic from new
homes being built, and big concern that schools, shops and public transport can't cope with an increase in housing.

DRAFT/RES/3162 SS8 9RP

Canvey cannot cope with 1450 more homes.
Needs new road still!!
Bus Service is not acceptable- no bus direct to Hadleigh.

DRAFT/RES/3164

It is difficult to get out of our road onto London Road now, so with the extra homes with more people causing more vehicles
to use London Road will impact us directly with increased traffic.
Speed camera will be required going down Bread and Cheese Hill to stop speeding or more traffic lights will be needed to
control the traffic flow on London Road.
We are unsure how increasing the number of residents will impact on local secondary schools, as this is not the outlined in
the consultation pack.

DRAFT/RES/3165 SS8 0HQ

I don't agree with building more houses at Thorney Bay Caravan Park, due to the closeness of gas storage tanks and sewers
which already are overloaded, plus traffic congestion in Thorney Bay Road which is already blocking up at rush hour times.
Also if there was ever an explosion at gas site with another 600 homes you would be held to account for all those extra
fatalities.

DRAFT/RES/3166 SS8 7LL

The Knox row of dilapidated shops- one an eyesore another block of flats would be more suited on High Street also need
bike/ footpath to access wet lands area from Dutch Village.

DRAFT/RES/3167 SS8 9AX

Please, please, please hear what locals have to say- Council do not listen. We live on this lovely Island. Keep it lovely! Don't
destroy!

DRAFT/RES/3168 SS7 5Al

Having lived in Benfleet for 45 years, many changes have been made. Benfleet is really built up now adding to more heavy
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traffic and too many flats along A13 (Tarpots).
Our personal opinion is leave the green belt and fields alone.

DRAFT/RES/3169 SS8 7TN

Proposal for housing: - H6 Land at Point Road, Canvey Island. Whilst I agree that houses should be built there, the proposed
160 is just too many. A similar layout to silverpoint marine would be more suitable for the infrastructure. The local school is at
full capacity and with the increase of cars congestion will increase.
Proposal for Housing: - H5 Land at Thorney bay Park, Canvey Island.
No provision has been made for schools for an extra 600 homes. Also why the increase of people, especially children there
are no recreational proposals?
Basically looking at Canvey Island proposals, we will have a lot more housing increasing the population with no extra
facilities for schooling or recreational. The bus service is poor on the Island which encourages cars use and with this in mind,
the Island will be full of houses and cars and not a lot else. Very disappointing. If plans do proceed, infrastructure should be
put in place first before the houses are built.

DRAFT/RES/3171 SS8 9FE

Lived in a housing estate for twenty years, put up with no sleep and trouble. So I moved to a nicer side of Canvey and it's
great, but you want to put50 new affordable homes at the back of me. It will be like living back on the housing estate that I
have got away from.

DRAFT/RES/3172

We have too many houses on Canvey- by building more; the traffic is going to be even worse when going to/from work. We
need a fire station/ police and ambulance station that are bigger and open 24/7 to help with all these extra houses and
people!! Also need the roads/paths flood free too!!

DRAFT/RES/3173 SS8 0EX

I think the homes on Thorney Bay Park are too many for infrastructure on Canvey Island especially in and around Thames
Road/ Long Road. Hawkesbury Road is already a rat run with cars cutting through. We need some open space and land
behind Hawkesbury Road should be kept open.

DRAFT/RES/3175 SS7 3TE

I have big concerns about more development alongside Rayleigh Road. This road is often congested and traffic at a
standstill. This impacts all neighbouring area. Having 430 more homes in this area is fast going to heighten the congestion.
We already have difficulties getting in and out of our road.

DRAFT/RES/3176 SS8 7ET

Bring rents down so we have more decent shops other than charity shops.
Thorney Bay is holiday home- not housing estate.
Definitely need new road off Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/3177 SS9 3TS

I strongly oppose to any further housing development in this 'already overcrowded' area. If the Government wishes to build
more housing, I suggest they do it in less overcrowded parts of the Kingdom...Scotland for instance? Maybe let less people
in the first place. Just a thought!
But please Castle Point; keep the developers grubby hands off our Green Belt and Open Spaces.
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DRAFT/RES/3179 SS7 4LA

This area needs NO more housing purely because of vehicle congestion. We are next to the Thames River hence nowhere
else to go, we all have to use the same roads, hence congestion. Sadler’s Roundabout is worse now than it used to be and
the Tarpots Cross roads are just clogged up at rush hour.

DRAFT/RES/3180 SS8 8AR

Need another road off Canvey before more housing. New schools and doctors- these are already full to capacity.
Improvement of town centre, encourage new retailers.

DRAFT/RES/3182 SS8 0QH

I have lived on Canvey from the day I was born, I am not against increasing housing for other people to become part of the
community but as always before the infrastructure (roads and drainage) are put in place, the houses will go up, and company
directors, old green belt land owners and profiteering councillors will profit and the day to day hard working men and women
will sit in more traffic just to get to and from work.

DRAFT/RES/3183 SS7 5UX

I have lived in Benfleet all my life and have seen a lot of changes during this time. But sadly I see Benfleet now as a much
built up population. From Tarpots to New Park Road it looks like ' flat city'. Too many flats in Benfleet, too built up, too much
traffic.
Leave the Greenbelt/fields alone! Please preserve Benfleet as a nice village.

DRAFT/RES/3184 SS8 9NT

I am disappointed Canvey's been chosen to take more housing knowing it's on a flood plain and still no third road of the
Island. The amount of traffic it's going to cause it's ridiculous. We are only now being able to get out of our turning after years
of taking our lives in our hands trying to get on the main road- this is due to the traffic lights being installed; now you want to
allow 275 houses to be built around the corner to me. Canvey Road H16. How on earth are they going to get out? With
another lot of traffic lights, that without the number of cars the rest of the building is going to cause it's madness and unfair.

DRAFT/RES/3185 SS8 7PX

How can you possibly want to build all the property on Canvey when drains and roads flood in severe weather?
Sort all this out first, before even considering this proposal.

DRAFT/RES/3190 SS7 3TR

Two concerns: proposal to close Deanes School when no secondary school is to be replaced- do you not expect any child
after 11 going to secondary school as the 2 current schools do not have space and will not be able to accommodate over
1000 kids. Plus the roads will be very congested, no provision for extra roads, if a flood at the Weir; it backs up all of
Benfleet, Thundersley, Hadleigh, let alone more cars on the roads.

DRAFT/RES/3191 SS7 4BS

We moved into Benfleet because Benfleet had a charm of its own. Whilst being centrally located, it has green areas and not
too busy. Now with these new proposals, Benfleet will lose its charm and become just another place to live. The roads are
very busy in rush hour and when there is a problem, it will be even worse with more cars. I feel that again I have wasted my
time filling this in as you will do exactly what you want anyway. Stop dumping in Essex.

DRAFT/RES/3200 SS8 9JB

If you are building new homes, then we will need schools and a road off Canvey as the traffic is so bad now it will only get
much worse with more people, cars in the new houses or flats.
The money should be spent on the houses that are in need of repairs and I know my house is very damp. With black mould
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on my walls.
Also a lot of the town centre shops are empty- shame the market was not every week and we need more shops not shut
shops. Rents too high to keep shops open instead of shutting. Canvey could be so much better place to live.

DRAFT/RES/3204 SS7 3HF

As a regular user of our Coombewood Village Green, accessing it from Church Road, I am concerned that a small area of
land is not included and defined as 'Public Open Space'.
I strongly object to any part of our Village Green as not being described as such as this would undermine the legal process in
achieving its legal status and registration at Essex County Council.

DRAFT/RES/3205 SS8 7DB

Not enough youth and community facilities on Canvey especially at the Point.

DRAFT/RES/3209 SS7 4EP

Re: H14 Plan- more consideration should be given to existing properties in the Sadler’s Farm junction area. Local roads are
too narrow to take more traffic and create rat runs.

DRAFT/RES/3210 SS7 5RX

Benfleet is already so enclosed and congested; more homes filling in the green spaces will make this worse.

DRAFT/RES/3211 SS7 5RL

What a mess, orange blobs all over Castle Point- what this plan proves is not the space to develop and sustain this amount
of homes and the government has got this completely wrong.
This draft is not fit for purpose.

DRAFT/RES/3212 SS8 7HN

Urgently need new road off of the Island for safety measures.

DRAFT/RES/3217 SS7 2TJ

I think you ought to think about the Blinking Owl cafe site first before you spoil Green Belt land which people enjoy.

DRAFT/RES/3218 SS7 4JD

1. No extension to Manor Trading Estate. The current estate is very poor with heavy industrial which should never been
allowed in a residential area. Huge lorries already use Church Road which only increases with any enlargement of the
Trading Estate.
2. N.W Thundersley- I am against this development and if it were to go ahead, I do not want to see it attached to the new
Thundersley by any roads. If you did do this it would become a 'Rat Run' for major traffic to avoid Sadler’s Farm and Tarpots.

DRAFT/RES/3219 SS7 3UU

The council should develop the Blinking Owl/Fane Road site before any other Greenbelt is considered. The effect of these
large developments in our area will be catastrophic. The Traffic that these new housings would create around our roads it
would be like rush hour all day long.
To lose our green spaces and trees that would be cut down to make way for new roads and houses. We need our green
spaces, so we can breathe and live healthy lives.

DRAFT/RES/3220 SS7 2JG

I do not know enough about the questions asked in this survey. I do know we need to improve local transport, provide more
affordable housing but in appropriate areas. It does seem as if I object to housing in the area I live in but I am not familiar
enough with other areas to make any comments about what they need or don't need.
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DRAFT/RES/3221 SS7 5AR

My main concern is that accesses into Benfleet via Canvey Way which will no doubt join Jotmans Lane and enter Benfleet
High Road at Cemetery Corner. This is already a very busy lane and Junction which simply cannot facilitate extra traffic in
Benfleet.

DRAFT/RES/3222 SS7 3QZ

'Over the years' a major concern for residents of Thundersley has been to return its identity; separate from Benfleet, and
retention of Green Belt. Therefore, concern is felt over the plans for increased housing. Castle Point could- and should- have
done something about this many years ago by, for example, stopping builder buying up two adjacent medium sized
properties and replacing with one large detached property e.g. along Rayleigh Road A129 down to Rayleigh Weir. We do not
see the need for increased housing, we do not want Thundersley turned into a 'conurbation' - it must remain a village.

DRAFT/RES/3223 SS8 7QS

It is a nightmare getting on and off the island. After a stressful day I do not need to come home from work to having the road
leading to my house to have lorries, noise, muddy roads. I moved to Canvey because I wanted to live in a quiet area which it
is, I do not want houses, flats to be built on the land where Canvey Supplies is- this will cause a major disruption to everyone
living here. I may have to consider moving out of Canvey if this goes ahead.

DRAFT/RES/3224 SS7 1TX

We are concerned that in your literature you have made mention of our concerns regarding schools and education, yet there
is no question on this questionnaire that identifies this concern. These housing proposals will attract families. Deanes is
being closed, so how do you plan for future populations of children in the area to be schooled?
We also have concerns of an increasing local population on the road networks/congestion, local amenities, services and
hospital provisions.

DRAFT/RES/3225

Schools are already full. How can we build more homes before infrastructure is in place? Primary Schools on Canvey Island
are full.
Are the areas on Canvey flood risk 3 zones?
Should we be building on flood risk 3?
I think even with a new road (3rd road) off Canvey near on 1000 new dwellings on the Island will have a bad negative impact
on the traffic.

DRAFT/RES/3226 SS7 4RA

Having both lived in the Benfleet area; we have seen many changes to all aspects of life. Saturation of housing areas,
overcrowding of schools, medical facilities, congestion of all roads (main and local routes) people coming into the/our areas
discarding litter, causing problems at the aforementioned facilities and many other problems that will become evident if these
additional proposed developments are allowed to continue unabated without challenge.
Your circular does not appear to advise on how the additional resources to manage these developments both from financial
and supervisory levels, additional offices. Our council facilities appear to be overloaded to cope with our current situations on
all fronts.

DRAFT/RES/3227

Question 7- Retail
This consideration is too late for Hadleigh Town Centre with the hideous Morrison’s building dominating the town.
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DRAFT/RES/3229 SS7 2JL

I agree with the plan to build a replacement junior school in Hadleigh but disagree with the plan for 64 homes to be built on
the remaining land. Traffic along Scrub Lane and roads leading into it at School times and commuter times is and always has
been very busy. The addition of 64 homes will make the situation much worse.

DRAFT/RES/3230 SS7 2ES

If these developments go ahead, why is it on the cards that Deanes School will close? This makes no sense!
I would like to see more use of brown field sites, empty old warehouses and yards, rather than continue to nibble away at
what little is left of our green belt.

DRAFT/RES/3231 SS7 4JA

No more housing! There are too many people, too much traffic already and your road improvements- particularly bus lanes
are crazy" Look at Bread and Cheese Hill ridiculous!!

DRAFT/RES/3233 SS7 3UU

Irrespective of any development, the infrastructure must be improved especially the road network. The traffic at times is a
nightmare in the Thundersley area and given the fact that the only way out of the area is via the A13 or A127 any increase in
traffic would not be welcome. Also keeping the Green Belt intact is essential otherwise Thundersley and Hadleigh would be
coming closer to joining with Southend boundaries.

DRAFT/RES/3235 SS7 3TL

H18 would give access to all important major roads without interruption to any existing housing and road systems and in my
view is a very good location which would satisfy all local needs for many years to come.

DRAFT/RES/3237 SS7 1RD

Living off Shipwright Drive, trying to get out onto Kiln Road is horrendous and surprised more accidents don't occur due to
impatient drivers pulling out. The ongoing development and future planned will only make this even worse. Most days
Rayleigh Road is a place to avoid especially weekends the junction at Stadium Way just doesn’t work, traffic turning right just
bides up traffic back to Victoria House Roundabout.
The congestion in the area is making me think it's time to move out.

DRAFT/RES/3238

Green Belt/ Scrub land is important for 'Drain Away' areas during heavy downpours of rain as experienced lately.
Canvey's drainages and sewage are stretched to maximum without more and more houses
We need another road off the Island before anymore is built.

DRAFT/RES/3241 SS8 7NS

Canvey is a flood risk 3- so how can you propose the building of so many houses in this area??
Is there not a government policy that any developments should NOT be in flood risk areas?
All new houses should be built in a non flood risk place!
Canvey amenities like schools, roads, doctors are struggling now.

DRAFT/RES/3242 SS8 8BW

Before you think about building new houses, you should mend damaged drain covers. Clear all drains. Repair damaged
roads. Build a new road off Canvey. Paths to be repaired. New Police Station.

DRAFT/RES/3245 SS7 1EE

Benfleet cannot cope with any additional traffic or additional commuters using the already overcrowded train station. The
High Road and Kent’s Hill Road are at standstill for all busy periods during the day as it is. Benfleet housing values are at a
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good level to deter people who would be better suited living closer to London and should not change.

DRAFT/RES/3246 SS8 7QT

I have opposed the proposed sites of 'Point Road' and ' Thorney Bay' because not only are you building on land that could
be prone to flooding but the sewer systems in the areas are not adequate for the housing at the moment as proved a few
months back with heavy rainfall there was wide spread flooding.
I also notice with Point Road there is no mention of a road across to Leigh that is needed in the case of flooding. Not to
mention the extra 200-300 cars that 160 homes would surely bring.

DRAFT/RES/3247 SS8 7BP

After reading this draft it hasn't altered my opinion that no more building should take place on Canvey or Benfleet, be it
affordable housing or commercial, and should not even be thought of until a new access road is built from Canvey Island to
the mainland. A bad accident at Waterside Farm means that the Island and Benfleet are at a standstill for hours and in an
emergency could cost lives.
20% affordable housing- what is affordable? How much of the 80% is going to builders to build unaffordable houses in
exchange for a school or supermarket.

DRAFT/RES/3248 SS7 3EE

You do not make any comment in the proposal regarding visiting area with ' Village Green' status Coombewood for instance.
I have been told that there are discrepancies between the Draft Plan and existing plans showing Coombewood with 'Village
Green' status. I wish to object most strongly to any changes to the village Green Status of Coombewood to any development
in the surrounding area.

DRAFT/RES/3249 SS7 3SX

I think it would be better to develop the Blinking Owl/ Fane Road H18 before any other green belt is considered.

DRAFT/RES/3254 SS7 3DW

Until the road infrastructure is vastly improved, I do not see how you can consider this much new housing in the area.
Having been to one of you council consultation meetings with the public, I was appalled at the planning officer (a nonelected member of the consultation board) over ruling the councillors.
The drain in Rayleigh Road always over flow when it rains the woods are flooded from the streams and the area is woefully
prepared for the extra footfall and car usage. This is an over populated area as it is without you excessive building plans.

DRAFT/RES/3255 SS7 5TP

The infrastructure and drainage systems that currently exist in the Borough are not fit for purpose and the County Council do
not consider local routes as priority routes for repair or replacement. By adding new housing will exacerbate an already
problematic system leading to more surface water flooding, backing up of drainage systems which has proven to lead to
health problems caused by sewage ingress and proves hazardoudous to vulnerable people unable to self evacuate in
emergency situations. In the event of major emergency residents on Canvey Island maybe completely isolated from the
mainland so by adding over 1000 new homes would potentially be catastrophic to the residents and puts pressure on
emergency planning.

DRAFT/RES/3256 SS7 4NA

The draft plan including proposals for new primary schools alongside the building of 2550 new homes in the period to 2031.
The impact of this growth in the area would place considerable strain on the existing Secondary schools; therefore there is
an essential need for the Deanes School to remain open.
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All currently designated green belt land should be protected from development. Build on 'brown field' sites first.
Transport proposals to relieve congestion at Woodman’s Arms junction are of a higher priority than Tarpots junction.

DRAFT/RES/3257 SS7 3PE

If we destroy all the greenbelt then we won’t have to waste time and money doing all this again. None of this is protected to
2031. Councils and MP's won’t be happy until every little green land left is built on. Green Belt should always be
protected...let’s build on football pitches which will help the nation’s obesity problems. Let’s cut down Thundersley Woods
and kill our wildlife. All so developers who don't live here can get even wealthier!!

DRAFT/RES/3258 SS8 0HH

I am not convinced a new road off Canvey Island alone would solve the congestion issues we face, let alone by adding a
further 1,450 new homes.
Canvey Island is not built to support the number of houses currently residing on it- any further homes would have a
significant negative effect upon its current residents.

DRAFT/RES/3259 SS8 9UR

Build more roads and improve the ones we have. We are a lovely pretty area on Canvey Island and Castle Point. Why ruin it
with more houses?
•
•

DRAFT/RES/3260 SS7 5XB
•

Street Lights need to be reinstated - i.e. between 12.00- 5am. It is false economy
The ongoing problems associated with dog mess must be reviewed urgently.
Especially outside my house being on the corner of Lea Road- please review this major problem and take some
urgent action!
Speeding traffic through St Clements Road- please help!

DRAFT/RES/3261 SS8 8NR

I do not feel that there should be any further construction of homes- other than Thorney Bay Caravan Park and 'like for like'on Canvey Island until the issue of access and traffic congestion has been completely addressed with a new road off the
Island and dualling of Canvey Way.

DRAFT/RES/3262 SS7 5UR

New houses are fine. If there are also more doctors and schools as they are already too full and waiting time too long without
new houses and their own entrances and exits as side roads are all too busy now.

DRAFT/RES/3263 SS7 2UH

We should keep some green spaces which we have put our comments, for the two areas which we feel are going to lose,
woodlands and wild life. H10 and H11

DRAFT/RES/3267 SS8 0QF

It would appear that the density of housing is higher on Canvey Island than on the mainland- is this acceptable? In my view,
until the current road congestion on Canvey in rush hour time is solved by a new road off the Island, and the other road
improvements on Canvey shown in this proposal, I am not convinced additional housing should proceed and needs to wait
for these improvements to the infrastructure.

DRAFT/RES/3268 SS7 5UX

Each of the houses built will more likely have 3 cars, our roads are already congested- have you thought of that??
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DRAFT/RES/3271 SS8 8DR

Building on Island is a joke. We are sinking already. Rent and rates are too dear on Canvey, that's why are losing our shops!

DRAFT/RES/3273 SS8 7DJ

It doesn't matter what is filled in the Draft Plan, you are going to build anyway. You have a job to get off the Island now so 2
or 3 thousand cars won't matter. We need a third road off the Island now. - Not five or ten years later.

DRAFT/RES/3275 SS7 4DB

Land west of Glebelands- following the ruling of the Secretary of State and by the High Court Judge against building on this
site- I feel it should be withdrawn from the Local Plan.

DRAFT/RES/3279 SS8 8NE

Canvey Island is at breaking point with traffic. More homes=more cars. Unless infrastructure is improved before these homes
are built traffic congestion will only get worse?

DRAFT/RES/3280 SS8 7PY

The Council is currently unable to dispose of sewage waste as the drains cannot take it; therefore I feel this is a bad idea.

DRAFT/RES/3281 SS8 9NY

Too many houses on Canvey and the Island flooding.
Too many cars trying to get on and off the Island already without building anymore houses.

DRAFT/RES/3282

The closure of Deanes School is a factor as the other schools will already be stretched without more families to cater for.

DRAFT/RES/3285 SS7 2UL

Should leave Green Belt alone as it would spoil the area, as that was the reason for moving to this lovely area of Daws
Heath for the countryside and quietness.
Do not spoil our area.

DRAFT/RES/3286 SS7 2UN

Strongly feel that the Deanes School should remain open.
Strongly feel the need to improve infrastructure.

DRAFT/RES/3287 SS8 9EP

I would like to ask if the people who decide the plans for Canvey live on Canvey themselves.
If they don't try getting on and off at peak times or when there is an accident on main roads.

DRAFT/RES/3288 SS8 0LZ

I am not sure how the GB2 being already designated as Green Belt is going benefit anyone especially if you are going to
build infrastructure of it.

DRAFT/RES/3291 SS8 9DZ

I broadly support the development proposals provided that the infrastructure - particularly improved road access to Canveyis in place. It would be even more ludicrous, for example, if the extension of Roscommon Way were put ahead an access
road off the Island.

DRAFT/RES/3292 SS7 2SP

Having seen the Council allow the excellent Community Centre in John H Burrows Recreation Ground Fall into ruin, I do not
want to see a new one at the price of having a down market pub in the ground.

DRAFT/RES/3294 SS8 7DD

No more houses to be built on the Island until we get a road off.
200 houses = about 400 cars
350 house= about 700 cars
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It doesn't need working out. The money spent on houses- spends on a road.

DRAFT/RES/3295 SS8 8EQ

In my opinion, building more properties on Canvey Island will gridlock the roads.
Getting off Soames Avenue in the mornings is a nightmare already. More access roads on and off the Island are vital.

DRAFT/RES/3296 SS7 5AE

Please retain both dog walking fields on H14 at the end of Limetree Avenue. These are much loved community spaces,
where dog walkers gather and socialise. Around the fields, improved footpaths would be very welcome.

DRAFT/RES/3298 SS8 8AR

A new road off and on Canvey will mean more traffic and congestion for us.

DRAFT/RES/3299 SS8 8QE

I have no further comment to make other than to congratulate the people responsible for the construction of the New Local
Plan for Castle Point. Absolutely first class!! Well done!

DRAFT/RES/3300 SS8 0DG

The impact of undesirable people coming to Canvey from other areas.
There have been comments that if Thorney Bay is developed, affordable housing contracts cannot be supported by Castle
Point Council. There has been further talk that the contract would go out of the area, possibly to Hackney. Does that mean
that Canvey is to be a dumping ground for Hackney undesirables? Enough is enough!

DRAFT/RES/3301 SS8 7JN

Road infrastructure on and accessing Canvey Island is vital!

DRAFT/RES/3302 SS8 9LB

Cycle ways are no good if cyclists will not use then and cause unnecessary hold ups by using Ferry Road and not the cycle
path provided, for example.

DRAFT/RES/3303 SS8 7LQ

I feel Canvey is now at saturation point with regards people, housing and traffic. If there are more homes built there will be
more children needing more schools. It is difficult getting a doctor’s appointment now, a good 2 weeks, so what is going to
happen then? Also dentists.
Traffic is appalling on all our roads in and out of Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/3305 SS7 4AD

Generally ok- but very concerned about development of H18 and Manor Trading traffic related issues rat runs created and
increased heavy traffic in area. Any access off of A130 could create rat run issues- more details required.

DRAFT/RES/3306 SS8 8LT

It's a crazy idea to build more housing on Canvey Island until 3rd access road is built and open.

DRAFT/RES/3307 SS8 0RN

There should be no further large developments on the Island until there is another road off and the sewers/drainage etc has
been greatly improved.

DRAFT/RES/3309 SS8 7SD

Schools locally already are subsided as are the doctor’s surgeries and local chemists.
Access to and from the Island is a very real problem both going to and from work and to attend hospitals or social functions.
Island is already sinking so why so many new homes?
Although our younger population require affordable housing necessary infrastructure needs putting in place!
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DRAFT/RES/3310 SS8 9DN

I do not think any new houses should be built on Canvey until a third road is built. Get your priorities right!
Also the drainage system cannot cope.

DRAFT/RES/3311 SS8 0LE

No new building should be considered before the drainage, third road and other essential services are in place.
Try listening to the people before bulldozing these plans through.

DRAFT/RES/3312 SS8 0AP

Simply- no more houses or nursing homes on Canvey! It is too overcrowded as it is. We need the third road built first. It's all
about greed!

DRAFT/RES/3313 SS7 5EG

New houses will make an already congested area even worse- schools; doctors are already full to bursting. Traffic in the
area is absolutely heaving at most times of the day. The prospect of more people, more cars fill my family and me with
dread.
Our roads, paths and amenities are run down and need improving before more demands are made on them. How many
more children can you fit in classes of 30 already in existence?

DRAFT/RES/3315 SS7 4DL

Traffic congestion in the Tarpots area and Sadler’s Farm is dreadful. We now have problems accessing Church Road from
Rushbottom Lane, with another 100 houses in Glebelands we will be queuing for hours to get out of our roads. It is difficult
enough at present and with the huge lorries using Church Road to access Manor Trading Estate there is already too much
traffic in this area.

DRAFT/RES/3316 SS7 3SL

My objection 'other' to question 3 was based on impact on unemployment due to more housing in low employment areas and
in the case of Thorney Bay Park, impact on crime, as many people with criminal reputations live on the park.
I also object to any more housing unless all night street lighting in residential areas is reinstated.

DRAFT/RES/3317

We need to help those who have lived in Castle Point area for those who need houses, can't afford it for one, or houses are
been given to people who haven't lived in Castle Point area at all. The local Councils needs to look after the local people that
live in the local area.

DRAFT/RES/3318 SS9 3RB

Before proceeding, I would like to see plans for the infrastructure which must be put in place before all these changes take
place. I.e. schools, doctor surgeries, health centres, dentists, local shops.

DRAFT/RES/3320 SS7 4PL

Due to traffic congestion and the schools in Church Road, the proposed extra industrial space should be located elsewhere
(perhaps off the A130 roundabout between Sadler’s Farm and the A127).

DRAFT/RES/3321 SS7 4JD

All these plans will bring more people to this overcrowded area, yet Deanes School is closing. Why?
All these extra people need doctors yet we cannot recruit any at the present time. Any plans for car parking at shopping area
because local businesses will be losing trade due to car park charges. I for one will not now go to the parade at High Road
Benfleet, if I have to pay. All the side roads are blocked with parents picking up their children.

DRAFT/RES/3322 SS8 9HE

•

How can you build more houses when we can't road flooding if there is a flood?
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Can't get off - too many cars and Lorries on Canvey.
Town Centre- Rents and Rates are too dear.
Grass is cut then blown down drains.
We have been taken over by Castle Point. Put the money back into Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/3323 SS7 5NH

Q3: Sites H10, H18 and H14 are massive new housing estates on already overloaded roads. H18 backs onto where we have
just brought a property and would ruin the quiet, country life we have just moved to ( 2 weeks ago), as would further
development of E3, massively reducing the value of our new property. Neither of these came up on searches run by local
solicitors.
Huge amounts of empty properties in the area in the area could be re-developed to cover housing shortages. Same applies
to empty shops in the area. Local shops (Benfleet) are losing trade on a daily basis following introduction of car park charges
at Richmond Hall- it was empty yesterday lunchtime where as normally it is full.

DRAFT/RES/3324 SS8 8LN

I believe that no further house building should take place on Canvey Island. The population of the Island has already
outgrown the infrastructure. The drainage system does not cope well at present and will only be made worse with future
proposed house building. Canvey Island was once a green and pleasant place to live, and raise children- no more though!

DRAFT/RES/3325 SS7 3DN

Instead of simply accepting Government plans you should have negotiated development away from S.E Essex.

DRAFT/RES/3328 SS7 3BS

Please note my objection to any part of the Village Green as not being described as 'Public Open Space' since this would
undermine the legal process in achieving its legal status and it's registration at Essex County Council.

DRAFT/RES/3330 SS8 0BY

I am in support of the plan as long as all things are taken into consideration i.e. traffic improvements particularly for Canvey
Island with the building of a new road and widening of existing roads. The need for local facilities i.e. doctors surgeries and
school places as we have had a senior school closed down and it is very difficult to get a doctor’s appointment without an
influx of new residents making it worse. I would also be interested to see which sort of houses will be built on Thorney Bay
and what will be done to contend with the extra traffic in the area.

DRAFT/RES/3331 SS7 5RY

The National Planning Policy Framework is wrong in thinking Castle Point needs 350 houses built each year- CPBC should
not be working towards this. Castle Point DOES NOT have the space to accommodate this amount of growth.

DRAFT/RES/3332 SS7 3LA

Whatever the results are, feel you will do what you want anyway.

DRAFT/RES/3334 SS8 9AN

I'm all in favour of getting rid of the old shops and other property on Knightswick Road, they are rundown and untidy.
If all that old property was demolished it would certainly enhance that end of the town and open up this lake, at this present
time, it all looks 'shabby'.

DRAFT/RES/3336 SS8 9UA

No additional housing should be built on Canvey until new roads are completed including one off from a different point to
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Waterside. Also flooding/infrastructure need to be sorted before anymore housing. Not enough GP's (have to wait 2 weeks
for non-urgent appointment now- how long if more housing as proposed?). Need 24 hour cover for Police and Fire Brigade
based on Island?

DRAFT/RES/3337 SS7 4LH

We have reached the maximum level of housing in Castle Point and the maximum level of transport/cars etc.
Councillors have to stand up to national Government and tell them enough is enough. You cannot keep making the roads
bigger if there is a certain area they have to fit in. You cannot keep building on Canvey Island with its potential for flooding.
There should be a plan which states no new housing development, unless old housing is replaced with new.

DRAFT/RES/3339 SS7 4EE

Benfleet needs more toilets.
Tarpots one closed.

DRAFT/RES/3341 SS7 4LT

Having spent a large amount of taxpayer's money opposing the development of the land west of Glebelands, we were
surprised and disappointed to see this land indentified as part of the local plan the council is proposing. If this land is built on,
it represents a huge waste of money in addition to the loss of an important 'green belt' site which is vital to prevent urban
sprawl with Bowers Gifford.

DRAFT/RES/3342 SS7 4PG

If the Council and 'others ‘have repeatedly turned down planning permission on a plot of green belt land (H13) for a number
of reasons and nothing has changed I can't understand why that plot of land is now in the council's Draft Plan. Do you/have
you not checked out the history for planning permission on this land, if you had it you not be in this Draft!

DRAFT/RES/3343 SS7 5EP

I object to H14 Land of West of Benfleet. Because the sewage plant cannot handle the sewage now from the homes, let
alone building more.

DRAFT/RES/3344 SS7 5SP

You have obviously not driven during rush hour from Sadler’s Farm Roundabout down to Tarpots and onward to Southend.
Anyone doing so would realise that this road is almost at a standstill and cannot cope with any increased traffic.

DRAFT/RES/3345 SS7 5TP

Too many houses will have impact on water level roads. Loss of Green Belt lands not enough facilities to cope with increase
population. Roads round Sadler’s Farm Tarpots cannot cope at moment during rush hour.

DRAFT/RES/3347 SS7 5DA

If the H14 goes ahead despite our objections, we would demand that the Link Road from the Link Road from the A130 be
built before the development starts so that the builder can access the site by that route and not Jotmans Lane. But we would
still prefer no development at all.

DRAFT/RES/3348 SS8 7EU

No new houses on Canvey without the supporting infrastructure.

DRAFT/RES/3350 SS7

H18- Blinking Owl/ Fane Road site should be developed before any Greenbelt sites. This has good links to the A127 and the
improved A130 and A13. This site can easily accommodate 2000 homes, whilst allowing protection of Castle Point's
Greenbelt.
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DRAFT/RES/3353 SS8 0EX

The infrastructure on Canvey is already over stretched. The drainage system is unable to cope with present conditions,
causing flooding, the roads are not able to deal with the amount of traffic and the Councils in ability to maintain these roads
is abysmal i.e. Pot holes, flooding, volumes of traffic.

DRAFT/RES/3355 SS7 4AB

Need better HGV routes to Manor Road Trading Estate. If site expanded- concerns with school nearby.

DRAFT/RES/3356 SS7 3SZ

I want the council to develop the Blinking Owl/ Fane Road site H18, before any other Green Belt is considered. This would
be capable of sustaining 2000 new homes with the least disruption of existing infrastructure.
Easy to access from A127 and A130 with 100 added traffic to Sadler’s Farm and Rayleigh Weir Junction.
Also using contaminated green Belt is beneficial as it would be de-contaminated before usage.

DRAFT/RES/3357 SS7 3SZ

I want the council to develop the Blinking Owl/ Fane Road site H18 rather than any other Green Belt site as there is an area
of contaminated Greenbelt behind the Blinking Owl Cafe/ Fane Road. There's also easy access to A127 and A130 which will
keep extra traffic away from the Rayleigh Weir and Saddlers Farm Junctions which are already heavily congested and make
local residents lives a nightmare travelling to work etc.
I am extremely worried of the extra houses, the impact they will have on the local community, GP's, Schools, Dentists,
Hospitals etc and I object to any building on our Green Belt.

DRAFT/RES/3358 SS7 5AP

Green Belt land must be preserved along with agriculture land in order to provision food etc, for future increase in population.
Continues development should be stopped in Benfleet and surrounding areas and the Government should spend more time
developing the North to stop the divide in England.

DRAFT/RES/3359 SS8 7NA

Canvey's infrastructure cannot cope with more housing and traffic. Too many empty shops- why build more?
Plan provided very poor- not enough detail to make accurate decision. Concerned about traffic congestion and wildlife.
Seafront needs better disabled access to the beach.

DRAFT/RES/3361 SS8 7QJ

Q9- For new road off of Canvey but if it is to be tolled then no as this I believe with growing population is a necessity. Not
another way to line council pockets.
H6- if properties built please calculate per person in each home i.e. 2 adults with at least 1 dependant of driving age =
possibly 3 new cars X this by the proposed 160 homes = 480 more cars on what are diabolical roads now plus more chance
of flooding as more concrete, less soil for drainage. Also more sewage problems as too many using small sewers now.
Q7- As for retail floor spaces there are too many empty and not used shops at the moment as it is.

DRAFT/RES/3362 SS8 7EP

No new housing or commercial industry until roads and infrastructure in place.
No local plan unless agreed by residence and businesses.
No new shops until old Canvey Town Centre modernised.
Community facilities- Waterside swimming and gym too expensive.

DRAFT/RES/3364 SS7 3UU

Concentrate building proposals on site H18 before any other building site on any other Green Belt Sites.
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I object to any development in Dawes Heath H10, H11 and H12 due to overcrowding, increased traffic congestion,
detrimental to wildlife and not sustainable with regard to schools and GP's services. More building on Green Belt increases
risk of flooding with new weather patterns forecast going forward.

DRAFT/RES/3365 SS8 9EB

Canvey Island is a town below sea level and therefore no further homes should be built on what is a flood plain.
Has the bad wet winter and national floods not told us anything about building on land that can flood.
Even with improved infrastructure and a few road improvements, all side roads on Canvey are narrow, parking is already a
problem down some roads, let alone the town centre.
In fact down some, not a lot of the roads, emergency services would struggle.

DRAFT/RES/3367 SS7 1AH

Even with the new proposal for improved road links, we are already over congested. The area of A13 from Tarpots to
Hadleigh roundabout cannot be extended or enlarged. This road takes most of the traffic and is grid locked every day. 2500
more houses is not going to make this any better.

DRAFT/RES/3368 SS7 4JE

Improve Roads

DRAFT/RES/3369 SS7 5RS

Benfleet and its immediate surrounding area are already congested. The more houses we have, the more cars, children etc
we have therefore the local facilities will be more over-crowded than they already are. New buildings must be kept to a
minimum. This area is bust enough already.

DRAFT/RES/3372 SS8 0JG

The proposed building of 600 homes (H5) is crazy. We do not have the infrastructure to support this. All residents of Canvey
are only too well aware of this. Surely such extensive increase in housing cold only be justified AFTER a third exit from
Canvey is created and not a TOLL ROAD intended for those who can afford to pay, but access to ALL residents.

DRAFT/RES/3374 SS8 0AW

Present infrastructure on Canvey Island can NOT support further building. More houses equal more cars, despite years of
work you still have difficulty in getting on and off the Island at peak morning and evening times. There must be no more
development on Canvey until a new access road is built. Any accident on Canvey Way still gridlocks the whole area. Has
any thought been given to the question of flooding??

DRAFT/RES/3375 SS7 2LA

Haven't you spent enough of the taxpayer's money yet? Now I suppose this will be another white elephant - the same as
your proposals for Hadleigh Town Centre and the single carriageway (AB) and making the town a 'pedestrian area' barmy.

DRAFT/RES/3378 SS8 9SU

There should be no houses built on Canvey, till the roads are sorted out.
No matter what you councillors say, there is only ONE road off Canvey as all roads go round Waterside roundabout. Any
RTA there and Canvey come to a standstill. It needs sorting out, not more housing.

DRAFT/RES/3380 SS7 2AB

Housing
The best place for development would be in N.W Thundersley/ Fanes Lane/ Blinking Owl (H18). This would have minimal
impact on existing infrastructure and could support more than the proposed 400 in that vicinity. It is difficult to comment on
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the impact on schools/GPs without knowing if any new facilities are proposed in the locations.
Manor Trading Estate seems totally inappropriate in its present location. The site would be better for housing.

DRAFT/RES/3381 SS8 0HT

How I see it is whatever people's views are on this plan (for or against), the proposals will go ahead anyway: too many
people involved have their fingers in the pie to do very well out of it! We lowly inhabitants are just kidded along that we have
a say in the matter- in our dreams!

DRAFT/RES/3382 SS8 9NZ

The whole idea of even building one home is outrageous. A new road should be priority before ANY new homes are built.
We cannot cope with what homes we have now on the roads. Any road works or accident on Canvey, Benfleet and even
Hadleigh we come to a standstill. Everybody knows this surely this is a health and safety issue. I cannot believe we are
having this discussion, unbelievable!

DRAFT/RES/3383 SS7 1HL

Improved road networks essential before housing consultation is commenced. Many existing estate roads (Hill Road,
Benfleet particularly) now need urgent re-surfacing to a higher standard than previously.

DRAFT/RES/3384 SS8 0HQ

I don't want increase in traffic going past my front door. Speeding is already a problem. The roads will not take any more
traffic; it's hard enough to get on the Island already queuing to get on. The impact would be devastating and I would look into
moving off the Island which is something I would not have done.
The fields of off Jotmans Farm are nice to see from the train and the green is nice to look at for the kids, seeing horses in the
fields and wildlife being pushed out yet again, foxes, badgers, birds and bridal paths which are not looked after now would
only become dumps for rubbish etc.

DRAFT/RES/3385 SS7 3HL

DRAFT/RES/3387 SS8 7NT

DRAFT/RES/3388 SS7 1TN

•
•
•

A13 from Saddler Farm to Kiln Road needs improvement to ease congestion
A Link Road between A130 and New Thundersley could help congestion in feasible
Need improvement to NHS Services- particularly need more GP’s?

We could be in alignment with National Politics. You will take no notice of OUR needs or concerns so it's a waste of ink!
And where is the money coming from?
A- US! The whole system wants changing; they say we're in a capitalism system. My question is we bail out the banks??
1. Hadleigh/Benfleet is a green oasis between the concrete jungle of Basildon and Southend and should remain so.
The roads A127/ A13/A129 are already congested without adding H4/H10. Spilling onto these roads, the bottleneck,
dual carriageway Hadleigh Shopping Centre to single lane towards Leigh for example. The diesel and CO2 fumes
are so obvious and detrimental to health!
2. Have the planned/approved 152 houses been amended to reduce the social housing due to the developer’s loss of
profits?
3. Any offers by developers to provide schools/ doctor surgeries etc as a bribe, who will pay for the running of these
community centres?
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4. Most of these properties are for the overspill from London, not for local family descendants.

DRAFT/RES/3392 SS8 9SQ

We have no significant play areas for children in this area and this should be seriously considered in adjusting at the
planning of the proposals.

DRAFT/RES/3393 SS8 7QT

This whole exercise has been a complete waste of money as none of the comments will be taken into consideration and you
will do what you have already proposed.

DRAFT/RES/3394 SS7 3DF

I object to any building or development on Canvey Island owing to the increase of flooding due to climate change.
I also think that developing smaller sites especially privately owned ones with easy access should be lifted out of the green
belt and built on. Also unmade roads should be provided i.e. Runneymede and The Chase owing to the increased traffic as
the newly furbished SEEVIC College. Also it would alleviate traffic on the A13 if these were made up.

DRAFT/RES/3395 SS7 2PQ

I know the Government want more home built- but this area is pushed to the limits as it is. You can't move out of this area
without meeting a traffic jam. If all these proposed houses are built the traffic situation will get no better but worse with these
new houses- H4/H10/H11/H12 will certainly come more children- where are they supposed to go to secondary school if
Deanes closes (very sort sighted) - King John can only take on so many children before their classes are undermined.

DRAFT/RES/3396 SS7 3BZ

Building on green fields, where will all the rain water now go?
Can our drains cope with the extra water that will come from this land?
4000 new homes= at least 4000 more cars.
Can our roads, utilities, services etc cope???

DRAFT/RES/3397 SS7 3RJ

I am very concerned about the impact on traffic with new developments. There is already frequent heavy congestion on the
roads leading to the Woodman’s Arms junction in Thundersley.
I am also concerned about losing valuable Green Spaces in an already built up area, not least because of flooding potential.

DRAFT/RES/3398 SS8 7LG

If properties are built with the go ahead, we need a new road off the Island so that it is easier to get off in the morning, as we
know at the moment if we have an accident, everything stops and comes to a standstill.

DRAFT/RES/3399 SS7 5HJ

Green belt should not be built on full stop!
Homeowners will lose value of property and not make area attractable.
The reason people live in the Benfleet area is that it is not over populated.
How will these impact emergency services. Will police stations be open 24/7?
Land on the other side of Castle Point (Pitsea) should be built on. Built on land that is occupied by non paying travellers.

DRAFT/RES/3400 SS7 5AF

Castle Point is the second densely populated area in Essex and there is no 'Local Need' for the amount of housing proposed
in our borough. The Infrastructure (roads, schools, doctors, dentists and our sewage system) is already at breaking point.
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There are already far too many people squeezing into this area presently. The loss of farm land and wooded areas is totally
unacceptable and the effect on local wildlife is unknown. There is also no need for additional industrial units as many are
lying empty already!

DRAFT/RES/3401 SS7 2UL

We want you the council to develop the Blinking Owl Site (H18) as this is the most sensible solution.
We object to any building on the green belt H11 and H10.
We do not want the Link Road at Stadium Way, Daws Heath Road.
With all three major stables in Daws Heath being built on, where are all the horses meant to go?

DRAFT/RES/3402 SS7 3BU

Although not mentioned in the Draft New Local Plan, I still have reservations about the centre of Hadleigh. Have the
proposals to pedestrians this centre been included?

DRAFT/RES/3405 SS8 8QS

No more development on Canvey until a new road is in place or has started construction.
It would be impossible to evaluate Canvey in an emergency. To not improve access is playing with people's lives.

DRAFT/RES/3406 SS8 9BE

No new homes can be built until road system on Canvey Island has improved as roads become gridlocked presently without
additional traffic.

DRAFT/RES/3409 SS7 5TA

I currently work in London and get the train from Benfleet Station.
Currently I get a seat around 3 times a month if I am lucky! All this additional housing/infrastructure cannot be sustained! Are
more rail services going to be implemented? I have friends that get the bus to Canvey from the station and this sometimes
takes 45 minutes to get home, how can that be when the train to London is quicker? There are too many housed people as it
is without adding to it!
Also the council are quick to close schools but then want to build on the land!! Where will the children go when you are
closing down the schools? Things just don't add up!

DRAFT/RES/3411 SS7 5HJ

There is no guarantee of lasting long term employment.
Surely it is up to the bus companies to organise routes which are profitable to them?
What guarantee can the Council give that things here could change?
House builders are just out to maximise their profits.

DRAFT/RES/3412 SS7 3UY

I think the plan to build 430 homes as proposal H10 is totally wrong. The land provides a green lung between Rayleigh Weir
and Thundersley. The proposed road coming out on Daws Heath Road will add to the congestion. This area of Thundersley
is lovely- please don't spoil it!!

DRAFT/RES/3413 SS7 4LT

There are enough cars using Glebelands now.
Another 100 houses will put another 100 or more cars using it.
Another road off the site would solve the problem.
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DRAFT/RES/3414

I would like to know what is meant about the lined square H18 (2). Is it for proposed roads off A12?
Please bear in mind H14 and particularly H13 is the last bit of green belt before we get to Basildon, who I am led to believe is
going to build up to Boundary. We get enough noise from A130 traffic.
The traffic in Glebelands is enough as it is without more houses and cars.

DRAFT/RES/3415 SS7 5EJ

Infrastructure stress is a major concern. Yes, you can build new roads and schools but not so easy to build new train lines.
The Shoeburyness- London line is already exhausted- I stand everyday there and back, stuffed in like cattle. It does not
make much difference on time of day. Any additional housing on Canvey, Benfleet, and Hadleigh etc is going to add to the
misery line. Green Belt is for the enjoyment of all and we need to protect what we have left for everyone.

DRAFT/RES/3416 SS8 8ED

Question 4- Drainage System should be sorted before any more houses are built on Canvey as surface water is causing lots
of problems to residents.

DRAFT/RES/3417 SS8 9AE

I have lived on Canvey Island since 1944 and seen very little in the way of improvements to date, perhaps with the exception
of the roads. All that has happened is the building of homes by builders let loose with weak planning and very little
contribution to the Island.
The proposed development of Thorney Bay is a disaster as it is plainly a flood plain and far too closes to hazardous plants.
Canvey Island is fast becoming just one large housing estate without the thought for green spaces. It is not time to end
development on Canvey and improve what we have left of it? There are no parks, no trees, just a flood plain called West
Marshes.

DRAFT/RES/3419 SS7 2TY

A modest development in H18 whereby traffic could flow onto the A127 without making Castle Point a gridlock area would be
more ideal. This would need to be done without destroying the area for the current resident.

DRAFT/RES/3420 SS7 2TY

Please do seriously consider the site H18 that is Fane Road, Blinking Owl, North West Thundersley area. I have seen this
sort of development in other parts of the country and it appears to best suit all needs- those for more housing having an
adverse impact on an established locality.

DRAFT/RES/3422 SS7 5JN

With all these additional people living in this area, I cannot see how Southend Hospital will cope at all. It is bad enough now.
It is going to get worse!!

DRAFT/RES/3424

Canvey Island cannot take any further residents as the current road infrastructure cannot cope with the residents and
industrial traffic it already has. The congestion of traffic off and on the Island is and has been, at breaking point for many
years.

DRAFT/RES/3425 SS8 7ND

No further building should be allowed on Canvey until a new road is built. Our road cannot take any more traffic. Also due to
the recent flooding, infrastructure needs to be improved first.
Basically look after what we have now!
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DRAFT/RES/3426 SS8 7QU

My main objection is that Canvey Island is becoming the dumping ground of Castle Point. We don't need any more
houses/flats on the Island as the island's infrastructure cannot support what currently exists. My road floods everytime there
is heavy rain and yet you still want to put 160 homes on the Point. The people round here don't want this development as we
showed when we attended the meeting at Kiln Road, but it was already a done deal.
The third road idea also seems to be a way of the council holding people to ransom so they can push more houses on us!
Want a new road? Well here are 1500 new homes first!! STOP! We are a small place. A flood plain, we want to keep what
Green Belt land we have. We have lost one school as not enough pupils so if we have all these we have lost one school as
not enough pupils so if we have all these families move here, where will they attend school?
We need a council who will speak up for us on the Island instead of ruining it and leaving it in the state it's in.
NO MORE HOUSES, TRAFFIC, PEOPLE!! Not that you will read any of this, you do what you want anyway- you always
have!!

DRAFT/RES/3429 SS7 5RY

I object to all the proposed development Castle Point is going to change out of all proportion if this goes ahead. Who is going
to live in all these new properties- certainly not Castle Point people? Looking round the area at all the properties up for sale
and rent, we do not need new house builds. Traffic congestion is bad enough now. We do not want more.

DRAFT/RES/3430 SS8

Due to the volume of traffic experienced night and morning, could Canvey way be widened to alleviate this problem?

DRAFT/RES/3432 SS8 8PE

Have lived here 8 years and realised already too many squeezed into South East corner of Essex- the road system is very
inadequate. Travel in rush hour is now very bad. Far too many houses on Canvey Island already! If Essex has to provide
thousands more homes, why not use the north of the county, like a 'Pound bury' type of town next to A120 near Stansted?
I realise this is not in Castle Point, Basildon or Southend but would ease the misery that thousands of houses built in this
crowded corner would create!

DRAFT/RES/3435 SS7 1BQ

I am happy with my community as it is, by making the changes the council suggests they are destroying the natural
landscape that I greatly admire.

DRAFT/RES/3436

Public access to Daws Heath needs improving- car parking signage- at present it is almost a private facility at present.

DRAFT/RES/3437 SS8 7QU

I love at the Point on Canvey, when it rains our drains block for some hours until the pumping station in Point Road clears.
The proposed development at the Point will only add to this problem and the local drainage system just cannot take what we
have now let alone a massive increase as proposed. Our existing roads in the area are badly congested any more traffic will
be unmanageable.
The same goes for Thorney bay. The recent flooding has shown the local distance systems cannot cope. How can you justify
another 600 homes!!

DRAFT/RES/3440 SS8 7EW

Drainage seems to be a big issue on Canvey. Many roads have deep surface water even without heavy rainfall. I think this
need to be corrected before any development is considered.
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DRAFT/RES/3442 SS9 3TP

•
•

•
DRAFT/RES/3448 SS8 0BA

•
•

Why do we need 200 extra homes a year? Where does the need come from? There is a massive empty block of
flats on the sea front that was deemed as 'needed' at one point. Let's look at the empty homes first.
Road are busy enough already, we don't need extra motorists.
There has been enough destruction of the beautiful English countryside already. When it's gone, it's gone. We will
have nothing to leave to our children and grandchildren. We have lots of empty buildings all over the county which
could be converted into housing.
If you really must build and lose us more of our valuable green land then pick areas which have limited impact on
infrastructure and residents like H13, H14 and H18.
Any work which is done must be given to local independent companies so it benefits the local economy, not national
heavyweights.

Priority is important- the next phase of Roscommon Way should be priority number one the new housing at Thorney
Bay could follow.
Some of the Traffic issues could be improved with better flow models including Tarpots and Saddlers Farm that is
not completely ok.
Please hurry up with these improvements.

DRAFT/RES/3450 SS8 9RH

No further housing developments should be allowed until the roads leaving Canvey Island are improved. The congestion will
only get worse. You must consider the welfare of the people already living on Canvey Island before allowing any housing
development. The more congestion, the harder it will be for the emergency services to navigate on and around the Island.

DRAFT/RES/3451 SS8 7BH

Canvey Island was a very nice place to live until a few years ago, it's now getting to be very over crowded, far too many cars
on the roads. The proposed building of 700 homes on Thorney Bay is outrage. Anyone with any sense must see this should
not, at any price, happen. THE ISLAND IS OVERCROWDED as it is, it means possibly as many as a 1000 more cars on our
already bad roads ( still to be repaired!) so no more building for at least 10 years. Also the terrible drainage on main roads on
the Island after heavy rain is unacceptable. Sort it out!

DRAFT/RES/3452 SS8 0AL

Canvey is over populated as it is. Traffic on and off is terrible. More houses will make it worse and there are too few open
spaces as it is.

DRAFT/RES/3453 SS8 7PY

I would like to know when the new houses are built on Thorney Bay, where will all the current residents go, or is it Jeff King
building these new houses for them with affordable rents.
160 homes at Point Road- how will the traffic get off the Island? Through that tiny stretch of road past Leigh Beck School
then try to get past the Post Office where cars are always parked on double yellow lines, causing traffic chaos on a daily
basis.
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DRAFT/RES/3454 SS8 9QL

Infant/Junior Schools are at maximum capacity and now only two senior schools because apparently there were not enough
children. How would they cope with more families moving onto the Island?
Canvey traffic is terrible now, how can a minimum of 1450 more cars help even with the possibility of another road?

DRAFT/RES/3455 SS8 0NG

Before any building work is allowed to start, there is a question of a main road off the Island for everyone's safety.

DRAFT/RES/3456 SS8 7HX

The building of new homes has to be thought through, after the winter’s rains we must learn to make sure that the entire
infrastructure is in place before a brick is laid, the need for new roads onto Canvey Island is a must. Also after the drainage
and problems on Canvey flooding this year I think that building 600 homes on H% would just be too much for the existing
sewer and drainage system.

DRAFT/RES/3457 SS7 1BQ

We live in Benfleet because it has natural open spaces and wildlife that we can enjoy during walks etc.
The area is already overcrowded with cars, too little thought to pedestrians and too many applications for schools/doctors
etc.
Even if 'open spaces' are provided for in these developments, the wildlife will have been killed during the building process.
More people are against the proposals than for, so therefore democracy should prevail.

DRAFT/RES/3458 SS7 2UL

We want you the council to develop the Blinking Owl Site (H18) as this is the most sensible solution.
We object to any building on the green belt H11 and H10.
We do not want the Link Road at Stadium Way, Daws Heath Road.
Also all the stables are closing, where are all the horses going to go?

DRAFT/RES/3459 SS8 7QR

I strongly object to any future development on Canvey until a completely new road which does not divert from the Waterside
Roundabout is built and is up and running.

DRAFT/RES/3460 SS7 2UL

We want you the Council to develop the Blinking Owl Site (H18) as this is the most sensible solution.
We object to any building on the green belt H11 and H10.
We do not want the Link Road at Stadium Way Daws Heath Road.

DRAFT/RES/3461 SS7 2UL

We want you the council to develop the Blinking Owl Site (H18) as this is the most sensible solution.
We object to any building on the green belt H11 and H10.
We do not want the Link Road at Stadium Way to Daws Heath Road.
Also, 3 main stable will be going under your plan, where are all these horses going?

DRAFT/RES/3462 SS7 2UL

We want you the Council to develop The Blinking Owl Site (H18) as this is the most sensible solution. We object to any
building on the Green Belt H10 and H11.
We do not want the Link Road at Stadium Way Daws Heath Road.
Also 3 main stables will be going under your plan- where are all the horses going to go?
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DRAFT/RES/3465 SS7 1PT

Area H18- Should be prioritised for future residential development. It would be less damaging to the Borough quality of life
which is already suffering from over development.

DRAFT/RES/3466 SS7 3EN

It appears every single livery yard in Castle Point has been designated for housing. I live in Benfleet and would have
nowhere to stable my horse. What provisions have been made for our leisure time?
I strongly object to the proposal for every livery yard to become housing.

DRAFT/RES/3467 SS7 2TR

I object to any building on the Greenbelt. Use the Manor Trading Estate land to build the required new housing and move all
the industrial/commercial works from there to the area behind the Blinking Owl site. This would provide easy access from the
A127 and A130 for the relevant commercial traffic.
Please use the alternative better site at H18 Fane Road /Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/3468 SS7 2LS

I think Hadleigh needs a train station! It will increase the amount of people and businesses that wish to live in our area- thus
improving commuting and employment prospects.
I have lived in Hadleigh since 1992, I moved in as a young person setting up home, I now have a 20 year old who like to
move out but properties are out of reach- less OAP flats and more affordable started homes in Hadleigh please!

DRAFT/RES/3469 SS7 3YR

I think there are far too many proposals for housing in the area from Stadium Way back into Hadleigh and Benfleet. The
roads around here are already severely congested, especially of a weekend and the madness of shutting Deanes School
when many new homes are proposed in the area is another factor which will cause even more traffic congestion as parents
will take to the roads more to get their children to out of area schools.

DRAFT/RES/3473 SS7 3SB

The Council indicate, over recent years, that the green belt areas, are not protected, a further reduction likely (2031).
Further land for housing?
Note: No mention of Deanes School Future?

DRAFT/RES/3474 SS7 5TY

We have got no room!!

DRAFT/RES/3476 SS7 5ES

No to houses on Jotmans Farm Land.
Animals will be made homeless and this will affect house prices on Bird Estate and cause disruption for residents.

DRAFT/RES/3477 SS8 8LE

I object to a new road to Corringham where it is going to lead too! More lorries on Canvey.
There is too much traffic on Canvey now, each property will have a least two cars if not more, the roads at rush hour are bad
enough now.

DRAFT/RES/3478 SS7 5TY

New road into Manor Trading Estate from Rayleigh and out. This is to stop excessive lorries through Tarpots.
Your planning does not consider residents living in area when you let a house be built beside existing bungalows that looks
like a factory- no parking facilities.

DRAFT/RES/3480 SS8 7QT

There absolutely must be a new route/road coming off and on the Island, bypassing the Saddlers Farm roundabout. Any
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small incident causes havoc for everyone! The traffic lights at Waterside seem to cause issues with traffic than they should!
More also needs to be done to increase the retail and entertainment spaces (especially seafront and the town). Both are
severely lacking in amenities and decent outlets. The proposed houses down the Point are ill thought out! We only have one
road in and out and more houses will put a massive strain on resources, cause traffic and not to mention the environmental
issues.

DRAFT/RES/3481 SS8 9YG

Build roads first.

DRAFT/RES/3483 SS7 5EA

Adding further homes to an area which is already overcrowded would add further pressure to an already stretched
infrastructure. More emphasis should be placed on bringing existing infrastructure/ land use up to standard rather than
develop fields which provide leisure facilities to those local as well as the urban areas.

DRAFT/RES/3484 SS7 2HQ

Reference H7- Land off Scrub Lane- 64 homes and a replacement Junior School. This building of homes and a school off
Scrub Lane had been proposed, discussed, objected to and finally thrown out as being impractical and unacceptable within
the last few years. To now once again try to revive this plan is a waste of Castle Point resident’s money and time. Further, in
the light of the certainty that world climates have changed and that this country will continue to experience flood conditions
you are asking the residents adjacent to this proposed concreted area to accept flooding of their homes. Flooding has
already taken place in homes in Bilton Road over the last few months as your records will show. Gardens are already
flooded- my own being affected partially by the building of a concreted staff car park for the Infants School. We need
retention of this land as a necessary absorption lung for the houses in this immediate area.
Finally parent parking for a nursery, infants and junior complex would be impossible within the local road system. We already
have major parking problems affecting ambulance, fire engine etc service.

DRAFT/RES/3485 SS7 4AF

Would like a new access road from either A130 or A127 in Manor Trading Estate to put a stop to any vehicle over 3.5 tone
entering Benfleet to access the Manor Trading Estate from Church Road Entrance.

DRAFT/RES/3486 SS8 9QP

We have lived in the Castle Point area for 36 years (25 years on Canvey Island) and most of that time we have worked
outside the area. Consequently, we have always had trouble with travel by car. This has steadily got worse and with more
housing in the numbers proposed this will only lead to more gridlock on a regular basis. Whatever is built on Canvey the
extra traffic will still arrive at Waterside Farm Roundabout, and all the traffic on the mainland will end up at Sadler’s Farm.
Enough is enough! A third road off Canvey at the very least! Before anymore houses are built!

DRAFT/RES/3487 SS8 7JU

Re: Development of existing areas, rather than building all new must be considered as High Streets and Shopping areas are
suffering through lack of investment. Infrastructure is poor- needs improvements before any new homes are built and jobs
created as things will just grind to a halt without this being changed first.

DRAFT/RES/3488 SS7 5EG

Sewage, water/flood land: this area is always pouring water from the land. Drains cannot cope. Sewage stench is bad
enough already.
Open space- Gone for good.
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DRAFT/RES/3489 SS7 5AE

Additional housing at Jotmans Hall Farm will seriously affect traffic congestion around Benfleet.
800 homes is a ridiculous figure when considering this area is a Green Belt area.

DRAFT/RES/3490 SS7 4JJ

Whilst developing it would be good to have the side roads (existing) re-tarmac and removal of grass verges to allow for part
parking rather than having mud mires all down the roads.

DRAFT/RES/3491 SS7 2JP

Scrub Lane takes a lot of traffic. There is an entrance to the Infants School which already causes much parking- right on a
bend when driving along Scrub Lane past all these parked vehicles. It is impossible to see round the bend whether any traffic
is coming the other way and often the only answer is for vehicles to drive partly on the pavement. Also there are too many
people cycling on the pavement oblivious to anyone or anything else. They are causing worry to residents to try to reverse
their cars out of private driveways. It would seem sensible to build a new health centre on the site of The Crown with a
Library attached. There is only doctor’s surgery in Hadleigh which is already overloaded.

DRAFT/RES/3495 SS8 7QS

No more building on Canvey Island- Flood Risk Area 3- over developed.

DRAFT/RES/3496 SS8 7HU

It is getting too overcrowded and cannot cope with increase in traffic, not enough parking spaces of third road is urgently
needed to get off the Island.

DRAFT/RES/3499 SS8 7DS

Affordable housing- this should be for people to get a first rung on the property ladder and NOT for Housing Associations to
buy and then put unemployed single mothers etc who do not pay anything towards the housing they are in thereby expecting
employed people ( through government handouts) to pay for them to live in brand new houses, flats etc.

DRAFT/RES/3500 SS7 5DQ

My main concern is the impact on traffic and congestion. At the moment congestion is a major problem in Benfleet and
Canvey at certain times of the day. Surely any increase in housing, population and employment in the area will only make
the situation worse.
Also if the majority of land in this country is Greenbelt, would it not be better to create new towns nationally, across the
country such as what has been done before e.g. Milton Keynes, Basildon etc.

DRAFT/RES/3501 SS7 5DN

What new jobs will be created on new housing estates, for local residents? You say a new school in H14, is this a primary or
secondary? If not a secondary, where will these children go?
You say you will keep 92% of Green Belt, where is this 92%, when you intend to build on the largest green belt plot at
Jotmans Farm.

DRAFT/RES/3502 SS7 5EN

More homes on Canvey will be disastrous there are too many houses there now.
Houses H14- West of Benfleet- this area is already too busy. People will not be able to get out of Benfleet in rush hour for
work. House prices will fall.

DRAFT/RES/3503 SS8 8AP

Due to flooding/ drainage and issues over a number of years, we fail to see how Canvey can cope with this excessive
number of houses and nursing homes, some of which are not shown on this Plan i.e. Thorney Bay.
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All new drainage, flood defences, jobs, roads, retail should all be in place and agreed before anymore houses are built on
Canvey Island. The Island needs all of the above before anymore houses are built as it will come to a standstill at rush hour
and continue to flood and have constant drainage problems and lack of jobs.

DRAFT/RES/3504 SS7 1HA

Any future proposals should not affect the natural landscape and the rights of wildlife.
Too much is and has been eroded for the selfish needs of humans. Those in authority have the power.

DRAFT/RES/3508 SS7 3HS

Much is made of meeting the needs of young people in the borough. There is no guarantee new housing will benefit local
people. My view is Castle Point will simply become a much larger community base. No mention is made of increased
capacity on rail networks and proposed road improvements will not cope with volume of new traffic. Castle Point simply
cannot deal with thousands of new homes.
Can we have street lights back on as pavements so dangerous it's impossible to walk home safely after midnight?

DRAFT/RES/3509 SS7 5PJ

I do not wish to complete this questionnaire as any answers I might give to some of the questions would imply that I approve
of what is proposed. I do not agree with any development of Green Belt land. I thought that land designated as 'greenbelt'
meant that it should never be developed.
I also note that there are plans to improve Hadleigh and Canvey Island town centre but nothing for Benfleet excepts, I
suspect, more estate agents.

DRAFT/RES/3511 SS7 3YR

Wonderful that all these new homes will be built but seeing as the Council has been so determined to close one of the three
secondary schools and there is two children to each school place, here do you intend schooling all the children that move
into these new homes?

DRAFT/RES/3512 SS7 4NT

6. Existing industrial site (Manor Trading) very poorly maintained- wouldn't want duplication.
7. Reduce rates to use existing (empty) outlets.
9. Insufficient knowledge of position of proposed road.

DRAFT/RES/3514 SS8 0ED

The land at Thorney Bay Park should not be built on as the roads and surrounding area will not be able to cope with another
600 houses. The traffic will be horrendous as most families have at least two cars that means there will be more than 1,200
more cars in this small area alone that is just far too much.

DRAFT/RES/3518 SS7 4BT

I object to 100 homes on Glebelands. Because of only one exit which leads into Rushbottom Lane which is my opinion is
already congested. With average two cars per household it will mean 200 more cars!! It already takes an age to get out of
the close where I live.
The lorries that leave Manor Trading are far too large for our roads to handle in Benfleet. Church Road suffers- with pot
holes left by the weight of these vehicles.

DRAFT/RES/3520 SS7 4LF

There should not be any further houses in Glebelands area as there:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Three Schools
One disabled school
One Church
One church community hall
Doctors surgery

All in Rushbottom Lane, which generates a lot of traffic plus the 21 bus?
The additional cars going to and from the proposed extension of Glebelands will probably cause gridlock in Rushbottom
Lane/ Church Road.

DRAFT/RES/3522 SS7 4AA

If the works take place in Benfleet (Manor T/E) what provisions will be put in place for weigh restrictions on Kent’s Hill Road
North. We have had two issues since moving here in 2005, where we have contacted the Council about damage to the road
outside out house, which causes our and neighbours houses to vibrate, due to heavy traffic (buses, lorries etc) Lack of
parking for nearby shops/ schools, awful parking access to shops since traffic lights sequence changed (near Manor Road
Manor Shops.)

DRAFT/RES/3525 SS8 9QP

Instead of spending all the money on new projects, bring some of what we have up to date.
Our infrastructure, water, gas, fire service and police are unable to cope with the people of Canvey and Benfleet (nearest
police station open- Basildon, Rayleigh. Southend). If all these things are up to date and manned then we may be able to
take more of your proposals.

DRAFT/RES/3526 SS7 2DQ

DRAFT/RES/3528 SS7 5TZ

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Insufficient detail on road improvements to judge
Only comment about areas that I live near
Why develop additional housing in areas affected by closure of Deanes School
Difficult to access A127 from Hadleigh at rush hour times already
A13 already over crowded
Use vacant properties and brown fill land before using other spaces
Put more facilities in John Burrows Park, Rectory Road
Better facilities for those who live here already before adding more housing

I realise you need to have a local plan. What I don't understand is why take away our open spaces to build on, and then
create open spaces elsewhere- e.g. H14.
We would not object to employment growth on West Canvey or Manor Trading Estate if they had access to and from, without
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using Tarpots.

DRAFT/RES/3530 SS7 3SZ

Land behind Blinking Owl Cafe H18 on the map is the place to put all your houses with access to the A130 at underpass on
A127.

DRAFT/RES/3531 SS7 5TP

By continuing to increase the number of homes in Castle Point this will lead to an environmental disaster equivalent to the
Thames Valley and Somerset as concreting the area will not allow extreme rain to disperse naturally.

DRAFT/RES/3532 SS7 5PB

I would like to know the plan for all the people living on Thorney Bay caravan site while the houses are being built and
thereafter?

DRAFT/RES/3533 SS7 5RX

This plan is ridiculous! 800 homes to be built at the bottom of my road! Benfleet is already at maximum capacity for homes,
traffic and complete lack of road infrastructure.
This proposed will hugely affect the value of my house, my family's day to day ability to get around the local area.
A total disaster, DO NOT DO THIS!

DRAFT/RES/3534 SS7 3AH

I think the congestion is already bad in Castle Point and any more traffic on the already busy roads is going to make life
worse for a lot of people. I already have to make sure I don't travel between certain times. This new traffic will make me
leave Castle Point.

DRAFT/RES/3535 SS9 3TP

H7- 64 homes Scrub Lane- road inadequate already traffic lights and crossroads unsuitable for more traffic.
64 homes= 120 extra cars- parking and access to homes and school inadequate now- look at verges at top of Scrub Lane.
Why close Deanes when thousands of new homes planned? We do not need another pub- Hadleigh sustain one only!

DRAFT/RES/3536 SS7 4JT

Whilst I understand that the council has to adhere to the government’s proposals for additional housing and affordable
housing, I believe that 200 houses per year are too many. Not only will there be a significant impact and pressure on our
roads, schools, surgeries etc, I believe that Castle Point has always been desirable area to live, but that will change if these
proposals go ahead. We've always has a good balance of town and countryside. Castle Point will become another Basildon!
The green belt, wildlife and landscape are such important reasons to fight against these proposals. I support more
employment opportunities but not all the residential accommodation which will change our home where we live forever.

DRAFT/RES/3537 SS7 2NL

How can the Council on one hand define 'Daws heath Historic Natural Landscape' as a 'protected area' and yet allow
planning consent for hundreds of homes in sites H10 and H11, right in the middle of Daws Heath? This is an idiotic
contradiction, having a devastating impact on the 'historic' landscape and wildlife. It is utterly craven for the Conservative
Council to hide the National Planning Policy, as if it is nothing to do with them. It is their party running the Country and
implementing the desecration of the Green Belt on the basis of a mythical housing shortage. Recent studies have identified a
growth of empty housing stock and under occupancy. The claim that there is a housing shortage is a means to allow
unrestricted development of the Green Belt. ‘The Historic Natural Landscape' designation is just a flimsy piece of PR and
shows complete contempt for residents and the green environment.
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DRAFT/RES/3538 SS7 1HD

My concern is taking green belt land to use for housing. The Castle Point area is already overcrowded with housing. The
roads in particular cannot cope with additional traffic and although you propose road improvements this will not take away
volume of traffic. I do not think we need more retail space but think there is a need for smaller industrial/employment units for
small businesses (many shops are struggling to keep open so more retail is not needed). Car park charges should be
abolished to assist local shops.

DRAFT/RES/3539 SS88BP

Canvey is congested too much already.
We have no full time fire services, police, one ambulance and one paramedic car.
Getting on and off Island is a nightmare peak times or if there is an accident. If there is any major incident nobody will be
going anywhere. Even if you improve shopping centre nobody will want to come here. We have empty shops all the time.
Give new businesses discounts on rent, rates etc, for first years in situ.

DRAFT/RES/3540 SS8 7QR

All my friends’ received this consultation document when, I did not. I found that my neighbours also had not received this
also. I went to meeting at Waterside after telephoning for document/ more information. The proposal to build housing as
Canvey Point affects us directly. Last August our road flooded badly and many houses were flooded. Relations in Chapman
Road were also flooded. No further houses should be built where such circumstances already exist. We are fed up to the
teeth of having to queue every morning to get off the Island and back on again in the evening. Any further housing
development will be strongly resisted in the Canvey/ Benfleet area. I can only agree to H7, H8 and H17. I OBJECT TO ALL
THE OTHER HOUSING PROPOSALS.

DRAFT/RES/3542 SS7 2UJ

The council should look at H18 again. There is more sense for development of this site.

DRAFT/RES/3544 SS7 2LA

We moved to Hadleigh because of it being a semi-rural area, and now there seems to be a plan for too many houses and
roads causing even more congestion.
We live in Poors Lane, which is already a busy cut through to avoid Hadleigh Centre.
On the Bramble Road area, proposed building of houses would completely spoil a lovely green area and woodland, not to
mention with all that concrete more flooding.
Please help to keep our country at least green in this area, Thank You.

DRAFT/RES/3545 SS7 1HY

Existing house owners would benefit for housing at Canvey Point instead if industry Manor Trading Estate is a mess and
causes traffic and noise problems.
Land at Glyders not needed for housing access roads too small.
Land at Felstead/Catherine Road too crowded encroachment to virgin land leaving property owners adjacent to site with
noise/pollution. Hundreds of people and their vehicles to an area where wildlife and peace and quiet will be ruined, access to
and from site not good and access from and to A13 site not good.

DRAFT/RES/3546 SS7 5AB

Question 3-
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Impact on road structure which wasn't sufficient when Sadler’s was restructured in 2012
Concerns about impact of traffic on High Road during construction.
Noise at night, if works go past completion date set.
Security of existing homes (and shops) with builders and other services employees flooding the area.

DRAFT/RES/3547 SS7 2JP

No development should be undertaken until the ownership and responsibility of the drain system is clarified and necessary
improvements made to reflect the concreting over of green areas those new developments entails. A particular example I
have knowledge of is the brook running behind The Avenue's houses. Due to this overflowing, houses in Bilton Road have
been flooded.
Castle Point Council, Essex Council and Anglian Water all have refused to accept responsibility for it. The Brook runs next to
Hadleigh Infants School and the playing field runs into it.
Development (H7) on the Scrub Lane field will mean a great increase of water flowing into the brook as it will no longer be
able to soak into the ground as at present.

DRAFT/RES/3548 SS7 5DR

H14- The view from my window is of green fields, horses roaming. It is scenic and tranquil, it is green belt land and it should
stay. Watlington Road, when it rains is like a flowing river, what will happen when the farm is covered in concrete, where will
the water go?

DRAFT/RES/3549 SS7 3TH

We object to any further housing development that is linked to Rayleigh Road, because currently traffic is at a virtual
standstill in both morning and evening rush hours. Sunday morning is particularly busy and it can often take 20 minutes to
travel one mile, Due to the nature of the road, it is not possible to increase capacity, it is therefore ludicrous to add a further
large number of households, whose only access will be Daws Heath Road. In addition there are at least two occupied
badger setts and endangered species and should not be disturbed, particularly as they are living on green belt.

DRAFT/RES/3555 SS8 9SS

No more houses on Canvey Government Policy in flood risk area.

DRAFT/RES/3556 SS8 9SU

I drive off the Island every day to Basildon for work and back. The congestion most days and evenings is horrendous.
Sadler's Farm is no better than it was before the improvements for the Olympics. The extra houses will only make the traffic
worse and journeys longer.

DRAFT/RES/3558 SS8 7BT

No more housing on Canvey.
We are an Island.
We are over populated now.

DRAFT/RES/3559 SS8 8ET

The existing Sadler’s Farm Road improvements are a disaster. No point in dualling Canvey Way unless further
improvements are made at Sadler’s Farm and the proposed new road is available.

DRAFT/RES/3561 SS7 1HS

Leave the Greenbelt alone.
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Use the land at Blinking Owl.

DRAFT/RES/3562 SS7 4AJ

Traffic congestion is the biggest concern.

DRAFT/RES/3563 SS7 1PA

I do not have any objections to planned developments, providing roads, infrastructure are carried out prior to developments
so as not to affect the already congested roads in the borough- especially H13, H14, H9, H16, H8, H6.
H15- land off the Glyders 35 Homes. The impacts on the original Station Road Junction are a concern. The proposed road
and junction improvements are a MUST, prior to any development.

DRAFT/RES/3564 SS8 9PW

Concerns regarding relentless desire to build more on the over developed flood plain/remaining open land in the Thorney
Bay, Canvey Island area. Open space is an asset and should be treated as such.
Concerns regarding building 50 homes on the Castle View School site. The impact of the new Adult Education Centre on the
site has not yet been felt or assessed- another 50 homes adds extra stress to the infrastructure on an already busy housing
estate so close to a main exit road off of Canvey. Particular concerns on the increase of traffic and congestion on Papenburg
Road as a thoroughfare.

DRAFT/RES/3565 SS7 2UJ

Best area to develop would be behind Blinking Owl Cafe- easy access to new improved Sadler’s Farm round about. Don't
change our landscape. We need our green belt lands- where would our excess rain go?!

DRAFT/RES/3566 SS8 7LE

As a resident of Canvey Island we cannot consider any further building works of new houses as our drainage system cannot
take any extra usage. Our home was flooded August Bank Holiday because the drains could not take the heavy downpour.
We had to move out for the night and we had over 12" of water under our floorboards. We could not use the toilet and our
kitchen was flooded. Also the gates on the sea wall had been neglected and when the high tides came a lot of repairs had to
be done in order to shut the gates after 10 years of them being open. Our doctors cannot take any more patients as we have
to wait two weeks now for an appointment. If we had to evacuate in a flood warning we would not be able to get off the Island
by road as 12 hours between High Tides would not be enough time to get everyone off with existing roads.

DRAFT/RES/3567 SS8 7HN

Castle Point Council should not be building on a flood risk plain.

DRAFT/RES/3568 SS8 9BL

Everywhere on Canvey gets flooded after a little rain. No improvement since I have been here after 14 years.
Traffic congestion morning and evening. More houses will increase this, we have been hearing for years an improved road
scheme will be sought. All talk.
Infrastructure first then housing.

DRAFT/RES/3569 SS8 9BP

I have not lived on Canvey for long (8 years) but have found due to cut backs current infrastructure is going downhill,
pavements in deplorable conditions, large potholes in roads, half of roads re-tarmac- other half still in bad condition. Why are
jobs only half done? Everyone pays their council tax. Local transport used to be adequate but changes to this local transport
system are confusing when new system put in place which obviously had been planned months later, no timetables at local
stops, very infrequent services. Local GP's stretched to breaking point 2/3 weeks wait for non-urgent appointments. I do not
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object to change but feel we have to get present on-going problems sorted before Canvey's population is increased if we
aren't coping now we would be increasing our problems.

DRAFT/RES/3571 SS7 1LT

I am stunned that the council is showing such scant regard for the English Judicial System by including site H13- Land West
of Glebelands in its draft Local Plan. This site has been the subject of numerous planning applications, petitions and appeals
over the last few years, culminating with a challenge in the High Court, all of which uphold the decision that this should
remain Green Belt, undeveloped land.
One would have thought that enough time, money and resources has not been wasted on this matter, and it is time to accept
the High Court decision, remove the area from the plan and move on. But it appears the Council is prepared to waste even
more tax payer’s money by suddenly changing its views on the matter and starting the whole process over! I fear these
actions are calling who questions the council integrity and setting a very poor example to other authorities and the
community at large. We would not expect our citizens to behave in this way, so why should we accept it of our council?
May I also remind you that the area has served as a flood plain since the late 1970s, protecting the surrounding dwellings
from water damage and costly insurance claims? The recent development of the A130 has significantly increased surface
water levels on the area and the situation is being further exacerbated by the poor weather conditions in recent months.
Aside from the High Court ruling, it is vital this area remains underdeveloped to provide adequate drainage and protection for
hundreds of families, whose homes would otherwise be put at risk of flooding. "Prevention is better than cure".

DRAFT/RES/3572 SS7 3QP

Leave Green Belt alone to be enjoyed or else we will soon turn into another Southend or Basildon. The walkways and public
footpaths and the green belt is the attraction to Benfleet and Hadleigh.

DRAFT/RES/3573

Ii can't understand why you would want to build new houses on Canvey Island when it is on a flood plain. They no longer
have a full time police or fire services so it is a disaster waiting to happen.
The promise of a new road has been rumoured for years. Canvey doesn't need any more houses on it. It used to be a nice
place to live- now it's horrible.

DRAFT/RES/3575 SS7 2UJ

1. I object to any building on Green Belt land known (H11) and (H10)
2. Council should consider developing the Blinking Owl Site (H18) and urge Essex Highways to reconsider this as the most
sensible and best solution.

DRAFT/RES/3576 SS8 7LP

Canvey Island is over populated. The drainage cannot handle the houses we have. The roads and congestion is terrible. The
last thing we need is more houses.

DRAFT/RES/3578 SS7 2GB

I do not think that green belt land should be built on. It impacts on all aspect of life. It is detrimental for wildlife, the needs of
food production and the quality of life. Taking note of the recent flooding in the West country I feel that excessive building will
have the same effect in years to come. 8% of green belt does not appear excessive at this point in time but should the need
arise in the future for further development and another 8% was required that would mean that would be taken off the 92% left
in your original proposal. It is short sighted. Use brown fill land, utilise empty building, make sure empty houses are not left
unoccupied until land and market values increase
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DRAFT/RES/3581 SS7 2SL

When we moved here 20 years ago, we understood that we were in green belt territory in perpetuity. We object most
strongly to H11, a riding school essential to exercise for children and adults. We object to H10 which will take away the green
and peaceful surroundings of the hospice and replace it with concrete and noise. My husband travels to work in Billericay
and even without new houses; the traffic is gridlocked morning and evening. Doctors and dentists are oversubscribed (ours
are in Leigh and South Benfleet) and already the roads are in a terrible state, with pot holes and cracks everywhere.
More importantly, the drains can't cope. During the storm last August, Prittle Brook broke its banks and our road was like
Venice, with water lapping at our doorstep. As for the last few months, our garden has been - and still is- under water and
what was our patio is a lake. I attribute this to over development of what was a beautiful rural area.
You are probably looking at our ages and marking "who cares about their views? They'll be dead by the time we complete
these developments!" But we plan to be around for a long time yet, and to use our votes in local elections, I suspect that this
is a purely 'cosmetic exercise' and that this will be pushed through whatever our views. Maybe I am wrong, I pray that I am.

DRAFT/RES/3585 SS8 7EN

Before building new houses, we need another road of Canvey not a dual carriageway to Sadler’s Farm and a much better
shopping centre without all the promises you give us.

DRAFT/RES/3586 SS8 0QG

Any improvements that is beneficial to growth, residents, employment, without too much loss of Green Belt and Countryside
and not overcrowded.

DRAFT/RES/3590 SS8 9SQ

Nowhere on the proposal maps for Canvey or Benfleet detail dualling of Canvey Way completely. I can only see plans for
dualling it from the new proposed junction to Sadler’s Farm. A130 need to be dual carriageway from Waterside to Sadler’s. It
has never been adequate since it was built!!
There should be no further development on Canvey until there is a third road off and Canvey dualled.
How can you justify new employment land on Canvey when the town centre is full of empty shops? All in all makes no sense.
Start listening to people who live here and not the developers.

DRAFT/RES/3592 SS7 2AT

We moved here 18 years ago and in this time you have built nine blocks of flats some large and some smaller. We feel that
you are slowly choking Hadleigh and the surrounding area. Our road, Beech Road is packed with cars, coaches everyday
and if we go shopping we are very lucky to be able to park when we arrive back home. The coaches are a permanent fixture
now and the cars belong to people working in London Road. Someone needs to come and check out our roads and perhaps
have permits for parking which was proposed before the alteration for Hadleigh Castle.
Also if you close Deanes School, where are all the children going to go if you build all these new houses? By the way, we
think to close Deanes is an utter disgrace. It is a good caring school.

DRAFT/RES/3593 SS8 9QP

Canvey Island is full to capacity on saying that if the transport improvements. Drains etc are done before any building, there
could be a case for a few more homes but we all know the houses will be built and no road improvements.

DRAFT/RES/3594 SS8 9QA

I am all new homes, they are desperately needed, but for Canvey born people to be homed first. My two daughters have
been waiting ages for a Council place.
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DRAFT/RES/3595 SS7 4NQ

Not enough jobs provision for amount of housing being built.
Too much building on farmland, or land that could be used to grow food.
Not convinced the infrastructure can cope with this many extra homes and the car journeys they will generate or the sewage
generated.

DRAFT/RES/3596 SS8 9QG

In view of recent flooding hitting UK and predictions of more of the same in the future do not agree to excessive building of
homes on Canvey Island. New housing should be on higher ground!

DRAFT/RES/3598 SS7 5DJ

In my own area we already have learner driving all day driving round the roads, we also have tankers which damage the
kerbs and grass verges. We will have more late night people returning home, more cars parked outside our homes, which
could lead to yellow lines preventing our own relations visiting us.

DRAFT/RES/3599 SS7 2NP

I regret any loss of green belt but reluctantly do not oppose the plan, fearing Government dictate making things worse.

DRAFT/RES/3600 SS8 9BW

With proposed building, the drains can't cope with excess water when the rains are very heavy at the moment. Sort the
drains out first. Better access off the roads off Canvey. All access is pointed to waterside Farm and Canvey Way in one spot.
It would cause chaos. Please think of the Point as access to Hadleigh to get off if there is a disaster.

DRAFT/RES/3601 SS7 4PF

Benfleet is an already highly developed area. We need to ensure we have the infrastructure to support the population- roads,
medical provision and school spaces.

DRAFT/RES/3602 SS7 5DA

Good, if part of Jotmans infrastructure is away from this (i.e. West) Estate, but we still think we will have more traffic and
congestion particularly Cemetery Lane which can be difficult to get out of now at bust times. We object to all Jotmans Farm
being developed as the lane parts are prone to flooding. Our road is the only one straight through and we still have deaths of
animals from too fast drivers from the bird estate now. We have had accidents before with cars. Benfleet has increased
population for about 1% since a decade ago so why do we need so many houses if not the overspill from London etc.

DRAFT/RES/3604 SS7 4PF

Why do we need more housing, when we should support local business? There are a number of empty shops in the area.
We need to invest in the repair if roads they are a disgrace. If we have more housing the road/infrastructure wouldn't be able
to cope.

DRAFT/RES/3605 SS7 1ER

Castle Points already over developed and as a result suffers regular traffic jams. No additional houses should be built until all
traffic issues have been resolved in particular a new road off Canvey has been built. The council should advise the
Government that the electorate will not agree to any further development. As a result the democratically elected council
cannot produce a local plan.

DRAFT/RES/3606 SS8 9SN

Where are you going to send the children of over a thousand homes on Canvey to school? A school was recently closed
because of lack of children, now there will be at least another 500 pupils to place. As a site manager at Cornelius
Vermuyden, I know that the schools will not cope. We need to build another road off Canvey before we even think about
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building houses, without stating the obvious.

DRAFT/RES/3607 SS7 5EA

I believe the council are completely at odds with current Castle Point residents. You are trying to cram in more into an
already overpopulated area; on the basis 'some people' want it.
Traffic is already at an all time high, schools cannot cope (and you voted to close Deanes School!), GP surgeries cannot
cope. We seriously wonder what motives are behind all these proposals. If you are serious, so a proper poll and get every
current resident to vote simply, yes or no to this.

DRAFT/RES/3608 SS7 1PH

Please ask the Government why Castle Point has to have more houses when the area is full now. The quality of life in an
overfilled capacity will be terrible. There are other areas of England that need thousands of houses.
Many of the areas for houses in Castle Point are on flood plains. Who takes responsibility when these houses flood in
future?
There are enough houses, enough people, and too many cars with existing roads cracking up, and too many pot holes.
Without a plan it would be undemocratic and potentially interesting where 7000 homes would be built.

DRAFT/RES/3610 SS7 4ND

My main concern is traffic volumes. Also where is the A130 Canvey Way Road planned to route?

DRAFT/RES/3611 SS7 3BE

Castle Point does not have facilities for the building of more new homes. Our GP surgeries and schools are unable to cope
even now. Your plans to close Deanes School yet build new homes are completely out of order! Our roads are at saturation
point and also in extremely bad condition.
Where are 2100 new jobs coming from? Unemployment is already bad.
We must not build on our Green Belt land!!

DRAFT/RES/3612 SS7 5DS

Why do we have to go through all this when as far as we knew the Jotmans Farm development was thrown out? Jotmans
Stables and grazing land is a concern. If you build what will happen to the animals?
After the last dreadful winter, I would have thought all land is precious. Either for the animals or for arable. All of us have to
eat. Once it's concreted over it is gone.
In the Yellow Advertiser on the 7th March, it was stated that Castle Point Council said it had no knowledge of stable yards
being lost and the need for horses to be relocated or destroyed. I find that hard to believe as I have seen groups of people
walking the fields! Not people from the stables!
•
•

DRAFT/RES/3613 SS7 2UH

•

In general I am opposed to losing any green belt land.
The area H11 lies in a valley and if built on would become a flood risk for the new homes and residents of Fairmead
Avenue.
The area H12 would aggravate the existing traffic congestion on Rayleigh Road between Hadleigh and Rayleigh.
Please- persuade Essex Highways to allow/provide access roads so that the area H18 Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/
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North West of Thundersley can be used to accommodate the majority of the plans proposals.

DRAFT/RES/3614

Please use the alternative better site at H18- Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/North West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/3616 SS7 5EH

Lose Green Belt, traffic congestion, lose of peace and tranquillity. Living in this area we feel very strongly that we should live
out our days in the peace and quiet, concerns about traffic and the danger to children and elderly people and does not listen
to what people say.

DRAFT/RES/3617 SS7 3Ad

I realise that some new housing has to take place, so therefore feel some development is not so destructive to wildlife,
enables the retention of green belt land and limits more traffic on our already traffic problems. It would be good to keep the
Benfleet area- not over developed.

DRAFT/RES/3618 SS7 5AX

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

We don't need 800 homes here
We don't want the Green Belt touched.
All extra traffic up and down road which can't take it
The lorries will cause a lot of inconvenience
The reason we moved here was for the peace and tranquillity we never had in London.

DRAFT/RES/3622 SS7 2UQ

H 18 is an obvious place for development. Please space lovely Daws Heath and its Green Belt.
H18- is away from local built up areas and would cause less impact on already overfull roads. Essex County Council should
not influence your decision. Hands off Daws Heath.

DRAFT/RES/3623 SS8 7NT

14 Flats refused in Canvey High Street but 600 houses in Point Road (A dead end) and a private estate at Thorney Bay Park
(friends and money).
Look at Canvey Seafront.

DRAFT/RES/3624 SS8 7HT

Transport - I think we have been very badly treated with the buses along Canvey Seafront. Last year for 4 months we didn't
have ANY, only at certain times. Now only one an hour finishing at 13.59 to come back from the Haystack- ridiculous. No
buses on Saturday or Sunday, so I can't go out, unless I have a taxi each way. (Why should I?). Whereas the 22 and 27 are
running every few minutes more or less are empty- why I have lived on Canvey 53 years and things have never been so
bad.
I strongly object to the new local plan on the following grounds:

DRAFT/RES/3626 SS7 1ET

1. Pollution- the number of cars/lorries/vans will substantionally increase leading to high pollution
2. The eco impact of the loss of green Belt which seems to be in short supply at the moment.
3. Wildlife- much of the wildlife including wild birds will not survive the loss of so much green belt land and trees
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especially in winter months.
4. The loss of established trees especially oak and elm trees.

DRAFT/RES/3627 SS7 5EB

Objections to H14- Increased traffic through Jotmans Lane will cause danger to residents as area cannot already cope.
Council seems to be ignoring its constituents as previous proposals already turned down and won by petition in October
2013.
Benfleet sewage treatment works already cannot cope with current loads and leaks onto Benfleet Recreational Groundsextra loads by proposed housing would cause serious threat to health of residents by excessive flooding of human
excrement openly exposed to the environment.
Extra strain would also be put on existing drainage systems causing further flooding.

DRAFT/RES/3628 SS7 2UT

Please use alternative better site at H18- Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/3629 SS7 5TD

H14 is a huge number of houses to add in one location. Even with 'improved access' there is no way the current
infrastructure will cope? I would be very interested to discover the route of the new access road to West Benfleet and also
connecting roads from the proposed new development to existing routes as I feel you may be close to creating a dangerous
network of rat runs which will then need additional traffic calming and cause various secondary issues.
Is H14 not at risk of flooding?
Sadler’s Farm offshoot to Canvey does not appear to have taken into account the thousands of new homes planned. A
flyover or some other solution should have been used to prevent backlogs; it will not cope.

DRAFT/RES/3630 SS7 1AR

Too many houses for this already over populated area. No thought to impact on the environment - flooding/ wildlife/ green
space.
As usual no plans for Doctors, Schools, dentists.
New infrastructure needs to be in place first before new houses!!

DRAFT/RES/3631 SS7 2ST

The infrastructure will not take away any building South of Daws heath Hadleigh (H11). There is even more risk of flooding
and this is somewhere that at the present time has badgers/foxes/wild flowers etc which would be destroyed if any building
takes place.
This site would be better put at or around the Blinking Owl Land.
I would like to remind the council that last August there was extensive flooding around this proposed site.

DRAFT/RES/3632

Really feel this is a waste of time. This will not stop any of this expanding housing. The roads cannot cope at the moment, let
alone additional population in the area.
No protest stopped The Chase development so what's the point of the public commenting!?

DRAFT/RES/3634 SS7 5AL

1. Our area is already overcrowded- the plans are plain mad!
2. Traffic congestion is awful most of the time- ; more building will make it worse with added vehicles.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

There is already insufficient infrastructure with hospitals, doctors and schools- make it worse???
All this building will depress housing prices as existing residents decide to sell up and get out.
The stench from Pitsea dump still not solved.
Parking is a nightmare in most areas; more vehicles will make it even worse.
The risk of flooding has been totally overlooked and underestimated. Jotmans for example is a bog! Recent
computer modelling suggested we could flood up to A13! In view of recent National floods, this must be reviewed!!!!
8. The excuse we could have 7000 homes not 3000 homes are pure scare tactics. UK politics and BEC regulations will
be the death of us all. The quality of life will drop even further. The plan must be to cap building?

DRAFT/RES/3635 SS8 9AJ

Local authority needs to show it is capable of managing the existing infrastructure. It can't now though suppose level of funds
as how will it manage in the future?
We have enough empty shops, why have more? Upgraded infrastructure will result in increased rents and not many will
survive.
Insufficient pastimes/meeting places for youngsters encourages misbehaviour etc.

DRAFT/RES/3636 SS9 3TU

I can only comment on the area I know best which is Hadleigh and I cannot see how H7/ H10/H11 can be achieved without
major infrastructure changes the roads in this area are congested during rush hour and increased will be a massive problem
and I cannot see how you intend to cater for the increase in traffic. As you are well aware we are only serviced by the A13
and A127 which when congested leads to total gridlock, I understand the need for additional housing but cannot see how this
can be achieved without the inevitable problems with infrastructure.

DRAFT/RES/3637 SS7 5HN

Retail Space- if filled with appropriate retailers and not more estate agents- makes you wonders if this is in place to aid the
buildings- 8 in the High Road within 5 minutes of each other.
Jobs- Employment Growth- if people can afford to open the businesses to support this, it’s ok to build these premises if not
left empty.

DRAFT/RES/3638 SS7 4DN

H13- don't understand why this is included when Castle Point fought to prevent previous planning application and even went
to the Court of Appeal.

DRAFT/RES/3639 SS7 2JD

Castle Point is already over populated and congested. Infrastructure of roads etc should be completed before any new
housing is even contemplated. We do not need more people here, we need more facilitates.

DRAFT/RES/3640 SS7 5BH

1. I feel that the addition of industrial land for employment at Manor Trading Estate is wrong. The area suffers greatly
already from large vehicles entering a residential area.
2. More employment should be encouraged in sustainable well paid jobs, not just industrial.
3. The council should protect the greenbelt and strategic gap between Castle Point and Basildon.
4. The Council should utilise existing brown belt before considering green belt and should look to convert empty
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communal properties before considering green belt.
5. The roads and public transport (especially railways) should be upgraded before any consideration is given to
additional housing. The area is already gridlocked and trains are overcrowded.
6. No one wants a large housing estate. There is no need for it.

DRAFT/RES/3642 SS7 3EB

Concern regarding Public Open Spaces regarding North end of St Pete's Church and graveyard.

DRAFT/RES/3643 SS7 2SJ

The A129 has continuous traffic congestion now. It needs route improvements for the traffic currently using it. More houses,
more traffic means improvements will have no effect. A route through from Stadium Way and Daws Heath Road with all the
extra cars on the road from H10 development, plus the extra homes from H11 will bring even more traffic congestion and
more irate drivers taking speedy shortcuts through the Westwood Estate. No doubt other areas will have equal concerns, but
this is the area I know. I do not believe there is capacity for 2550 new homes.

DRAFT/RES/3644

The plan suggests there needs to be road improvements to Woodman’s Arms yet there is a plan for 430 homes which
cannot be more than 400 meters from the junction? Will only get worse.

DRAFT/RES/3646 SS7 2UQ

H18 Land North West including Farm Road should be developed first so as to retain as much Green Belt in Daws Heath as
possible. If E.C.C don't wish to have new road junctions onto A127 and A130 to access this site Castle Point Council should
pressurise them to do so. E.C.C seems to be able to waste our money on stupid road works i.e. Daws Heath Road/
Broomfield mini roundabout.

DRAFT/RES/3648 SS8 7 QR

Too much development means more traffic, more people, more of a burden on infrastructure.

DRAFT/RES/3649 SS7 3HR

I am very concerned about the new developments. We need to keep as much Green Belt and open spaces as possible.
The impact on wildlife in the local area would be terrible. Their habitat is being destroyed. I have lived in the area for over 40
years and enjoy long walks in the woods with my family. I don't want to live in a built up city!

DRAFT/RES/3650 SS8 9BL

Canvey Island becomes gridlocked with the slightest incident. Drains and drainage are already inadequate for the number of
people both living and working on the Island.
I would not want to see any further building on Canvey Island, either residential or industrial until a new road is built complete
between Canvey and Thurrock and is free for the use of all Island residents.

DRAFT/RES/3651 SS7 3LU

My view is stop growth population because resources can't cope. Infrastructure out of date dealing with resources.

DRAFT/RES/3653 SS7 2US

Please use the alternative better site at H18- Fane Road/Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/3655 SS7 1BQ

Regarding H-: The main issue is the destruction of wildlife and ancient forest that can't be replaces once it's gone it’s gone.
Next major issue is drainage- there is already a problem with flooding in residents gardens, with this in mind the school fields
of Kent Hill and Holy Family will surely have major issues here.
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Another obvious problem will be traffic which will add to the already congested area especially during rush hour.
If climate change is such an important issue in England, why you are turning a blind eye to this and knocking down ancient
woodland, make sense of that.
With the new proposals this will damage the town of Benfleet as a whole for being a country town compared with other local
towns.
My proposals would be that the National Trust should adopt this woodland and maintain it for residential enjoyment and
embrace this ancient forest.

DRAFT/RES/3657 SS7 4SA

Many of these locations are thriving Livery Yards- where do the horses go when the stabling and pastures become houses
and the bridleways are concreted over?
Too many houses for the Daws Heath area. Roads cannot sustain any increase in traffic.
Canvey needs a third road/or fourth, off towards Thundersley and across to Leigh.
Roads need to be improved before any increase in population.
Increase in housing should only be enough for local expansions. No refugees from London.
The only areas to be developed should be the ' cut off' field at Glebelands. The field framing Rayleigh Road between Fire
Station and Asquith Avenue.

DRAFT/RES/3658 SS7 2JD

Congestion on the A13 between Tarpots and Southend causes traffic to grind almost to a halt at peak times. Adding more
houses will only make the problem worse as more people mean more cars! The section of road between Thames Drive and
Victoria House Corners needs to be considered before developing anymore area in the Castle Point plan!

DRAFT/RES/3659 SS7 5BP

H14- 800 New Homes- way too many. This is Green Belt Land and should remain. As proposal also for a new primary
school, I assume a pupil place planning exercise has been carried out and identified this as a necessity. No mention of what
size primary school (one, two or three form entry?). If you know a primary school is needed you must also know the makeup
of the new houses (i.e. how many flats, one bed, 2 bed, 3 bed, 4 bed houses). Why hasn't this been shared? For years this
has been rejected by planning due to protests from local residents. How come it is still listed as a proposal? You know our
views and concerns!!
Castle Point/ Essex C.C can’t keep existing roads/pavements furniture in good condition; this proposal will cause more
traffic! More congestion. What are your proposals to address this concern? No mention of social/affordable housing- this is
private estate at present and should remain this way. Affordable housing has proved elsewhere to reduce property values of
existing housing stock- will builders be offering compensation to us? Hmm, I doubt it.

DRAFT/RES/3660 SS7 3BZ

Over 2000 new homes in one small area, how many cars will that are added to our roads? The Chase area will be gridlocked
and ruined.
We moved here for the rural location but I don't think anyone cares about the long term residents.

DRAFT/RES/3663 SS7 5NB

•

There are no primary schools down on the plan. This in my view is a key issue in considering increased traffic
generated by new housing.
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H5 and H16 developments should only be allowed to proceed if a new link road is built onto Canvey because too
much traffic congestion will occur on existing roads through Benfleet and on A130.
Q4 is badly presented. The type of housing is irrelevant- more houses require more infrastructure.
Open space provision is inadequate and the question is unclear. Provision of open spaces 'alongside' housing
developments could be interpreted as existing Green Belt being re-designated Open Space.
It appears that open space provision is equivalent to 1 'football pitch' per 100 homes- totally in adequate.

DRAFT/RES/3665 SS7 3BU

Far too many heavy lorries are using Church Hill Hart Road- Kenneth Road. New roads are what are needed. No member of
a planning committee should have the right to vote on large estates of houses or on industrial estates of houses or on
industrial estates unless they live close to the areas the buildings will be built.
By 2031 more new schools will be needed, also a hospital (yes, a hospital) with so many more families living in all the
houses. Basildon and Southend hospitals find it hard to cope now.

DRAFT/RES/3666 SS7 2NH

At a weekend, the roads of Castle Point already stand gridlock. The weir junction- not helped by traffic lights- is a nightmare.
The London road is one long slow traffic jam- in both directions.
Building so many new homes can only make matters worse.
If homes have to be built- put them up at site H18 with access off the A127 or A130 to keep the additional traffic away from
the Weir and Tarpots junctions.

DRAFT/RES/3667 SS7 2AZ

Whilst I applaud your proposals, I do think that your first concern would be to upgrade the roads, drainage and sewer system
within the Borough.
On housing, I think that you also consider building more affordable homes for our young people and not line the pockets of
mega bucks property developers.
My road is also used as transport yard by C.F transport.

DRAFT/RES/3668 SS7 5AY

1. New link road from A130 to Jotmans lane Development!! ! This will only provide a shortcut through Benfleet towards
Canvey for anyone trying to avoid congestion at Tarpots or any hold up on A130 en-route to Canvey (where 5
additional building sites are listed).
2. How will Jotmans Lane and nearby residential roads cope with the amount of construction traffic involved to and fro
the area on a regular basis to gain access to the site. Likewise workers employed on site using existing roads.
3. This would lead to the existing roads under constant use. Breaking up and deteriorating for residents living in the
area.
4. Anyone and everyone (young and old) will have to be extra cautious of the dangers all the additional traffic this
proposal would bring to the area.
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5. Green fields are precious and any development of this nature should be prevented now before escalating further.

DRAFT/RES/3669 SS7 2ST

I think that the better site should be at H18- Fane Road, Blinking Owl and North West Thundersley.
The Plan will have a negative impact resulting in:

DRAFT/RES/3670 SS7 4QN

•
•
•
•

Even more traffic congestion
Detrimental effect on wildlife habitat.
The loss of green belt (when brown field should be developed near duel carriageway roads and rail routes).
It will be a terrible loss for future generations

DRAFT/RES/3673 SS7 5SJ

I would like to see as many features and characters of the Castle Point area kept for future generations to enjoy.

DRAFT/RES/3674 SS8 8NQ

Am not in favour of building new homes in flood plains.

DRAFT/RES/3676 SS7 3EW

Development of any green belt land should not be allowed. It is short sighted in its impact on the environment and makes a
mockery of the term 'Green Belt'!
This whole are is over developed. Our roads are congested and falling apart. Why do we not have the power to stop this?
Also the village green in Thundersley must retain its status. It is not a public open space.

DRAFT/RES/3677 SS8 9QH

Having lived on Canvey for 45 years and watching it become over congested, I feel that until there is a third road off the
Island and better infrastructure in and around the area, and more housing (unless on brown sites) should be allowed, the
roads should be put in first. At the moment, one accident shuts the Island off completely and results in gridlock.

DRAFT/RES/3678 SS8 0EB

Due to past experience, there is no point in making further comments.

DRAFT/RES/3679 SS7 2TY

Please use the alternative better site at H18 Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley- NOT green belt land.

DRAFT/RES/3680 SS7 2JD

A new sports and community hub at John H Burrow’s recreation Ground should only have a cafe/restaurant but not a 'public
house’.

DRAFT/RES/3681 SS8 0HH

Proposals for homes in Benfleet and Hadleigh all include open spaces. On Canvey you just want to build more housing.
Improve the roads and town centre. 600 homes for Thorney Bay are ridiculous. We have traffic and sewage congestion
already!

DRAFT/RES/3682 SS8 9PT

1. Thorney Bay Development- 600 New homes on what is technically Green Belt Land is far too much. This site is an
asset to Islanders. The vast open space is enjoyed by many people. This development will desecrate the whole
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area.
2. Point Road Development- The proposed development at Point Road will affect a vast number of small businesses
that occupy the Industrial Estate premises and the adjoining business units. These businesses have occupied this
site for many years.
Re locating is not an easy option and in some cases will result in cessation of business. This is in direct conflict with
what the council is trying to achieve with small businesses and employment.

DRAFT/RES/3684 SS7 1NN

1. There is no presumption of 350 houses per year in this area from the Government; this is a scare mongering lie.
2. It is impossible for 200 houses a year to be built in one of the most highly densely populated areas of the UK- i.e.
Castle Point.
3. Castle Point will become the most undesirable place to live in the South East. The quality of life here is increasingly
poor. Please say NO to any more development.
4. There is plenty of affordable housing in this area. Look after the residents who are already squeezed in here.
5. There are business developments around C.P - Basildon, Chelmsford, Lakeside etc. We all travel anyhow. Keep our
Green Belt safe.
6. The retail in C.P is horrible and unattractive- everyone travels out of the area to shop. Retail is low quality and
scruffy.
7. 32ha is going to take up Green Belt so there is no advantage to anyone in this.
This council should not be using the Green Belt at all- it is minute. Save it please!
Canvey Island should be built on to the proposed existent as it is Flood Zone 3!
•
•
•

DRAFT/RES/3685 SS8 0AY

•
•
•
•

Canvey's infrastructure cannot cope with more housing!
We suffer from major congestion and traffic problems that your proposal will not resolve.
Our drains and sewer system cannot cope now, as regularly floods in heavy rain, without added pressure of 1000s of
new homes!
We only have a partime fire service, a part-time police force- how will they cope with 1000's more residents?
Our doctors surgeries are always full and current waiting times are terrible, often having to wait a week or more for
an appointment!
The proposed plan is suggesting too many homes, in a too small area.
Fewer properties should be planned in each of the proposed sites.
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DRAFT/RES/3686 SS7 2JR

Too many houses being built generate far too much traffic in the area, which is already subject to gridlock, due to any road
accident on the A13 and A127- the outlook is grim.
There only seems to be provision for one extra doctor’s surgery in spite of the number of proposed houses and population
increase.

DRAFT/RES/3687 SS7 3DU

Q9- Transport. I feel unable to comment meaningfully on these proposals without further information. The proposal regarding
route improvements on A129 is the one most likely to impact on me as I live off this road and cannot see where any
improvements can occur, although as this road is frequently very congested any real improvements must be welcomed.
However when one considers that someone proposed that the regeneration of Hadleigh town centre would be improved by
two way traffic along the London Road, I am not sanguine.
Q3- Whilst I understand that local authorities are under great pressure to identify sites for housing, I feel that this area is
already at breaking point in terms of development and infrastructure, and it is essential that we protect our dwindling green
spaces, so vital to our quality of life in this borough.

DRAFT/RES/3688 SS7 1TD

The council must have a local plan in place ASAP to have a forward plan so people know what is planned for the Castle
Point area. The team working on this plan have worked hard and were good at meetings.
Pass it and move on with it. You can then control planning if this is in place without it there is no hope of you doing so!

DRAFT/RES/3689 SS7 5HF

1. On the Jotmans scheme there is far too high a density of building planned. The land is marshy and the plans for the
access to the area do not take into account all the traffic problems which will occur as a result of so many homes
being planned.
2. Canvey proposal does not take into account the fact that the Island is already too densely built upon with almost
every small plot already having had buildings crammed into them. The infrastructure of the Island would be hard put
to support more homes.
3. Several sites will lose amenities which have served the communities for many years e.g. Jotmans stabling and
riding,
4. It has not been made clear which areas being used are currently green belt therefore it is impossible to answer that
question.

DRAFT/RES/3690 SS7 4AW

My view is the plans are ill thought out. The existing road network is already overly congested (I travel from Benfleet to
Westcliff and back from work!)
The network of small roads cannot take any more traffic!
Taking away what little green space we have will have a negative impact on wildlife and will be detrimental for the well being
of future generations. Use only brown field sites to build on!

DRAFT/RES/3691 SS8 0QF

We object to 275 homes being built on the land H18 next to the Dutch Village.
If these homes are built we would lose the lovely field that is the only open space where we can walk and enjoy the wildlife
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i.e. foxes, butterflies etc.
We strongly object to your plans to build on our field. The field is also the only safe area our children can play. We could do
with a park on this field for our children.
We strongly object to the building of houses on the field. I am disabled and many others enjoy walking on the field. We also
walk our dogs- the field is part of our community. If you build on this field we will have no open space nearby that is easily
accessible and it will affect us all in a very detriventful way.

DRAFT/RES/3692 SS8 9AU

I find any additional housing on Canvey Island abhorrent. We are already overloaded. The traffic is horrendous. Soon there
won't be anywhere to walk that has any greenery. I don't believe any green belt land should be built on.

DRAFT/RES/3693 SS7 3SX

I believe the land that should be considered first for development should be H18.
This would have less affect on this Greenbelt which I feel we should all be trying to preserve.

DRAFT/RES/3694 SS7 4LT

The proposed 100 homes on the Green Belt land West of Glebelands (H13) must be removed from the Draft Local Plan.
The Council. Councillors, government minister Eric Pickles and residents throughout Benfleet have spent time, effort and tax
payers’ money on trying to preserve this last remaining piece of Green Belt in our ward.
At the High Court hearing in December 2013, the judge agreed with the secretary of state that this development should not
be granted permission. This judgement and our judicial system should be respected and upheld. It's been made very clear
by all that this land must remain entirely Green Belt. Residents feel let down by our council in allowing the destruction of
Castle Point Green Belt.
200 homes a year is far too many.

DRAFT/RES/3698 SS8 0EY

H5- Due to being accepted without the Public being able to comment could not check on infrastructure plus in particular the
changes needed to improve land drainage. The past years have shown that the Scars/Antlers pumping system have not
been fit for purpose.
Green Belt- I object to using any existing green belt land!

DRAFT/RES/3699 SS8 7QJ

Canvey Island is a flood plain- [arts of the Island are situated below sea level, in any form of an emergency, there would be
total gridlock.
The infrastructure is inadequate- lack of law enforcement- limited fire service- overstretched health service, numerous blocks
of flats have sprung up over the island during the course of 3-4 years- most recently a block of 50 which remains
unoccupied- do there not count in the scheme?

DRAFT/RES/3700 SS8 7LT

I don't understand how any new housing can be sustained on Canvey, unless a new road onto the Island is built and more
school places, medical provision, policing etc is in place first. Transport on the island needs to be increased. Access at Rush
hours is a nightmare at present and needs to be improved urgently.

DRAFT/RES/3701 SS7 1NP

Whilst we acknowledge the need for my housing- especially affordable housing, infrastructure must come before housing.
Castle Point roads are all too congested; the smallest incident can block/gridlock the area for hours. Drainage is insufficient.
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Not enough doctors/dentists. Infrastructure should be improved before housing stock is expanded.

DRAFT/RES/3702 SS7 2HE

Particular attention should ensure buildings should not be built on land likely to flood. Too many properties are squeezed into
areas not suitable. Adequate drainage must be ensured.

DRAFT/RES/3704 SS8 0AM

We need a new third road first, before building more houses.
The traffic is bad enough now at peak times.

DRAFT/RES/3705 SS8 0DW

Canvey Island is already overcrowded
Need to see action re: infrastructure before decisions made.
Better and clearer access off the Island in case of any emergency. At present with about forty thousand people trying to exit
the Island at once would be chaotic and it is unclear what would happen should it occur.
More sheltered or care homes need to be discussed.
Has anyone worked out the amount of people as per percentage of liveable land?

DRAFT/RES/3707 SS8 9EF

Canvey's roads and drainage is at breaking point. I don't believe you the Council will build new roads before the houses are
built. I don't trust Castle Point to be honest with the residents of Canvey on this matter. But Thorney Bay is an option to build
on. No were else though. My overall opinion is no to mass building but yes to some.

DRAFT/RES/3708 SS7 5DB

We feel that this should not go ahead as we have enough housing in Benfleet for our needs.

DRAFT/RES/3709 SS7 2UG

1.
2.
3.
4.

Existing shopping areas need to be used first and filled before new shops are built unless priority.
Stadium Way Road extension not required.
Broomfield worst flooding over last five years.
How can Water Company prove it is possible to solve this urgent problem, additional housing will only make problem
worse.
5. We the council to develop the Blinking Owl Site H18 and to urge Essex Highways to reconsider as this is the most
sensible solution.

DRAFT/RES/3711 SS8 7HT

Much concerned about proposal for 600 homes at Thorney Bay. Already ticked boxes concerned but feel obliged to stress
the fact that this enormous number of homes will cause stress all round. Where will the children be schooled? All those
additional cars leaving and entering the Island at peak times. In 50 years time, none of this will matter as global warming
kicks in. Canvey will probably be one big lake by this time and most of us, certainly me, will be long gone.
Many problems will have to be overcome by future planners but obviously London is much more value that this Island SO the
future looks rather bleak for future inhabitants. The answers to most of this draft proposal are to say the least ridiculous. If
only there was a crystal ball for you the planners!!

DRAFT/RES/3712 SS8 7RT

Infrastructure for whom? It seems that the new dual carriageway from Sadler’s Farm will stop at West Benfleet, as Canvey
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has been asking for years to ease Canvey commuting problems, you're not going far enough as a Canvey Resident all my
life. We have a perfect pumping system but due to no gulley sucking for approx 15 years we found drains and gulleys silted
up which created flooding. Please sort out total infrastructure not just add to the problems.

DRAFT/RES/3713 SS8 0BU

1. A new road needs to be built before any new houses are added.
2. Canvey is a flood plain.
3. If there was a major incident at either the gas or oil installation we would never reach safety.

DRAFT/RES/3715 SS9 3TP

Question 1- As long as this is not a ' Loaded Question'. I support a plan that listens to existing residents and not government
requirements.
Question 3- H7 As originally part of school and because increased facilities required with further population should be
designated for ' School Needs'
H4- 150 additional homes here is enough
H6/H9- Better road infrastructure first.
H10/11/12- Don't spoil beautiful countryside that an increased population will benefit from. Once this is gone, it won't come
back. H10 - countryside within a built environment is now sacred- don't take it away.
Question 10- Preserve Green Belt within urban areas.
Question 11- As long as plans are not to the detriment of the areas.
Any development should put local residents first and for most. Existing infrastructure currently cannot cope. This should be
improved first if it is at all possible... Only then should further developments be considered.
Areas H18, 14 and 13 should be considered as ultimately these areas can expand with least detriment to the countryside
and can support even further development with less impact on existing infrastructure.

DRAFT/RES/3716 SS7 3LB

You spend our money fighting the developer over Glebelands and then put in the Local Plan- make up your minds.
Thundersley is a village. It only needs one accident on the A13 or A127 and the village is back up to Hadleigh in both
directions.

DRAFT/RES/3717 SS8 8LL

If you have more people moving and working on the Island, how will people living at Leigh Beck end get off in an
emergency?
Its chaos now trying to get off if there is an accident or similar.

DRAFT/RES/3718 SS8 0QG

Question 3 - A guarantee of a third road to the main land from Canvey rebuilt.
Question 7- Additional retail floor space. Just look around Castle Point's shopping areas. Lots of empty shops! Bring down
the business rents and rates!!

DRAFT/RES/3719 SS7 5HS

There should be no more development on Canvey Island; the recent floods across the UK are testament to this. With the
increasing use of the Thames Barrier, it can only pass the water towards the mouth of the Thames making Castle Point more
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vulnerable and heightening future the risk of flooding.

DRAFT/RES/3720 SS8 7EA

Canvey Island is already over populated. It is essential that access are improved i.e. Link Road to Manorway, Stanford Le
Hope., Infrastructure- gas, electricity, water and waste treatment are radically improved before any new building is
considered. Building new houses particularly on Green Belt land is not a sensible way forward, Government locally and
nationally should look to reducing the population in this already overcrowded country.

DRAFT/RES/3723 SS8 9AX

I firmly believe that before you tank of putting more houses on this Island, you should think of the impact it will cause. The
roads are not able to take more traffic and before you even consider more houses, you should think about what you are
going to do about the roads. You cannot even repair the roads and the holes are getting bigger and bigger. You only built
Castle View 34 years ago and now proposing to put houses on the site.

DRAFT/RES/3724 SS8 9QR

We need affordable housing for you and old, not execute homes for families moving into area. Build homes for current
residents first!! Greenbelt is precious- leave it alone.

DRAFT/RES/3725 SS8 9QR

More than 8% of green belt in SS7 is being redefined!!
Greenbelt should stay greenbelt. There is enough executive housing in Benfleet. Build smaller affordable homes on brown
belt.

DRAFT/RES/3726 SS7 2EG

H13 in Benfleet NOT Thundersley very misleading.
H18 very misleading. The small area by Blinking Owl is ok but not the HUGE Green Belt area safe guarded for future house
needs.
Use brown belt first.
Benfleet is unique because of its pockets of green belt and rural feel. H9, H4 and H14 I particularly object to.

DRAFT/RES/3727 SS7 2TN

I moved here 12 years ago to move away from living in a concrete jungle! I enjoy living near fields, farms and the woods, and
so do my children. Please leave our area (Daws Heath) alone. We do not need housing estates.

DRAFT/RES/3728 SS7 1JW

You haven't informed people in general anyway- you never do.
You do not do things in the towns to benefit anyone but yourselves and your own greed.
I know this will not be taken notice of but it has to be said. It's time you listen to the people.

DRAFT/RES/3729 SS7 2NP

Why don't you build at the back of your offices- two fields could get you approx 400 flats there!!
The reason for no new developments flooding- pure and simple. Too much concrete already. Building on hills is no good.
Need to redevelop the unused but already there buildings and sites for employment.
Please use alternate better site at H18 Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley and sort flooding out at Fair Glen
interchange.
Horsey area for people with animals- here before roads!!
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DRAFT/RES/3730 SS7 2UJ

Land south of Fairmead Avenue, Daws Heath, should not be built on there by diminishing the area of separation causing the
loss of village environment. It would begin the spread of Hadleigh into Green Belt with the loss of Daws heath as a village.

DRAFT/RES/3731 SS7 1TX

Provision should be made available for teenagers in the Hadleigh/Benfleet area, i.e. John Burrows Hall turned into games
room with table tennis/ squash/ volleyball/ disco once a week/ judo and kick boxing etc.
Something to keep them off the streets and encourage them to stop drinking/smoking/drugs and maybe keep them out of
trouble.
Houses are being built but sewer drains are not updated. This will cause problems. Wildlife is also affected.

DRAFT/RES/3733 SS7 5AX

Please keep Green Belt, no building on Green Belt land anywhere. Our grandchildren will have nothing to play on and once
you start on Green Belt there will be no stopping. The cars in this area is bad at it is, are you planning to make Benfleet High
Road a dual carriage way? Too many cars!

DRAFT/RES/3734 SS7 2RR

Question 6: already overdeveloped but unsuitable heavy industry.
Question 3: In August last year, gardens in our street were flooded for the first time ever when the main sewer overflowed
and storm waters and sewage were released. A representative from Anglian Water visited and explained that the sewers
could no longer cope with the added volume of flood water from all the properties built since 1930. He said the event would
be repeated.
I am very concerned that the council is planning to build so many new properties without ensuring an upgrade of the vitally
important sewage system. Not to of so would seem to indicate a callous disregard for the health and well being of the
residents of the borough.

DRAFT/RES/3735 SS8 8NL

Before anymore buildings, people or vehicles come to Castle Point, the entire infrastructure (roads, drains, utilities) all need
updating. Everytime we have a lot of rain, I have raw sewage seeping up through the man hole in my back garden. Also
when new homes are built I think off road parking should be compulsory at a ratio of one space per bedroom as it is a major
problem in modern time’s e.g. children leaving home at a much older age. Schools full to capacity and traffic to and from that
area.

DRAFT/RES/3737 SS7 3HR

Ok if it's got to be let these developers build 400 houses, 300 for them 100 council houses - that makes 400. Sounds good to
me.
Traffic concerned, bus lanes- buses don't use them, what a waste. Can't look after the roads we have got now.

DRAFT/RES/3738 SS7 2UL

I object to any building on Greenbelt land known as H11 and H10.
I do not want the Stadium Way Daws Heath Link Road.
I want the council to develop The Blinking Owl site H18 and I urge Essex Highways to reconsider as it is the most sensible
and best solution for everyone.
Re: Question 6. I also object to proposals due to a marked lack of public services i.e. police, ambulance, hospitals, medical
facilities.
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We need a dry route off of Canvey that does not rely on clear access to Waterside Roundabout- as per previous planning
restrictions placed on Canvey by the environment agency.
Also, there isn't sufficient infrastructure i.e.:

DRAFT/RES/3739 SS8 8EG

•
•
•
•
•

drainage
shops
doctors
schools
police and emergency services cover (full time)

No more houses.
We have terrible infrastructure-:
DRAFT/RES/3740 SS8 7HT

•
•

Not enough schools
Not enough doctors
we are full!!

DRAFT/RES/3741 SS8 7DB

Do not agree that the land owner of Thorney bay should benefit so much from this change of use of land. He should be
made to give back half of his profit to local area for improvement if this goes through. We feel it is corrupt.

DRAFT/RES/3743 SS7 1NH

Too many new homes proposed transport, health and educational facilitates are inadequate to accommodate the proposed
increase in population.

DRAFT/RES/3744 SS8 9FQ

Canvey cannot cope with anymore housing, we are full up. I have voted against 'the dualling of the A130' and 'a new road' as
I feel if either of these were built (unlikely I know) it would be a green light to the powers that be to build even more housing
on Canvey.
I have also voted against most of the suggested new development on Canvey although I do feel that the planned '50 bed
nursing home' (H17) and the '50 units of specialist extra care accommodation for older people' (H8) in place of the old Castle
view School are reasonable suggestions and neither would cause anymore congestion.

DRAFT/RES/3745 SS7 2QB

What need for housing? What proof do you have?
Equestrian Centres are being eaten up.
Keep woodland as woodland.
Split views on Canvey vs. Benfleet- two very separate areas.
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Build homes for 1 or 2 people, not these huge family/executive homes!
H13 in Benfleet NOT Thundersley!

DRAFT/RES/3747 SS8 9AJ

All housing called affordable is by its merit affordable to someone from £100,000 to £200,000 the word should be used as a
carrot to building them.
Building any extra housing is wrong until our sewers and drains are updated they were never designed to take all the extra
houses they already service let alone all the new ones mentioned in the plan. We flooded in August 2013!
Employment is another well used carrot but it never seems to materialise after it's muted or passed. Where's all the extra
services, police, fire, to cover these Green Belt is as important to us as a whole but especially for the next and future
generations. Please leave some for them.

DRAFT/RES/3748 SS8 7LW

Canvey cannot sustain anymore housing, the traffic during both morning and evening rush hours is horrendous when there is
any sort of accident the roads come to a complete stand still. If you go ahead and build over a thousand homes there will be
at least that amount of extra cars, if not double. And where would these extra people send their children to school, doctors
and dentists?
The drainage is awful and more houses will just make it worse. We have no full time fire or police stations so more people
would just put us in danger.

DRAFT/RES/3749 SS7 3SZ

The higher quality green belt should be protected as first priority. The contaminated land H18 should be sacrificed.
Green Belt can never be replaced, once it has gone, it has gone forever.
The borough is choked with traffic. It has only three entry/exit points. The proposal to build a major estate of H10 with access
at Woodman’s Arms and Stadium Way would be catastrophic, implying on the fire station, ambulance station and a large
commercial and retail areas. All within 100 meters of a motorway style junction between Thundersley and Rayleigh and the
ending traffic stream to Southend. It is already an accident hotspot with accidents every week.
Why add to it?

DRAFT/RES/3751 SS7 2NN

My main consideration is traffic control particularly around Benfleet North and South as there will be a huge increase in
congestion in this area.

DRAFT/RES/3752 SS7 3AP

Proposal for new junction each end of Kenneth Road.
I must say we could do with speed bumps or any other device to stop the speeding cars and buses. I live in Kingston Way
which is a blind spot, so trying to pull out of our road when cars are speeding is quite frightening and dangerous.

DRAFT/RES/3753 SS7 5RS

What is the purpose of going to the High Court and winning the appeal to prevent building on green belt in the case of
Glebelands for you only to propose 100 homes in the Draft New Local Plan!

DRAFT/RES/3755 SS8 7TB

People will not move here when researching shows one road on and road off around one roundabout. Our schools are
closing, our doctors are fighting to stay open and we have no more holiday parks to visit to promote area. We have terrible
crime rate not forgetting no police station and no fire service full time. Our crews are only temps. We need thinning out and
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bring back the basics: police, fire, schools and doctors.

DRAFT/RES/3756

The poor drainage system needs to be taken into account for any further proposed development. Can existing schools
accommodate larger intakes of children? Build less housing and leave the street lights on longer! Aim to fill existing retail
units by lowering the rent before thinking about building more! (And we don't mean all charity shops!) Keep the public better
informed- the regeneration shop needs to be updated more regularly and staff need to have better knowledge of latest
changed to plans and have the authority to disclose this information. It's appalling that with this apparent need for more
housing on Canvey Island that a compulsory purchase order of number 20 Waarden Road SS8 9AB was ever considered- to
be demolished to facilitate a river link to the lake (for a fountain) which was never part of the final regeneration master planhardly infrastructure or vital to the community at the expense of a family losing their lovely home.

DRAFT/RES/3757 SS8 7HT

Too much traffic in one corner. No more please!

DRAFT/RES/3759 SS7 1RP

Building new houses accessing the A13 in Castle Point can only mean spiralling congestion. At the present time congestion
is unacceptable levels! What improvements can be made at Kenneth Road?
Does Castle Point really need any more 'Fast Food' outlets which are all the empty retail areas become?!

DRAFT/RES/3760 SS7 1RA

Please use/ consider the Fane Road site ( access to A127 without increasing use of Rayleigh Road etc)

DRAFT/RES/3761 SS8 7SN

There should be no more development in this area. The smallest incident causes problems for the whole area. Whenever
there is heavy rain- roads are flooded and some properties as drains cannot cope and most properties as drains cannot cope
and most properties do not have gardens that can help with drainage. There are brown fields sites that have been ignored

DRAFT/RES/3762 SS7 2TA

I appreciate the complexity of and restraints upon devising this Draft New Local Plan and the need to have an agreed
proposal in place which promotes sustainable development through sensible and essential infrastructure provision. This said
will regard to question three Housing sites, if a significantly large number of homes can be delivered on an area of green Belt
which has been contaminated such as H18, this should be an important site to prioritise before impacting adversely on any
existing urban area which are already under pressure.

DRAFT/RES/3763 SS7 3JB

H18 is not just the bit behind the Blinking Owl. Councillors seem to be brushing this under the table the fact that this is an
area of unique beauty and recreation. Many of these homes are Thundersley plot land homes and the area should be
preserved and not destroyed.

DRAFT/RES/3764 SS7 3JB

I do not believe that the greenbelt area H18 should be developed and destroyed. I think councillors should not be looking to
build up on any green belt sites these should be protected for my children's children and future generations. Once lost they
are gone forever. This is a very beautiful natural area.

DRAFT/RES/3765 SS7 4PS

Should relieve whole of Benfleet and Canvey by using H18 land. Could use this to accommodate more employment as well.

DRAFT/RES/3766 SS7 5NW

If land at H18 was used then all other locations could be protected and require less infrastructure on the existing.
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DRAFT/RES/3767 SS7 4PS

We need better employment facilities along with housing.

DRAFT/RES/3769 SS8 9FD

I would like to see a real commitment to encouraging major companies to open their businesses in Canvey town centre.
Some proper height street names, a pub chain, rather than estate agents, charity shops and pound land stores. This would
help the local economy. Building new homes on Canvey Island is simply insane!
The recent poor weather, both locally and nationally, demonstrate quite clearly that more building on a flood plain is
ludicrous. Additionally, as all residents have known for decades, traffic on the Island is appalling. Should a serious incident of
a kind occur, we do not have the road facilities to support this.
The development of Canvey town centre is essential, to both the local economy and the mindset of the local population. I
have not shopped there for nearly 20 years as there simply is nothing attractive there!

DRAFT/RES/3770 SS8 0AB

Unless improvements are made to infrastructure prior to significant building, the aim of the plan to 'ensure that Castle Point
remains a great place to live, work and do business', cannot be satisfied. The recent wet winter has flagged up major issues
with drainage in certain areas but the biggest issue will be traffic congestion in all parts of Castle Point. Canvey, in particular,
even with improvements to roads, will continue to become gridlocked with any accident in or around its perimeters. A
significant number of Canvey residents commute currently and throughout the ' rush hour' at either end of the day, no
motorist considers Castle Point 'a great place to live'.

DRAFT/RES/3771 SS8 9EQ

Is this going to be yet another plan where nothing happens? We've been told the 'millions' were going to be spent on
redeveloping Canvey Town Centre- we have a nice shop in Knightswick Centre, telling us all about it and still nothing
happens.
The current traffic situation getting on and off the Island during the rush hours which incidentally extends every week is
ridiculous. This is not helped by ludicrous timings of traffic lights at the King Canute and St Michael's Road. They should give
far greater priority to the Long Road traffic. The St Michael's set are a joke in the evening changing from green to red and
back again every 10 seconds or so. And if we get more council tax from the new houses can he please have the street
lighting back again!!

DRAFT/RES/3772 SS7 5DS

Having recently moved into our property, late 2013, we are very concerned on the impact of the property value decreasing
as well as increased traffic and congestion in the Castle Point area.

DRAFT/RES/3773 SS8 9UD

I appreciate the need for additional homes and employment and in the main support it, but only if and when any
infrastructure is provided to cater for increase i.e. roads, GP, school, sewage and should be provided before houses and not
just promises for the future.

DRAFT/RES/3774 SS7 4SB

Affordable housing will impact this area with nothing more than low income families from the greater London area (Barking/
Dagenham) who will not contribute to the area other than drain the resources and turn this area into a sink estate. This
already happening and will only get worse. Our infrastructure cannot cope now even with the development of Sadler’s Farm
roundabout. This whole area will gridlock during morning/evening rush hour.
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DRAFT/RES/3776 SS7 4JG

I fully understand that there is a need to bring more employment to this area which therefore requires more social housing,
more roads etc. I have lived in Benfleet for over 40 years and have seen how over crowded it has become. The High Road
has a vast assortment of shops but I rarely shop there and prefer larger stores in Basildon or Southend. Trying to park there
is a nightmare in itself. I feel that area needs to be re-vamped and not just nail bars or hairdressers. I fully endorse
improvements to the Manor Trading Estate there are units and garages which I use but it needs improvement as it is looking
very run down. It would definitely require a new road from there to the A130- thus taking all those dreadful lorries full of scrap
car metal away from Church Road.

DRAFT/RES/3777 SS7 5EN

We do not think that the open spaces in the local plan should be lost to housing developments. Castle Point is already very
densely populated and the remaining open spaces are necessary for wildlife and recreation.
We consider that the pockets of native woodland such as H9 are rare and precious to the area and these especially should
not be destroyed. The Woodland Trust encourages 'planting native trees because they are best for wildlife. Species with
berries and fruit are brilliant for birds, while insects and pollinators love those with nectar-rich flowers. Trees provide cover for
small mammals from predators and give all wildlife shelter from the elements.'
As this private woodland, wildlife is not disturbed by dog walkers. This organisation also states that the UK 'is one of the least
wooded counties in Europe and trees and woods continue to disappear from our landscapes'. Therefore we should be
preserving not destroying the woodland that we have as they are an essential part of our ecosystem.
As we are bounded by the River Thames, we have only three major access routes into our borough (A13, A127 and A130)
and as we share these with the rest of South East Essex, they are already at capacity. The side roads which would give
access to the new developments are also very busy and this will get worse as car ownership increases at existing properties.

DRAFT/RES/3778 SS7 2HH

The major concern is the amount of traffic that comes with having lots of new homes 2/3 cars per household. The roads are
already very congested.

DRAFT/RES/3781 SS7 3SB

By building all these houses it would create more traffic on an already very busy road.
My road is now used as a rat run. They cut through to avoid the main road from Rayleigh Road to Woodman’s. Speed is also
an issue especially in built up areas.

DRAFT/RES/3782 SS7 2EG

Too much building on green belt. Use brown belt.
Areas too large: is there really the need for all this housing?
Certainly no further need for big executive houses which is what you seem to be planning.

DRAFT/RES/3783 SS7 2EG

Too much green belt taken away in Benfleet. Need woodland near Bread and Cheese Hill needed for drainage.
H18 initial area fine but extended area for too much green belt taken.
Not enough houses for 1 0r 2 people to live in.

DRAFT/RES/3784 SS8 9SJ

Canvey Island is below sea-level and it is questionable as to whether any further major development with regard to house
building should be carried out there, and certainly not on green belt land. A further that should be taken into account when
considering addition of house building is that reduction in Emergency Services that have taken place over the past year or so
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on Canvey.
Regarding the remainder of Castle Point, I strongly believe there should be no development on green belt land, same in very
exceptional circumstances.

DRAFT/RES/3785

H18- Loss of Business premises at Tower field Business Park, Fane Road
H10- Over development, traffic congestion, loss of green space
H11- Loss of rural view of Old Daws Heath

DRAFT/RES/3786 SS7 1EH

Should we be dictated by Government?
Let them build elsewhere
We live in Castle Point because we like it as it is- we do not want it destroyed.

DRAFT/RES/3787 SS7 4SB

The reason we moved to Castle Point was for the green space and a good life style.
It now seems it's going to be crowded with new housing which seems rather expensive for our children. So who is going to
live in them? Even Hadleigh Downs has been ruined, unless you ride a bike.

DRAFT/RES/3789 SS7 3RE

Extra home need extra schools, doctors, clinics, local shops, free flowing traffic. Where are these proposals?

DRAFT/RES/3790 SS7 5UA

Only 400 homes on land West of Benfleet H14. No relocation of allotments near Tarpots. Object to possibly more 'bus lanes'.
The current lanes area waste of use. Traffic flow needs to be improved now hindered with these bus lanes. (Have yet to see
a bus using one!). Road junctions that are improved don't need wider 'storing area' i.e. two lanes into one, have designated
left- middle- right lanes if possible. If all the new development goes ahead as listed in this plan, then I suspect the £63 million
spent on Sadler’s Farm junction will have been to no good in a few years time, and will be looking for more land to build new
roads on.

DRAFT/RES/3791 SS7 3DS

Street and road names nearby proposed development should be shown on map.

DRAFT/RES/3792 SS7 4AG

In my opinion, Benfleet roads are already too congested and more development is only going to make it worse. I think Green
Belt should be left alone and keep Benfleet a pleasant place to live

DRAFT/RES/3793 SS7 5XX

H9- Building on this site will not only spoil the eco system but also produce run off and threaten the lower area of more
flooding with the streams that run down hill.
Transport around the area is dreadful along Kent’s Hill Road and rat running along adjoining roads is dangerous. Any exit
onto Bread and Cheese Hill would be dangerous, especially with the new road system there.

DRAFT/RES/3796 SS8 9FE

I have lived on Canvey since 1979 and witnessed the amount of new homes being built without a great deal of extra
infrastructure. If new homes are to be built we must have better access off of the Island. How can the Council possibly justify
600 homes at Thorney Bay which will have to get through Canvey on existing roads? I do feel Canvey has been 'dumped on'
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yet again.
Roads first, houses second please!

DRAFT/RES/3797 SS7 2AY

Much better to have a Local Plan than have another plan imposed. It is obvious that this part of Essex is already overpopulated. Nevertheless, people need accommodation and roads need improvement to reduce congestion. Ideally, new 'new
towns' should be built in rural areas to reduce over population in areas like ours. Also we should return to Council ownership
of decent new houses without selling existing stock at reduced prices.

DRAFT/RES/3800 SS7 2TA

The Council should develop the area around H18 before any other land of Green belt is considered as this will have minimal
impact on the borough and the residents of the borough.

DRAFT/RES/3801 SS7 2TJ

Give priority to developing Blinking Owl site (H18). ECC must not be allowed to obstruct the best solution. Even in terms of
congestion.

DRAFT/RES/3802 SS7 2TJ

The best solution would be to develop H18- Blinking Owl site will cause far less congestion on already blocked roads. ECC
need to be forced to reconsider.

DRAFT/RES/3803 SS7 2TA

The council should develop the area around H18 before any other loss of greenbelt is considered as this would have minimal
impact on the borough and also the residents.

DRAFT/RES/3805 SS7 2TP

H18- The Blinking Owl Cafe/ Fane Road SiteIt seem to me that this site is the best solution for the Borough to develop to fulfil the Council's house building quota. I urge
Essex Highways to reconsider this option. Castle Point Council, please persist in your endeavour to promote this site as the
most sensible and best solution for the area. Thank you.

DRAFT/RES/3806 SS8 0NQ

My horse is stabled happily at Jotmans Farm; this farm has been in same family for years. Local residents will have their
lifestyle and property prices ruined. The horses will have nowhere to go as gradually this corner of Essex is building on farms
and land. Animals will be destroyed as there will be nowhere for them to go.

DRAFT/RES/3807 SS7 2UJ

I have lived in Daws Heath for 35 years and would like my young family to grow up here. The farmland at Solby Wood, Brook
Farm and Claydons all give the area a peaceful rural character. It is a much sought after neighbourhood. As reflected in the
house prices and obviously therefore very attractive to developer. However, the government paper does state that building
on greenbelt should 'only be in exceptional circumstances'. There is clearly a viable alternative site at H18 and possibly other
non greenbelt sites. The community values greenbelt land and have shown clearly in the past the wish to preserve our areas
of countryside for future generations to enjoy. There is no justification for building on greenbelt.

DRAFT/RES/3808 SS8 0DQ

One drainage system around the Thorney Bay area is already failing and this winter we have only needed a little rain for the
roads to flood. Craven Avenue at one Long Road junction has for years failed to clear when it rains and regularly is flooded.
The road here is also a disgrace with deep ridges and potholes. This will be one main access to shops from Thorney Bay
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thus increasing the traffic and making matters much worse. 600 extra houses here will I feel lead to the complete breakdown
of the infrastructure on this part of the Island.

DRAFT/RES/3809 SS7 3EA

Conservation should always be a high priority as it enhances the life of the residents and the wildlife which is essential to all
our well being.

DRAFT/RES/3810 SS8 7QU

I find it incomprehensible that houses continue to be built on Canvey when there are still no plans for a third road off Canvey.
With 1400+ homes planned to be built on Canvey over the coming years, the traffic at rush hours will be gridlocked. Canvey
needs a third road off the Island before any large scale building projects start.

DRAFT/RES/3811 SS7 3DA

Having lived in Castle Point for over 40 years, we have witnessed a large reduction in the amount of open spaces. Builders
seem to avoid building affordable homes (which should be built first).
Saving the green belt should be a priority. We do not want a concrete jungle!

DRAFT/RES/3813 SS7 5NW

Bearing in mind the small overcrowded state of this small 'bottleneck' area, any development should be kept to an absolute
minimum. Larger scale developments should be kept to other, less highly populated parts of the country.

DRAFT/RES/3815 SS7 5DN

I totally object to the proposed plans for area H14 as a local resident, as in my view this will destroy the natural beauty of the
area, cause long term misery on the local community in what is already an overprotected area.

DRAFT/RES/3816 SS7 5UA

•
•
•
•

Object to relocation of allotments near Tarpots
Only 400 houses instead of 800 on land West of Benfleet where there are two primary schools already.
School and more houses appropriate on land North West of Thundersley sooner than 2031
Wavertree Road not suitable to take traffic from Canvey Way to Cemetery Corner Benfleet.

DRAFT/RES/3818 SS8 8HW

Canvey is a disaster waiting to happen and I do not believe that more houses should be built here until the infrastructure for
Canvey and Benfleet are vastly improved.

DRAFT/RES/3821 SS7 4NY

Benfleet and Canvey are two giant housing estates with very poor infrastructure. No more flats or houses should be built until
the roads can cope with this traffic. Manor Trading Estate is in completely wrong position as it is only fed by minor single
carriageway roads. This should be downsized or/and transferred to housing.
Cycle route from Rushbottom lane under A130 to connect to Pound Lane/ A127 would be an asset.

DRAFT/RES/3822 SS7 5AN

1. Building on farmland (i.e. Jotmans Lane) should not be allowed. Our children are told by the Government to eat more
British food. How can they if farmland is allowed to be built on?
2. Hospitals- Southend and Basildon Hospitals can hardly cope now. How will they manage with thousands more
people?
3. Transport- With thousands of houses being built in this part of Essex (Rayleigh, Castle Point, Rochford, Basildon,
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Southend etc) our roads won't possibly cope with the extra transport. Going to London on the A13 for example will
be a nightmare. Also the fumes from the cars will be most unhealthy, especially for children.

DRAFT/RES/3823 SS7 2TR

I object to all building on Green Belt land. The best solution is to use the land behind Blinking Owl cafe and other brown fill
sites.
I left questions unanswered where I feel I do not have enough information to comment.

DRAFT/RES/3824 SS9 3TT

Q3- We need green spaces where your sight is not hemmed in by housing- an environment where one feels free of human
development and properly in the natural world.
Q9-The additional road on (off?) Canvey could be desirable but too little information is provided. Once that goes to Hadleigh
Castle area would be TOTALLY UNACCEPTABLE or along Leigh Marshes.
Q3- Utility sentries in the area will ne overburdened. Damage to wildlife considerable. Concern that the land is owned by a
local politician according to the Echo.

DRAFT/RES/3825 SS8 7QJ

We already have trouble parking in our area. People using our road as a car park to access other places. For you to build on
Canvey Supplies Point Road this would make our road even more of a car park and we would have more disturbance in the
area as we live in a quiet road but people use as a race track at the moment.

DRAFT/RES/3826 SS7 2SR

Please use the alternative better site at H18 Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley.
H11 Objection: Historically Daws Heath and Hadleigh are two separate communities. This proposal would result in a
heartless sprawling mass of humanity. It would destroy the relative peace the existing open spaces provide, in what is
already a built up, congested area, not to mention the increase in traffic and demands on infrastructure.

DRAFT/RES/3828 SS7 2UU

I would encourage the council to consider the land behind the Blinking Owl cafe ( A127)

DRAFT/RES/3829 SS8 8AP

Half of the roads on Canvey are under water when it rains now. With all the extra housing, where are all the new
rain/drainage systems to run. Both main roads on the Island are clogged in rush hours. The island needs new access roadsnot widened existing. The same with Benfleet access roads will again be too small, congestion is already terrible in rush
hours.
Saddlers Junction was only remodelled for the lorries from DP World to get up to the East coast quicker, not for local traffic,
Benfleet, Hadleigh or Canvey. Now Thurrock Council has the nerve to want to widen another part of the H13 for their easier
access but not to allow a road from Canvey/ Benfleet to the Manor Way. Let's get the infrastructure built and proven first
before thinking of where to build more homes. Let's look after present residents first.

DRAFT/RES/3830 SS7 2NH

There is a proposal for a new primary school in Benfleet. With all the proposed houses to be built in Hadleigh, surely the
closure of a current secondary school, The Deanes, doesn't make valued sense? If these houses are built, where will the
children go to school?
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DRAFT/RES/3831 SS7 5PU

It would be helpful to understand why the level of additional housing is being pursued at the expense of green belt land and
what the time impact of this is in terms of the 'small town' feel, infrastructure and utilities.
The other key issue is whether this is a true consultation that may alter policy or just the 'tick in the box' required by
government.

DRAFT/RES/3832 SS8 8NT

My wife and I have lived on Canvey Island for nearly 34 years. I would like to see a new road running off the Island so that
we could have a quicker and safer exit of the Island. You just need an accident on Canvey Way that will close this road.
Then all hell is let lose, because all traffic comes to a stop.
The other road as you know is Benfleet Road over the bridge. This also comes to a stop because of the traffic trying to get
off and on the Island.

DRAFT/RES/3833 SS7 1PH

As I have a viable interest in one of the proposed sites, my vested interest is bias to more affordable homes in the
Thundersley area to develop on what is mainly Scrubland and not detrimental to agriculture land and while Barrett’s are
already on site for 150 homes, it makes sense to continue with the extension to the West while the workforce and equipment
is within the area.

DRAFT/RES/3834 SS8 9AQ

The council have got to stop taking 'backhanders' from local well known builder and get a backbone. Do not hold Canvey to
ransom, yet again, over the 'third road'. The Island has slowly declined and although the camp development may help to
remove certain undesirable elements it will push them elsewhere- less contained. I would like to know how the emergency
services will be supported as they have been stripped from the Island too.

DRAFT/RES/3835 SS7 5PZ

More affordable housing is needed for our young people in the Benfleet/Canvey area.
These young people were born in this area have attended Infants, Junior and Secondary schools growing up in the area.
Have left school and obtain jobs, but can't affordable housing in this area where they have grown up.

DRAFT/RES/3836 SS8 9PW

I work in Battlesbridge. I leave work at 18.00 and travel to Basildon to drop off a colleague. I get to Pitsea flyover at 18.15 18.17 everyday. It takes me about 30-45 minutes to get from there to the Link Road/Elsinor Avenue roundabout. I want signs
erected at Sadler’s Farm Roundabout similar to those used at Disney ' You are 5 miles from home, 40 minutes from here'.

DRAFT/RES/3837 SS8 7DX

Having lived on Canvey Island for 55 years most of the proposals for improved infrastructure, new road off island, additional
GP and schooling etc, O have heard over and over again and again.
Most people I talk to and myself are of the opinion that the 1450 new homes will get the go ahead but little else will
materialise.
I am afraid I have no faith in these council’s promises. As for getting a new town centre, is just paper talk in my opinion.

DRAFT/RES/3838 SS8 9EQ

The Island is already vastly overcrowded and most days at same time it is grid locked with traffic since the number 26 bus
route has been scrapped, the people are left with a very poor and long drawn out journey to Southend and more people for
that reason are using cars.
No one wants to spend 1.5 to 2.5 hours on a bus just to get to Southend. It is laughable and the council is allowing it. More
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homes, more gridlock. What a mess Canvey has become, such a shame. Yes we need a third road off of Canvey but anyone
with a brain can see it needs to go across the creek to Leigh on Sea. We already have plenty of empty shops and industrial
places. Use them.

DRAFT/RES/3839 SS8 9NE

2014 to 2031 - too long a project.
Q3- Sewage, Power Network, Rubbish
Q6- Housing- Jobs= should go together
Local Housing- Jobs= less traffic
Canvey Town Centre should be closed and made into housing, try to compete with the large retail sites is a waste of money
which could be used on other more important things, like GPs, housing fire stations, improvements to drainage on flooded
roads on Canvey. Take the traffic around Canvey not through it.

DRAFT/RES/3840 SS8 7TG

Canvey Island has far too many houses being built where the drainage and sewers are inadequate and the road network
cannot cope in the rush hours. Another road off either the point over to Leigh or a bridge over to Kent would help with
congestion. Widening the road at Somnes Avenue would not help as it still comes down to single carriageway both ends. A
walk over bridge at Waterside and fewer crossings would help lessen traffic build up in this area.
I thought as Canvey was a flood plain, no building was allowed? More council houses need to be built urgently.
•

DRAFT/RES/3841 SS8 0EP

•
•
•

There are too many homes in the area already- very overpriced even for renting- more expensive- area highly over
populated
The roads we have already need due care and attention before you even start to build more
Largely about the jobs in the local area are being taken by people who don't live locally with over 100 people
applying for the same posts- creating more will only encourage people from other area to work here/move here.
our children and our wildlife deserve to keep the open spaces, destroying them will destroy our children's future

DRAFT/RES/3845

What about updating the sewers, cleaning the drains, a road sweeper wouldn't go a miss!

DRAFT/RES/3850

Why close Deanes School if you plan to build so many new houses?

DRAFT/RES/3851 SS8 7NS

Before there is anymore building on Canvey Island, there needs to be another route off the Island and one that does not go
through Waterside Roundabout.

DRAFT/RES/3852 SS7 3BA

So you want to close Deanes School and build all these new houses? Just proves how stupid our local council are, maybe
you should sort out the infrastructure before building houses.

DRAFT/RES/3853 SS7 2UA

If you are talking about these plans in the far future (2031) a lot of us will not be alive, as Hadleigh has an aging population.
The best plan would be to just build affordable housing and some social housing. As time goes by and people move out of
small houses and go a step up the ladder to larger homes which would become available by people who have come to the
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end of their lives. I know this sounds morbid, but I can say these things because I am in my seventies. If your plans go too
far, it would not be a pleasant place to live in as we are quite congested already.

DRAFT/RES/3857 SS8 9AL

Will your plans make Canvey Island the lovely place it used to be? I know they won't, but I can only hope.

DRAFT/RES/3858 SS7 1EW

Any car parks should be free!
You say you want to enhance local town centres but this drives people away and local businesses lose out.

DRAFT/RES/3859 SS8 7QA

In view of this wet weather this winter, I think the council should be taking care of the people that are already here and are
paying Council Tax than letting local business men make money by letting caravans to people from out of the area then
expect the council to find houses for them. Some people on this Island get permission for anything to make them rich!

DRAFT/RES/3860 SS8 9QP

Canvey Island is too small for an additional 1450 homes. The traffic congestion is very bad during rush hour and the island
comes to a standstill when an accident occurs. It would be no good widening Somnes Avenue or Canvey Way because the
flow of traffic will bottleneck eventually. Access road to Benfleet from A130 Canvey Way will become a rat run/ shortcut for
Benfleet residents causing more chaos. A new road off island is essential before any development should start.

DRAFT/RES/3861 SS8 7HN

I think it is time you sorted out the sewage and drainage before putting more houses on the Island. Our ploughed fields so
called roads need to be sorted out (Canvey). I cannot see the reason for a 50 bed nursing home on H17 Canvey Road. That
can go somewhere else.
And why on earth 600 homes on Thorney Bay H5- words fail me on both these issues.

DRAFT/RES/3862 SS7 1BQ

We all know that we need more houses and that in my opinion they should all be affordable. As for infrastructure, that
already is behind the times, so that needs to be brought to date first.

DRAFT/RES/3863 SS8 0LE

Re: Q3 H5
Apart from the addition of the extra traffic it seems to site more housing so near to the gas and other hazardous store of
materials is crazy.
Re: Q9
I object to the extension of Roscommon Way due in the main to noise. Phase 1 is already intolerable at nights and weekends
due to so called 'Joy Riders' which it seems impossible to control.

DRAFT/RES/3864 SS7 2LN

As long as Hadleigh keeps as much green and recreational space, I am happy for the regeneration. But once this space is
gone, it's gone forever and Hadleigh will lose all its charm. There’s too much concrete in this world. As for affordable
housing, I never got any help with this, perhaps people should think first before breeding and expecting affordable homes.

DRAFT/RES/3865 SS7 1LN

My comments to follow via separate letter soon.
But I would like to comment on this questionnaire to say I did not understand either the question or the given answers in a
few of the sections (particularly 4, 5 and 8). I think it is poorly put together and not written for the average Castle Point
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resident to understand. I can't imagine you will get many returned or that people's views will be truly represented- is that
what the council hopes for?

DRAFT/RES/3866 SS7 5AX

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CPDC cannot maintain the current road network without adding more traffic- look at the state of Jotmans Lane.
My house shakes with existing traffic in Jotmans Lane without any construction vehicles.
Castle Point is not equipped to cope with these proposals.
Loss of Wildlife
CPBC are not taking account of previous applications being rejected by the public.

DRAFT/RES/3867 SS7 4ET

To increase development at E3 and H13 would place an impossible burden on Church Road, Rushbottom Lane and Tarpots
corner junctions at peak times. I propose that 'Manor Trading' should be relocated at H18 area and that E3area should be for
new housing, known as 'Manor Village' and include shops, doctors surgeries, etc.
The repositioned Trading Estate would have direct access to the A130 only. This would keep the heavy vehicles away from
the residential areas of Church Road. There should be no link between the A130 and Church Road.

DRAFT/RES/3868 SS7 1EW

The new houses will significantly increase the traffic and the A13 and A127 cannot support it. On occasions driving around
Benfleet even outside of rush hour has become very congested; each house built could add another two cars to the roads
which, unless the road network is massively improved, then travelling will become unbearable.
We are strongly against the plans for new houses.

DRAFT/RES/3869 SS7 5EF

As regards to your plans for H14, the drains cannot cope with things as they are. Also how do you hope to cope with the
volume of cars this will cause? It is stupid to think that the area will be able to cope. The schools will not be able to. We will
be flooded with sewage and water. The pump in Woodare Park Drive will not be able to handle the volume of water. You will
destroy the area.

DRAFT/RES/3870 SS7 1EB

Far too much new housing and erosion of Green areas. I have lived in Benfleet all my life and seen already erosion of local
environment plus I believe local population increase will slow over next 20 years due to local and global growth patterns
failing over same period and youth population slowing down. Also nationally there are Brownfield sites that could be
developed.

DRAFT/RES/3871 SS7 3LD

I accept housing is needed however, I do not agree with the sites planned. There is already significant congestion on the
junctions of Tarpots and Rayleigh Weir and more homes will add to this. I have reservations that the proposals will provide
adequately for the increase in traffic and subsequent congestion. 400 new homes in G.T Burches is ridiculous, the roads
cannot accommodate potentially 800 more vehicles average 2 cars per household.

DRAFT/RES/3872 SS7 5DS

Too many people here already. I've been here 30 years. We have more immigrants/foreign people arriving from London and
places. I can't get into the doctors unless dying. Can't park as no room. Shops are emptied because of high fees- all empty,
no one has used so therefore no jobs!! Why build more? Empty houses- a whole Estate on Fryers waiting for use- no one in
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them. I loved there for 20 years. It's ok Estate but you shut down hundreds of homes so why build more?
The animals suffer the stress. People endure they need their bit of green belt- health reasons for all. That's without adding
more families need more support. No system can manage what we got. Now police shut all the time- madness.
We are building to let more foreigners in- bad, bad, bad outcome!
When I get home from work, the roads are crammed each side as a house has 3 cars now, not 1- the roads can only take so
much. Street lights out-you can't afford but more homes you can. Endless arguments but we will end up like London soonstop before a village turns into a town and then a city!

DRAFT/RES/3873 SS7 5XP

Q3- The land allocated for H9 is a wooded hillside area. The trees soak up the heavy rain, stabilise the soil and aid carbon
removal. As global warming increases, tree loss will cause more flooding, less carbon reduction and greater risk of
landscaping.
Q9- No more expensive unused white elephants called bus lanes on A13. At present, few buses use them as a jam occurs at
Kent’s Hill Lights. Coming down hill, traffic poses a major accident threat. Bus lanes also used by 'speed merchants' to jump
jams at said lights. These lanes also make it more difficult to access homes dues to speeding and two lanes to cross. The
exception is that the bus lane through Hadleigh is essential for traffic flow. If that is removed an idea recently floated, it would
cause massive congestion.

DRAFT/RES/3874 SS8 9AZ

You plan to put over 1000 homes on Canvey which means 1000 to 2500 extra cars on the Island these developers will earn
a lot of profit. Thorney Bay alone will rake in at least £70 million profit if these people are not prepared to put some back to
the community then it should be no. We cannot get off the Island now in the rush hour so new road or nothing.

DRAFT/RES/3875 SS7 4PE

Traffic coming down the A13 into Benfleet is already heavy. Building too many more houses in an over populated area will
cause massive traffic problems. Access to Glebelands will be to bust. There are lots of schools in this area. Plus wildlife will
suffer in the fields adjacent to A130- this cannot be good for the environment.

DRAFT/RES/3876 SS8 7DH

Only 2 roads of the Island it is bad now as it is and the flooding at places is bad. If we get more homes on Canvey, it will be
more cars and it is bad now. So what will it be like then? Have a think about that, I would like to see the bus along the sea
front on weekends again please as if I want to go and see my granddaughter, I have to get a taxi there and back.
Re H7 (Scrub Lane) - 64 homes? The road cannot cope- this is idiotic and a total nightmare which I hope causes uproar.
Reasons as follows:

DRAFT/RES/3877 SS7 2JE

1. The field floods- I have photos to prove it. It is underwater.
2. I don't know if you have noticed but Scrub Lane is predominantly detached homes. I can only presume with 64
homes contemplated these will not be detached ' Executive' homes and will be ' Affordable Housing' i.e. Ugly little
boxes- has to be in keeping, I thought?
3. Traffic is horrendous now.
4. I live next to field (76) - the 'slightest' breach of rules by Council or developers will result in legal action. I will also
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employ independent experts as I do not trust council.
5. It is a natural meadow in Spring/ Summer- time to get in touch with societies for wildlife conservation.

DRAFT/RES/3878 SS80NG

There should be no development in sites H5, E4, E5 until Roscommon Way Phase 2 has been completed. This will facilitate
construction traffic and eventual user traffic and prevent increased traffic and congestion on both Haven Road and Canvey
Road. In addition, haven Road should be made a no through road (closed just North of Roscommon Way junction) to again
prevent increased traffic and congestion and stop it being used as a 'rat run' as it presently is.

DRAFT/RES/3879 SS8 9DX

While I agree with proposal to build on Thorney Bay Park, 600 is too much unless a new road is built beforehand. Traffic
congests at the roundabout on A130 new Charfleets. 275 houses will be built adjacent and additional 600 are too much for
roads to handle. If 600 to 400 with still 20% affordable this would be better. Also there is the safety issue of being so close to
gas terminal and sea wall.

DRAFT/RES/3880 SS8 8AE

People on Canvey Island need better and more local accessible medical/health treatment and treatment centres i.e. 24 hour
GP access, 24 hour A&E locally for minor injuries. Better local medical diagnosis facilities besides the X-Ray centre i.e. MRI
and CT scanning on the Island. Better skilled phlebotomist able to use latest best practice methods of blood taking i.e. using
butterfly needles.

DRAFT/RES/3881 SS8 8BU

Essentially, we only have one objection which is that another road on and off of Canvey is essential if further housing is even
to be considered. At peak times, the volume of traffic is already too great and the jams and bottle necks make getting on and
off the Island a nightmare. A new road should therefore be an absolute priority ahead of any other development.

DRAFT/RES/3882 SS7 1TS

Residents of Castle Point have recently endured literally years of serious traffic congestion and road works- re: Sadler’s
Farm/ Tarpots.
These planning proposals will negate any grain that we have made from them.
I am really fearful of the potential for gridlock on our roads in the near future!
Hadleigh Town Centre needs some serious re-development. Could the Island be removed i.e. the Old Pub/ Library? Fire
station and the shopping area are extended around there with pedestrian area.

DRAFT/RES/3883

More should be done to put Benfleet (South) on the map. I mean the so called High Street is dire. What facilitates are there
for children/families? Not everyone has access to transport (public costs astronomical for families) to travel to Canvey or
Hadleigh. The shops offer very limited products. Co-op ridiculously expensive. Benfleet itself is deemed very affluent area
yet it is nothing more than a bypass route. Richmond Park has plenty of space to utilise- bit like lake meadows. More could
be done for this area. Stop ploughing money onto Canvey Island! Gets more from CPBC than anywhere else. Canvey really
does not need anything else done to it. Yes build more social housing but also make sure you actually repair and maintain
current council houses to a decent standard and not make tenants live in damp, poor houses and ignore them.

DRAFT/RES/3884

As residents of Hadleigh for almost 40 years, we are dismayed and appalled by the proposals. You will be creating an
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overcrowded gridlocked area (worse than it has become in the past few years) with no facilities, infrastructure or green
spaces. This area has already become almost unbearable in this regard. There will be nothing left but houses and gridlock
roads. You are ruining what used to be a lovely little village/small town. The building, with all its heavy vehicles, will
completely disrupt people's lives. Can you imagine what it will be like? The sewers and drains are already unable to cope!
We have already had to put up with blocks of flats being built or approximately 13 houses being built where there were once
two houses with gardens. When will it end? We are very unhappy about these proposals- too much too quickly- too many
people!!

DRAFT/RES/3885 SS8 7DB

Why is there a new plan? What happened to the previous one? Before any further building in Castle Point, please, please,
please increase the public transport and improve infrastructure. It has been years since Canvey Island first had the shop in
the Knights wick providing any information as to what was planned for Canvey. Why have most of these plans not gone
ahead? Everyone needs a plan but surely at some time you need to stick to it.

DRAFT/RES/3886 SS7 5AR

Why is there never any mention of the regeneration of Benfleet shopping area? It is always Canvey and Hadleigh. When I
moved to Benfleet in 1970, there were three greengrocers, four butchers, three supermarkets, two ironmongers, two
haberdasheries. Now all we get are Estate Agents and hairdressers. We have even lost two banks.
The housing development at the end of Jotmans Lane was thrown out once now even more houses are proposed knowing
the idea has already been rejected, why ask the public's views if they are just ignored? This should not proceed.

DRAFT/RES/3887 SS7 2TW

New houses in areas: Castle Point/ Canvey Island/Rayleigh/ Rochford/ Basildon.
Two main roads- A127, A13. In and out of Southend. Just one accident causes problems on these roads.
So more houses, more people, more children? (Deanes closing) Police stations closing, flood problem areas.
Houses for our children or people from London?
All I see is problems.

DRAFT/RES/3888 SS7 2UR

We live in the most congested area in the UK. Our current infrastructure is not sufficient to cope with current housing levels
so road improvements are needed but not as a result of building more homes. The area cannot cope with anymore increases
in population and should not have to. Our greenbelt areas shouldn't be touched as we are too industrial as it is.

DRAFT/RES/3889 SS8

I have lived on the Island for twenty five years. Over the last five years, we have had more difficulty getting doctor’s
appointments. My daughter in law passed away before getting appointment two days later with a dot on her lung, age 41. I
found out the reason for not getting an appointment so easily is because our doctor had to take a lot of new patients on from
Thorney Bay Camp.
So with more houses- more cars. Please do not build until another road is completed off Island. No road off Island- no
houses!

DRAFT/RES/3890 SS7 4AQ

As a resident of Benfleet for nearly 30 years, I am disappointed with the state of our town, declining management of
pavements, grass verges, trees etc. When Sadler’s Farm roundabout re-development was taking place, Benfleet was offer
brought to a complete standstill. Further building work, new houses will only add to the traffic problems, school places and
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general poor management of our town, councillors should be listening to residents views not government incentives. We pay
our council taxes and we vote you in!

DRAFT/RES/3891 SS7 2SB

Loss of Greenbelt is inevitable but aim to keep green corridors.
Lack of retail prevents me from being certain about some of my views.
H10 development is worryingly because A129/ A127 Junction are so overloaded now. A new road linking A129 and Daws
Heath Road will only push problem to Rectory Road/ Sirius Lane junction especially when H11 and H7 developments are
finished.
I do not understand how A129 Weir to Victoria House Corner can be improved beyond bulldozing homes or perhaps a
flyover at The Woodman’s? Perhaps improving St Michael's Road/ Daws Heath Road Junction and South of H11 to A13
would provide an alternative to A129? Or A new road from Fairglen A127 Junction to Church Road/ Hart Road?
I appreciate the hard work and difficult decisions the Council and partners have put in and had to make to get to this stage.
Please consider Arcadian Gardens/ Bereford Gardens for one way working. Arcadian West to East / Bereford East to Westour house is 86 years old and can't take the extra traffic caused by Morrison’s/ cut through from A127. Thanks

DRAFT/RES/3892 SS8 0LX

The complete infrastructure of Canvey Island needs vast improvement to cope with the population already living here without
a vast increase in numbers.
These include road access on and off the Island. When there is a problem on Canvey Way the whole Island grinds to a
standstill for hours. Sewage problems, although supposedly updated previously, less fire and police coverage although crime
and population increasing constantly. In my opinion, this proposal should be stopped until above is sorted out.

DRAFT/RES/3893 SS8 9NG

Having been living here during the 1953 floods when Canvey was virtually uninhabited compared to today. It is paramount
that quick and safe access from the Island is dealt with before a brick is laid. Although our sea defences are considerably
better than in 1953, one will note from recent events in the UK what mother nature can throw at us. Should Canvey get
flooded again, with the volume of people living here now the outcome does not bear thinking about?

DRAFT/RES/3894 SS7 2YR

Ref Q9- I think the new road with an opening both ends would be a bad idea. We have enough problems getting onto
Rayleigh Road from Daws Heath Road, as it is, at the busy times of day we are queued back to the wood yard. A single
entrance /exit via Stadium Way would not be so bad. Another 430 homes in this area (poss. 860 cars) is another matter.

DRAFT/RES/3895

What's the point?
The council do what they like and we will suffer!!

DRAFT/RES/3896

This is a waste of time and money- all you ever do is talk.

DRAFT/RES/3898 SS8 8HA

On average it takes 20 to 30 minutes to travel from my home to Sadler's Farm. It only takes a further 25 to travel to Billericay
Town Centre. This is due to chronic traffic congestion. Every single day is the same in bad weather it has taken nearly 2
hours just to get to Sadler's Farm. When is the Council going to realise that you can't build more houses on the Island
without either building new roads or clear existing roads of parked so that traffic can use the roads for their intended
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purpose. Instead of a giant car park for commuters to stop, start and dodge round all the time. Free up existing roads, get
parked cars off the roads.

DRAFT/RES/3899 SS7 5TY

Re: H14- The destruction of the allotments at the top of Roscey Road will deprive many from a healthy, relaxing, enjoyable
and worthwhile hobby and pastime. They will lose a meeting place where friendships have been made, as well as a very
useful area that produces good, fresh healthy produce. Also if you open up Romsey Road and/or Bouldrewood Road, they
are far from suitable for any extra traffic.

DRAFT/RES/3900

No green belt should be built on.
Why not re-locate industrial units from Manor Trading Estate and build landscaped housing estate, which would be much
better than a scruffy dismal industrial estate and meet the requirements for new housing.
Question 9- I supported the new road for Canvey assuming it will be the Manor Way leading to the A13 at Stanford Le Hope.
Jotmans Farm must be protected as this is a vital place for youngsters to enjoy horse riding, we must encourage youngsters
to pursue healthy outside pleasure not take them away. We moved to South Benfleet from Dagenham for the open space
and Greenbelt, now it seems South Benfleet is being turned into a new Dagenham!

DRAFT/RES/3902 SS7 5RX

I would like to see infrastructure in place and working/maintained efficiently in advance of additional housing, to guarantee
this can be supported. Roads and train service already too busy.

DRAFT/RES/3905 SS8 7TR

H6 affects us particularly with traffic Point Road (outside shops) is now a single track road- due to lack of parking. Access
and regress off Canvey is a nightmare - more houses, more traffic?? H6- 160 more homes equals at least 200 more vehicles
travelling along this single track road. The drainage cannot cope with existing sewage/ water. We will flood/sink?? No one
can afford new homes!!
The roads are full of holes now, what will they be like after hundreds of building lorries and the new home owners have
driven up and down? Sort out these problems first! Get priorities right!

DRAFT/RES/3906 SS7 5TU

Castle Point is already an extremely busy location. The current level of traffic is far more than the roads can handle.

DRAFT/RES/3908 SS8 9EE

Would only re-iterate that the main objections noted are because the traffic congestion at peak times is already at saturation
point and road infrastructure improvements should be made before housing developments are put in place.

DRAFT/RES/3909 SS7 2UH

I strongly object to any building on the greenbelt land known as H11 and H10.
I say no to the stadium Way/ Daws Heath Link Road.
The council should develop the Blinking Owl site (H18) as this is the most sensible and best solution and I would urge Essex
Highways to reconsider their decision in respect of an access Road onto the A127.

DRAFT/RES/3910

Employment - By exchanging existing buildings, estates, shops/retail premises/yards and other Ad hoc e.g. Brickfields for
employment rather than housing , with reasonable business rates, grants ( accessible to local companies and individuals).
You would retain and create jobs without the need to travel (i.e. reduce congestion) and stimulate the local economy. (Castle
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Point is not Stratford!!)
Housing- No high rise and enclosed blocks- create barriers and ruin vernacular outlooks/historic features and layouts and
flood plains.
Transport and Road Infrastructure- If you were to maintain local side roads, leaving main roads to ECC (Essex Highways);
'pavements etc', traffic should flow better and do the job properly- not AD Hoc/ Patchwork repairs.
Rural/ Greenbelt/ Open Space: Castle point is historically a horse riding/ ownership area etc with bridleways/ track ways/
stabling etc that has become increasingly inaccessible: horses were here before the car!!

DRAFT/RES/3911 SS7 3QN

DRAFT/RES/3912 SS7 3SA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Drains cannot cope with sewage and rain water
Traffic in the area cannot cope even more will make travel worse
Castle Point cannot give us light or repair roads now
I will join company to remove local Government
This goes ahead; it will evade my human rights to live a reasonable life.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Castle Point Council cannot give us light at night or repairs to roads
The drains cannot cope with the amount of water and at the local sewage works plant
The traffic in the area cannot cope even more will make life hell
The proposals will evade my human rights to living a reasonable life
I think that if this goes ahead, I will campaign to change local government

DRAFT/RES/3914 SS7 2JQ

Object most strongly to any loss of Green Belt Land. This should not be necessary to any local development plan, as there
should be ample brown field sites available for re: development. Has the council looked fully into this alternative?

DRAFT/RES/3915 SS7 2DJ

This area is too congested now. Without further road improvements, there should not be more building. I also think green
belt should stay green belt. If anymore is to be released, then it should be on land off the A127 towards North Benfleet where
road improvements can be made. It would be good if residents were supported more by our representatives as this part of
the country is getting more and more overcrowded and sometimes targets cannot be met.

DRAFT/RES/3916 SS7 2JB

The development planned for Scrub Lane is too large. There will be 64 houses in keeping with those already in situ. The
traffic lights at Scrub Lane/ Rectory Road will become even more congested, while the GP's at Rectory Road will become
even less accessible than it already is with another influx of population into the area.

DRAFT/RES/3918 SS7 1HG

I have lived in Benfleet in Benfleet since 1959 and have seen a pleasant village which was rural deteriorate into what it is
today. I feel it's time to stop developing Greenbelt and don't believe that the road infrastructure is capable of supporting more
vehicles.
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DRAFT/RES/3919 SS8 0DW

1. If the proposed increase in domestic and commercial building goes ahead in the near future, will Canvey's Fire Service
remain on a part-time cover basis or will full time cover be re-installed?
2. Re: E4 and E5. Any new commercial development should be attractively presentenced and provide ample off street
facilities for staff car parking and delivery vehicles- unlike the appalling shambles that is otherwise known as the Charfleets
Trading Estate.

DRAFT/RES/3920 SS8 7EA

New roads should be constructed on Canvey Island before any further development. The high numbers of people already
make it very difficult in the morning and evening with road traffic often at standstill.
•
•

DRAFT/RES/3921 SS8 9HB

•
•

The roads, sewers and drainage of surface water must be improved before any housing is started.
Stop wasting money trying to make the shopping centre look pretty, lower the rentals so we can set some of the
shops filled.
Why waste money extending Roscommon Way when the majority of people see it as of no use. It will only make it
better for the joy riders at night.
I cannot believe you now want a road from Canvey Way to Benfleet after money spent on the roundabout.

DRAFT/RES/3922 SS7 2QJ

Release more small building plots in urban areas to help local builders this helps local people and all local businesses. Big
business is very short term in a local area.

DRAFT/RES/3923 SS8 8JT

Affordable housing- will it be for locals or for people outside the area to buy?
Before anymore houses are built on Canvey, the infrastructure must be sorted out. Doctors, dentists must be ready to come
in.
Pavements need improving- will this be done before more properties are built?
A third road off of Canvey will never happen. Dualling Somnes Avenue- what about the existing properties? 160 properties at
the Point- Great!

DRAFT/RES/3924 SS8 9XX

No more houses should be built on Canvey Island. This is a flood area. Any houses should be built in other areas of Castle
Point .e Benfleet, Thundersley- these areas are higher with no risk of flood.

DRAFT/RES/3925 SS7 2LJ

Please use alternative better site at H18- North West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/3927 SS7 1TG

The plan is not detailed enough at this point to show names of roads and what is deemed open space and what is housing in
each ( in H4) specific area. Especially plans for wildlife management, badgers etc, which have been in area for many years.

DRAFT/RES/3930 SS7 2XG

To build on the farmland of Blake’s, Cooks, Solby and Brook farms (H10 H11) would completely devastated the rural aspect
of the Daws Heath area.
The farms are the last remaining remnants of the open Countryside of fields and hedges that once surrounded Hadleigh.
We need to preserve this heritage for future generations.
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Although I advocate the complete protection of Green Belt land I understand that there is an availability of contaminated land
behind the Blinking Owl Cafe/ Fane Road and would suggest considering this site marked H18 before destroying the ancient
lands of Daws Heath.

DRAFT/RES/3931 SS7 1TU

Kiln Road is far too congested to take any more traffic. It is already the only access to Seevic College, council offices,
swimming pool, Runneymede Hall and pre-school. At any time of day it is very frustrating trying to turn right onto Kiln Road.
At peak times it is bumper to bumper. During summer months the traffic increases where people travel from all rounds to get
to Southend. The proposed sires along Kiln Road alone could mean another 1400 cars would be using this small stretch of
road.
When students leave Seevic College at the end of the day, the bus stops are so full it is impossible to walk on the pavement.
The pavements need widening at all stops feeding the college to a marked area could be created to leave space for
pedestrians. Cycle lanes along Kiln Road would also give cyclists better protection.

DRAFT/RES/3932 SS8 0EY

No more development until drainage has been overhaul and upgraded.

DRAFT/RES/3933 SS8 0DL

Sewers and drains not able to cope now, especially sewers without further building adding to problems. Traffic has become a
nightmare. No further building work should be contemplated without at least the third road being completed first.
Roscommon Way already is a waste of money of unbelievable costs to rate payers. Revenue could be recouped by having it
out as race track as this has been its only and pretty much its sole use.

DRAFT/RES/3934 SS7 2NW

Please use alternative, better site at H18- Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/3935 SS7 3NG

There is insufficient capacity for even the 200 homes per year proposed by the council. The natural beauty of the area will be
lost. The roads and rail links are already under strain and can't cope with additional volumes.
Central Government should not dictate that we cover our area in homes and concrete, they have no regard for the rural
aspect that is Castle Point. The South East is already over populated and South East Essex in particular. Say No and
persuade them to move their focus away from the South East before it is too late and no open space remains.

DRAFT/RES/3936 SS7 5DT

With regards to building new houses today is the main issue of more covered ground and concrete plus roadways thus
making less ground area to act as a soak away during bad weather and ease to possibility of flooding, so great care has to
be taken by all councils to keep all new building take place on suitable ground and reason. I feel more small 6/40 dwellings
compact build would be best.

DRAFT/RES/3937 SS7 1RP

The road network in Castle Point is at gridlock at rush hour and weekends. The supermarkets are full to bursting. It is difficult
to see how any improvements to roads and infrastructure can support an increase in houses/population.
We have already reached saturation point. Anyone living in the Castle Point. Anyone living in the Castle Point District can
see the problem- it is not rocket science!

DRAFT/RES/3938 SS8 7HF

No building should be done on Canvey till a new road is built as if there is a problem on Canvey Way all comes to a halt.
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DRAFT/RES/3939 SS7 1EP

I strongly object to the new homes planned for Benfleet (Jotmans, Glyders, Kiln, and Daws Heath). These will completely
change the character of the area and turn it into a concrete jungle. They will ruin for horses rider, walkers etc. The roads
simply will not cope with the increase in traffic.

DRAFT/RES/3940 SS7 2UN

I strongly agree with the proposals to build on the various plots in/around Daws Heath- H10, H11 and H12. These
developments will increase the traffic in an area which already experiences heavy traffic at peak times. These plots are also
removing equestrian facilities (stabling, grazing and schooling) which are valuable recourses in providing a good mix of
leisure facilities in the area.
I believe that plot H18 provides the best option for any necessary development.

DRAFT/RES/3941 SS7 2UN

Castle point is already a congested area. I do not approve of any further development of green belt and leisure land. H10,
H11 and H14 are all homes for many horses, is the Council prepared to re-home them?
I strongly object to building 430 homes on H10. The traffic around Woodman's is awful; adding a link road through H10 to
Daws Heath will simply move the problem and cause further congestion around Deanes School. BAD IDEA.
With more houses being built in Daws Heath, this will encourage more traffic to cut through from A127 via St Michaels Road.
A large percentage of Bramble Road and Daws Heath roads don’t have a pavement. How is the council going to protect
pedestrians? Walking along this section of road is already dangerous!
If the Council have to build then I suggest using site H18, this will be less disruptive and has good access.

DRAFT/RES/3942 SS7 3SD

I have huge concerns regarding your proposed plan to build houses on our green belt! I live right on the border of E3 and
cannot believe the number of green areas you are planning on building over in my surrounding area. I have 6 horses on my
property and already have very limited bridle paths to use. If you build on H18, H13, E3, H4, H9 you will be destroying all out
local bridle paths!! THIS IS GREENBELT!! Not to mention the huge amount of grazing land we will lose when you start on
the land within the dotted lines which borders my property. If you also build over all the natural ponds and streams in this
area you are going to have further flooding on the A130/ A127 junction as seen this year. We as residents do not want more
houses, affordable or not!!!

DRAFT/RES/3944 SS7 5PZ

Our sewage system is already in need of a complete overhaul before we build anything else.
Houses are already being built in this area, they are not affordable housing. Any housing built should be for our next
generation- not for people outside the area.

DRAFT/RES/3945 SS7 3DW

There are already too many houses in the area for the current infrastructure.

DRAFT/RES/3948 SS7 1SA

Unless the road system is sorted out, we will come to a standstill in this area very soon, each property that is built will have
at least one car, probably two, meaning at the least 450 houses more than likely double that amount we just can't cope with
this amount of traffic.
It took twenty minutes to get from the Weir to Victoria House Corner on Saturday and that was on a good day.
We keep building on green spaces and it's all very well putting in parks but we need natural habitat as well, we will be the
generation that ruined our landscape forever. What a legacy!!
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DRAFT/RES/3949 SS7 2UQ

I object to the proposal of employment growth adjacent to Manor Trading Estate as I believe it would be more sensible to
move the Trading Estate to the H18 site now and use the existing Manor Trading Estate for housing.
I object to H11 and H10 being used for housing, H11 is currently used for land and fields are being used to stable and graze
horses.
I object strongly to the proposed link road between Stadium Way and Dawes Heath Road, this would have been a serious
impact on the amount of traffic and cause congestion throughout the area as drivers use local roads and back streets to get
to London Road. The Council should seriously consider utilising the land behind the Blinking Owl Cafe for housing.

DRAFT/RES/3950 SS7 3HD

Coombewood Village Greens
We strongly object to ANY part of the Village Green as not being described as ' Public Open Space'.
Related to this we also strongly object to the metal fencing which has been erected at the North end of the Village Green
surrounding St Peter's Church and Graveyard and which the Council recognises as an offence! Why is not more robust
action taken in dealing with people who break the law by taking land they do not own?

DRAFT/RES/3951 SS8 0AA

The infrastructure on Canvey needs to be sorted out before any more housing and retailing are built. The greenbelt on
Canvey should not be built on as there is not enough space now.
Roads are congested especially at peak times.

DRAFT/RES/3952 SS8 0AA

Infrastructure cannot cope now. If there are accidents the roads become blocked. More houses mean more traffic.
We have lots of empty shops, why build more? And we need free parking. The fact that Oak Road car park is charging now
is a disgrace, I for one will not pay to park; I feel sorry for shop owners trying to make a living. Also Richmond Avenue in
Benfleet car park. Green Belt should not be built on at all!! Our wild life needs somewhere!

DRAFT/RES/3954

I appreciate it was the easier decision to make- to utilise much more of the green belt in Daws heath area including Hadleigh.
The increase of traffic congestion- needs rethinking. However it may have taken loner to achieve but it would have been a
much better site at H18- Fane Road, North West Thundersley, Blinking Owl. Some consideration should be given to stable,
livery farms etc- Solby Wood, Daws Heath Road, etc and Canvey etc.
I am also sure it will be the wish of everyone involved in this overall plan, that the building contractors (maybe especially
Barrettes; block 1 and 2 bedroom flats) will ensure that strong attempts will be made to enhance our landscape as opposed
to unsightly views, Castle Point chairman, councillors, officers, David Head all involved will ensure this happens!

DRAFT/RES/3955 SS7 3EU

The plans for Jotmans Farm are too much. This area is behind my mother’s house in Watlington Road, Watlington Road
already has many lorries and heavy vehicles going down to various environmental sires beyond and near the railway bridge.
The roads are too small and suffer a bad state of repair. Also the area between Jotmans and the creek should be left for
drainage when flood is still possible from the creek in extreme weather. The site at H9 is too cramped already with traffic
jamming up at school times.

DRAFT/RES/3956 SS7 5QA

My objections to housing proposals H9, H10, H13 and H14 are the impact on traffic and congestion in the Benfleet area.
I particularly object to H9- Felstead Road/Catherine Road proposal. I live very close to this area and we are already
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gridlocked twice a day with the existing Holy Family and Kent’s Hill schools. It takes several changes of Kent’s Hill traffic
lights to get through the junction, even in the middle of the day. There is so much traffic travelling through this area already.
Both local and through traffic is making it very difficult at times to get about. No! No! No! To H9 Proposal.

DRAFT/RES/3957 SS7 5DS

Main objection to proposal is the already overcrowding of our area. Roads and infrastructure at saturation point. Green belt
must be preserved.

DRAFT/RES/3960 SS7 5AX

I do not agree with building on Green Belt land.

DRAFT/RES/3962 SS7 3JP

I would prefer that there is no major development in this area but certainly none without the appropriate infrastructure. Even
now, it is very difficult to travel around the area at weekends and there are continuous hold ups and jams at any time. The
local hospitals, doctors, schools and dentists are also overloaded.
Infrastructure first- housing second!

DRAFT/RES/3965 SS7 1HW

How will all our 'emergency services' be able to attend incidents well with all the extra congestion of vehicles parked and on
our roads in this area?

DRAFT/RES/3966 SS7 3HE

The slightest traffic incident/accident causes gridlock to A127/Rayleigh Road/ Hart Road/ A13 and surrounding areas. This
needs to be addressed.

DRAFT/RES/3967 SS7 3SE

I would like to see the area in North West Thundersley H18 developed before that around the Weir/ Daws Heath. New roads
and schools could be planned for this area feeding into the new link road to A130.

DRAFT/RES/3969 SS7 3PN

I am worried that the A13 can't manage any increase of traffic and those local schools and doctor surgeries will not cope,
and there is not enough parking as it is for retail so I don't think an increase in retail will provide enough parking.
Any development to Thundersley Common area traffic should go directly to the A127 and not through to the A13.

DRAFT/RES/3973 SS8 8HQ

In principle, we are in favour of most of your proposals but the infrastructure must be in place before more building work. The
roads are too congested now at peak times and drainage is not adequate in places where it floods at certain times.

DRAFT/RES/3974 SS8 7LD

Along with future planning- medical and schooling needs are a priority- more GP's needed on Canvey, better primary
education and better travelling facilities, highways maintained and another road off Canvey Island.
All of which have been discussed before but you can't propose adding to inhabitants when the Island cannot cope with
population it has residing here already!

DRAFT/RES/3975 SS7 1TP

Any housing development along A13 and A129 should be resisted. The A129could not be improved sufficiently to improve it
enough to handle the increased traffic (unless property demolition is to be considered) and the A13 is already overused with
no plans for improvement.
As much of the housing as possible should be developed at site H18 with direct access to A130/A127. There is inadequate
school provision especially at Secondary level with no new provision and bearing in mind the expected closure of the
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Deanes School.

DRAFT/RES/3976 SS8 7SR

Canvey Island requires infrastructure (i.e. new road off) built before any new dwellings are built.
Existing roads and drains need to be added before any. As you are aware, most Islanders feel let down by Castle Point as
we have the smallest amount of Green Belt left in the borough due to excessive buildings over the last twenty years.
Infrastructure before dwellings as broken promises have been heard before

DRAFT/RES/3978 SS7 5TU

1. I know personally, of at least five properties within a mile radius of Tarpots that have been empty for at least ten years, two
of which have plots which would accomodate10/12 new properties. Why have these not had a compulsory purchase applied
to them?
2. Demolished Council Offices at Junction off Kenneth Road and London Road has been a vacant site for at least ten years.
Would accommodate 6/8 new properties. Why no development?

DRAFT/RES/3979 SS8 9AF

A new road of off Canvey Island is badly needed.
Also pot holes.
Also getting very crowded.

DRAFT/RES/3980 SS8 9TH

The roads getting on and off Canvey must be addressed before new housing is built. It is all very well widening Somnes
Avenue but all roads lead to Waterside Roundabout and one minor incident leads to total gridlock on all main routes through
Canvey. If rush hour congestion gets any worse, people from Canvey will be unable to find employment off the Island!
Schools starting earlier on Canvey have also made this worse! Stupid idea!
•

DRAFT/RES/3981 SS8 9HP

DRAFT/RES/3984 SS8 9NB

•
•
•
•

No building should take place until road structure is in place.
What schools are going to support extra people coming on the Island, as one school has been shut?
Doctors
Sewage
Schools
Roads
There are my concerns!!!

Q7 RetailWhilst additional retail floor space would be nice, the regeneration of existing town and shopping areas should be addressed,
as a matter of priority.
Q3- Housing sitesI cannot see any benefit to another nursing home on Canvey Island. We already have ample homes that have vacancies.
Thorney Bay Caravan Park is just a place attracting bad press and a poor reputation. Building 600 homes on a flood plain is
just irresponsible and CPBC should consider carefully the consequences of this, particularly in view of the recent adverse
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weather and flooding suffered around the UK.

DRAFT/RES/3985 SS7 4AN

Benfleet never gets anything apart from traffic problems. When the A13 is sufficient for the traffic which uses it now then
these plans should go ahead.
The A13 between Sadler’s Farm and Hadleigh is way below par. it is an absolute bottleneck at all hours of the day. Even the
road at the Tarpots junction is already breaking up.
Recently I drove to Newcastle and did not have any problems with traffic until I got to Sadler’s Farm. 300 miles each waywhat does that say about the A13? Also when it is icy, Bread and Cheese Hill is never gritted. This is one of the most
notorious hills in Essex.

DRAFT/RES/3986 SS7 5BZ

Let's have infrastructure first, before allowing anymore housing developments or factories. Tarpots Corner is waiting to
become another disaster area. Let’s put the Benfleet/ Canvey Roads right as a number one priority. No sign of an access
road from Manor Trading to A130. Do not even think about housing H14 at Jotmans without the new Benfleet/ Canvey Way
dualling link.
Can we please have some order of priority for the new local plan?

DRAFT/RES/3987

What is the point of filling this in? You will do what you want anyway.

DRAFT/RES/3988 SS8 9AD

Please can we have protected our outdoor spaces that families can enjoy, just like park at Thorney Bay and the adult
equipment at Kismet Park? We would prefer new road off of Canvey going towards Coryton to be built before more homes/
families are encouraged to move here.

DRAFT/RES/3991

I fear the questions are 'complex' and therefore many people will not reply.

DRAFT/RES/3993 SS7 3NE

My main concern is the increase in traffic in the area caused by new housing development.

DRAFT/RES/3994 SS7 5XS

I do not support in anyway the implementation of all the new housing proposals that have been formed on Castle Point BC
by the Government. I am very much against any new housing project in the Borough due to the already congested
infrastructure.

DRAFT/RES/3996 SS7 5NA

There has been no mention of water treatment and sewage farm to cope with excessive planning in the Benfleet area. Our
nearest hospitals are Basildon and Southend; there has been no mention of a new proposed hospital in the local areas.
Years ago my parents paid into a fund which was supposed to be for a hospital on Canvey!! There also should be a plan put
forward for existing road and path way maintenance, in adjacent to proposed planning areas.

DRAFT/RES/3997 SS8 7EA

We were informed some years ago that there would be no more development on Canvey Island until the infrastructure was
completed i.e. new access road, but as we all know there have been many pockets of new development since then. We feel
we really need to know what the population per sq mile is on Canvey Island and how this compares with other areas. Surely,
Canvey Island has reached saturation point and just needs the infrastructure to catch up with the existing population.
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It is madness that every vehicle coming to and leaving Canvey Island has to negotiate Waterside roundabout.

DRAFT/RES/3998 SS8 7AP

Canvey Island is already overcrowded and does not need that many additional new homes. Some low cost housing is
needed, perhaps 100 per year. Before anymore accommodation is built, a new road off the island is desperately needed.
Improved drainage is also needed. Canvey Way should remain as is to insure speed limits are adhered to. New jobs in the
area, whilst needed, attract foreign workers particularly in the building industry and service areas. These people come and
settle into the area and never leave, thus placing additional pressure on GP's, hospitals, schools, transport etc. More retail
businesses are needed for jobs and also competition is healthy- helps to drive down prices. We need more choice- coffee
shops- a good way for the community to socialise and mix.

DRAFT/RES/4000 SS8 7QJ

As I reside on Canvey my concerns are primarily the congestion especially commuting to and from Benfleet Station. There
are always tailbacks and if new homes are built there will obviously be more traffic. The road situation needs to be in place
before homes are built.
More shops need to be lured to Canvey that way people will not need to leave to shop elsewhere.
As the Country has endured flooding, this needs to be thought about especially drainage/ surface water which is poor. If
more homes are built then ere is nowhere for water to drain away leading to flooding?
Canvey Town Centre - Council needs to lower rates as all we have are banks and charity shops! You are pricing shops that
we need out of business!! This would encourage employment too!

DRAFT/RES/4001 SS7 2RR

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parking problems
Road maintenance
Gridlock
Drainage of outdoor facilities
Pollution
Loss of trees and vegetation
Too many people in too small an area

DRAFT/RES/4002 SS8 7LF

Canvey Island needs a new road to link to the A13, joining the Coryton Manor Way in Stanford Le Hope and Corringham and
more flood/weather drainage.

DRAFT/RES/4003 SS8 0DL

H5- We feel this has the highest amount of housing on this land, which is very near our sea defences. Also the fact that
sewage would be compromised (it always smells around this area in summer).
If these properties were targeted for local social housing it would be of benefit to the Island, but possibly the social housing
will bring in people from all areas, like it is now and this would not be a good thing. Another 600 people on the Island with
cars! Not a good idea!

DRAFT/RES/4004 SS8 7QS

Drainage- the island floods now in bad weather.
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Parking- not enough parking on new build properties.

DRAFT/RES/4005 SS8 9DX

Canvey has needed another access off for some years and before any development this should be the priority. As with
development, there will be more traffic on and off the Island so at peak times it would be horrendous.

DRAFT/RES/4006 SS8 9QA

Q3: Flood areas will become to build up and cause homes to flood instead.
Council and local authority funding should be used for policing and emergency services. This is more of priority.

DRAFT/RES/4007 SS8 7PB

I don't think any new homes should be built on Canvey Island until we have a new route off the Island, as at present
everything is controlled by what happens by Waterside Roundabout and if one of the two roads off the Island is blocked, you
are better off returning home and forgetting about going off the Island. What happens in and emergency?

DRAFT/RES/4009 SS8 9HA

This area is overcrowded now.
We have unmade and unadopted roads. We cannot support the people in the borough now - why would we add to it?

DRAFT/RES/4010 SS8 7ET

There is too much congestion on the Island already; the Island can't take any more housing. We will lose too much open
space to housing and buildings. The doctors and schools won't be able to cope with the extra people. The roads will not be
able to cope with the extra people as most families have two or three cars now. The Island is getting too crowded now. The
roads and pavements are not in good nick now, what will they be like with all these extra cars and people using them?

DRAFT/RES/4011 SS8 0AX

There is too much proposed development on Canvey. Road access and infrastructure needs to be greatly improved along
with services such as GP's and schools before building thousands more homes.
The Council should also limit the number of caravan homes that Thorney Bay Camp is allowed to have. This place is a
dumping ground for social misfits from all over the place. Why is this allowed?

DRAFT/RES/4013 SS8 7QU

Proposal for 160 Homes on Land off Point Road
We have had many problems with the drains and sewers in Bommel Avenue Having had to call out Anglian Water for times
in the past few months. We have had to cope with water rising in the toilets, and also water coming up through man hole
covers in the garden. This end of the Island also has traffic problems.
The erection of 60 houses on such a small space is going to create at least another 400 car parking space requirements.
This will obviously over flow onto the local streets around this site. Plus as seen recently we have the flooding situation to
look at, would there be the need for mass evacuation at any time.

DRAFT/RES/4014 SS8 7QR

There are dozens of empty industrial units on Charfleets already, I do not see how the building of more will be beneficial.
The affordable housing isn't affordable, with the high level of unemployment, more council housing is required not fatter
profits for builders and private landlords.
During the recent bad weather, flooding has been an issue so adding more homes is only adding to problem.

DRAFT/RES/4015 SS8 0BY

No building whatsoever on Canvey Island until new road is built off Island.
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A new road should have been built 10 years ago, so if you have plans to build 200 houses a year then make another access
road a priority and improve drainage an infrastructure. Plus don't forget Canvey is an Island and will be swamped by the sea
eventually.

DRAFT/RES/4016 SS8 8NA

Canvey Island is already overpopulated (traffic and oversubscribed schools are already a problem).
I strongly object to H6 (the building of 160 homes off Point Road). There is an infant and junior school nearby and the only
way off the Island is past these schools.
An extra 160-320 car at this end of the Island is ludicrous and extremely dangerous. These schools are at maximum
capacity, there are no room for hundreds more children. Come and see the area at 8.45am when children are being dropped
off to school. There are cars on double yellow lines, on kerbs, double parking, on grass verges. We do not need more cars
around this area.
It is already dangerous for the children.

DRAFT/RES/4017 SS8 7JE

My main concern is the amount of new housing development without putting in a new road off the Island from 6.30am to 9am
is a nightmare. If the proposed 1450 new homes have two cars, that's at least 2900extra cars using the existing road
network.

DRAFT/RES/4018 SS8 9XE

Before anymore building on Canvey we need a third road off Island and the drainage sorted out.

DRAFT/RES/4019 SS7 3AH

My major concern is the infrastructure problems all these new homes will create. We do not have enough schools at the
moment and the traffic is unbelievably bad now. What is it going to be like in a few years? When all these houses go,
especially as there is a threat that Deanes School is closing in 2016. Where is the logic in that? Especially at 430 homes are
to be built right opposite. Doctor’s surgeries are also at breaking point.
I fear that Thundersley Village will no longer have this status when all these houses are built. Another major concern is the
amount of green belt we are losing. We are so overcrowded even now and another 10.000 people approx will make the area
unattainable.

DRAFT/RES/4020 SS8 0LP

I feel there are too many houses being built down South of the Country anyway and the north is being ignored. When you
consider everything is done on computers and we don't export that much anymore. We should be spreading out not all
moving South and East.

DRAFT/RES/4021 SS7 3RZ

In the ten years I have lived in Thundersley the traffic and congestion has increased so much that this new plan will only add
to it.

DRAFT/RES/4022 SS7 2QQ

In my opinion Castle Point, Southend and surrounding areas are already over populated. I understand with the amount of
immigrants coming to England extra housing is needed but why does it have to be in already overcrowded area? The roads
are congested now so I agree to the local road improvements.

DRAFT/RES/4028 SS7 5DJ

Please do not build on the green belt. It's why we moved here.
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I am no political animal, but if this goes ahead, I will actually campaign vigorously against those councillors who betrayed us.

DRAFT/RES/4029 SS8 8JR

Q3- Main concern is sewage, drainage.
More houses= more people. Therefore preschools, infant, junior and senior schools need to be adequately supplied. As do
GP's, walk in centres, a bigger library with more internet access.
Another road for Canvey Island is a must if more houses are built. Safety reasons, surely?

DRAFT/RES/4035 SS8 9NZ

Too many homes on Canvey for the road and infrastructure to cope with anymore. It takes 20 minutes for me to get off the
Island as present and I live at Castleview. Don't stand a chance if there is an accident.
How many new cars will be added if you build over a thousand new homes on Canvey?

DRAFT/RES/4036 SS7 1NU

Re: The Glyders
I have serious concerns about the ability of the access roads being able to withstand use by the very heavy vehicles and
equipment that would be necessary.
The contours of this land have changed radically in the past 17 years. The removal of trees, bushes and grass could cause
even more land slippage and endanger existing homes. Already aging pipes would not withstand extra pressure.
RE: Castle View School
This building would be far better used as a facility for youngsters who are not especially academic to learn trades etc and
improve basic skills. This would seriously give them a better chance of employment.

DRAFT/RES/4040 SS8 7EH

Why not improve drainage systems on Canvey before building more houses? Why more houses anyway? Canvey needs
more shops and employment opportunities.

DRAFT/RES/4041 SS7 3SZ

I want the Council to develop the Blinking Owl/Fane Road site H18- before any other Greenbelt.

DRAFT/RES/4042 SS7 2LJ

Hadleigh has been an area of many green spaces. The council's proposal for desecrating the area with hundreds of new
homes will take away the character of the town.

DRAFT/RES/4043 SS7 3UZ

Develop Site H18- Blinking Owl/Fane Road before other Greenbelt considered.
Reduce sites H4 and H10- there is chronic traffic congestion throughout Daws Heath Road/ Hart Road/Kiln Road.
Developments will incur flooding potential/ noise/ pollution etc. Infrastructure is not capable of sustaining level of
development.

DRAFT/RES/4044 SS7 2TJ

Consider H18 as a better site for development- Fane Road/Blinking Owl.

DRAFT/RES/4045 SS7 2TJ

Please use alternative better site at H18 Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley

DRAFT/RES/4046 SS7 3HB

As Council tax payers, we pay a considerable sum to live in an urban, not sub-urban, area. The whole area is overcrowded
now and there is far more traffic than the roads were designed to take.
As an example, it the improvements to Kenneth Road which are needed take place, this will undoubtedly mean the volume
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of traffic using Church Road and Hart Road will increase. At present, these roads take a larger volume of traffic than was
ever intended. Many heavy vehicles use these roads; the weight restriction is not adhered to. The structures of the properties
are regularly shaken; the water mains and gas pipes under the roads also suffer.

DRAFT/RES/4048 SS7 5AP

With regard to the land west of Benfleet (H14) How will the sewers and drains cope with this large influx of housing,
considering the prediction of wetter winters in the future?
We cannot support a proposal for a new junction on A130 Canvey Way with access to Benfleet, until we know exactly where
this would be as it could have dire effects on the High Road and roads adjacent, which are already, congested at peak times.

DRAFT/RES/4049 SS7 3UZ

Develop Blinking Owl/ Fane Road site before Greenbelt
As for the plans for new builds, I am not against these BUT before you give the go ahead, I would like the following taken
into account:

DRAFT/RES/4050 SS8 7QS

1. New road off Canvey Island to Manor Way ( A13) via Roscommon Road, the funding and permission to build this
project should've been in place before any approval is given to build these new houses
2. Can we ensure that we build houses, not flats?
3. The sewer system on Canvey needs to be carefully looked at as when it rains heavy, we always seem to get blocked
roads, and Anglia Water is responsible? As a public company, they don't like spending money, the sewer system
needs upgrading.
I live on Canvey and have done all my life, I have seen it be built on and built on and I have a few questions.

DRAFT/RES/4052 SS8 9HH

•
•
•
•
•

DRAFT/RES/4053 SS7 1TN

Have you tried to get on and off Canvey in rush hour?
There are now only two secondary schools on the Island- where will children go not that move into all these homes?
It is already hard enough getting a doctor’s appointment- where will these new families go?
The two local hospitals are breaking under the strain of serving the local area, how are all these new homes in
Castle Point going to help this?
Whenever it rains, the drains become full and huge puddles appear everywhere- therefore how will more houses on
the Island help this situation?

I'm very aware that there is need for new housing and things are not able to stay the same, but why have it to be packed into
this part of the country (and that's not the part in my back garden idea). For every house that's built you are now looking at
not 2 but at least 3 extra cars. The impact on the area is too much.
The green spaces and beautiful trees that will be destroyed and so much area concreted over with will be devastating for the
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environment. To have more traffic turning into the Kiln Road/London Road will be overwhelming. I possible will not be around
to see all these changes but sad to think I would be one of the generations that let it happen.

DRAFT/RES/4054 SS7 5DE

You wish to extend the retail area. Will the new parking fees outweigh the loss of Council Tax when shops start closing?
How will you hit your employment target of 105 jobs per year?
You want to bring in extra people into the area but want to reduce the police, fire and ambulance services. You want to
switch off the street lighting with less police!

DRAFT/RES/4056 SS7 2LP

Land at Scrub Land Hadleigh for new school and playing fields only.
The Blinking Owl would be a good place for houses.

DRAFT/RES/4059 SS7 3YS

I would not want the new developments proposed for near Daws Heath to mean the closure of Deanes School. Another
access to/from Canvey is key.
A127 needs widening too.

DRAFT/RES/4060

Infrastructure cannot cope. Canvey Way closed again for R.T.A.
We need a new sewage works, electric substation, telephone exchange, road off the Island.

DRAFT/RES/4062 SS7 5AR

In the light of the recent High Court judgement by Mr Justice Blake stating that the need for housing does not outweigh the
benefit of the Green Belt, Castle Point District Council now should not be considering any development on Green Belt land.
The new local plan should be altered to reflect this.
The Council should abide by the law.

DRAFT/RES/4063 SS7 5TP

I would like to see a new access to North Benfleet ( Manor Trading Area) from the A130 i.e. complete the SEMMS proposal
and reduce traffic at Tarpots

DRAFT/RES/4064 SS7 3UY

It the Government reversed mass immigration. There would be no need for further housing and taking away our countryside
and spoiling nature/ Gods earth!
There will be flooding due to more concrete and less trees that help oxygen etc.
The green belt is supposed to be preserved not destroyed.
There will be a lot of angry people in our community if these plans go ahead.

DRAFT/RES/4065 SS7 3BS

Plan not up to date regarding Coombewood and the Essex County Council approved Village Green status. The fenced off
area still shows as being outside the Village Green which is incorrect. This must be addresses as a matter of urgency and
steps taken to have all of the fencing removed as required by the Village Green approval.

DRAFT/RES/4066 SS7 2SP

Road between Stadium Way and Daws heath Road.
I have to assume this is in view of the proposal to build on H10. If followed through this will put an unacceptable level of
traffic on Daws Heath, Rectory Roads with rat runs down Poors Lane and through into Scrub Lane. It will also make even
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more dangerous the mini roundabout situation at the end of Broomfield where turning right out of Broomfield and right into
Broomfield one has to wait and ensure vehicles will actually stop as required.

DRAFT/RES/4067 SS8 8AE

Canvey Town Shopping Centre needs revamping. Castle Point does not need any more housing as the congestion in the
area is disgusting. Also Canvey needs a new road of the Island in a more practical place, not where it converges in one
place and makes congestion worse.

DRAFT/RES/4068 SS7 2LN

Please use the alternative better site at H18 - Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/4069 SS8 0QJ

Our garden backs onto the land of East of Canvey Road as we live in Limbury Road, Canvey. We don't want a housing
estate on that land. Children play there, people go walking there and dog walkers are always there. It's a lovely place for
people to meet and chat. We go there with our grandchildren to play, please keep this green belt land for Canvey people to
enjoy- there's so much building going on Canvey Island.

DRAFT/RES/4070 SS7 5QX

I would like to see more emphasis on using an already empty properties use of land in an already overcrowded area, where
travelling times are escalating all the time.
Wildlife is also seriously affected in all areas of S.E Essex. As a retired youth worker in a charity dealing with housing needs,
I am aware of the huge amount of empty housing.
Traffic is already horrendous in the whole of Benfleet, especially Kent Hill Road area parking in Clifton Avenue, Clifton Way
is dangerous through school traffic parking illegally.

DRAFT/RES/4071 SS7 2UN

We would like you to consider developing the site behind the Blinking Owl cafe, (H18), before you destroy any other of our
green belt areas, please.
Re H14-

DRAFT/RES/4072 SS7 3LP

1. A link road from Jotmans to A130 ludicrous until A130 is dualled and then only LEFT HAND turns unless a
roundabout or traffic lights introduced.
2. Cemetery Corner too narrow and too hazardous for extra construction traffic and later for more cars from the
proposed 600 new homes.
3. H10 - Rayleigh Road/ Daws Heath already very congested at many times
4. H4- Links to London Road/ Kiln Road an added danger to an already congested area in view of local schools and
Sixth Form College.
5. H9- Road linking to Bread and Cheese Hill is a great hazard.
6. H11- Another problem for access to busy Daws Heath/ Western and Rectory Road.
7. H13- Surely not another road joining busy A130 without a roundabout or traffic lights.
8. H18- Yet further danger if another access is constructed onto A127.
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9. H4- If just 200 new homes per year are required, do the 150 already commenced constitute part of the 2013 target?
If so, only 50 more could be constructed before April 2014. Another point- out of the proposed number of new
properties, (2734 approx) should take 14 years which takes us to 2028 so the extra 3 years could allow for late
completion, but observing the H4 properties few if any as yet appear to be affordable!

DRAFT/RES/4073 SS7 5DS

I do believe that the Council members have been two faced about this. As most people I speak to think the same way
pretending to not want building to take place as it seemed at the meeting with the public. But already had their plans made
up you all have let the Benfleet people down which I am sure we will remember come polling day (once gone, it's gone
forever).

DRAFT/RES/4074 SS7 5AR

My objections to the proposal for the area marked H14 remain the same as in my letter of 3/4/2013.

DRAFT/RES/4075 SS7 2AY

The bus lanes do not work well, especially the ones at the Kent Elms junction. The bus stop immediately after he traffic lights
in Hadleigh, before Morrison’s, causes problems which could easily be avoided by moving it to where there is a bus lane- 20
yards further or by abolishing it.

DRAFT/RES/4076 SS8 7LB

My main complaint on any development has always been impact on infrastructure.
I am not retired, yet still suffer queues to leave the Island at certain times, any day of the week. I still cannot understand how
the traffic lights at Waterside have not been altered to allow the constant unwavering weight of traffic to leave the Island
when almost without fail the traffic then eases.
I think most of us understand that at peak times congestion would be worse on Canvey Way and Benfleet, which is why
improvements have to be made on present access roads, a new road to access both East and West and improvements for
Tarpots and Saddlers Farm. I dread to think what would happen in a real emergency.

DRAFT/RES/4077 SS7 2LN

The number of proposed houses doubles the number of vehicles on roads which funnel to Southend and there is no room for
enhancement. This is a recipe for vehicle blocks of an even greater volume than we suffer currently.
•
•

DRAFT/RES/4078 SS7 2RR

•
•
•

DRAFT/RES/4079 SS7 3UX

This is a sensible, well-balanced draft plan
Traffic and congestion affects every aspect of the plan. It is crucial to prioritise as many routes out of and into Castle
Point for development. North West Thundersley new road access to A130/ A127 is vital.
The size of H10 Rayleigh Road development would cause severe congestion at Rayleigh Weir/ Victoria House
Corner
No mention is made of flats in Hadleigh Town Centre
We do not need any more flats thereabouts.

CPBC Strategy is wrong: It should not compromise with Government demands for ever more house building 'development'.
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All of it will cause more destruction and pollution and so less fresh air and peace. Go on the counter attack.
Instead CPBC should join together with the many other local types of council who are also victims of Government demands.
Join with them and the many other action groups including CPRE, Essex Wildlife, RSPB, Green Groups, and Countryside
Alliance etc. Demand government go away and stop annoying us- that is localism! Tell Government to put their own house in
order and reverse mass migration- that is the main cause at root of more housing demand nationally- not local need.

DRAFT/RES/4080 SS7 4DG

With regard to H13.
The Council have just put a new traffic system in place at Tarpots to relieve the congestion, adding another 100 homes, who
will have 150 + cars is I feel only going to put the congestion issue back where we started.

DRAFT/RES/4082 SS7 3HE

H10, 11, 12 and 14 currently provide facilities for a large number of horses and riders.
You seem to have deliberately targeted some of the largest livery yards- the remaining yards are generally full already.
I understand that the Governments National Planning Policy Framework insists that sporting and recreation facilities- even
when in private ownership- cannot be removed to make way for horses.
Horse riding is both a sport and recreational (what about the Olympics). B
By the way 4000 houses over 17 years is 235 houses/ year not 200.

DRAFT/RES/4083 SS7 2EJ

H10, H11, H12 and H14 are extremely busy livery yards.
As a horse owner I am very aware of lack stabling in the area and have had troubles in the past stabling our horse.
I understand the governments National Planning Policy Framework insists that sporting and recreational facilitates- even
when in private ownership - cannot be removed to make way for houses.
HORSE RIDING IS BOTH A SPORT AND RECREATIONAL! HOW ABOUT THE OLYMPICS!

DRAFT/RES/4084 SS7 2SF

This is already an overcrowded area. Further development will only make this worse.

DRAFT/RES/4086 SS7 5AY

Before any house building takes place, infrastructure i.e. roads should be built first. This will alleviate heavy/dirty contractors’
traffic tearing up the surrounding residential streets, making existing residents life a misery. Greenbelt should be preserved
at all costs. Plenty of infill available.

DRAFT/RES/4087 SS7 2SG

The current road structure is Castle Point is frequently grid locked with a high level of traffic leading to/from and on the A127.
Additional housing will exacelibate this problem. The state of the roads leads also needs urgent attention and there is a need
to address this issue before adding to the problem with more housing, resulting in an increase in traffic and pollution.
An 89% loss of green belt is a very high proportion of land to be considered for construction within this relatively small area
and the infrastructure/ local facilities would not support such a plan.

DRAFT/RES/4088 SS8 9LL

No large development on Canvey Island should take place until a new road linking the Island with another road off of the
Island is built first as the council keeps building houses without placing the safety off the existing residents first. This is
proven everytime there is an incident on one of the roads leading off the Island the traffic on the Island grinds to a halt.
The proposed building would add at least 800 vehicles to the traffic. It is proven that the current roads cannot cope. The
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council promises improvements but as the new Sadler’s Farm never delivers.

DRAFT/RES/4089 SS8 0LU

The second phase of Roscommon Way would be of great benefit to residents of Haven Road. At the moment we have large
lorries going up and down vibrating our houses and creating cracks.

DRAFT/RES/4090 SS89 7NP How do you deal with extra sewage, drainage and fresh water??

DRAFT/RES/4091 SS7 5AX

So by 2031, 2,550 properties will be built in and around Benfleet. Are these all private homes as I don't think there are any
council homes in this amount. I moved here in 1967. In my road on one side there were approx 20 detached bungalows.
Now there are at least double that amount of large houses with brick drives and less land for rain water to be soaked up.
Plus treble the amount of cars and people.
So yes, I am against more houses being built.

DRAFT/RES/4092 SS7 1HG

With 1000 homes in Benfleet alone, it will impact roads which are prone to heavy congestion.
Benfleet is a nice town, I have lived here 27 years with extra houses (estates) which it will be it is a massive impact on aging
infrastructure. The extra volume of pedestrians and traffic will create bottlenecks to an area that is already overloaded and
will increase loads on weak spots of highways. The traffic is bad now at peak times and it will not tolerate extra/ how many
cars per house? You are looking at 1600 more cars. It will be intolerable. DO NOT BUILD.
This magnitude will have negative effects. No matter what inconvenience it will cause, you do not think it through. Everything
will cease solid.
We will not be the only ones to go!

DRAFT/RES/4093 SS7 5DD

I strongly object to the proposal to build on the existing Green Belt land west of Benfleet H14. If however, the council decide
to ignore the considerable local objection to this development, I would urge the planners to insist that the traffic access to this
development is via the A130 and the new proposed road to link Benfleet and not via the local roads of Jotmans Lane, Perry
Road and Loten Road as this will have a severe impact on the local community.

DRAFT/RES/4094 SS8 9BA

My view is the plan to build yet more houses on Canvey is ludicrous in the circumstances. We have two inadequate roads as
it is coming onto the Island. We have hardly any green spaces left as it is and it isn't fair that the majority of the building will
be on Canvey. Also with regards to the housing, at the current moment there are empty flats awaiting completion to house
people these are next to the Paddocks and at the seafront. Why don't you take these over and utilise these instead of letting
rich builders get richer (some of whom live in Benfleet I am led to believe).

DRAFT/RES/4095 SS7 1TY

The land locally seems to struggle with the rain/snow etc, hence why these areas are always flooded, wet or boggy!!

DRAFT/RES/4096 SS7 2UQ

I strongly object to the local plan in particular Brook Farm H11. My property backs on to this area the land gets water logged
in winter as the upper fields drain into it. There is a culvert that runs into this field which barely copes with the increased
rainfall we have and I have video evidence. There is also an underground spring which drains in . This land is a constant
corridor for wildlife including badgers, owls, newts, kestrels- not to mention a host of garden birds. This land provides grazing
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, stabling and safe riding for many horses, what is to become of them if the area is replaced by 100's of houses and of
course increased traffic. These fields are bordered by an ancient border of 200 year oak trees none with preservation orders
on them. Our quiet roads are constantly used by horse riders- increased traffic by more houses would be carnage waiting to
happen. Lastly our small enclave of Daws Heath would never ever be the same again. There are many empty properties in
the UK, these should be made habitable. ( Use the H18 site if you have to with far less impact.)

DRAFT/RES/4097 SS8 9XE

Where are the remaining 365 homes to be built? Was the reason for building Roscommon Way the proposed 600 Homes on
Thorney Bay? Surely the money spent on this would have better spent on a new road off Canvey avoiding Waterside which
is a constant bottleneck. Whenever there is an accident, all roads are blocked!

DRAFT/RES/4098 SS7 5DS

Proposal H14 is irresponsible. This is grazing land for the horses and also provides natural drainage for West Benfleet. The
area is frequently wet after heavy rains. The removal of this Green Lung between Basildon and Benfleet will result in
drainage problems due to the acres of hard landscaping proposed (I refer reader to recent flood problems England has had)
and fear West Benfleet will be unable to cope with excessive rainfall in H14 area in rainwater is unable to disperse naturally
as at present.
H15 is unwelcome as it is another green lung and I am concerned that an Essex Councillor will be reoffered financially if land
sold to be developed. I think all publicly appointed officers should not benefit from our local plans.

DRAFT/RES/4099 SS8 0DX

I can't agree with any new homes being built on Canvey until there is a new separate road built off and in use otherwise
people's lives are being put at risk, should there be a need to get off the Island in a hurry. I was born here and went through
1953 flood. It wasn't nice and there was nowhere near as many people as now.

DRAFT/RES/4100

We live in an ever denser conurbation in Castle Point. People need to be able to access open areas and enjoy the visual
variety which our dwindling fields, parks and woodlands provide as relief from the tedium of our housing estates. People
come from all over Castle Point and further afield to visit and enjoy the woods, open scenery and wildlife sites of Hadleigh
and Daws Heath.
It is quite inappropriate to develop housing on sites H10, H11 and H12. Please use instead the much better alternative site at
H18- Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/North West Thundersley.
The daily weight of traffic through Daws Heath and along the Rayleigh Road is ever growing. Any new housing with its
accompanying traffic will be disastrous to health and well being of residents as well as to traffic movement.
The County Council must be persuaded to re-think their decisions with regard to H18 and it's access to the A127.

DRAFT/RES/4101 SS8 9NZ

We need a new road off Canvey. Not going towards Pitsea/ Basildon but towards Leigh/Southend. No new houses or
businesses should be built until we have a new road. The present road system cannot take more traffic. Also after the rain,
we have had this winter and the flooding is caused around the country, we should not build on flood plains.

DRAFT/RES/4102 SS7 4DG

It is essential that building is kept to a minimum to protect the rural aspect of the area and the quality of living in a pleasant
place.
We do realise that some development has to take places in order for our young people to obtain work.
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However, we do not wish to be a suburb of London.

DRAFT/RES/4103 SS7 3BZ

I object to the proposed overdevelopment of The Chase so that it becomes a completely built up area; every nook and
cranny developed to change the pleasant country style no-through road to heavy vehicles to a race track for all vehicles
travelling between Kenneth Road and Rayleigh Road. This will also provide for 'traffic rat runs' between The Chase and the
A13 to avoid the traffic lights on the A13 at the Council Offices, which would be far more useful if sited at the junction of
Kenneth Road and the A13.

DRAFT/RES/4104 SS8 8ED

All services (water, sewage, drains, roads, parking) could not cope with the extra homes proposed for Canvey Island.

DRAFT/RES/4105 SS7 1BQ

Please see my letter of 19th December 2013 in regards to the proposed H9 development. The proposed access via Downer
Road is totally unviable in an area which is already an accident black spot and nightmare to exit and enter the A13.

DRAFT/RES/4106 SS7 2TP

I object strongly to any development on Green Belt Land especially H10 and H11.
The Council should be targeting the Blinking Owl Site. This is the most sensible area to develop as it can accommodate
most if not all of the new homes requirement without impacting on already overcrowded infrastructure. I urge Essex
Highways to reconsider not allowing further access to the A127.

DRAFT/RES/4107 SS7 2TP

I strongly object to the building of houses on site H11, especially as no extra infrastructure will be put in place, as this will
result in congestion of the surrounding roads.
I also object to the development of site H10 as this land is a green belt site that should not be built on and Daws Heath Road
and the A129 would not be able to handle the increased traffic from the 430 new homes. I feel it would be more sensible for
the H18 site to be developed instead, as it is a less congested and better connected area.

DRAFT/RES/4108 SS7 3DU

In the last local plan, which was classified previously as a wildlife natural habit housing, field mice, badgers and bats etc. (
i.e. if the land to the rear of Kiln Road) was changed to brown belt and after 20 + years and numerous rejections was finally
approved for David Wilson to develop. This company and it's parent have NO respect for Green Belt or wildlife and have had
numerous court cases against them to prove it. All they are interested in is making as much profit as possible to appease
their shareholders.
So in the existing Kiln Road site you are now left with only about a dozen or so trees out of hundreds. The badgers, bats and
field mice have gone (who knows where). So do we believe this local plan is for the benefit at its third costly attempt to
persuade us that we will be better off. I'll let you decide when you're stuck in traffic the full length of the Rayleigh Road.

DRAFT/RES/4109 SS8 9TD

More recently with the rain the drainage on Canvey has been inadequate, my worry is that removing more grass and
increasing concrete won't help.
Parking in the town centre is already a problem, particularly at weekends.

DRAFT/RES/4110 SS7 4PD

Why do we have to put up with more development within the Benfleet High Road area, putting more pressure on roads to
Tarpots Corner? Even with the new Sadler’s construction, morning and evening traffic to and from the Tarpots is a mess. If
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you intend to put 400 homes at H18 who is going to provide the infrastructure for this small amount of housing. Why don't the
council make a decision and develop this area of least objection over the next 15 years. There are a relatively small number
of land owners not as rumour has it of 170 more like 35 and a majority are in favour of development. So please stop all the
developments that are going to increase traffic in and around Benfleet and make a decision for the next 15 years all in one
spot.

DRAFT/RES/4111 SS8 9DF

What will happen to people living in caravans on Thorney Bay? Will they be evicted, if so, will Council rehouse them in new
homes being built? This question is worrying me as there are no council/ housing assoc homes available for them all.

DRAFT/RES/4113 SS8 9TH

We are against a plan that is unfairly screwed to Canvey Island. Canvey Island is already almost fully urbanised. There is
inadequate infrastructure with roads etc. Canvey's roads are too narrow.

DRAFT/RES/4114 SS7 2TY

Please use the better site at H18- Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley. More road infrastructure needed.

DRAFT/RES/4115 SS7 1DS

I strongly object to building on Green Belt Land.

DRAFT/RES/4116 SS8 7NM

New road infrastructure should be done before any houses are built.

DRAFT/RES/4118 SS8 0BY

It is a nightmare getting on and off the Island in the busy periods. You plan to make it worse.
Traffic from Thorney Bay Holiday Camp uses Thorney Bay Road as a race track- 36, 38, 45 on your speed camera. Craven
Avenue is not much better. Considering this is a residential area, you should do something about it. You should provide a
crossing in Thorney Bay Road, Long Road end and Craven Avenue end.

DRAFT/RES/4120 SS8 8NP

More housing- more people
More people - more cars
More Cars- more congestion
We should not have any more building done until we on Canvey get a third road!

DRAFT/RES/4121 SS7 2DN

Please use the alternative better site at H18 Fane Road/ Blinking Owl North West Thundersley.
Cannot answer Q4 as I do not know the legal classification on 'Affordable Housing'.

DRAFT/RES/4122 SS8 9DJ

No more building on Canvey unless roads and infrastructure can be considerably improved first! Remember also we are on a
flood plain and look at the devastation elsewhere! Also 20% affordable housing is not enough. 50% would be a more realistic
figure. There are lots of high price properties on the market. First time buyers have no chance!

DRAFT/RES/4123 SS8 9BT

Before any publicly owned land is 'sold off' it must be remembered that the Council are trustees and not owners, so
agreement must be from the local public and not the council. A prime example was the selling of Canvey Seafront Covenant
when no local councillors were allowed a vote nor local views obtained (28? dwellings for £30,000 at the same time land for
a one bedroom bungalow was sold for £70,000) there should be no development on Canvey until the infrastructure is vastly
upraised and local people are fully informed and local councillors are listened to and perhaps given more say in Council
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affairs.

DRAFT/RES/4124 SS7 2AF

I realise we need homes for people but we also need roads for people. The A13 London Road is constantly heavy with
traffic, this then puts pressure on the surrounding roads as people try to find a different route. More cars are also parked on
streets, we will be like Leigh soon. Traffic surveys need to be done but not in school holidays as this makes a difference and
at times does not give a true picture.

DRAFT/RES/4125 SS7 5DJ

I have found the wording of every question on the proposal very leading: the proposal fails to ask the proper relevant
questions. Benfleet and Canvey is already full to capacity and over populated full stop. The Council has taken the easy and
commercial option of offering up greenbelt instead of working harder to find realistic renewable alternatives. To even
consider expansion in to borough greenbelt outer limits is clearly wrong. In particular the area identified as H14 in the plan is
perfectly placed to perform and display the whole design and ideal of a green belts valid purpose and common sense tells
you it should remain so. The H14 land is currently perfect for what it already is; being recreational outskirt greenbelt farmland
and also benefits from a well established very popular stable that is needed and well appreciated by the community. Frankly
any further continued persistence by the council in putting forward boundary greenbelt may well raise eyebrows (to coin a
phrase) as to the bona fide reasons that council should wish to do so. The way I see it is in real terms nothing has really
changed it is still the council's job to defend all greenbelt where and whenever possible, like it has always been.

DRAFT/RES/4126 SS7 3JP

The reasons for our objections to the new Local Plan is mainly the amount of traffic congestion in the in the surrounding
areas. South East West of Rayleigh Weir- Woodman’s double roundabouts, Hadleigh/ Benfleet and Canvey Island. These
areas mentioned are most days extremely congested with traffic and most worrying if 'God forbid' there happened to be a
disaster in these areas there would be no escape route.
Ps: If these proposals were approved it would allow the travel community in Fane Road, Benfleet complete right to build on
Green Belt and anyone else.

DRAFT/RES/4127 SS8 7QA

I have no objections to increased housing as it is required but the infrastructure must be upgraded to cater for this increased
traffic- but the improvements are always overlooked or we given a load of rubbish that the present system can cope. I have
lived on Canvey for 47 years and in that time have been promised a road from the Point to Leigh, from Castle View to
Hadleigh and one from Northwick Corner to Corringham. The only one we got was Canvey Way - which should have been
made dual carriage way from day one. Build the houses but upgrade the infrastructure so that it can cope- without the
bottlenecks.

DRAFT/RES/4128 SS7 4LH

H14- After many years of working on and improving our allotments involving much expense and very hard work we are told
we are being relocated to an area which is at the bottom of a slope and is nothing but a bog for most of the year. It will take
many, many years to get it workable to grow anything. With the cost of living soaring and our pensions shrinking, we all rely
on growing our own vet and fruit and are now almost vegetarian. Despite many phone calls and communications, Erica
Lewis and Tim reed have done their very best to dishearten our efforts and cause trouble over minutia instead of helping the
elderly to help themselves- exercise provision of food and general pride in their work. They both know or care about the plots
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and don't know how to communicate or deal with older people.
Ps: New housing for young, first time buyers is what is needed but is not what is built.

DRAFT/RES/4129 SS7 1DH

Bowers Road Development looks really good.
Very spacious and lots of green open spaces and off street parking.
Affordable housing for young people.

DRAFT/RES/4131 SS7 2TY

The most sensible and least provoking solution would be developing the land behind the Blinking Owl Cafe/ Fane Road
(H18). It is large enough area for the 2000 houses requirement. I would urge the council to ask the Essex Highways to
reconsider this solution as it makes the most sense.

DRAFT/RES/4132 SS7 3BA

It is most important that the green spaces are protected in Thundersley. We have a great deal of brown spaces in the Castle
Point area that can be used for building. These areas are ugly and pointless- use them!!
And leave Coombewood Village greens alone.

DRAFT/RES/4133 SS7 5ET

Traffic in Benfleet and surrounding areas especially at peak times is appalling. Some homes now have 3+ cars. One hiccup
and the traffic build up for miles and has major impact. The trains are full to standing, leaving Benfleet in the rush hour. It's
difficult to get a doctor’s appointment for days. The schools are full. We cannot see how the Benfleet area can accommodate
more homes. In the 35 years since we moved here, Benfleet has already changed beyond recognition. The Council cannot
cope with maintaining the area as it is.

DRAFT/RES/4134 SS7 2DJ

H10 and H11- Please, please build the majority of houses needed at H18- Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West
Thundersley. Our beautiful woods and walkways will be destroyed. Plus the road network will not cope. There isn't much
green land left and H18 will not affect or ruin people's lives as much as your other proposals.

DRAFT/RES/4135 SS7 2DJ

H7- The concern of traffic congestion and what you propose to build on site once Hadleigh Junior School's gone.
H10/H11- Please use the alternative site at H18/ Fane Road/Blinking Owl/North West Thundersley. This will have less
impact on the roads plus not ruin the landscape in Daws Heath- which would affect Hadleigh which cannot cope now.
Thank you.

DRAFT/RES/4136 SS7 2LJ

The Council is intending to turn our lovely borough into a concrete jungle. We do not want our green belt ruined to put money
into greedy developer’s pockets. The council are our servants. Listen to us for a change.

DRAFT/RES/4137 SS7 2NJ

Please use alternative site for housing at H18 Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley instead of sights at H7
Scrub Land, Hadleigh H10 and H11 Hadleigh. Traffic congestion and population is already at a limit in Hadleigh. An increase
in either will not help this Hadleigh area.

DRAFT/RES/4138 SS7 1JN

There is already way too much traffic for such a relatively small area. Additional homes will make it worse and the proposed
road improvement wouldn't work. To go anywhere at weekends is to hit constant traffic.
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The buildings of retail premises, such as Tesco Tarpots, are totally inappropriate and lead to poor driving.

DRAFT/RES/4139 SS7 1AH

There is an urgent need for social housing. Any private developments should provide a substantial amount of social housing
i.e. 30%- 40%.
Manor Trading Estate and surrounds should be made residential areas and Manor Trading Estate relocated towards the
A127/A130 interchange.
All brown field sites should be identified and developed before green belt is used.
Why has development allowed encroaching on Bread and Cheese Hill (H9). An appalling choice of location for development.

DRAFT/RES/4140 SS7 3TE

I strongly object to development H10. Mainly due to traffic and congestion which is already heavy.

DRAFT/RES/4141 SS8 8QN

Please remember Bans field. It is ridiculous to build housing near the gas storage facility. Please remember that Canvey
Island is below sea level and is a flood plain. We have recently seen what can happen with the almost nonstop rain and
winds. It beggars belief that more housing is proposed on a flood plain.
Rush hour traffic is chaos as it is and an accident can effectively cut Canvey off. Build a new road off Canvey before
anything else is done.

DRAFT/RES/4142 SS7 5DH

RE- H14 Development
I was both concerned and bewildered to read of the development proposals contained in the consultation. In late 2013, the
council's planning committee rejected a proposal for a development of a mere 265 dwellings, now the enormous figure of
800 homes is being mooted. An amount which would obviously swallow the whole of Jotmans Farm, robbing the area of
invaluable, ever dwindling heritage of Green Belt land. I can only add that CPBC will encounter implacable resistance from
its residents, where developments involve the loss of such an irreplaceable asset.

DRAFT/RES/4143 SS8 0NG

Canvey drains, Canvey Roads, Canvey Sewage, and Canvey Doctors cannot cope with the amount of people already on
Canvey. Roads are blocked by too many cars, it's hard to get off the Island at normal times, if ever there was an emergency,
and people would have no chance of getting off. If truth be known that's why the flood warning sirens where done away,
because if they went off, there would be mayhem.

DRAFT/RES/4145 SS8 9TR

Should not build on Canvey Island due to it being on flood risk area.

DRAFT/RES/4146 SS8 7TN

Regarding H6 Point Road- The traffic is a nightmare now and with the buildings on Canvey supply is will become
unbearable. The buses already double park so how can we have works machinery , building deliveries and then more cars
once the building works are complete. This has been passed but surely common sense should prevail, people double park
cars also at the shops. The whole place will be gridlocked, how about the ambulances that are regularly called to the old
people's home? 160 homes must bring an extra 200 cars to this area.

DRAFT/RES/4147 SS8 9UD

I am employed as a local school on Canvey Island. This school is already oversubscribed and there is only one primary
school on the Island that has places in foundation years. At rush hour the traffic piles back when trying to arrive or depart
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from the Island.

DRAFT/RES/4148 SS8 7PB

To even consider more housing on Canvey Island is ludicrous until the drainage problems and the roads on and off Canvey
Island have been sorted.

DRAFT/RES/4151 SS8 0AF

Before any building takes place, a complete overhaul of roads off of Canvey is in place. An update and improvement of the
bus service on Canvey i.e. better service to both Basildon and Southend hospitals, a better connection between trains and
buses at Benfleet Station.

DRAFT/RES/4153 SS7 5AR

I am sure that any of the answers we have given will not make any difference to the final outcome as decisions have already
been made at central government and you will duly carry out their proposals. If the situation regarding traffic, roads, schools
and doctor surgeries were seriously considered, these proposals would not even be on the table. Please, please think again.

DRAFT/RES/4154 SS8 0AQ

The third road for Canvey Island is the priority if you intend to proceed with housing and employment areas. As the current
road infrastructure can't cope- Sadler’s Farm Roundabout- the access from 'Old London Road' onto Sadler roundabout
needs attention.

DRAFT/RES/4155 SS7 5XS

I live on Kent’s Hill Road which is always very busy.
There are times when it takes 20 minutes to drive 150m. From my bungalow to the junction of Kent’s Hill Road and the A13
(ridiculous!). The proposed plan (H9) to build 200 homes can only exacerbate this problem, adding maybe another 500 cars?
(Intolerable!). More to the point, this site has wildlife which will be compromised if this development goes ahead.

DRAFT/RES/4156 SS7 2UG

I live in Daws Heath in a 120 year old cottage which has already suffered damage due to the traffic and very poor drainage. I
have views over farmland which would disappear. Also your proposal H11 would surround my property devaluing it by a
considerable amount. I would not hesitate to take legal action to recover those loses. I moved to Daws Heath because it is a
semi-rural location and that is the reason that all the residents who live here stay. Building on (H11) would affect the quality
of life for hundreds of families including the farmers who want to sell it who currently resides in Fairmead Avenue until he
gets his cash!!

DRAFT/RES/4157 SS8 9NT

While I have no objection to a rest home on Canvey, I do however find it a strange place to locate it. I live opposite this
proposed site and I think it must be the nosiest place in Essex, with Essex to and from the factory estate and boy racers who
seem to have taken over the area as a race track which goes on until the early hours. I don't think the residents of this home
will be getting too much rest.

DRAFT/RES/4158 SS7 2AB

Regeneration not needed- Hadleigh will turn into Basildon.

DRAFT/RES/4159 SS8 0EB

Whilst I am supportive in broad terms, a loss of 8% of Green Belt is significant and should be viewed as a 'one off' and not
something to be seen as the noun for subsequent plans.
New roads are good- hot about quality repairs for the existing ones?
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DRAFT/RES/4161 SS8 9DX

Far too many houses proposed for Canvey Island for the local facilities, i.e. education, traffic, inadequate roads.

DRAFT/RES/4162 SS8 7SJ

Suggest shops opposite Memorial Hall are pulled down and possibly affordable flats built on the site, especially as they are
virtually falling down and land at rear is full of foxes and rats.
Shops in town need revamping, holes in roads and drains cleaned.

DRAFT/RES/4163 SS8 9QQ

Does the Council work for the people?
Millions was spent on the marshes- how often is it used by the locals.
The Canvey Way is busy from 5am till night time after work. One thing happens on the road and the traffic is murder. How
can you bring more people on the Island when it can't handle it now? No houses, a road please. Our money should be spent
on what we want.

DRAFT/RES/4164

As an indiginous, white, Christian Englishman, I feel that further housing development on Canvey Island would lead to an
increase in the problems that plague most parts of Britain by the immigration of ethnically, culturally and morally incompatible
people. Canvey Island's infrastructure is, has been and will increasingly be, strained by it's current population level. The
Island needs no more people of it's own.

DRAFT/RES/4166 SS8 9BT

To build new houses on Canvey is not appropriate until the problems we already have on the Island is addressed i.e.
drainage, traffic, no facilities for children other than parents paying for them.
How will the affordable or social housing be allocated? It should be to the people of Canvey not outsiders.
Schools- there will not be enough places for growing families.
As for old people’s homes we could do with a small A&E department instead of having to go to Southend or Basildon.

DRAFT/RES/4167 SS8 7SY

We do not need more houses built on Canvey Island. We have flats being built on the Long Road and on the Canvey sea
front already. That's without all the others that have been built over the last few years. The Island floods now with poor
drainage and blocked dykes. As for the road off Canvey. We do need a road off Canvey but linking to the Manor Way will not
help anyone.

DRAFT/RES/4168 SS7 2NH

The Town centre regeneration proposals are unacceptable particularly with respect to Hadleigh.
Fifty years ago we had a cinema, department stores and numerous varied shops- now look at it?
The proposal to provide a 'pub' in John Burrows Recreation Grounds hides behind provision of a new sports and community
hub.
This proposal is totally unacceptable, is not wanted by residents, and is driven by money issues, nothing else.
Have flooding considerations been considered with respect to further land for residential purposes?
H17- too many houses in this location.

DRAFT/RES/4169 SS8 8HR

100% No more building on Canvey Island.
This Island of approx 2.5 miles by 3.5 miles is far too small to build any more flats or houses- infrastructure to and on Island
not sufficient for the already existing 40,000 + residents.
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No more building please!
It is already difficult to insure present buildings on Canvey!

DRAFT/RES/4170 SS8 7PT

One of the reasons why I think there is too many new homes planned is because of the strain on traffic. I commute by car
into Dagenham every day and sometimes even at 7am it can take 25 minutes to get onto the A13 from Canvey. More people
on the Island will put a strain on our already excessively busy Remberance way.

DRAFT/RES/4171 SS8 7DH

I have lived on Canvey since 1962. You can't get off the Island now. No where nice to shop. People go off the Island for
shopping - that is wrong.

DRAFT/RES/4172 SS8 7HN

Question 3- Should there be a glut of housing on Canvey, the infrastructure will not be able to cope, because as at present,
Canvey floods when there is heavy rain. This is because the drains cannot cope with the excess water.
Also extra amount of homes will mean that all the local services would be affected.

DRAFT/RES/4175 SS8 8QN

Don't put new houses on flood plains?

DRAFT/RES/4176 SS7 3ER

As a teacher at Holy Family School, I was interested in the development at H9. When I heard a car park was being included
for our school and wildlife area, I was happy for the development to go ahead. I believe now that this is not happening and
the proposed area is now being used for more houses. The parking is already busy and dangerous at times, more houses
will just make it even worse and endanger children.

DRAFT/RES/4177 SS7 2NP

As we moved into this house in 2013, we cannot fairly have an opinion on all your questions. Our concerns to the proposals
are for H11 land south of Daws Heath.
1. We have a lot of water on our garden which doesn't run anywhere. Will any new building make our homes flood?
2. What type of hoes if planning permission is granted are going to be built? We have beautiful views from our back garden
looking over the trees in the woods. Are the trees going to be felled to make way for any of the potential properties?
3. Please do not over populate Hadleigh and lose the open spaces, people cannot live on top of each other happily as it
breeds hostalillity.
4. We are also concerned about wildlife in the area that will be forced into urban areas.

DRAFT/RES/4178 SS8 0AR

No additional housing should be built at all, until major infrastructure improvements are undertaken, encourage retail and
industrial developments, providing extra road congestions, this would provide extra jobs, alter lighting controls to every other
pole working, better maintenance of roads, remove stupid parking tickets and charges in all areas.

DRAFT/RES/4180 SS8 9BQ

Try getting on and off the Island morning and night, it needed a new road on/off 20 years ago!!

DRAFT/RES/4181 SS7 2SJ

Whilst I object to H18 in it's entirety, I do not object to new houses behind the Blinking Owl cafe assuming that it will be
accesses only from the A127?
It is not feasible to build new homes within the Hadleigh and Thundersley area without first considering new major roads.
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Enhancement of the existing roads will not alleviate the congestion problems. An example of this is the Bread and Cheese
Hill bus lane which has caused more problems as regards access and exit from side roads draining a few lines along a road
or painting a white dot will not improve traffic flow and constitutes a complete waste of money.

DRAFT/RES/4183 SS8 8BT

We object to a nursing home being built on land those floods and are isolated from the rest of the community.
We need another road off this Island before anymore houses are built.
Why have we got rid of schools and the plan wants to build more, and they propose to shut doctor surgeries in Long Road.
But the plan proposes more. The traffic is already horrendous, pollution must be extremely high at peak times.

DRAFT/RES/4184 SS8 8DY

Given that all of Canvey Island and parts of South Benfleet are in a flood plain, I do not see how further expansion can be
justified without a third access road.
With regard to all new building in flood plains area. There should be stricter building requirements with regard to electrics and
sewage etc, in view of recent flooding in Somerset levels!

DRAFT/RES/4185 SS7 2NL

1. If there is no mention of the clear need the acceptance of adjoining of a western route off of Canvey Island- foresee
problems here!
2. I would question the assertion that the marshes around are natural: only the marsh outside the sea walls can be so
defined. The enclosed land, grazing marsh, is clearly man made! I believe a proportion of this should be returned to the sea.

DRAFT/RES/4186 SS7 2AL

What exactly are the improvements to the A129 at Woodman’s Arms? The roads around the area are close to gridlock every
weekend and at peak times already, building 4000 more homes will tip the traffic problems over the edge, building new roads
is not the solution, less cars is the solution, so how will 4000 new homes help? Deans School is closing but you're adding
more people!!
All these new homes will ruin this area and the council doesn't care. When are you going to listen to the people that pay your
wages?

DRAFT/RES/4187 SS7 1SR

Before any major work, i.e. big housing estates is carried out, provision must be made for a new road off Canvey, widening
the A13 and more drainage/sewage provision. We have lived here since 1962 and no extra facilities re:sewage, have been
put in to our knowledge, despite the vast explosion of housing.

DRAFT/RES/4188 SS8 7EB

No further development either industrial or housing on Canvey Island until roads are improved and the third road off the
Island becomes a reality.

DRAFT/RES/4189 SS7 4JP

Castle Point is already one of the most densely populated areas in the county. It has a stable population with a lower than
average birth rate.
Contrary to providing for the needs of the future generations of its locals, it will bring more people into the area and create
even more demands.
Official figures as published in the newspapers state the majority of new housing sold in Essex is purchased by buyers
outside of the county. Apparently, interest shown in the Kiln Road development backs this up locally.
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The 4000 homes the government wants to build are not for locals but are to help deal with the housing crisis in London.
Londoners are leaving the city to escape the problems caused by uncontrolled immigration of which there is no end.
Therefore, no matter how many homes you build, there will never be enough. This would only be the beginning. These plans
would destroy Castle Point forever, and our future generations would not want to live here.
I believe local people do not want this and are being ignored by the government. This is unjust, unfair and undemocratic.
Castle Point Council should fight for it's community and for what is right.

DRAFT/RES/4190 SS8 7JA

The amount of houses proposed will double the amount of cars- which is already a nightmare to try and get to any location in
Castle Point. I object to any use of Green Belt.
The provision of new houses by the government is to house immigrants and I think that is unfair and my future votes is
dependent on this.

DRAFT/RES/4191 SS7 1HU

Non completion and return of this box should not be taken as an approval as many people will not have received one.
Very ambiguous questions. The answers to the questions lean towards the Council not the individual’s choice.

DRAFT/RES/4192 SS8 9SJ

I did not believe that any new housing should be built on Canvey Island before the road situation has been improved. It is
totally ludicrous that the only two routes leading to/from Canvey meet at the same roundabout.
The ideal answer to Question 4 would be 35% affordable housing and more infrastructures.

DRAFT/RES/4193 SS7 4JQ

E3 Manor Trading Estate
We strongly object to the Manor Trading Estate enlargement unless access is available directly from the A127. Traffic in
Church Road needs to be controlled, to restrict the current oversize and overweight vehicles tearing the road surfaces to
pieces.
Bus Service Enhancements Along A13
This does not mean wasting road space on any more unnecessary bus lanes, which are virtually never used, due to the lack
of actual bus services.
Tarpots Junction
The money wasted in the recent 'upgrade' should have been used to provide a full size roundabout utilising the adjacent
unused paved areas.

DRAFT/RES/4194 SS7 2TW

Recent weather patterns have shown the need for open land and trees to absorb water.
In this area most houses employ non- porous ground covering car parking purposes reducing rain absorption and increasing
run off problems in heavy rain conditions- more houses- more concrete and more roads will have a detrimental effect and
add to localised flooding problems.
The green belt area H10, H4 and H12 are a vital part of the ecology and should be maintained. H18 is a solution being
blocked at present by The County Council's views on access to the A127. This decision should be overturned to allow the
development of H18.

DRAFT/RES/4195 SS7 2UJ

An additional 630 houses in Daws Heath are will destroy area. Additional roads would especially one from Stadium Way
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would just add to the already very busy roads.
Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ H18 should be developed. ECC should build roads etc to A130 and also a road from Manor
Trading Estate to the congestion on Tarpots and Church Road. These roads were not built for heavy vehicles.
Building on H18 would save Greenbelt in other area and population would be extremely happy with this outcome- it makes
perfect sense!

DRAFT/RES/4196 SS7 1ER

1. Provide speed camera proposals are implemented
2. This proposed junction has pros and cons

DRAFT/RES/4197 SS7 1NU

The access roads are totally unsuitable. They are too narrow and probably too old.
Removing the trees, shrubs, and grass could seriously impact on existing homes and underground pipes and drains. The
contours of this and are changing year after year and land slippage cannot be ruled. ( Remember Southend Seafront a few
years ago!!).

DRAFT/RES/4198 SS7 2UJ

Land behind Blinking Owl/Fane Road/H18 should be seen as best way to build houses without using the other areas of
Green Belt. This site is an eyesore in it's present state of development would be advantageous. Essex CC should provide
infrastructure- roads etc on to A130.
There should be a road from Manor Trading Estate to A130 to stop heavy vehicles using Tarpots and Thundersley roads
which are very heavily congested. The idea of a new road leading to Daws Heath Road is ridiculous. There roads cannot
cope with any extra traffic, there are already traffic jams every day.

DRAFT/RES/4200 SS7 2LG

Central Government imposing 'targets' without taking into account local feelings, sustainability or practicalities is ridiculous.
Who is to say that with the frame work you meet their targets, only to have even worse ones imposed later? Growth should
be natural and locally led.

DRAFT/RES/4201 SS9 4SQ

The council's own report indicates that this plot is inappropriate for development- e.g.: the potential damage to SS1,
Southend Council has already expressed concerns about the potential effects of the additional traffic that any increase in
properties will inevitably generate. I concur with both these points.
I also have two other observations:
1. Eastwood Old Road already resembles a station course due to on street parking which, in effect, reduces the road to a
single lane. Any further traffic can only exacerbate the problem.
2. Why is it considered appropriate not to inform Southend Council tax payers of that which has been suggested? They
vastly outnumber Castle Point residents and they too will be concerned about any developments.

DRAFT/RES/4202 SS8 7QR

I strongly disagree with the housing proposal at the land at Point Road Canvey. Canvey Supply is an essential part of the
community, the local shops, school would not be able to deal with the extra amount of people that it would create. The Island
has enough people here without creating more, the doctors, dentists and roads cannot take it as appointments are difficult to
get as the moment. It is getting more and more difficult to get off and onto the Island, bad weather causes this problem too
let alone more cars. More traffic causes more accidents and due to having young children, this is a worry. Flooding is also an
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issue as the drain system cannot cope with extra housing, as Point Road and area has experienced recently (flooded Aug 13
and recently). This then put an extra strain on the local fire department as they were needed to assist.

DRAFT/RES/4203 SS8 7SL

Traffic too bad already on Canvey and at Sadler’s Farm (no improvement) without more houses. Need extra GP's and
schools if more houses.
More houses built at Point would cause gridlock from one end of Canvey to the other!

DRAFT/RES/4204 SS7 5DW

We very much object to new homes being built on Jotmans Hall Farm, Jotmans Lane, and Benfleet. If the above
development takes place this would change the whole of our estate and our day to day lives for the worse.
The accesses to this new proposed housing estate are through our quiet and safe bungalow estate. If each house has at
least one car, that means there will be at close to 800 vehicles using our small quiet roads daily. This would not only be
dangerous but also it would be very noisy and congested for the people who now live on our estate.
Whilst these houses are being built we will have heavy plant machinery and vehicles going through our small quiet estate for
years, which will be awful and dangerous for the residents.
We are also concerned about the risk of flooding. Building on such a vast amount of green belt land will result in flooding,
and as our bungalows lay at the bottom of Jotmans Hall Farm we will be flooded first.
We have lived here in Philmead Road for nearly thirty five years, and have been very happy here. We have found this a
lovely area to live. These planned new homes would have a devastating impact on our lives and on our small quiet bungalow
estate.

DRAFT/RES/4205 SS7 5UA

Castle Point is already an extremely congested area. The 'delivery' of the proposed extra housing will only exacerbate the
situation, despite the road improvements cited.
I can see that, we can all see that; and that is without giving and consideration to other new developments outside of Castle
Point that would funnel additional traffic through our area. Already we have seen that the smallest of incidents causes
immense disruption. It is all very well for those in Government to make decisions and demands but it is not they who will
have to live with the consequences of those decisions and demands. I appreciate that there is a general need for extra
housing in the UK but Castle Point is definitely not capable of sustaining such growth. The proposals should be rejected
outright. There is also local concern ( myself included) that CPBC had to be coerced into distributing the Consultation
document to residents of this estate: The estate that would probably be most affected by these proposals.

DRAFT/RES/4206 SS7 5ES

We object to building on virgin green belt land as identified by areas H10, H11, H13, H14, and H16. We need these areas to
be kept as they are. A green belt surrounding the existing built up areas of our town, only use land which has had building on
it such as brown fields sites also the plot land area H18 with access roads to A130 and A127, so the ensuring volumes of
traffic can quickly disperse without clogging up the centre area and roads of Benfleet. This Government also needs to strictly
control immigration as the influx of immigrants is putting the pressure to build even more housing. This country is already
overpopulated, fed up from Benfleet.

DRAFT/RES/4207 SS7 2SN

Generally a Local Plan is ok but the bigger picture is a massive concern. With all Boroughs increasing population the south
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east is incredibly overcrowded. Traffic congestion is getting worse and the Local Plan does nothing to address it. Weekends
will gradually come to a standstill with through traffic and emergency services will be badly affected.
Essex County Council couldn't give this area any consideration, closing schools, refusing access at A127 for new housing.
They are a complete shambles as far as I am concerned and that is apart from maintaining existing roads and pavements in
our area.
And finally, I would suggest drainage and sewage will become a massive problem for some of the proposed sites.

DRAFT/RES/4208

My major concern is that before any construction of housing/industrial units takes place. A third road seriously needs to be
considered and put in place!
The growth of population already travelling on and off Canvey roads has increased within the 24 years I have lived here. It's
taking constant wear and tearoom the roads and sadly accidents are continuously happening, often causing gridlock on all
roads on many occasions! The introduction of more housing etc would create more families, more lorries getting to and from
units having a greater impact on this small Island if a third road isn't considered. Emergency Services find is a struggle to get
here as it is , let alone when the Island is at standstill. And with respect to , this is no fault of theirs due to their cutbacks ( fire
service, policing and NHS staffing). Emissions run high from all vehicles large/small. Then this is not providing a friendly ecoenvironment for our society living here!
My other concern is the secondary schools. If more families are to move to this Island - how are these two schools going to
be able to cope with the growth of children? Would it be you who would turn both schools into academies creating a
partnership of upper and lower school creating the places that would be needed (i.e. like Basildon have done?). To cope with
the ongoing growth? But is any of this really considered???

DRAFT/RES/4209 SS7 2AG

Roads are already over congested along the A129 Rayleigh Road and the Rayleigh Weir Junction. The addition of more
traffic at the Woodman’s Arms, Victoria House and Rayleigh Weir junctions will increase pollution, traffic queues and
accidents.
Living close to Rayleigh Weir, I frequently encounter difficulties gaining access to the Weir as other drivers use residential
roads to avoid the traffic queue on the Rayleigh Road. The A127 cannot cope with anymore traffic at rush hour times as a
journey on a Saturday which takes under 30 minutes on a weekday takes an hour or more also when the weather is
inclement this increases journey time and when the underpass floods and also the stretch of road between two sets of traffic
lights from Rayleigh towards Sainsbury’s this just causes more difficulties.
Travelling every week day on the A127 barely a day goes by when you do not see police/ambulance or other emergency
vehicles on their way to an incident. On one journey home from work, there were three separate accidents on the A127
making an even longer journey than usual which was followed by other accidents the following week which meant the A127
was closed and all traffic had to divert around Basildon in order to get home.

DRAFT/RES/4210 SS7 1HA

I will only comment on properties to be built in my immediate area and my opinion on the impact they will have in my nearby
roads and all that goes with new housing and new families.
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H4- 450 homes
H9- 200 homes
H14- 800 homes

This number of houses within close proximity is absolutely ridiculous. Our doctors, schools and hospital, all the rest that will
be needed will be overwhelmed let alone the roads with thousands of extra cars.
The promises are to be new schools, doctors, wildlife areas and all the rest will be dealt with, but we all know it will not
happen.
Should I mention drainage and sewage??
DRAFT/RES/4211 SS7 1TX

Having recently moved from Rayleigh to Thundersley and still having to commute to Rayleigh on a daily basis I cannot see
how the current infrastructure could cope with the additional housing off the Kiln Road . I appreciate there is a plan to
improve the A129 however the disruption this would cause while the improvements are being made will be unbearable.

DRAFT/RES/4214 SS8 9QR

I am concerned about the traffic congestion on Canvey, I am concerned about the drainage system on Canvey . Also the
state of roads and pavements would become much worse if there are more houses, cars and people using the roads.
If the land East of Canvey Road is developed, then a road from Cornelius Vermuyden school should be made, to ease the
congestion of traffic in Dunant Avenue.
We must have another road off of Canvey, it is bad enough now but would be much worse if more houses are built.

DRAFT/RES/4215

Please see attached letters issued to Council 16/12/13 with respects to our comments concerning the proposals made by
Redrow and Benfleet.

DRAFT/RES/4216

What do you mean when you say affordable housing? My son and his friends are trying to buy their first homes. The
cheapest property on Kiln Road Site is 185,000 and they are all sold.
We need cheaper property for single people to buy on their own. A single person working in this area cannot afford £185,000
even with a big deposit. Have you seen the price of the new property being built? An identical property to mine is being sold
for £100,000 more and in some cases £200,000. I agree we need new housing but please consider everyone. Also we need
cheaper property for those who are renting.

DRAFT/RES/4217 SS7 5AR

1. The land by the Blinking Owl Cafe should be developed for housing, schools, and GP surgeries. The difficulties with
road access could be resolved. This development will not interfere with the lives of so many people as the proposed
Jotmans development.
2. There is already severe congestion on Benfleet High Road. This will be horrific for years with hundreds of lorries
accessing the building site.
3. The Jotmans area has amazing wildlife- which will vanish.
4. The council will be acting illegally by removing provision for horses.
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DRAFT/RES/4221 SS8 7PB

The roads round Castle Point are always congested, pot hols everywhere. More housing and industry would be a nightmare.
Plus the sewage system does not work now.

DRAFT/RES/4223 SS7 3HN

The roads and area is too congested already adding further buildings add to the congestion. The local drains can't cope as it
is with all the properties.
There are not enough emergency infrastructures in place e.g.: fire, police and ambulance services are already stretched to
their limit and beyond. There are not enough beds in the local hospitals to cope or A&E services. We have enough problems
with foxes killing our pets as it is without adding to the pressure plus the council services cannot cope as it.

DRAFT/RES/4224 SS7 4EB

Regarding H13 Glebelands.
Parking around Glebelands, the Doctors surgeries and the school is a big problem. Vehicles everywhere. Let alone
additional strain on more surgery patients and school intakes.

DRAFT/RES/4225 SS7 5DJ

There are plenty of vacant factories and shops which could be refurbished for new employment rather than create work
areas. If businesses are failing now, there will be no difference when all these homes are built, if built, because there will be
more people to be unemployed. Whenever a new road is built, more cars use it for faster access to area therefore after a few
years the area is back to high volumes of traffic.

DRAFT/RES/4226 SS7 3LB

Road infrastructure and congestion needs to be resolved in the Rayleigh Weir/ Thundersley area before any more homes
are built.
No more Green belt land should be lost to development, especially when building on flood plains like Wensley Road/Kiln
Road. More thought needs to be put into wildlife conservation. The area is already overpopulated around Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/4227 SS8 7LG

Before anymore homes are built on Canvey Island. You need to repair all the roads, pavements and drains properly. When
reported to Highways, they arrange for someone to come round, they take a square box from the van, empty the tarmac from
it into the hole, break it up and bang it down with a shovel. This has not just happened due to the bad weather and floods.
This has been happening for many years especially down all the side roads. We need them done properly, instead of being
botched up constantly. A third road to the Manor Way should be built before any more homes, there is traffic congestion
morning and evening, if there is an accident, the Island comes to a gridlock and chaos prevails for many hours.

DRAFT/RES/4228 SS8 7BP

More housing isn't right as the traffic is bad getting off Canvey we need another road off Canvey before someone dies.

DRAFT/RES/4230 SS7 5NS

My main objections to any further building in the Castle Point area is the impact on the infrastructure i.e. increased traffic,
impact on sewage, schools. Potential to cause flooding. Currently at most times of the day, the amount of traffic on the road
makes it increasingly difficult to get around and one incident on Canvey, A13 or A127 causes major traffic problems and
more houses plus more cares are only going to increase the problems.

DRAFT/RES/4231 SS8 8BL

1. No new building until second exit from Island is provided ( waterside Farm Roundabout only current exit).
2. Infrastructure on Canvey cannot cater for existing population, no further buildings until urgent upgrades carried out.
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3. Dualling of Canvey Way will only move congestion to Sadler’s Farm, a complete waste of money, see 1.

DRAFT/RES/4233

We do not need any more houses on Canvey Island.

DRAFT/RES/4234 SS8 9SG

Question 9
'A new road for Canvey Island' - if there is to be a new road then it must go at the 'Point' end of the Island. This can be dealt
with a road from the Kings Caravan Park over the Creek Marshes with a causeway bridge ( as built in Tampa, Florida, USA)
constructed up to the railway line and the to run above the railway up to Leigh Railway Station. Just before the station the
road to veer off to the left to a roundabout (space already there) with access to roads up to Thames Drive and Leigh Town
Centre ( existing roads) this route will probably have little or no effect on present wildlife but massive advantages for
commuters to Southend and District.

DRAFT/RES/4235 SS8 9RH

Against new housing due to narrow roads no parking for large families or the congestion of traffic on and off the Island. Also
employment is much needed on the Island and more houses means more people needing space to park and employment,
higher populations means doctors, dentists etc are all going to be overworked , emergency services can't get on or off the
Island as traffic congestion during rush hour makes this impossible. Green Belt area is needed for the wildlife and possibly
spoils views of the landscape if built on. Keep green belt free of housing. Population is already too high on the Island, shops
are needed not enough selection for the older person to get clothes or furniture.

DRAFT/RES/4236 SS8 7HN

Should not build anything on a flood risk 3 area and no building until the infrastructure is better.

DRAFT/RES/4238 SS8 7SY

We need a new road off of Canvey before any new houses are built. And I object to more houses as the roads cannot cope
now.
Green Belt should not be built on!!

DRAFT/RES/4240 SS7 1ER

Castle Point Council should not encroach on Green Belt or open spaces at all. The area is already grossly over developed
and cannot support more residents especially regarding roads, schools, G.Ps etc. In particular they should honour the
decision not to develop the Jotmans Hall/Road site. The council is elected by the public to represent their local constituents.
The green belt must be safe guarded for future generations at all costs- building houses on Manor Trading Estate and
behind the 'Blinking Owl' site must not be considered further.

DRAFT/RES/4241 SS7 5AB

The roads in and around Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley are already used to capacity and driving around the area is a
real challenge at certain times of the day. To increase housing, schools, retail facilities etc would just put more pressure on
the system and make it more difficult, noisy and unsafe. Whatever extra housing is agreed, every effort should be made to
create easy access from the A130 and A127.

DRAFT/RES/4243 SS8 9NJ

Upon perusal of the Draft New Local Plan, I was disappointed to notice that there are no recreational facilities, especially for
the teenage community on Canvey. We have Waterside sports centre and a cinema but very little else for the youths on the
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Island. Many cannot afford to travel from the Island, as well as pay for the activity. I work in one of the secondary schools on
the Island and many of our pupils would like to see other venues and activities for them ( and their families) to do together.

DRAFT/RES/4244 SS7 1EN

Question 3- No further housing on Canvey Island without an additional route being built must avoid extra traffic movement at
Waterside.
Development West of Benfleet will result in Castle Point becoming continuation of Basildon- no noticeable 'break'.
Question 4-Must the options be stated?
Question 9- Link via Jotmans Lanes- How possible without prior improvements to Cemetery Corner?

DRAFT/RES/4245 SS8 9JB

As I live on Canvey Island, I cannot understand how there would be enough room for '32 H.A' Green Space between 'Each'
new housing development.

DRAFT/RES/4246 SS8 8HS

There should not be anymore building of houses on Canvey Island- the infrastructure is not good enough to take it.

DRAFT/RES/4248 SS8 7RT

No more building on Canvey! We all know that the road infrastructure will never be addressed fully so the answer is to limit
the population to cope with this. If the proposal for H6 in particular went ahead you would turn Point Road into a racetrack in
early mornings and a car park in the afternoons! As mentioned earlier, also no school provisions as Leigh Beck Infants and
particularly Junior School is full to capacity.

DRAFT/RES/4249

You have sold us down the line!!!
You don't listen to the local people's view. Why waste time and money sending out these papers. It's a foregone conclusion.

DRAFT/RES/4251 SS8 9XP

The third road off Canvey is much needed. Being a keen cyclist I would like to see improvements in road conditions- very
hazardous with pot holes and raised drains. Why were marshes flooded for the nature reserve on Canvey at present a
permanent pump is on fire. Why flood a flood plain area? H16 this space should be left as an open space. H5 another area
that should be left as it is. More housing- why?

DRAFT/RES/4253 SS8 9NP

The council should strongly consider the impact of any new building on Canvey. The drainage, roads and doctor surgeries
cannot cope now. How can we trust a plan that promised no new houses on the old Castle View Site. Also you plan to
increase housing but have closed one of schools!

DRAFT/RES/4254 SS8

You have not indicated the numbers of houses at each proposed site on this form which would have been helpful. It shouldn't
be assumed that by selecting sites that shouldn't be developed i.e. sites on a flood plain on Canvey. That I'm happy to build
on main land sites. This should be seen as a Canvey V Mainland. Issue as 'housing needs' is a borough issue. Canvey
however is bursting. More traffic without the duality Canvey Way would be ridiculous!!
INFRASTRUCTURE BEFORE HOUSE BUILDING A MUST!!!

DRAFT/RES/4256 SS8 8NE

Re: Question 3: In addition to impact on traffic and congestion, my main concern buys in the input on drainage and current
road conditions which are already mainlined on Canvey.
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Re: Question 9: a.) Although I support extending Roscommon Way, I accept what this is unlikely if the Thorney Bay housing
development does not go ahead. Therefore better drainage and more improvements to the condition of Thorney Bay Road
must be implemented first.
b.) I accept it is unlikely to have both a third road off Canvey and Canvey Way dualled. In my view the third road must be the
first priority of these two.

DRAFT/RES/4258 SS7 1JB

I think it disgraceful building on Green Belt Land, and yet more concreting of Green Areas is wrong!!
His leads to flooding, lack of drainage of rain water.
Also we do not have the infrastructure for more homes. We struggle as it is.

DRAFT/RES/4259 SS7 5HJ

Bearing in mind the amount of flooding on going in this country building anywhere near flood plans or Marsh land seems
madness.
It ( the proposal) has mentioned school in Benfleet but does not say where and the building of any new road to alleviate
traffic congestion will be void if built in centre of Benfleet.
Also no mention of when the road works would start in relation to the homes being built. It is important the road network is in
place long before housing is built.

DRAFT/RES/4260 SS8 9AU

We need another road off Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/4261 SS7 1TD

Q3: General comment, key consideration to buyers is location of the property with respect to access and holding its value.
There will be lots of houses built in surrounding boroughs as well, giving competition. Savills predict price of 25% in Essex
over the next 5 years. Can't see this happening on Canvey ( flood plain, access and insurance problems).
Why are we building these houses? Who can afford them? I would like to see more evidence that there are large numbers of
young buyers with the means to buy these proposed houses. It is essential that councillors be given exact details of the
types of accommodation proposed, floor areas and prices in order that they can decide if the proposals suit the needs of CP
residents, especially the younger ones looking for their first home. Developers will have done their sums beforehand. There
are plenty of empty houses at keener prices and more spacious family accommodation than those on new estates.
Councillor Smith speaks of 22000 jobs at the new port. This is a speculative enterprise, suppose these jobs don't arise. If
they do, many could be low paid jobs in an automated warehouse like Amazon. Why give up CP green belt for development
in another borough. When Thurrock council recently rejected plans for 700 houses in the green belt, the port wasn't even
mentioned so why is CP so concerned about it?
Thurrock council highly competent and capable of arranging its own housing needs. It would appear that the CP targets are
too high if we are catering for Thurrock.
H14 plans outrageous, too isolated, difficult to see it as part of the CP community as Councillor Partridge has said, bus
service awkward, proposed link road dubious. No more building on Canvey Island flood plain i.e. stop interfering with the
natural surface water drainage. Suggest H18 be looked at again i.e. house on manor Trading Estate and industry at Blinking
Owl.
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Q6- In general, a lot more effort needed for jobs in CP. It is incredible hot the attention over the years has been applied to
houses with pathetic results, as Councillor Stanley has said, when equal attention should have been applied to jobs, not in
other boroughs but here in CP.
No more industry on Canvey Island flood plain. Access problems and increased insurance costs will inhibit industry
relocating there. Note, 100 flats passed for an industrial site.
Propose a housing site on the mainland be changed to high-tech industry (not much future for those having a poor education
or without skills); we have to weigh up which site would be most attractive to industry, probably H4/5 , as good A13 road
access and good bus connections. Not so much need then for buses to Southend and Basildon industrial areas.
Q9: If 'bus service enhancements' on the A13 means more bus lanes then I object. We need to reduce commuting!

DRAFT/RES/4264 SS8 9DS

New homes on Canvey should be kept to a minimum as there is a traffic problem on Canvey and surrounding areas, caused
by overbuilding.

DRAFT/RES/4265 SS8 0AR

1. Infrastructure needs to be in place before houses are approved i.e. new road off of Canvey Island and commitment to
improving G.P availability/ surgeries and providing enough schools.
2. To encourage retail, rates need to be reduced. Also free car parking needs to be available for staff with customer rebates.
3. Dau Road car park must not be charged since that stops people shopping locally. In addition the drains need clearing.
4. Old Castle View area needs to be retained since this area may need to be re-opened as a school if huge housing numbers
develop.

DRAFT/RES/4266 SS7 3HE

Over development of Castle Point will impact on quality of life. Infrastructure is already under pressure. All new construction
appears to be 'patched' into existing services, roads, electricity/gas, sewage and water services all are under pressure! More
construction will increase these problems and lead to deterioration of area.

DRAFT/RES/4267 SS8 0EP

No further development on Canvey until new route off Canvey via Corringham and exit of Roscommon Way.

DRAFT/RES/4269 SS7 3HD

New route to/from Manor Trading Estate from A130/A127 area to rear of trading estate. To reduce number of heavy goods
vehicles through Church Road residential area. Thereby reducing traffic at Saddlers Farm roundabout and Tarpots junction
also.
New road from Five Bells Vange across marshes to Northwick area of Canvey Island further reducing traffic numbers at
Sadler’s Farm roundabout and Tarpots junction and avoiding residential areas. In turn taking away the need to dual A130
Canvey Way so saving the finance needed for the project and the protracted inconvenience to uses of Canvey Way.

DRAFT/RES/4271 SS8 0DF

The main thing is getting the roads and drainage sorted before considering building anymore homes. The traffic here is
getting terrible.

DRAFT/RES/4272 SS8 9XX

A new road off the Island towards Corringham and from Northwick Road to Manor Road.

DRAFT/RES/4273 SS8 7ND

You cannot keep building houses on Canvey without provisions for new infrastructure drainage/ roads/ schools/ doctors/
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needed new road for years. Lived on Canvey 50 years and still waiting for third road off Canvey. One accident and Canvey is
gridlocked. 1100 new homes- there isn't the space!!

DRAFT/RES/4274 SS8

DRAFT/RES/4275 SS8 9DZ

I have read pages 1/6 of enclosed draft and my opinion is ( as a 71 year old pensioner and resident of Canvey for over 40
years) no matter what I say Castle Point Council will do whatever they have in mind. There are far too many houses on
Canvey, I have left my home lots of times to visit relatives , friends and even hospital appointments approx 10am and turned
around to return home because of traffic. I am very sorry but you should have saved your postage.
1. Further development raises the problem of extra pressure on schools etc.
2. H.M- Proposal 50 bed nursing home- bad position for a tranquil setting.
3. Risk of flooding- all future planning should be halted as the dangers already in situ pose a risk e.g. gas terminal etc.

DRAFT/RES/4279 SS8 0AY

You want to put more houses and people onto Canvey Island -no mention of full time police and fire station- will these be
reopened fulltime or will we still have such a limited service?
The shops on the Island are all closing down due to such high rents. We have lost one of our senior schools. How will you
manage to educate the children?

DRAFT/RES/4281 SS8 7QA

I feel that Canvey Centre should be pedestrianised so that it is safer for old and young alike, It would be nice to have a few
flower and seating in town centre and a market once a week.

DRAFT/RES/4283 SS8 OLH

We have ridiculously high levels of traffic congestion on Canvey, now for most of the day, but particularly between 6-9.30am
and 2.30- 7.30pm. You build more and more houses without a second thought to the problems that already exist here.
Canvey is a no-go area. No more houses!!

DRAFT/RES/4284 SS7 3HB

I moved to this borough 40 years ago,, to get away from the urban sprawl of London. It seems to me the urban sprawl has
caught up with me, and the benefits of living in a rural community are rapidly disappearing. Building more houses isn't the
answer, more jobs is what's needed.

DRAFT/RES/4285 SS7 2SJ

I have always lived in Dawes Heath area; it is beautiful and must not be built or spoilt. It's history goes way back and should
be left alone for future generations to enjoy. If CPBC need new houses build them on Blinking Owl site. Thanks.

DRAFT/RES/4286 SS8 7HT

Canvey Island already has a bigger population than it can cope with, ideally no further houses should be built- but I except
that some housing will be built but to put 600 homes on marsh and reed beds is ludicrous!
The adjacent road floods regularly since parts of the Thorney Bay caravan park has been built on - this will only make
matters worse.
No more houses until the road and drainage problems have been rectified.

DRAFT/RES/4288 SS7 2UJ

I feel that the development of the Blinking Owl (H18) should be pursued and pressure applied to Essex Highways to
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reconsider as this is the most sensible solution to everyone.

DRAFT/RES/4289 SS7 2UJ

DRAFT/RES/4291 SS7 3AE

I feel that the development of the Blinking Owl (H18) should be pursued and pressure applied to Essex Highway to
reconsider as this is the most sensible solution to everyone.
•
•
•
•

DRAFT/RES/4294 SS8 9EE

Would be good to understand precise definition of affordable housing
Not sure why consultation is only now under way when development of H4 (Ashcroft Place) are already commenced.
More homes will bring more cars, more congestion despite the improvements planned. Castle Point is already
saturated. There are too many bottle necks that can't cope.
All village greens should remain 'Public Open Spaces'.

250/350 houses per year, but you don't say for how long therefore if it is over a period of ten years, there would be no more
land to build on anyway in Castle Point.
Keep green belt for the future of our children, not for the short term point of the usual suspects.

DRAFT/RES/4296 SS8 7OB

Flood Risk 3 and lack of utilities, infrastructure etc= NO MORE BUILDING

DRAFT/RES/4297 SS7 5SZ

I understand the need for more houses particularly for affordable houses for first time buyer, I would also like to see small
houses for older people to downsize so releasing larger houses for young families.

DRAFT/RES/4298 SS7 3LD

These proposals take up yet more of our very few green spaces and crowd in even more housing and business
developments in what is already a vastly overcrowded and over populated areas. The South East is the most developed
area in the country and we should not have to face anymore.

DRAFT/RES/4299 SS7 4PE

H13- Land West of Glebelands Thundersley
This is the only piece of greenbelt in the Ward and the last piece of greenbelt between Basildon and Benfleet.
This application was originally turned down by the council, the appeal went to the High Court and was rejected by the High
Court.
Castle Point then decided to ignore the High Court and agree to this land being available for building on This is a complete
waste of tax payer’s money and we wonder what made the Council change their minds.
The access to this site is totally unsuitable- all cars having to approach down Glebelands which is fairly narrow and winding
road with 3 schools in Rushbottom Lane at the end of Glebelands.
The amount of traffic using Tarpots is well over subscribed and if there is an accident anywhere in that area the whole traffic
system grinds to a halt for hours.
There are empty houses and odd pieces of land that should be looked into before using up precious green belt land.
Please preserve this piece of green belt land and stop Benfleet being joined onto and maybe, becoming a part of Basildon!!
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DRAFT/RES/4300 SS7 3BE

All proposals are fine provided Rayleigh Weir and Sadler’s Farm/ Tarpots are improved.

DRAFT/RES/4303 SS7 2SQ

Let's get on with it.

DRAFT/RES/4304 SS7 5TD

I do not object to building houses on land West of Benfleet ( H14), but I do object to the amount that is proposed to be built.
800 homes are far more than any other proposed site. I would hope that this amount is substantially reduced. 4000 more
homes across Castle Point could potentially mean 8000 more cars! Are we really prepared for that!!

DRAFT/RES/4306 SS7 5TX

Benfleet Roads cannot cope with the traffic now, it will be impossible to drive anywhere. I also do not want Homefields turned
into a through road.

DRAFT/RES/4307 SS8 9SA

As a resident of Canvey Island we do not want these houses built, as the Island is already over populated but if you have to
build them then the bridge that be built should not be a toll bridge.

DRAFT/RES/4308 SS7 2RR

It was very difficult to find specific information about the exact proposals for Hadleigh Town Centre. However, I would
particularly oppose the demolition of The Crown Public House, which I believe is a Grade 2 listed building and is referred to
in histories of the local area. It seems that Leigh-on-Sea is able to retain its historic buildings- Leigh Library is housed in a
historic building where as a similar one in Hadleigh was demolished long ago. The existing flats on the old Wagon and Horse
site (again demolished) are still for sale, strongly suggesting that we do NOT need more flats in Hadleigh Town Centre.

DRAFT/RES/4310 SS7 2RR

Why are the changes proposed for Hadleigh Town Centre not included? These are extensive and include housing.
According to the Regeneration Shop, there will be major flat building above shops. This will change the face of the centre. It
would also appear that the Crown will disappear. This is listed and one of the few old buildings left. It should be developed
into the plan. At least the ridiculous traffic movement plan has been axed although the original map still stands in the
Regeneration Shop.

DRAFT/RES/4314 SS8 9PB

If new homes are to be built on Canvey Island, then we must have new roads, or widened roads, simply because it is difficult
enough to get on and off of the Island at present.

DRAFT/RES/4316 SS7 3SZ

My objections to building on areas H10 and H11 are for reasons at each end of A129 only 2 pieces of Green Belt exist. One
is being H10 West Wood entrance. Once these are built on, no Green will be along this road, only housing ( also if Deanes
School is taken away where will extra children be schooled?).
I also feel that a far better area for building would be H18, more houses could be built if road infrastructure already in place
(A130).
Also A129 and Daws Heath cannot accommodate anymore traffic gets gridlocked now most weekends and by building a
new road across from Stadium Way will cause rat run!

DRAFT/RES/4317

I do not agree with any building of houses on any part of CPBC. We are an overcrowded are. Not enough roads and
infrastructure already, let alone what you have proposed.
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•
•
•

Cannot see where cost of affordable housing is specified
Traffic management is main concern, we have very heavy traffic in town centres and A129 to weir
What is proposal for New Canvey Road? Bridge to Shellhaven?

DRAFT/RES/4319 SS7 2SJ

H4- Land off Kiln Road being 'filled in'.
I object to this scheme as the green belt area is a buffer zone between Thundersley Village and Kiln Road developments.
I object to H10 and a new road between Stadium Way and Daws Heath, this is filling in land between Rayleigh and
Thundersley/ Daws Heath. H11 will have a huge impact of Daws Heath.
H18 is a much better site for major development due to it's situation near major roads. Any Canvey development MUST be in
conjunction with road improvements and flood defence improvements.

DRAFT/RES/4320 SS7 5NQ

I basically agree with the proposals from CPBC rather than have a central Government force through an agenda. The
problem I have is that Health, Education and Road and Transport facilities should be made available as early as possible
and be constructed in line with the housing builds. I hope also Essex County Council will not get too involved with our local
issues as the farce regarding The Deanes School showed how destructive they can be.

DRAFT/RES/4321 SS8 9UL

If further development of housing goes ahead on Canvey Island, please ensure the proposed new road goes ahead this time
as well as other proposals such as widening the Canvey Way etc. I understand the need for more housing but not to the
detriment of existing residents. Please keep your proposed promises this time.
Can I also say that since the change to the A13/ Sadler’s Farm, my journey to and from work has been less stressful.

DRAFT/RES/4322 SS7 1AR

I object to all proposed housing developments in Castle Point. For all the reasons ticked in the second part of Question 3.
Our roads are already too congested and additional housing will increase traffic. Doctors and schools are already full.
Our Green Belt and woodland are the envy of many and should not be destroyed. All green belt and woodland should be
retained and protected.

DRAFT/RES/4323 SS7 3TF

Having moved to this area 2.5 years ago from Grays/ Chafford Hundred, to live in an open area with more countryside walks
and natural landscapes for us and our two children. We believe in squashing in too many homes in one area causes more
problems than it does good. Example when Chafford Hundred started as a modest development, then got to the point when
there are too many houses/ residents and not enough infrastructure/schools etc.

DRAFT/RES/4324 SS8 8LG

While I support the need for development, housing and employment etc. Canvey Island has an urgent need for more routes
on and off the Island before more houses are built.

DRAFT/RES/4325 SS7 5RX

With regards to Question 7, we feel no point in creating additional retail space without appropriate parking. Current car-park
charges are not supporting local businesses.
800 additional homes at Jotmans would seriously impact traffic, even with an additional access from A130. They would also
impact significantly on schools and doctors. Precious green belt land, currently used for horses would be lost.
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Whilst the improvement at Sadler’s has improved traffic flow, the lights at Tarpots ( filter light left into London Road- Saddlers
by Tesco’s are dangerous. We have witnessed many near run ins when the middle land has driven off at the same time as
the cars in the filter lane). Better signage/ lights required.

DRAFT/RES/4326 SS8 0BE

Canvey Island
New build for housing will increase traffic and congestion. The other major factor as shown this year is an increase risk of
flooding. Numerous roads are prone to flood and the increase in housing will only increase this risk.
A number of roads are in a very poor state of repair and are classed as private roads, The council must take ownership of
these and make them user friendly.

DRAFT/RES/4327 SS7 2TH

What about the alternative site at H18- Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley?

DRAFT/RES/4328 SS8 9DB

I would like to categorically state that there must be no more building on Canvey Island of houses and that another road off
the Island is imperative and that is doesn't go through Waterside Farm roundabout. I defy anyone to argue against this point
when trying to get on or off the Island most times of the day.

DRAFT/RES/4330 SS7 3UY

I think the land at H18- Blinking Owl/ Fane Road should be developed. I understand this is contaminated ground The use of
this land may save the green belt. I feel it should be used first.

DRAFT/RES/4331 SS7 3UY

Develop the Blinking Owl/ Fane Road site- this would send the traffic onto the A127 instead of clogging up all the roads in
Thundersley/ Daws Heath.

DRAFT/RES/4332 SS7 3SZ

This is already a really busy area; there is now more retail on Stadium Way which means weekends it is gridlocked. Why do
we need to build on every bit of Green Field, meaning more traffic and destroying wild life. We bought our houses in this area
to enjoy some open space? The area H18 would appear not to interfere with anyone, it has easy access to the A130.

DRAFT/RES/4334

I object to the development if Kiln Road and Daws Heath mainly because of the congestion in Hadleigh and Rayleigh Road.
Although there are proposals to improve Rayleigh Road, it is not possible to widen it and the Woodman’s Roundabout is
permanently congested as is Hadleigh High Street.
I strongly object to the proposal to build a pub in John Burrows Park. It is not a suitable area. It should be used for recreation,
sports facilities and children's play area. If you need a pub,, use the Crown, which has been derelict for years.

DRAFT/RES/4337 SS7 3AX

Generally I feel Castle Point just cannot accept the proposed number of new homes, the roads just cannot cope with the
traffic as it is! Each new home puts at least two cars on the road plus all the extra service vehicles.
Living where I do (Deep Dale), it is often very difficult to enter Kenneth Road by car and as a pedestrian crossing the road, is
positively dangerous. There is a great deal of through traffic on residential roads. The government should concentrate on
expanding cities further north.
I am also very concerned about any loss of greenbelt and the effect on local wildlife. Presently the fencing off part of
Coombe Wood (designated Village Green) is of great concern. As a local resident, access to all areas including into St
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Peter's churchyard should not be denied.

DRAFT/RES/4338 SS7 3XD

I do not know how Castle Point or ECC can even consider building 5 houses let alone the significant numbers proposed. The
traffic congestion in Benfleet, at the Rayleigh Weir, at Sadler’s Farm on and off Canvey is dreadful now wilt the number of
residents we have. I cannot pull out of my road on to the Rayleigh Road due to the congestion all weekend because of the
Rayleigh Weir shopping estate. The traffic is dreadful and getting worse already.

DRAFT/RES/4340 SS7 1TQ

Housing problems could be greatly relieved by addressing under occupancy of current houses and doubling council tax on
empty properties.
Use the housing stock we have before building more.

DRAFT/RES/4341 SS7 3AZ

Hadleigh has a sufficient number of shops and bearing in mind on-line shopping sales are increasing, it is not necessary to
supply additional retail space.
Due to huge increase in the value of land after planning permission for housing, the land owners will be paying the
Government millions of pounds in capital gains tax. I would hope that 50% of this tax should be returned to local authority to
provide social housing.

DRAFT/RES/4342 SS8 0JL

Q3- To build 600 houses on Thorney Bay is totally insane. They are not needed, especially at that end of the Island. This
move will anger more residents than it will please and you need to listen to those who count.
Q6- We have enough problems with traffic on and off of the Island and although I appreciate jobs are always needed,
employment growth means more industrial sites which generates more deliveries and we need a third road before anything
else and I don't mean to accommodate Charfleets Estate as has been done with the carbuncle past Morrison’s. We didn't
want it, we said we didn't want it, but it was built anyway a total waste of money.

DRAFT/RES/4343 SS8 9YD

Any further building on Canvey should take into account the low lying position and the risk of flooding. Many of the areas
identified for development are either marshy or liable to flood in wet weather and increased development could also increase
the risk to life and property of flooding and subsidence.

DRAFT/RES/4344 SS7 2TJ

The original proposed plan H18 would be a far better option, than Daws Heath.
This includes Fane Road, Blinking Owl, and North West Thundersley.
The H10 proposal would interfere with green belt and Little Havens Hospice- this is unacceptable.

DRAFT/RES/4345 SS7 2LF

I would suggest that the Council get the road and access infrastructure right before they consider additional
buildings/properties.
Hadleigh Town Centre is chaotic as the best of times due to increased traffic- more shops means more cars so then more
congestion.
A129 at Woodman’s Arms Junction and right turn into Sainsbury Industrial Estate is by far ridiculous as it stands, most of the
congestion on A129 is caused by people turning right into estate, jams back up to Woodman's and beyond. Therefore an
urgent rethink of this junction would be an absolute and immediate priority which could be solved very easily if only you
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consulted with the public about their thoughts, I would be more than happily to meet you to discuss options.

DRAFT/RES/4346 SS8 7TS

We have had a lot of trouble with drainage in this area and we feel more houses will only add to the problems we have been
having.

DRAFT/RES/4347 SS8 8EZ

Traffic on and off Canvey is abysmal most of the time. It's congested as there are not enough roads on and off the Island.
Is more access being planned? On or off?
I'm sure enough people complain about this but nothing ever gets done. Canvey is a dumping ground!!

DRAFT/RES/4348 SS7 3DR

I do not support Local Plan cannot believe how much green spaces and trees will be taken. It is very unpopular with local
residents. Also when developers get permission they seem to do what they like! Also, the roads are congested now, god
knows how they will be with all the extra housing.

DRAFT/RES/4349 SS7 2UD

I have massive objections to the H11 development and I also object to the H10 development. H11 will ruin the lives of all the
properties that currently back onto fields, the infrastructure already struggles to cope ( drains, roads etc), this will also impact
on property values.
The area H18 is much more suitable for development and will have two reduced impact numerically and I am aware some
residents support it, road access could also be directly onto the A130 (not liked by ECC- so what!).

DRAFT/RES/4350 SS7 2UD

I strongly object to the proposition of building on Greenbelt land known as H11 and H10.
I also object to the New Road Proposition- Stadium Way Daws Heath Link Road. This will only cause more congestion
through the old Daws Heath Road. I want the Council to develop the Blinking Owl sites (H18) and urge Essex Highways to
reconsider as this is the most sensible and best solution for everyone.

DRAFT/RES/4351 SS7 2UD

H11 will ruin the existing lifestyle of many residents, will overload the infrastructure, mean many more vehicle movements
and devalue existing properties.H10 if developed in any fashion should be the North section with access only from Stadium
Way and a clear green area retained to Daws heath. H18 is a large area relatively un populated that could have good links
directly onto the A130 with minimal impact to the majority of residents.

DRAFT/RES/4356 SS8 8HG

Affordable housing should stay affordable for rent only and no right to buy. Biggest mistake the Government (Tories) ever
made.
Infrastructure roads etc before any houses built.

DRAFT/RES/4357 SS8 7RP

No building homes on Canvey Island until new road is built!

DRAFT/RES/4359 SS7 5HE

My questionnaire responses and additional comments refer only to my local area. This is not 'nimbyism', I have limited
knowledge of other areas affected by the council's proposals. I believe that building 800 new homes West of Benfleet (H14
on plan) would be harmful and dangerous. Firstly, groundwater drainage is a problem in South Benfleet. Hope Green is
saturated throughout winter and any large scale construction work would mean less open land to hold water. Secondly, I live
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in Richmond Avenue, a short residential street parallel to the High Road, Benfleet. Thanks to Castle Point Council we have 5
car parks with 100 yards walking distance to school, involves a zigzag route to avoid the car park driveways. A new road
linking H14 to Benfleet would result in a huge risk in traffic levels. Jotmans Lane and the surrounding streets would be
affected. On question 6 (employment locations) I do not believe the projected figures. Also, expansion of the manor Trading
Estate would increase traffic levels at Tarpots Junction.

DRAFT/RES/4360 SS7 5ES

My main objection is the building of 800 homes H14 land West of Benfleet, there is no space for this, building should be
done elsewhere. Transport and infrastructure would be a major issue on the Jotmans scheme.

DRAFT/RES/4361 SS8 0AS

Crime, will it go up with more people or are we getting more police? How much improvement to flooding, it just doesn't make
sense building more properties on areas that have already flooded.

DRAFT/RES/4362 SS7 2JB

H7 land should be used for sport as it was until allowed to return to a wild state.
John H Burrows Recreation Ground
This word hub seems to be an in word. A pub in the park is outrageous and hopefully will not go ahead.

DRAFT/RES/4363 SS7 1HT

Retail- Council must ensure the right shops come to the area- less nail bars, fast food and estate agents.
Canvey- No new roads for Canvey, either there is adequate for the housing there or Council should not have authorised so
many properties.
The road system at present cannot cope- on certain days it is impossible to get out of Benfleet A130/A127 junction is a joke.
You need to sort these out before putting more cars on the roads.
There are problems with water storage for Essex, more provisions should be made first before houses put in, and not build
houses then put in services upgrades.
Upgrade services and then put in houses.

DRAFT/RES/4364 SS7 5DJ

I really object to the plans to build 800 homes on the H14 land West of Benfleet. I have horses on this land and it would be a
great shame to turn such a wonderful farm into a housing estate.

DRAFT/RES/4366 SS7 4ET

No more traffic to be put on Tarpots re-estate small roundabouts at Sadler’s Farm, They use to work. Waste of time and
money removing roundabouts.

DRAFT/RES/4367 SS8 8LL

There are so many pot holes on Canvey roads as it is, that still have not been corrected and yet more homes to be built!!
The congestion is a joke, the amount of more cars that will be driving on the roads in the next 5 years, you won’t ever get on
or off the Island.

DRAFT/RES/4368 SS7 5ND

Due to the lack of roads off of Canvey I cannot support the development of new houses built on Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/4371 SS8 8HP

We need to encourage young/middle aged couples and families to live in this area. This will encourage growth and people
need to have good sops to keep Canvey people spending in Canvey. At present people don't shop in Canvey. You have
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spoken for many years about improving Canvey Town Centre but nothing has been done. You need to improve the town
centre quickly or the shops and business will not be able to afford to trade. Without good shops, restaurants, coffee shops,
sport and leisure facilities etc, people won't want to live here. Please help local businesses.

DRAFT/RES/4374 SS8 0AL

Everytime additional housing has been built on Canvey, we have been promised a new road off this has never happened.
Traffic on and off Canvey has increased this proposal will not help this but will only make it worse.

DRAFT/RES/4375 SS7 2DL

We cannot afford to maintain our roads and pavements at the moment!! Let alone build more!!!!

DRAFT/RES/4376 SS7 2LG

Question 9
How can we support a new road for Canvey Island without housing? What route it would take?

DRAFT/RES/4378 SS7 4EX

Build on brown field sites first.
Before going on any green belt.
Manor Trading should be moved.
Too many heavy vehicles using residential roads.

DRAFT/RES/4379 SS7 5DJ

It was a waste of money, as was the previous plan. As the councillors all know the new housing proposed is not for locals but
for the overspill of society being removed from London.

DRAFT/RES/4380 SS7 1HD

There are too many houses now, and many empty that could be utilised. The infrastructure needs seriously improving now
without the additional housing. We had to move off Canvey because of the terrible traffic congestion. Some areas you’re
proposing, couldn't handle the building traffic let alone additional traffic once complete. 20% / 30% affordable housing is not
enough. If additional housing has to be provided then this should be 80% utilise the many empty retail units already
available- why are so many closing- rates, parking, traffic congestion!
GPs, hospitals, schools etc are groaning now. Too much concrete could lead to additional flooding- drainage can’t cope now.
Improve on what is already there- the roads/pavements are a mess. LISTEN TO THE PEOPLE.

DRAFT/RES/4381 SS7 3DS

The current 150 dwellings in the Kiln Road development plus the additional 88 planned will cause a devastating effect to
traffic congestion on the A123.
These developments are going to seriously impact on the already over stretched schools, doctors and community services.
Please note that we can't wait for the next local elections so that we can vote UKIP to reduce the conservative strangle hold
and get some sense back on the council.

DRAFT/RES/4382 SS7 5NQ

I object to any increase in housing in the area, due to we have no more room.

DRAFT/RES/4383 SS7 4DL

Town Centre regeneration should include housing, e.g.: flats above shops, affordable small houses and various forms of
accommodation for older people. These people are likely to use/support local retail activities and the use of relatively high
density housing means less need for green belt housing. Note present proposed greenbelt areas for housing are furthest
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from retail facilities and the future residents least likely to use them.
The West side of Benfleet has least greenbelt, so why destroy what's left? As the public/residents, I thought the Council and
Mr Pickles won the case to keep this area green (including spending a considerable sum on its defences). Why suddenly
change???
An aging population will need more residential care homes, smaller, easily maintained properties etc. These will
progressively 'free up' normal residential housing in the area, whilst Castle Point is a very pleasant place to live. The council
should consider the needs of the present population rather than provide housing for people who wish to migrate to this area.
The redevelopment of many relatively small housing plots/ brown field areas could provide considerable numbers of new
homes without using green belt land.
As greenbelt/ agricultural land the council should compulsory purchase H13 and H14 and turn them into parkland/nature
reserves for future generations.

DRAFT/RES/4385 SS7 1NQ

Regarding H15 Land off the Glyders Benfleet.
Object strongly to this proposal. Traffic Essex Way use Highcliff Road as a shortcut to Benfleet Station during peak times.
The cars speed up/down Highcliff as well as the traffic is constant. I have always stated in my Council |Surveys each year
that someone will be killed.
Additional housing at the Glyders will undoubtedly increase traffic.
Pets have been killed, the speeding cars will kill someone- I hope I am wrong, I struggle to get a doctor’s appointment now,
so what will it be like with more housing at the Glyders.

DRAFT/RES/4386 SS7 3AU

Borough already overcrowded, this will only make things worse.
Maintain 100% Green Belt, it is this that makes the area what it is, awful decisions to change this. Object to anything that
changes our current area.

DRAFT/RES/4387 SS7 2DL

Small scale development by local trades better than selling us out to the big firms.

DRAFT/RES/4388 SS7 2TN

Re: Question 3 (Housing Sites):
Please use the alternative, better site at H18 Fane Road (Blinking Owl) West Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/4393 SS7 2UH

Bearing in mind the fast growing population of the UK, presumably the needs of the Government and Castle Point Council
mean the destruction of all green spaces and the eventual erection of high rise plots. Every built up area needs green lungs.
I don't need to own green belt in order to appreciate it as against concrete and brick.
Is no thought ever given to wildlife and its need to survive, which it cannot in small pockets of greenery, when it becomes
isolated and dies unless corridors are provided.
Has no though been given to curbing the rise in the human population, limiting families to a maximum of two children and
stopping all immigration, issuing temporary work visas only?

DRAFT/RES/4395 SS7 3SJ

I believe development should be considered for any industrial Estates that are under used and vacant/ empty/unused
building should be proposed before any green belt land is considered.
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DRAFT/RES/4397

We think the present Conservative Council has ruined what was a very good area, it is now awful. Roads are in extremely
bad condition where drains are blocked , rubbish and glass everywhere, traffic heavy, due to overcrowding, our gardens and
roads flood often with sewage, sewers unable to cope now. Every house, flat you keep building adding to this . Too many
retail parks, while you allow too many fast food shops, yet more huge supermarkets, which means more cars on the road,
more huge lorries, yet no shops like greengrocers, butchers, individual shops you can walk to. You want to close schools like
Deanes that hadn't even been built when we had our children, yet you want to build another 100 more hundreds, for more
families, you want to close decent doctor surgeries too. Every house/ flat will bring another car or more than 1 usually. At 75
and 79 we can walk to Rayleigh or Hadleigh quicker than we can drive there. You turn the main road lights off over night, yet
Dark Lane schools have lights on left on all round outside of all buildings, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, plus inside the
building too.
You've allowed far too much of our green belt to be destroyed, hedges cut down, badger setts destroyed, bird nests and
habitat destroyed, in other words you have already ruined what was a wonderful area to live in.

DRAFT/RES/4398 SS7 5AX

Q3- I object all development on Canvey due to being below sea level and risk of floods.
H19- Development will impact on an already busy A13 Bread and Cheese Hill.
H13- This area already feels the strain on narrow roads of the estate.
H14- This development- if the additional cars from this project exit Benfleet via Cemetery Corner it will be impossible to
manage the amount of accidents that would occur at such a sharp bend and narrow exit road. I often catch the bus at
Cemetery Corner- often at the one going towards the station I see approximately every 4th car crosses the centre white line
where the driver has misjudged his/her speed and the acute curve of the bend in the road.

DRAFT/RES/4399 SS8 8EG

With the changing climate and heavy rain falls Canvey needs all the drainage space possible. Keep putting concrete
foundations down will not allow drainage. Plus all the extra traffic if will cause getting on and off the Island. It's bad enough
now. The millionaires that want all these properties built don’t even live on Canvey. As it stands now if something bad
happens here, God help us.

DRAFT/RES/4400 SS7 5TY

The recent improvements of A130 Sadler’s Farm Roundabout and Tarpots Junction don’t appear to have had the impact in
reduction of traffic congestion entering Benfleet along London Road as originally envisaged.
Therefore we are extremely concerned at the sheer scale of new housing proposed at H9 Felstead and H14 Jotmans, both
of which will severely impact already congested roads and surroundings areas.
Lastly, we notice no emplacement for Tarpots Arcade facelift??

DRAFT/RES/4401 SS8 7SS

There should be no new housing on this Island, it is on a flood plain. The Council should look to find other options such as
demolishing the row of derelict shops opposite the War Memorial Hall which are all empty except one. Also look to see how
many houses have stood empty for years. Example a large house in May Avenue!!
Thorney Bay should not have any more housing, it's too near the river and the methane terminal,. The ground there also has
got permafrost under the ground. The Island is already overcrowded and services will never be able to cope.
No more houses or water features needed!
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1. H14- Jotmans holds extensive equine facilities which are gradually being eroded everywhere. Where would all the
horses go?
2. H18- Also equine facilities, safe bridleways and showgrounds.
3. Extension to Roscommon Way- more reduction of equine grazing.
4. H16- No objection per se but this land underwater all winter . Please don't fill in dykes as have been done elsewhere
or put in small pipes- these do not take water away
5. No more building on Canvey until another road is built off Canvey not to Waterside Junction. It cannot cope now
when there are accidents- proposed road through Northwick will once again remove equine facilities.

DRAFT/RES/4403 SS8 0DQ

How is it justified to build so many new houses on Canvey Island when existing home owners are denied permission to build
conservatories or garage change of use etc. Because of so called parking requirements- these new homes will have parking
requirements! These new homes will increase transport on and off the Island and could aid to lack of employment.
There is a limit to how many doctors will want to work on the Island and this will cause an even longer waiting time for an
appointment.
I do hope I never have to get off Canvey in a hurry/emergency/disaster.

DRAFT/RES/4404 SS7 2UJ

The site which should be considered first is H18. The Blinking Owl/ Fane Road, and considering how much we pay to Essex
County Council you must insist on a new road for this site. I feel that Castle Point Council has betrayed us all with these
plans, as you have had many years to sort out Brownfield sites etc. Leaving our green belt for future generations to enjoy, as
we have about 800 people in Castle Point in need of homes. Why must we build so many? I assume to take the entire
overspill from London, which will bring many problems.

DRAFT/RES/4405 SS7 2UJ

Before any other site is considered the Council should develop The Blinking Owl/ Fane Road site and should insist that
Essex County Council go along with this regarding the road layout. Anything other than this is a complete betrayal of the
people who after all voted you in as our representatives and also pay your wages. Also why the change of heart over Daws
Heath when we were told 3 years ago it would not be considered.

DRAFT/RES/4406 SS7 2AU

There is too much planned development over the entire green. I question whether there is a need for so much additional
housing al all. We are already an overcrowded, overdeveloped area.
The infrastructure is already under pressure- roads, G.Ps, schools, etc. The improvements planned will not be sufficient to
address these problems.
When you take into consideration the new port, possible new airport and additional industrial sites for Canvey, a great
increase in heavy lorries etc on our roads will have a huge impact.
You also do not in any way address the problems concerning the need for more sporting facilities etc for the young!!

DRAFT/RES/4407 SS7 5RY

Castle Point is the second most densely populated Borough in Essex. The proposed amount of development will put too
much strain on existing infrastructure causing unnecessary stress, congestion and strain to local residents. The number of
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new homes (350) suggested is not for local need. Is unproven and not needed to provide homes for local residents and their
children. Castle Point is over represented in the elderly demographic which means that lots of existing houses will become
available during the next 20 years, providing enough housing for local needs. This amount of unnecessary development will
ruin the character of the borough. Green Belt Land was designated for a reason- to protect urban sprawl and should be
protected at all costs.

DRAFT/RES/4409 SS8 8AZ

Question 3- The Draft New Local Plan identifies sites which will enable 200 homes per years to be delivered in Castle Point.
You can't keep on building this amount of houses every year. We will just run out of land. I think that Benfleet and
surrounding areas are built up enough now and these areas would not be the same.

DRAFT/RES/4412 SS7 5BE

I am opposed to New Development as it will have a detrimental effect on Benfleet causing overcrowding on the roads and to
local services. This region is already overpopulated and cannot cope with the volume of people it has now.

DRAFT/RES/4413 SS6 7TR

We feel that the infrastructure is not in place for this scheme. The roads are already congested, so more housing is only
going to make this worse. Also, due to the proposed closure of Deanes School, there will a shortage of places for the extra
children. There will also be added pressure on local services.

DRAFT/RES/4419 SS7 2JQ

I think that it should be a prerequisite that all upgrading of road links should be completed before completion of residences
which will affect these roads.

DRAFT/RES/4421 SS7 3QT

Too few houses on Canvey then most infrastructures to be spent on improving road and open spaces.
Thundersley having car parking charges introduced then 450 new houses. Roads- hospitals- GP surgeries, schools cannot
cope at present. CPBC letting Deanes School being closed. Is this due to site being gas masked for more housing? Houses
that are being built are destroying wildlife and farm land. Most normal household cannot afford these homes. More sites like
the caravan park in Hart Road and Canvey need to be built so young families can be housed in mobile homes. ( Not
traveller’s sites as on Green Belt in Thundersley which CPBC are not willing to deal with). Need for footpath to be protected
from Dark Lane to college and open space if still there behind Council Offices.

DRAFT/RES/4423

Imperative new road off of Canvey!
Better retail and doctor infrastructure a must if housing is to be built!

DRAFT/RES/4425 SS7 4HY

I object to any woodland area being reduced. Not enough are left as it is. More use should be made of dilapidated areas for
housing.

DRAFT/RES/4431 SS7 1JP

The Draft Local Plan only adds houses to highly congested areas. If new houses are to be built on Canvey then an easterly
road from the Point towards Southend needs to be built. This would reduce traffic at the only access point on the IslandWaterside Farm. Housing proposed at Jotmans Hall Farm makes little sense as it again brings more cars and congestion to
the extremely busy Sadler’s Farm Junction. Local infrastructure - in particular roads need to be upgraded, new routes off of
Canvey and actions to calm traffic problems in Hadleigh and Leigh areas. Traffic heading into Southend from Canvey
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already travel through Chalkwell/ Old Leigh so a new road would have little additional impact on residents there.

DRAFT/RES/4432 SS7 4HZ

Live near Manor Trading Estate and travel to school near there. This area is busy enough as it is, with large lorries entering
the area with no crossings for children or pedestrians.

DRAFT/RES/4433 SS7 1E

Whilst understanding that CPBC is ' between a rock and a hard place' because of continued central Government failures, I
am of the opinion that large developments in Castle Point are unacceptable. The area is full up and only limited development
can be sustained. Big estates only mean persons come from outside the Borough as there is no guarantee that local young
person’s will have priority (unless this can be imposed).
It is obvious at the moment that traffic density it too high, minor hold ups are a norm. Small collisions paralyse the area for
long periods.

DRAFT/RES/4434 SS7 4JT

Tarpots area has plenty of housing, it cannot cope with more traffic. Doctors are full, schools are full. We do not have the
infrastructure to deal with more cars and people. Our pavements in certain areas are dangerous and not maintained, how will
the council cope with more roads to look after. The Hadleigh Downs need to be protected not enhanced. We need a wider
range of shops, not more takeaways.

DRAFT/RES/4435 SS7 2TF

Increasing the housing density around the Daws Heath area will cause traffic chaos and loss of Green Belt land which is
what make this area unique and worthy of protection. Congestion around the Rayleigh Weir is already unacceptable and with
further housing, this problem will only get worse without significant investment in an imaginative new traffic system!

DRAFT/RES/4436 SS8 9AB

No new housing should be built on Canvey without sorting out the roads first.

DRAFT/RES/4437 SS8 9BX

We need no more building on Canvey, it is over populated already. The roads are at a standstill, and gridlock every morning.
We do not have many open spaces for our children. Building on them would lead to children be isolated with nothing to do.
Children need to be aware of our wildlife.

DRAFT/RES/4440 SS7 2AU

The drains can't cope with extra housing. Castle Point flooded last August. With more concrete happening, water will not
drain off. The Kiln Road and Rayleigh Road are gridlocked in the rush hour and weekends already. We moan about foxes
coming into our towns but we are building into their territory so pushing them into towns.
All in all, it's just a capitalist gain, all the houses for sale and boarded up in the area, real estates agents are full of houses for
sale, yet they rip down acres of woodland e.g.: Kiln Road for developers to make millions building tiny boxes, they get their
money to buy their fancy toys, but the woodland has gone forever. What a joke!

DRAFT/RES/4441

Whilst I appreciate the Council need to provide homes and jobs, there is a very large part of the local population over 60.
Over the next 20 years, many of these current properties will change hands allowing younger families new homes and this
continuous rotation is enough for an over burdened area. Today our roads, hospitals, doctors etc cannot cope with existing
numbers. If the Government must find new homes, look North and West, where there is plenty of land to build in Scotland,
Yorkshire and the West Country, instead of overloading an already over populated area.
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What Castle Point Council should do is look after the existing elderly population then the youngster who are future of Essex.

DRAFT/RES/4442 SS8 9DN

Canvey Island has difficulty coping with traffic on and off the Island. Extra homes, extra people, will only add to this misery.
Canvey is too built up already. Another road off the Island has to go in first before anymore development is allowed.
If the proposed housing goes ahead at Castle View School site and all the other proposed sites there will be far more
children on the Island and another school will be needed. A school is being knocked down for no good reason. Does not
make sense.

DRAFT/RES/4443 SS7 3UZ

The A13 and A130 have been barely finished and at peak times in particular, there is still a lot of congestion in the area
around Sadler’s Farm, Tarpots and Rayleigh Weir. Extra housing with possibly an extra 2 cars per household is going to
create congestion the way it was before the upgrades. There's also not the infrastructure to cope with the demand. I have to
go private at the dentist as there are not enough NHS spaces. I can't get a seat on the train after 7am even though I pay over
£4000 a year on season tickets.
There's not enough green space and recreation area for existing people in the area, not enough sports facilities.

DRAFT/RES/4444 SS7 5AS

A new link from A130 to Benfleet will substantially change the street scene of the existing roads. Extra traffic and noise will
be experience in areas that are quiet and not congested. Massive changes to road junctions and greatly increased traffic will
result in many local roads with little traffic will become heavily travelled rat runs. The last set of changes to Tarpots has
improved access to the London Road/ Saddlers Farm immensely and no further improvement to the quality of the
environment where many people have chosen to live, away from the existing busy roads.

DRAFT/RES/4445 SS7 3DN

Manor Trading EstateEssex Highways proposed a relief road going through this estate. Your proposal will stop this. Also this is a residential area
and should be developed as this.
Residential Developments Castle Point has not invested in infrastructure only allowed overdevelopment. My objections will be withdrawn when road
and other infrastructure improvements are made, not yet another promise "It will be done sometime".
RetailCouncil's proposal for Hadleigh would increase Point and worsen traffic flow. With Leigh, Southend, Rayleigh, Basildon and
Chelmsford close by, accept Hadleigh is only a tertiary shopping area.

DRAFT/RES/4446 SS8 9SY

All answers in regard to plans for Canvey are subject to actual plans and delivery of new roads 'off' Canvey. Plus widening of
existing roads. No new housing can be tolerated for Canvey until roads are adequately improved. Present gridlock on roads
particularly at early work peak times only show that in an emergency evacuation of Island it will be a disaster waiting to
happen. Roads first then building- make it safe for all arising in future make it safe for new and old inhabitants.

DRAFT/RES/4448 SS7 5BH

How can you justify the amount of proposed new homes when a local school is being closed. More houses mean more
children for two already over our subscribed schools.
Also although road improvements at a vast cost, to the Saddlers Farm/ Tarpots area have been made, traffic is still a
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nightmare at rush hour and at weekends. Benfleet is unable to cope with the present volume of traffic let alone more.

DRAFT/RES/4449

RM16
3HX

Even less than 20% affordable housing would be better.

DRAFT/RES/4450 SS7 2ST

May 2000 Flooded with many others in Broomfield, Wiwbod Gardens, The Gilli, due to neglect by CP not clearing grid.
Year 2013 Flooded yet again
The main problem is water discharging to mains/ Water drains into W/wood then its Castle Points problem.
The building of 450 homes off Kiln Road and other developments will only add to our problems, within that area all the water
from Bread and Cheese Hill/ Church Hill all come through to W/Wood then PrittleBrook which is supposed to be maintained
by E/A. The problem of this drainage needs to be addressed.

DRAFT/RES/4451 SS7 3LT

The area is congested already without any developments.

DRAFT/RES/4453 SS7 3TE

Concern that the road infrastructure could be severely compromised by additional housing/ businesses especially along
Rayleigh Road/ Stadium Way junction and at Rayleigh weir/ A127/A130 junction ( Fairglen).
Also, lack of secondary school places in North Castle Point if the Deanes School were to close.

DRAFT/RES/4454 SS8 9RP

I have indicated my support to this plan specially the provision of extra housing as I believe that if it is not supported the
government will implore the higher limits anyway. My support of the plan is on the promise a third road is built off Canvey
Island and the infrastructure to support the added growth will be implemented before/during the expansion phases.

DRAFT/RES/4455 SS7 6HA

As you have fought a long legal battle, I think it is wrong to put Glebelands in the housing proposals. What a waste of time
and money if you intend to build there anyway.
Also, what was the point of spending all that money at Sadler's, it would have been better to build a new road on Canvey.
Sadler’s cannot cope with another 900 homes in the near vicinity.

DRAFT/RES/4457 SS7 4AF

We are already over populated in this area, development will see more cars etc, which will lead to more problems for the
area.

DRAFT/RES/4458 SS7 5PB

Why create more retail space (Q7) when town centres and shopping areas are struggling and full of takeaways and estate
agents. Also imposing car parking charges as in Richmond park seems to be contrary to this objective.
4000 new homes probably mean 8000 more cars on local roads with traffic increases on top of this figure from through traffic
etc. It will be quicker to walk.
Is this local plan driven by the wants of Castle Point residents or by Government Requirements? It is a shame that a new
West East road off of Canvey is not included in the plan ( Canvey- Leigh).

DRAFT/RES/4459 SS8 7BT

I understand the need for New and affordable homes:- but the Council need to take a serious look at the infrastructure on
Canvey Island such as roads i.e.: the size of them, the routes, they take around the Island. It would not be realistic to build
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more houses in H5 and H6as proposed. Also have they looked at drainage, power surges, health and safety etc. If they
intend to build between 200-350 homes a year- that's a possible 1000 more people and a possible 250 cars per year!
Does that mean they will improve the fires station, police station to cope with the increase of people! What the council also
need to take into account is the elderly need to feel safe at all times, day to night,, so having more traffic and turning of street
lights at night does not help them, the youth to teenagers need things to occupy them, to help them grow.

DRAFT/RES/4460 SS6 7TT

We feel that the roads are overcrowded now. If there is a problem on either the A127 or A13, everything comes to a
standstill. There is not enough infrastructure i.e. reservoirs to cope with the population now.
We need to restrict immigration into the area then not so many houses would be needed. We need to keep as much open
space as we can. We have seen with all the flooding in Somerset and other parts of the country when building in too much
land there is just nowhere for the water to go. We don't want that happening here.

DRAFT/RES/4461 SS7 2SA

I have objected to some housing development because Hadleigh areas including Rayleigh Road are so busy now with traffic
jams and delays. Rayleigh Road could not take any more traffic, where would all the cars etc go from all the houses you
would like to build? No, no, no to more house building around Hadleigh.
Retaining 92% of green belt is not quite enough. 95% should be retained at a very minimum!
Please take note! Do not ruin Hadleigh!

DRAFT/RES/4462 SS7 4NN

I strongly object to the proposals to build new homes at H18, H13 and in particular E3.
The traffic congestion in Church Road approaching the lights at Tarpots is already very considerable at peak times and quite
often, throughout the day. Access to eh manor trading Estate is already unsuitable for a residential area. If there is a need to
increase this area, an alternative access route which avoids such roads would be an absolute priority.
Likewise, the H13 proposal is not viable, not only due to additional traffic congestion, but also increased pressure on doctors,
schools, etc. Please consider the impact on the local community.

DRAFT/RES/4463 SS7 5DN

My wife and I cannot understand how areas which were refused planning permission by Castle Point Council have now been
proposed again for redevelopment. Surely the voices of the people within the district should be adhered to.

DRAFT/RES/4464 SS7 1NQ

We realise the need for a plan but think the execution of any plan will be key. We would only support a plan where the
infrastructure needs ( schools, roads, shops, doctors etc) are planned and constructed/improved prior to any housing being
built.

DRAFT/RES/4465 SS8 8LT

Anything that will assist the flow of traffic onto and off of Canvey Island has to be a good idea. As previously stated,
something really has to be done about the bus service onto Canvey. I see all these brand spanking new buses have been
brought into commission and then a bus service which has deteriorated to such an extent it is making people’s lives a
misery!! For a town centre the size of Canvey there are far too few toilets for the public, this needs to be rectified.

DRAFT/RES/4467 SS8 9EA

Any major house building on Canvey should be discouraged, especially as it is reclaimed land and flood plains are very
important especially in view of the flooding experienced in England this year. Also the local roads are unable to cope with
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any further traffic. Long road n particular is very busy and as the pavements are so narrow and badly in need of repair, any
further traffic would be foolhardy and extremely dangerous.

DRAFT/RES/4468 SS7 3DB

with the increase in houses each year in this area- how do you propose to improve the infrastructure when the roads are so
narrow buses can barely pass each other, roads such as Hart Road, Kenneth Road etc. 200 houses each year you quote,
this means on an average 2 cars per house hold 400 more cars a year. The roads will not be able to cope with this extra
amount of vehicles. It's bad enough already.

DRAFT/RES/4469 SS7 5DN

I believe the Castle Point is overcrowded and the infrastructure cannot cope with the present amount of traffic. If any
development had to go ahead I feel that the only area that could have reasonable access from main roads ( A130) is North
West.
Thundersley, this area could accommodate housing in one area and add the essential schools, shops and doctors surgeries
for that housing.
Jotmans Road cannot take any more traffic and I don't believe anymore access roads into Benfleet are possible or would be
funded.

DRAFT/RES/4471 SS8 9HL

Only when Canvey Island gets a third road off the Island, a full time police station and fire station, also more GP's to cover
the extra people that come with extra housing, should more building of houses be considered. It's bad enough now trying to
get on and off the Island. We could also do with an A&E dept.

DRAFT/RES/4472 SS8 7BN

In summary, I feel any new development should not be considered until new and improved access routes on and off Canvey
are completed. Although the new Sadler’s Farm roundabout has improved access off it hasn't helped access back onto
Canvey at night. However it is the local roads of Canvey which is problematic, particularly the traffic lights at The King
Canute- this would be better as a roundabout like the one at Link Road/ Somme’s Avenue.
I also believe this 'consultation' is a formality, being done retrospectively, partly because new access roads have already
been built at Roscommon Way and partly because the questions do not allow for more explanations and are therefore
adopted to meet CPBC's plan i.e.: Question 4 and Question 6. There is no indication about how effective or relevant
residents’ views are to affecting the new local plan.

DRAFT/RES/4473 SS8 9PW

Canvey Island
Traffic and road networks are not able to cope with volume of traffic during rush hour. Not only heavy demand times, but on
Saturday and Sunday mornings. There have been a number of times over the past year where one accident causes traffic to
be unable to move. Before any additional housing is built on the Island, this must be reduced and planned for.

DRAFT/RES/4474 SS7 5TS

I strongly object to housing proposals within Benfleet. The main reason is the traffic/ congestion is still high even with the
Sadler’s Farm improvements and it can only get worse. I also do not like the thought of schools being overcrowded and the
possibility that my children may not get a space at the options.

DRAFT/RES/4475 SS8 0HT

If you are to continue to allow houses to be built on Canvey Island, you must improve access on and off via road. Either a
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new road or the dualling of Canvey Way is a necessity.

DRAFT/RES/4476 SS7 5AE

•
•
•
•
•

Need to retain all current green belt land
Current infrastructure is inadequate and poorly maintained
Health Services and schools oversubscribed, can only get worse with influx of thousands of additional people
Currently too many vehicles on already congested roads
Stop Castle Point, Basildon, Vange, Pitsea from becoming one concrete sprawl.

DRAFT/RES/4477 SS7 4RA

I was very surprised and concerned to see in the Local Plan the suggested site H13: Land West of Glebelands- 100 homes
and open space due to the fact a number of appeals by the developer have not been upheld stating the Glebelands site
should not be developed on.
To confirm in January2014 the developer lodged their latest appeal heard in Manchester and the Judge sided with the
Secretary of State to say The Glebelands site as above should not be developed. In view of the above, I can only presume
the Local Olan had been printed prior to the Judgement. Therefore expect the Council's planning department will remove the
Glebelands site from any current and future plans. Thanking you in anticipation.

DRAFT/RES/4478 SS7 3DZ

I feel that the estimated requirement for 200 houses per year is far too high, it is based on evidence that people from outside
the area will be seeking to move to Castle Point. If the wording 'Local Plan' and 'affordable housing' are to be believed then
the estimated requirement would be between 60 and 70 houses a year (based on recent records 2001 to 2011).
I strongly object to the proposal of 450 homes for location H4. There is no way that the infrastructure can support this with
respect of chronic traffic issues, potential flood risk, the loss of too many trees, school provisions and additional health
issues.

DRAFT/RES/4481 SS7 5XU

Although I understand that the population is growing, the volume of traffic on our local roads is already reaching capacity,
particularly around the Rayleigh Weir junction. At peak times it can take far too long to get to the main roads.
My views are mainly based on the impact to the roads. They will also become less safe, and side roads will become cut
through on a larger level. I have a 2 year old daughter and want her to be safe when walking and expanding the housing
therefore increasing cars will not do this.

DRAFT/RES/4482 SS7 3RF

Whilst there is a need for new housing, water and sewage provision needs to be improved particularly in the Thundersley
Village area. Water pressure in this area is very low and I feel this would only deteriorate further with the new developments
proposed for the surrounding areas.

DRAFT/RES/4483 SS7 3UY

I think any housing in this area would increase the traffic leading onto Rayleigh Road. During some parts of the day the traffic
is at a standstill coming from Daws Heath Road. Hart Road and along the Rayleigh Road, there is also the fire station and
ambulance station with their vehicles always on the move adding to the congestion.
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DRAFT/RES/4484 SS8 7LH

Had the Government and previous Governments, had not allowed and encouraged over the last 60 years, millions of
immigrants and asylum seekers into the county, we would not have a housing crisis and would not be looking to build on
precious Green Belt land. I rest my case.

DRAFT/RES/4485

We do not need anymore houses on Canvey. Too much open space has already been lost. Living on Canvey for over 50
years we have seen a great loss of open space. The town centre at that time had a great variety of good quality shops where
you could buy everything you needed- i.e. the choice of men's clothing, woman's clothes and also children’s. Good shoe
shops and food shops. Now all there is are cheap shops, cafes, banks, building societies and estate agents.
Bring back the 1960's shops. We do not need any more houses. Getting on and off the Island is a nightmare most of the time
and the buses all come along together and are very rarely on time. If houses have to be built, then a new road should be
built first and not having to converge at Waterside Roundabout like they do now.

DRAFT/RES/4487 SS7 2NJ

Re: Daws Heath Green Belt
H18 Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley is a more appropriate and a better site.
Re: John Burrows Recreation Ground
To call it a new sports and community hub is a cynical attempt to hide the fact that it is a pub. Quite wrong of the council to
sell a money making scheme for themselves to the very real detriment of the area. The Crown is far more appropriate and
would transform a currently dead site.

DRAFT/RES/4488 SS7 1LJ

I object to the loss of open spaces and the effect on wildlife.
This will change my view from my home and put a train on the sewage system.

DRAFT/RES/4489 SS7 2TJ

H11 Development Site
The Solby Farm Site has a badger sett on the Western Boundary. 3 species of bat use these fields. A good population of
song thrush, tawny owls use these fields. This will cause major disturbance to wildlife. We do not need to destroy our green
sites, we can never get this back!!
I suggest you look into the badger surveys and sensitive wildlife issues before releasing this site!!
The Blinking Owl and surrounding area must be used first. H18 Fane Road/ Blinking Owl, NW Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/4490 SS8 0EY

The 600 homes on Thorney Bay is a disaster waiting to happen as the drainage has all ready been damaged by the building
of houses on land each side of Thorney Bay Road, with hardly any road drains which caused heavy flooding in Hawkesbury
Road during heavy rain and the extra 1000 cars will make it impossible to get off Canvey. we need the new road to
Corringham as a priority but also with more homes at Point a bridge across to Leigh , even if one way morning - other way in
evening. Like the bridge into Chelmsford, that will take and relieve Long Road which you shouldn't have allowed those
properties to extend their front gardens all along Long Road stopping the widening of Long Road. We needed thought of the
future to dangerous to cycle main roads forced on to pavements to let buses, ambulance pass in emergencies to save lives.

DRAFT/RES/4491 SS8 7SR

If no new road off, no housing should be built as it is terrible now trying to get off and on the Island. Also why not a bridge
over to Leigh at the Point End would be more logical- not all roads going off in one direction!!!Also Canvey is a flood risk.
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Also I hope our roads and pavements will be improved as they are in a terrible condition, as is some of our third world
buildings scattered around the Island.

DRAFT/RES/4492 SS8 7TS

Besides the impact on traffic and congestion there is the problems will the drains and sewers on Canvey. They cannot cope
now and more housing would put an even bigger strain on them.

DRAFT/RES/4493 SS7 3RZ

Realising homes are needed- we have lived in our property for 50 years, and have watched rural areas become
overpopulated.
More houses means more traffic and facilities will be stretched to the maximum. Stadium Way started as fields. Please do
not let Thundersley become Basildon!!

DRAFT/RES/4496 SS8 9PU

If plan goes ahead, need extra road off Island to Stanford Le Hope to be finally built at same time as it's common knowledge
that traffic on/off Island is a nightmare and over capacity. We must act this time and put new road in as part of new houses.
I have no actual objections to planned houses on Canvey as we need to find land for housing somewhere to meet demand,
but after this is built, Canvey is now full, no more additional houses after this should be considered. Keep the remainder of
Green Space needs to be reserved to keep the balance.

DRAFT/RES/4497 SS8 9NG

I object to any house building on any part of the Island, owing to building has been going on already over the last few years
and we do not have the facilities to provide for further building. We already have enough affordable homes.

DRAFT/RES/4498 SS7 3PP

Any additional increase in housing will impact on the local infrastructure. Roads are already congested and other support
services ( water, drainage) are under strain.
Housing developments do not help to reduce the social housing list, they just provide profit for builders. More social housing
needs to be considered by taking over/ refurbishing run down properties in the area.

DRAFT/RES/4499 SS8 9BN

Dualling of A130 Canvey Way doubles the amount of traffic on this road would create an even bigger bottle neck at
Waterside and Sadler’s Farm- whoever came up with that idea needs their head testing.

DRAFT/RES/4501 SS7 2NP

Whilst we agree that John Burrows Recreation Ground needs updating, we are very concerned that there has been no
mention on your plan that the current facilities are being replaces with a proposed Public House.
We feel that this would be wholly inappropriate in this location. A public house would be better suited in the town centre
where it would be easier for the police to control.

DRAFT/RES/4502 SS7 5DS

Too much greenbelt and open spaces are being lost in Castle Point. People want to live here because it is green and open.
You should build or improve on existing built up areas and not take away anymore of our green.

DRAFT/RES/4504 SS7 2NF

Should get existing schools, roads working properly first i.e. Deanes School shutting that when proposing new houses in that
area. Get roads working. Traffic jams everywhere.
Scrap affordable housing because the people who should get them do not , just new immigrants. Always keep to knowing
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existing props which you cannot do in Hadleigh now. No new pubs in public parks!

DRAFT/RES/4505 SS8 0LE

Canvey Island does not have a sewage farm that works. Roads flood all the time it rains. More danger of flood from rain than
sea.

DRAFT/RES/4506 SS7 2GB

Healthcare Centres- Hadleigh would greatly benefit from a local, up-to-date clinic offering a large number of treatments such
as hearing tests, physiotherapy etc, similar to Leigh primary care. (There is a continually rising population, many elderly with
health problems adding to pressure on hospital and roads, utilities etc).
It seems Thundersley, South Benfleet and Canvey Island will benefit but why not Hadleigh as well?
It would be nice to see the clinics first before any additional development is planned.
Will existing sewers etc be able to accommodate the extra burden of more housing and roads too.

DRAFT/RES/4508 SS7 2YQ

All green belt should be kept. All this new housing will make Castle Point less attractive to people to live. More roads are
needed without more people using them. Hadleigh and surrounding areas come to a standstill now when there are accidents
and when it snows that is another issue. No movement of traffic, The drainage systems cannot cope now with the climate,
even this area flooded this year.

DRAFT/RES/4509 SS7 1HD

The infrastructure and access at proposed H4 and H9 are already at breaking point. Any increase in traffic would only
compound the situation.
Has anyone taken into account flooding possibilities of H13 and H14?? It is possible to see current flooding on land in this
area. Building houses on these sites could be asking for trouble for people already living on the Hope Green area.

DRAFT/RES/4510 SS7 2JJ

If not enough Green Belt is kept, then Essex will start to flood as the rest of the country. When too much building and
concrete takes over then there won't be anywhere for surplus water to drain.
More roads mean more potholes! Not enough is done now to existing roads and potholes. Pavements are also in disrepair in
many side roads.
Put right what's already wrong before you build more of everything.

DRAFT/RES/4511 SS7 2EH

Re:Improved bus service to Basildon and Southend.
Why have you renovated the pavements and curbs of the London Road end of Woodfield Road, including the bus stop?
But the bus stop has been out of use for over a year with no explanation to residents. Is there to be a bus service in the
future or not?

DRAFT/RES/4512 SS8 9EE

I have no objections to Council Plans but as long as infrastructure is maintained- roads/schools/health services.

DRAFT/RES/4514 SS7 2QB

•
•

Critical we retain natural landscapes!
Critical that Hadleigh town regeneration plan is well considered so that it attracts a range of different shops (not just
chemists, dentists and hairdressers!)
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Thanks for the opportunity to comment on this important development.

DRAFT/RES/4519 SS7 2EL

Appreciate as a Council you have to go through with this exercise and are forced by Central Government to build more
houses.
However, I feel that we are overcrowded in this part of the country, and we do not have the infrastructure in place for further
growth.
Only last year we had an incident on the A13 in Hadleigh during the evening rush hour, I had considerable difficulty getting
out of my drive into Heather Drive because of cars etc were using side roads to escape the A13 it was gridlock.
Would mention that living on the Castle Point/Southend border I do ninety percent of shopping over in the Southend area.
Thank you for the opportunity to state my view.

DRAFT/RES/4520 SS7 2SE

As a resident of Hadleigh for 50 years I feel that enough housing is available here. To build more would add to already over
congested roads. Rayleigh Road is already over stretched as is London Road. To bring in such a vast amount of housing will
result in gridlock, Hadleigh and Thundersley were villages but now are lumped together to form a large town called Benfleet.
We are losing our identity. Most serious is the loss of our green spaces, not just for us but for our wildlife. Also with increased
housing proposed, why are you closing Deans School? Where will the extra families send their children to school?

DRAFT/RES/4521 SS7 3XA

My main objection is the following, you appear to be snipping at little pieces of land. Slowly losing the usable land for cover
with concrete leaving the marshy unusable plots for sanctuary for birds. What of all the other creatures, the safeguarded
woods are for the dog walkers and some horses. How would the golfers like it if you said you would build on all the golf
courses? Also all these homes and Essex C.C want to close Deanes yet build two primary schools. At the moment the drains
cannot cope with the rain let alone all these new homes and finally as we all know coastal erosion will affect us all, us
included.

DRAFT/RES/4523 SS8 8EE

Move the council into either the top floor of the old Canvey Council Building, the part time fire station, the Paddock or the
part-time police station building. Then sell of Kiln Road council offices and surrounding grounds for housing, should be
enough land there for 200 houses and flats. This should save some of the green belt.

DRAFT/RES/4524 SS8 7EA

2. Don't feel we have the space on Canvey for so many new properties each year.
3.Don't object to building within reason
4. Affordable housing- would like to see housing built to rent by local council.
5. There isn't any question, more local jobs are needed, but only for local people.
7. Retail- make more use of shops already there (many empty)
8. Open Spaces- make better use of what we have.
9. Transport- New roads off Canvey are a pressing requirement
10. Greenbelt- we need all the green belt that we have. Canvey is over built on already
11. Historic Natural Landscapes- would like to see more extension to what we have at present.
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Comments
1. Roads not wide enough to sustain increase in ' Rat Run' traffic seeking to avoid congestion caused at Rayleigh Weir,
The Woodman’s, Hart Road, Kenneth Road, Church Road and A13 to Sadler’s Farm.
2. Cedar Park Close is a prime example of rat running traffic cutting through, this was once a close (cul-de-sac) which
was never intended to handle large amounts of traffic, 38 ton HGV and full size coaches!
3. Traffic restrictions are required e.g. height/weight/restrictions and road closures- local orders are needed!!!

DRAFT/RES/4526 SS7 2UQ

I am very disappointed that H11 has been given the go ahead. The loss of view and the impact it will have on our property is
wrong. When we bought our house, the properties overlooking the farm were more expensive due to the view we have.
Nobody believed houses would be built on a farm so we accepted it. But now everything we love about our bungalow is
being taken away from us. We have large oak trees at the bottom of our garden. Will we have to have these removed for
safety as the new builds will not have long gardens, like we have, will they??
How can the new road between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Road benefit anyone except the new builds, it will lead to
greater congestion at all the main junctions.
The A127, A13, A129 are at their limit now so once the new builds are in and the surrounding council build their houses we
will have a grid lock situation. WHAT A MESS TO LOOK FORWAR TO.
As for bus service improvements, try getting a bus in the Daws Heath Area. A very disappointed home owner.
PS: If we could afford to move, we would.

DRAFT/RES/4528 SS7 5PT

I can see no justification in spending money on the 'regeneration' of either Hadleigh or Canvey shopping centre.

DRAFT/RES/4530 SS7 4LT

Glebelands- single road access to proposed development insufficient!!

DRAFT/RES/4531 SS8 8EN

Canvey cannot cope with anymore housing. The drains can't cope. The traffic is a big problem. Many houses now have two
cars and the slightest problem brings Canvey to a standstill.

DRAFT/RES/4532 SS7 4DD

My main objection to more houses or flats is that there is already traffic problems as trying to exit London Road via Tarpots
traffic lights as it can take us more than 25 minutes to get access to London Road at times.
•
•

DRAFT/RES/4533 SS8 9PU

•

All existing major roads within this area are totally inadequate to support current levels of traffic. Therefore no further
homes should be constructed until these concerns are addressed.
The current waste/sewage/water and power facilities are all at maximum capacity and would not support additional
homes.
Thorney Bay development! This should never have been given consideration as this is only a holiday park ( not
residential) and is located within a high risk area, prone to flooding. Additionally, 600 homes added in one road area,
cannot be supported by the one road/access. Even adding Roscommon Road which currently goes nowhere! Would
not help as this would only further congest Waterside roundabout which is a current area of concern, getting on or off
Canvey Island.
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Est.- 600 homes= 1200 to 1800 additional cars, 1200 adults x 12-18000 kids in an area with no schools/doctors etc
within 1 mile! All expected to support by one fire station and Southend Hospital and a car park you can't get into.

DRAFT/RES/4534 SS7 5QQ

H10- Local people fought hard to get this development stopped and now this seems to be back on plan. I think no Green Belt
land should be taken.

DRAFT/RES/4536

Green Belt Land must be preserved 100%. Too many houses built and big impact on roads and life, so will traffic.

DRAFT/RES/4537 SS8 7HT

Drainage cannot cope with current housing now. New drainage needs to be put in place first. Traffic situation on the Island
needs addressing first. New road now, then housing.

DRAFT/RES/4538 SS7 1DB

Although we realise 'progress' is inevitable, quality of life is important. Too many homes mean too many more cars on the
road and too many more people on public transport (bus or train). No amount of open space will make living like sardines on
a daily basis tolerable. Modern life is stressful enough and people's physical and mental health is being negatively affected.

DRAFT/RES/4539 SS8 7PX

Better access to same shops for wheelchairs and better footpaths to town.
35% affordable housing and infrastructure.

DRAFT/RES/4541 SS7 1HQ

Before any new development is undertaken, the priority should be to sort out the roads and congestion. At all times of day, it
typically takes 30 mins to complete a 10 minute journey. Any new development will only add to what I see as a major
problem which has not been addressed.

DRAFT/RES/4542 SS8 0DG

On a working day, I can travel from the Arms and Navy Chelmsford, travelling at 60 miles an hour to Sadler’s Farm in 15
minutes- it then takes me 20/25 minutes to get from Sadler’s Farm to Jones' Stores Canvey!! A lot shorter distance ( and you
want to build more houses- doubling the amount of cars!)

DRAFT/RES/4543 SS8 9RH

As Canvey Island is flood plain land no building should take place at all. Save our Green Belt now!
No more empty shops!

DRAFT/RES/4544 SS8 7SR

When completing extension of Roscommon Way to Western Esplanade, drainage needs to be improved as Western
Esplanade Floods most times it rains, there is no point in spending money extending a road if it is going to be
closed/impassable everytime it rains.

DRAFT/RES/4545 SS7 1NL

New houses will create more congestion Benfleet High Road is already very busy in rush and school times. Areas such as
Jotmans and Glyders are quieter areas for our children to play and walk safely to school, more houses result in more cars,
more noise and pollution and less safe areas.
Wildlife will be severely affected.
Trains at Benfleet already over populated. Benfleet will end up being joined to Pitsea which will spill its quieter environment.
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DRAFT/RES/4546 SS8 9RF

Improvement to traffic congestion needs to be sorted before any extra homes are considered especially on Canvey Island. At
the moment, one accident can and usually does cause delays over an hour to enter or leave the Island if more homes/cars it
will only increase. Canvey cannot cope with the amount of traffic now.

DRAFT/RES/4548 SS8 7LJ

I strongly object to any further housing development on Canvey in particular 600 homes on Thorney Bay.
Traffic is at saturation point now. Further development can only make matters intolerable.
Money needs to be invested in the High Street on Canvey with better pedestrian ways and free parking.

DRAFT/RES/4549 SS7 2GB

Hadleigh Town Centre should be improved as soon as possible so it does not become a ghost town.

DRAFT/RES/4552 SS8 8BL

Clearly the Island is already overdeveloped, with current access on and off, totally inadequate.
GP Services are stretched and it is impossible to get an appointment now, let alone with more dwellings being proposed.

DRAFT/RES/4553 SS8 8PA

We moved to Canvey Island in 2012 after 11 years of living in Thundersley.
We like where we live but have noticed that the infrastructure on the Island is struggling to cope, we need more dentists,
doctors etc. The local roads are badly damaged with broken kerbs and potholes. These issues need to be addressed.

DRAFT/RES/4554 SS7 5UR

1. Affordable housing proposed should be allocated to local people.
2. Question 7- no increase in fast food out lets, especially Indian/ Bangladeshi/ pizzas if general health in Castle Point
is to be improved.
3. Question 9- insufficient detail regarding transport proposals. Traffic congestion already high in Castle Point. Bus
lanes not appropriate as underused most times and add to standing traffic damaging air quality.

DRAFT/RES/4555 SS7 5UR

Benfleet is basically full up. Facilities are stretched i.e. roads, doctors surgeries, hospital outreach/out patient- population are
in terrible state. No extra sewage provision is stated, already stretched to full capacity/limit. Quality of life is diminished
already, air quality compromised- lack of green space already especially proposed development Felstead Road/ Catherine
Road Benfleet- access insufficient.

DRAFT/RES/4556 SS7 3PJ

We like the local village the way it is apart from the cycling paths, heavy congested local roads and the new housing estate
in Kiln Road. We could probably do with modernising GP surgery and health centres with perhaps a local walk in centre
instead of using Hospital Accident and Emergency departments. We love the countryside- it would be a shame to plan
housing onto Daws Heath and Hadleigh wooded area. We definitely need a third road off of Canvey because this has been
talked about for lots of years before.
The local churches are lovely the way they are with the local community able to use and benefit from them. If extra housing
was approved, these local churches would be overrun with too many people. Employment growth for Manor Trading Estate
we object to because of more pollution in the air, traffic and congestion and big lorries that are not fit for our village roads.
My husband suggests building more accommodation surrounding Green Park in London, opposite Buckingham Palace.
More affordable housing is needed in London Green Belt areas.
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DRAFT/RES/4557 SS8 9UD

I understand we need housing etc but my concern is the infrastructure. We desperately need another road off Canvey Island
and all you are doing by adding housing is making it worse.
If we get another road then I agree with the housing, if we don't then I don't agree.

DRAFT/RES/4558 SS8 0HB

No houses to Thorney Bay.
Kings have made enough money from Canvey Grade 2 listed Army buildings (demolished). Did HBC ever have proper
planning permission on your map it does not show the new road already built (approx 2 years) from Morrison’s to Haven
Road
Who owns land for old people's home at Canvey Nursing home site? Should questions be asked?

DRAFT/RES/4559 SS7 3RE

You must keep open spaces with trees etc to provide oxygen and clean air.
There is too much building now!

DRAFT/RES/4560 SS8 7HW

Before we build new houses, we need to have another road off the Island It's stupidity to build and have more people on the
Island if they can't get off, the traffic off Canvey Way is terrible.
I live by a field those floods- nothing has been done to help me. I have to pump water off my property when it rains because
the water comes off the field onto my property and every year gets worse. I need help.
Also the car park in Canvey Town Centre always under water is now a Pay car park...why?

DRAFT/RES/4561 SS7 2JR

Over population

DRAFT/RES/4562 SS8 9SS

I am in favour of this as I have been on the Council Housing Register for about 8 years. I have to suffer paying high private
rents.

DRAFT/RES/4563 SS8 8AF

Would like to see third road built on Canvey before anything else in this local plan. Lived here 113 years and nothing still
happened despite more homes being built more traffic= more traffic. People are very sceptical including myself about this
plan. It reads like a picture from an ideal world!

DRAFT/RES/4564 SS7 5JN

Too much of South Benfleet's Green Belt is eroded under current proposals.

DRAFT/RES/4565 SS8 0NQ

Before any additional building next to the Manor Trading Estate the road system in the Manor Trading Estate needs to be
made fit for purpose.

DRAFT/RES/4569 SS7 2TL

People have to be housed but also needs amenities. The facilities in Hadleigh are few. We need more for young people,
bowling alley, leisure facilities that they can afford. We need a community centre encompassing a health centre catering for
blood tests-rays, etc, thus relieving pressure on Southend Hospital. Canvey centre is too far for some e.g.: elderly.
The Crown Pub stands empty- why not build here?
The old newsagent’s shop- empty
Facilities for disabled and learning disabled are needed e.g. small halls, rooms in a community centre could be used.
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Why can't we have a Wetherspoons, as promised, instead of a Hungry Horse in the park?
We need a big general store. Also too many houses means too much traffic.

DRAFT/RES/4572 SS8 8AJ

The Council should be looking to enhance and increase all aspects and infrastructure within the district. South Essex is a
prime location to benefit from economic recovery.

DRAFT/RES/4573 SS7 5DQ

I am very much against any development going ahead at Jotmans Farm, Benfleet. I moved to my present address at Tyrell
Road from Pitsea 13 years ago to enjoy my retirement in peace and quiet which I have had until now. I feel that if any plans
for development go ahead at Jotmans Farm that any peace and quiet that I have now will be shattered.

DRAFT/RES/4575 SS8 9HN

Canvey Island is too built up already.

DRAFT/RES/4576 SS8 7NS

All support is conditional to extra road link of off Canvey Island!

DRAFT/RES/4578 SS7 2UN

To avoid disruption of day to day living ( i.e. lorries, transportation of goods and work people to sites) it would seem
appropriate to develop the land H18 which has capacity for greater number of houses sooner rather than later. Less
disruption to the local communities. The amount of traffic that would have to use Daws Heath Road and Bramble Road
(which has no pavement) plus St Michaels Road would become dangerous for pedestrians.

DRAFT/RES/4579 SS7 2JE

I find it difficult to understand how a proposal for 32 units was rejected for Scrub Lane and now a proposal for 64 Homes has
been put forward. This is crazy.
People in Scrub Lane do not object to building on the land, but they want to see housing in keeping with the existing
property. We moved to Scrub Lane for the detached housing and open space in front of the housing. There are no flats or
terraced housing. Keep it that way. Please respect the wishes of the residents.

DRAFT/RES/4581 SS8 0AJ

The area for proposal housing at the point appears smaller than the old Castle View site, yet you're planning on putting more
houses down the Point? Surely this would be better the other way around The Point has very poor infrastructure and would
struggle to cope with the additional demand, does this have anything to do with the fact the residents on the Castle View
estate have more expensive/larger houses, and that you would be building less houses at this standard.
600 homes at Thorney Bay is ridiculous, there is no way the current infrastructure will support that, unless you're planning on
adding the new road first.
Also very interesting to note that of the homes you need to build around a 1/3 are being placed on Canvey, with its rubbish
traffic network, nonexistent town centre and the other 2/3 across the whole of Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley.

DRAFT/RES/4582 SS8 7LT

Has any thought been given to the medical facilities for all the extra people. A new hospital or walk in centre centre would be
a good idea, especially considerate the distance to either Basildon or Southend Hospitals, more so in an emergency.

DRAFT/RES/4584 SS7 5HF

I do not believe that all those proposals will benefit the people that are already living in these areas. I believe that it will spoil
this part of Essex and will fast become like London overcrowded with transport and services becoming worse. All these
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proposals will ruin our environment for humans and wildlife and become unsafe for children to grow up in.

DRAFT/RES/4586 SS7 5SG

Benfleet is a jewel of Essex to build these houses we will lose our jewel there just isn't enough schools etc. Also it's a flood
plain - do we not read the news?

DRAFT/RES/4588 SS8 0LJ

All access on and off Canvey had to go to Waterside roundabout- emergencies and rush hour are a cause for concern so
having more people and cars will only add to the existing problem.
Drainage needs improving.
All affordable housing should be for people to buy and live in - not for people to buy and rent!
Long Road is not ideal for heavier volumes of traffic it's too narrow and most drains have large potholes around them.

DRAFT/RES/4589 SS8 0ND

No more houses should be built on Canvey Island at the infrastructure and services are already under a lot of pressure.

DRAFT/RES/4590 SS8 0AW

Q3 - Overload of present road structure and demands of a larger number of people on local amenities and services.
There used to be a full time fire appliance and one part-time. If the proposed housing and employment come onto the Island
then it is essential to reinstate a full time fire appliance.

DRAFT/RES/4592 SS8 9AG

Affordable housing is a joke. 600 homes on Thorney Bay Camp to re-house most caravan dwellers. Where's the benefit to
Canvey and people who work and cannot get on the housing ladder? Can't get on and off Canvey without new proposed
homes. It seems the proposals will go ahead whether Canvey residents want it or not. All the Canvey builders and
construction companies do not live on Canvey anymore and they pull authority strings. Don't be stupid and build more on a
small Island.

DRAFT/RES/4594 SS7 4EZ

My children attend Robert Dale school, already we have seen an increase in traffic along Church Road due to road changes
at Kent’s Hill and Tarpots. Adding more traffic into Manor Trading Estate will not only increase traffic pollution to this area it
will affect the safety of all our children.

DRAFT/RES/4596 SS7 4DG

Until you address the traffic problems at Sadler’s Farm Roundabout to Tarpots, leave land between Felstead Road and
Catherine Road (Map H9) alone. It's already too busy from about 2.30pm until sometimes 7-7.30pm. Leave land alone West
of Glebelands ( Map H13) to be retained as Green Belt so there is a barrier between Basildon and C.P ( We don't want an
urban sprawl). One extra doctor’s surgery? (It's hard enough to get appointments as it is). Leave Manor Trading Estate alone
(map E3). It's ok to improve employment growth but additional large juggernaut lorries we just don't want.

DRAFT/RES/4598 SS8 8BP

No more building on Canvey until the roads are sorted out. No one wants the Roscommon extension- it is a road to nowhere.
We need all our roads to be resurfaces because of the pot holes. Drainage on the Island could not cope with anymore
buildings- so no more building on flood plains.

DRAFT/RES/4599 SS8 8ER

With regards to more housing, especially on Canvey, there are not just enough infrastructures for the people on the island at
the present time. This was very evident when the Island roads were flooded recently.
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Why build more roads when those we have are not kept in good repair. We have pot holes and flooded roads throughout
Castle Point.
We have been promised more retail outlets for many years, but we have seen no improvement at all. So do not expect us to
believe in even more promises of improvements.

DRAFT/RES/4604 SS7 2NP

We moved to Daws Heath because it is semi-rural. We do not want to lose ANY green space.
New developments will destroy the charm of our area. If you most develop green belt use it to provide public parks and
woodlands for the people who already live here.

DRAFT/RES/4605 SS7 2UA

St Michael's Road from A127 to Bramble Lane is between hours of 07.00- 09.00 and 16.00-17.30becoming a 'rat run'
between A127 and A13.
Housing at H12 and H11 will increase traffic flow on these roads.

DRAFT/RES/4607 SS7 5JO

The whole of the Castle Point area plan enhances and improves the towns and countryside. Very pleased with your
proposals.

DRAFT/RES/4608 SS8 9BP

No more houses on Canvey, as Canvey is a flood risk 3 government policy is no development in flood risk areas. A new road
is desperately needed on Canvey to get off/on the Island not a road from Roscommon Way to Western Esplanade this is a
pointless plan.

DRAFT/RES/4611 SS7 2QJ

Already the area of Castle Point is more or less over populated, in reality we should not be building any large amounts of
housing anywhere, My only other response is the site at the back of the Blinking Owl on the A127 where there is an excess
of land to be utilised.

DRAFT/RES/4612 SS7 3BH

Why? Why? Why? Does anymore building have to be done in this overcrowded corner of Essex. The roads can't take the
cars etc that come with the homes. The state of the roads we have got in places are shocking o how are more roads going to
be maintained?

DRAFT/RES/4613 SS8 8BL

Don't see why you're asking the little people, it won't make a difference what we think. The council will always do what it
likes- so this is a pointless exercise. I don't see what we need any more houses especially on Canvey Island.. It is an
ISLAND! What are you trying to do? Sink it? If there's not enough housing then go somewhere else.
I do however agree with building on Thorney Bay.

DRAFT/RES/4614 SS8 8AJ

Before any new developments on Canvey, the drainage needs to be sorted, the flooding along the seafront needs to be
investigated, a new road needs to be investigated and built if there was an emergency we would not be able to evacuate the
Island. Rush hour to get off the Island in the morning now lasts from 7am - 9am and to get back on the Island traffic
congestion starts at 4pm- 7pm- the problems we already have before more developments are built.

DRAFT/RES/4615 SS8 7HT

Why are we building on flood plains? We often flood round the seafront and other places on Canvey.
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We need a shopping centre.
We need a third road off Canvey.
Not all these consultations that take extra money, how many more?

DRAFT/RES/4616

Canvey cannot take anymore building. There is not proper drainage or roads off the Island. More concrete is not going to
help the people, just the land owners.

DRAFT/RES/4617 SS7 1LQ

Increased development would also increase number of children requiring schools, therefore any projects to close any
existing schools would be detrimental.

DRAFT/RES/4618 SS8 8BT

•
•
•
•
•

Less houses
Better pavements and roads
Better GP surgeries
More protections of green spaces
More recreational facilities

DRAFT/RES/4620 SS8 9PT

Why when the council were asked if houses were to be built on Castle View School did they deny it? Why when they were
asked if the new road on Canvey that goes nowhere was going to be joined onto Western Esplanade so that houses could
be built on Thorney Bay Caravan Park did they deny it?
According to the environment agency Canvey is a huge flood risk so why build before a new road is built?
Why did the council close a school when according to their own plan to let 4000 homes be built- 3200 family homes with at
least 3200 children? But guess what for the 6400+ people that are going to move into these houses the Council is going to
create 2100, How? Answer your own questions with honesty, Canvey needs a new access road, better drainage, better
roads and a better shopping centre. Do you not agree repair broken Island first and line people's pockets later.

DRAFT/RES/4621 SS8 7PB

Q3- Sewage pipes need updating, drains for roads cannot cope now with local rain flooded 90% of the time, sewage farm is
too small and can barely cope with demand- more houses mean more flooded roads.
Q.6- There is more than enough units empty on the areas for local employment, if these can't be filled, why build more?
Waste of time and money.
Q.11- Hadleigh Castle and marshes are owned by Salvation Army- so why put in questionnaire?
Thorney Bay Camp floods when rain- why put more Caravans on?
Canvey Drainage is not coping, more housing will make worse. If one house knocked down just put a new one up instead of
saying no to these people, we don't need anything else on Canvey Island. Canvey has gone downhill since becoming Castle
Point. I have lived here for 50 years, it is a very bad place to live- dirty dark, no police, no fire brigade and you want 1550
new houses put here.(It's a joke).

DRAFT/RES/4622 SS8 9AX

How can houses be built when a bit of rain causes extreme road floods, drains are useless Councillors should walk around
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Canvey and be aware and get problems solved. Roads and Pavements are a disgrace. Get the old fixed before building new
that would create jobs and do it properly- not bodge.
Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley are the same but why does Canvey have 1450 new homes against three areas having
2550? The council can't cope with more houses, it will be worse!!!
Homes next to oil refinery- get rid of this!!!

DRAFT/RES/4623 SS7 4HU

Thorney Bay Road floods constantly. It never used to before the housing was built on and next to the caravan park. You
cannot build more housing there if you cannot stop the flooding.

DRAFT/RES/4624 SS8 8BX

Do not think it will make any difference at all most probably it has been sorted out and agreed what measures are being
taken already.
But I cannot understand why you keep building on land that can flood.
Canvey has part-time police, part time fire service.
If you have to build these houses, please get the infrastructure right first. I.e. roads, schools, doctor’s surgeries , police and
fire stations.

DRAFT/RES/4625 SS7 1JJ

Many thanks for clear and readable summary of proposals.

DRAFT/RES/4626 SS8 9XA

Canvey Island often gets overlooked or forgotten as a poor relation within Castle Point. Existing infrastructure and amenities
barely meet current needs and demands, let alone potential growth expectations. It would be preferable for existing
infrastructure/amenities to be improved/repaired and maintained. Prior to the state of the inevitable growth- and then from
this basis extend upon.
Please no longer 'dump' on Canvey and expect it to cope.

DRAFT/RES/4627 SS8 7PB

How will the sewers cope? They can't now!
Traffic on and off the Island at certain times is horrendous, it can only get worse.
The government says no more building on flood plains. How come Canvey Island can?

DRAFT/RES/4628 SS7 2JR

3. Loss of sporting facilities i.e. football pitches.
7. The existing retail premises cannot be filled now, so why provide more?
9. Insufficient information regarding bus route improvements to allow comment.

DRAFT/RES/4629 SS8 8NE

No more building if houses on Canvey full stop! I've lived here for 45 years so far and seen a beautiful place go downhill. No
more please- let's keep the space we still have. Definitely no more building at the Point end of Canvey- there will be no
space left.
No need for more retail outlets in Canvey Town Centre- the one's there aren't being used as it is.
Please improve bus routes to Basildon and Southend ex. especially the industrial estates.
Also, more cycle paths away from the main traffic.
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DRAFT/RES/4630 SS7 2UQ

DRAFT/RES/4631 SS7 5DG

Comments
H18- Fane Road N.W Thundersley should be developed rather than Daws Heath Green Belt- especially not H.10. H18 is
beside A127 and A130 enabling people easy access for work in Basildon, Chelmsford etc. This means Hadleigh and
Rayleigh Weir would not be clogged up even further than it is now. As for E.C.C not wanting extra traffic going onto the A127
it will anyway, via the Rayleigh Weir roundabout.
Save beautiful Daws Heath- build on H18.
1. No building on any green belt land.
2. Sewage works cannot cope not and certainly wouldn't cope with mass housing. Sludge golpers remove excess
sewage at the present time.
3. Flood plain- some areas too near Benfleet Creek.
4. Benfleet High Road cannot cope until anymore traffic.
5. Schools, doctors would not be able to cope.
6. Hospitals not equipped for this amount of people.
7. Who decides what is appropriate and where are these people coming from.
8. Toilet paper and sewage has been visible in Richmond Park (Brook Road) approx 9-14th march cleaned out by
sludge golper 9am 13/3/14. How can we cope with sewage from all these new properties?

DRAFT/RES/4632 SS8 0AG

On transport, although the proposals are there, they will still create bottlenecks. The new road off of Canvey is reported to be
a toll road and this is unfair to the residents on Canvey. It should be free to these that live here!!! Although housing is needed
the road situation needs to be addressed first!!!
With all the new homes proposed for Canvey, there is no proposal for extra schools ( secondary). This would also cause a
problem.

DRAFT/RES/4633 SS7 3DW

We would like to know more about the Council's proposed improvements to Rayleigh Road and Woodman's Arms networks.
300 more houses on the Chase development at Kiln Road end would appear to lead to a through road between the Kiln
Road and Rayleigh Road. The residents who live in The Chase development which includes Martingale, Hackamore,
Corasway and The Canters have to combat sufficient traffic, without further development to enter and exit the Rayleigh
Road. We are very concerned about infrastructure of schools, doctors etc to cope with this massive increase in housing
proposed.

DRAFT/RES/4634 SS8 0Al

The situation on Canvey at this time is already difficult with regards to all exit roads converging onto Waterside roundabout. It
is clear therefore that to add the proposed number of houses/homes without first making all the proposed road changes
would make the situation much worse. Of particular concern, would be the exit/entrance to Thorney Bay Park which is on a
small road with two schools close by. It is important in this respect that Roscommon Way is extended to endeavour to take
traffic away from Thorney Bay Road.

DRAFT/RES/4635 SS7 5QX

From the wording of this document, it would appear that the proposed developments are a 'Done Deal' and will be duly
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approved despite strong objections of CP residents- particularly those who will be directly affected.
I fear that the proposed infrastructure changes will not be in place or indeed, be adequate to accomodatethe impact further
housing developments will have on the community. This relates to road congestion, hospitals, GP's, schools, emergency
services, increased demand for gas, electricity, water (a national concern)- the list goes on.
Given all the other building developments in neighbouring boroughs, the adverse affect on the community is greatly
magnified.

DRAFT/RES/4636 SS7 3EU

I object to the proposed plan there is no suitable need in Benfleet/ Hadleigh to build in excess of 2500 homes, other than
Government targets to stimulate the economy.
To use economic growth in building in a boom and bust scenario we have seen in the past.
Building on the last remaining green space West of Benfleet, Jotmans and Glebelands, with proposed development in
Basildon will create one urban sprawl.
Your proposal of creating 2000 jobs will not meet the needs of the increased population; therefore the level of commuters will
increase, putting additional pressure on the roads.
Any building that takes place should be limited to a few affordable homes for local residents.

DRAFT/RES/4637 SS8 7TR

We cannot believe that the Highways council has ok the proposal for H16. This will mean five roads converging on one small
roundabout. Traffic already double parks outside the shops leaving just one lane. I would ask for some to question the
findings of High Way council (very dodgy) these findings need to be made public. Not enough doctors- not enough schooling.

DRAFT/RES/4639 SS7 2TJ

The additional population will breed and create additional residents. All the additional residents will have additional vehicles
Our current road network can barely cope now. Deanes School is scheduled for closure- stupid! Doctor's are currently
stretched to breaking point and open space is a premium.
When will it stop? There are no buffer zones!!

DRAFT/RES/4640 SS7 2UL

In this plan you will be taking away three main stabling facilitates for horse, with the current horse welfare crisis and the
increasing number of abandoned horses this plan does not help at all! You are taking away what make the heath a nice
relaxing place to live and taking away recreational hobbies that people enjoy. Nowhere in your plan does it say
improvements to bridle paths, you only mention cycle paths!! Also I sit in 30 mins of traffic from Rayleigh Weir to Woodman's
roundabout in rush hour most days of the week. How will Daws heath cope with so many more cars? Bramble Road doesn't
even have a pavement!!! And this will certainly increase in traffic as it already bad in rush hour as it.

DRAFT/RES/4641 SS7 4EP

I live in Church Road and have to endure heavy lorries passing my house day and night. Also any building further up Church
Road will increase traffic and drainage. How the water board can say drains can cope with extra water I don't know. The
drains cannot cope now. Everytime it rains heavy for more than 5 minutes our sewer overflows with sewage and we cannot
use our toilet or run water. Raw sewage comes up in our garden and out into the road toilet paper behind. Sometimes we
cannot run water or use our toilet for 2 days. Anglian Water have come down and inspected drains and admit the system is
80 years old and never cleaned out as the main sewer is filled with dirt etc.
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Just look around at local streets at:

DRAFT/RES/4642 SS7 1BJ

•
•
•
•

pavements
roads
parking
potholes

Blocked drains in our road outside No:30 and No.346 London Road/Felstead Road. Our pavements are a disgrace. I have
lived in Felstead Road 29 years and they need renewing. They are sinking and cracking. The last three times out road was
swept, I had to phone and complain to get them done.
DRAFT/RES/4644 SS8 0EY

Before any more housing on Canvey, there needs to be better road access as it is congested as it is.

DRAFT/RES/4645 SS7 3EB

Having read the proposals for new housing, it is clear that it will have an adverse effect on our traffic congestion, medical
services and policing, as a time when we all know the government is cutting back on expenditure.
I can only see one new GP surgery and a replaced Junior School on your plan. This does not even come close to the
increased population brought to the area by more housing.
Services and facilities are already as a stretch. It does not make sense to further burden the community.
There will be fierce opposition to their plans and I would expect that this would result in a reduction of new housing.

DRAFT/RES/4646 SS8 8QA

A third road off Canvey Island is priority before any of the proposals are considered. The road system on Canvey is not
suitable for more cars. More homes means more cars, The Island will become gridlocked. Plus we have a part-time police
force and fire station. A recipe for disaster.

DRAFT/RES/4648 SS8 7HT

We are not against the building of affordable houses, but first and foremost the infrastructure of schools, GP's and sewage
and access on and off of Canvey must be dealt with. The recent flooding of roads and houses on the Island must be dealt
with very soon. Maurice Road was one of the roads made impassable recently.

DRAFT/RES/4650 SS8 7LL

I fail to see how anyone can think 810 more houses on Canvey Island is a good idea. The Island is too small an overcrowded
already- 810 homes means at the least 810 more cars, more people using surgery, schools, nurseries etc. Houses are
already crammed together with little or almost no gardens. Council needs to concentrate on repairing all out side roads- they
are a disgrace!

DRAFT/RES/4651 SS8 9TY

While housing is constantly being increased it seems leisure activities are left to run down. The counties national sport
(football) offers many aspects to all ages and both male and female yet on the council’s facilities, grounds men are no more.
Pitches go un-repaired/maintained. More people, less space, more traffic, more stress and less ways for people to take
leisure.
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Like to see on Canvey Island:

DRAFT/RES/4652 SS8 9PQ

•
•
•
•

Retail Park
Better park facilities
Better road network/structure
More facilities on seafront

DRAFT/RES/4653 SS7 2PG

Would have been nice to have had a complete form with Questions 5-8 included rather duplicated Questions 1-3.

DRAFT/RES/4660 SS8 0AY

I wish to comment on housing on Canvey anywhere, please make sure the sewage pipes are adequate for all sites if
proposed into the main sewage channels.

DRAFT/RES/4661 SS7 3PR

Do not think any further building should take place on flood plains e.g. Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/4662 SS8 0AH

I don't suppose for one minute that any notice is generally taken notice of this paper exercise. I believe it to be a complete
waste of time and public money. Prove us all wrong. To think of building on any more of our open spaces of Canvey, is a
public disgrace. You all know that adequate sewage, water pumping and roads are totally inadequate now. We no longer
have the full time services by Police, Fire, and Ambulance services. What more can you take away but to say cut backs have
to be made and then do this is utterly disgraceful.
Councillors seem to forget who voted them into power but the people of Canvey won't forget when voting in the future!!

DRAFT/RES/4663 SS8 9NU

A new road off the Island must be in place before any further building of houses, We have problems now at peak hours
getting from A to B. The new road should go towards London ( via the Manorway, Corringham)

DRAFT/RES/4664 SS7 1QJ

Parking near retail area is poor/insufficient.

DRAFT/RES/4665 SS7 2UD

Any building near Rayleigh Road/Daws Heath will make traffic more awful than it already is. At weekends the Rayleigh Weir
is a no go area and you are planning to build 600 homes nearby??? Madness!!
Greenbelt should not be built on at any cost. The proposed is likely to ensure the greenbelt is lost until we actually join up
with Basildon!
Build on the Blinking Owl site- everybody wants this except Essex Highways!!

DRAFT/RES/4668 SS7 2UN

I agree in every way that the Blinking Owl site is the most sensible option and I definitely disagree with the Daws Heath
Stadium Way Link Road. I most strongly believe that there should not be any building on the H11 and H10 site.

DRAFT/RES/4669 SS7 2TJ

Serious consideration should be taken to develop The Blinking Owl site (H18). Essex Highways should be urged to
reconsider their decision not to allow an access road onto the A127- this would enable this eminently suitable site to be used
for the building of the houses needed to satisfy Castle Point quota.
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DRAFT/RES/4670 SS8 0BP

The proposal for the number of houses on Canvey Island is disproportionate to anywhere else on the main land. It cannot be
possible that there is more room/space on Canvey.
In August 2013 the Island flooded. The drainage system is not adequate. 1200 more homes would worsen the situation. The
roads are not adequate. One breakdown on Canvey Way and the Island is gridlocked. Most of the town centre shops are
either charity or pound shops. These need to be bakers, butchers, etc,etc. We don't need more supermarkets or retail space.
Use the ones we've got already. We are already too overcrowded and under policed.

DRAFT/RES/4671 SS8 9HD

How can one property be denied planning some 4 years ago as it was on flood plain, yet over 600 homes are in line for
development and these do not affect the flood plain. Also, the infrastructure can't take anymore increase in workload without
itself being upgraded itself beforehand. This in my view is the local authority riding carte blanc over all residents unless you
happen to be well connected or a developer. I do not believe the local authority acts on behalf of its consultants in a true and
honest manner.

DRAFT/RES/4672 SS7 3SD

Feel strongly as much green belt can be retained as possible.
Do not want concrete jungle in this area!

DRAFT/RES/4675 SS8 8QS

The main thing that scares me is the town is not improving- more people to come on to the Island and the major thing is if
any major accident happened on main roundabout at Waterside, we are unable to get off Island.

DRAFT/RES/4677 SS7 1BH

The H9 proposal directly affects us as we live opposite it. We strongly object to this proposal. Why do you need to build
houses and destroy greenbelt?

DRAFT/RES/4678 SS7 5HJ

Benfleet, particularly along the A13 is already over developed.

DRAFT/RES/4679 SS8 9XW

Canvey Island needs a third road now!
To increase this population by 1000+ with more houses and businesses will only worsen the traffic chaos at peak periods, to
which is already a nightmare. More homes means more people, with darker streets now that the street lighting is turned off
around midnight and a part-time police station- will it be a safer place for everyone? This coupled with a restricted fire
brigade and a lack of A&E service means that ambulance responses at peak times of traffic congestion could cost lives. As a
consequence, our already busy GP surgeries will become busier and will be even more difficult to get an appointment.
The third road has to be seen as the start of Canvey Island's future plans, before anything else, otherwise the chaos will only
worsen.

DRAFT/RES/4680 SS8 0AU

Castle Point is overcrowded with an inept infrastructure. Building would not benefit of local people, and yet to see so called
affordable housing, still haven't heard of local people benefiting. What's affordable and percentages have yet to benefit the
local people?
Castle Point as a whole cannot cope with any developments for housing as nearly every road in the area becomes
congested with insufficient parking and low affordable parking.
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DRAFT/RES/4682 SS8 7AW

Before any housing development begins, Canvey Island needs to be properly maintains rereads (pot holes etc), drainage,
(roads flooding due to heavy rain), and better maintenance of grass verges, parks, sea front and public gardens.
These must be considered before contemplating any further developments, as these things are being sadly neglected.

DRAFT/RES/4683 SS7 3YJ

I am not happy with any building or roads on our green belt. We don't have enough left as it is.

DRAFT/RES/4684 SS8 9FQ

When you input the data into your database- how will I know if my data and others data who oppose the building of houses
are included? How do we know? Why not give a reference number so we know information is included. I object to building
houses on the old Castle View School footprint.
I raised concerns as a council planning meeting when the 'new skills campus' was proposed. Councillor Bill Dick would not
hear our Canvey Councillors concerns from plans that were ambiguous- one plan said the school would be returned to green
belt. Another plan said possible development.
The skills centre was built on green belt with the idea that the old school would revert when demolished back to green belt- it
is not a brown field site.
I obtained the video of the council's planning meeting under the Freedom of Information Act.

DRAFT/RES/4687 SS7 5XQ

Developments are H16 would surely be prone to flooding. Also H6 and H5 are only possible if flood defences are adequate,
which is an unknown on the current situation of climate change- new homes are a disaster waiting to happen.
Manor Trading Estate already causes traffic problems in Benfleet, so an expansion will only make this worse. H9, H13, H14
would put a real pressure on the exisiting road network- I live here! I know! Even with the proposals made, it would not be
enough given the width/ state of the High Road, Church Road and Jotmans Estate.

DRAFT/RES/4688 SS8 8NL

H6 Point Road- Local roads in area are subject to extensive flooding, especially Holbeck Road- this needs to be addressed
prior to more development.
Flooding- the foul sewers cannot cope during high rain fall as the storm drains surcharge and carry over into the foul.
Why were infrastructure concerns not being taken into account on Questions 3. It is a major concern to developments.

DRAFT/RES/4690 SS7 3EB

I strongly object to any land in the 'green'corridor between Great Burches and Essex Way being encroached upon in any
way or changed in any detrimental status.

DRAFT/RES/4693 SS8 9RH

No further housing should even be considered for Canvey until the roads have been sorted. In the event of serious flooding
or other disaster, we would have no chance of getting off the Island!
It baffles me how the powers that be, can think more houses on Canvey would be a good idea. Focus should remain on
fixing roads/traffic!!

DRAFT/RES/4694

3- Too much wildlife will be destroyed!

DRAFT/RES/4695 SS8 0AJ

Although in agreement with plan, we need more houses and employment areas. What about flooding? The area and Essex
Water cannot cope with what is happening now. With more houses and work places on the Island and retail outlets, there will
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be need for better sewage and rainfall outlets. Where will it all go?

DRAFT/RES/4696 SS8 8DU

New third road to Canvey Island from A13 via Northwick Road.

DRAFT/RES/4697 SS8 8NW

It is too hard getting on and off this Island now, without having another 15000 houses built, that's at least 3000 cars. There is
not enough parking when you go to doctors, shopping, anywhere. Please stop building this Island will sink and what about
the flooding?

DRAFT/RES/4698 SS8 8BP

No new housing developments on Canvey Island until after a third access road has been completed .

DRAFT/RES/4699 SS7 3YD

I am concerned about the effect new houses will have on schools, traffic and GP surgery’s. I can't believe the council even
considered closing Deanes School when all these new homes were planned.

DRAFT/RES/4701 SS8 9AU

I see very little detail regarding improved cycling networks. The area is crying out for cycling routes between Canvey
Island/Benfleet and the employment hubs of Southend and Basildon. Hadleigh Downs sea wall might be utilised for this
purpose if there is a joined up approach with Southend BC to improve the path between Leigh and Chalkwell stations. Going
the other way, could there not be a foot/cycle bridge linking the two RSPB reserves and allowing cyclists to access network
in Basildon via Pitsea?

DRAFT/RES/4703 SS7 5AL

We already have great difficulty getting onto the High Road due to a zebra crossing outside our house and more importantly
traffic exiting Wavertree Road onto the Highroad which will be horrendous with hundreds of more cars using it.

DRAFT/RES/4706 SS7 5AY

We object to building on green belt land. More houses mean more people in an already overpopulated congested Castle
Point. Additional vehicles on already congested roads. Insufficient school places, doctors, dentist surgeries.
Why not use Jotmans Farm for Agriculture and Dairy farming, as it would benefit the population, Once farm land is built on it
is lost forever.

DRAFT/RES/4708 SS7 1NG

I am bitterly disappointed with the lack of information provided of Castle Point with a view to proposed Local Plans. I have
just had an offer accepted on a property -89 Clarence Road North- and to my dismay, find that the woodland location is now
going to be detrimental to the area.
I understand that there is currently no proposed vehicle access southbound into Downer Road South but wished to be
informed immediately if these changes as it could mean and extra 500 vehicles passing my new house every day. I am
moving from near the station to what I thought was a quiet location. I am totally disgusted that an MP who was campaigning
to keep Green Belt Land has now sold his house to developers to the cost of his neighbours and surrounding residents.
Benfleet is a small town which I grew up in and to see the green belt being destroyed is heartbreaking.

DRAFT/RES/4711 SS8 9DS

Sea Defences must become top of list when building more houses. Also no more flooding of Canvey Marshes. Drainage
must be sorted before more building takes place.

DRAFT/RES/4712 SS7 1NJ

I moved to Benfleet from London because it still had a village feel.
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I do not think Benfleet can sustain the proposed developments.

DRAFT/RES/4713

Train services are already over-crowded. More people travelling will make commuting on rail services and bus services to
London and traffic in the local area more difficult if not impossible.

DRAFT/RES/4714 SS8 7TN

As long as standing residents of Silver-Point Marine, Canvey Island, we are fully aware of the strained capacity of Point
Road in providing the sole access route to the residents in our area, and the idea the further 160 homes (H6) can be added
in this area grossly over saturates the facilities. This proposal seriously misrepresents the interests and needs of existing
residents.

DRAFT/RES/4715 SS7 1EH

The Local Plan basically is the start of destroying a lovely area. We will become an extension of East London. We don't vote
councillors in to destroy our way of life. I believe the council and the Government will pay a heavy price at the polls if this
goes ahead. But money talks and is more important than people.

DRAFT/RES/4716 SS7 2HR

The Council should develop the site the Blinking Owl (H18). This is the most sensible solution.

DRAFT/RES/4718 SS7 3HL

My main concern is the growth on Manor Trading Estate. We suffer enough with the noise from The Benfleet Scrap Metal
Co., especially during the summer, when we can't sit in our back gardens because of the noise.
We have complained to the Environmental and Health and they have said there is no problem. But I don't want it to get
worse if it gets bigger.

DRAFT/RES/4720 SS7 3EA

I am sickened by the amount of building on Green Belt. We will lose our beautiful trees and wildlife to concrete and this will
never be reversed. It is an absolute nightmare!

DRAFT/RES/4722 SS7 4SB

Comment on Q7- Retail: Need to fill the empty units before building new ones.
Comment on Q8- Open Space: If the housing wasn't building on green spaces, you wouldn't need the additional open
spaces.
Comment on Q10 -Green Belt: A new local plan every few years using 80% of Green Belt everytime! Not long until it's all
gone!
Comment on Q9- Transport: Depends where the new junction would be surely.

DRAFT/RES/4723 SS7 1HJ

I am seriously worried for the education of my children. Deanes closing is going to cause too much pressure on King John
and Appleton school. Both schools are doing well most junior schools are doing well. Will they receive extra funding? Shops
are empty, they need to fill these.

DRAFT/RES/4724 SS7 2UA

I was absolutely shocked to read your plans for Daws Heath. In an area where there is already too much traffic, no footpaths
on our section of the road and the reason people choose to live here is because we like to be surrounded by Green Belt and
wildlife, not live in a suburban sprawl. BY choosing to build all over Daws heath you will ruin this area for generations to
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come. Why can't you choose to build on H18 where you will not destroy an entire community? Daws heath is the most
attractive and sought after part of Castle Point for a reason. I urge you not to be a part of its destruction.

DRAFT/RES/4726 SS7 5BB

All very well with thoughts and proposed increases but in the last couple of days, I have been told that Richmond Car Park,
Benfleet and the Station car park, Benfleet have become payable on weekends. If you wish to encourage growth of
business, jobs etc in the area seems like a backward step to me.

DRAFT/RES/4727 SS7 2NL

Before any cementing of Hadleigh should be completed.

DRAFT/RES/4728 SS7 3JP

Has the time not come when we can simply build no more in this part of the country?
A simple drive around the Borough will highlight that the roads are at breaking point. It is always busy and each new house
seems to generate another 2 vehicles at least. There is not room for new roads. None of us have the right to expect houses
and jobs in the local area for our families if the space and capacity is virtually exhausted. Many local families moved here 50
years ago when London could not support the population.

DRAFT/RES/4730 SS8 7LR

Canvey Island desperately needs a third road to relieve traffic congestion on and off the Island. It is ridiculous to add even
more housing to an already congested area. We do not have a rush hour on Canvey Island- it is more like 3 hours!!
Please a new road is needed. Why won't anyone listen to the voice of the people living on the Island.

DRAFT/RES/4733 SS8 8LL

1.
2.
3.
4.

No extra building should take place on Canvey flood plain with all the extreme weather it would not be a good idea.
Drainage on Canvey is very bad.
Upgrade of telephone exchanges especially at Leigh Beck End. We always get forgotten. Internet is very poor.
The condition of most roads and paths is very bad and Oak Road car park should be classed as a lake and then you
have to check to start charging.
This car park charging will have impact on the local businesses.

DRAFT/RES/4735 SS8 8HB

I feel from leaflet I have read, that the council have given the utmost consideration to the residents and the environment.
I am in complete agreement.

DRAFT/RES/4738 SS7 3AH

My views concerning this 'Draft New Local Plan' are probably similar to what most local residents think, that is, why do we
need all this new housing? The young people I speak to cannot even afford a deposit for a mortgage. You mention
affordable housing,- for who and how affordable- will this be rental?
We are gradually losing all of our heritage and open spaces to developments. Kiln Road was originally earmarked for only
150 houses now as I understand there are to be a further 300 houses built there. Preserving this planet for future
generations is a necessary and essential criteria of any human being and I understand that we all need a place to live but we
need to be more diligent and sympathetic when it comes to developments. I would also like my objection to be noted to any
part of the 'Village Green' adjacent to St Peter's Church as not being described as 'Public Open Space' as this would
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undermine the legal process in achieving it's legal status and in it's registration as Essex County Council.

DRAFT/RES/4740 SS7 3YE

We are disgusted with the plans and how much green belt is being lost. We know how much wildlife has been affected by
recent development off the Kiln Road and are very aware of future plans to demolish more woodland. It is ludicrous to build
more houses as the infrastructure cannot cope. We live on the Rayleigh Road and this road sees enough traffic during the
day. Enough is enough!!

DRAFT/RES/4741 SS7 2UJ

The current roads systems and infrastructure are already at capacity in Castle Point District. The only solution for the council
to follow is to develop the H18 land behind the Blinking Owl Cafe/Fane Road, West Thundersley. New Roads, sewers,
infrastructure must be provided which could provide better HGV access to Manor Trading and not via Thundersley Village,
Essex Highways must provide access for this development.

DRAFT/RES/4743 SS8 0NG

No new houses should be built until the second extension of Roscommon Way is built.
A new free to use road off the Island is built.
I have grave misgivings as to this council’s ability to control housing growth, when they cannot resolve basic issues like
flooding and road potholes.
Site H12- Is our main concern because we live on the Eastern Boundary of this proposed site; our reasons are as listed
below:

DRAFT/RES/4744 SS9 4SY

1. Loss of view across the fields and the tree lined lane behind.
2. Possible loss of considerable and variable wildlife (Inc: grass snakes, wood mice, shrews, voles and many types of
birds).
3. Access to site will be difficult via Eastwood Old Road.
4. Loss of peace and tranquillity we have enjoyed for 47 years.
5. Our biggest concern is that somebody decided to push a through road to link Eastwood Old Road- Daws Heath,
creating a future rat run.

DRAFT/RES/4747 SS7 5NB

Question 6- Employment Locations
Do not extend existing Industrial Estates. Make use of existing employment locations by ensuring premises are not left
empty.
Question 7: Retail
There is a need to help existing town centre by lowering business rates and not charging car parking. These are already
having an impact on local shops i.e. Benfleet High Road. There is a need to attract different types of shops to the area.

DRAFT/RES/4748 SS7 2TW

Rather than use land of Green Belt on H10 and H11 Daws Heath, we suggest an alternative and better site to be built on
would be H18- Fane Road (Blinking Owl) West Thundersley.
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The proposal to bring more traffic onto Daws Heath Road would result in traffic gridlock in this area, as well as the extra
traffic from Solby Farm and Scrub Lane also trying to get out on to the A127.

DRAFT/RES/4749 SS8 7QP

Canvey Infrastructure; roads, drainage, access is poor now. Example:H6 Housing Proposed. Already there are 160 plus
homes in this area , at the end of Point Road. Your plan indicates another 161. I.e.: 300 plus more people. 200/300 cars,
really? One big problem! Housing verse (infra) impossible to form an opinion! There are so many options shown. Only you
know what is really on the table!!! Also in what sequence. No time line of priorities shown or indicated either. So what is our
opinion worth?
Is this a builder and developers charter already agreed? i.e.: Roscommon Way to Macillians Thorney Bay Development.
We as Islanders and an Island need sensible planned- programmes changes with due consideration.

DRAFT/RES/4750 SS7 1NP

Stop charging for parking.
It is affecting the whole of local trading.
Reduce the rent and rates of local retail outlets.
Object to the closure of local police stations.
Make it legal for cyclists to use roads that have cycle tracks.

DRAFT/RES/4751

Castle Point is already too congested, local shops are not used and still won't be, even with investment in additional retail
floor space. We don't need anymore hairdressers, fast food and takeaways. Large companies that will stop residents
travelling to the malls will not invest in local shops. Also car parking is limited and you charge, with extra housing brings more
cars and safety concerns and more crime.

DRAFT/RES/4754 SS8 8QE

Another access road to get off of Canvey is essential, especially if more homes are built.
It is a nightmare in rush hour or if there is an accident.

DRAFT/RES/4755 SS8 9DS

It takes long enough to get on and off the Island as it is, let alone thousands more cars and people on here making it worse.
Not enough drains to clear the roads with the amount of houses as it is.

DRAFT/RES/4758 SS7 1EQ

Please least lesson from flooding in Somerset. Building on Green Belt increases the risk e.g. flooding the land is there to
soak away rain. What if there is a big problem waiting to happen?
The drains in Benfleet and Canvey are not built lower enough and will not take any more houses being built, they overflow
now where the council does not maintain them, and what about the power going off in Canvey and Benfleet it happens a lot.

DRAFT/RES/4761 SS8 7HD

We do not agree that a new local plan should go ahead without considerable improvements to the present infrastructure
which includes roadways off of Canvey Island. We do not approve of Toll roads. Great amounts of improvements need to be
made to sewage and drainage systems in view of the vast amounts of flooding on Canvey since last August. We fail to see
how you can improve the shopping area when the existing shops, in the majority, are empty.
Canvey is now over populated. The present infrastructure needs to be brought up to date before any other building work is
even considered! This also applies to the roads!
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DRAFT/RES/4763

Why try to press it up? The councillors will take their normal back handers and permission will be given as always.

DRAFT/RES/4768 SS8 7TG

Canvey is being ruined. No police station, part-time fire station, no street lights between 12am-5am, potholes everywhere,
flooded roads as drains can't cope, empty shops/run down town centre...
Start sorting these problems out first before you put more homes and people on this Island!! Maybe putting that third road off
would be a good place to start too!!

DRAFT/RES/4769 SS8 9NG

No more houses Canvey is a flood risk.
Drains cannot cope.
Roads need repairing.
Roads clogged up with parked cars.

DRAFT/RES/4770 SS8 0BU

There should be no more accommodation built on Canvey, until the infrastructure ( roads, water/sewage/flood/ drainage and
schools provision) is developed first .
I was born on Canvey in 1960 and have seen the roads on/off the Island become gridlocked, because of the constant
sanctions of housing development.

DRAFT/RES/4771

H14- Too many houses in one place
H6, H8, H16- Canvey's built on too much as it is apart from Thorney Bay and all its foreigners. Don't mind if they go. Need a
road of Point End of Canvey.

DRAFT/RES/4772 SS8 8HT

New House- 2 cars, 1 driveway- park in road. If an emergency happened, how long to get services on and people off?
New Road? How long would it take to open from start to finish i.e. planning compulsive purchase, route, protest, no brainertoo long!
The roads on Canvey are more in need of repair than a new one.
Think the new road linking Canvey to Corringham should be the priority:

DRAFT/RES/4773 SS7 3EB

1. Employment hotspot at Deep Port
2. Extra route off Canvey
3. Relieve A13 Traffic

DRAFT/RES/4774 SS7 2SH

During the development of this plan, Councillors put forward various sites; some of which have not been included. Much is
made of the number of houses that are required. A government 'Target' owing to too much immigration amongst other
factors are to blame.

DRAFT/RES/4775 SS7 5NA

I am very concerned about the local traffic congestion with more housing being added, plus extra traffic caused by HGVs
while building work in taking place. The condition and congestion is bad enough now.
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The Felstead development is the one that worries me the most as my daughter attends Kent Hill Infant School and the area
is fit to burst already and I would not be happy with all the construction work going on so near to the school. Also the school
is running at its full capacity now so where would another intake of children attend school? There are plenty of industrial
areas that are not put to good use so why can they not be flattened and used for housing first?
Plus, without a local police station adding more people to area is just asking for more trouble. Twice I have been told by
police there is only one officer on duty in Castle Point so the response time would take too long to attend and at one point I
was told that there was not a single officer on duty in Castle Point. We have drug dealers on our street corner at least three
times a week openly selling drugs- the area is slipping already and no real way of sorting it out!

DRAFT/RES/4776 SS8 9HQ

Before there is any further building work allowed on Canvey Island, the whole infrastructure needs to be sorted out. Over this
winter the numbers of roads which have been completely flooded for days on end (i.e. North Avenue, Craven Avenue, and
Eastern Esplanade etc) because the drains/pumps obviously cannot cope. My wife and I both lived on the Island for well
over 50 years and have seen a huge amount of building work that has taken place here over the years. We have lived in our
current house for 23 years which is in a cul-de-sac consisting of 32 houses. Everyone in this cul-de-sac is all on the same
sewer system and every 3 or 4 months the whole sewer system completely blocks up. For years we had a continuing
argument with the council as to who was responsible for sorting out this problem as we have a mixture of council housing
and private homes and now we have to contact Anglian Water to come and clean the sewers. This problem has been
reported to the councillor Roy Howard who confirmed the sewers cannot cope with the number of houses using the sewer
system and so a further 1000 plus houses on the Island is only going to exacerbate the situation. Another 1000 plus homes
on the Island could produce at least another 1000 cars when our roads cannot cope at present.
The council needs to draft a realistic Local Plan using the best possible site that:-

DRAFT/RES/4777 SS7 2LS

a. A site that would not endanger life by either direct flooding or hinder an evacuation of people already living within a flood
plain ( i.e. Canvey Island).
b. A site that is NOT KNOWN let alone USED by many people.
c. A site that would have minimal impact on local residents.
d. A site that would have minimal impact on traffic congestion.
e. A site that would have minimal impact on landscape i.e. other designated areas are picturesque and used by many
residents who are bitterly opposed to some of the Local Plan proposals.
f. A site that would go a long way to meeting the council's need for housing NOW.
There is only one area that would meet all this criteria the area designated or labelled H18.
The local plan proposes/states that the area designated H18 is to meet only 400 houses by 2031. The remainder of the land
safeguarded to meet housing after 2031. This is ludicrous. As stated above this site must be considered/ used NOW to meet
the Council's need for housing. A proposal to build 2500 homes and associated infrastructure was presented to Council
Officers during the previous attempts to produce a Local Plan. The council asked the developer to reduce this to 1500, which
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he did, but it was still ignored. The local press and Officer also referred to a very large part of this area ( about 10 acres)
being split into 1 meter strips (implying lots of landowners). The 10 acres in question is split into 1 meter strips BUT all the
strips are owned by two brothers who along with other adjoining landowners signed a contract with the above developer
agreeing to see their land for the proposed 1500 home development. Incidentally, the proposal for 1500 homes had 12
landowners/ parties not 118. Are the Council and more importantly the Councillors who should be representing the best
interests of the residents, aware of this?
Canvey Island is a flood plain and no more houses should be built on it. How will Canvey cope with more traffic, more
surface water floods, and more importantly not if but when ( as experts/scientists say) it gets flooded. Adding more houses
hence people, would only add to the possible fatalities/ suffering resulting from a flood. Also obviously more people and
traffic would hinder attempts to evacuate and deal with the disaster.

DRAFT/RES/4778 SS8 7TR

We object to the 160 homes in the land off Point Road. Firstly because of the flooding, as there has never been a good
drainage system in the area and this became very apparent when heavy rain in August 2013 brought the fire brigade to
pump the water out of the area. This needs to be addressed before any homes are built.
Secondly the volume of traffic that moves along Point Road, as well as parking. There is a row of shops along Point Road
which includes a newsagent, hairdresser and a takeaway. The constant double parking impacts on the people outside the
shops who live in Wall Road, Hetzand Road and Thompson Avenue. The lane outside the shops is constantly blocked by
cars. There is also a bus terminus opposite Thomspson Avenue. There is frequently three buses sitting in the terminus and
because there is only room for two, the third, sometimes a fourth bus will sit in the road. Drivers often have to drive down the
wrong lane to get around the double parked cars and the buses. 160 homes is potentially another 160 vehicles which will
lead to congestion and could be a potential danger to children at the Leigh Beck Infant and Junior School as well as the
elderly living in the area of Point Road.
There are also two public even places along Point Road that is the Bus Museum and Canvey Island Football Ground in Park
Lane which is off Point Road. When these places have events the area becomes more populated with people, buses and
cars.
An event at the Bus Museum can see most of the buses out and parked in Point Road and a big match event at the football
ground has seen cars parked half on and half off the grass verges, which does not leave clear road lanes. The flooding and
traffic situation need to be addressed before any homes are built in this area.

DRAFT/RES/4780 SS7 3DN

Transport:
The rise in population in the area of Castle Point, Rochford and the wider are of Southend does cause major concerns for
traffic congestion. At peak times, Rayleigh Weir, Rayleigh Road, A127 in general, Saddlers Farm, Tarpots, Rayleigh High
Street, Hadleigh A13 all suffer with severe congestion which in turn is counterproductive to business interests in those area
as access and parking is difficult.. Weekends during the summer months cause additional strain with the additional day
tripper traffic to an already overstretched road network.
Retail:
When considering expanding the amount of retail space available in local towns and High Streets, I would like to point out
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that in many of the existing area it is not the quantity of retail outlets that is an issue but the diversity of businesses available.
Rayleigh is one example where the quantity of hairdressers/ beauty salons, charity shops, late night take away units and
'local' supermarkets ( Tesco Extra, Morrison’s Local, Co-Op, Iceland) seems out of balance. Hadleigh and Benfleet ( Tarpots
area), are in a similar state. I know it is difficult for the council to object to a particular business opening, but to make
provision for more retail space made available just for it to be populated with the same seems a waste of funds.
Local Amenities:
Can existing local schools accommodate a rise in population? Are there plans to expand/ provide new schools, particularly in
light of the future of Deans School? NHS clinics, doctor’s surgeries are already overwhelmed.
Employment:
I would support plans for increasing the employment prospects within the region although would be wary if these plans were
based on expanding employment in the retail sector. I would like to know more about what sectors the council plan to
attract/promote employment growth in.

DRAFT/RES/4781 SS8 0LP

Canvey is a very densely populated area. This can be seen clearly on your maps when comparing it with the roads of
Benfleet.
Bad planning in the past has allowed new properties to be built in unsuitable locations, with poorly planned and designed
roads. The narrow, badly drained existing roads from long ago originally served far fewer properties than those which exist
on them today and not much has been done to cater for this over development. A vast majority of Canvey development
consists of one original property (usually normal size 3 bed bungalows) on a plot of land which has been demolished and
allowed by planners to be replaced with 2 to 5 or more properties. Much of the time built using the same drainage and road
systems which served the original, single property. This still seems to be in practice today, with hardly any new roads ( or
widening of old original unmade roads) and the same goes for drains, sewers and accesses etc. Especially notable since we
have had the recent rainfalls and problems arising.
All infrastructures should be in place and be more not less than adequate before any new development is considered or
goes ahead.
Canvey has an area which is allowed to store very hazardous materials in very close proximity to a great number of
residential properties and quite near to Canvey's largest industrial site. Just recently permission was granted for 600 new
properties to be built close to this area too. How is this good planning?? Especially when we can look back for experience on
the Buncefield disaster and know that nothing is failsafe. Still, this planning goes ahead!
We still have very limited exits from Canvey and this should be the first priority for all planners and planning. It should come
before any plans for housing are even considered.
A prime example of too many houses served by inadequate, narrow, twisted roads is Link Road which was planned not too
far back in the distant past but is woefully inadequate as a main bus route and for the traffic of a 'link road' as its name
suggests. The planner’s plans were way out there. Who thought of that name?
Somme’s Avenue is another case in Point. Why was it built so narrow? Where was even the fore thought that it might need
to be widened for the future? It should have been wider in the first place instead of planning for almost impossible, costly and
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probably inadequate alterations now.
Canvey needs better roads, schools (with adequate staff), more doctors' surgeries, better shops, amenities and all round
services before any new housing and increase in population.
PLEASE LOOK AT ALL THE PAST MISTAKES BEFORE PLANNING AND ACCEPTING ANY MORE DEVELOPMENTS.

DRAFT/RES/4782 SS7 2EN

Dear Sir/ Madam,
PROPOSALS FOR HADLEIGH
I have included this letter with the proposal form as a recommendation to improve the traffic flow and frustration in the
Hadleigh area of the district.
Having lived in Leigh for some 33 years and the Hadleigh for the last 4 years, and travelling fairly frequently through
Hadleigh, we have experiences a great deal of frustration as the various 'improvements' made and would like to see some
minor changes made which in my opinion, would improve the traffic flow and the general feeling of frustration both we, and
many friends of ours experience on a fairly regular basis travelling eastwards through Hadleigh.
The area which causes the greatest frustration and traffic delays, is the channelling of east flowing traffic from the traffic
lights at the London Road/Rectory Road junction followed by the positioning of the crossing island at the next junction,,
which usually stops the traffic should a motorist decide to turn right.
When the second set of improvements were made, I thought they would improve the flow of traffic, but, with the channelling
of the two lanes into one and then an offshoot into Lidl and the positioning of the pedestrian crossing and Island at the
London Road/ Oak Road junction the changes create a considerable slowing down of the traffic flow, plus a great deal of
driver frustration.
Can I suggest:
1. That the outer lane markings at the lights provide for a right hand lane, first for the immediate right turn into the High
Street, followed by a second right turn into Lidl, with a single left hand lane for traffic travelling towards Southend.
2. The moving of the traffic island at the Oak Road junction further westwards to allow at least a two car length for right
turning traffic.
Firstly this would then remove the frustration caused with cars cutting each other up to get into the single eastward lane, and
secondly, the relocation of the traffic island would completely eliminate the second bottleneck.
I know funds are at a premium but if greater thought/ experience of traffic management had been given to the planning of the
changes in the first place, we would not be in this situation now.
I trust the above will be of some help in the future.

DRAFT/RES/4783 SS7 2UR

The questions in this document are phrased to obtain the councils required answers.
ExampleQuestion 10 should read:In the new Draft Plan 53% of the land to be used for house building will be Green Belt Land.
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Is this:- a. Too Much
b. Too Little
Castle Point Planning Intention- Draft Plan 2014.
Dear Sir,
Castle Point Council's plan to develop housing on Green Belt Land is the wrong decision for existing residents of this
borough, indeed, Conservative Councillors had also reacted this conclusion at previous Local Plan consultations. I am not
completely familiar with all the Green Belt sites in Benfleet/ Thundersley and Daws Heath planned development locations
although it appears to me that most of the intended developments on the mainland will be on Green Belt Land, if correct, this
should not be voted through by councillors as this has to be wrong.
With particular regard to Brook Farm, an area that I am very familiar with, I make the following points. This is a beautiful
Green belt location with Nature Reserves and Woodland to its North and South boundaries, housing an abundance of wildlife
that migrates through Brook Farm from one Nature Reserve to the other. It is my opinion that beautiful, sensitive, unspoilt
locations like this should not be approved for building development. Furthermore, the roads and infrastructure are not
adequate to encourage large numbers of housing and even larger numbers of cars, for example, Bramble Road is a very
narrow road without footpaths in poor conditions in poor condition and dangerous. St Michael's Road is also dangerous
speed unrestricted rat run to and from the A127. I have been more aware of the intention to build a further road of this nature
between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Road creating even more heavy traffic in to Dawes Heath Road and surrounding
locations that are largely unsuitable for high volume traffic.
In regard to the Council's intended 2014 Draft Plan, I strongly feel that Castle Point Council should aggressively pursue the
development of the large periphery site behind the Blinking Owl Cafe listed as H18 which is more of a scrubland type of site.
Brook Farm and any other sensitive Green Belt Sites should be abandoned. Long term Castle Point Planning Department
and Councillors should investigate discussions with Rochford, Basildon, Southend councils with a view to development of a
new mini town with all the infrastructure to accommodate the whole areas housing needs etc.

DRAFT/RES/4784 SS7 5TP

After enduring approximately 4 years of disruption ( noise, dust, delays and works traffic) at Sadler’s Farm during the road
works, we have had enough and all the proposed housing and road works will bring the same to the area. If the boundary
between Benfleet and Basildon is built on, our current roads will be over used and they are already pitted with numerous pot
holes.
Benfleet has changed considerably over the past 40 years and although we appreciate change is inevitable, Benfleet is no
longer a village but a small town that is growing much bigger to the detriment of current householders with proposed over
population with all that entails.
The roads are already busy, especially at peak times and new homes will increase the number of people needing doctors
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and dentists.
Please do not endorse the new proposed application and ensure Benfleet is not completely ruined with too many houses.

DRAFT/RES/4785 SS7 4AW

Castle Point Draft new Local Plan Consultation
H13 land west of Glebelands, Thundersley.
Developing this site would leave no barrier between Castle Point and Basildon boundaries no matter how much open space
is incorporated into the plan. The green corridor is very narrow as it is and should be left alone. As the Secretary of State has
upheld objections to building on this site, I believe this should be the end of the question. Impact on traffic and congestion
would be unbearable. Development of this site would be breaking the firm promise made by CPBC 20 years ago to residents
who still live there.
H14 land west of Benfleet.
This land should be retained as barrier between the residential built up area and the roads producing heavy traffic. It
provides sport and recreation for horse riders, an essential resource for health and well being of local residents.
H18 land west of Benfleet
Rare and endangered flora and fauna are present on this whole site. The whole are is 'old' land and an essential habitat for
rare and endangered flora and fauna. Relocation of species is not acceptable because there is no other land suitable and if
there was, it would already be populated with the species that favour this type of habitat!
I will mention E3, land adjacent to Manor Trading Estate , here because it is directly attached to H18 above and the same
objections apply. This area was the subject of fierce opposition in the early 1990's during which it was discovered that rare
flora and fauna were resident here. There was massive objection to building on it for many reasons including traffic
congestion causing misery for local residents, loss of significant green lung, loss of open space, close proximity to Robert
Drake School and Heston Lodge, and devaluing the homes and small rural businesses in the plot-lands next to it.
Traffic generated by manor Trading Estate already causes problems for local residents in its volume and HGV's cause
unacceptable levels of vibration and pollution to local houses, schools and shops.
If we have to have an expansion of trading estate area then I would have thought it should go next to the A127 where you
have suggested houses to be built at the north end of H18 and where there are already trading estate type activities and the
A127 provides existing road access.
H5 & H8 at Thorney Bay and Former Castle View Canvey
The flooding potential around the whole of the British coast should make this proposal a non starter!
The draft new local plan as it is, threatens to destroy our sense of place and community. It shows insensitvity to the qualities
of our green boarders. Building too close to the borders edges dilutes the sense of community and belonging because it
removes the secure physical and spiritual edges of our villages (Thundersley, Hadleigh, South Benfleet and Canvey).
Our sense of community is important as well as our vision for the future. When our in heritance of Virgin land and historic
buildings are sacrificed, either by being lost completely or by encroachment of new build, then our people feel sacrificed too.
This plan makes me want to move away from my home of 50 years because all that I have valued about living in Castle
Point has now been steadily eroded away. 8% loss of green belt is too much to bear.
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DRAFT/RES/4786 SS7 2UG

How many of the intended properties have been designated for disabled ex-servicemen and how many are for disabled
people already in the community all foregoing already adopted to their individual needs? After all, charity begins from home!!
No further churches, mosques or any other religious buildings to be erected and all of Castle Point's waiting list to be housed
first with regard to the plan.
Site H12 - no owner found- therefore vacant.
Site H11 - Properties behind Fairmead Avenue should be moved to back onto Bramble Road, then Site H12 could have
either a roundabout or bridge affording access from the A127. Enough land there to do either. Density of housing suggested
far too many- 50 at the most.
Site H10 - All should be designated behind 'Blinking Owl' site with bridge access from A127. This access and Site H11 would
help alleviate further traffic at Rayleigh Weir, thus not necessitating any access roads into Daws Heath Road and no
changes at the Woodman's Public House. The site behind Ford Motor Company could be used for a Care home for the
elderly . I don't know whose bright idea it was to build all those houses surrounding the Children's Hospice but they should
have more sense and consideration for others.
Site E3 - Why is the extension of Manor Trading Estate being considered for further employment when it is already on
contaminated ground?
Salvation Army Land- Why are no properties designated for the Wheatfield site and all down by the castle behind Pattersall
Gardens? People could walk to the shops, be on a bus route and walk to the station- every amenity served.
Also why have they been allowed to build workshops at the bottom of Chapel Lane- there is no excuse why they should not
have lot of this housing. Also there is no woodland to be lost- the area is free of trees.
You are anticipating destroying established woodland and the Government are going to plant four million trees this year. The
right hand doesn't know what the left hand is doing.

DRAFT/RES/4787 SS7

I have been a Castle Point resident throughout my life growing up in Hadleigh, attending The Deanes School, and living in
Thundersley and Benfleet, this give me an understanding of many of the individual districts that form the borough Castle
Point.
I believe that all Green Belt land was given the designation for important reasons and should still benefit from the protection
of this status.
Greenbelt/ Regeneration/ Housing
The individual areas that form Castle Point would all benefit from regeneration of the town centres and I do not believe that
the proposed plan has prioritised this. The Governments National Planning Policy Frameworks, Planning Practice Guidance
states one of the purposes of green belt land is- to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and
other urban land.
The Hadleigh town centre has many disused building or empty offices that if redeveloped using the model of neighbouring
Leigh on Sea would make suitable housing for the young first time buyer and older residents both groups are identified as
being ideally suited to living closer to the town centre. I understand that Castle Point has an aging population so smaller
properties suitable for couples or single people should be a priority and meet a local housing need. By creating smaller
energy efficient well designed homes close to town centres suited to single people or couples residents will be encouraged
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to leave the family home which will allow families to move to the area and fill existing properties.
The Hadleigh Junior School Site and the Scrub Lane sites are also ideal for this type of development. As are many sites in
Benfleet, and the Tarpots area.
The council should only release the green belt for development once these sites have been regenerated and all sites that
have previously been granted permission have been utilised.
I have particularly strong views on the following sites:
H4- Land of Kiln Road. The site is currently being developed and has permission for 150 houses the draft plan propose this
should be 450. The Kiln Road is not able to cope with current increase in car numbers. It is very busy especially during the
rush hour due to the location of Seevic , the King John School with large number of parents and students driving to these
locations, the neighbouring roads have seen substantial increase in traffic and further pressure is unstainable without risking
the safety of the school children. The effect of the current development has also had a detrimental effect on the neighbouring
areas as it has caused surface run off, which caused the overflow of Prittle Brook and subsequent flooding. Prittle Brook is
regarded by the Environmental Agency as a flood risk and this should be given greater consideration if the area is to be
further developed. The area is also home to a wide variety of wildlife and numerous private paddocks and stables.
H9- Land between Felstead and Catherine Road. I believe this land fulfils the purposes of greenbelt in the NPPF Planning
Practice Guide as it prevents the neighbouring towns of Thundersley and Benfleet from merging. It is an area rich is wildlife
with natural woodland areas, bridleways, footpaths and paddocks. The NPPF guidance states the planning system should,
protect and enhance valued landscapes, geological conservation interests and soils; and recognise the wider benefits of
ecosystem services. Natural areas between urban environments are vital to the health of the local community and encourage
outdoor activities and appreciation of nature. Therefore this unique area should maintain it's greenbelt status. The site would
be accessed via overcrowded roads the A13 Bread and Cheese Hill is frequently closed due to accidents. The site is by 2
local primary schools this area and is very congested being close to the busy Kent’s Hill Road A13 Junction, increased
congestion in the area would put young children at risk. I understand one of the schools has opposed the submitted planning
application.
H14- Land West of Benfleet- This is a large farm and livery yard for many horses. It is on edge of the borough so should be
protected as it serves to prevent the merger of Benfleet with neighbouring districts. As a site used for equestrian pursuits
which are classified as sport and recreation under the NPPF paragraph 74 any loss should be replaced by equivalent or
better facilities.
Further the proposed access to the site via the already congested Canvey Way is a concern.
H11 - Land South of Daws Heath- This is a livery yard and had held dressage competitions therefore I believe NPPF
paragraph should be applied and provision made for local equestrians.
H18- North West Thundersley- I am opposed to any development on this site. It is a large area of protected greenbelt land. It
has a historic significance as one of the view areas left in which there are original plot land small holdings. The area
therefore has a variety of small businesses including several boarding catteries, a farrier and livery yards, as well as many
landowners keeping their own horses. The area includes Woodside Park which has just been awarded a green flag.
Woodside Park consists of several fields which are used for the traditional sports of football and cricket There is also a
bowling green and a fishing lake used by many local people. Woodside Park is also used by a local riding club for shows
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across a variety of equestrian disciplines. On one of the privately owned fields a second local riding club hold shows in riding
and driving disciplines, this field is also used by the local pony club for rallies in which children are taught responsible
horsemanship and road safety. The area is also used by a local shooting club.
Therefore under the NPPF paragraph 74 all these activities will need to be accommodated with similar or improved facilities.
The area contains a network of bridleway. It is very important local riders should have access to these safe places to ride
away from the increasingly busy roads, Essex Bridleways should be consulted to ensure adequate provision on bridleways
on the site.
The infrastructure to this site is not sufficient. The Fairglen interchange regularly floods, any development of this site would
cause excess of surface runoff water further exacerbating this problem.
There is no public transport in this area and it is not within easy reach of the local schools, doctors or shops. Great Burches
Road is a narrow rural road and could not accommodate the increase on vehicles this site would result in. Thundersley
Village would also be affected by an increase in traffic causing additional congestion.
As a mixed area of pastures, hedgerows and woodland the area it has a diverse population of wildlife. This includes badgers,
snakes, slowworms, hedgehogs, deer and variety of birds.
This is a unique and unappreciated rural area of the borough where the wildlife population needs protecting and provides a
safe environment for many diverse outdoor activities in a safe environment.
The Enterprise Zones
I am concerned by the proximity of the E5 site to theSSS1 of Canvey Wick.
E3 , the expansion of Manor Trading is highly in appropriate impending on homes and too close to the Robert Drake Primary
School. There are numerous empty units on both the Manor and Stadium Estates which should be regenerated. The roads
to the Manor Trading Estate are in a very bad condition and the site needs regenerating to attract business to the empty
units
Public Transport
The plan does not address the impact of the additional housing on the local rail services. The C2C line is overcrowded
.currently with many commuters having to stand on peak services. The plan does not account for further road congestion
and the requirement for additional parking at Benfleet Station. The bus lane is unpopular with residents and shop keepers
due to loss of parking on the London Road.

DRAFT/RES/4788 SS7 2UQ

H10, H11, H11, H12 developments plus a proposed new road linking from the large H10 development will result in Daws
Heath Road becoming a rat run to Hadleigh. The H12 development should have NO access to and from Bramble Road and
Bramble Crescent.
All the developments need scaling down, if any rural aspect of Daws heath is to be retained. Small, easily assimilated
housing developments are preferable to prevent Castle Point becoming a grid locker, polluted environment in which to live.
Dear Sir,
Draft New Local Plan
The British Horse Society (BHS) is very concerned that if the Draft Local Plan remains unchanged from its present form, the
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loss of places for riders to keep horse for recreational riding and to compete in sporting events, or even just to keep a horse
in Castle Point, will become acute. The situation is caused by Castle Point's proposed new Draft Local Plan including large
housing development on at least five local farms that currently provide facilities for residents to stable and graze their horses
at livery- the farms being:Cooks- Daws Heath Road H10
Brook Farm- Daws Heath Road H11
Solby Wood Farm- Daws Heath Road H11
Jotmans Farm- Jotmans Lane H14
Garrolds Farm- Bramble Crescent H12
The above loss of equestrian activities goes against recent research undertaken for the BHS on "The health benefits of
horse riding in the UK" by the University of Brighton and Plumpton College. The research confirms horse riding and
associated activities derive the following physical and psychological health benefits:-

1. Sport England's 2010 Survey identified horse riding as one of a number of sports where 48% of people took part in
no other sporting activity which, unless exercise habits were changed, would result in sedentary lifestyle.
2. The physical health and psychological benefits of horse riding is largely experienced by women spread across an
age profile from 18 to 65 making riding distinctive from virtually any other sporting activity.
3. Sport England 2007 specifically identifies horse riding as having benefits particularly valuable to women who,
nationally, are a social group with below average levels of sport participation and physical exercise. Here the age
range covers 16to 75+ years.
4. Sport England 2010 Survey's qualitative data researched suggests riding horses stimulates positive feelings such
as happiness, cheerfulness, relaxation, self-esteem and boosts confidence. A number of respondents also indicated
horse riding made them feel like the belonged to a strong community with a common love of horses.
We feel if measures are not taken to reduce the effects of the current building plan, the local economy will also be badly hit
when needed small businesses such as farriers, riding instructors, feed merchants, veterinary practices, tack shops etc. are
derived of equestrian business. With horses also accepted as sustainable transport, the principle of the Highways Agency
Strategic Plan for Sustainable Transport (HASPST) to maintain and improve its network for all road users, should include
equestrians as well as pedestrians, cyclists to increase accessibility. Among the Agency's objectives it to provide improved
facilities for horse riders, particularly in terms of crossing the trunk road network. Roadside verges are also to play an
important part.
The severe effect of Castle Point's intended draconian building plan on recreational riding and the seemingly singling out of
the equestrian sector of the community is difficult to accept; similarly, the fact that no consideration appears to have been
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given to the result of that action, or any alternative remedial measures included. Further, it appears that when new paths or
access facilities are included, it is entirely to benefit walkers and pedal cyclists. We therefore ask that horse rider’s needs are
both considered and included in every case. For example the new car park to be provided in Chapel Lane resulting from the
Olympics cycling event, despite containing a number of new coach parking spaces for visitors, does not provide space for
any horse box parking. This especially eliminates Riding for the Disabled riders from visiting and riding in the Park, as well as
equestrians visiting from further afield. Can this decision be overturned?
A much prized rights of way (PROW) system currently exists throughout the country. This enables the vulnerable public (
walkers, cyclists and horse riders) to enjoy the countryside off-road. It is important to remember that routes for horses are
also there for cyclists and walkers and for the mobility impaired. Providing safe off-road access for equestrians should not be
treated as an optional extra but for all non-motorised users- providing best value for the tax payer as well as for the user.
Unfortunately, currently horse riders have access to only 22% of the country's PROW, with carriage drivers only 5% while
walkers, enjoy 100% access to the entire PROW network. We feel the following available policies will help redress the
imbalance:The National Planning Policy Framework- states planning policies should protect and enhance public Rights of Way and
access. Local authorities should seek opportunities to provide better facilitates adding links to the existing network. Further,
recreational and sporting facilities, even if privately owned, cannot be removed to make way for houses unless the loss
from proposed development is replaces by equivalent or better provision in terms of quantity and quality in a
suitable location.
Defra's Rights of Way Circular 1/09 advises on managing, protecting and changing PROW and believes England's
extensive network is a unique and valuable resource... a significant part of our heritage.
Advice Note for Developers and Development Management Officers
confirms The Highways Act 1980 places a responsibility on all councils to protect Public Rights of Way, these being a
material consideration in the determination of any planning application.
The Thames Gateway (Local Plan ref: 17.26, pg. 128) states 19m green corridors are required free from development
within large development sites. The BHS requests Planners to ensure bridleways are included within these green corridors.
Trunk Road- the inclusion of horses in the provision of a network with safe road crossing needs implementing. This
specifically applies to crossing the A127 ( to Rochford via the Fairway and Progress Road and St Michael's Road), of the
A13 as well as across all local busy 'B' roads.
The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL): This levy is imposed on large developers to fund community facilities so we
request this ready funding source is used to provide new rights of way for the benefit of ALL users of countryside.
Developers, up to now, have also adhered to S106 Agreements to fund community facilities and ECC uses this system of
funding for ROW provision with a good deal of success.
Essex County Council already has a Rights of Way Improvement Plan (ROWP)
which specifically underlines the need for bridleway provision in Essex as a whole. While, therefore, the BHS has already
submitted routes to ECC to improve South Essex travel on horseback, we feel the draft Local Plan provides a first class
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opportunity to progress the following outstanding routes in Castle Point:1. The recent Church Road from the A13 to continue along the verge of Canvey Way (A130) to link into Jotmans Lane(
to include a western link to existing Manor Way BR in Church Road, Basildon) .
2. From Jotmans Lane, reinstatement of the link south via Watlington Road and the Railway underpass, continuing
East along FP185 to Benfleet Station.
3. The above route will enable a close link to access BR60 in the Hadleigh Country Park as well as a BR link between
Benfleet and Leigh along the sea wall and enable access to Two Tree Island Horse Ride ( currently in accessible).
4. Still via FP185, reinstatement or BR access west to access the RSPBs Horse Ride around their Bowers Marshes
site.
5. The ECC proposed off-road user bridge across East Haven Creek enabling horse riders to access the RSPB's West
Canvey site.
6. Upgrading of Canvey's western seawall FP26 to link with Canvey's BR45.
7. The second phase of the Roscommon Way extension to include a BR similar to the first phase of Roscommon Way
extension.
8. A BR link is urgently needed from Rushbottom Lane byway with the new Church Road BR.
9. An off road link from Canvey's BR 45 to Ferry Road alongside B1014.
10. BR use of Park Chase and Fitzwilliam Road access Hadleigh Country Park is needed for off road safety.
11. Horse riders need safe off-road travel between Hadleigh Country Park, Daws Heath and Belfair’s Park.
Reinstatement of BR links are therefore needed via The Gt. Wood Nature Reserve between the western end of
Poors Lane B, The Woods and Belfair’s Trotting Track to avoid the problematic horse riding mix with the traffic
humps of Scrub Lane traffic.
There are so many outstanding issues if horse riders are to continue their recreation and sport of riding in Castle
Point and we look forward to being consulted and to assist in finding an acceptable way forward.

DRAFT/RES/4789 SS8 9AH

As for Canvey Island we are Flood Risk 3 as deemed by the government enquiry. As no buildings can be built on a Flood
Risk 3 then why is anymore building going ahead ? Also you want to put buildings on areas that are flood plains Building on
flood plains are deemed too extreme risk of flooding. They have to be two or three storey with the first floor non-dwelling. We
all know that these buildings will cost more to build, generate less profit for the builder and are never going to be 'the
affordable homes' the consumer needs.
Then there is the question of insurance. Already due to the increase of flood situations on Canvey Island due to inadequate
and unserviced drainage system that is not fit for purpose as it’s overloaded/ unmaintained and outdated. Many current
householders are either being refused insurance or having premiums increased to such a level they cannot insure their
homes. If these homes on flood plains are uninsurable then they are un-mortgageable. How can you even consider 600
homes on Thorney Bay Camp!
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You have very short memories. The land from Calor gas through Thames Road to the camp is blighted by methane gas
deep and not so deep in the clay unstable soil. Years ago the football club was refused permission to increase the size of the
grandstand due to the dangers of the Calor gas site and the methane leaked into the soil from the old methane plant. It was
deemed a 'Blast Zone' with no building to take place, A few years later we has a new development of houses put thereWHY!!! Also the increased caravans on the Thorney Bay camp are in the blast zone again- WHY!!! I am sorry to say but it
seems that it's money again. Money in the council pockets.
We need a third road from Northwick to the Manor Way. We needed it years ago. Yes we need to create new local jobs but
for the Islanders already here not for 1450 new homes. Our roads are full of potholes, pavements broken up. Car parks are
now pot holed lakes ( Oak Road). Our roads are constantly in a state of flood due to drains not coping with surface water.
Drains are collapsing as they are old and not fit for purpose.
Our doctors’ surgeries and dentists are full and so are the schools. We don't have a police station or fire station. We have a
lethal largest Calor Site in Europe, increasing capacity, a toxic dump in Oikos taking dangerous chemicals by road tanker on
our inadequate and congested roads to and from the Island.
We are the dumping ground of the South East. Enough is Enough! We are sitting on a potential time bomb. A disaster
waiting to happen and you are willing to increase the danger by adding more homes, that's more families that you will be
putting in danger.
Do yourselves a favour before it's too late. Address the problems this Island has now for the people already living here.

DRAFT/RES/4790 SS7 1NQ

Observations on the Draft New Local Plan Consultation Document Questionnaire
I find the document sadly lacking in clarity, logical options and ease of completion.
General Observation on the Plan.
There are too many unsubstantiated statements. For example:Housing- there is no basis for the scare statement of 7000 homes through the appeals process if we don't specify 4000 in the
draft plan.
Employment- no basis for the number of people or the new area of floor space in the town centres.
Given that the council is charging for parking, people will shop where there is free parking i.e. out of town supermarkets or a
day out at Lakeside.
On specific questions:Q1.) The second paragraph of this question ( The National....the borough) makes unfounded statements in respect of
number of houses and the possibility of the council being able to refuse building application.
Q3.) Whilst I have addressed on area in this question which I am familiar with, there are 14 locations which given the period
of time to respond, cannot be adequately commented upon to give a reasoned objection to this question.
Q4.) Just how do/does the Council/ Developer (s) satisfy themselves that applicant for affordable housing are genuine?
Q6.) Until infrastructure is in place to address the problem of access for the proposed locations no further industrial
development should be permitted to take place.
Q7.) Given that the council is now charging for parking that was originally free, it is likely that retail space will become
available as existing stores go out of business through lack of custom- on 25th Feb , the Richmond Hall Car Park, which
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before 1st Feb was full at 13.30, was like the 'Marie Celeste', I counted 17 cars/vans and the same number at 15.40. I have
noted a similar lack of vehicles since then. Car parking charges do not make town centres attractive to shoppers!
Q8.) Typical mis-direction. There is a fixed amount of 'open space- filed/woodlands/playing fields' in the borough By taking
out Green belt/ woodland from the Borough with these developments where is no way additional open spaces can be
provided.
Q9.) All these road works are necessary without the additional development of 4000+ houses. Although the idea of a road off
the A130 to Benfleet into Jotmans, which has that terrible junction at Cemetery Corner, strikes me as being on a par with
idiotic idea of reducing the A13 through Hadleigh from it's existing one way system with two roads to one road only. Any
infrastructure should be implemented before any further development in Castle Point is allowed. The most important
infrastructure which should be completed before anything else is the development of the 'third road' off Canvey ( Northwick
Road to the Manor Way).

DRAFT/RES/4791 SS7 5HE

I have worked at Basildon Hospital many years as senior nurse.800 new homes at Jotmans other proposals for homes in
Benfleet and also plans for new homes in Dry Street Basildon will put so much pressure on Basildon and Southend Hospital,
which already runs on Black and red alerts forbid crisis. Extra schools and GPs will not help this, will it? Also affordable
home will not help two daughters who are 31 and 28 . One which lives in a caravan in Thorney Bay and one lives in a damp
ridden flat where water pours of the walls with two young children as neither of them can afford housing because of the lack
of deposit to get a mortgage
So how about dealing with the people who currently live in Castle Point? High private rental costs no chance of saving for a
deposit, how about more Council Property?

DRAFT/RES/4792 SS7 5AP

Cannot answer Question 1 as this is not a local plan for local people. This is a Government plan aimed to meet government
target. I.e. the housing needs of other area!! Also I not with interest that Thundersley Common and the open space opposite
the top of Vicarage Hill is well protected from and development. Surprise, surprise!!
Local Plan
I am writing to strongly object yet again to any development of Green Belt within Castle Point. In my particular ward (St
Mary's), you have ear marked all the Green Belt for development.
I enclose a copy of an email that we sent to you in march 2013, which reiterates my views which remain unchanged.
I also enclose a copy of a letter from Rebecca Harris to my Husband, who also emphasises the importance of maintaining
Green Belt especially when Basildon has ear marked the land the other side of the A130 in their own Strategic Land
Availability assessment.
I strongly urge you to please reconsider the Local Plan and to look into the deliverability of Brown Field sites before robbing
the residents of Castle Point of Green Belt.
I do not feel this is a plan for local people. The questionnaire was very loaded and did not give residents freedom to convey
their actual views. The accompanying leaflet was also very misleading. It infers that residents told you that they wanted more
affordable homes etc.However it does not mention how many people conveyed that view compared to the percentage that
was opposed to large scale development!!
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Castle Point residents will not benefit from this plan and it certainly will not benefit future generations who will not be able to
enjoy Green Belt areas that are rightfully theirs. The only beneficiaries are greedy developers and land owners!!
A Local Plan should benefit local people and should not be dictated by Government. A shortage of housing elsewhere should
not determine out Local Plan!! There are still many houses for sale and to rent in Castle Point at affordable prices.
The development of Jotmans Farm would be disastrous to the area!! An additional 800 homes- more than any other
proposed site!! 3200 plus extra people for the immediate area!! The impact on the road and infrastructure would be
overwhelming. We did not choose to live in an over developed sprawl. Over 600 residents wrote to you objecting to the
development and it was initially rejected. Why do you unanimously reject in October and then 3 months later realign the
Green Belt and remove Jotmans Farm from Green Belt????
Glebelands is another area of inconsistency. It was rejected for development after a court appeal which obviously was costly
and a certain local councillor was seen to be jubilant following this decision only to vote for its inclusion for development in
the Local Plan a few days later. It does not give one any confidence in our local councillors to be able to make appropriate
and correct decisions.
House of Commons
Thank you for your recent email regarding Green Belt in our Borough. I am sorry it has taken me so long to get back to you,
however as I am sure you can appreciate I receive a large amount of correspondence on this important matter every week
and I want to ensure I give each one a substantive response.
I would like to reassure you that I remain dedicated to fighting for our local Green Belt and I dedicate a large amount of my
time to the issue on behalf of residents.
In December I made a speech arguing against the development of Green Belt to the planning Inspector's hearing on the
Glebelands Green Belt site in Thundersley and I have only yesterday presented him with evidence that the Green belt
function of the site is crucial as Basildon have included the site adjacent to it on their side of the A130 in their own Strategic
Housing Land Availability assessment.
I have had a number of private discussions with the Planning Minister Nick Boles on the abolition of the last Government's
'East of England Plan' ( which I am pleased to say he formally abolished before Christmas after being blocked by the Courts,
making the East of England the first one he formally dealt with), the protection of Virgin Green Belt sites and how local
councils can better determine their own local housing need.
In the last full week the House of Commons sat before Christmas I also had a meeting Sir Michael Pitt, the Chief Executive
of the Planning Inspectorate to discuss Green Belt in Castle Point and am suggesting a member of the Planning Advisory
Service visit the Council to support the officers and councillors in shaping of their Local Plan, to answer any questions they
have on the deliverability of Brown Field sites, on assessing our local housing need independent of the data used to support
the last Government policy. I also signed an amendment to the Growth and Infrastructure Bill in the House of Commons that
required Councils to better prove their arguments about the ability of local infrastructure to cope with any new development
being proposed before it can be approved.
There is no doubt that locally and nationally we face a shortage of homes. The majority of my daily mail bag is made up of
young local families who are desperate to get themselves off of the Council property waiting list. But unlike the previous
Government, who imposed mandatory housing targets on local councils, this Government has given the power back to the
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local councils to assess and decide upon their own level of local housing need.
You raise a very good point about empty homes. It is true that by bringing an empty home back into use they allow it to be
occupied by a family who can be taken off of the local housing need register.
The Government has given councils greater powers to tackles empty homes locally, including allowing councils to charge up
to 150% of the normal Council Tax rate on owners of the most problematic neglected homes from April 2013. The New
Homes Bonus matches the council tax raised for every long-term empty property brought back into use. This financial
incentive for councils can be spent in any way they wish and should be used to improve the services which local
communities receive. Over the first two years of New Homes Bonus, local authorities will have benefited from £63.2 million
as a result of the 21000 decrease in long term empty homes.
The Government also recently announced the opening of bidding for a share of £300 million, which will bring thousands of
additional empty homes back into use across England. This funding is in addition to the £160 million Ministers have already
committed to bringing empty homes back into use. Under the scheme 5000 empty, and in many cases derelict, properties
can be refurbished and but onto the market over the next three years.
It is my firm belief that the council should do all they can to bring empty properties back into use before the conclusion of the
local plan making process to ensure that as much of our housing need as parable is met by getting local people in need of a
home into these properties.
Kind Regards
Subject: Proposed Development at Jotmans Farm
Dear Sirs
Proposed Development of Jotmans Farm
We are writing to strongly object to the above proposed development. We are both residents who have lived in Benfleet for
over 40 years and have witnessed an ever increasing expansion of urbanised sprawl, not just here in Benfleet, but all over
S.E Essex. This corner of Essex is already one of the most overpopulated areas in the country!!
As you well know by now, the traffic situation has deteriorated severely over the last few years resulting in gridlock (
especially on the A13 and A127). Even after the improvements, Tarpots junction can just about cope now and any further
large scale house building such as Glebelands and Jotmans will make it virtually impossible to move. There are only two
ways out of Benfleet, Tarpots and Vic House Corner. What will happen when Canvey Way has to be closed for any reason,
there is no way traffic will be able to move!!! The roads in this area can barely cope now and it is obvious to anyone with an
ounce of common sense that all the additional traffic will make life unbearable for everyone living in the area.
It is apparent that it is not just the road infrastructure that is affected, but just about every other service and utility. There are
already existing problems with GP surgeries, dentists, school and nursery places etc and the local infrastructure will be at
breaking point.
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There are numerous houses advertised in Castle Point each week in the local papers and on internet sites. These are for
sale at all prices, many below £200,000. What is an affordable house? In Canvey Island there are many properties for sale
between £150,000 and £170,000 that are not being sold immediately. If the demand was as high as you lead us to believe,
houses at these prices would not need to be advertised and would be purchased as soon as they came onto the market.
We are also aware that there are many empty properties in the area. A house in our location was empty for nearly two yearsit was a 3 bedroom chalet at an asking price of about £190,000. We believe that it has just been sold but obviously there was
not a desperate queue of buyers. Surely more houses cannot be needed when residents cannot sell the houses that already
exist.
The majority of residents, who have chosen to live in Castle Point, have chosen to live in the area because they do not want
the trappings on an inner city area. They enjoy a quieter pace of life and enjoy the pleasant surroundings enhanced by
Green Belt.
Every town and village in the UK is unique and should remain that way with its own identity. Different areas attract different
house prices. Not everyone has the right to live in the area of their choosing. You have to live where you can afford. Even
over 40 years, we were not able to afford to buy a house in our home town so we had to move more than 20 miles away.
More recently our daughter had to move 20 mile to secure the type of house she liked on her price range.
We are aware that Basildon also had plans to develop the area between Pitsea and Sadler’s Farm. If the plans for Jotmans
Farm were approved- we would become a large urban sprawl.
We were led to believe when we have attended meetings at the council offices, the brown field sites would be the first to be
developed!!! Surely if this is correct, any developer expressing interest should be immediately rejected unless it is for a
Brown Field site!!!
Castle Point Council should respect the interests of Castle Point residents when making decisions. They finance the Council
through Council Taxes and other taxes. The council should not have to be responsible, when making decisions, for the
needs of the population not living in the borough.
We ask you therefore, to please give the above points your careful consideration and support the majority of residents in
Castle Point. Please ensure our green belt is protected and safeguard our environment and the remaining surrounding
countryside. Please do not succumb to the developers whose only motive is financial gain and not the well being of the
borough.
PLEASE REJECT PLANS FOR ANY PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT OF JOTMANS FARMA DN SAVE OUR GREEN BELT
AND THE IDENTITIY OF CASTLE POINT.

DRAFT/RES/4793 SS7 5DH

Please let me state that although I have not objected to some of the Housing Sites or Employment Locations this does not
mean that I support them- merely that I do not have the time or expertise to investigate all of these and compile a dossier
with my opinions. The locations to which I object are 'on my doorstep' and their impact is of greater significance to me than
possibly the other specified locations. My overall general belief is that Castle Point is approaching capacity which can only
be increased at the detriment of the existing residents and of course for their direct descendants. I appreciate that the
National Government (including their appropriate bodies e.g.: NPPF) want something this does not make it right! I believe
that our Local Government should stand up and be counted and object most strongly to National Government and even
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orchestrate a campaign to get the targets reviewed by parliament. Like all political parties, they should be reminded that they
can be replaced at the next General Election. Is it even possible that our local Government has not objected strongly enough
( I have seen nothing in the press or on TV/ radio to the effect) or have they just accepted that they have to do as they are
told? Is the local Government then using this as an excuse not to fight the requirement because they also believe that the
targets should met despite the fact that any resident who is not gaining financially from these plans has an objection in one
form or another? It should always be remembered the reasons behind the setting up of a Green Belt and that any land
incarnated into this classification should be regarded as sacrosanct. It should not be built on and, even if any consideration
whatsoever is even slightly directed into this avenue, then all other sites should have been utilised i.e. all brown sites are
used before one bit of Green Belt is touched.
My comments in the development of housing ( H14- land to the west of Benfleet - known as The Jotmans development) is as
per the boxes that I have ticked. It turns out the Castle Point's resident's views are ignored, and that development is
approved, then all of the infrastructure points should be in place before the first sod of soil is cut for the first house. All too
often these infrastructure points are promised and then never delivered so we must ensure that they are in place for the first
new dwelling. The following refers:•

•

The new link road to the A130 should be ready and that this should be used for all of the new construction traffic to
use rather than for the hundred of heavy good lorries having to join Benfleet High Road at Cemetery Corner. This
new link road should enable any traffic to access the A1230 so that it can travel either in a northerly or southerly
direction without having to travel to either Saddlers Farm or Waterside roundabouts and then do 180 degree
turnaround to go in the required direction (i.e. it should not be just a link road to the southbound carriageway.)
A new school and GP surgery should be built and staffed.

By enduring the above are in place, this of course does not reflect that the development as being acceptable but only make it
more tolerable. There would be a large adverse impact on the local traffic and loss of Green Belt, landscape and existing
environment for which there is no redress.
My objection to H5 - Thorney Bay- is purely on the grounds that as far as I can see, the existing 'mobile home/ caravan'
dwellings would suffer. With so much lip service being paid to affordable housing what can be more affordable than this
existing type of housing? Buying a house has never been easy and throughout this and the 20th Centuries anyone that has
wanted to buy a property has always had difficulties in being able to get on the first rung of the housing ladder. What type of
price will the new affordable homes cost? I'm sure that they will still be expensive to the first time buyer so please don't let us
kid ourselves that we are helping the poor shop assistant as his wage will probably still not meet the mortgage
requirements!!!
Regarding the employment target, my objection is that the Manor Trading Estate is run down and needs regenerating. What
would therefore be better than relocating the trading estate to just off the A124 and then redevelop the existing trading estate
for housing? This had numerous advantages some of which are:-
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•
•
•

Industrial traffic would be taken out of a housing area
All traffic using the new trading estate would have better transport links directly with the A127 thus enabling their
business to take advantage of this easy access to the rest of England.
New housing would be next to, and link with, the existing housing estates together with their associated
infrastructures.
Regarding page 78 Clause 13.21 of the Draft Plan Castle Points to its shame deliberately shirking it's responsibility
towards the Green Belt being used to separate urban sprawl and maintaining a separation of urban areas. How can
they tell Basildon Council that they must maintain their bit of Green Belt because Castle Point wants to develop its
own Green Belt that is part of the separation between Thundersley and Bowers Gifford? This separation should be a
joint responsibility and Castle Point's Green Belt should be retained.

Any new building of housing should consist of wider roads- enough parking for all the residence in any building
infrastructure- if the house has 3 bedrooms, there must be enough parking for 5 cars.
The roads in Castle Point are terrible- Long Road, Canvey Way, and Sadler’s Farms.
Potholes- we need to invest in new roads. I.e. like they have in Germany. The more we invest in the roads the less likely they
are to wear out! The streets are dirty- rubbish all around. We need to encourage people not to throw out rubbish as they do
along Canvey Way- heavy fines. We need more trees-wildlife. In recent weather with flooding, Caney etc, needs to be safeseawall etc.
•
•
DRAFT/RES/4794 SS8 9EL

•
•
•
•
•
•

Risk of Flooding- we need a vast amount of green space to help with this- some of the areas planned for new
buildings would be putting other already existing housing at risk.
Drainage is already a problem for some roads, Cravens Road, near the Labworth and other surroundings areas.
Drains at Jones' Corner ( fish and chip shop) needs to have the mouth of the drain cleared as it always has rubbish
around it and at the moment due to the weather it has soil around it- water cannot go down to ease the water which
collects there.
What can I say? Too many POTHOLES- once they have been repaired they go again.
Roads need resurfacing with good quality surface- sub-standard road surface is a waste of time and moneyinvesting in good quality road surface as per Germany.
Roads at present too narrow- creating two lanes (Canvey Way- Somnes Avenue) will just increase the bottle neck
situation.
Sadler’s Farm Roundabout/ traffic lights some evenings it is a complete nightmare at times- more than not. The
situation when you come onto Canvey the two lane flows then suddenly you have to go to one lane is waste of time.
Sea wall being repaired.
Need more wildlife parks- trees- encouraging everyone to appreciate the wild spaces, the wildlife- which keeps us
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

folk going.
Two tree along the Canvey Way need to be looked at- they have been over since the high winds etc. Not
endangering anyone but the trees will be dead soon.
Litter- the town area is sometimes like a tip, all around the roads litter is there- people throwing out litter as they go
along Canvey Way. On our walks, we see loads of litter- perhaps organising litter day will help to clear some of the
mess. Training not the young, but all adults.
Litter at Jones- bottle bank- people are leaving their rubbish at the bottle bank the obviously need to be re-educated
about using the appropriate methods.
The flower bed wall at the old Council Offices needs repairing. The trees in the little greenery area there need some
compost - perhaps this could be obtained from the Recycling Area- you wouldn't need too many bags, we need to
encourage the growth of the trees etc.
Pavements need sorting -Jones etc.
We should be encouraging people to walk, cycle especially around Canvey Island.
We had a good transport facility with affordable travel- we wouldn't need the cars we use today. Transport should be
looked into.

We need to sort out the problems we have before we start thinking about building new housing areas. There must be plenty
of brown areas where housing/buildings can be built- leave the green spaces alone.
•
•

Furtherwick Park School was closed because of the falling numbers of children going to school, if we increase the
New Housing by the amount of housing nominated- wouldn't we be increasing the amount of children - who will
eventually need to go to school!!!!
New House building should have sufficient space for car parking 3 b3 bed houses should have at least 3 parking
spaces on the drive way ( more if the house is larger- enough space also to have a garden).
All new builds should be environmentally sustainable- i.e. enough drainage- a big enough garden- solar panels or
tiles. Roads within the new builds should be wider- unlike the older roads we have Canvey whereby driving down
then is constantly weaving in and out and trying to get through with just enough space.

LETTER OF OBJECTION FOR JOTMANS FARM DEVELOPMENT
DRAFT/RES/4795 SS7 5EA

This area at present is green belt pasture farm land. If this proposal goes ahead it will be lost forever. Also the present
recreation for horse riding in the area will be gone as well. Why are we not using all the brown fill sites first, is it because it's
easier and cheaper for the builders to destroy green belt.
Should these houses be built, Jotmans Lane will not be able to cope with the extra 1500 cars that will come with it, nor will
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cemetery corner cope, It has also been suggested that a slip road be built from Jotmans Lane onto the A130 Canvey Way,
this will make Jotmans Lane a rat run for all the traffic leaving and entering Benfleet wanting to avoid Tarpots Corner.
The more housing built, the more sewage produced, the present treatment works already undersized cannot cope at
present. Only this week we have untreated raw sewage being leaked into Richmond Park and has been left for children and
dogs to walk through spreading more disease. The system cannot cope.
Our local GP surgeries are already stretched with the present population another 1500 patients in this area would be a
disaster.
The local schools are also full to capacity to increase the pupil/teacher ratio would be totally unacceptable and detrimental to
our children's learning.
This plan is not going to benefit local people, as we are all protesting against it, these houses are only being built for the
London overspill, no benefit to the local community.

DRAFT/RES/4796 SS7 5BH

Please see attached letter stating our strong objections in particular to H14. Furthermore your questions are not angled
enough to give residents enough choice.
Objection to Draft New Local Plan
We write with reference to the above draft new local plan and outline below our strong objections in particular to H14 which
in the draft new local plan contributes to nearly a 1/4 of your total housing requirement. However, we don't really know why
we are wasting our time writing to you because you have repeatedly ignored ours and countless numbers of residents' views
to date. Furthermore, hundreds of residents had in fact not even received the local plan until very recently; so how would
they have been able to make their views known to you? This in its self is an utter disgrace.
You have indeed been very weak and have rushed through this draft new local plan so that the large deliverable green belt
sites ( and far easier than vigorously pursuing other sites i.e. Blinking Owl) are included. We believed that the Localism Act
gave the residents a say in matters affecting their borough. Obviously not!!
The Government clearly states the importance of not building on green belt in the National Planning Policy Framework: "
Paragraph 79 states; The Government attaches great importance to Green Belts. The funder mental aim of Green Belt
Policy is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land permanently open; the essential characteristics of Green Belts are their
openness and permanence. Paragraph 83 states: Local Planning Authorities with Green Belt in their area should establish
Green Belt boundaries in their local plans which set the framework for Green Belt and Settlement Policy. Once established,
green belt boundaries should only be altered in exceptional circumstances, through the preparation or review of the local
plan. Paragraph 87 states: As with previous Green Belt policy, in appropriate development is, by definition, harmful to the
Green belt and should not be approved except in very special circumstances?" You have chosen to do exactly that in
moving green belt boundaries in the draft new local plan.
All you keep telling us is that Government will force you to build 7000+ homes if you do not have this plan in place. You have
chosen to ignore local residents who have told you to take your chance, lobby Government and tell them we are the second
most densely populated area in Essex and cannot cope, nor do not need, this amount of new housing.
Moreover, paragraph 74 of the NPPF states that existing open space, sports and recreational buildings and land, including
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playing fields , should not be built on unless:
•
•
•

an assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the open space, buildings or land to be surplus to
requirement; or
the loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or better provision in terms of
quantity and quality in a suitable location; or
The development is for alternative sports and recreational provision, the needs for which clearly outweigh the loss.

We have repeatedly informed you that we have a horse stabled at Jotmans Farm. What provision have you therefore made
to re-home him plus the other 60+ horses at Jotmans Farm and all the horses at other farms in Castle Point? In an article in
the Yellow Advertiser dated 7th march it quoted the following:
" The challenge by horse owners many of whom rent more than 100 private stables in yards at livery farms known locally as
Cook's , Henry Smith's, Solby Wood, all in Daws Heath Road, Jotmans of High Road, Benfleet and two sites on Canvey- has
surprised planners who claim they had no knowledge that grazing land and stables were threatened."
Given this we welcome further clarification on this matter.
Local authorities and the councillors, who were elected by the people of Castle Point, promised to protect the Green Belt in
Castle Point through your Core Strategy Policy which states; " the funder mental aim of the Green Belt is to prevent urban
sprawl by keeping land permanently open; the most important attribute of Green Belt is their openness. PPG2 sets out five
purposes for including land within the Green Belt. PPG2 states that where existing local plans are being revised and
updated, existing Green Belt boundaries should not be changed unless alterations to the structure plan ( general extent of
the Green Belt) have been approved, or other exceptional circumstances exist."
At various meetings we attended you assured us on every occasion that the Core Strategy Policy protects the Green Belt.
Now you tell us that, within the draft new local plan, it is only a small percentage of green belt that is to be built on. NO! Any
percentage is too great. You also say that you are retaining a great amount of Green Belt within Castle Point; existing parks,
open spaces- is that what you call retaining and protecting green belt? There are no exceptional circumstances to moving
the boundaries and building on green belt; we do not have the room. It is simple as that!
The landscape, farm land and views from our houses are beautiful and should be protected at all costs. Jotmans Lane and
surrounding roads are tree lined and relatively quiet roads. All reasons why we moved into the area 15 years ago . The
increase in traffic , noise and pollution this will bring will not enhance the character of the area nor will it protect the
environment. 800 proposed new houses, with at least 1 car per household most coming out of the new estate at the same
time going to work, school etc will be a nightmare; it will just make the surrounding roads i.e. Elm View, Uplands, Wavertree
and Limetree rat runs for people looking for quickest way into and out of the new estate. Jotmans Lane will have to be
widened at some point to allow the duel flow of the traffic into the estate and this will inevitably mean trees being cut down.
We do not want a bus route put through the estate either. This would be dangerous for the elderly who live here and the
children too and completely ruin this peaceful area. Furthermore, the new link road from A130 will make Jotmans Lane a rat
run for people looking for quick access into Benfleet rather than queuing from Sadler’s Farm. This will change our lives, and
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those of your residents, significantly for the worse forever.
The junction at Jotmans Land off the High Road is an accident spot. The railings are continually damaged from the accidents
so an increase in traffic trying to turn right out of Jotmans Lane, in particular, or turning left and turning into Jotmans Lane will
not make this any safer; indeed it will increase the likelihood of accidents. We believe this would be a breach to people's
safety, in particular, the children who walk to the local primary and secondary schools in the area and the elderly people who
also live here.
The current sewage system is already unable to cope with the current demand, so how will the new system interact with the
current one? How will the pond designed by the developers cope with this one? Or will it just be a case of wait and see what
happens once the developers have been and gone? When it rains the water cascades down from the farm to the junction
with Watlington Road (you can see a picture on http:www.savejotmansfarm.org.uk).
We are not against the building of homes. BUT again we reiterate, not here, as we are the seconds most densely populated
borough in Essex. They have to be on appropriate sites but NOT ON GREEN BELT which you , our council, have stated on
numerous occasions that you want to protect. You have stated that you have exhausted all brown field/ alternative sites. We
do not believe you. You have stated that you have been repeatedly told by some of your own councillors that the Blinking
Owl site is a viable option yet you have chosen to ignore this and have looked for viable excuses at every opportunity. We
put it to you that you have NOT given this area enough consideration and therefore failed the residents Castle Point in
finding appropriate sites.
The planning application was totally rejected by the majority of residents who made their views clear to you at previous
meetings and also in the 600+ letter of objection in April 2013. Please can you give us assurance that all of those letters, and
all of the letters received regarding the draft new local plan, will be shown to the inspector at the appropriate time.
Ultimately, 2.5 years down the line, we feel deceived and extremely let down by your actions. We have made no further
progress except that now we know what your true intentions were all along . It is our believe, that overall you have acted very
weakly, have had all this time to lobby Government and have rushed through this draft new local plan. You have done
nothing to protect the interests of your residents.

DRAFT/RES/4797 SS7 5BH

Please see attached letter detailing our strong objections in particular to H14.
Furthermore your questions are not angled enough to give residents enough choice.
Objection to Draft Local Plan
We write in reference to the above draft new local plan and outline below our strong objections in particular H14 which in the
draft new local plan contributes to nearly a 1/4 of your total housing requirement. However, we don't really know why we are
wasting our time writing to you because you have repeatedly ignored ours and countless numbers of residents views to date.
Furthermore, hundreds of residents had in fact not even received the local plan until very recently; so how would they have
been able to make their views known to you? This in itself is an utter disgrace.
You have indeed been very weak and have rushed this draft new local plan so that the large deliverance green belt sites
(and far easier than vigorously pursuing other sites i.e. Blinking Owl) are included. We believed that the localism Act gave
the residents a say in matters affecting their borough. Obviously not!
The Government clearly states the importance of not building on Green Belt in the National Planning Policy Framework:
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"Paragraph 79 states; The Government attaches great importance to Green Belts. The fundamental aim of Green Belt Policy
is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land permanently open: the essential characteristics of green Belts are their openness
and permanence. Paragraph 83 states: Local Planning Authorities with Green Belts in their area should establish Green Belt
boundaries in their local plans which set the framework for Green Belt and Settlement Policy. Once established, green belt
boundaries should only be altered in exceptional circumstances, through the preparation or review of the local plan.
Paragraph 87 states: As with previous Green Belt policy, in appropriate development is, by definition, harmful to the Green
Belt and should not be approved except in very special circumstances." You have chosen to do exactly that in moving
green belt boundaries in the draft new local plan. All you keep telling us is that Government will force you to build 7000+
homes if you do not have this plan in place. You have chosen to ignore local residents who have told you to take your
chance, lobby Government and tell them that we are the second most densely populated area in Essex and cannot cope, nor
do not need, this amount of new housing.
Moreover, paragraph 74 of the NPPF states that existing open space, sports and recreational buildings and land, including
playing fields, should not be built on unless:
•
•
•

an assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the open space, buildings or land to be surplus to
requirements; or
the loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or better provision in terms of
quantity and quality in a suitable location; or
The development is for alternative sports and recreational provision, the needs for which clearly outweigh the loss.

We have repeatedly informed you that we have a horse stabled at Jotmans Farm. What provision have you therefore made
to re-home him plus the 60+ other horses at Jotmans Farm and all the horses at other farms in Castle Point? In an article in
the Yellow Advertiser dated 7th March it quoted the following:
" The challenges by horse owners many of whom rent more than 100 private stables in yards at livery farms known locally as
Cook's Henry Smith's, Solby Wood, all in Daws Heath Road, Jotmans of High Road, Benfleet and two sites on Canvey - has
surprised planners who claim they had no knowledge that grazing land and stables were threatened.
Given this we welcome further clarification on this matter.
Local authorities and the councillors, who were elected by the people of castle Point, promised to protect the Green Belt in
Castle Point through your Core Strategy Policy which states: " the fundamental aim of the Green Belt is to prevent urban
sprawl by keeping land permanently open; the most important attribute of Green Belt is their openness. PPG2 sets out five
purposes for including land within the Green Belt. PPG2 states that there where existing local plans are being revised and
updated, existing Green belt boundaries should not be changed unless alterations to the structure plan (general extent of the
Green Belt) have been approved, or other exceptional circumstances exist." At various meetings we attended you assured
us on every occasion that the Core Strategy Policy protects the Green Belt. Now you tell us that within the draft new local
plan, it is only a small percentage of green belt that is to be built on. NO! Any percentage is too great. You also say that you
are retaining a great amount of green belt within Castle Point, existing parks, and open spaces- is that what you call retaining
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and protecting Green Belt? There are no exceptional circumstances to moving the boundaries and building on Green Belt;
we do not have the room. It is as simple as that!
The landscape, farm land and views from our houses are beautiful and should be protected at all costs. Jotmans Lane and
the surrounding roads are tree lined and relatively quiet roads. All reasons why moved into the area 15 years ago. The
increase in traffic, noise and pollution this will bring will not enhance the character of the area nor will it protect the
environment. 800 proposed new houses, with at least one can per household, most coming out of the new estate at the
same time going to work, school etc., will be a nightmare; it will make the surrounding roads i.e. Elm View, Uplands,
Wavertree and Limetree rat runs for people looking for the quickest way into and out of the new estate. Jotmans Lane will
have to be widened at some point to allow the duel flow of the traffic into the estate and this will inevitably mean trees being
cut down. We do not want a bus route put through the estate either. This would be dangerous for the elderly who live here
and the children too and completely ruin this peaceful area. Furthermore,, the new link road from A130 will make Jotmans
Lane a rat run for people looking for quick access into Benfleet rather than queuing from the Sadler’s Farm. This will change
our lives, and those of your residents, significantly for the worse forever.
The junction at Jotmans Lane off the High Road is an accident spot. The railings are continually damaged from accidents so
an increase in traffic trying to turn right out of Jotmans Lane, in particular, or turning left and turning into Jotmans Lane will
not make this any safer, indeed it will increase the likelihood of accidents. We believe this would be a breach to people's
safety, in particular, the children who walk to the local primary and secondary schools in the area and the elderly people who
also live here.
The current sewage system is already unable to cope with the current demand, so how will the new system interact with the
current one? How will the old designed by the developers cope with all this? Or will it be a case of wait and see what
happens once the developers have been and gone? When it rains the water cascades down from the farm to the junction
with Watlington Road ( you can see a picture on http:www.savejotmansfarm.org.uk).
We are not against the building of homes. BUT again, we reiterate, not here, as we are the second most densely populated
borough in Essex. They have to be on appropriate sites but NOT ON GREEN BELT which you, our council, have stated on
numerous occasions that you want to protect. You have stated that you have exhausted all Brownfield/alternative sites. We
do not believe you. You have been repeatedly told by some of your own councillors that the Blinking Owl site is a viable
option yet you have chosen to ignore this and have looked for viable excuses at every opportunity. We put it to you that you
have not given this area enough consideration and have therefore failed the residents of Castle Point in finding appropriate
sites.
The planning application was totally rejected by the majority of residents who made their views clear to you at previous
meetings and also in the 600+ letter of objection in April 2013. Please can you give us assurance that all those letters and all
of letters received regarding the draft new local plan, will be shown to the inspector at appropriate time.
Ultimately, 2.5 years down the line, we feel deceived and extremely let down by your actions. We have made no further
progress except that now we know what your true intentions were all along. It is our belief that overall you have acted very
weakly, have had all this time to lobby Government and have rushed thought this draft new local plan. You have done
nothing to protect the interests of your residents.
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1. Proposal to form new Link Road from A130 via Jotmans Lane into South Benfleet will create a ' Rat Run' through side
roads which are totally unsuitable for the additional traffic.
2. Proposal to build 800 homes on Green Belt land west of Benfleet will cause unacceptable disruption to residents on the
Jotmans Estate both during construction and post occupation of homes.
3. Requirement for 4000 new homes reported apparently takes no account of existing limitations on infrastructure within
area. Additional Council income resulting from plan will not address these limitations.
4. Plan does not comply with specific conditions relaying to retention of Green Belt indentified in National Planning Policy
Framework.
CONSULTATION ON CASTLE POINT DRAFT LOCAL PLAN
I object to proposals within the draft local plan to build 800 homes on land west of Benfleet ( currently occupied by Jotmans
Farm). The basis of my objection is the plans failure to comply with the National Planning Policy Framework
requirements (NPPF).
Paragraph 74 ( of the NPPF) states:
" Existing open space, sports and recreational buildings and land, including playing fields, should not be built on unless:

DRAFT/RES/4799 SS7 5BH

•

an assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the open space, buildings or land to be surplus to
requirements; or

•

the loss resulting from proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or better provision in terms of
quantity and quality in a suitable location; or

•

the development is for alternative sports and recreational provision, the needs for which clearly outweigh the loss"

The above criteria have not been met. The proposed redevelopment site continues to be a thriving business based on
sport and recreational whereby the site owner earns income from horse owners in return for the provision of horse grazing
land. The horse owners ride their horses through relatively quiet and safe adjacent roads on the Jotmans Estate. Even if the
business is moved to an adjacent field, the increase in traffic and noise, during both the construction and post occupation
stage is likely to cause extreme distress to the horses stabled there and to prevent the riding of horses on the Jotmans
Estate. If allowed to proceed, this is likely to ultimately render this facility unusable in the future.
Paragraph 80 states:
"Green Belt serves five purposes:
•
•

to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas:
to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another,
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•
•
•

to assist in safe guarding the countryside from encroachment,
to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns, and
To assist in urban regeneration by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land.

Those criteria are apparently being ignored though are as relevant today as when this land was designated as Green Belt.
Many Benfleet residents originally purchased their properties safe in the knowledge that green belt would be retained and
still want to live in an urban district rather than taking an irreversible step closer to being merged into the adjacent and highly
built up Basildon New Town.
Paragraph 83 states:
" Once established, Green Belt boundaries should only be altered in exceptional circumstances."
Current Circumstances are in no way exceptional since the requirement for additional housing can be managed in other
ways including bringing empty and derelict properties back into use and by looking at alternatives for new housing
developments such as the Blinking Owl Cafe proposal.
Paragraph 89 states:
" A local planning authority should regard the construction of new buildings as inappropriate in Green Belt. Exceptions to this
are:
buildings for agriculture and forestry;
•
•
•
•
•

Provision of appropriate facilities for outdoor sport, outdoor recreation and for cemeteries, as long as it preserves the
openness of the Green Belt and does not conflict with the purposes of including land within it.
the extension or alteration of a building provided that it does not result in disproptionate additions over and above the
size of the original building;
The replacement of a building provided the new building is in the same use and not materially larger than the one it
replaces.
limited infilling in villages, and limited affordable housing for local community needs under policies set out in the
Local Plan; or
limited infilling or the partial or complete re-development of previously developed sites (Brownfield land), whether
redundant or in continuing use ( excluding temporary buildings), which would not have a greater impact on the
openness of the Green Belt and the purpose of including land within it than the existing development.

The above criteria have not been met.
Whilst including some affordable housing, the plan in no way " ring fences" for local community needs or gives no preference
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for occupation to existing residents of the borough.
Paragraph 123 States:
"Planning policies and decisions should aim to:
•
•
•
•

avoid noise from giving rise to significant adverse impacts on health and quality of life as a result of new
development;
mitigate and reduce to a minimum other adverse impacts on health and quality of life arising from noise from the new
development, including through the use of conditions;
recognise that development will often create some noise and existing businesses wanting to develop in continuance
of their business should not have unreasonable restrictions put on them because of changes in nearby land uses
since they were established; and
identify and protect areas of tranquillity which have remained relatively undisturbed by noise and are prized for their
recreational and amenity value for this reason
The planned development would result in a catastrophic impact on the quality of life for residents close by on the
Jotmans Estate, both during construction and post housing occupation phase.
In addition, the adjacent location of the stabling facility providing both recreational and amenity value and which
enjoys the necessary relative tranquillity will be severely affected by the noise particularly during construction.

Paragraph 162 states:
" Local planning authorities should work with other authorities and providers to:
•

assess the quality and capacity of infrastructure for transport, water supply, wastewater and it's treatment,.......
health, social care, education, flood risk... and its ability to meet forecast demands; and

•

Take account of the need for strategic infrastructure including nationally significant infrastructure within their areas."

The latest and previously unannounced proposal to link Jotmans Lane directly to the A130 via Jotmans Farm will
result in a 'rat run' for traffic attempting to avoid congestion on the A13 and B1006 roads designed to carry high
traffic volumes safely . That is totally unacceptable to residents of Jotmans Land and will increase risk of road
accidents within the estate. If a link between Jotmans Farm/ new housing development and the A130 is constructed
then the road link between Jotmans Lane to the farm / new housing development should be blocked off to eliminate
that increased risk.
Road access to the site, both during construction and post estate. Occupation is apparently planned through Jotmans Lane,
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Perry Road and Loten Road. Those roads are unsuitable because;•

•

•

•

narrow road width, road construction specification and relatively short distance from building line of homes to kerb
currently acceptable for low traffic volumes make those roads unsuitable for additional traffic including HGV's which
would arise. Jotmans Lane road surface is already badly deteriorated due in part to the additional traffic resulting
from planning approval to carry out light industrial businesses on Jotmans Farm.
The estate provides a major pedestrian route to local primary and secondary schools. The impact of additional traffic
on the previously mentioned narrow road width and extensive on road parking will cause major additional risks to
children crossing the roads. The elderly living on the estate will be at similar risk whilst walking to shops and doctors
surgeries.
The junction between High Road, Jotmans Lane and Benfleet Park Road is of particular concern. Jotmans Stores'
sole access for deliveries is close to this junction within Jotmans Lane and is very close to a bend in this narrow
road. Currently, articulated HGV delivery lorries as well as customers cars are parked outside the shop during the
morning rush hour (07.30- 08.30). The additional traffic both during construction and once the proposed
development was occupied would be likely to lead to gridlock at the entrance to Jotmans Lane and liable to back up
into High Road and Benfleet Park Road. Pedestrians attempting to cross Jotmans Lane and Benfleet Park Road
whilst walking along High Road would be particularly at risk. Indeed, there have been numerous instances of cars
mounting the pavement at this 90 degree bend in the High Road which has led to the installation of pedestrian
protective barriers which in turn have been frequently damaged;
of particular concern is the suitability of the access roads to accommodate safe in the knowledge that they could
achieve quiet enjoyment in their homes protected from major development by the Green Belt status of Jotmans
Farm; Specific associated concerns resulting from this proposal include:
- blocking of roads by contractor s lorries entering and waiting to enter the construction site, probably initially through
only one of the estate roads;
- damage caused to existing residents properties including boundary walls due to vibration from the significant
additional HGV traffic flow;
- residents parking limitations on the roadway necessary due to construction works;
- noise and dust generated by construction traffic;
- parking of building contractors vehicles on existing estate roads during construction
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- further damage to roads during construction laying of infrastructure services and possible remodelling of entrances
to the new estate.
Surface water drainage to the east side of the junction of Jotmans Lane and Watlington Road is inadequate leading to
flooding of the road following periods of heavy (though not abnormal) rainfall. This situation has existed for years and the
council have failed to address it. Plans to build associated hard standings will worsen that.
The sewage treatment plant located at the end of Watlington Road is unfit for it's current loading with a frequent stench of
sewage throughout the estate and foul smelling sludge including toilet paper witnessed in adjacent ditches on Richmond
Park. Assurance from the sewage plant operators that work during the early part of 2012 would stop that happening were
misleading and untrue. On that basis how can any additional load be trusted as the basis for this development?
The plan to build 800 homes to the West of Benfleet will have a totally disproportionate effect on the lives of residents on the
Jotmans Estate and surrounding area compared to the rest of Castle Point Council to allow this development to proceed will
blight existing properties on the estate. That is clearly unacceptable to existing residents.

DRAFT/RES/4800 SS7 2UT

With regard to the draft local plan, it assumes that Castle Point requires additional housing because successive governments
have pursued a policy of allowing UK population to increase. This is not sustainable and should be challenged. Our
councillors and MP's are elected to maintain and/or make subtle improvements to our community, not to allow wholesale
development. Having said that, if additional housing is inevitable is should be at the extremity of the Borough (H18, H14,
H13, H16 or H5) to reduce impact on existing residents.
Why do we need to create 11,000 square meters of new retail floor spaces? I agree with regeneration of town centres, but
why not mix retail , commercial and residential. Could we not make better use of the town centre sites; for example think
Hadleigh Old Fire Station and Hadleigh Library could be combined for community use thereby freeing another brown field
site for re-development (along with a derelict public house and several used car lots.) The plans for town centre regeneration
should be a key part of the local plan but there does not appear to be any specific objectives.
Similarly, the plan makes reference to creating at least 2100 new jobs but does not state how or where these jobs will be
created. An admirable objective but surely a promise if there is no strategy. I am also concerned that the plan appears to
assume that new jobs will be low skilled industrial or retail; is there no desire to attract technology based companies that will
offer higher skilled jobs paying higher salaries that will ultimately provide more support for local businesses?
I appreciate that you are consulting with the existing residents but I think you need to provide more information to facilitate
making of better decisions that will ultimately have far reaching consequences for both current and future generations.

DRAFT/RES/4801 SS7 1ET

I am against releasing such a large amount of Green Belt. It will ruin our Borough, which I feel is a pleasant place in which to
live.
Our infrastructure will not support the number of houses envisaged.
The news that a new town is to be built at Benfleet is good news and the right way to proceed.
H13 Glebelands
After spending the ratepayer’s money in order to protect this site from development, I am astounded that it is included in the
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Plan. The residents have every right to be angry.
H14 Jotmans Farm
To build 800 homes on this site would be a disaster for West Benfleet. The proposed access routes would become rat runs
and totally destroy the Jotmans Estate. My understanding is that an S106 agreement has been mooted whereby the
developer would pay for duelling part of Canvey Way from a line opposite Wavertree Road to Sadler’s Farm. Please do not
sell out West Benfleet. Essex County Council should have paid for this years ago. The fact that this road would then take a
lot more traffic and have to join the A13 via a very short slip road would be a recipe for accidents. Canvey Way should be
dualled totally without any access points.
Surface Water and Effluents
The water authorities say that they can cope with the extra demand. This is patently not the case. On a regular basis,
tankers effluent from the Benfleet Works in Watlington Road to outside the Borough because out treatment works cannot
cope. These tankers need manoeuvre through a very narrow bridge which carries the C2C railway line and then into
Watlington Road which is residential and unadopted and where the roads surface is in a very poor condition. The tankers
drivers need to fold their wing mirrors back or even remove them altogether in order to pass through the bridge. Many of
these vehicles scrape the abutments when passing through. With more tankers a result of the extra housing, how long
before a serious accident happens?
Surface water and sewage has again been allowed to flood onto the playing fields of Richmond Park, and in times of heavy
rain gardens in Brook Road are regularly affected. The new homes built by David Wilson have allowed surface water to enter
Prittle Brook flooding areas around Queens mere. Any new development must ensure that no surface water is allowed to
enter brooks and ditches or this situation will be repeated. Before any new homes are built every site should have boreholes
sunk to ascertain the water table.
H18 North West Benfleet
Increase the number of houses on this site as the proximity of the A127 would be a benefit to any new estate.
•
•
•
•

DRAFT/RES/4802 SS8 8BU

•
•
•
•
•

Roads of Canvey are very congested, having more housing would add to the problem ( Question 3).
Doctor’s surgeries and schools are full. To get an appointment takes longer ( Question 3).
Need a more reliable bus service (Question 9).
No good building more houses, when you have no appropriate shopping centre. Need to ask the public what kind of
shops they want to see on Canvey ( Question 7).
Need third road on Canvey to redirect traffic (Question 9).
When we have rain a lot of the drains and roads cannot cope ( Question 9).
When we were waiting for our road to be repaired, we had to wait a year ( Question 9).
Waterside pitches need to be maintained better as they are very bad to play on and they do not drain very well (
Question 3).
The new widening of the A13. Badly designed and causing tail backs from Pitsea on to Canvey Way. Too many
traffic lights. Not enough lanes on flyover (Question 9).
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•

Also can create tourism coming to a new town centre ( Question 7).

DRAFT/RES/4803 SS7 2UQ

I strongly oppose the proposed link road between Stadium Way and Dawes Heath Road, then would lead to large volumes
of traffic using side streets to get to London Road causing even more congestion than there is now.
I object to H11 Brook Farm/Solby Wood Farms being used for building there are large amounts of wildlife that will be
affected, its land is used to table and graze horses- where would they go?
The council should consider using the land behind The Blinking Owl Cafe for housing and possibly site Manor Trading Estate
there and use the old Manor Trading Estate for housing.

DRAFT/RES/4804 SS7 2LT

I really hope that the people involved with the planning dept ask all the correct questions of the right people before anything
is done as ordinary people don’t know the answer to how the flooding in some areas must be considered.
I also feel too much attention is being made against the Hungry Horse being built in the John Burrows park. Boards in
gardens. Partitions being put in hands of many old folk getting their pensions in the post office. People who probably never
use the park. Why not ask the people who do use it. Since you updated the children’s park, it is packed all through the
summer. This makes everyone happy until one of them wants to use the loo, hence many a wee being done in the bushes,
it's the same for all the young footballers who use and enjoy the park.
Also how nice it would be if the young families and us older ones could get a meal and drink at a reasonable price in the
park? You must admit it is real eye sore at the moment!
Sorry if I sound like a grumpy old lady but I love this park and love other people to enjoy it too.

DRAFT/RES/4805 SS8 0AP

Before any housing or industrial development is approved, the Canvey Island road and other infrastructure must be
approved and carried out . This also applies to the whole of the Castle Point but particularly Canvey Island where the
existing roads cannot cope during the day and the climate change and rising level s of water, Canvey Island is at risk and
therefore roads must be capable of dealing with congestion . Dualling of Canvey Way and third road off to Corringham is
essential to avoid disaster.
Extension of Roscommon Way from Haven Road to Western Esplanade
The majority of traffic uses Central and Northern roads to access/exit Canvey Island. The development of this proposal will
do nothing to alleviate the traffic coming from the east of the land H6 Point Road is developed the additions traffic will use
the central- Northern roads. It is better for motorist to use the shortest routes.
If H5, Thorney Bay Caravan Park, is developed, motorist living there will need access to Canvey Island and therefore
Roscommon Way should be extended to that location but then keep the no advantage to school to Western Esplanade, to do
so keep undoubtly creat a 'Rat Run' to Canvey town centre in which case those roads restrictions applied. H5 is close to the
River Thames and Gas storage front. If there is an emergency emanating from either of the Good Access Roads must be
provided for the people living there and for emergency service access.

DRAFT/RES/4806 SS7 2UQ

I cannot express how you plans for the Daws heath and Hadleigh are have saddened and disgusted me. I live in Fairmead
Avenue and you are proposing a Housing Estate of 180 houses at the of my garden (Brook Farm). I do not want to be
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overlooked.
I have lived in Castle Point for 50 years., firstly Benfleet and 20 years ago we decided to live in Daws Heath to enjoy our
retirement years. We found a bungalow in Fairmead Avenue which overlooked green fields, which was our dream, and now
you are proposing to thank that dream away.
If you go ahead with your plans for this area you will ruin it forever. Our properties will be devalued and we will be
overcrowded and noisy with extra people, more traffic etc. Isn't it bad enough at the moment with the congestion at the
Woodman Arms and Rayleigh Weir?
I have spoken to many people who live in this area about your plans who have all felt the same way. Your plans are a
disgrace, once a quiet rural place to live, envied by friends because of the lovely countryside surrounding us, which will be
no longer if you go ahead.
PLEASE rethink what you are proposing to do with our Green Belt Land.

DRAFT/RES/4807 SS7 5BH

Castle Point NOT VERY NEW Draft Local Plan Consultation
We feel enormously let down by the council with regards to this proposal. The infrastructure in Benfleet simply does not allow
for a large scale development and without meaning to sound melodramatic, the continued building and ensuring
overpopulation of Benfleet will simply ruin the lives of so many residents.
Despite the government putting pressure on so many councils to provide additional housing, such a high number would be
hugely detrimental to our community. The objections being raised are not just because we want a green field to look at- they
are genuine concerns for the health, well being and safety of our community.
Communications regarding the local plan have been ( we feel intentionally) understated and many residents within Castle
Point have not even been made aware of the proposal or consultation process. It seems that our concerns have been totally
ignored by a council who are ultimately responsible for taking decisions for the good of its constituents. Some have grown
apathetic in response as they feel that the planning proposals will go ahead regardless of overwhelming concern which
appears to be interpreted as support of the scheme and this is most certainly not the case.
Our views do relate to the Castle Point but specifically Benfleet and in particular Jotmans Farm. There are already many
accidents at the junction out of Jotmans Land and the surrounding links to the main road and none of the roads are designed
for the current flow of traffic let alone the massive increase in vehicles that the proposed development will create. We can
only assume that any investigations into the traffic volume were carried out at a ( rare) quiet time as the roads and parking in
the area are already a nightmare at several points during the day and the thousands of additional vehicles caused by this
proposal will make it absolutely impossible. There has to be a duty of care to consider the danger for walking and driving
residents.
The proposed amenities are insufficient. A primary school and GP surgery are included but what about other basic needs for
residents such as a secondary school/college and more importantly emergency services? We have no police station, a
virtually non-existent police presence combined with an already strained ambulance service with increasing wait times which
will only get longer. The fire service already struggles to access many of our roads and the increase in parked vehicles will
make this impossible. Surely our lives will be at risk and who will take responsibility when the inevitable happens?
It was argued that having (thousands of) new residents would help local business but use of our local shops is already
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limited due to the lack of parking and the shops are fairly 'compact' so how can they serve such an increase in population?
Furthermore, the train service will be unable to facilitate the rise in commuters with the trains already overcrowded and the
car park and station too small.
This latest plan is a resurrection of previous proposals, elements of which were fought and won ( Glebelands High Court
refusal/ Jotmans Farm Council refusal). Greenfield sites are clearly a soft target but there are other Brownfield sites which
could be utilised. Our green spaces should be of greater importance to our council and yet they were the first option rather
than the last resort.
Many people live in this area in order to be close to the rare commodity that is green space and a quiet and safe
environment for their famillies. We bought our home for that very reason and naively thought that the greenbelt land would
be safe. We planned to stay in our home indefinitely but we will have choice but to move away, aw will many others, at
enormous personal loss. We never imagined that we could be subjected to years of building works and the colossal
disruption (noise pollution/ on-going temporary loss of various utilities/ wildlife displacement etc) that will go with it. The
council subcontractors couldn't even replace a streetlight without churning up our grass verges so I have no hope that any
major works will be considerate of residents in away at all. The hypocrisy around this proposal is even further compounded
for the many residents on the Jotmans estate who have been subjected to rigid planning regulations specifically designed to
protect the views of the Greenfield sight which this proposal will obscure completely.
One of your councillors even had to audacity to state that these developments would be positive for Benfleet as it is an 'aging
community'. Aside from the fact that we're all aging , the comment totally disregarded us and the many other families in the
local area who will not stay with our children who would have been the future generation of Castle Point constituents.
We understand that there will always be a high level of emotion with proposals such as this. We also understand that the
council is under pressure to provide affordable housing in the borough. Our issue is that the recommended number of new
homes is simply not feasible with smaller boroughs such as ours. Furthermore, many of the sites identified in Castle Point
are soft targets and there are other solutions which may cost more to develop but will not destroy our wildlife and way of life.
This development will devalue not only our homes but every aspect of our community by ignoring our needs in order to
appease a government 'guideline' which is generic and simply does not suit every area.
Truth/Untruth
In the meeting relating to only 256 houses on Jotmans Farm, a very vocal councillor stated that it was a flawed application
which would be hugely detrimental to the area and should be fought without question and yet 3 months the very same
councillor voted in favour of almost 4 times that number of houses.
When the council came to vote, several members left the room ( because they own property affected by the proposal) and a
further 4 abstained ( which we feel was inexcusable as whilst they may not have had a clear opinion of their own, they
should have had a clear opinion from the people who they were there to represent!). There were not enough councillors left
in the room to give the proposal a fair vote so what hope did we have of a democratic process?
e were told that the local plan was the 'best' option and that supporting it would safeguard further development and the
Mayor stated that this is just a 'proposal' and that residents would be involved in the process. To date our concerns appear to
have been disregarded completely.
There are other options which could appease both the government requirement and the local community but the priority is
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clearly the cost for the developers and not the needs of Castle Point's constituents so I have to ask who exactly does our
council represent?
Ref: DNLP- 03/2014
Dear Sir/ Madam,

DRAFT/RES/4808 SS7 5DN

Having reviewed the draft of the above referenced document, we would take this opportunity to record that we do not
consider the contents of ' New Local Plan' to represent ' Sustainable Development'.
The 'Draft Local New Plan' seems to have overlooked some very important and relevant factors in relation to the placement
of some of the housing and employment sites within the Benfleet area.
Over the recent years the UK has witnessed changes in weather patterns as a result of global warming. Although there are
still some who would argue against this, the majority of the world's scientists and climatologist seem unanimous in the
understanding that the planet is warming.
In recent years the country has experienced significant coastal and inland flooding. This year the Thames Barrier has been
raised some forty times where the average yearly deployment was less than a quarter of this before.
The current sea level rise is about 3mm per year worldwide. In 2007, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (
IPCC) projected that during the 21st century, the sea level will rise another 18 to 59cm ( 7.1 to 23.2 in). These numbers did
not include "uncertainties in climate- carbon cycle feedbacks nor did they include the full effects of changes in ice sheet
flow".
More recent projections by the US National Research Council (2010) suggest a possible sea level rise over the 21st century
between 56 and 200cm (22 and 79 in).
The above rises in sea level need to be considered along with the logical geological process. Much of the land in Castle
Point is of high clay content. As Scotland continues to rise, the south of England is estimated to be sinking by 1mm/ year.
The resultant rise of sea level based on current figures would equal 4mm/ year and this level is expected to accelerate.
Sites: H5, H6, H8, H14 (below Jotmans Lane) and H16
In consideration of the above and the fact that Canvey Island currently only has a single route of escape would make the
building of an additional 2,250 homes on the above referenced sites, which will have a high flood risk, inadvisable.
The draft local plan does detail an additional link/means of escape towards Corringham. However, the normal development
procedure is for the housing development to proceed prior to any improvements in infrastructure being considered. The plan
also details a partial dualling of the A130but this is only for a few hundred meters from Saddlers Farm to facilitate access to
the proposed H14 development and create rat-runs through the Jotmans and Hopes Green Streets.
A more responsible plan would be to make ALL of the A130 from Saddlers Farm junction to Waterside Farm dual carriage.
To prevent a reply of the 1953 disaster, the escape routes and infrastructure need to be completed first and both potential
routes need to be assessed for suitability and traffic should/when the sea defences fail.
Site:E3
Castle Point is quite unusual in that the Manor Trading Estate is located in the middle of a housing area. There are no major
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roads that afford direct access to the estate. All Lorries and commercial vehicles need to travel through residential streets to
reach the current industrial area.
The trading estate is currently less than savoury or pleasing to the eye. A large percentage of the area is used for
warehouse, storage, scrap metal or low employment density trades. The physical state of the area and its restricted access
would not make it an attractive proposition for office based businesses or other higher density employment to consider
establishment or relocation to the site.
The additional 4ha of land to the existing site for employment growth would not yield a high number of job opportunities. The
commercial site would be better located at an alternative location that would offer better access and a higher standard of
commercial premises.
Moving the manor Trading Estate to an alternative location would remove the industrial area from its current close proximity
to residential areas and schools. It would also allow greater access from the main roads and the regeneration of both the
commercial facilities and housing within the borough at a level that is not at risk from flooding.
As spectators at a recent council meeting, we recorded the statements that the above option had been recently reviewed by
the council but was not developed any further due to internal differences within the council, late assessment of the option
and that it was too complicated as the area designated H18 on the plan had multiple land owners.
Another reason given for adequately researching the option was the possibility of gaining access or making changes to the
main roads (A130) in the area. We found this argument difficult to understand as the plan suggests modifying the A130
further south for access to the H14 development. A junction at H14 could impede traffic leaving Canvey Island in an
emergency situation. We are not sure if this option has been adequately researched in any detail. There are many
possibilities for access to the H18 site. The relocation to the H18 would allow Castle Point to provide a greater level of
employment within the borough in an industrial park that is modern and that will be attractive to potential businesses and
investors.
Question 2: Housing Target
We believe both the national framework and also the council's target of 200 homes per year to be too high.
The "Localism Act" gives councils and resident bodies the opportunity to challenge central government in areas such as the
quantity and type of new houses and other developments within the area. The geological nature of the borough and the fact
that we are already one of the most densely populated areas of the country with a large percentage of the land at risk from
flooding should allow the national policy's new housing numbers to be challenged.
Question 3: Housing Sites
We have already objected to the development of the H14 (Jotmans) site. Please see our previous correspondence attached
appertaining to the initial proposal quantity of 256 dwellings. Recently on a number of occasions we, and also neighbours
have witnessed partially treated and raw sewage being discharged from the treatment works and Watlington Road and into
the park at the southern end of Brook Road. The plan does not mention any increase in capacity of this treatment works and
the addition of a minimum of 1,100 homes will increase both the magnitude and also the frequency of these un-healthy
discharges.
Question 5: Employment Target
As detailed above, additional measures need to be considered if the target of 2100 new jobs is to be achieved. This number
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will not be achieved by development of the two shopping areas and the additional 4ha added to rundown trading estates well
as the E4 and E5 sites. Higher density employment needs to be considered.
Question 8: Open Space
What should be considered is the overall equation in that how much open space is lost by the various developments in
relation to the additional 32ha provided by the plan. We suspect the new local plan will significantly reduce the amount of
open space in the borough. Open spaces should also follow the form of their description and be of considerable size and
'open'. The designation of a few square meters of grass enclosed within a housing development is not an open space.
Question 9: Transport
We find question 9 to be misleading as it lists the modification of the A130 as two separate questions whereas, it is a single
action to provide access and promote the building of houses on the H14 Jotmans site. The seventh element of this question
suggests all of the A130 will be dual carriage. "Partial dualling" would be a more accurate description as it will only be for
access to the proposed H14 site and add to the congestion at the cemetery corner and will do nothing to improve
access/egress from Canvey Island.
In summary we would wish to advise that we believe that the proposed New Local Plan should consider the relocation of the
Manor Trading Estate to location H18 and then redeployment of the current trading estate lands for housing development. It
should also consider the retention of a much green belt and open spaces as possible.
In its current form the plans impact on the local community will be predominately negative and is unsustainable. We believe
that the council should revise the plan so that a sustainable and environmentally considerate planning policy can be obtained
that does not put lives and property at risk by continually building houses in lands below sea level and on flood plains.
Yours faithfully.

PS: We are unsure regarding the level of disruption that has been afforded to the consultation of this plan. We have met
people who live in local streets that will join to the proposed H14 development and they have not received any notification or
copy of the 'Draft New Local Plan'. We have photocopied for the people who have asked us for a copy. There are also
articles in the local new media relating other areas of the borough that have also not been issued with copies of the plan.
The article refers to local people having to discharge the council's responsibility to inform its residents by collecting and
distributing the information on the council's behalf.
We would therefore question the extent of the distribution of the 'Draft New Local Plan' and if the result of this consultation
will give a true indication as to the views and wishes of the Castle Point residents.
If the above items are found to be typical of the distribution, then there will be reduced engagement from the community and
a mismatch between the "Statement of Community Involvement" and the procedures followed in this consultation.
Extract from draft SCI
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" Legal Duties: As the planning authority, the Council has a legal responsibility to consult on planning applications, and also
to consult at various stages throughout the plan making process. The Council, as a public body, also has a responsibility to
ensure that it has full regard to any negative impacts and decisions it takes may have on particular groups within the
community. One of the best ways to identify whether such negative impacts may occur is through engagement with the
community."
Ref: CPT/112/13/OUT
Dear Sir/ Madam,
Further to Persimmon & Charles Church Planning Application to build 265 new dwellings on Green Belt Land on Jotmans
Farm Ref: CPT/112/13/OUT , we wish to record our objections to this encroachment and development of GREEN BELT land
for the reasons detailed below:a.) We would object to the increase in traffic that these 265 additional dwellings will create (both in construction and in use).
Whilst the William Sale sketch drawing 1642-SK-13 shows only a junction improvement adjacent to the proposed
development, the scheme proposal seems to overlook the greater traffic implications at adjoining road junctions. Traffic is
already an issue when entering or leaving the estate. Crossing the road by foot to get to school via Cemetery Corner is
already difficult in the mornings and evenings.
There are two main entrances and exits that feed this and the adjoining estates ( Jotmans Lane and Benfleet Park Road)
neither of these two junctions have the capacity to cater for the traffic created by an additional 265 dwellings. The third option
( Richmond Avenue) has restricted access imposed by sharp bends and a narrow thoroughfare imposed by on-street car
parking. The junctions of these roads do not lend themselves to modification to give safe or acceptable access for the
increased traffic resulting from this development.
b.) We are currently unable to park our car on the road adjacent to the house due to existing neighbours cars parked on the
road. There is already a problem with on-site car parking and the increase of on street parking from these additional
dwellings will cause havoc. The increased road congestion will be an additional threat and encumbrance to emergency
services should they require to reach someone urgently in need.
c.) This is a quiet and relatively safe neighbourhood. We do not want our peace and quiet destroyed by the noise, through
traffic and disturbance that the construction of these properties would realise. And we do not want the long term nuisance
and environment degradation that would emanate from the proposed 265 new dwellings on adjacent land.
The Pegasus report suggests...
" The effect of construction traffic has been assessed and it has been found not to result in any significant effects as the level
of vehicle movements per day is low in comparison to the existing movements."
Experience
from the construction industry would suggest that it is not just the quantity of vehicles, but the type, axle loading and
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condition of such vehicles that contribute to the impact. Jotmans Lane and the roads within the estate are not suitable for
heavy or articulated vehicle movement. The roads are of light duty construction and the kerbstones have very little
foundation. In wet conditions mud will be deposited along Jotmans Lane and at the junction with High Road which has
already been categorised as a potential hazard area. There is also question of transportation of the builder's workforce and
the parking of their cars, vans and vehicles during construction. The report suggests this will be insignificant, but experience
suggests this will be insignificant, but experience suggests the opposite and the local roads will be littered with construction
workers vehicles throughout construction.
d.) This is a private and quiet housing estate where are two children can play safely outside. It is currently safe to allow them
to cycle their bicycles and scooters around the estate. Horses are also ridden and lead through the streets by young adults.
Their safety to enjoy of the estate will be jeopardised should additional traffic from 265 new dwellings be added to the road
traffic of this estate.
e.) Wildlife such as badgers, frogs, birds and small mammals the frequent the estate live on or adjacent to the
abovementioned greenbelt land. By building on this land their habitat will be destroyed.
f.) Currently the Jotmans Farm 'Green' areas provide a natural soak-away for rain and surface water. The filling of this area
with a large percentage of impermeable concrete and asphalt surface in the form roads and buildings would further stress
the water drainage from this estate. Under heavy rain, many of the drainage systems are fully loaded and there are areas of
local flooding upon the Jotmans Estate.
Although there is a pond shown within the development proposal for surface water attenuation, our feelings are that it will
offer insufficient drainage capacity for the surface water from the new development must need to adjoin to and utilise the
current drainage system of the Jotmans estate.
The Pegasus Environmental Statement would concur with the above as it suggests that the new development will impact the
residents adjacent to the development. It states:
" During the operational phase there will be effects on the rate, volume and water quality for surface water runoff, and tidal
flooding due to displacement of foul water discharge. These effects range from a minor adverse effect to major adverse
effect "
It is the 'major adverse effect', 'foul water discharge' and flooding that are cause for concern.
Whilst the SUDS system is a good idea, it should be remembered that the soil in this area is mainly clay and has a very slow
water absorption rate. In periods of heavy rain many of the gardens with the Jotmans estate become saturated and surface
water can remain for days (sometimes weeks). We cannot see any information within the proposal relating to the segregation
and containment of the wet area at the SE corner of the development of the impact that drainage from the development
would have on existing properties. It does not offer any detail as to how the properties at the bottom of Philmead Road and
Watlington Road will be safeguarded against water saturation in periods of prolonged or heavy rainfall.
The Williams Sale Partnership document appertaining to flood risk and the Environment Agency flood risk plan both suggest
these areas are already at considerable risk of flooding. We believe the proposed development will increase this risk to an
unacceptable level.
g.) The other consideration in respect to capacity would be the foul water system. We could not find any consideration as to
where and how the sewage system is connected to the existing system. The report does suggest that the sewage waste
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water is treated at the local works. The current burden as witnessed by the back flushing of partially treated effluent, the
export by road and the smell that often emanates from the site.
We find the Pegasus report does not consider the effect of the development upon existing residents. It mentions that the
increased smell should not be a big risk to residents of the proposed development as they will sit upwind and to the western
side of the treatment works (page 21). It fails to consider the impact of the increased sewage load on the existing residents
who live to the north and east of the treatment works. An environment and not just a small section when assessing impact.
h.) The proposal refers to different types of accommodation but does not give and specific details. The proposal mentions
'private'. 'Affordable' and '2.5 storeys' in relation to dwellings, but fails to give any significant detail in the proposal so the
reader is not certain of extent or reach of the proposed development from reading the documents alone. A typical example is
the area for development shown upon the different documents. This is designated by a red outlined box on many of the
documents. Some of the development and others, including the main scheme, only show half of this area. Without
clarification, it would appear that the 256 dwellings are phase 1 of a larger development.
It is not difficult to object to any proposal that lacks sufficient clarity for a sound judgement to be made and has contradictions
as to the size and scope of the development.
In summary we would wish to advise that we believe that the proposed development at Jotmans Farm does not constitute a
sound or responsible development project. Its impact on the local community will be predominately negative. We also believe
that is does not reflect your aim of promoting an environmentally considerate planning policy and should be rejected for the
reasons given.

DRAFT/RES/4809 SS7 5DJ

We are totally opposed to the Council's proposal to develop Jotmans Farm or any other green belt land.
There is an urgent need for improvements to the local services which the Council should be addressing before even thinking
about building new housing estates, we have lived here for 50 years and seen very little maintenance work carried out in that
time, badly patched roads, pavements so badly in need of repair they are a danger to pedestrians. Shops mainly consist of
Estate Agents , Hairdressers and Fast Food; we have a Co-operative store, one green grocer and one Butcher. Sewerage is
taken elsewhere everyday to be disposed of because Benfleet can't cope with it all. Sewage leaks on to our recreational
ground and into the surrounding ditches, there is nothing to warn anyone using the recreational ground of this. Rainwater
pours of Jotmans Farm and down the side roads leading of Watlington after heavy rainfall bringing with it mud and stones,
manhole covers are lifted with the force of water at the corner of Jotmans Lane. Schools and Doctors surgeries are already
being stretched to full capacity, how on earth do the Council expect to cope with another 800 houses on Jotmans Farm Land
when they can't fund the improvements already needed.
The council are full of promises for new roads, schools and affordable housing but it won't be local residents who buy them it
will be people from London who will buy them, how long will it take for the Council to fulfil any of these promises if ever?
What we will get is more pollution, gridlocked roads; side roads will become rat runs, an increase in the crime rate and even
more flooding when it rains.
Why do we need to expand the Trading Estate when units are standing empty, why not build more houses when there are
plenty of empty houses about, why not spend money on improvements and let these?
This is a quiet and beautiful area which had been enjoyed for generations, the residents of Benfleet have made it quite clear
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that they want it to remain that way; Benfleet does not want or need a new Estate.

DRAFT/RES/4811 SS7 5HJ

I am sorry but some of the questions are not very start forward and have a one way answer.
Local houses for local people is one thing. To build on green belt it totally wrong. Why would you build on Green Belt and
then try to make it better by putting some grass and trees somewhere else?
Build on Brown Sites and if you say we do not have any that means there is no more room in the area and will destroy this
lovely place for the people here now and the future.
As part of this response we propose an additional parcel of land to the /rear of 231 Benfleet Road ( Howard Hall) to reflect
the Governments desire through Chapter 6 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)- delivering a wide choice of
high quality homes. The inclusion/consideration of this site for a small number of additional 'Executive' large family dwellings
provides new homes at the higher end of the social spectrum and reflects Governments aspirations for choice across all
markets.

DRAFT/RES/4812 SS9 1BU

Dear Sir/Madam,
RE: In Response to the 'Draft New Local Plan'
We have been asked to make a representation in response to your consultation on the Castle Point Draft New Local Plan.
Accordingly we submit the response enclosed which includes a request that the Council consider an additional parcel of land
that may yield somewhere in the region of 4 to 5 dwellings.
This parcel of land is to the side of 231 Benfleet Road. As you can see from the attached plan, the existing residential
property sits someway back off of the public highway and the proposal to create additional dwellings around the frontage of
this site to repeat the placement of buildings running south and north which appears to be a fairly appropriate response.
We would like this to be considered as part of your Local Plan review and if not then we would like to arrange a PreApplication meeting to come in and discuss the potential for some additional development on this site.
The suggestion of including a release of Green Belt to allow further residential development here accords with Government
aspiration under Chapter 6 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) to deliver a wide choice of quality homes.
Through this particular Chapter the Council wish to ensure that there is a broad mix of market and affordable housing to
meet the entire social spectrum. This aspiration would look at large family executive style dwellings within a green setting.
The proposal to include this parcel of land or release parcel of land for housing also reflects the adjacent developments of
both Shipwrights Drive to the north and the private development to the side of 323 and329 Benfleet Road, where a series of
houses have developed to the rear of the residential street.
The proposed site we believe represents previously developed land as residential amenity and private gardens with excellent
vehicle access and proximity to local infrastructure including Thundersley and Benfleet Downs.
The proposal would ensure through:
Bullet point five of paragraph 47 of the NPPF that this represents a full range of housing.
There is certainly a need for this type and scale of housing in this location as can be demonstrated by the demand from local
agents which will add to the choice of high quality homes throughout the Castle Point area.
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Re: Draft New Local Plan
We believe that CPBC are trying to rush these plans through as quickly as possible.
In spite of the objections from some 600 residents regarding the Jotmans Farm development, which seemingly were
recognised and the plans were shelved. It surprises us now why they are again part of the local development plan. It seems
obvious that resident’s wishes are now being completely ignored.
Our main objections to the local plans are as follows:

DRAFT/RES/4813 SS7 5RX

DRAFT/RES/4814 SS7 5BH

1. Infrastructure- it is apparent that presently our roads are struggling with the existing vehicle numbers I encounter
daily in my journey from Essex to Kent. I expected improvement after Sadler’s Farm scheme but sadly not much is
evident. A viable exit from Castle Point will be further burdened if the local plan is implemented which will alleviate
chaos with an additional estimated 10,000 vehicles
2. CPBC Residents do not need an additional 4000 homes for the present sustainability of the population now or in the
future.
3. Insufficient doctor surgeries.
4. A large loss of our green belt.
5. Insufficient school places
6. Building on flood plains.
DRAFT NEW LOCAL PLAN
My objections remain as written in my letter of one year ago objecting to the planning application to build up to 265
dwellings with associated access, parking, footpath, improvements, ecological enhancements, open space and
landscaping.
All the following statements are true and, in fact, multiplied by three times- as the plan now includes 800 homes to
be built on land West of Benfleet (i.e. currently Jotmans Farm).
I now wish to register my strong objection to the New Local Plan (NLP). I have been a resident in Benfleet for 27 years. This
application would directly affect local residents in many ways:
•

•
•

Access to land west of Benfleet will be via Jotmans Lane which is just wide enough for two standard cars to pass
through, travelling slowly. With 800 dwellings ( approximately two cars per dwelling) this lane cannot take another
1600 cars travelling up and down it and the nearby roads of Appleton Road Estate, Elm View, Uplands Road and
Wavertree Road.
A new link road proposed from the A130 Canvey Way into West Benfleet will become a "Rat Run" for access into
South Benfleet from the A13.
Traffic has come through Tarpots junction after arriving from London, Chelmsford or Southend via Sadler’s Farm.
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•

•
•
•
•

This is a notorious junction that has recently been the subject of huge expense in order to improve traffic flow. During
morning and evening rush hours traffic builds very quickly as Benfleet is a commuter town full to bursting already. If
there is a small snowfall or an accident on any one of the leading roads- traffic is at a standstill for many hours.
Working hours and personal inconvience are a huge cost to local people who cannot comprehend any sense in the
necessity to build such a large number of dwellings that will, without any doubt , make the already overcrowded
roads almost impossible to negotiate.
The proposed Link road will be filled with residents of the new properties and South Benfleet residents taking a short
cut to avoid Sadler’s Farm and Tarpots traffic. The extra residents and cars will in all likelihood render traffic jams of
the like we have not seen as yet. As a resident of 27 years- I have sat in so many traffic jams we are already used to
building the wasted time into any proposed journey. Currently to travel from Basildon to Benfleet in non-rush hour
takes 10 minutes by car. During a typical rush hour it takes 30 minutes.
If this is NLP were to be granted the continual stream of heavy lorries taking materials to and from the sites will
damage the current side roads and render them impassable to local motorists. Please see attached photos showing
damage already made- just from lorries passing through during this very wet winter we have just experienced.
The loss of Green Belt that this NLP proposes in deplorable. I believe green belt boundaries should not be moved.
Many horses are stabled and graze on Jotmans Farm. It is a most enjoyable part of daily life to witness them being
exercised around the local side roads. The area covered by H14 on your map appears to withdraw all grazing land
and stables.
The green fields visible from the train or road are the first thing that greets residents of Benfleet. Please do not allow
this to be destroyed. Once destroyed it can never be retrieved.
I would add to the above objections the added problems of floods. As featured heavily over this winter season in
many parts of the country devastating floods have created havoc and ruined many people's homes and livelihoods.
So far we have escaped relatively unscathed. Please see attached photos taken from my drive showing the water
running off Jotmans Farm this January. Presumably if there are 800 houses built on the fields there would be less
open ground for the water to run away and both the new and existing houses will also be subject to floods. This is a
fact I believe CPBC must not ignore.
I can only assume the CPBC will continue to put this and similar plans out to consolation until they receive fewer
objections from residents? This will not happen.
Yours Faithfully.

If the new local plan is passed by the Council, we have further observations:
DRAFT/RES/4815 SS7 2UT

1. Due to what could be severe congestion in Daws Heath, to make St Michaels Road one way only down to the A127.
This was previously muted some years back but was never progressed to a conclusion.
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2. The proposed road to Stadium Way from Daws Heath Road is a no entry onto the Daws Heath Road but entry and
exit from Stadium Way.
3. To ease congestion to make Phoenix Way ( Wicks area) two ways. This will help to alleviate any pressure at
Rayleigh Weir and Daws heath Road, allowing traffic going West up the slip road to enter the new Stadium Way
Road, also to operate in reverse.
4. If H12 stays in the overall plan, Bramble Road would be a nightmare to say the least. We would suggest that this
section be removed from the overall plan. As Bramble Road is very problematic to any pedestrian, cyclist and horse
rider, and regardless of any further development, would suggest that Bramble Road be made a 20mph zone.
5. If the plan to develop the land behind our property ( Brooks Farm) goes ahead, we offer our land as part of the
development area which would also help take the pressure of H12.

DRAFT/RES/4816 SS7 5AL

Have filled my form in as requested but I do need to explain the following points of concern re: Future Home Development in
an already crowded area.
With particular reference to development at Jotmans Farm. The High Road and Cemetery Corner is already very busy and
dangerous. The schools are full and doctor surgeries would not be able to cope with so many more people.
The use of Green Belt is very concerning and it should be left Green.
An ex MP - why is home to be developed?
A Conservative County Councillor's husband wants to develop ay Glyders.
It does make me wonder if I should vote conservative again when I believe a conservative council should be working to
protect the area from over development for its constituents.
Dear Sir/ Madam,

DRAFT/RES/4817 SS8 7HP

First, thank you for sending me a copy of the local planning consultation.
I read it with interest and if not some trepidation at the plans for Castle Point's future.
I do realise the importance of having both housing and industrial areas.
Any objections that I hold could be summed up in one word- infrastructure.
We have as Islanders over the last few months and weeks experienced the worst of what mother nature can throw at us.
I have seen the same roads and areas flooded after heavy rain.
Before there's anymore hard surfaces constructed there is a need to fix what's already here.
The proposals in the plan are for, sum of 1450 homes. How many are flats and how many are houses?
Is there a danger of putting quantity before quality. Just to keep a higher power happy?
I am pleased to read that there is a chance of getting at last a third road off the Island.
I am also pleased to see that there is a proposal to duel Canvey Way. Something that should have been done from day one.
1450 homes are going to mean a lot more vehicles on the Island nearly 3000 based on two vehicles per household.
This is with all the other strains on the infrastructure, such as: water pressure, sanitation, broadband, etc.
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In finishing my comments, I would just like to say that any future developments need very careful thought and need to take
into account a degree of future proofing. If not the mistakes of the past will become the problems of our future!
Please see my attached comments.
In brief:

•
•
•

DRAFT/RES/4818 SS7 5PN

Instead of shoving houses into bust towns, C.P Council should just build a new town on Green Belt
Any new building of houses should have roads/ schools/ shops/ GP's
Build big houses for rich people not flats or pokey little houses- bring the area up not down

Dear Sir/Madam,
I wanted to include a letter with my response to the draft local plan.
I definitely agree that there needs to be a long term housings plan for Castle Point. That plan should put the infrastructure to
support a larger population at the top of the list of priorities and also gives the local council sway over any central
government planning.
The whole country needs to build more lots of houses to create jobs, increase the supply and choice of decent houses and
lower the costs of buying and renting which are too high compared to people's wages. So I am pleased with the foresight of
the council and I am very much in favour of the majority of the plan apart from one or two aspects.
First the positive, I think that developments which include new roads, schools, shops, GP's and other facilities and
infrastructure should proceed as soon as possible.
So I am in favour of the larger developments set out on the plan like the Jotmans Farm Estate. A new school link road would
reduce the impact of this development on the rest of the town and grow South Benfleet in a positive way.
By the same logic, I am very much against the Felstead Road/ Catherine Road plan. I feel that this is badly thought out and
is basically shoehorning 200 homes into an area of South Benfleet which is already a solid mass of housing. As far as I can
tell all of the traffic will become Kent’s Hill Road which is already a busy cut through.
The council should think bigger in its approach to growth. Instead of cramming houses into every little patch of land in
existing suburbs, they should build whole new communities in the green belt with the facilities to support them. The green
belt is an old fashioned idea. People should come first, not shrews and birds and butterflies.
My last point is about the type of housing that I'd like to see built. We should build houses that people want to live in. This is
why Benfleet is a town that people want to live in today. Because of the high number of proper houses with big plots,
garages, driveways you can park more than one car on and big gardens. That's what people aspire to and new homes like
that will make sure that Benfleet stays a desirable place to live.
My fear is that the new developments will be of the type of crammed estates of flats and narrow, two and three bed homes
with no off street parking or gardens. These types of developments ensure the highest number of houses in the smallest
space and benefit no one but the companies who build and sell them.
I am not a 'nimby'. I recognise the need to grow our towns but would ask the council to do everything possible to ensure that
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growth benefits the current and future residents and improves the towns in the Castle Point area.
LETTER OF OBJECTION FOR JOTMANS FARM DEVELOPMENT

DRAFT/RES/4819 SS7 5DS

DRAFT/RES/4820 SS7 5BG

This are at present is green belt pasture farm land if this proposal goes ahead it will be lost forever. Also the present
recreation for horse riding in the area will be gone as well. Why are we not using all the brown fill sites first, is it because it is
easier and cheaper to destroy green belt?
Should these houses be built, Jotmans Lane will not be able to cope with the extra 1500 cars that will come with it, nor will
Cemetery Corner cope. It has also been suggested that a slip road be built from Jotmans Lane onto the A130 Canvey Way,
this will make Jotmans Lane a rat run for all the traffic leaving and entering Benfleet wanting to avoid Tarpots Corner.
The more housing built, the more sewage produced, the present treatment works already undersized cannot cope at
present. Only this week we have untreated raw sewerage being leaked into Richmond Park and have been left for children
and dogs to walk through, spreading more disease. The system cannot cope.
Our local GP surgeries are already stretched with the present population another 1500 patients in this area would be a
disaster.
The local schools are also full to capacity to increase the pupil/ teacher ratio would be totally unacceptable and detrimental to
our children's learning.
This plan is not going to benefit local people, as we are all protesting against it, these houses are only being built for the
London overspill, no benefit to the local community.
We have lived in Benfleet 32 years back onto Jotmans Farm, where you can see cattle and horses grazing most of the year,
and hay being cut in the summer, this is a wonderful sight which we never cease to grow tired of. This is an area of natural
beauty which needs to be protected for future generations, otherwise the concrete jungle will blight all our lives. There are
other sites that must be considered the obvious being brown field sites. Benfleet is becoming very overcrowded now, and
travelling on our roads is a nightmare, can our infrastructure support these extra buildings and people I suggest not. We
strongly object to the proposal by Persimmon & Church to build up to but not restricted to 265 new dwellings on green belt
land.
Dear Sir/Madam,

DRAFT/RES/4821 SS7 5ET

Having attended a meeting at CPBC offices on 1st October 2013 at which time Persimmons application to build 265 new
homes on Jotmans Farm was rejected I am dismayed to see the current proposals for housing development in Castle Point
including 800 homes on Jotmans Farm.
It seems CPBC no longer act in the interest of residents in the borough, and the process is one which grinds them down and
serves people who do not live in the area and developers building the houses. Overcrowding in the UK is not new but has
been exacerbated by immigration this is clearly an example of how people in Essex suffer as residents of East London
migrate down the A13/A12 corridor themselves priced out of London by the huge demand on housing there. Building more
houses in Essex is not a solution that benefits residents in the CPBC area.
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Worryingly areas H18 and H4 contain land which the box on the plan states: " The remainder safeguarded to meet housing
needs after 2031" so the proposal actually allows for more houses beyond 2031 since it has allocated land for that purpose.
" 3,200 plus people for the immediate area and 20,000-30,000 additional people in an over populated congested Castle
Point.
At least 10,000 additional vehicles on already congested roads.
•
•
•

Insufficient school places
Insufficient doctor surgeries
Insufficient infrastructure to accommodate all of above."

Cynically I am of the view that the new residents will increase the revenues in local taxes to swell the council coffers and
protect the council's employees ( including the architects of this proposal) generous remuneration and pension provisions.
In addition I wrote that the "Proposals" include land off Kiln Road where 150 houses are already under construction, how is
that a proposal?
The qualities of the maps contained within Consultation on the Draft New Local Plan do not have a key nor do they
fully show proposals. Trying to access the information on the website is a full time task.
The " Consultation on the Draft New Local Plan" contains a map entitled "Proposals for Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley"
the map lacks detail upon looking at the plan on the website it is very difficult view on a normal computer screen.
Presumably the " new link road from the A130 into the west of Benfleet" passes through H18 but it is not shown on the map.
The proposal for Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley states there will be 2550 new homes however the plan shows a total of
2709 to 2759 the uncertainty being plot H12 which states 50 to 100 homes I bet the residents living locally would like to know
which it is.
The proposal for Canvey Island only details 1085 of the proposed 1450 houses. Where are the other 365 houses proposed
to be built? The lack of detail means that the Draft New Local Plan Consultation questions cannot be answered accurately by
the people affected by those 365 houses. I note the 365 houses is a number larger than all but one of the stated proposals
so depending how the additional 365 houses are sited it could have a considerable yet unstated effect in their immediate
locality.
I am also dubious of the both the questions and the phrasing of many of the questions and answers in " Draft New
Local Plan Consultation".
Q1. " Without a plan the council would find it difficult to refuse applications for housing developments in locations it considers
inappropriate within the borough" I thought the "plan" for Greenbelt land was not to build on it! Isn't Jotmans Farm Green
Belt?
The CPBC area has quite enough development as it is. The Yes/No do not have an option that freezes development now
and in the future, yet I would think the majority of local opinion would opt for that.
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In addition, the 365 miscellaneous houses scheduled for somewhere on Canvey Island might mean that CPBC would find it
difficult to refuse applications for housing developments in locations in considers inappropriate within the borough."
Q2. No zero option.
Q3. The Draft New Local Plan identifies sites which will enable 200 homes per year as noted above 150 are already under
construction in Kiln Road. That would appear to most of the first year's allocation. I suspect that the 200 per year will be front
loaded i.e. we will see much more house building in the first years of the period to 2031.
Q4. Affordable housing why does " evidence show that a balance needs to be struck between the provision of affordable
housing and the provision of other infrastructure for development to be viable." Surely all development needs infrastructure
or does a provision of affordable housing mean that existing residences suffer a loss in amenity.
Additionally is suggests and that those in the affordable (subsidised housing) require less infrastructure. This sounds like
planning for a slum.
Knowing that developers want to maximise profit and that housing development will usually require " planning gain" i.e. The
developer is required to provide infrastructure as planning gain and pay for it out of the profits he makes. With planning gain
in mind that statement that a "balance needs to be struck between the provision of affordable housing and the provision of
the other infrastructure" could be paraphrased as protecting the developers profit margin to the detriment of local residents.
The questionnaire offers no option for zero % affordable housing and more infrastructures.
Q5. CPBC plans to build 2550 houses plus another 1450 houses on Canvey Island for a total of 3000 houses and create
2100 jobs in the period to 2031. So less than 2/3 of a job per household so CPBC is planning for commuters. At present both
local and arterial roads and the rail networks are overcrowded with traffic jams on the A13 at the M25 at the Dartford
Crossing from before 6.00am and the trains over crowded with a lack of seats at Benfleet from 6.30am.
"Bus service enhancements along the A13" might tick a box on some central and local Government forms but in reality are
not going to address the points I have noted above. It sounds like more undersubscribed buses travelling local roads with a
queue of cars behind the bus which actually contain more people than the bus.
The plan does not address the already overcrowded arterial transport infrastructure on the A13/A12 corridor or the rail
network to Fenchurch Street.
Q.6. The chosen employment growth locations seem unlikely to deliver 2100 additional jobs by 2031. However if the council
does achieve anything like this employment growth I would an assurance that there will be adequate free parking rather than
attempts at social engineering by creating parking restrictions or using the motorist as a cash cow my implementing car
parking charges in previously free car parks ( as has just been done in Benfleet)
and charging excessive parking rates with above inflation parking increases (as in the case at Benfleet station).
Q7. The plan for the delivery of 11,000 sqm of retail space ignores the demise of the high street and the close proximity of
Lakeside, Basildon, Southend and Bluewater. In Basildon and Southend many retail location remain empty, possibly as a
result of Lakeside's near proximity, Bluewater is also immediately over the QE2 bridge. Lakeside itself largely duplicates the
retail space on each of its two floors which suggests that retail space is in over supply. With the rise of the internet the
situation is unlikely to change. In Benfleet there are a few empty retail outlets but recently several estate agents have been
opened not necessarily a positive sign at a time when inflation has out stripped wages and another housing bubble threatens
to damage the economy.
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Q8. Open Space. The " at least 32ha of additional open space alongside new housing developments" in the questionnaire
contradicts the Consultation on the Draft New Local Plan " around 50 ha of open space made publicly accessible" for
Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley and "around 29 ha of open land made publicly accessible" for Canvey Island.
The claim of additional open space is a disingenuous claim since the amount of open space available to nature is obviously
being reduced and those whose houses border the proposed new developments will have houses where they once had a
view. Loss of habitat is major threat to wildlife worldwide loss of habitat appears to be acceptable to the council.
Q9. Ignoring the plan for what are in comparison car usage likely to be empty buses and empty cycle paths. The
questionnaires states the "Duelling of the A130 Canvey Way" the Consultation on the Draft New Local Plan says " Dualling
of the A130 Canvey way from Saddlers Farm to the link road". Since at peak times Canvey Way can be congested from
Sadler’s Farm all the way on to Canvey Island the plan is actually two lanes of traffic queuing into Canvey Island from
Sadler’s Farm instead of one.
The widening of Somnes Avenue from Waterside to Link Road seems likely to see two lanes of traffic queuing to Link Road.
The section of the A130 Canvey Way/ Long Road is also heavy congested at peak times the development at H5
development Thorney Bay Caravan Park 600 homes does not have a guarantee of the extension of the Roscommon Way to
Western Esplanade on concert with the development.
Route improvements in the Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley areas seem very limited to dualling a section of Canvey
Way, a junction and road on Canvey Way to access Benfleet (via the New Jotmans Hall Farm development H14), a link road
between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Road ( for the new H10 development), junction improvements at both ends of
Kenneth Road and route improvements on the A129 Rayleigh Road and access to North Benfleet to Manor Trading Estate.
With exception of the route improvements on the A129 Rayleigh road there seems little planning for the already congested
arterial routed as the converge on the Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley area i.e. the slow traffic between the M25 and
Southend on the A127 general queues at the A130/ A127 junction and the queues from Sadler’s Farm to the Tarpots and
Sadler’s Farm on the Benfleet Way. Within the area Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley a link road between Stadium Way
and Daws Heath Road and junction improvements at both ends of Kenneth Road in no way address the huge increase in
road traffic. The congestion in the area and quality of life of existing residents will be subject to considerable negative impact.
Q10. The current plan "seeks to retain 92% of the current Green belt" so that's a loss of nearly 10% of land specifically set
aside not to be built on. Area H18 also states that "The remainder safeguarded to meet housing needs after 2031" so that
land has also been set aside for house building. Why is the term “safeguarded" applied land which has been designated for
construction that sounds like the complete opposite of "safeguarding". In actual fact the plan further jeopardises local
undeveloped habitat which presumably isn't counted on the Draft New Local Plan so the CPBC presumably has other plans
up it's sleeve.
Q11. Historic Natural Landscapes how is further building a "plan to protect and enhance networks of green spaces" it is a
plan to build on green spaces. The question asks residents to support or object to the proposed "Historic Landscapes" which
will be "protected and enhanced".
In fact the Draft New Local Plan just states “development will be controlled to maintain landscape quality." The proposal does
not explain what residents are actually being asked to express a view on since " protected and enhanced" could mean
almost anything including Disneyfication of history with car parking, paths and ramp access to hides etc. To my mind what
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would not be an enhancement. What does CPBC mean by “protected and enhanced"?
I feel that the proposed Local Plan is flawed in several aspects, in particular the Green Belt at the periphery of the Borough
should be retained to preserve the distinction between Basildon and Castle Point. The Secretary of State has already
accepted that the Glebelands site should be retained as Green Belt after a long and costly battle for the tax payers. This
open lands provides a pleasing aspect for entry to Castle Point which the A130 and a small strip of lawn cannot replace,
especially as the A130 parking areas seem to be a dumping ground for burnt out touring caravans!!!
We accept the importance of having a Local PLan because there needs to be structure and a clear strategy around where
new developments occur. We accept that there are some topographical restraints on where that development can be. We do
not however accept that established Green Belt sites on the periphery of the Borough are of the lowest strategic value when
considering which Green Belt should be sacrificed in order to meet housing supply requirements. The sacrificing of Green
Belt anywhere in the Borough is unjustifiable given the lack of imagination, innovative thinking and wider strategic outlook
regarding brown field sites.
We do not have the resources to offer an evidence-based alternative core strategy for the Council to consider. As residents
and council tax payers we look to the Council to use its resources effectively to ensure that decision making is in the best
interests of its residents. However, it is clear that this draft strategy has been developed with two key considerations in
mine:-

DRAFT/RES/4822 SS7 4LT

•
•

What would be acceptable to a Planning Inspector?
To retain some degree of local control around planning decisions.

As a specific example of where a Brownfield site could be used more effectively and more strategically, we have the Manor
Trading Estate sited in the middle of a residential area. This would make an ideal site for a large scale housing development
that is in keeping with the character of the surrounding area and has sufficient transport connections. While retaining this
industrial estate within a residential area there are significant road safety issues as well as public health issues around such
heavy traffic using the already overcrowded road system.
Would it not make more strategic sense to relocate the trading estate to a site with better access to the local motorway
networks, specifically the A127/M25?- to a site with better acreage to promote sustained business growth while having a
strategic close links to other enterprise area in the Thames Gateway including the Basildon Enterprise Zone and the new
port at Tilbury?
We recognise that this would be difficult due to the number of freeholders on the current site, but because it would be more
difficult than building on the Green Belt site, this doesn't make it any less of an option.
There are other sites like this in the Borough where similar creative thinking could bring benefits not only in land supply but
also the local economy. Specifically Hadleigh Town Centre and parts of Canvey Island, where we know that master plans
are in place but where more determination and creative thinking, along with ambition could yield a much better return, and
certainly a more acceptable outcome.
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Furthermore, you cannot rely on a neighbouring borough to protect our boundary. The talk of reducing the area of Green Belt
along Castle Point's boundary of the A130 to a 30 meter 'pathway' is totally ludicrous! Relying on Basildon Council to provide
the open spaces should not even be a consideration because they too are under pressure from developers to give up their
green spaces. The residents of Castle Point cannot influence the decisions that Basildon Council make regarding their
Green Belt boundary, so you are our last chance to retain this valuable strip of Green Belt which does it's job admirably of
preventing urban sprawl, the merging of neighbouring boroughs, and safeguarding our countryside from encroachment,
while also providing a pleasant green entrance to Castle Point Borough.

DRAFT/RES/4823 SS8 0AW

With recent events both nationally and locally with localised flooding, it has become apparent to all that the total lack of
investment, maintenance and duty of care to ensure that adequate drainage be provided has whole fully been ignored and
has proved to be the detriment of residents safety. Many areas on Canvey have never has service water drainage in the
roads and the extensive development carried out over the years has simply been connected to what was already there.
A vast amount of properties on Canvey have the ongoing and constant problem of the backing up of the sewers with raw
sewage penetrating their gardens and garages real health hazard but something that never gets resolved but still more
development who is accountable for these inadequate planning and building regulations from the past and how can we be
assured it won't happen again.
On the subject of affordable housing Canvey has fulfilled its obligation to this cause with a vast amount of one and two
bedroom bungalows and flats, semi detached houses the list goes on. In the light of this Canvey cannot cope with any more
development particularly the area at Thorney Bay Camp which was until recently a holiday camp, which used to close
through the winter months due to flooding, however it is now a housing estate of damp and cold caravans providing
inadequate accommodation to unlucky families from outside areas, these caravans will still be able to remain alongside
future development, how was this allowed to happen? Recently this whole area was subject to extensive flooding which
lasted for many weeks.
Although we have good sea defences that hopefully will keep sea water out, the people of Canvey are more concerned how
we get rid of excess rain water from within, it is obvious to all, following the recent weeks that this has not happened, pump
failure, collapsed and blocked drains the lacking of any drains at all who knows! We can only judge on what we have all
witnessed for ourselves complete failure in a system that should have made sure that the recent events didn't happen.
The future development of Castle Point as a whole has also got to be about access the fiasco that was the regeneration of
Sadler’s Farm roundabout, A13 and the A130 has proved after a lot of agonising delays not to be the complete answer to
this areas traffic problems, and this is before all of the proposed development and the full impact of the traffic that the new
port at Stanford-Le- Hope will bring in.
I would suspect and hope that all councils in conjunction with Essex County Council have carried out their own feasibility
studies and are fully aware of the consequences to this area.
I have also not taken into consideration all of the development that has, is and will take place in other areas that also use
Sadler’s Farm Roundabout!
In rush hour times and times of accidents the whole are gridlocks, particularly access to Canvey and to the people of
Benfleet right through to Southend their journeys prove to be both frustration and long.
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This is just not about Castle Point but also the areas that surround it, Basildon Council who have plans to develop land in
Pound Lane with some 2700 homes in turn will create 5000 more cars and vans along with this is the development of land
alongside the A130 behind The Blinking Owl and down to Sadler’s Farm which along with all the other proposed and present
developments as is the building of many flats and houses on Bread and Cheese Hill and in Kiln Road this will certainly have
a serious impact on the existing traffic problems, and we will all be back to square one with a very inadequate Sadler’s Farm
Roundabout.
With these current developments in Bread and Cheese Hill and Kiln Road were they included in the Government plans for
yet more development in this area and were they put into the equation at anytime.
We should all be very aware that following building booms as in the case of the Thatcher years once they are built interest
rates go through the roof and there is masses of repossessions the people you are targeting are too young to remember this.
People need to get to their place of work and home safely and within time without the risk of long delays due to the volume of
traffic being too high.
These recent events I believe to be a wakeup call and there should be very large concerns as to how the evacuation of the
huge amount of residents of Canvey Island, including the vulnerable elderly, in the time of danger, could be carried out.
In the event that a road be put in through to Stanford this should never be built by private enterprise or run as a money
making toll road but should be built out of the road taxes we all, already pay and as a right to the people of Canvey and I
would hope that no deal has been made with the owners of Thorney Bay Camp in exchange for access for the extension of
Roscommon Way, that they have the rights over such a road.
Doctor’s surgeries are also stretched, at some you have to wait 3 weeks to see a doctor!
Schools also under a great deal of pressure!
As horse owners I along with hundreds of others are concerned at the total lack of thought for this great sport and one that is
participated by many, young and old alike who rent stables in this area, we are all really worried where we are going to take
our horses with so many stable yards now being considered for development with no other alternative being made available.
Longwood in Dry Street Basildon is a prime example a place used by many for stabling, shows etc now are being pulled
down for devlopment with no alternative.
Canvey has 2 yards under consideration the horse owners that use these facilities have some real harsh decisions to make
regarding the welfare of their animals either travelling great distances or the painful decision to have them destroyed.
I would like to point out to all councils and that of Essex County Council that the legal advice in the Governments National
Planning Policy Framework that sporting and recreational facilities even when in private ownership cannot be removed to
make way for housing.
Section 73 and 74 of the document states:
Existing open space, sports and recreational buildings and land should not be built on unless:
An assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the open space, building or land to be surplus to requirement.
The loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or better provision in terms of quantity
and quality in a suitable location.
Shame on all councils and planners that say they were unaware that these yards were under threat.
What do they think a stable yard is... a car park?!
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Before anymore creation on new employment land serious debate needs to be had as to the vast amount of industrial and
retail premises that currently remain empty that are in private hands, with landlords who do nothing to improve areas both in
access and appearance, particularly Charfleets on Canvey and the High Street. it should not always be about new builds but
of the conservation and regeneration of what we already have and that landlords be held responsible to provide reasonably
priced business premises in a safe and clean environment for employees to work in.
I do understand that this advice needs to come from government but it should be the responsibility of councillors and local
MP's to lobby ministers of the problems that exist and to support the concerns of residents and not for their own glory.
It is also important to have easy access on and off the Island for businesses and this is consideration that they will make
when looking to locate to the Island.
Judging by the empty properties it looks like they vote with their feet.
Again more houses, more cares, more queues.
There has to come a point when councils and councillors alike, who are the people’s representative stand up and NO WE
ARE NOW FULL and that governments be made to understand this.
I would also like to point out the importance of a local plan ( a subject touched upon recently on the television and why
councils are in danger without a local plan in place). This plan should have been done many years ago and then we would
now not be in the position that our council finds itself in, with no power to throw out planning applications because of the fear
of appeals.
With no clear plan of the future we are at the peril of the developers who are one step ahead of the game or maybe that's the
plan!
I think it is of the opinion of all residents of Castle Point that no more large development be carried out except in the case of
a replacement dwelling in existing roads and that any land held in Land Banks should be taken into consideration when
allocating future development.
To meet the building proposals, a number of transport and road improvement is needed:

DRAFT/RES/4824 SS7 5XQ

1. A new road off Canvey Island ( Going to Pitsea Station area)
2. Traffic needs to be diverted away from Sadler’s Farm Junction. e.g. H13 road to A130, H18 road to A130 and A127
and H14 road to join the new road from Canvey Island to Pitsea. With the A127 frequently closed, causing all the
traffic to venture onto the A13, I was astonished that with the Sadler’s Farm Project, no direct A13 was produced to
Southend.
The worse section of the A13 is Bread and Cheese Hill for the following reasons:
a. The lanes are too narrow (not much room for driver error)
b. The introduction of bus lanes ( not needed on a hill)
c. Vehicles going up the hill come to a halt for some time because vehicles turning right have to try to pass through two lanes
of fast moving down hill traffic.
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d. Bus lane ends too near to the traffic lights at the bottom of the hill. Vehicles coming out of Thundersley Church Road
wishing to turn right to these lights do not know whether vehicles slowing down in the middle lane, are slowing down for them
to come out or are trying themselves to move to the far lane- the only lane to continue through Benfleet to London.
Heaven forbid should it snow, covering all the markings. Motorists would just be pleased to get up the hill or slide down it
safely, marking having no authority. Would the police close the hill if you could not see the markings? At the same time
should the A127 be closed, how does anybody get from Southend to London by car? Serious accidents waiting to happen on
Bread and Cheese Hill.
I suggest that the road markings on the hill revert to s single white line down the middle- no bus lane!

DRAFT/RES/4825 SS7 5EB

Letter of objection for Jotmans Farm Development
This area at present is green belt pasture farm land; if this proposal goes ahead it will be lost forever. Also the present
recreation for horse riding in the area will be gone as well. Why are we not using all the brown fill sites first, is it because it's
easier and cheaper for the builders to destroy green belt?
Should these houses be built Jotmans Lane will not be able to cope with the extra 1500 cars that will come with it, nor will
Cemetery Corner cope. It has also been suggested that a slip road be built from Jotmans Lane onto the A130 Canvey Way,
this will make Jotmans Lane a rat run for all the traffic leaving and entering Benfleet wanting to avoid Tarpots Corner.
The more housing built, the more sewage produced. The present treatment works, already undersized, cannot cope at
present. Only this week we have untreated raw sewage being leaked into Richmond Park and has been left for children and
dogs to walk through, spreading more disease. The system cannot cope.
Our local GP surgeries are already stretched with the present population; another 1500 patients in this area would be a
disaster.
The local schools are also full to capacity; to increase the pupil/teacher ratio would be totally unacceptable and detrimental to
our children's learning.
This plan is not going to benefit local people, as we are all protesting against it. These houses are only being built for the
London overspill, NO BENEFIT TO THE LOCAL COMMUNITY.

DRAFT/RES/4826 SS7 5AW

It is disgraceful that we fought to defend land when our own council representatives use slight of hand tactics to agree to
development that are not wanted, practical or good for the area and it's community by back door routes and misleading spin.
I am totally opposed to building on green belt in all respects but equally as the current flood devastation the whole country is
experiencing demonstrates we should under no circumstances build on our flood plains.
Castle Point Local Plan Additional Points
As not one Councillor wants to let our precious Greenbelt be lost please explain has Councillor Challis, included great
swathes of Greenbelt in the New Local Plan?
We are not fooled by phoney pleadings by the council, claiming they had no choice. They do have options but those aren't as
lucrative or as desirable to the developers.
The New Local Plan, NLP claims to retain 92% of the current Greenbelt, however you are deliberately not telling the
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residents that:
Most of Castle Point Greenbelt is Coastline, a majority of which is Flood Plain or Marsh lands, a large proportion Hadleigh
Country Park and a large viable area to the North of the Borough, where, coincidentally, Councillor Challis lives.
The greenbelt being given up for development on the mainland represents 100% of the Greenbelt in St Marys Ward, 100%
of the Greenbelt in Appleton Ward and a large portion of Greenbelt in St Georges Ward. This area is referred only as H14:
Land West of Benfleet.
H14:Land West of Benfleet- This Greenbelt is vitally important to Castle Point. It runs parallel with and separates us from the
A130 with its endless flow of traffic. It is dissected by the A127 to the north of the Borough and the A13 to the West, which
are the main arteries into London.
Equally important to Canvey is the site known as Dutch Village. Castle Point is under the flight paths for Stansted, Heathrow,
Gatwick and the ever expanding Southend Airport. Many of our residents have children or family members with asthma,
eczema or an allergy. The pollution is choking the life out of the South East. This is our Greenbelt which needs protecting at
all costs.
You did not tell us this either:- The Greenbelt referred to in St Georges Ward is Glebelands, the same area which the
Council recently celebrated winning a legal battle which cost the Local Tax payer £1000's to defend its continued safety.
It is the same area of Greenbelt which the Secretary of State declared should not be built on due its importance in
protecting Benfleet from encroachment of Urban Sprawl. He stated that the Councils lack of a 5 year plan should
not outweigh the harm to Virgin Greenbelt. So what has been the point?
Jotmans Farm is also Virgin Greenbelt. It is in the mouth of the Thames Estuary and has multiple tributaries and creeks in
close proximity. It is a designated Flood Plain and vitally important in protecting West Benfleet from the flooding we are
seeing right now in Somerset, Surrey and Berkshire in full destructive force.
The Environment Agency is saying that " The Government is not doing enough to stop Development on Flood Plains" So
why have you, our Council included so much of the mainland and Canvey Islands Flood Plains in the NLP?
Persimmons have got their eye firmly fixed on these sites because they provide them with the easy option and therefore, the
largest profits and this would be expected of a developer. It's much easier to build houses on previously undeveloped
Greenfield sites than Brownfield sites.
You the council have agreed to sacrifice these sites because they are on the boundary of the Borough and you believe we
will not object to them being sited there. We know as residents that these areas will impact on our lives and impact
negatively.
The Council attempts to entice us with the promise of a New School, a GP Surgery and improvements to Infrastructure. All of
these you the council tell us will become a reality because of the deal you have done with the developers
In reality, the Community Levy only becomes available when 80% of the houses have been built and sold. So in real terms
the community will not see it. If we were to get a new school, paid for by the Community Levy, then the likelihood is that
Essex County Council will close either Jotmans or South Benfleet Primary Schools or even both as the Community levy only
pays for the bricks and mortar and does not pay for the staff or fund the running costs of a school. So again benefit
outweigh by the reality being negatively implemented.
Improvements to Infrastructure:- The dualling of Canvey Way, a third road off Canvey- a spur road off Canvey Way into West
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Benfleet.
This will cost billions of pounds and won't be funded be the developers. Any infrastructure projects of this magnitude will
have to come from Central Government Funding and no such agreement has been made.
Local Councillors in Stanford Le Hope, concerned with increased levels of traffic, to and from the Deep Sea Port, have
already voiced reservations relating to a relief road from Canvey adjoining the access road into Corringham and Stanford Le
Hope and are likely to oppose such a project.
The NLP states that traffic at Sadler’s and Tarpots is reaching capacity. How will the NLP help alleviate this? A road off
Canvey Way into West Benfleet? Imagine heavy traffic on Canvey Way and an escape route, however what you are not
telling us:- All this traffic will now be exiting through Jotmans Lane and out onto the High Road at Cemetery Corner, a
notorious accident black spot . All surrounding roads will become rat runs and the inevitable will happen i.e. Benfleet will
be totally gridlocked.
Every rush hour, endless traffic pouring into the High Road, and to where? Tarpots and Sadler’s Farm or back onto Canvey.
The Democratic Process-" Have your Say!"
In 2012, Persimmons submitted plans to the Council to build 265 houses on Jotmans Farm. Virgin Greenbelt/Flood Plain.
We had our say.
We made history.
Almost 600 residents wrote individual letters to the Planning Dept. at CPBC, objecting to these plans.
This is unprecedented.
In October last year, the Planning Application came before the Council Planning Committee and was unanimously rejected
on the grounds it was inappropriate development in the Greenbelt.
In January 2014, CPBC published the Draft NLP realigning the Greenbelt Boundary with the A130. The A130 is now the
Greenbelt Boundary and therefore removes Jotmans Farm from Greenbelt protection This is underhanded to say the least
and totally undemocratic.
In a borough with so much history.
Alfred the Great kept his fleet at Benfleet Creek to ward of the advancing Vikings. Hadleigh Castle, was built in 1215 AD to
defend us from the French and all along the estuary, one can see remnants of 2nd WW defences, protection against the
threat of Invasion from Hitler's Army.
How can we defend our borders when the enemy is within?
We named our Swimming Pool and Community Hall, Runnymede, where, coincidentally, also in 1215, the Tyrant King John
was forced to sign the Magna Carta, the single most important document in Legal history. The Birth of the British Constitution
and beginnings of Democracy.
There is no Democratic Process involved in this NLP
Why weren't we consulted?:- Only a handful of handpicked Councillors were involved in its creation and many were
pressurized into agreeing to it by way of an ultimatum, if they agreed to the housing numbers they had a say in what gets
built or if they did not agree they had no say in what gets built.
Other councillors were intimidated into agreement believing if CPBC did not have a Local Plan in place, we would be at the
mercy of every Developer in Christendom. So, it was rushed through days before the Glebelands Result was formerly
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released. We do not believe this to be a "coincidence".
Had they have known the Secretary of State's decision would be upheld, would they have voted against? I think the answer
is yes. So why was the Local Plan rushed through?
Councillor Challis would have us believe it's because unless we did so, the Planning Inspector would come to Castle Point
and enforce 7000 houses on us instead of the measly 4000 proposed in the NLP.
If that was the case, why in 2010 when CPBC were preparing the Core Strategy, did the Inspector ask "Are you sure you
want that many houses?" (200 per year). And why , when on 3 separate occasions when the inspector asked CPBC if they
would like help, did they refuse?
The Draft NLP tells us that 4000 homes are required to fulfil local need. Local need is calculated on projections for inmigration over the next 5-15 years. It is not based on Local Need today.
4000 homes represent a conservative estimate of 20,000 people. Where will these people come from?
The London Boroughs including Hackney and Stepney etc have allegedly set aside £1 million each to relocate third tenants
from prime real estate in London, to new homes in Essex and Kent. This is who the affordable housing is intended, not for
our young people or those on our own waiting lists.
What will we be getting? Knife wielding drug pushing gangs, infiltrating our schools and corrupting our kids.
Pretty picture, isn't it? More open spaces. Who will be brave enough to venture out into them? Somali Gangs have moved
into Southend with devastating consequences. We do not want to same for Castle Point!
4000 houses represent a conservative estimate of an additional 10,000 + cars on our roads.
Public Transport: Benfleet Train Station is already the busiest Commuter Station in the South East.
If you commute in Rush Hour like most people do, you know that 4/5 days a week there is standing room only.
Employment:- The NLP claims that regeneration of the Trading Estates will create 2100 jobs in Castle Point.
The Council have made an astonishing claim that by expanding the Trading Estates at Manor in Benfleet and Charfleets on
Canvey, this will miraculously create jobs. What a joke the reality is that there is no demand whatsoever for more units. We
have plenty of empty units available now, so where and who are these mysterious investors?
My brother worked on an Industrial Estate in a regeneration area within Greater London for many years. Huge incentives
were being offered by the Mayor's Office, and yet most of these units remain empty and no doubt will continue to do so for
many years to come.

DRAFT/RES/4827 SS7 5AQ

Dear Sirs,
With reference to your 'Draft New Local Plan Consultation' paper. Please find before you my concerns regarding the
proposed application for planning permission, for land south of Jotmans Lane, Benfleet.
I wrote to the Council before regarding the 265 homes on Jotmans Farm and this proposal was rejected. I can only assume
that, it is not down to completely me, that some of my points were completely valid.
Question 1
There have been two proposals both were rejected back 2008 and 2013. Now the local residents have been forced to review
yet another proposed housing plan, with increased housing and no real benefits to Benfleet Parish. In that time frame what
has changed to the local area to suggest that this planning application should go ahead again? The proposals that are stated
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within your booklet seem 'pie in the sky'. This was the plan, I believe all along; to dupe the residents into thinking that all this
fiasco was over, only to hit us again with a new proposal.
No doubt the council will deny this!!!
Clear rejection points were highlighted within the 'Alternative Option Sp1 4, of the Spatial Strategy on the Consultation Portal
for past applications. With the localisation of the proposal, how can you deliver positive sustainability for the existing
community? You even mention in the Consultation booklet that there is no Commercial regeneration recommended for
Benfleet. Now with the overall plan being made completely public all the residents will be burdened with and pay the price for
other impacting factors to the surrounding community. Current sustainability cannot be met today. These people that you
employ to conduct the studies and surveys live on another planet. My personal opinion would be to ensure that those who
conduct this work actually live in the surrounding areas. Then they can see for themselves what the actual and true impact
would be on the residents who will have live with flawed recommendations from someone outside the community and then
just walk away.
The issues that I have stated below are aligned to your questionnaire.
Question 2
Housing targets should be lower. Benfleet is already bursting, let alone more homes.
Question 3
The planned proposals will have a huge effect on the current Highways ability to provide safe and accessible access to all
areas within Benfleet and surrounding areas. You want to increase an already over populated borough by 2550 homes plus
1450 for Canvey. All 2550 will have to use the existing roadway layout from Sadler's farm roundabout to Tarpots. Plus you
will get a fair majority of the proposed 1450 homes from the Canvey sites going via Benfleet. You cannot justify that all will
use the A130 as their preferred route to and from Canvey.
By even constructing an access road via the A130, this will not help the now congested route from Sadler's Farm through to
Tarpots and beyond. With the projection of 2550 houses that will use the A13 from Sadler's , this planned new housing is a
complete and utter no go. The A130 is now congested into Canvey and with 800+ homes to be built on Jotmans Farm how
do you expect the dual road layout to help? Plus the 1450 homes from Canvey, there will be at least 1150 + more vehicles
just alone around that area. Those that buy property on Jotmans Farm will not use the A130 access road and will therefore
try to access their property via the A13 down to Tarpots. There could be a potential increase of let's be generous, 500
vehicles, expect this to be a lot more. As mentioned before in my rejection for the 265 homes, on a Saturday the traffic is
already laden from Jotmans Corner and back towards Benfleet High Street to Tarpots. The Highways do not even look after
the roads today. The roads that are used today for 'rat runs' are in poor condition and are in need of resurfacing.
Question 4
Affordable housing.
The description that is stated within the consultation booklet is completely misleading. The term 'affordable' should be
referred to how is represented prior to the change of renaming- as follows' Councils and housing associations have been told to replace social rented housing with a new product called,
affordable housing'.
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Question 4
If the local residents understood the true meaning of 'Affordable Housing' and that the local area was going to increase with
affordable housing by 35% would be in old description true 'Council Houses' as ' social rented housing' , I strongly believe
that there would be a complete pushback on the proposal. The financial strain on the Parish and other local area will only
become even more strained. In real terms, this means that people with no money will live in an area that struggles today to
meet in financial undertakings for the residents that live here already.
Question 5, 6 & 7
The Council may argue that this planned housing estate will provide jobs for the local community, but this is short term. How
will these short term jobs will be designated to local tradesmen, these people must come first?
Question 5,6 & 7
Long term investment for local inhabitants is the key here. As I have already stated above, regenerate the existing area first,
before inviting people to live in Benfleet and other areas that have been identified without planning for extra housing.
Question 5,6 & 7
I have no objections to employment growth in the area. It's exactly what Benfleet requires. There are no clear employment
opportunities to evolve this already dying community. All I see is a short sighted view to a housing policy that should not
even be considered to allow extra housing within Benfleet and other planning applications within the surrounding areas. All I
see from the proposal that has been sent out is housing targets to be met, which only impacts existing Green Belt Land and
the residents.
Question 8
As for children's recreational and after school activities, how will the council provide suitable facilities to accommodate the
extra children from the planned housing estate? As I understand today there is no improved facility for them now, so how do
you expect to avoid vandalism and anti-social behaviour by accommodating for their needs? Graffiti and litter is on the
increase, this will only get worse.
Question 8, 10 &11
Open space areas should be increased but not at the expense of the local community and residents and already approved
Green Belt land. In conjunction to protect all historical and natural landscapes and identify more areas.
Question 9
Where I live, I am waiting for the 'accident to happen'. (Current barriers have only just been repaired after waiting over a year
for this to happen). Increased traffic will only intensify the risk of even more accidents. In the past 12 years that I have lived
on Cemetery Corner, the amount of accidents has increased dramatically. Increase of traffic flow at any point along the
B1006, would in my mind, this would be a misjudgement towards the public's safety. This is major 'walk to and from route' for
children. Here would be a breach to Public Safety which, local government and police would be liable for, if you go ahead
with the proposed plan as you have not provided any safety proposals for protecting the public along this route.
Question 9
How will local schools cope? They are at bursting now. Local residents cannot get their children into the 'catchment area'
now. So increasing the population of the Ward of St Mary's is detrimental to local residents. Personally I do not have children
of school age, but still understand local impact to residents. How will the roads cope with extra traffic for dropping children
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off? We all know that even though the proposed site is close to the local schools, parents will still drop their children off,
whatever the weather or circumstances. At going home time now, side roads are used as car parks by parents when picking
up their children. The introduction of a new primary school, this again will increase traffic prior to rush hour. This situation is
already an issue along the High Road with the primary school. At 'going home time', the traffic going south bound down the
High Road will and can be as far back as being stuck in the 'filter lane' to turn into the High Road.
Question 9
With the new A13 and A130 road works, traffic flow has vastly improved around Sadler's Farms, however, this has only
meant that traffic gets to Tarpots quicker and causes traffic queues.
Saturday mornings leaving my property to go West onto the A13 is a complete nightmare. Traffic can sometimes be back as
far as my property, which is on the corner of Jotmans Lane. These areas cannot and will still not cope with extra housing.
Question 9
To introduce even more housing, what will you do then; increase the road structure yet again to handle the extra populous?
There’s no more room for road improvements. Side roads are already used for 'rat runs' now. Plans to widen Jotmans Lane
will not solve the issue.
Question 10 & 11
Please see question 8.
Other

•
•
•
•

Fire Service- how will the Fire Station cope with increased housing call outs, with a reduced fire service?
Police- this is already at a minimum, what are the plans to increase?
Doctors and Dentists are at bursting point. It takes over three to four weeks to get an appointment at my doctors.
The new planned housing estate will put even more pressure on these already stretched services.
Current sewerage system is unable to handle current housing demand. The new planned housing estate will have
up to date facilities, how will this interact with the current system?

Dear Sir/ Madam,

DRAFT/RES/4828 SS7 2XA

Re: New Local Plan
Further to the enclosed completed questionnaire I should like to register my objection to any loss of green belt in the
borough. I feel that there is very little green belt left in this corner of Essex and that any further loss is not acceptable.
I live within the boundary of the proposed H12 site and would strongly object to this development on the following grounds:Impact on Wildlife- Badgers, Deer, Owls, Bats, and Bumble Bees.
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Impact on Highways- congestion at Eastwood Road North/ The Fairway/ Progress Road
Loss of Green Belt
Increased risk of flooding
Increased surface water leading down to A127
Loss of strategic area defining an urban area.
In my view if development has to be made I should prefer the H18 option in preference as this would have the least impact
on residence and would give direct links to all other areas. I would strongly oppose any link road being installed between
Stadium Way and Daws Heath.
Many thanks for your attention.
Dear Sir/Madam

DRAFT/RES/4829 SS7 2XA

Re: New Local Plan
Further to the enclosed completed questionnaire I should like to register my objection to any loss of green belt in the
borough. I feel that there is very little green belt left in this corner of Essex and that any further loss is not acceptable.
I live within the boundary of the proposed H12 site and would strongly object to this development on the following grounds:Impact on Wildlife- Badgers, Deer, Owls, Bats, Bumble Bees
Impact on Highways- congestion at Eastwood Road North/ The Fairway/ Progress Road.
Loss of Green Belt
Increased risk of flooding
Increased surface water leading down to A127
Loss of strategic area defining an urban area.
In my view if development has to be made, I should prefer the H18 option in preference as this would have the least impact
on residence and would give direct links to all other areas strongly oppose any link road being installed between Stadium
Way and Daws Heath.
Many thanks for your attention.

DRAFT/RES/4830 SS7 5AX

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing to you with regard to Draft Local Plan.
Whilst I agree a Local Plan should be in place, I feel it is very ill conceived and has not been thought through enough by your
planning department and is now being rushed out for consultation with local residence and approval before the next General
Election.
Far too much emphasis has been put into one corner of the borough taking away 100% of green belt land in that particular
area ( Jotmans Lane) St Marys Ward. H14. Leaving just a trip of land between Canvey Way and Jotmans Farm.
You under took a SHLAA study and many sites around the borough were identified smaller site which are more in keeping
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with the borough as a whole. Whilst they may not be so profitable for the army of builders circling our community they would
be more acceptable to local residence than this large scale 800 home developments will disrupt residence lives young and
old going on for many years. The logistics of such a site is unthinkable for local people to comprehend.
When formulating this plan the housing committee members by their own volition said they ONLY looked at the sites that
builders had shown interest in which of course are the larger ones where it will yield more profit for them and not for Benfleet
residence. This kind of practice is underhand it makes the whole process flawed and does nothing for our faith in the
councillors who are supposed to look after the people who elected them.
You must take into consideration what residents say when the consultation is over and you have has time to input and digest
the findings. So far you have not listened at all and if it means altering the Draft Local Plan then so is it.
It's not a question of any building, we know we have to build. Smaller sites scattered around the borough is a must the
SHLAA identified those smaller sites but you have ignored them in favour of huge sites. Of course they may not be so
profitable for the large building firms. Castle Point Council should be working for their residence and not the builders which
seem to be the case.
You say you wish to create more jobs in the borough now is your chance to give local builders the smaller sites who will
employ local trades and you will go some way to creating these 2100 jobs you are wishing to achieve. If these sites went out
to tender, you would have them snapped up by local builders who for years have famine not feast.
Millions of pounds was spend on the improvements at Saddlers Farm this has been finished only last year yet are now
saying in the draft plan that you want to have access to the H14 site via a new road off the Canvey Way to alleviate the traffic
at Tarpots are you then saying the improvements were a waste of tax payers money? Your plan will only bring the traffic into
the High Road and possibly bottleneck at Cemetery Corner if this is where your preferred option to alleviate traffic is going to
be.
92% of Green Belt to which you profess to have saved such as Hadleigh Downs Richmond Park would never be built on so
please does not profess to have saved them.
Your Draft Plan is now being rushed through to be in place before the next General Election leaving a legacy that will not go
down in history as your finest hour.

DRAFT/RES/4831 SS7 3AP

I would like to know what process or criteria you used to make a public proposal on the New Draft Plan to exclude any part of
the Village Green as 'public open space'. I object very strongly to this and would like to see the whole of the village green
designated as 'public open space'.
Dear Resident and Inhabitant for Coombewood Village Greens,
NEW AND URGENT THREAT TO ACCESS OF COOMBEWOOD VILLAGE GREENS. YOU ONLY HAVE UNTIL F RIDAY
21 MARCH TO ACT
In receiving this letter, it is a reminder that you have certain legal rights to use Coombewood. It has taken many years of
hard work, two Public Inquiries and legal costs to establish those rights. In fact Friends of Coombewood was formed back in
2002 after I organised the very first meeting at St Peter's Church Hall. Essex County Council has only just formally registered
the last stage of that process.
There are two main issues:-
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1. FENCING
The North end of the Village Green abutting the Church and Graveyard has some high metal fencing which Essex County
Council has told the owner (s) that it is ' an offence to enclose registered land' and ' If the fencing is not removed then you
are leaving yourself open to enforcement action being taken.'
2. CASTLE POINT NEW DRAFT LOCAL PLAN
The proposed new plan shows the majority of the Village Green as being 'Public Open Space' as one would expect.
Unfortunately, for some reason, an area of land of about 15% has been excluded from that definition of Public Open Space
and surprisingly that the same area of land is enclosed by fencing under the issue (1.) above. On the New Draft Plan it is
only Public Open Space, which as of today is not. Obviously proposed!* I raised the issue and CPBC Strategic Planning has
advised me there are no mistakes on the plan*
You should note that Local or Central Government cannot take Village Green (legal status) land away from the community
unless they offer suitable alternative land in exchange. It appears the new Local Plan is preparing the way or establishing the
justification where this could happen at some future date.
It is also very interesting to note that a very small area of land ( with no known owner) on the Village Green is also excluded
from Public Open Space as well. If this small area of land was used for exchange in addition with that which is being fenced,
then no access through from the Church end of the woods or from the Graveyard would be possible, even after we are given
back any land in exchange.
Please make sure in your response to Castle Point Council on the Draft New Local Plan that it will include a strong objection
to any part of the Village Green as not being described as 'Public Open Space' since this would undermine the legal process
in achieving its legal status and in its registration at Essex County Council. Your response must be made before 21st March
2014. ( To Planning Policy CPBC Kiln Road. Benfleet, SS7 2BR)
Consult Rev Marian Sturrock of St Peter's Church asking what the Church's understanding is with the adjoining landowner
and whether they have received any conditional gifts formally in informally.
If need be, escalate to our MP Rebecca Harris asking her to find out what process or criteria the Council used to make a
public proposal on the New Draft Plan where the considered it desirable to exclude any part of a Village Green as 'Public
Open Space'.

DRAFT/RES/4832 SS8 0EY

Hopefully, before my comments on this questionnaire, along with all the other C.P residents who've taken the trouble to
respond, someone in your establishment will take notice of what the majority of us really want.
My 'Additional Comments' are too lengthy to fit into this space, so please find them on copy attached. Thank you.
Comments re: Castle Point's New Local Plan- 3rd March 2014
My response to your 'New Local Plan', along with hundreds of others that will probably find their way to the incinerator the
shredder or maybe just end up in the council's archives to gather dust for evermore, then hopefully before their fate is
sealed, someone in your organisation will take notice of what most of the residents of Castle Point really want when it comes
to more housing here.
I moved here from London many years ago and during this time have witnessed many changes, some of them beneficial, but
many problems have worsened and still need addressing.
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I refer mainly to the issue of the council's attitude in allowing far too many houses to be built in an already overcrowded area
where the infrastructure means it just cannot cope with issues such as our present overcrowded jam-packed roads,
especially on Canvey where over 50,000 residents still rely on just one roundabout. A dual - carriage road is some 30 plus
years overdue. Even if we'd always had this facility, the present day traffic still causes problems every day, especially during
the A.M and P.M rush hours. Could any of our councillors have even a rough idea regarding the number of vehicles that are
on Canvey's roads during peak summer weekends, if so, I'd like to share this information with them. Also, we rarely see a
traffic warden here, Double Yellow lines are ignored every day contributing to the problem in the town centre . I once
challenged Mr Ian Burchill as to why we do not have more wardens, he offered what I considered to be a lame excuse to do
with costs, but I countered " Surely, as well as better access to many of the junctions and freer passageways for all, plus
extra revenue accrued from habitual offenders, then extra costs should not be a problem." Presumably the 3000 or so new
residents destined for Canvey will produce families, so many of these families will have an average 1-2 cars resulting in a
further 2,000 to 3,000 extra cars on Canvey Island alone. Yet still you're allowing another 1,500 new homes here, ( plus the
extra 2,500 in the Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley area); pray tell us, when will enough be enough?
In a previous interview with Mr Ian Burchill some 25 years ago, I highlighted some of the problems that if the plans that he
and his so called Planning Department continued to pass, then the problems would intensify, i.e. shortage of Doctors,
Dentists - much longer appointment waiting times, overcrowded schools and the continual rush hour conditions on our roads.
I've belonged to various clubs and organisations for over 40 years, i.e. Art Clubs, Choirs, a member of Castle Point Bowls
Club for 23 years and a Committee Member for 10 years.
Around 8 years ago, I worked alongside George Whatley and a small team of dedicated residents to scupper the Calor Gas
Co's plans to build a massive L.N.G plant and during this time was privileged to get to make the acquaintance of many of the
Island's residents and to learn of their opinions.
I have yet to meet anyone in favour of your New Local Housing Plan, and many consider your survey is not worth the paper
they're written on?
(For- never have so many been ignored by so few).
Yours Sincerely
P.S- Just in case some of our councillors are in any doubt as to how most of Castle Point's residents feel then maybe,
whoever opens this letter would be king enough to take photocopies and drop one in each of the councillors pigeon holes for
their perusal and possible future response. Thank you.

DRAFT/RES/4833 SS7 5BQ

From The Plan
4.14 congestion...is a significant issue for local residents.
Comment
How will 4,000 new homes and around 10,000 cars resolve that issue?
From The Plan
9.6 Productivity gross value added (GVA) per head is low; a high proportion of commuters is mentioned.
Comment
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Creating employment makes sense, but the GVA per head will only improve if it draws on the same population. Building new
houses off sets the new employment opportunities as more people move into CP.
From The Plan
11.20 In order to accommodate growth whilst alleviating pressure in the Tarpots Junction, it is proposed that an additional
access to Benfleet is provided from the A130 Canvey Way.
Comment
A very glib statement with no explanation on how this will be achieved. The plan indicates that this "additional access" will be
via Jotmans Lane and Cemetery Corner to the High Road. There's no mention in the plan of the impact on the existing roads
referred to above, or even the roads themselves.
From The Plan
11.28-30suggest that "there is a need to encourage people to travel by more sustainable forms of transport if congestion is to
be managed in the future" and then goes on to discuss the health issues in CP, with "Whilst walking and cycling may not be
suitable activity for all residents, it clearly represents an opportunity to improve the health and well being of residents...
particularly when walking or cycling is a means to access employment and services."
Comment
Shades of a "nanny state" but critically...the emissions from up to 10,000 additional cars is surely not beneficial to the health
of local residents and also why are the main employment opportunities being created north of the A13 when the largest site
for new houses is on the western edge of South Benfleet. Accessible by cycle perhaps- Tarpots will be interesting- but a long
walk indeed.
From The Plan
13.11 Migration is a significant driver of housing growth requirements in Castle Point..." The Greater Essex Demographic
Forecasts shows that come districts in East London are unlikely to deliver sufficient homes to meet their forecast needs"
Comment
When discussions first started some years ago the message was that CP needed housing for its own young people, that
"Shelter" had concerns and there were too many people on housing waiting lists. Why then are we even contemplating
inward migration from East London because they can't meet their targets? It's not our problem it's theirs- don't make it ours.
CP Councillors were elected to represent the resident of CP, not Tower Hamlets.

From The Plan
13.12- 13.16 "Affordable housing" and "a lack of first time buyer accommodation in Castle Point"
Comment
The vast majority of housing built in CP over the last 2 years has been of the "luxury" variety, be they apartments or houses.
Which local authority has sanctioned these developments? It's Castle Point...unless they've all been built without planning
permission of course...
From The Plan
13.20 "To date only 125 homes have been delivered...since 2011"... only around 1,840 homes can be secured within the
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existing urban area..."
Comment
I can identify at least 180 homes which have been built or are under construction in the last 2 years. Why can't the 1,840
homes be built first, over the next 9 years, and then the demographics re-examined? Who knows, the inward migration
referred to in 13.11 might not happen if we just build houses for local people.
From The Plan
13.21 "...it is necessary for the Green Belt separating New Thundersley and Bowers Gifford to be protected within Basildon's
local authority area."
Comment
Why? Has Basildon got better safe guards for it's Green Belt or could that be built on too? Put it another way, is it fair on
Basildon to expect it to provide the Green Belt because there's a landowner willing to sell up on the CP side of the
boundary?
From The Plan
13.111-112 "The retention of Green Belt within Basildon is therefore essential to the ensuring the separation of towns in
South Essex, with the land located along Castle Point's western boundary making a limited contribution"... advocates the
retention of...a green landscape buffer..."
Comment
The statement of someone who doesn't care a damn about the residents whose properties overlook this apparently
insignificant piece of Green Belt, or the fact that it's been farm land for hundreds of years.
Av"buffer"; 30 meters! Big Deal.
From The Plan
16.3"To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another."
Comment
A 30 meter buffer appears to put the onus on Basildon not building on the other side of the A130. Can that be prevented?
Should CP not have a "reasonable" buffer incase Basildon wishes to develop eastwards?
From The Plan
Policy GB6 sets out stringent conditions for allowing the change of use of buildings and land in the Green Belt.
Comment
A proposed housing development of 800 houses seems at odds with most if not all of the conditions.

DRAFT/RES/4834 SS7 2TA

THESE PLANS ARE BEING PUT IN PLACE NOW
The Council has a house building quota they have to fulfil, BUT the best solution for the Borough would be to develop the
land behind the Blinking Owl Cafe/ Fane Road/ H18- this has the capacity for 2000 house with purpose- built new roads
having access to the improved Saddlers Farm and the new A130. Although the Council believe this to be a favourable
solution, Essex Highways have refused the suggestion of another access road onto the A127 - we need to urge the Council
to persist with this option, which has benefits far outweighing building on our greenbelt.
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WHAT YOU CAN DO: it is essential that if you don't want these developments to go ahead, you must complete the
Questionnaire- every adult in your household can complete one. You need to state:
•
•
•

That you object to any building on the green belt land known as H11 and H10.
That you say NO to the Stadium Way Daws Heath Link Road.
That you want the Council to develop the Blinking Owl site ( H18) and to urge Essex Highways to reconsider as this
is the most sensible and best solution for everyone.

The Government's stance to building on greenbelt is "only in exceptional circumstances" however , if we stay quiet the
Council will assume that we agree to their proposals as it's the easiest option for them because the landowners want to sell
and Daws Heath, as we know it, will be lost forever.
Also, we would like to urge you to attend the Council meetings on Wednesday Feb 19th 10am till 4pm Hadleigh
Regeneration Shop and/or Tuesday Feb 25th 4pm till 7pm CPBC Council Offices.

DRAFT/RES/4835 SS8 8DE

Proposals for Canvey Island
Firstly and foremost, I don't think anymore house/business developments should be built until the proposed third road has
been built the proposed dual carriageway off Canvey way should have been done when road was first constructed as
planned not because more traffic is to use this from Benfleet. Widening road from Waterside to Link Road only moves
bottleneck further onto Canvey not complete resolvement of traffic problems.
Our sea defences were built long before Thames barrier was installed and with the Island sinking every year from current
houses/ developments, rising seas, increased rainfall, global warming, severe weather/ storms this should be inspected
again before any developments.
As if Canvey was hit by same storm in as other parts of the country this year with the amount of elderly people, bungalows,
proposed nursing homes, schools, would we have repeat floods in 1953? It is not as if there is anywhere to evacuate people
to.
Plans to build on former Castle View School, with a boom of children in the coming years ( predicted) should this land be
used as once gone, cannot be reclaimed. Has anyone looked at future school figures or blinkered sight just in next few
years.
Nursing home is being built on proposed third road on busy junction, on business site? Is this really the best site for elderly
people, surely the elderly are entitled to some peace and tranquillity.
H5- Thorney Bay Park
The smell from this area in summer is un acceptable (not from sewage works) should more housing be built without this
being resolved for the people already living in this area. Will enough drainage be used to ensure no flooding occurs in this
area alone, just from rainfall as this at current time has many drainage ditches put in many years ago when Canvey was first
occupied.
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DRAFT/RES/4836 SS7 5HN

Having lived in the area (see address) for over 40 years, many changes have taken place, the amount of new builds, or
replaced property has risen dramatically leading to this whole area becoming over populated. Senior Schools both Appleton
and King John struggle to accommodate children now. How would it cope with an added intake in this catchment area from a
new primary school.
One new doctor’s surgery, how will that cope with the extra potential patients, established surgeries in Benfleet struggle now
with waiting times often several days.
David Cameron was adamant on saving Green Belt and not to build on these, now they have suddenly turned into ' green
spaces'.
How convenient that the planners now claim they had no knowledge that grazing land and stables were threatened. So who
didn't do the 'homework'. Surveying the land see enclosed cutting " Horse Riding is not a sport". Riding a bike isn't either.
Would "you" want to see your grandchildren on the local roads with an extra 10,000 vehicles in the immediate area. ( When
we are being encouraged to get on our bikes).
As for Jotmans Lane and it's notorious junction with the High Road it is always an accident waiting to happen. HOW many
times have the crash barriers had to be replaced, even with the newly erected " Arrows" only lasted for a few days, before
being demolished with only the accident Horse Trough that prevented a far more serious outcome.
To visualise the hundreds of construction vehicles using this junction for months/ years on end, and the High Road area. Is
MADDNESS and detrimental for anyone wishing to sell their property in the immediate area. Would you consider buying a
house so near to all the disruption this proposed plan will without a doubt cause?
Consultation plan gives nothing new except a new primary and GP Surgery Link Road? Where? When? The Canvey Way.
This has been ongoing for years, again when? Before or after the proposed 800 houses are built?H.14. No assurance is
given as to how all required infrastructure will be put into place to cope with over more than 3000 additional people in an
already over populated local area. At the very least 10,000 additional vehicle movements.
I maybe a pensioner but even I can see the proposed plan is totally floored and should be rejected for many other reasons
that I can think of apart from all the above The previous Draft was rejected and this New Draft must be also.
Newspaper articleHorses face bleak future as livery yards look ser for demolition
"... Jotmans, off High Road, Benfleet and two sites on Canvey- has initially surprised planners who claimed they had no
knowledge that grazing land and stables were threatened."

DRAFT/RES/4837 SS7 2TA

Views/ Objections H10- Land East of Rayleigh Road- 420 proposed new homes
We broadly support the overall plan as we believe to survive, a community often has to expand, and too many communities
are in decline.
We note also that this development provides green space, but never the less would be sad to see a large tract of the green
belt disappear and the prolific wildlife which this particular area supports.
Our principal concerns are twofold:
A.) Proximity and layout of the housing development around our property ( 133 Daws Heath Road).
The majority of houses along Daws Heath Road affected by/ bordering this development have extremely long rear gardens-
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over 100 yards/ 300 feet with large mature trees at the end of their gardens. They will retain their existing privacy and will be
totally shielded visually and from any noise from the new houses. This development will therefore have minimal impact on
them.
We are also led to understand that even these deep plots further new green strip/ area at the end of these gardens has been
discussed. Draft plans/discussions on street layout and housing densities for H10 have given us no indication how
development behind our properly would look.
Our property no 133, whilst some 18m wide has virtually no depth of rear garden. What little garden we have ranges from
just 5m to 6.5 m. Any new houses and boundary walls/fencing built close to the rear of our property would:
•
•
•
•
•

dominate the area
produce a catastrophic drop in its resale value
eliminate completely the open outlook we now enjoy
create a significant loss of privacy
reduce significantly our 'liveability and surroundings' quality of life

Any green space or green 'lung' behind our property and our neighbour (no.137) would be extremely welcome. Could we
perhaps see a bungalow development in the area and also fronting Daws Heath Road e.g.: like Cherrymeade, Thundersley.
This would retain the 'kerb appeal' of this stretch of Daws Heath Road particularly as the existing properties opposite (
across from the entrance to the planned new road) are all bungalows.
In summary therefore, low rise properties with good sized gardens spaced some distance away from out minimalist rear
garden, with a green space and some shrub screening/tree planting separation would address some of our serious concerns
listed above, and we believe maintain some of the country lane feel that this part of Daws Heath presently enjoys.
We have also enclosed 9 photos as follows:=
1-4- the idyllic outlook we now enjoy ( and which development would remove)
5- the boundary/ garden of the deep plots behind most of the houses on Daws Heath bordering Devpt.Area H10
6- how far away the development would be from our property if we (no.133) had the same depth of plot
7-9- the minimal rear garden we actually have and how near the development could come ( photos taken from our rear
boundary- please note our boundary is the edge of the patio, NOT the fence behind- the green strip is part of the H10 land
area for development)
B.) The effect on Stadium Way traffic density as a result of the proposed new road from Daws Heath Road which will
join Stadium Way.
We agree that the new road across to Stadium Way would ease the Woodman’s Arms A129 roundabout. However we
consider this would create significant extra congestion and delays from Rayleigh Weir into Stadium Way, and problems for
customers exiting Sainsbury’s car park.
DRAFT/RES/4838 SS7 2UQ

I ask the council to develop The Blinking Owl Site (H18) and for them to urge Essex Highways to reconsider this matter as
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this is the most sensible and best solution to protection building on the greenbelt land. H11 and H10 if the council
government require new housing to be built. My wife has mentioned wildlife in our garden and flooding.
RE: Consultation on the draft New Local Plan
I, Mrs Wells, sent a completed questionnaire with the regard to the above some weeks ago to the Council. I would now like
you to accept this as a covering letter with additional comments from myself as listed below:
I object to any building on the greenbelt land known as H11 and H10.
I say NO to the Stadium Way Daws Heath Link Road.
I ask the Council to develop the Blinking Owl site (H18) and for them to urge Essex Highways to reconsider this matter as
this is the most sensible and best solution to protecting building on our greenbelt land H11 and H10 if the
Council/Government require new housing to be built.
Wildlife is all around this area, among them badgers. Please find enclosed copies of photos showing Badgers coming into
my garden.
On 24th August 2013, we had flooding in the area, mostly due to the road and drains not being able to take the amount of
water from the existing roads, I telephoned Castle Point and the Highways and reported this incident about my property. The
Council and Government should be concerned in protecting the properties that are already in this area and implementing
correct infrastructure to them not using green belt land to build even more houses.
People have sold up properties in built up areas and moved to Daws Heath and surrounding areas because it had green belt
areas and woodlands and it is a place you wish to live, which cannot be said for a lot of places. With building of new homes
on green belt and the infrastructure the Council proposes it will be change this area drastically and not for the better it will
become just another built up area with lots of houses.

DRAFT/RES/4839 SS7 3EB

I understand the necessity to increase residential capacity in the South East to meet the Government's targets, and as such I
do not object to the majority of the proposals. However, out of the fifteen proposals, there are three H4, 10 and 18, where the
negative effects upon the local unacceptably outweigh the benefits.
The development of site H4 will result in an undesirable amount of traffic along The Chase, which will become a through
road between Kenneth Road and the A129. It will also reduce the amount of publicly accessible green space in an already
heavily urbanised area.
My main objection to H10 is that it will infringe upon the sanctity of Little Havens, an integral part of the local community that
cannot be financially measured, an inadmissible argument in a standard cost benefit analysis yet still an important cost to
consider.
The first stage of H18 is a good site for development, due to it's location next to the A127 and it having negligible impact
upon local residents, to which the development is not near. However, stage two, the area that has been designated for
development after 2031 will destroy the tranquility of Woodside Cemetery and the local parkland. The green space between
stage one and New Thundersley is necessary to prevent over-urbanisation and objectionable damage to the local landscape
that would inevitably result. I understand that this stage of expansion would not take place until 2031, but by earmarking it for
development will infringe upon the understandable objections of future generations.
Although I do not disagree with the merits of 'employment growth,' the enlargement of the Manor Trading Estate is not a
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suitable venue for this growth. The size of the industrial and commercial zone will become disproportionate to the residential
area to which it is located. The extra noise pollution and congestion from commercial vehicles will have too great a negative
impact upon the local area.
I would also like to ensure that the whole of Coombewood Village Green is shown on the new local plan as 'Public Open
Space'. This area of land seems to be slowly fenced in.
I hope that you will take my concerns into consideration and respect the objective nature of my argument. There is a fine
balance between enhancing the local area by welcoming new residents and encroaching upon the quality of life of existing
residents.

DRAFT/RES/4840 SS7 2TY

I currently live and keep my horses down Daws Heath Road and my son attends Hadleigh Infants and nursery school. I feel
that if H10 and H11 go ahead Daws Heath Road will become a very dangerous place to live with regards to the traffic. There
are currently four bridleways within the Daws Heath area that all have to be accessed via Daws Heath Road. With the
increased traffic these developments will bring I feel it would be very dangerous for horse riders to ride on this road. It is bad
enough at present! The plan mentions that it would be made safer for pedestrians and cyclists. But what about horse
riders?? Also the road surface is shocking in some places, with these developments is the council going to maintain the
roads effectively?
I am also concerned as to where the 100+ horses will be re-homed if H10 and H11 go ahead not to mention the 70+ horses
stabled at H14.
I feel that having a road from Stadium Way to Daws heath would mean just another road for people to queue on to get onto
the A127 at the Rayleigh Weir. It’s bad enough at present getting out of Stadium Way in rush hour let alone having another
road linking to it. I also feel people will use it as a cut through to avoid the Woodman’s causing the flow of traffic up Daws
Heath Road to increase a lot just for people to access the A13 in Hadleigh. Also what speed monitors would be put down
Daws Heath Road? I live on the part where there is on pavement to walk up making it very unsafe to take my children out.
The Rayleigh Weir cannot cope with more traffic. At weekends there is normally a queue from the Rayleigh Weir reaching
Vic House Corner!
I really don't understand why the council would squeeze 600+ houses on Daws Heath Road when there is a huge site behind
the Blinking Owl cafe and the end of Great Burches Road that can access two major roads ( A130 and A127) without
causing further congestion and danger to residents and their animals.

DRAFT/RES/4841 SS7 5TZ

There is far too much traffic on our roads now and every house built puts at least one more car on the road, usually two. Why
do you allow houses to be left empty and so become run down? If the owners do not wish to live in them they should be
given to the Council to rent.
After three years of disruption (never knowing when we went out for the evening if we were going to get back home easily)
the A130 has recently been completed and already there are pot holes appearing and we have not had any ice or snow this
year which is usually the reason for the bad state of the roads.
As we get less rainfall in this area than most places ( Shoeburyness being the driest place in the UK) how will you provide
enough water? Is our sewage works capable of dealing with these extra properties?
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The amount of jobs you propose to generate is a drop in the ocean compared to the amount of houses. Where do you
propose the extra people in these new homes are going to work?
You propose to bring more shops to the area. I live in Tarpots area and can cut any nationality of take away but struggle to
buy a joint of meat or a reel of cotton.
In my opinion Castle Point is far too congested now. Why in the world doesn't the Government put more Industry and houses
up north where unemployment is high instead of flooding South East with high employment more housing and major roads
that when finished are still not capable of handling our traffic as was the M25 and the Dartford Crossing.
You state that a new link road is proposed into the west of Benfleet but it is not on the draft of the new local plan. What roads
are the lorries going to do down to get to the building site? Lorries have problems turning into Rushbottom Lane to get to
Manor Trading Estate, hence the constant damage to the railings.
H9 and H4 are a mix of woodland, unmade roads and semi rural properties. These are an integral part of Benfleet. These
are common routes used daily by the horse riding community. They are a wealth of wildlife and woodland helping with
soaking up of excess rain etc. I have problem building on a 'field'. But leave woodland and unmade roads alone. I have lived
in Benfleet all my life and use Wensley Road , The Chase, Catherine Road and Felstead Road as a bridleway to avoid main
roads at least 3/4 times a week. Please do not build on H4 and H9.
Draft Local Plan Consultation
I would like to object to the above plan, in particular the areas H4, H9 and H18. I also object, in part, to H14.
I have lived in Benfleet all of my life and have seen the changes, including development at The Chase, some 30 years ago.

DRAFT/RES/4842 SS7 2EG

Benfleet is a great mix of semi rural and built up areas. By removing and building on the semi rural areas you will remove the
heart and lungs of our town.
With regard to H4 and H9 these are both areas which are mostly woodland and unmade roads. I have ridden these bridle
paths and roads for over 40 years. They are unique in their mix of woodland and semi rural properties and also act as a
breaker for the amount of through traffic Benfleet!
These routes, Wensley Road, The Chase, Catherine Road, and Felstead Road etc are used daily by the equestrian
community and dog walkers and those residents that do not wish to walk on concrete!
They are wealth of wildlife and woodland. Trees, in particular, are the water drinkers of Benfleet and help water to remain at
the top of the hill rather than flooding the bottom of Bread and Cheese Hill. By removing the trees, ditches, streams etc you
remove the lands natural drain away.
The equestrian community in Benfleet is HUGE and has been around a very, very long time. It is a community that spends
money in local shops, supports local businesses and is part and parcel of Benfleet.
Building on Jotmans farm , in its entirety, where are 70+ horses and owners going to go? There are currently less than 10
available stables within Benfleet. I can understand building on the very top part, to link directly onto Sadler’s Farm but to
build on the entire H14 would, I believe, be the wrong decision.
With regard to H18, it is at present only part for housing and a large part set aside for housing after 2031.
When a town is full, it is full. They cannot and will not build in London as there is physically no more available land. I think
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this should also be limited in Benfleet. The fields and woodland and green space that make Benfleet should not be built on.
Those areas that are just a field and able to be built on maximise its potential by building smaller, affordable housing, flats
and family homes.
I understand that the above does not "significantly and demonstrably outweigh benefits" of the need for housing. However I
hope it will go some way to reducing the amount of building on woodland and bridleways within Benfleet.

DRAFT/RES/4843 SS7 5TZ

We feel very strongly about H14 because we have been through all this before and this is Greenbelt and we have had the
top people down and they said no to this years ago. When Mr Fenwick owned this Greenbelt land Mr Holier walked all along
the H14 plans and he and the Government decided No. Look up the past plans whoever is new and find the facts why you
can't build here. Also people go over Woodside fishing which has really big fish in there. It is a shame .
We need more street road sweepers. Please get rid of weeds, broken pavements. Reinstate lighting at night- some people
have to walk home in the dark.
Look back at old plans and see why?
You should be telling people the real facts then they should decide.
This H14 has been fought for over 30 years and residents that are still young to fight on still say no and the new people are
just too blind to it that's why past facts should be told to them by you.
We have schools and a doctor’s surgery and H14 is Open Space if people know of this?
You are just taking Green Belt away and National Playing fields. People should be told this. Is there not trying to snatch it
from under their noses and give them something back they didn't want and then realise what you took away from them after
people should be told what Green Belt is and why it is protected.
A proper consultative process should take place which allows sufficient time for residents to have an opportunity to review
and research all the required information. In my view, a one off leaflet being sent to resident is insufficient. ( In my case I was
sent an empty envelope and had to contact the council offices to obtain a copy of the plan).
The council are aware that the vast majority of residents do not want any development on green belt land and their views
should be respected when drafting a local plan. The fact that building has been proposed on green belt land signifies that the
council are ignoring the residents’ wishes.

DRAFT/RES/4844 SS7 1JE

Dear Sirs,
I enclose the completed form in respect of the draft new local plan consultation.
I do not believe that the sufficient time or publicity has been allocated to this consultation. To be able to investigate,
research, review and comment on the draft plan takes considerable time. In my case, I did not receive a copy of the plan
until 24th February 2014 having had to contact the Council offices to request a copy. I had received the original posting but it
was an A4 envelope with no documents inside and my only clue as to its intended contents was a reference to the local plan
on the envelope. ( How many others has this happened to?). I do not believe that the council has engaged with its residents
sufficiently. They (the council) know the vast majority of residents want Green Belt land if given adequate time to organise
themselves.
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The statement that 92% of the Green Belt is being protected is not something in which council should take great pride; 100%
of the Green Belt should be protected. As mentioned above, the council is aware that the vast majority of residents want the
Green Belt retained and I would suggest that the council accede to their wishes. A statement that 100% of Green Belt will be
retained and protected would be something for which the council could take credit and they should amend the plan to
achieve this. The council should look for alternative solutions rather than surrender Green Belt land to developers.
There is a reason Green Belt land was given its designation and protection; it prevents a brick and concrete developed
jungle where the environment and conditions eventually lead to the worst excesses of urban decay. Lawned areas and a few
tree plantings are no substitute for natural Green Belt areas. The protected Green Belt of the area is part of what makes an
area desirable to live. It enhances the environment and adds to the quality of life. An area with a high proportion of Green
belt land has residents who have better health and are happier than those living in areas of little or no Green Belt land;
furthermore crime rates are lower in high Green Belt land areas. Take Green belt land away and the result is a conurbation
with all the associated problems and the areas in Castle Point will become no different to drab, brick or grey concrete
conurbations around the UK.
There is a further problem with the taking 8% of the Green Belt for development. It is the thin end of the wedge; the next
local plan may start chipping away again and another percentage is lost. If some can be taken now then it will become
acceptable for later plans to do so. Indeed, recent years have already seen a substantial loss of Green Belt land. It would be
interesting to learn how much has been lost in the past 10 years. Perhaps you could let me know?
Castle Point is generally a beautiful area to live and its Green Belt land is part of what makes it so appealing. By taking even
more away, the area is on the road to the monotony so common in other parts of the county and country.
The Green Belt areas contain homes to varied protected wildlife, trees and flora. Development of the Green Belt threatens
the habitat of the protected animals and birds. The badger population in the area is falling ( there have been suggestions that
badgers are being secretly removed and destroyed to remove potential objections to development in respect of them being
protected species), and the habitats of pool frogs, bats and toads ( all protected species) amongst others, are being eroded. I
understand that there is also an array of protected birds ( including woodpeckers) and insects which are protected and
whose habitats are being threatened by development.
Green Belt offers the opportunity for people to take healthy walks free from air polluted by traffic fumes and noise; for dog
walkers to walk their pet; bridle paths for horse riders; picnic areas ( like The Glen) where children can play without risk of
traffic; areas of exploration for wildlife; oases of tranquillity for residents to enjoy. This is what the council is proposing to take
away and it is not acceptable.
The Green Belt areas are in sited within residential areas and development of these increases unacceptable pressures on
local infrastructure, services and environment. Specifically:
•
•
•

The increase in traffic and the strain on public transport would be detrimental and unacceptable.
Green Belt development will destroy a large number of trees which have the benefit of a tree preservation order and
also that which play a part in keeping the air clean.
The drainage infrastructure just cannot cope. Meteorogists predict heavier rainfall will become a feature of future
winter weather patterns which will worsen the current situation.
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•
•
•
•
•

Green Belt development is a major threat to protected wildlife.
Insufficient consideration has been given to less intrusive and non-infrastructure damaging opportunities to increase
housing.
GP surgeries are already oversubscribed.
Hospitals are currently struggling to cope with existing patient levels. An increasing burden in meeting appointments
and providing essential treatments would take even longer than they do now. Death rates will increase.
Green Belt development maybe in breach of the Human Rights Act

1. Protocol 1, Article 1 states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all their possessions, which includes
the home and other land.
2. Article 8 states that a person has a substantive right to respect for their family life. In Britton vs. SOS the Courts
reappraised the purpose of the law and concluded that the protection of the countryside falls within the interest of
Article 8.
3. Whilst the council have legal duties under Article 8 they can over-ride it if they can provide justification. As they have
not given sufficient consideration to alternatives, justification cannot be provided and thus they cannot over-ride
Article 8.
The evidence that happier and healthier residents live in areas with significant Green Belt land can be further supported by
the above; hospitals and GP surgeries are under less pressure and are more able to manage their caseload.
I therefore request that the council reconsider the draft local plan and protect and retain all of the Green Belt land. The
challenge should be to find alternative and acceptable solutions to development not too further erode the remaining Green
Belt land.
The council should be aware that the tipping point for residents' patience maybe close and novel as it may be, consider
carrying out the wishes of the vast majority of council tax payers who want all Green Belt land retained and protected.

DRAFT/RES/4845 SS7 2TR

Q.2 Government targets for the South East should be significantly lower. To keep building here is short sighted and
unsustainable in the long term. More people will be drawn into the area from outside creating problems for future generations
in 20/30/40 year’s time. A much longer term view needs to be taken.
Q.3/ Q.9- I am particularly concerned and against the proposed development of the H10 area east of the fish pond towards
Little Haven and any link road between Daws Heath Road and Stadium Way.
Q.4 I have reservations that 'more infrastructures' actually means more roads and concrete on the Green Belt.
Q.7 In general, 'Retail' is moving online and I am surprised that more retail provision is required in the plan. I can't see any
hope for Hadleigh Town Centre until the dual carriageway through the town is altered back to a single lane- like the rest of
the A13 between Tarpots and Southend.
Q8. Need to see the detail of where the open space is proposed.
Q9. What the area really needs is a further Thames Crossing linking the A130 from Canvey to the A2 in Kent.
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See also note Q3
Q.10. The problem is not so much the loss of the 8% of the Green Belt rather the selection of the particular parts of it.
In general I am particularly concerned that Castle Point is being driven by Essex County Council who seem to be operating
from a different agenda. The H18 ( Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ North West Thundersley) site is by far the most acceptable site
for development in Castle Point and we should resist ECC objections and proceed with this option.

DRAFT/RES/4846

Talk about a balanced plan when councillors share benefits amongst themselves. Enclosed Evening Echo article is a typical
example- “I’ll scratch your back if you scratch mine." I do not believe the Council is not biased.

DRAFT/RES/4847 SS7 2HT

Sirs,
The H11 proposal for 180 houses represents approximately 360 cars and something in excess of 600 people creating a
burden on the existing infrastructure. This would, in my opinion be unacceptable and represents an overall deterioration in
the existing quality of life for all residents.
Add this to the irreparable damage to this thriving wildlife area which at present includes deer, badgers, bats and many
valued bird varieties including the Common Crane which has been seen repeatedly on Brook Farm land.
For these reasons alone the H11 proposal is wholly unacceptable and ill thought through.
The most obvious solution to fulfil the housing quota would be area at H18. There is sufficient scope here to build in excess
of 2000 homes with fast access to the major arteries of A13 and A127 via the new A130 link road. There is tremendous
opportunity here to create a purpose build residential area with a new link road system and a suitable infrastructure to
sustain the area. This could include shops, doctors’ surgeries, new primary school all of which would provide additional
employment for the area and serve to lessen the transport impact on the surrounding area.
There is also a strong argument for including access via the new road system, to the Manor Trading Estate thereby removing
the considerable amount of heavy traffic from what is essentially a residential area and close to Robert Drake School. This
would benefit both residents in the surrounding area and tenants on the Manor Trading Estate. In addition it would also
considerably reduce wear and tear on the roads in the area with the consequential reduction in maintenance costs.
H16 Site is a designated flood plain. My own property will be put at risk- are the council prepared to pay if and when flooding
occurs?
H17 is unsuitable for yet another retirement home.
Re: Consultation on the Draft NEW Local Plan, 2014

DRAFT/RES/4848 SS8 0QJ

Dear Sirs,
There has been much wrong use of the word plan.
I find it hard to take seriously any plan proposed by Castle Point Council Planners when they cannot even use an up to date
map of the area- are the planners unaware that the extension of Roscommon Road has now been in place for quite some
time, yet the map used shows as a dotted line- why?
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Finger on the pulse, then?
Secondly it is stated that there will be 1,450 new homes for Canvey, yet your document only adds up to 1135. Is this a sign
that the 'plans' just don't add up?
After scrutinising the proposals for the Benfleet/ Hadleigh and Canvey areas here are my thoughts:
NOTHING should be considered until we have in place the third exit road in place and open for use, linking Northwick Road
to Manor Way. This is the only route the makes any sense
This is surely the pivotal point?
A new relief road linking Benfleet between the A130 between Saddlers Farm and the A127 Rayleigh Spur Flyover would also
be a gigantic step forward. Presumably it would connect somewhere above the Manor Trading Estate.
Both measures would relieve the existing frustrating jams already experienced by residents of these areas, and may just
help smooth the way for the building or additional homes,
By relieving the stress caused by the continuous backlog of traffic gridlock at Saddler's Farm, Waterside and Tarpots (
caused by the Planners? ), you remove one of the MAJOR objections- there simply is no point in doing these changes "at
some point in the future" and after the chaos has been added to.
The Canvey link has been discussed for years , why can't the Planners see the sense in it- after all, they appear to be the
only ones who don't?
The dualling of Canvey Way makes no actual sense- just what are the benefits? This was dedicated as an 'Avenue of
Remembrance' so what becomes of the trees planted especially for this purpose?
It is noted that no improvement has been planned for the Charfleets Roundabout which has become the latest victim of
planning , since the installation of traffic lights at St Michael’s Road.
Drivers are trying to use both lanes of the Canvey Road dual carriageway to turn left onto Long Road, thus blocking access
to Charfleets Estate, Northwick Road and for the residents of the Dutch Village leaving via Dyke Crescent and attempting to
go full circle in order to leave the Island. If it had been planned, then it would have constructed so no traffic could turn left
when in the right-hand lane.
There are 4 or 5 very real eyesores that blot the Benfleet and Canvey landscapes- Manor trading Estate. Who in their right
mind conceived such an idea as to build/allow a 'dirty' Commercial Estate in the middle of a housing development? Or asked
another way, who planned the building of houses around Manor Estate? HGV's and the like thundering through the narrow
roads of a residential area is a recipe for disaster and are to the detrimental of the area.
The whole area around the estate resembles a slum at very best.
Thorney Bay is of it's time - 50 years out of date- we are supposed to be planning for the future. It has degenerated into a
hide-away for all kinds of riff-raff who have been allowed to take up full year residency, which is outside of the consent given
to what is supposed to be a temporary park.
The old Gas Works/Oil Storage Depot . I understand that Conoco have paid for the Roscommon Way extension, but nonethe-less, this place is a complete eyesore and a waste of good land.
These two Canvey Island sites would hold a large proportion of the housing requirement suggested for the Island and would
not impede on any green belt areas being already either semi-residential or grey sites.
Canvey Seafront in the area of the Monaco- this should be a listed building as it is of historical interest. However, the
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'amusements' that surround are a complete detriment to the area and are also very much of their time- the sixties!
Today demands Cafe Society not grotty slot machines arcades and grubby second-rate fast food stores. What are the plans
to rejuvenate this eyesore? Has anyone actually given any thought to upgrading somewhere which only attracts the wrong
element? Surely Castle Point should be following the lead set be Southend at Pier Hill and the immediate area. Should we
not be attracting money onto the Island, not scaring away what is basically a ghetto? Loose the cheap amusement areas
develop a new and welcoming feel to our seafront.
* For inspiration, should any be required, research The River Walk, San Antonio, Texas and see just how they have made a
once unattractive area into a world-leading tourist area and must-sea destination- applying just 1% of what has been done
there would improve this corner 100% at least!
Finally, the newest eyesore is the Furtherwick/ Castle View School - the whole mess shows absolutely no architectural
design or thought whatsoever went into the planning of this monstrosity.
It is an abscess on the face of the town centre being completely out of keeping with its surroundings. More evidence of a lack
of actual planning ?
How did it end up with the name of Castle View, when it is unlikely if there is even a glimpse of the Castle unless one was to
stand on the roof?
Why not kill several birds with one stone and relocate the entire Manor Industrial Estate to E4 and E5 sites suggested for
Canvey, freeing up ample room in Benfleet for the construction of new homes which would appease many protestors?
Incentives such as using Transport Companies from both Canvey and Benfleet to aid the relocations could be seen as a
boost; temporary discount vouchers for use at Cafes and eating places at both locations during the transition period and
given out to Estate workers; building and glazing works could also be meted out between companies at both sites, creating
additional revenue. Just a few ideas that immediately come to mind that could be seen as a bonus- financial incentives work!
Consideration should also be given to the fact that not all premises on Manor Farm are being used for manufacturing,
Farmer Fred's being a good example. Does it need to be there- is there somewhere more suitable than an Industrial Estate
that might suit?
Exactly where is it possible at Canvey Point to fit 160 homes? Even with the demolition of Canvey Supply and the small
industrial estate there that is still a relatively small area- are the shops also to go?
A new nursing home, H17,is surely in the wrong location- on the very edge of an Industrial Estate. No, sorry, this is NOT the
area for this to be built, added to, just how many retirement homes does Canvey need- are we to become another
Bournemouth, the geriatric centre of the UK?
The continuous adjusting of the numbers of houses to be built at H16, land East of Canvey Road will not make any
difference to the fact that this is a DESIGNATED FLOOD PLAIN and as recent events has shown, should never, never be
built on.
As I sit and watch the flooding on the field behind my house creep ever nearer to my boundary and given said recent events,
should Castle Point Planners give the go ahead to build on this site, they must accept responsibility for all and any increases
in House Insurance and all damage caused by any flooding. Has this been considered? Is the Council's budget big enough
to take these costs and the risk of possible law-suits that could follow? If Castle Point approves the building works, then they
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are liable. Period.
It sounds like a recipe for bankruptcy to me.
Just how and where are the employ improvements possibilities for Canvey shown in the plan ?
Why do we get the same old sweetener of new health care facilities when we can't even get the existing ones to open for
anything like reasonable times? Are today's public only sick 5.5 days of the week and between times as dictated by the
centres?
As for the Town Centre regeneration- just how many more years is this going to be drawn out? Canvey has needed
regenerating since I moved here 32 years ago and there is still no sign other than more claptrap from the Council. Quit the
endless to-ing and fro-ing and just get on with it.
Finally, whilst the extension of the A130 across to Kent may be in the laps of both the Government and the Highways
Agency, Castle Point seems to shy away from this- an area of momentous importance to us on this side of the river. What
this crossing would bring into this area financially is just unimaginable. We need a firm view and commitment from Castle
Point in securing this as part of a well-thought out plan for the area.
I am sure that direct access to the Continent from the Canvey Area would be a huge bonus for the existing and potential
future Commercial businesses of both Canvey Island and Benfleet.

DRAFT/RES/4849 SS8 0QJ

Response to Draft new local plan consultation. Comments coincide with the numbering on the questionnaire.
Question 1- We have ticked no because the whole of the South East is over developed as it is. With regard to the comment
that the Council would find it difficult to refuse applications for housing developments in location it considers inappropriate
within the borough is absolute nonsense, if it is inappropriate the Council can refuse as it has done in the past.
Question 2- We have ticked no because there should not be any further developments on Canvey which is already
overpopulated given its size and natural wastage ( i.e. death of elderly) should be taken into consideration. Plus at the
present time there are various developments under way on the Island which is not being taken into consideration where the
Councils proposed housing target is concerned.
Question 3- A big yes to this. As already stated Canvey is already over developed. The sum of proposed housing on the
Island is larger than those proposed in other areas of Castle Point. The Island is exactly that, an Island. It does not have
elastic sides. It will also take away valuable green belt on which children play ( amongst other activities) and it will also
greatly affect wildlife and birds. As it is, Canvey seems to be the poor relation and it seems that what is not wanted in any
other area of Castle Point can be dumped on Canvey Island. The island is already poorly maintained and in fact could be the
star of CPBC if money was spent on maintaining it and bringing it up to speed. If it was a desirable place to visit ( with ample
parking which is being depleted) this would generate more income, a part of which could be used to continue to maintain the
highways and verges which have been completely neglected.
As regards the impact on schools and GP's surgeries, there are already ample GP surgeries on the Island. The school
situation is something the Council should have considered when it closed down Castle View School as although part of the
land is being used for a branch of education if further schooling needs are required at the present time the land on which it
originally stood could not have been utilised for further development of schools not houses. However, this element of
proposed development will not be needed if further housing development is not permitted.
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With regard to the impact of traffic congestion this is a major problem at the present time, further development would only
exacerbate the problem greatly.
Question 4- You will notice that the words "less than" have been inserted before the words "20% affordable house and
infrastructure" and then ticked by us. The reason is because we do not want any more housing at all and the infrastructure
should be in place now not if at all the council elect to construct affordable houses. ( Considered a trick question). There are
many houses available to rent and as already stated natural wastage needs to be taken into consideration.
Question 5- The employment target should be attainable without further building. There are many factories empty at present
Fill these units and it will automatically create employment. Plus the town has many empty units and thus that exist are
mainly cares, banks and charity shops. The town needs the units to be filled with more of a variety of choice to enhance
revenue on the Island thus further creating employment.
Question 6- Further development of factories at West Canvey would create further traffic (especially lorries) and noise. Use
empty factories that already exist wisely.
Question 7- The Council's approach to increasing retail provision is ludicrous. Where on earth are you going to provide
further retail floor space in town, above us all!! We cannot express enough we are an Island. We do not have elastic sides!!
Another thing what about parking?
Question 8- The council states are seeks to provide additional open space alongside new housing proposals. Where are
you going to pluck this open space from? There is no further land available. Valuable land where children play local to their
homes is already being depleted without the further development of houses.
Question 9- The proposed new road from the A130 Canvey Way to Benfleet will only aggravate the already existing problem
on Canvey Way during rush hour. Furthermore will only add to congestion should there be a road accident on Canvey Way.
As far as the extension to Roscommon Way is concerned the first phase was a complete waste of money as will any
proposed further phase.
Question 10- It seems to us that the greenbelt it is proposed to be retained is far too little to. Hands off!! We need our green
belt for children to play on , family walks, walking of dogs, riding of horses and the preservation of wildlife, to name but a few
reasons.
Question 11- Our views on this question are as indicated, we cannot comment on Daws Heath Historic Natural Landscape
as we do not know the area.
Further Comments- It is noted that no mention has been made with regard to the building on a flood plain. Canvey Island is
classified as a Flood Zone 3 area ( high risk flood plain) as defined by the Flood Environment Agency and a fact that can be
checked on their website. This is a fact that CPBC is well aware of but choose to ignore.
The Flood Minister, Dan Rogerston, stated on BBC Breakfastime on 5th March that it already been made very clear to local
authorities that there should not be any further building on flood plains, A fact officials of CPBC have chosen to ignore at our
peril. As it is no evacuation plans are in place because there is no possible solution to this!! In view of this and the already
overcrowding it would be very irresponsible of the Council should it grant any further building of dwellings or factories on the
Island.

DRAFT/RES/4850 SS7 1HH

Q3. Reasons for objection 'other'- Type of housing which is built- always the same, takes account of what is profitable for
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developers not what is required by the community. Lack of 'green' provision in all developers proposals e.g. solar
panels/heating, rainwater capture and reuse.
General
I object strongly to any development of green belt boundary re-alignment leaving Castle Point now green belt along A130 to
divide Castle Point from Basildon.
I object to the density of properties suggested, developers plans have minimum gardens and not enough parking. This leads
to ill health both physical and mental and congestion and more accidents.
A number of these developments are on areas the council has identified as wildlife sites e.g. land off the Glyders has been
home to rare garden bees ( as at Canvey Wick).
These sites are being allowed to be degraded in wildlife terms and then developers can say they have no wildlife value.
Destroying one valuable site and setting up another elsewhere to offset the loss is not adequate provision.

DRAFT/RES/4851 SS7 2JA

I have given a lot of thought to this proposal. Having lived and worked in this areas, Castle Point mainland and Island, I
would not like to see it over developed. Whilst realising the need for expansion building and other growth there has to be a
balance, this I feel should link with central government plans especially highways.
Because of my approach to this document, I have attached my comments to each section of the plan as ticks in boxes are
not necessarily representative of an opinion.
Thank you for your approach to the overall needs for Castle Point.
Draft New Local Plan Consultation
AGREE
H4 150 Kiln Road
H5 600 Thorney Bay
H8 50 Castle View
H11 180 Solbys Wood
H12 50 (to 100)Eastwood Road Green Belt
H15 35 Glyders
H16 275 East of Canvey Road ( Cornelius School?)
H18 400 Blinking Owl- Brown Belt PARTIAL USE ONLY SEE E3
1740 Homes
+50 Eastwood Road
1790 New Homes
H9 +430 See Below
2220
H7 New Junior School AGREE
DISAGREE See notes to explain reasoning
H6 160 Canvey Island Point Road: very squashed; next to the sea wall; adds to the already congested access to the
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point.
H7 64 Scrub Lane: AGREE NEW SCHOOL: Housing development: there are already flooding problems in this area from
brook ( bottom of Scrub Lane/ Rectory Close rear gardens to Bilton Road and beyond). There are already problems with
sewage water disposal, ageing drains not coping. (Recent overflow of sewage water from lifting manhole covers by the
volume of water flowing down the street. When Conifers was developed the drainage had to be linked to Fernwood ( off
Poors Lane) this also floods.
TRAFFIC- Scrub Lane Traffic is already at overload with this road used as a cut-through. HGV's are causing noticeable
shaking of the foundations to Scrub Lane houses.
H9 200 Felstead Road area GREEN BELT
H10 430 Oak Lake land GREEN BELT
Is this development to also include the improvement to the A129? If so I could agree to this development as the
infrastructure will be there to support this development. However there is a lake on this site therefore there could be a
flooding risk to new property development.
H11 180 GREEN BELT
H3 100 GREEN BELT Glebelands; Objection to this development has already been upheld by central Government
H14 800 Jotmans This is marsh land, below the road level of A130 with a significant risk of flooding to any new home
development. A new school in this area would ONLY be necessary if this large development went ahead.
Question: If a new Doctors surgery was to be placed in this area, would this be in the form of a Primary Care Centre that
included Nursing and other ancillary health services? If so then this would vacate the land of existing GP and Primary Care
Health services properties for development into housing reducing the need for such a large development on this area!
E3 4ha for employment growth.
Q6 I understand that the owner of the Manor Trading Estate is willing to re-deploy to the Blinking owl site of the A127. If this
is so then an inclusion could be made for the proposed employment growth and release a more central area for housing
development.
H18 400 The Manor Trading Estate would then be available for the 400 homes proposed to start the Blinking owl
development. There is likely to still be an area of the Blinking Owl site that would be available for later housing development
therefore leaving our precious Green belt in place until the next review in 2031.
Q8 There seems to be a backward approach to the provision of open space! You are using existing green belt to build on (
existing open space) justifying this by providing other open space. If the Brown Belt land and H18 was developed with
Manor trading Estate land use after re-deployment used now added to the housing development of Manor Trading Estate
this surely would increase the housing requirement figures without the use of existing open space/green belt.
By 2031 as circumstances change there might, or might not be, a need to develop the green belt.
Q9 TRANSPORT
The new access roar to South Benfleet will not be necessary
a.) If Jotmans is developed
b.) A new link road off the existing A130/ A127 junction onto the Blinking Owl/ new Manor Trading, site would allow HGV and
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other traffic away from residential areas
c.) Dualling of the A130 Canvey Way- an expensive upgrade.
A new exit of Canvey Island does NOT involve the Waterside roundabout would alleviate the need for dualling of the A130 in
this period of development.
Looking into the larger potential of road development, has the council considered the wider scale development that
included the new Thames crossing? With the Central Government consultation on the location of this proposed new
crossing, has consideration been given to a crossing at the old Coryton B/P pier or even from Canvey Island Roscommon
Way which would open up trade in this area of the South East?
Dualling of the A130 Canvey Way would then become part of the wider picture of road development to take traffic away from
the already congested M25. Links to A14, A120, A130, A12, A130 would open the access for trade along the Norfolk,
Suffolk, Essex areas away from London allowing DP London Gateway port access from the South East of the UK and our
trade development further a-field.
Q9 (c) Bus Lanes I do not think that the existing use of bus lanes warrants the road space uses.
Properly developed curbed, lined cycle tracks would be a more effective use of the road space.

DRAFT/RES/4852 SS7 5DG

What you propose to do is mind boggling. Just come out of your offices and study the congested roads, contamination etc
and the idea of a further brick being laid in this area is mad, don't hide behind " The government says we have got to do it"
stand up and be counted get some of these government politicians to come down here and see for themselves so for your
leadership we have no police station, no lights in the street, holes everywhere in the roads. What about all the extra cars,
traffic etc we will have, I don't for one minute think you might consider you are very, very wrong.

DRAFT/RES/4853 SS7 5DA

Why is the Fane Road/ Blinking Owl/ Land West of Thundersley Site not being utilised? As this is technically “previously
developed Green Belt" Use of this site would cause minimal additional load to our over stretched Highways Infrastructure.
I am totally against loss of Green belt land and in particular H14 and H15 in the new Local Plan and the proposed new
junction on A130 Canvey Way to the West of Benfleet. These developments have been opposed by local residents at
previous consultations so why are they backing on the 'New' Local Plan?

DRAFT/RES/4854 SS7 5BE

The whole region is over populated and congested already.
We wish to object to object to the Draft New Local Plan and draw the council's attention to the following comments.
It appears the Council is prepared to take our heritage and remove our cultural rights in permitting the loss of Green Belt
Land.
How is the building of this housing scheme going to benefit the residents of Castle Point?
Are the houses for the occupancy of Castle Point residents? ( If the answer is no, who are the properties for, and why should
the people of Castle Point suffer the loss of their Green Belt).
If this proposal is merely to satisfy Government directives is it not time you councillors stood up for your constituents and
pointed out to Government the extreme over population of this corner of the South East (demonstrated by the inability of the
roads to cope with existing traffic) and other infrastructure unable to cope with the existing population.
Having received my draft copy of the new local plan, I see 20% of the properties are to be 'Affordable' aimed at the local
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people. Isn't it time the myth regarding 'Affordable Housing' being of benefit to the local people is dispelled. What it means is
that some properties will be smaller and cheaper than others but 'Affordable' does what it says on the can, and anyone from
anywhere who can afford to purchase them will buy, there is no priority for local people, we are in same market as everyone
else.
Don't mislead us by the statements; you the council are merely attempting deprive us of OUR GREEN BELT by building
housing which will just add to the overcrowding in this area.
I understand that the proposed plan is for completion 2031, 17 years in the future a relatively short time ( not a generation).
What then? With the increase in population caused by this additional housing, the demand will be even greater for more
housing, so where do the council intend to build then, more of our Green Belt?
Perhaps they are anticipating a Plague thus reducing the population or is it a case of NOT OUR PROBLEM?

DRAFT/RES/4855 SS7 2ST

There is in adequate s/water drainage out of the West Woods.
Shown in the enclosed photo is the storm of 24th August 2013.
This s/water flooded 16 properties in " The Gill" and the end of Broomfield.
450 more homes- What!

DRAFT/RES/4856 SS7 5AX

My letter regarding draft local plan, okay agree to a local plan but you and your colleagues haven't given this enough thought
and haven't even considered what local residents feel and will have to put up with when this is done. Now it seems to be
'come on, come on' we need to rush it through when you were elected you were supposed to work for your constituents in
the area that isn't happening as it seems you're only looking at what profits can be got. We the people of the area don't count
you, don't listen to what we say. Also we will have to put up with extra traffic everywhere. All our green belt going and our
peace and tranquillity is going to be taken away because you and you alone want more houses. There won't be jobs created
either. Smaller sites were looked into last time when this came up the whole process this time is underhanded very much
flawed and add given us absolutely no faith in you as councillors representing us if you have to change your plan then do it. I
am not saying it will but it might go in your favour???

DRAFT/RES/4857 SS8 0AQ

I am not against controlled and sensible development in Canvey Island.
I am against uncontrolled development before the essential requirements are put in place i.e. Roads, Schools, Amenities and
Drainage. Failure to comply with these essentials is a disaster waiting to happen on a project as a large as your proposed
recommendations.
No mention is made in your report that the who of Canvey is a flood plain and will remain at risk of flooding, the sea wall was
constructed in the 1970's at that time little was understood about Global Warming the sea wall at best is good for 20 years if
we are lucky.
Are there any future plans improve the flood defences on Canvey? Will we wait for a repeat of the last event, my worry is
complacency and a severe lack of funding will overrule common sense.
My only hope is that someone will have the foresight to take into account the future severity of climatic changes, and think
very carefully about implementing major development to all of the in habitants on Canvey Island.
The recent severe weather events should be a wakeup call to all those who control our lives.
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If you can't afford to action your proposals within the criteria required then leave well alone.

DRAFT/RES/4858 SS7 5DJ

Dyke system on Canvey at limit of its capabilities- investment required in short term storages discharge to sea.
South Benfleet Station failing for disabled, car parking short term, bus interchange and bridge only 1/2 used, extend into
estuary and separate through road from buses. New road from South Benfleet Station along Railway line, past passage
works and join A130. Not Jotmans Lane, take junction of this road over railway to Jotmans Farm Development. This gives
much more flexibility and removes traffic through South Benfleet. Housing Development should match existing properties in
style and space for each property.
PS: Could have done with more information to make decisions, website fair.
With reference to connecting south west of Benfleet to the A130...Jotmans Lane is usually referred to as the contact point to
the A130. However this will do nothing to alleviate the congestion in the area of South Benfleet.
At rush hour the area from South Benfleet library to South Benfleet railway station is always solid with traffic.
Connecting Jotmans Lane to the A130 will do nothing to alleviate this. From observations while waiting to pick my wife up at
Benfleet Station I will say 10% of the traffic has something to do with the railway stations- 10% is local and the remainder are
trying to work their way onto Canvey Island.
A road connecting Jotmans lane to the A130 will do nothing to alleviate this problem. The local roads have reached total
maximum loading and therefore they either have to be widened on alternative route has to be found.
A better approach is to introduce a new road from South Benfleet station along the south side of the railway line passed the
sewage works and then up to the A130. A junction can be placed in at Jotmans Farm for the proposed new housing
development. Placing a road in this position means that anyone wishing to access the station does not have to go through
South Benfleet or Canvey Island but can come down the A130 and go directly to the station this will alleviate traffic going
onto Canvey and then coming back to Benfleet. It also means that is Benfleet railway station is out of action we have another
method of gaining access to South Benfleet from Canvey.
South Benfleet railway station and bus interchange are a recipe for disaster. It is common for people to run across the road
to catch their bus or train. And enclosed bus station should be part of new plan. Not only is traffic slowed up by pedestrians,
but there are huge delays with people trying to find somewhere to park to pick up and drop off at the station. A total redesign
of South Benfleet Station, bus depot, taxi rank and temporary parking is called for...
Two immediate options come to mind, to compulsory purchase properties immediately to the north of the station and then
develop the area. Or to extend out into the creek and develop on this land.
The South Benfleet Railway Bridge is a known congestion point for HGV vehicles, police, ambulance and fire brigade.
Currently only half of the bridge is being used for traffic. With some alterations to the rain water dam and the 1.5 meter
diameter pipe that goes from that dam the bridge and out to sea it is fairly easy to use the central part of that bridge for
traffic. The existing lane that is nearest the station could be used for an entrance for buses and taxis and emergency
vehicles.

DRAFT/RES/4859 SS7 5BB

The roads in this area are already heavily used. Car parking is a premium.
For the projected maximum housing would mean 2000 to 3000 more cars, that would be using our already overcrowded
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roads. Car parking is already a problem. The number of cars from this estate would inventively spill over onto our roads.
A project of this magnitude will require heavy equipment using our roads, causing damage and congestion. An example of
how easily the damage can be caused. There are a number of deep pot holes, at the junction of Jotmans Road and the High
Road.
They have been there for some time!
Where exactly is the new link road, in respect to the existing housing estate bordering the H14 Jotmans Hall Farm?
There is no mention installation of services, such as water, sewage, electricity. How would their installation affect us?
No matter what promises are made regarding damage, and repair to damaged roads etc. I think they would most likely be
forgotten or just ignored.
Thank you.

DRAFT/RES/4860 SS7 5EJ

Firstly you refused application for 265 houses on Jotmans Farm, why you are now proposing 800 and why has Jotmans got
far more than anywhere else. As I explained at a meeting, I live on the Bird Estate, and for anyone in that area to get to the
Tarpots or Station we have to join the High Road at Cemetery Corner. There are 3 roads converging now, the High Road,
Jotmans and Benfleet Park Road. Can you actually imagine the increase in traffic with these houses.
Next point with all the floods lately, and the prospect of this happening more often, is it even safe to cover the land with more
concrete. It means less land for water to run away. It is all very well saying you will "create" open space, but will happen to
the horses and farmlands and what do you call affordable housing, will this be for the first time buyers in the area? Benfleet
will be ruined as a nice place to live, and in it’s place will be main roads and a concrete jungle. I know the government say
the whole country needs more housing, and why is that?
Because immigration is out of control. Let them work at getting that in order, we cannot and should not be expected to house
and support the world.
Schools are overcrowded as is the NHS.
I used to work at South Benfleet Primary School and there was more and more children attending who couldn't speak
English, our youngsters suffer as a result. I do not want to live in a mini London, and if this plan goes ahead, that is one of
the things I am afraid of. Housing on this scale is wrong and should not be allowed to happen.
Please do not label me 'racist' for pointing out the problem., get sorted at the source instead of throwing more building work
at it.

DRAFT/RES/4861 SS7 5TZ

My comments criticsing the Draft New Local Plan ref: H14
Under the present proposals traffic congestion, including added pollution, will increase the severe problems that already exist
at the Tarpots and Sadler’s Farm junctions. I am therefore opposed strongly to further developments which can only
exacerbate the present unacceptable proposals.
Being a longstanding resident in Malwood Road and having suffered past flooding problems through inadequate drainage.
Underground storage tanks were installed to alleviate this with some success but are they of sufficient size to cope with the
extra volume of water?
An additional twenty properties are to be built on an extension of Malwood Road but unless special measures are
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undertaken and assurances given to prevent recurrence of the surface water causing flooding as before, I am strongly
objecting to the H14 proposal.
I have strong objections to the plans. Especially one I know best, where I live off Jotmans Lane.
The roads etc cannot take it. I understand need for housing but on the outside of the community network. Jotmans exiting on
Canvey Way. There is plenty of land outside Benfleet to be set aside.
Why not build what's needed and no more?

DRAFT/RES/4862 SS7 5AR

Dear Sirs,
RE: Castle Point Draft Local Plan Consultation
We feel very strongly against the proposals with impact on the local roads and community resources and in particular the
sheer volume of traffic. For instance the Jotmans lane proposal I would be happy with it exited on an improved junction with
Canvey Way. Not Jotmans Lane and associated roads.
I realise building targets and needs but in the correct areas allocated, I would like to see my council help provide these on
the outside of communities with roads exiting out on new infrastructure.
As for the required number if it was 200 I would like to see them capped at 200.
Affordable housing is not affordable enough.
I would like my council listen to the residents of each community and act on the community wishes not each councillors own
personal agenda or choose the communities point of view.
Benfleet and local parts have been quite a nice place to live there is not, nor can there be, as pleasant a place in the future
to live.
Lack of infrastructure i.e. roads and overcrowding and shipments of lots of people into from outside is a fore done deal,
shame.
Castle Point New Draft Local Plan Consultation
From : Jotmans Farm Action Group
Dear Neighbour: CPBC Development Plans for building 800 new homes on land West of Benfleet i.e. Jotmans Farm

DRAFT/RES/4863 SS7 5HP
You have probably already received your consultation pack from CPBC for completion. We believe that CPBC are trying to
rush these plans through as quickly as possible. We also believe that this plan has always been the aim from the outset,
even after 600 local residents objected in writing to CPBC following Persimmons application to build 265 new homes on
Jotmans Farm- which was turned down by CPBC on 1 Oct 2013.
No doubts you understand the full implications of this new proposal:
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3,200 plus people for the immediate area and 20,000- 30,000 additional people in an overpopulated congested
Castle Point .
At least 10,000 additional vehicles on already congested roads.
Insufficient school places
Insufficient doctor surgeries
Insufficient infrastructure to accommodate all above.

There is no doubt that the implication and introduction of these plans will go towards reshaping the borough- not for the
benefit of the present residents.- not for the benefit of hundreds of lorries and transporters continuously using Benfleet High
Roads and Roads into Jotmans Farm for months even years on end.
" I agree with all the objections enclosed, this part of the world will become gridlocked."

DRAFT/RES/4864 SS8 0OD

Draft New Local Plan Consultation
I appreciate that all local plans are very difficult to produce and can be very controversial, particularly where the development
is envisaged. However I would like to pay a compliment to all the hard work that has been put in by everyone for this to go
out for public consultation.
If we do not have a local plan we could end up having twice as many dwellings as suggested in this draft plan. It would also
be an open door for everyone who owns land to submit planning applications and if we had no local plan the chances of us
being successful at an appeal ( public enquiry) would be very weak.
I have had to declare an interest because the draft plan has selected a nursing home at West of Canvey Road although this
was not requested by my daughter or I. But I suspect because the previous draft plan where my daughter did make
presentations did score a very high rating and therefore it is recognised that the garden centre site is an ideal site for a future
nursing home.
I was very disappointed to see that the Dutch Village land is included for future development, as when I supported the 600
properties to be built on the Thorney Bay Caravan Park instead of having nearly 2000 caravans, the second largest caravan
site in the country, I thought that that would be sufficient without building on the Dutch Village site.
Regarding the frontage on Canvey Road from Theo Hall, which in my view is a very untidy site, from there to Northwick Road
frontage should be released for development which is called frontage development and which happens across the county
and the country.
With all the proposed development within this draft plan we must make sure that our infrastructure is able to cater for the
expansion. Roads, sewers, education, leisure, GP Surgeries and all the other requirements that help to make a local
community.

DRAFT/RES/4865

I'm writing in response to the planning that was sent out. Don't think we need any more houses in and around the whole of
Castle Point. I think there's already enough, I feel that all the green areas round are already disappearing - it has to stop!
Whatever next? Building on Thundersley Glen?
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DRAFT/RES/4866 SS7 2UJ

Dear Sirs,
Further to the recent questionnaires, which I completed and returned to your offices, I wish to add an amendment as
follows:I am fully in favour of the council developing the “Blinking Owl" cafe site (H18) this, I feel would be the most sensible solution
available. Is a definite No to the Stadium Way Link Road!

DRAFT/RES/4868

I wish to inform you that if all this land gets built on that in my opinion that there will be no land that food crops can be grown
locally.

DRAFT/RES/4869

Dear Sir,
We are shocked, appalled and disgusted at the proposed development all around Daws heath, it goes against all the
environment, pollution, congestion, nature, etc. It is out of the question.
The thought of it all going we think is criminal and we leave nothing for our future generations.
PLEASE STOP THIS!!

DRAFT/RES/4870 -

Having received the above draft plan, we are sorry but cannot fill in the questionnaire easily. Therefore , our comments to the
questions are as follows:
Question 1.
Yes, we do need a plan but how many times do we Islanders have to tell you we are to the point of saturation already as
far as homes are concerned here.
Question 2.
No
Question 3.
Yes, We object to all the sites H5, H6, H7, H8, H14, H16, and H17 .
Impacts on congestion- have you ever tried to get on and off Canvey Island morning and evenings? We presume none of
you live on the Island because you would know the congestion already. Building 1450 homes would perhaps mean a further
2500+ extra cars travelling on to and around the Island at peak times. Impossible. Also a road connected to A130 Canvey
Way from H14 would severely impair our exit from Canvey.
Schools and Doctors Surgeries
Saturated already.
Question 4.
Do not understand.
Question 5.
How can building houses promote jobs? They wouldn't be permanent jobs would they? Not everyone works in the building
industry!
Question 6.
We do not object to employment growth.
Question 7.
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About right but needs to be the shops we need, not more of the same.
Question 8.
No, too low.
Question 9.
Widening Soames Ave, to Link Road only pushes the problem further onto the Island, it does not help us. The roads then
join the roundabout and traffic will back up. Same dualling Canvey Way. Extra traffic will be on the road and back up at the
new roundabout and Waterside Farm. Please, please listen to the residents, we have saturated roads already without adding
more cars from extra houses.
Additional Comments
We are really not opposed to housing and realise the need, but we are at saturation point on the Island. We have made our
views known to you previously and yet you say ' we need and value your comments', but have repeatedly told you all the
above and yet you still insist on saturation building. If you really value our views how about building:
50 homes H6- Canvey Supply, Point Road.
100 homes H5- Thorney Bay
None H8- former Castle View School ( we were promised this wouldn't happen at a meeting before the school closed) .
None H16- Surely all this is flood plain and considering there is not much land for recreational use, this could continue as it
is.
I know this is well below your proposal but acceptable to all who live here. Remember the floods? How many have to lose
their lives should it happen again. The residents of the Island could not quickly evacuate at present levels of traffic with all
roads culminating at Waterside Farm. We have experienced this again and again after having accidents on Canvey Way,
where we have been completely gridlocked further on to the Island.
You have made mention of another road towards the Manor Way in Corringham, but a TOLL road? The only toll roads I have
heard about are motorways. What about residents as the far east of the Island? We will be trapped with no hope of reaching
the mainland having to queue all the way from the Point. Surely a bridge as the eastern tip over to Leigh would alleviate such
a lot of the Southend bound traffic at the Tarpots interchange.
And infrastructure. Not one mention of upgrading the crumbling drainage system that has caused so much distress this
winter. Surely with additional housing, upgrading the present system over the entire Island should be a priority first. I
presume this is not what you want to hear, but again you've asked for our comments and nothing has changed, we are still
against saturation housing on Canvey Island.
Can you tell me who you represent? Is it the residences, Castle Point Council or the Government? If it is us, the residents,
surely you must not go ahead with the planned proposal as it is against our wishes. Local elections could have dire
consequences if you do not listen to us.

DRAFT/RES/4871 SS7 5AP

Ref: Draft New Local Plan Consultation
My objections to the proposals within your plan are based on my own observations knowledge and experience of living in
Benfleet since 1962 and have watched it becomes over developed.
Having read the proposals several times I have come to a conclusion that several important bits of information have been left
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out and not even discussed at the meetings that I have attended regarding this development plan.
These are:
We are constantly being told by this Government and Energy suppliers that there is insufficient power being generated
through lack of power stations. North Sea Oil will eventually run out and the country will have to depend more on overseas
suppliers who can hold the country to ransom. water supplies for this area are under ever increasing demands for water and
it there are a few weeks of constant sunshine we get a Hosepipe Ban.
The infrastructure at the moment is unable to support the existing community, specially maintaining the roads. It has recently
taken me three years to get the pot holes in Benfleet High Road repaired properly and this was only done by me
continuously writing to my MP at the House of Commons
GAS
The following calculated moderate Gas usage for 12 Months totalled 11904.71 kilowatt hours. Time this by 2550=
30,357,010 kilowatts of extra gas will be required.

DRAFT/RES/4872 SS8 0QD

Re: Draft Local Plan
With reference to the above plan, may I say how disappointed I am that once more our site at Russell House has been
overlooked. The plans for a proposed 50 bedroom care home just a few metres from Russell House have been given the
green light! This proposed home is to be erected on the site of the existing garden centre, which I recall was on green belt
land!
Mr Ray Howard owns the garden centre and more pieces of land to the rear of Raydele House which consists of stables, dog
kennels, eggs and potato shop and parking for caravans. I am puzzled as to why my site at Russell House is classed as
green belt and unsuitable for development, would it be an advantage if I was a councillor?
Essex County Council obviously overlooked the “Green Belt" when they decided to compulsorily purchase half of my front
garden to construct a dual construct a dual carriage way. Since this road was constructed, our access from Russell House to
the old Canvey Road was cut off by bollards, I have enquired many times who made this wider and why I was never advised
that this road was to be closed and have severely restricted our access in Russell House. I have never received an
explanation why this happened- was it just to benefit Mr Ray Howard? As this has been an access for Russell House for
generations of my family and not the only property to gain from the closure of Old Canvey Road is Raydele House.
Once again I feel that I have been discriminated against. I have discussed this with many old Canvey Islanders and also
professionals who sympathise with the situation. Over the years I have seen our property devalue whilst I have been
dignified, and accepted the changes which did not benefit us, but certainly did others not too far away!
My father Mr W A Theobold was one of three farmers who sold the land to Occidental Oil Refinery in 1966, after they had
obtained permission for an oil refinery ( where were the 'Green Belt Restrictions' then?). The outcome was that the refinery
did not materialise. This section of land from the scrap yard at Theohall to the garden centre at Northwick Corner does not
serve a green belt function.
I would appreciate an explanation in the foregoing.
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Dear Sir/Madam,

DRAFT/RES/4874 SS7 3HF

DRAFT/RES/4875

We wish to record dissatisfaction with the present Draft Local plan relating to the area known as Coombewood.
We have followed the actions of the Friends of Coombewood over the years and hailed their success in achieving the status
of Village Green for the eternity of this area.
We understand that in the new draft plan certain parts of the Village Green have now been excluded from this status.
This is a rather strange and dubious state of affairs and we are wondering who has given permission for this new planning.
Dear Sir/Madam,
With the imposition of 800 houses to be built from Jotmans Farm roundabout it is both unacceptable and flawed. The extra
burden on the community with increase in our overcrowded roads the lack of infrastructure despite all the assurances
dreamed up by the planners or should I say by the friendly developers.
The inclusion to destroy the allotments the only source of exercise and activity mostly old people have, so much for
protecting the leisure pursuits in the area!
There is a waiting list for these allotments and to take that away from people would be criminal. Apart from that to extend
building would create " Rat Runs" and destroy 'the quality of life' for the local residents.
There is a need for housing but common sense and faultiness must be a consideration. It might be self contractually to meet
the previous Government targets but need the wishes of the people as we also have a say in the future.
Dear Sir/ Madam,

DRAFT/RES/4877 SS7 1SP

I am writing to you regarding the issues raised at your recent council meeting on the 15 Jan 2014, concerning the need for a
plan to develop land in the local area, providing new homes.
My family and I have owned a property with approximately seventeen acres of Green Belt land at Eaton Cottage, The Chase,
Thundersley, for the past eighty years. This land was originally used as farm/grazing land up until the early sixties when over
half was taken by compulsory purchase, to provide a sports ground for the Seevic College. The remaining seven acres has
since been used for grazing only.
The upkeep of the land has been a constant challenge due to a number of incidents, such as vandals setting fire to hedges,
regular damage to fencing from trespassers and college students retrieving lost footballs, dog waste bags and litter being
thrown in from adjacent footpath, fly tipping of garden/building waste and even a knife attack on three of our horses which
did feature in the Echo paper in Feb 2009. Finally, when my father passed away four years ago, we decided enough was
enough and stopped keeping horses and the land has not been used since. I feel that if it wasn't for the fact that we have
kept the grass and hedges under control, the land would have become an over grown mess and an eyesore to all, attracting
more fly tipping and fires etc.
We are no left with this piece of PRIVATE LAND that the public cannot use or benefit from, which leads me to think that this
would be a perfect site for your development plan. We have spoken with developers in the past who have all shown a great
interest, but are stopped by the Green Belt label. Our land benefits from having all the basic services/ infrastructure is
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already in place right on the doorstep and access via three routes: Runneymede Chase, leading out to the Kiln Road and
The Chase leading to either Kenneth Road or the Rayleigh Road.
Although any development such as this, especially on Green Belt land, attracts many objections, people have to realise that
new homes need to be built somewhere in the area, just as many of their homes were, including The Rundells Estate,
Broadlands Estate, Seevic College and even the Ashcroft Place homes ( all built on Green Belt land). Surely two or three
smaller developments of this size would have far less intrusive impact on everyone than say a large two hundred home plus,
size estate.
I would be grateful if you would put forward these points at the appropriate time as there seems no logical reason in my mind
for keeping this idle patch of private land in the middle of a mainly developed area, labelled as a Green Belt site.

DRAFT/RES/4878

I draw your attention to the questionnaire. Why waste more money sending these out!? When the powers that be have
already decided what they are spending tax payers money on!
I wonder if the third road off of Canvey will be built before the houses!!??

DRAFT/RES/4879 SS7 1ET

POPULATION PREDICTION
Has the calculation of figures relating to future population density been made by expert statisticians or are they simply
'guesswork'? Although it is obviously not possible to be precise, it seems to me to be of the utmost importance that the very
best advice in the field be obtained. A wrong prediction could result in either too few, or too many dwellings being built, with
new houses standing empty deteriorating through lack of demand.
FLOOD PLAINS
The Council should give very, very careful thought before allowing developments on land which is, or could become prone to
flooding.
A prime example would be Jotmans Farm (H14). Careful consideration must be given to the topography of this site in the
light of the extreme weather conditions recently experienced. Can we be sure that this was indeed 'once-in-a-lifetime' event?
Should serious flooding occur in the future as a result of natural drainage becoming inhibited due to the development, then it
should be remembered that Castle Point Council will be held responsible.
DRAINAGE
Referring to the above site and its sloping character, how much thought has been given to disposal or surface and foul
water?
Drain covers adjacent to the railway bridge have been seen to be lifted by water pressure during times of heavy rain.
It would also seem that the treatment works does not have the capacity to deal with the current demand, let alone the
additional load which would result from a development of 800 (?) more houses. It is a fact that effluent is at present removed
by tankers. I have verified this fact by questioning the tanker drivers, and am informed that effluent is in fact removed and is
not being imported from other works that are unable to cope with demand.
INFRASTRUCTURE IN GENERAL
Roads in Castle Point are hardly adequate for current usage and in general would not be able to withstand a large increase
in traffic. There is much street parking, which would inhibit the flow on increased traffic with the consequent minor and
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serious accidents.
I note that there appears not to be any provision in any of the proposed developments for areas of neighbourhood parking.
I would also question the structural integrity of the roads themselves.

DRAFT/RES/4880 SS7 3NG

The New Local Plan Consultation
With regard to the above, I would like to express my views on the "Draft New Local Plan" particularly with regards to the
number of additional new homes: The National Planning Policy Framework may well indicate that there is a need for 350 additional new homes per year but
the local area cannot provide this, nor CPC's revised 200 additional homes per year, and retain the characteristics that make
it an attractive place to live. Implementation of "The Plan" will significantly and demonstrably outweigh any perceived
benefit to the community.
The Draft New Local Plan new home proposals include large areas of designated Green Belt land which incorporate many
fields and bridleways that make this part of Essex attractive to nature lovers, walkers and equestrian activities.
If we continue to cover every piece of natural open countryside with concrete then what a legacy we are leaving future
generations?
I have lived in and around Thundersley all my life and I continue to want to live here because of its rural nature: the ability to
lose myself amongst the unmade roads and bridleways, many of which are within a specific areas that the plan no proposes
to open up for the development.
Castle Point Council have always up help their Green Belt policy and have been determined not to allow development to blur
the lines between Basildon and Benfleet. They have been staunchly supported in this by the residents and voters. Why they
are now allowing central Government to dictate what is suitable for the area?
There will come a time when a physical saturation point has been reached and there will not be any land left to build on,
what then? By that time it will be too late and the will be area ruined.
Additional housing will undoubtedly attract more commuters given our proximity to the city. The rail service from Benfleet and
Pitsea is already overcrowded during rush hour and the line cannot cope with additional trains without affecting journey
times. The roads are also gridlocked at peak times causing travel chaos, the area just cannot absorb any more traffic.
The elected Councillors and Planning Staff need to act now to convince central Government that they should look to build
away from the South East, which is already over populated, and spread development and economic growth across the whole
of England.

DRAFT/RES/4881

1.) The Draft Local Plan will see houses built on sport and recreational buildings and land (namely, more than 100 livery
stables, grazing and ménages available at least five stable yards in Benfleet, currently available for public hire).
2.) No assessment has been made of the loss of this sporting and recreational activity, its heritage or the community impact,
a breach of National Planning Guidance.
3.) No provision is made in the Draft Local Plan to replace by equivalent or better the stabling of horses in a suitable location.
This is a breach of National Planning Guidance.
We require the Local Plan to ensure that provision of equivalent or better stabling is made available in the Dawes Heath
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Road immediate area to compensate for the loss of Cooks, Henry Smiths, Solby Wood and others. This provision must be
made in good time, long before the farms are closed to public horse keepers, to ensure that no horses are forcibly destroyed
or left homeless. If Castle Point Council cannot guarantee this provision will be made in a timely manner, then it should not
proceed with the Local Plan, as this would be unlawful. Any attempt to do so without complying with National Planning Policy
Framework will result in us taking this matter to Judicial Review.

DRAFT/RES/4882 SS7 1LN

Dear Sirs,
Re: Objection to Proposal to Castle Point New Local Plan ( Ref: H15)
I understand that I should have received by post an information pack from Castle Point Council outlining the new Draft New
Local Plan but neither I nor my neighbours have received this. I would have thought that as our properties are adjacent to the
proposed development it would be vital that we should be the first to receive this information pack!
I am extremely concerned about this proposed development as for the last few years the existing surface water drainage
infrastructure has been unable to cope and I and several neighbours have had our garages flooded. The water flows down
the farmland across Essex Way into our properties. Developing this H15 Greenbelt would only exacerbate flooding as the
existing surface water infrastructure is not adequate for the existing drainage situation.
I cannot imagine that a budget to build 35 properties would warrant an expensive update to the surface water infrastructure
involving road works in Essex Way!
The proposed Green Belt development area is also a haven for wild life.
Essex Way, the eastern gateway to Benfleet, Canvey and the Rail Station, quite often grinds to a halt during rush hour. To
have further traffic exiting onto this main road can only result in increased congestion and chaos.
I therefore hope you will take my comments into account and that this proposed building application will be refused.
RE: DAWS HEATH FUTURE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Dear Sirs,

DRAFT/RES/4883 SS7 2VQ

DRAFT/RES/4884

I would like this amendment added to my recent questionnaire.
1.) I object to any building on land known as H11 and H10
2.) No to Stadium Way- Daws Heath Link Road
3.) Please reconsider developing site (H18) Blinking Owl/ Fane Road with new roads having improved access to Sadler’s
Farm and the new A130. The roads are already having major works so disruption would be minimal. I urge Essex County
Council to reconsider.
Dear Sirs,
With regards to the proposed planning for building on Jotmans Farm. I have noticed with interest that under the
government's National Planning Policy Framework it insists that sporting and recreational facilities cannot be removed for
building purposes (even if privately owned).
After reading with interest the following extract from the National Planning Policy:
"74. Existing open space, sports and recreational buildings and land, including playing, should not be built on unless:
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•

an assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the open space, buildings or land to be surplus to
requirements; or
the loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or better provision in terms of
quantity and quality in a suitable location; or
The development is for alternative sports and recreational provision, the needs for which clearly outweigh the loss."

I consider that it would be illegal to build on this land and therefore should be removed from the local plan. The land is in
current use and not surplus to requirements; and there has been no consideration for a replacement provision and no
available space in the vicinity for local people as an alternative.
With the potential threat of possible slaughter of many animals as a result makes even the mere suggestion of building in this
area barbaric, which sickens me as I moved to the area ( in Appleton Road) because of the livery yard.
I object to the proposal.
Dear Sirs,
Re: Glyders ( not 'The Glyders' as per the local plan H15)
I am writing to say I object to the new local plan. Putting aside the issues of overcrowding of roads/ schools/ drainage, I will
address my own personal concerns.
The site is Greenbelt, in 1980 the secretary of state agreed with the council in declining planning on this site. You say that
without a plan 7000 more homes could be delivered through the appeal process, but it was that very process that protected
H15 in 1980 upholding the council’s decision to decline planning permission for 11 homes.
DRAFT/RES/4885 SS7 1LN

1. It is our own County councillor that benefits from development of this land ( Mrs J Reeves) as she owns it. I see from
Land Registry she already has a buyer proposed ( Linden Partnership).
2. The value of my property will fall and my quality of living decreases with loss of privacy, light and increased noise
pollution.
3. The wildlife now residing on the land will be wiped out.
4. Again, I strongly object to the proposed plan, Glyders in particular. I still have not received the pack from yourselves
and have spoken to others who are yet to receive theirs too. The process feels rushed and well under way apart
from that of engaging with residents and the community.

DRAFT/RES/4886 SS7 1SR

Dear Sir/Madam,
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I have not received a consultation document regarding the plans to build four thousand houses in the Castle Point area so I
am writing to express my view on the matter.
It does not seem sensible to be to even contemplate building any new houses is an area as seriously overcrowded as Castle
Point. The pressure in services is extreme and traffic congestion a real problem.
We need to preserve the precious little green belt that we have left and it saddens me that another area of green in Kiln
Road is vanishing under yet more bricks and concrete.
In my view the authorities should be giving incentives to businesses and people to relocate to less populated parts of the
country because the chronic overcrowding in South East Essex is detrimental to quality life.

DRAFT/RES/4887 SS8 0QD

RE: DRAFT LOCAL PLAN
With regards to my email of the 2nd March concerning the above, I would like to say I am not opposed to any of the
proposals in the draft local plan.
You have allocated many sites in the green belt, but you still haven't answered my questions as to why you find my site has
been deemed to be unsuitable. Yet in the same area the site owned by Councillor Howard has been given permission to
build a fifty bedroom nursing home. I do not object but find it unreasonable.
May I remind you that it was not too long ago that Mr Burchill and yourself invited me to a meeting to discuss the possibility
of developing the site at Russell House and Theohall for affordable housing?
I am still curious as to why the bollards in the Old Canvey Road were installed, could they be removed to make our exit from
our property safer?
It was interesting to read the article in the Echo dated 11th March by Jon Austin.
Once again could you please reply to the foregoing.
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